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PREFACE 

The Commission has been constituted vide Cabinet Division's Notification 

issued vide S.R.0 No.130(1)2021 dated 29th  January, 2021, with the following 

Terms of Reference (TORs): 

a) To examine the process of selection and appointment of Trouvons LLC, 

Broadsheet LLC, and International Asset Recovery Limited ('IAR') and 

execution of Agreements in the year 2000. 

b) To examine the circumstances, reasons and effect of cancellation of 

Agreements with Broadsheet LLC and IAR in 2003. 

c) To identify and determine the reasons and effect of settlement and 

payments made on behalf of Pakistan to JAR and Broadsheet LLC in 2008, 

and whether the payments made were justified. 

d) To identify the persons or officials responsible for making wrong payment 

of USD 1.5 million to the wrong person in the year 2008 which was not 

entitled to receive such payment. 

e) To identify as to whether the arbitration proceedings before the London 

Court of International Arbitration (LCIA) and subsequent appeal before the 

High Court of Justice in London regarding Broadsheet LLC were 

conducted diligently and efficiently. 

0 To determine as to whether after finalization of the Award and appellate 

proceedings before the High Court at London regarding Broadsheet LLC, 

the process of making payments to the Claimant was legal and in 

accordance with the prescribed rules and procedure. 



g) To identify the incidents and cases relating to recovery efforts and legal 

proceedings pursued by the Government of Pakistan since the year 1990 in 

foreign jurisdictions for recovery of unlawfully removed money or 

illegally acquired assets, but were closed, abandoned and/or withdrawn 

without any valid reason or justification resulting in colossal losses to the 

country. 

h) To identify and fix responsibility of any person, body or authority etc. 

which was guilty of gross negligence or misconduct or acted with mala fide 

motive or objective in respect of the above matters. 

i) Any other matter related or ancillary to the matters enumerated above. 

Even before the Commission could become functional upon provision of office 

space and staff, that too after much foot dragging, the bureaucracy went into a 

self-preservation mode and withdrew into its shell like a threatened snail. The 

level of non-cooperation from the various Ministries/Divisions/Departments 

would have made Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi proud. Every effort was made 

to conceal, hide and "misplace" the relevant record in a rather obvious effort to 

cover up the incompetence and corruption of the present incumbents, their 

predecessors and political benefactors. Incidentally, the loss of record straddled 

more than one department and more than one Continent. The record was found 

missing not only in Islamabad but alas at Pakistan's High Commission in London, 

United Kingdom, as well. However, a part of the record consisted of 

correspondence which had been conducted with National Accountability Bureau 

(NAB). Fortunately, NAB was much more forthcoming with the provision of 

record, permitting the Commission to piece together the responses to the 

questions posed in the TORs. 



1n-order to proceed with reference to above said TORs, the Commission 

summoned 26 witnesses ('Awl' to `AW 26') to record their statements. The 

witness statements are attached as Appendix-I. As far as the record is concerned, 

it was decided by the Commission that no original record would be retained / 

received from the witnesses / custodian of the record. Therefore, only certified 

copies after comparing with the original record were taken on the record of the 

Commission as Exhibits from the custodians of the record. 

The certified copies taken on record by the Commission as Exhibits are 

summarized as below: 

i. 	Exhibits NAB-1 to NAB-101; 

Exhibits OAGP-1 to OAGP-8; 

Exhibits FD-1 to FD-4; 

iv. Exhibits AW 3-1, AW 3-2, AW 3-2 A & B; 

v. Exhibit AW 17-1; 

vi. Exhibits AW 18-1, 18-2 & 18-3; 

vii. Exhibit AW 22-1; 

viii. Exhibit AW 24-1; and 

ix. Exhibit AW 26-2 A to AW 26-2 N. 

The individual documents forming part of the Exhibits which have been 

specifically referred to in the various responses• have been separated and 

appended with the Report for the sake of convenience. While the remaining 

Exhibits (which are certified copies of the record) have been sealed and handed 

over to NAB for safe keeping in their strong room. The aforesaid certified copies 

of the record can always be made available from NAB. 

The Commission's report is based on the witnesses' statements and record as 

made available to it. 

It may be worthwhile to mention that, Mr. Tariq Fawad Malik gave a statement 

to the Arbitral Tribunal and was crossed examined. He is an absconder, and the 



Interpol has issued Red Notice for his arrest. The Commission did not find it 

necessary to record his statement as he did not have anything worthwhile to 

contribute to the responses to the TORs beyond what had already been stated 

before the Arbitral Tribunal. 

Mr. Kaveh Mousavi, is a convicted felon, who was sentenced to a term in prison. 

Nonetheless, he has made certain statements in the media about the several people 

which might or might not hold water. Under the TORs of this Commission, it 

cannot inquire into those. However, if the Government of Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan, finds it expedient it may investigate such allegations. 

Parts of this report were scribed late evenings at the foot of the Margalla Hills, 

where I was staying. The discordant symphony of the howling jackals was a 

constant companion. The howling of the jackals could not distract me from the 

task at hand. 
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Terms of Reference No. 5 (a)  
To examine the process of selection and appointment of Trouvons LLC, 

Broadsheet LLC, and International Asset Recovery Limited ('IAR') and 

execution of Agreements in year 2000. 

The Asset Recovery Agreements ("ARAs") were executed during the tenure of 

the first Chairman National Accountability Bureau ("NAB"), Lt. Gen. Syed 

Muhammad Amjad since retired. In order to ascertain, assess and analyze the 

circumstances that led to the execution of the said ARAs, the available record 

pertaining to the Ehtesab Bureau and NAB including the noting portion as well 

as the ARAs have been examined. Lt. Gen. Syed Muhammad Amjad (Retd.) 

appeared as "AW 12" before the Commission on 21sl  February 2021. His 

statement was recorded in the light of his previous statements and cross 

examination during the Arbitration at the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators in 

London, United Kingdom (ClArb. Case No. 129120001) (first witness 

statement Page no. 1-16, second witness statement 113-145 of Exhibit NAB 

no. 34-A), which were also available and examined by the Commission. The 

other key player in this behalf was Mr. Farouq Adam Khan, the first Prosecutor 

General Accountability ("PGA") of NAB. Unfortunately, Mr. Farouq Adam 

Khan has passed away so his statement could not be recorded by the Commission. 

However, the Commission had the benefit of his Affidavit and statement made 

before the Arbitral Tribunal (Page no. 1-15 of Exhibit NAB no. 28) as well as 

his opinions variously recorded on the noting portion of the internal minute sheet 

of NAB (Page no. 341-349 of Exhibit NAB no. 22). Some statements of the 

witnesses produced by the opposing side in the Arbitration proceedings have been 

found to be very interesting and beneficial also. 

Prior to the promulgation of the National Accountability Ordinance ("NAO"), 

1999 and the formation of NAB, the field was occupied by the Ehtesab 

Commission/ Ehtesab Bureau; which for all intent and purposes was the 

predecessor to NAB. The Ehtesab Commission was created by the caretaker 



Government in the year 1996 which took office upon the dismissal of the Ms. 

• Benazir Bhutto's government by the then President of Islamic Republic of 

• Pakistan Mr. Farooq Ahmad Khan Leghari. Mr. Najam Sethi, a well know 

journalist was a member of the caretaker cabinet and in charge of Accountability. 

It appears that it was Mr. Sethi who lit the spark which set the prairie ablaze 

against corruption (some uncharitable people may say that in the decades that 

followed perhaps Mr. Sethi may have shed some of his idealism in this behalf). 

Following the general elections, Pakistan Muslim League (Nawaz) [PML (N)] 

came into power with Mr. Mian Nawaz Sharif being elected as the Prime Minister 

of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan. The new Government embraced the notion 

of proactive accountability especially against their political opponents with a 

vengeance. The onslaught was orchestrated and led by the erstwhile Chairman 

Ehtesab Bureau, Mr. Saifur Rehman. 

The record of the Ehtesab Bureau reveals that Trouvons LLC. (Worldwide 

Offices) ("Trouvons") through Mr. Tariq Fawad Malik and Mr. Ghazanfer Sadiq 

Ali of GSA Investment Corporation Limited had approached the Ehtesab Bureau 

canvassing the execution of ARA in favor of their principals. The record reveals 

that a draft ARA was circulated and the Ehtesab Bureau sought an opinion from 

a lawyer based in Lahore whose opinion is available on record, whereby various 

misgivings to the ARA were expressed and pitfalls pointed out. The said opinion 

is dated the 1 1 th  October 1999 (Page no. 264-268 of Exhibit NAB no. 11). 

However, the Government changed on 12th October 1999, hence the matter could 

not proceed any further. 

With the change in Government Lt. Gen. Syed Muhammad Amjad (Retd.) was 

directed to take over Ehtesab Bureau and a few weeks later, NAO, 1999 was 

promulgated whereupon he was appointed as the first Chairman NAB. The other 

pivotal officer of NAB is its Prosecutor General Accountability ("PGA") who is 

appointed by the President of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan in consultation 
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with the Chairman NAB. Mr. Farouq Adam Khan a former Major of the Pakistan 

Army was appointed as the PGA on the recommendation of the Chairman NAB. 

Not too soon thereafter, Trouvons through its representatives Mr. Tariq Fawad 

Malik and Mr. Ghazanfer Sadiq Ali surfaced in the record of NAB. 

Lt. Gen. Syed Muhammad Amjad (Retd.), in his statement before the 

Commission stated that he did not recall whether it was Mr. Tariq Fawad Malik 

or Mr. Ghazanfer Sadiq Ali who introduced Trouvons to him/NAB. 

A perusal of the record of NAB (Page no. 341-343 of Exhibit NAB no. 22) 

reveals that a note dated 26th  May 2000 was initiated by Mr. Shahid Hussain Raja, 

Joint Secretary NAB. The said note titled "Agreement with Trouvons for 

Recovery of Assets illegally held by Pakistanis Abroad" makes for very 

interesting reading. It suggested that negotiations are in progress with a U.S.A. 

based company Trouvons for an agreement to recover assets illegally held by 

Pakistanis abroad. Mr. Shahid Hussain Raja further states that he has conducted 

negotiations as directed by Mr. Farouq Adam Khan. Various options were 

considered and the actions to be taken were identified as follows: that the 

agreement should be vetted by the Ministries of Law, Justice and Human Rights 

and Ministry of Finance; the Chairman NAB was requested to approve the list of 

persons (Targets) for handing over to Trouvons for investigation and to add or 

delete the names in the Target list; the Chairman NAB was requested to direct the 

concerned to reserve a room for establishment of office of Trouvons in NAB 

H.Q.; and keeping in view the sensitive nature of the operation, secrecy should 

be maintained and there should be no leakage by anyone to the press. The said 

note was marked to the PGA, who agreed with the same but expressed extreme 

urgency in the matter. The file was then marked to the Chairman NAB who 

appended his initials by way of approval. 

Apparently, another meeting was conducted, which included the Chairman NAB 

and PGA, wherein a draft ARA was discussed. Thereafter, a note on 2nd  June 
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2000 was prepared by one of the Legal Consultant, wherein it was recorded (para 

9 of the NAB's note sheet) that the draft ARA to be sent to a corporate lawyer as 

suggested by the participants of the said meeting. The said note was eventually 

presented to the Chairman NAB who vide para 14 of the NAB 's note sheet stated 

that the draft ARA was to be sent to anyone of the proposed corporate lawyers 

and the file was then marked to the PGA. The PGA noted in para 15 of the NAB's 

note sheet that the matter had been discussed and a draft agreement was prepared. 

This is followed by a note of the Legal Consultant dated 15th  June, 2000 vide para 

17-18 of the NAB's note sheet in which it was suggested that subject to the 

approval of the Chairman NAB the draft agreement be sent for vetting to the 

Ministry of Law, Justice and Human Rights and for financial implications to 

Ministry of Finance. The said note was sent to Mr. Shahid Hussain Raja, the Joint 

Secretary NAB, who endorsed the aforesaid course of action by getting an 

approval from the said Ministries. The file was marked to the PGA, who in his 

note mentioned in para 22 of the NAB's note sheet that "the final draft prepared 

and accepted by Dr. Pepper on behalf of Broad/Trouvons. Matter need to be 

finalized ASAP." 

The file was purportedly marked to the Chairman NAB but it is apparent that it 

was neither presented to him and nor does it bear his signatures or his initials. 

The File appears to have been "highjacked'  (Page no. 347 of Exhibit NAB no. 

22). 

It appears that the ARAs were executed by the Chairman NAB with Broadsheet 

LLC. (Isle of Man) on 20111  June, 2000 and with International Asset Recovery 

LLC. on 15th  July, 2000. 

Lt. Gen. Syed Muhammad Amjad (Retd.) in his statement to the Commission 

stated in categorical terms that he believed that his orders had been complied 

with, i.e. the draft agreement had the blessing of the Ministry of Finance, vetted 

by the Ministry of Law, Justice and Human Rights and an independent corporate 

legal counsel. 
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There is a subsequent note by the Legal Consultant dated 3rd  July 2000, after the 

execution of the ARAs with Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) and International 

Asset Recovery LLC. suggesting that in-house vetting had taken place and on 

account of urgency, the matter had neither been sent to the Ministry of Finance, 

Ministry of Law, Justice and Human Rights nor to an independent corporate legal 

counsel. 

The said note apparently snaked its way to the office of the Chairman NAB and 

there appears to be some initials in yellow ink,  purportedly of the Chairman NAB 

dated 8th  July 2000 on NAB's note sheet. Lt. Gen. Syed Muhammad Amjad 

(Retd.) in his statement before the Commission categorically stated that he only 

used green ink  and never signed or initialed any file in yellow ink. 

Both the ARAs were sent to Ministry of Law, Justice and Human Rights only for 

approval of the execution of the ARAs by the Chairman NAB on behalf of the 

President of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan. The requisite communication that 

sought to execute the ARAs was sent to the Ministry of Law, Justice and Human 

Rights with regards to Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) vide letter dated 17th  June 

2000. Incidentally, in the said letter signed by Lt. Gen. Syed Muhammad Amjad 

(Retd.) (Page no. 3 of Exhibit NAB no. 2) it is mentioned that the suggested 

draft "has been duly scrutinized and approved by the Ministry of Law, Justice 

and Human Rights." This lends credence to his statement before the 

Commission that he believed that his instructions in this behalf had been 

complied with. The Ministry of Law, Justice and Human Rights gave its 

authorization to sign the agreement on 19th  June, 2000 (Page no. 4 of Exhibit 

NAB no. 2). 

Similarly, the requisite communication that also sought to execute the ARA was 

sent to the Ministry of Law, Justice and Human Rights with regards to 

International Asset Recovery vide letter dated 15th  July, 2000. The Ministry of 

Law, Justice and Human Rights replied on the same date that the Chairman NAB, 
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may sign the ARA on behalf of the President of Islamic Republic of Pakistan. 

Furthermore, the ARA was signed on the same day. 

The record further reveals that an understanding had been reached between Lt. 

Gen. Syed Muhammad Amjad (Retd.) and with the Trouvons' principals [which 

later on became Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) and International Asset Recovery 

LLC.] in Denver, Colorado, when he had visited there and on his return he had 

conveyed the following points to Mr. Faroug Adam Khan, the then PGA as 

mentioned in his statement (Lt. Gen. Amjad statement Page no. 1-16 and 131-

145 of Exhibit NAB no. 34-A): 

a 	"First, I informed him that the agreement must clearly state that 

the foreign companies were to deal and be concerned only with  

assets outside of Pakistan. This could include anywhere else in the 

world, but the agreement was not to relate to assets inside of 

Pakistan. This was very much the underlying rationale for NAB 

seeking external assistance. We did not need or want assistance in  

relation to assets that remained inside of Pakistan and we would 

never have agreed to give a foreign company a cut of any such 

assets. 

b. Second, I informed him that the foreign companies would receive 

a 20% share of any money or encashable material only when there 

was an asset recovery that was repatriated to Pakistan. This was 

refined in the final agreement .. 

c. As for the commission being set at 20%, this was the result of a 

compromise between the parties because Broadsheet had 

originally sought 30% and NAB had sought 10%.  

d. Third, I made it clear that NAB was not to incur any costs or spend 

any money except when Broadsheet repatriated assets from outside 

of Pakistan. Broadsheet's commission would therefore be funded 
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by the foreign assets which they had helped to repatriate to 

Pakistan." 

Lt. Gen. Syed Muhammad Amjad (Retd.) still believes that the ARAs as drafted, 

reflected the above. Subsequently, events reveal the misgivings and controversies 

arose between NAB and Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man)/International Asset 

Recovery LLC. with regards to the interpretations of the ARAs, more precisely 

as to the whether assets included assets within Pakistan. The second point of 

contention was with regards to whether Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) was 

entitled to payment with or without its involvement, in case a recovery was made 

by NAB. The third point of contention was the absence of a sunset clause meaning 

that even after the termination of the ARAs by NAB, Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of 

Man) would continue to pursue the Targets in perpetuity. The fourth point of 

contention was whether and under what conditions can a Target once registered 

with Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) could be withdrawn or deleted by NAB/ 

Government of Islamic Republic of Pakistan. 

. There is no escape from the fact the aforesaid controversies are germane to the 

wording of the ARAs as was underscored in the Arbitration proceedings. 

As stated above, that the standard procedure for the execution of an international 

agreement which had major financial implications were short circuited when the 

said due process was "highjacked" by the then PGA, Mr. Farouq Adam Khan, 

who as mentioned in his proceeding paragraphs intervened by frustrating the 

directions of the Chairman NAB regarding the vetting of the ARAs by the 

Ministry of Law, Justice and Human Rights and reaching out to Ministry of 

Finance for financial implications and receiving input from an independent 

corporate legal counsel. The file was diverted and the ARAs were executed by 

the Chairman NAB under an assumption (deceptive) that his orders in this behalf 

had been complied with. 
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In the normal course of events one would have been left to guess as to the 

consequences if the draft ARA had in fact been vetted by the Ministry of Law, 

Justice and Human Rights and opinions of the Ministry of Finance and 

independent corporate legal counsels obtained. 

However, the record reveals that when the disputes between NAB and Broadsheet 

LLC. (Isle of Man)/ International Asset Recovery LLC. •got aggravated, the 

subsequent Chairman NAB reached out to the then Minister of Law, Justice and 

Human Rights, Barrister Shahida Jamil and also obtained legal opinions in this 

behalf from Mr. Justice (Retd.) Shafi ur Rehman and Mr. Fakhruddin G. Ebrahim 

(Sr. Advocate of Supreme Court of Pakistan) which are available in NAB's 

record. 

Banister Shahida Jamil in her communication dated 12th  September 2001 (Page 

no. 65-66 of Exhibit NAB no. 24) expressed her extreme displeasure that she 

had not been permitted to examine the ARAs in detail by the then Secretary Law, 

Justice and Human Rights who immediately took away the files on the pretext 

that they were urgently required by the Chairman NAB (no such anxiety seems 

to be exhibited from the noting portion of the record of NAB which has been 

examined by the Commission). Barrister Shahida Jamil expressed dissatisfaction 

with the drafting of the ARAs and expressed a distinct possibility that the said 

ARAs could be interpreted so as include/extend to assets within Islamic Republic 

of Pakistan. She suggested in her note that the ARAs as framed were not in the 

best interest of Government of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan/NAB and should 

be "got rid off', even if some payment had to be made to the other side. 

Mr. Justice (Retd.) Shafi ur Rehman in his opinion dated 2nd August 2001 (Page 

no. 174-178 of Exhibit NAB no. 2) was even more emphatic in his opinion that 

the ARAs would be interpreted to the financial disadvantage of the NAB and 

Government of Islamic Republic of Pakistan. 

Ac 
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Mr. Fakhruddin G. Ebrahim in his opinion dated 13th  August 2001 (Page no. 181-

186 of Exhibit NAB no. 2) though expressed the possibility of ARAs were 

confined to assets outside Pakistan but emphasized that a painful international 

arbitration could not be avoided through the initiation of any legal proceedings in 

Pakistan. 

In the above circumstances, it is clear and obvious if that the orders of the 

Chairman NAB had been complied with and not circumvented by Mr. Farouq 

Adam Khan and the standard procedures followed with the ARAs being sent for 

vetting to the Ministry of Law, Justice and Human Rights, financial implication 

sought from Ministry of Finance and an independent legal opinion obtained prior 

to their execution, there is no possibility that the ARAs would have survived such 

scrutiny without major amendments and appropriate clarifications in its most 

significant aspects. The ARAs would have had a greater clarity in expressing the 

intention of NAB/Government of Islamic Republic of Pakistan and with less 

unfavorable terms or would have never been executed in the first place and this 

Commission would not have been required to dwell into this sordid state of 

affairs. 

The overview of the above narrated unfortunate saga revolves around the acts and 

omissions of Mr. Farouq Adam Khan, the then PGA of NAB. Thus, at this 

juncture it may be appropriate to examine the choice of his appointment as a PGA 

and his conduct after he relinquished his office. Lt. Gen. Syed Muhammad Amjad 

(Retd.) who appointed Mr. Farouq Adam Khan in his statement (Page no. 3 of 

Exhibit NAB no. 34-A) stated as follows: 

"I understood that during his time in prison he had studied law and, upon 

leaving prison, he had entered private practice with Mr. Sardar Khan 

(although I was unaware as to the extent of his work as a lawyer in private 

practice). I thought that I might be able to work well with a person with 

Mr. Farouk Khan's military experience..." 
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This significance is not as to what has been stated by Lt. Gen. Syed Muhammad 

Amjad (Retd.), as quoted above, but rather what is conspicuous by its absence. 

The criterion for the appointment of Mr. Farouq Adam Khan as PGA was not his 

legal acumen, expertise or experience in the relevant field of law. Perhaps he was 

not professionally equal to the task, especially with regards to drafting of 

international agreements with financial implications, like the ARAs. 

Unfortunately, there is another aspect to the matter which cannot be ignored. Mr. 

Tisdale a lawyer by profession and a witness for Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) 

in his statement before the Arbitral Tribunal stated that within a month of leaving 

NAB, Mr. Farouq Adam Khan was on the payroll of Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of 

Man). A fact that was concealed by Mr. Farouq Adam Khan from the subsequent 

Chairman NAB who reached out to him for support and guidance with regards to 

matters relating to NAB including its relationship with Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of 

Man)/International Asset Recovery LLC. No one really knows as to when the 

financial relationship between Mr. Farouq Adam Khan and Broadsheet LLC. (Isle 

of Man) began. However, Mr. Farouq Adam Khan in an opinion dated 1st  March 

2001 (Page no. 52-53 of Exhibit NAB no. 2) given to the principals' of 

Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) regarding interpretation of agreement executed 

dated 20th  June 2000 is an eye opener and quite telling as to what he says in the 

following few words: 

"While negotiating and drafting the Agreement we were binding the 

GOP, acting through Chairman NAB, who represented President of 

Pakistan." 

The word used by him is "we", which speaks volumes and raises the possibility 

that he may have been on the payroll of Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man), while 

being the PGA. Be as it may, as Lt. Gen. Syed Muhammad Amjad (Retd.) stated 

in his statement that he perhaps "trusted" Mr. Farouq Adam Khan a bit too much. 

Perhaps such trust was violated. One should not speak ill of the dead but the fact 

remains that it was also the trust of the State of Pakistan that was violated by Mr. 
10 
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Farouq Adam Khan, the then PGA, NAB. An institution (NAB) cannot avoid 

vicarious liability of its unscrupulous PGA. 

Incidentally, as per the statement of Mr. Tisdale, Mr. Sharifuddin Pirzada who at 

that point in time was the Ambassador at Large (1999-2000) and held various 

other offices and advised the Government of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan and 

NAB, was also on the payroll of Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man)/International 

Asset Recovery LLC. 

It has been noted with interest and perhaps some disdain that one Ms. Ayesha 

Siddiqa, who had no direct connection or knowledge regarding the transaction 

with Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man), appeared as an expert witness on behalf of 

Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man). In Arbitration proceedings expert witnesses are 

usually paid. She made uncharitable statements regarding Pakistan and it's affairs 

in the Arbitration proceedings. It appears that maligning Pakistan is a lucrative 

business for some so called "intellectuals". 

Moral fiber and loyalty appear to be in short supply in the Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan. 

Perhaps it was an error of judgment on the part of the first Chairman NAB, while 

recommending the appointment of Mr. Farouq Adam Khan as Prosecutor General 

Accountability, who as it later transpired was found deficient in both legal 

expertise and devoid of probity. Lt. Gen. Syed Muhammad Amjad (Retd.) could 

barely conceal his anguish, after all his trust had been violated and confidence 

betrayed. A fact that only came to light during the course of the Arbitration. 

et- 
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Terms of Reference No. 5 (b)  
To examine the circumstances, reasons and effect of cancellation of 

Agreements with Broadsheet LLC. and International Asset Recovery LLC 

in 2003. 

The backdrop of the execution of the flawed Asset Recovery Agreements 

("ARAs") dated 20th  June 2000 with Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man) and 15th  July 

2000 with International Asset Recovery LLC. has been set forth in detail in 

response to the Terms of Reference 5(a). From the very outset serious disputes 

with regards to the interpretation of the ARAs and as to the true import and 

meaning of its various clauses had reared their ugly heads. Such disputes were a 

direct result of the flaws in the ARAs and had far reaching consequences for both 

the Government of Islamic Republic of Pakistan and NAB. 

Lt. Gen. Syed Muhammad Amjad (Retd.) was appointed as the first Chairman 

NAB on 16th  November 1999 and held the post till 2501  September 2000. Lt. Gen. 

Khalid Maqbool (Retd.) was appointed as the second Chairman NAB on 2601  

September 2000 and continued in office till 26th October 2001. 

Lt. Gen. Khalid Maqbool (Retd.) appeared before the Commission on 21st  

February 2021 and recorded his statement as "AW 11". He stated before the 

Commission that it was the understanding of NAB that the said ARAs pertained 

to properties/assets situated outside Islamic Republic of Pakistan only and not 

with reference to any property within the territory of the state of Pakistan. 

Secondly, he also stated that Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) and International 

Asset Recovery LLC. would only be entitled to their share of the money when 

and if any recovery from overseas was effected and the funds repatriated to 

Islamic Republic of Pakistan. However, despite NAB's very clear views as 

aforesaid having been communicated on multiple occasions, perhaps the two 

companies had a different point of view and understanding of the said ARAs. 

He went on to state that in November/December 2000, the former Prime Minister 

Mr. Mian Nawaz Sharif and his family left Pakistan for Saudi Arabia, suddenly. 
12 



The decision in this behalf was not made by NAB but by the Government of the 

Islamic Republic of Pakistan. Nonetheless, the sudden departure of the former 

Prime Minister Mr. Mian Nawaz Sharif and his family coupled with the induction 

of Mr. Aftab Ahmad Khan Sherpao in the Federal Cabinet, caused concern and 

panic with Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man)/International Asset Recovery LLC., 

because they were registered Targets and these companies voiced the same 

through various communications, which were all duly responded by NAB. 

At that time of termination of the ARAs, the Chairman NAB was Lt. Gen. Munir 

Hafiez (Retd.). He served as the Chairman NAB from 1" November 2001 to 31" 

October 2005. 

Lt. Gen. Munir Hafiez (Retd.) appeared before the Commission on 20th  February 

2021 as "AW 10" and recorded his statement. In his statement before the 

Commission, he stated that on taking over as the Chairman NAB, he was 

informed in briefings given to him that there were already two pre-existing ARAs 

with two foreign companies, namely International Asset Recovery LLC. and 

Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man). In his statement, he stated that NAB inter alia had 

an Overseas Wing, Financial Crimes Wing and Prosecution Wing. He took 

briefings from all of them with regard to the ARAs and discovered that there were 

problems in them. 

He said that the primary problem appeared to be with regards to the interpretation 

of the compensation clause of the ARAs. It was the view of International Asset 

Recovery LLC. and Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) that the said ARAs were not 

limited to foreign assets but included assets situated within the territory of the 

state of Pakistan and recoveries thereof by NAB. It was also Broadsheet LLC. 

(Isle of Man) and International Asset Recovery LLC's. view that even if any 

recovery was made, especially in Pakistan without any help or assistance by the 

Asset Recovery Companies, they would still be entitled to their share of 20% 

from such recoveries and the bonus. 
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He went on to state that it was NAB's understanding that the ARAs were limited 

to foreign assets which were required to be traced, recovered and repatriated to 

Islamic Republic of Pakistan by International Asset Recovery LLC. and 

Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) as per the ARAs, and had nothing to do with assets 

within the territory .of the state of Pakistan. Secondly, International Asset 

Recovery LLC. and Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) would be entitled to 20% 

share of the amount recovered only from abroad in accordance with the said 

ARAs. The said ARAs, as per his understanding was on a contingency basis thus 

meaning: no recovery no payment. Furthermore, the tracing, recovery and 

repatriation of foreign assets would be done by International Asset Recovery 

LLC. and Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) from their own resources without any 

financial burden on NAB or the Government of Islamic Republic of Pakistan. 

Lt. Gen. Munir Hafiez (Retd.) told the Commission that he was also informed in 

the briefing by the officials of NAB that International Asset Recovery LLC. and 

Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) were not fulfilling their obligations under the 

ARAs. No tangible effort in this behalf was available on NAB's record. Even 

prior to his taking over, the efforts to persuade and cajole International Asset 

Recovery LLC. and Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) to fulfill their obligations 

under the ARAs had proved unsuccessful. 

He gave an example of former Admiral Mansur ul Haq's case, in which the 

requisite share was given to Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) as a gesture of good 

faith on part of NAB. He went on to clarify that in the case of former Admiral 

Mansur ul Haq it was no coincidence that no assistance was given by Broadsheet 

LLC. (Isle of Man). He went on to explain that in fact, the former Admiral Mansur 

Ul Haq, during the course of his extradition proceedings volunteered to come 

back to Pakistan and subsequently after some hesitation entered into a plea 

bargain with NAB and voluntarily repatriated the money from abroad. Even 

though Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) may not have been very helpful but as a 

token of good faith and to show NAB's integrity and desire to continue with a 
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fruitful relationship with the Asset Recovery Companies for mutual benefit, NAB 

agreed to pay the stipulated 20% share. He stated that Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of 

Man) demanded 28% inclusive of an 8% bonus as apparent from the letter dated 

26' December 2001 (Page no. 417-418 of Exhibit NAB 1). However, only a 

payment of 20% was made. 

He further clarified that there was also an issue raised by Broadsheet LLC (Isle 

of Man)/ International Asset Recovery LLC. that NAB was not providing the 

requisite information with regard to the persons in question which was factually 

incorrect. He said that one of the representatives of Broadsheet, Mr Tariq Fawad 

Malik, had been given office space (where he brought in his own staff) in the 

NAB H.Q. at Islamabad and all record as required under the ARAs were made 

available to him as representative of Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) and 

International Asset Recovery LLC. 

One of the other Targets registered initially with Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) 

was Mr. Aftab Ahmad Khan Sherpao. Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) had helped 

NAB to trace his account which was in a name of a Trust in Bailiwick of Jersey 

("Jersey"), one of the Channel Islands, which is a British Crown Dependency. 

Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) had asked NAB to make a formal request to the 

Jersey authorities to issue a Freezing Order in respect of its claim and the court 

in Jersey froze his account(s). Nonetheless, he became the Minister for Water and 

Power in the year 2002 and remained in the office till 2004. He later went on to 

become the Minister of Interior from 2004 to 2007. This too had caused concern 

to Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man)/ International Asset Recovery LLC. 

Lt. Gen. Munir Hafiez (Retd.) stated that he repeatedly informed Broadsheet 

•LLC. (Isle of Man) and International Asset Recovery LLC. about their failings 

including and their inability to provide regular progress reports as required by the 

ARAs, which was reflected in the letter dated 12th  January 2002 (Page no. 141 of 

Exhibit NAB 05). However, NAB despite all this was still hopeful that the 

relationship with Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) and International Asset 
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Recovery LLC. would be mutually beneficial and fruitful and went on to honour 

its obligations. 

He further stated that contrary to what NAB had hoped for, things did come to a 

pass and the desired results were not forthcoming from Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of 

Man)/ International Asset Recovery LLC. At that time, he along with NAB's 

team travelled to London at the behest of Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man)/ 

International Asset Recovery LLC. in an effort to iron out the differences and air 

NAB's grievances. A detailed meeting was held on 21" September 2002 in which 

the minutes were recorded (Page no. 128-132 of Exhibit NAB 05). He further 

stated that one of the issues that cropped up and is reflected in the minutes of the 

meeting, stemmed out of the departure of Mr. Mian Nawaz Sharif and family, 

who were listed targets with Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man)/ International Asset 

Recovery LLC., regarding which the said companies had serious reservations. 

However, he instructed them to continue with their investigations into tracing the 

assets of Mr. Mian Nawaz Sharif and family and NAB issued a Power of Attorney 

on 2"d  November 2002 (Page no. 249-250 of Exhibit NAB 62) in this behalf. 

Lt. Gen. Munir Hafiez (Retd.) further stated that at that time it was quite 

unfortunate, that there was total inactivity by Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of 

Man)/International Asset Recovery LLC. and the promises made and reflected in 

his meetings with them as referred to above were never fulfilled. He said that it 

had become apparent that things were not going as one had hoped and expected. 

Since performance of the both the companies was abysmal, NAB decided to get 

in touch with their solicitors in London, namely Kendall Freeman who sent their 

representatives to Islamic Republic of Pakistan. Before such meeting, NAB 

brought the entire matter to the notice of Government of Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan. They had a meeting with the then Attorney General for Pakistan and 

Secretary Law, Justice and Human Rights, where the minutes were also recorded 

(Page no.164-166 of Exhibit NAB 1). 
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Subsequently, on 6th  & 7th  of August 2003, detailed discussions were held with 

the solicitors retained by NAB namely Kendall Freeman as mentioned above, 

who had come to Pakistan and the minutes of the meeting were recorded (Page 

no. 249-253 of Exhibit NAB 15). NAB's solicitors suggested termination of the 

contract and even prepared a draft letter of termination as is mentioned in the said 

minutes. It was also decided that the said draft would be circulated amongst the 

Attorney General for Pakistan and Secretary Law, Justice and Human Rights 

before final approval. Thereafter, a formal legal opinion was received from 

NAB's solicitors, Kendall Freeman, dated 12th  August 2003 in which they 

advised that the Agreements be terminated (Page no. 167-170 of Exhibit NAB 

01). In the above context, a meeting was convened on 18th  October 2003 with the 

Attorney General for Pakistan, Secretary Law, Justice and Human Rights and 

others by NAB in which the future of the relationship with Asset Recovery 

Companies was discussed. Eventually, there was a consensus to terminate the 

ARAs with an option to seek a negotiated settlement, if possible with the said 

companies, the minutes were recorded (Page no. 152-154 of Exhibit NAB 05). 

Lt. Gen. Munir Hafiez (Retd.) said that the efforts at negotiation at that stage did 

not prove very fruitful. The draft letter of termination dated 28th  October 2003 

with certain amendments as suggested was sent to our solicitors Kendall Freeman 

through letter dated 22'd October 2003 (Page no. 113 of Exhibit NAB 05). 

Eventually, after waiting for a few days, the letter of termination of contract was 

issued to Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) and Intemational Asset Recovery LLC. 

by NAB solicitors, Kendall Freeman through a letter dated 28th  October 2003 

(Page no. 351-359 of Exhibit NAB 15). The termination letter clearly mentions 

that •the termination was a consequence of non-performance and gross 

misrepresentation. 

He further stated that despite having issued the notice of termination, NAB did 

not close its doors for negotiation and continued to explore the possibility of a 

settlement. In this behalf, there was a meeting held on 7th  November 2003 
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convened at the offices of NAB' s solicitors, Kendall Freeman, in London 

between him and representatives of Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man)/ International 

Asset Recovery LLC. NAB even offered that Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man)/ 

International Asset Recovery LLC. should accept termination and as NAB could 

recommence the relationship on a case to case basis, on fresh terms and 

conditions. Unfortunately, the said meeting did not bear fruit, its minutes were 

recorded (Page no. 378-386 of Exhibit NAB 49). He stated further that 

thereafter, everything went quiet till the end of his tenure though he believes 

thereafter a notice of arbitration was served by International Asset Recovery 

LLC. 

It is obvious from the statements and evidence referred to hereinabove that the 

relationship between NAB/Government of Islamic Republic of Pakistan and 

Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man)/ International Asset Recovery LLC. for all intents 

and purposes had broken down. In the above perspective, the termination of the 

ARAs appeared to be inevitable. The then Chairman NAB Lt. Gen. Munir Hafiez 

(Retd.) obtained a legal opinion from NAB's Solicitor in London, United 

Kingdom, Kendall Freeman which was shared with the Ministry of Law, Justice 

and Human Rights and Attorney General for Pakistan; such opinion 

recommended termination of the ARAs and was concurred by the Ministry of 

Law, Justice and Human Rights and the Attorney General for Pakistan. On 

instructions, a notice of repudiation was drafted by the Solicitors, Kendall 

Freemen and after vetting by the Ministry of Law, Justice and Human Rights and 

Attorney General for Pakistan, such notice was issued to the two asset recovery 

companies. Even after such termination, efforts were made to settle the matter out 

of court. In this behalf, meetings were held between NAB and asset recovery 

companies at the offices of Kendall Freeman in London but to no avail. The above 

is reflected in detail in the files of NAB Exhibited on record and reflected in detail 

in the statement of Lt. Gen. Munir Hafiez (Retd.). 
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Though ARAs were no doubt defective and their termination perhaps inevitable, 

yet there can be no escape from the fact that a list of Targets 

(financially/politically corrupt persons sought to be investigated qua their ill-

gotten wealth) was provided to both Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man)/ International 

Asset Recovery LLC. by NAB and before the ink was dry a major Target (Mr. 

Mian Nawaz Sharif and family), was flown out of Pakistan in the dead of the 

night. When the expediencies of politics collides with the impetus for 

accountability, it is the former that always triumphs and when a foreign country 

is involved the sovereignty of the State is always compromised. 
eas-- 

I 
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Terms of Reference 5(c)  
To identify and determine the reasons and effect of settlement and payments 

made on behalf of Pakistan to IAR and Broadsheet LLC. in 2008, and 

whether the payments made were justified. 

In response to the TORs 5(a) and 5(b) the process of the award of the Asset 

Recovery Agreements ("ARA") as well as their termination thereof have been 

discussed in detail, however for purposes of continuity and to give context to the 

response to the above Terms of Reference ("TORs") i.e. 5(c) and 5(d) suffice it 

to say that the Government of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan/National 

Accountability Bureau ("NAB") executed two separate "ARAs" with two foreign 

companies namely International Asset Recovery LLC ("IAR") incorporated in 

Gibraltar and Broadsheet LLC. incorporated in the Isle of Man. The agreement 

with the IAR was executed on 15th  July 2000, while the agreement with 

Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) was earlier executed on 20th  May 2000. Both the 

said agreements were executed during the tenure of office of the first Chairman 

NAB, Lt. General Syed Muhammad Amjad, since retired. The background and 

the thought process both obvious and as discovered later have been set out in 

great detail in TOR 5(a). The flaws in the ARAs have also been highlighted as 

well as the rather strange circumstances which followed their execution and as a 

consequence whereof the misgivings and misunderstandings inter-se the parties 

were aggravated till the relationship eventually broke down and Government of 

the Islamic Republic of Pakistan/NAB was constrained to terminate both the 

ARAs on 28th  October 2003. The circumstances under which such decisions were 

taken and implemented have also been set forth in response to the earlier TOR. 

At this juncture, however, it may be added that the Government of the Islamic 

Republic of Pakistan in fact did not really benefit from the aforesaid two ARAs 

and no serious recovery and repatriation of foreign assets resulted from any direct 

effort of either of the two companies. Be that as it may, unfortunately, the ARAs 
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• contained Arbitration clauses whereunder such proceedings of Arbitration were 

to be conducted under the auspices of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators, 

London. Venue and seat of such Arbitration was designated outside Pakistan. The 

idea of an expensive foreign arbitration, especially in pursuance to a flawed and 

perhaps disadvantageous ARA was not very appetizing to the Government of the 

Islamic Republic of Pakistan/NAB who explored the possibility of avoiding the 

same. Initially, some post-termination negotiations were undertaken but the 

matter remained inconclusive. 

Subsequently, the issue qua Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) went dormant, 

however, IAR continued to agitate the matter and in this behalf notices for 

Arbitration were served upon Government of the Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan/NAB. This process of formal notices was commenced on 9th  December 

2005 (Page no. 128-133 of Exhibit NAB 21). It appears yet again, a decision was 

taken and perhaps rightly so to avoid litigation/arbitration and to yet again explore 

the possibility of an out of court settlement with JAR. Negotiations in this behalf 

commenced which were slow and long drawn. In the meanwhile, the situation 

with respect to NAB was very fluid and eventually upon the departure of its last 

uniformed Chairman, coupled with the changing of the guards in the corridors of 

power, the strength of NAB was depleted. A large number of its personnel both 

from the armed forces and from the civilian bureaucracy were repatriated with 

only a skeleton staff remaining. There was no Prosecutor General Accountability 

("PGA") and such vacancy was not filled. In the foregoing backdrop, a lawyer 

with a history of working with NAB, Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi, was appointed as a 

Legal Consultant to spearhead its legal effort including the negotiations with JAR. 

Such negotiations were conducted both inside and outside Pakistan including 

with the IARs local counsel, Mr. Khawaja Ahmed Tariq MUM, Senior ASC. It 

may be pertinent to reiterate that such negotiations with Mr. Khawaja Ahmed 

Tariq Rahim were with reference only to JAR as the complaint if any by 

Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) against termination of its Agreement had not 
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surfaced. Incidentally in the course of such negotiations, Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi 

in a letter dated 21" March 2007 addressed to Mr. Khawaja Ahmed Tariq Rahim 

(Page no. 209 of Exhibit NAB 18) suggested that the matter with respect to 

Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) be also settled. It appears that Mr. Soofi repeated 

this idea of a settlement with both AR companies during the course of further 

negotiations and raised this issue with Government of the Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan/NAB also. No doubt the two ARAs had inter-se connection but were 

nevertheless two separate companies. The silence on behalf of Broadsheet LLC. 

(Isle of Man) was not out of love for NAB, as it later transpired that unknown to 

the Government of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan/NAB, Broadsheet LLC. (Isle 

of Man) had become insolvent and the winding up order had already been passed 

in the first week of March 2005. This fact was actively concealed from NAB. The 

representatives of JAR in their correspondence subsequent to the letter dated 21" 

March 2007 kept insisting that the matter of JAR be settled first and then they 

would be prepared to discuss the issue of settlement with Broadsheet LLC. (Isle 

• of Man) and also represented that they were authorized to act on behalf 

Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man). 

Be that as it may, a settlement with JAR appeared to be in sight which would 

involve payment to the said company and an illusion was created by Mr. Ahmer 

Bilal Soofi that such a settlement was also possible with Broadsheet LLC. (Isle 

of Man). The matter as required by law was placed before the Ministry of Law, 

Justice and Human Rights and eventually before the Cabinet and the then Prime 

Minister through summary dated l0" May 2007 (Page no. 62-L to 62-P of 

Exhibit NAB 18). The then Prime Minister granted in principle approval for 

financial settlement with JAR. However, it was mentioned in the said summary 

moved by the then acting Chairman NAB that negotiations were also continuing 

with Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man). On the said summary, a committee under 

the Chairmanship of the then Minister of Law, Justice and Human Rights was 

formed, which deliberated upon the matter, recorded its minutes and a fresh 
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summary dated 12th  November 2007 (Page no. 62-S to 62-X of Exhibit NAB 18) 

for settlement was re-presented to the then Prime Minister, who approved the 

same (Page no. 62-K of Exhibit NAB 18). It stood decided that as a full and final 

settlement and by way of absolute closure with no future liabilities, JAR may be 

paid a sum of USD 2.25 million (which was later reduced through negotiations 

to USD 2.20 million). Such amount was in fact paid and the matter currently 

stands closed. In lieu of the foregoing more particularly the legal opinions of the 

then Law Minister and others such payment to "IAR" appeared to be inevitable, 

to avoid any further financial repercussions. 

With regards to Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) it was decided that a sum of USD 

1.5 million be paid as a full and final settlement with no future liability, subject 

to Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) providing details of the expenses incurred for 

purposes of quantification under the ARA. It is clear and obvious that the consent 

of the then Prime Minister for payment of USD 1.5 million (subject to conditions) 

was to Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man).  

Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi was instructed to reach out to Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of 

Man) for implementation of the decision of the Prime Minister referred to above, 

more particularly with regard to obtaining documents, quantifying the 

expenditures allegedly incurred by Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man). In fact, in his 

statement before this Commission, Mr. Soofi made a great effort to emphasize 

that he had been initially engaged for this purpose. The record reveals that Mr. 

Soofi reached out to Mr. E Jerome James ("Mr. Jerry James") who had 

represented that he acted on behalf of Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) as its 

purported Chairman. 

It is claimed by Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi that he made the magic discovery that in 

fact Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) was under winding up during a telephonic 

conversation with Mr. Jerry James in early February 2008. Such has been asserted 

by him also before this Commission. The record of NAB reveals that an email 

dated 14th  February 2008 (Page no. 315-316 of Exhibit NAB 23) was sent by 
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Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi to the acting Director Overseas Wing, NAB and copied to • 

the concerned desk officer, Mr. Hassan Saqib Sheikh. This email which started 

the ball rolling at NAB is about two pages and makes for very interesting reading. 

The main emphasis of the email is to expedite settlement and almost as a 

postscript, it scribed "In the present case, the BS matter, there is a slight change 

in facts. BS went into winding-up but before that through a notarized assignment 

deed it assigned its present claim over Government of the Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan to a new company. In our agreement and affidavits etc. we have to cover 

indemnification of this eventuality. We are working on that and shall send you 

the said documents shortly". 

The legal health of Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) was sine qua non for the 

execution of any Settlement Agreement with it by Government of the Islamic 

Republic of Pakistan/NAB. The fact that the company was under winding up as 

represented by Mr. Soofi, totally changed the circumstances (in fact by that point 

of time, Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) had already been liquidated and dissolved 

on 2nd  April 2007). Be that as it may, even taken at face value, Mr. Soofi sounds 

like a matchmaker informing the bridegroom's family that there has been a slight  

change in facts as the bride to be is slightly pregnant. There is a reference made 

to an alleged assignment by Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) in favour of 

Steeplechase LLC. ("Steeplechase") projected as a conclusive solution to the 

"slight change in facts". Mr. Soofi during his statement before the Commission 

conceded that he had not seen the alleged assignment till a few days later, and 

had made the aforesaid assertion on the sole representation of the opposite side, 

i.e. Mr. Jerry James. It is pertinent to note that Mr. Jerry James was neither the 

Chairman of Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) nor a shareholder in it. 

On the basis of the said email, Mr. Hassan Saqib Sheikh initiated a note (Page 

no. 1-2 of noting sheet of Exhibit NAB 23) in which everything under the sun 

was mentioned except that Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) was under winding up. 

During his statement before the Commission, Mr. Hassan Saqib Sheikh stated 
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that the said email as Paper Under Consideration ("PUC") was attached for all to 

see, but eventually conceded that this aspect of the matter was critical (Page no. 

315-316 of Exhibit NAB 23) and ought to have been specified in his initiating 

note. 

Further examination of the file reveals that there is a great emphasis laid on the 

need for an immediate and urgent need for settlement with Broadsheet LLC. (Isle 

of Man) with no reference or mention to the obvious fact that the said company 

was at least under winding up, if not already dissolved. The then Chairman NAB, 

Mr. Nawid Ahsan stated before the Commission that he did not recall reading the 

PUC (email dated 14th  February 2008), and was never informed in writing or 

verbally either by Mr. Soofi or his staff that Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) was 

under winding up and proceeded in the matter on the unrebutted assumption that 

Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) was alive and in good health as a company. 

Mr. Soofi was entrusted with the drafting of a "Settlement Agreement" with 

Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man). He in fact drafted the Settlement Agreement as 

is not only reflected in the record (Page no. 5 of noting sheet and AW-8 of 

Exhibit NAB 23) but stated by him before the Commission. It appears that a draft 

Settlement Agreement was prepared by Mr. Soofi and submitted to NAB, as is 

obvious from the note in the minute sheet dated 09-04-2008 (Page no. 5-6 of 

noting sheet of Exhibit NAB 23). Such note has been scribed by Mr. Hassan 

Saqib Sheikh. It was also decided by the then Chairman NAB that the Ministry 

of Law, Justice and Human Rights be taken into the loop and the said draft 

Settlement Agreement be sent to it for vetting, as is evident from the note dated 

10th  April 2008 (Page no. 6 of noting sheet of Exhibit NAB 23). 

Incidentally, the said draft Settlement Agreement was dispatched by Mr. Hassan 

Saqib Sheikh under covering letter dated 15' April 2008 (Page no. 280-304 of 

Exhibit NAB 23) which is addressed to Mr. Ghulam Rasool, Joint Secretary, 

Ministry of Law & Justice. In the normal course of business, such 

communications are addressed to the Secretary of Law, Justice and Human 
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Rights. During his statement before the Commission, Mr. Hassan Saqib Sheikh 

could not give any plausible explanation as to why this communication had been 

addressed to Mr. Ghulam Rasool, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Law & Justice. It 

is important to mention here that Mr. Ghulam Rasool in his statement before the 

Commission did not claim to be the acting Secretary or even holding the charge 

of an acting Secretary of the said Ministry at that point in time. The aforesaid 

covering letter addressed to Mr. Ghulam Rasool, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Law 

& Justice was not only appended with the draft Settlement Agreement but also 

Affidavits and other documents including proposed minutes which would require 

signing and execution to consummate the deal with Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of 

Man). Both the said covering letter dated 15' April 2008 and is appendices 

referred to above are on (Pages no. 280-304 of Exhibit NAB 23). The draft 

Settlement Agreement is purportedly to be executed inter-se Government of the 

Islamic Republic of Pakistan/NAB on the one hand and various other parties on 

the other. The primary party as identified is "Broadsheet LLC". The place of its 

incorporation is left blank, so too are the details of the resolution authorizing Mr. 

Jerry James to act on behalf of the said company. Thus the identity of the entity 

with which the Government of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan/NAB was 

entering into the Settlement Agreement was unknown and could not be 

deciphered from the draft Settlement Agreement. The said draft Settlement 

Agreement which had obvious financial implications was not routed through the 

Ministry of Finance or for that matter the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the 

Office of the Attorney General for Pakistan. It is also obvious from the Settlement 

Agreement that the other parties including Steeplechase in whose favour an 

alleged assignment by Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) had taken place. Mr. Soofi 

was confronted with the document of alleged Assignment (Page no. 322 of 

Exhibit NAB 23) which was signed by Mr. Jerry James both for the assignee and 

the assignor. Mr. Soofi does not claim to have seen or examined any Articles of 

Association/Organization of either the assignee or the assignor company or any 

authority executed in favour of Mr. Jerry James by either the assignee or assignor. 
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Incidentally, the ARA with Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) dated 20th  May 2000 

contained a specific stipulation that rights under the said Agreement could not be 

assigned without the written consent of the opposite party. Admittedly, no 

consent by Government of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan/NAB for assignment 

of any right under the ARA by Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) in favour of 

Steeplechase was ever given or even sought. It is interesting to note that the 

assignor is "Broadsheet LLC". The place of its incorporation is conspicuous by 

its absence, leaving the identity of the so called assignor in doubt. During his 

statement before this Commission, Mr. Soofi conceded that it was perhaps not 

safe to rely upon such document of Assignment. 

At three different places, in the following Agreement there is a reference to a 

company called "Broadsheet LLC. Gibraltar", allegedly under winding up. There 

is and never was such a company called "Broadsheet LLC. Gibraltar", with which 

Government of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan/NAB had any privity of contract. 

In fact no such company ever existed. Mr. Soofi in his statement before this 

Commission said that the word "Gibraltar" was actually a typographical error and 

what was intended was "Isle of Man". His alibi for such glaring typographical 

errors is that JAR had been registered at Gibraltar and the ARA therewith had 

already been drafted by him and executed. During his cross examination when he 

was asked the same, he said that Broadsheet LLC. Colorado had to go into the 

blank spaces as Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) was dissolved. 

As Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) after winding up had been reincorporated as 

Broadsheet LLC. Colorado. When pressed further, he conceded that he had not 

seen any document evidencing such "reincorporation", nor was he aware of any 

law that permitted such a reincorporation. He made a similar statement before the 

arbitrator and his cross examination in this behalf makes for a very interesting 

reading. The relevant excerpts whereof are reproduced hereunder: (Page no. 548- 

607 of Exhibit NAB 44) 	0, 
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"Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) (In Liquidation) v Government of the Islamic 

Republic of Pakistan/NAB 

Cross-examination of Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi held on 2t January 2016 by the 

counsel of Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man)/Sir Anthony Evans (Arbitrator) 

Mr NEWBERGER.. Just picking up on the point made by Sir Anthony, to which 

Broadsheet were you intending to refer when you drafted this document; Isle of 

Man, Gibraltar or Colorado? Which one? 

A. Colorado was out, there was no such thing as Colorado -- 

Q. I'm going to have to stop you there, when you say no such thing as 

Colorado? 

A. No, there was no such thing as Gibraltar. 

Q. You meant there was no such thing as Gibraltar. 

A. Yes. 

Q. I wanted to be clear about that because you just said a minute ago that 

your understanding was this was Broadsheet Colorado, correct? 

A. There is some confusion here 

Q. Yes, I know. I am trying to clear that up." 

There can be no escape from the fact that in the draft Settlement Agreement which 

was transmitted to the Ministry of Law, Justice and Human Rights with such 

glaring errors and said omissions (blanks) shockingly was returned back with 

some grammatical changes to NAB under a covering letter signed purportedly on 

behalf of Section Officer Law II, Mr. Muhammad Kaleem Khan, (Page no. 246-

261 of Exhibit NAB 23) dated 29th  April 2008. 
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Mr. Kaleem Khan is a judicial officer who is currently serving as a Judge of the 

Anti-Terrorism Court ("ATC") Sahiwal, and was examined as "AW-9". He 

stated that the letter in question had been signed by somebody else for him. At 

the relevant point in time, on 29th  April 2008, he was not the Section Officer Law 

II, and even otherwise had gone to People's Republic of China on an official tour 

and perhaps when he returned back to Pakistan that very same day, an Office 

order may have been issued. He also confirmed after examining the so-called 

vetted Settlement Agreement that the grammatical modifications therein were not 

in his hand. This undue haste was perhaps to avoid any awkward questions from 

a trained judicial officer. 

Mr. Ghulam Rasool, the then Joint Secretary, Ministry of Law & Justice since 

retired was summoned and appeared as "AW-15" and confirmed the statement 

of Mr. Kaleem Khan. However, he admitted that the corrections made in the 

Settlement Agreement were in his hand. He conceded that the Settlement 

Agreement had blanks and he did not revert back to NAB seeking any 

clarification as to how such blanks were to be filled. He also conceded that he did 

not seek any documents from NAB for identifying the authorization of the said 

Settlement Agreement with Steeplechase and others nor confirmed whether NAB 

had examined such documents of authorization. He also conceded that he neither 

reached out to the Ministry of Finance nor sought any confirmation in this regard 

from NAB. No underlying documents supporting the draft Settlement Agreement 

were sought, obtained or examined by Mr. Ghulam Rasool. One is left to wonder 

whether "vetting" of official documents by Ministry of Law, Justice and Human 

Rights that too with financial implications is limited to corrections of grammatical 

errors akin to the efforts of a fifth class village schoolmaster. 

To add insult to injury, the said so called Settlement Agreement along with its 

blanks and appendices, were dispatched by Mr. Hassan Saqib Sheikh to Mr. 

Abdul Basit, the Deputy High Commissioner of Pakistan to London, United 
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Kingdom vide a covering later dated 14th  May 2008 (Page no. 210-244 of Exhibit 

NAB 23). The said letter does not contain any instructions as to how the blanks 

in the Settlement Agreement were to be filled out 

Mr. Abdul Basit, the then Deputy High Commissioner of Pakistan to United 

Kingdom was summoned and appeared as "AW-13". He acknowledged the 

receipt of the letter from Mr. Hassan Saqib and stated that the Settlement 

Agreement which he received contained blanks and was executed by Mr. Jerry 

James in his presence at his office in London. He also stated that he read the said 

agreement and the appendices thereto prior to the execution. 

Mr. Basit stated that he did not reach back to Pakistan, neither to NAB nor to the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs to seek instructions as to how the blanks in the 

Settlement Agreement, which went into the heart of the matter, i.e. the identity of 

the legal entity in whose favour the document was to be executed were to be filled 

and no explanation, plausible or otherwise, in this behalf was offered. However, 

he did concede that he has never signed any blank agreements or documents on 

behalf of the State of Pakistan, other than the Settlement Agreement. Mr. Basit 

also conceded that he did not seek or sought any legal authority of Mr. Jerry James 

to execute the Settlement Agreement. 

Mr. Basit as required obtained a photocopy of the passport of Mr. Jerry James for 

the purposes of identification. A copy of the said passport is available on record 

as (Page no. 201 of Exhibit NAB 23) which includes the signature of Mr. Jerry 

James thereupon. Mr. Basit conceded that the signatures which were purportedly 

appended by Mr. Jerry James on the Settlement Agreement remotely and some • 

of the other appendices did not match the signatures on his passport. 

The payment under the Settlement Agreement dated 20-05-2008 was admittedly 

required to be made in two tranches to Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man). The record 

reveals that the first tranche of roughly 320,622.55 GBP (equivalent to USD 

654,070) was by way of a cheque dated 20-05-2008 drawn on United National 
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Bank, London, U.K. on account of High Commission of Pakistan in the United 

Kingdom. The said cheque has been signed by one Mr. Shahid Ali Baig, Director 

(Audit and Accounts) for the High Commission. The said cheque is at (Page no. 

202 of Exhibit NAB 23). The second tranche for the balance amount was made 

through a wire transfer also from the same account at United National Bank, 

London, U.K. for an amount of USD 845,928. 

The record reveals that the preference for the wire transfer was expressed by Mr. 

Jerry James and communicated by him through Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi to NAB 

as is reflected in the "AW-8". The account, the routing number and the bank in 

question where the amount was to be sent was communicated to NAB by Mr. 

Soofi on behalf of Mr. Jerry James as is conceded by him in his statement before 

the Commission. The title of the account was conspicuous by its absence. Thus 

till such title was supplied, the wire transfer could not be made. The record reveals 

that the wire transfer in fact was made to the account of Broadsheet LLC.  

Colorado with the routing number and account of Compass Bank, Northglen, 

Colorado as is apparent from the document at (Page no. 58 of Exhibit NAB 17). 

Such transfer was effected by Mr. Shahid Ali Baig, the then Director (Audit and 

Accounts) PHC London, who has since retired and is living in London, U.K. and 

who was examined via video conference •as "AW-21". At the time of his 

statement, Mr. Hassan Ali Zaigham, the present Head of Chancery proudly 

proclaimed that the relevant record, i.e. the noting portion regarding the wire 

transfer and issuance of cheques has been lost. However, some documents 

consisting of correspondence were available. Mr. Shahid Ali Baig stated that the 

wire transfer had been made to Broadsheet LLC. Colorado on the instructions in 

writing of Mr. Jerry James which are available on record as (Page no. 95 of 

Exhibit NAB 99). (The said document along with copies of other documents 

were transmitted to the Commission at its request during the course of the 

hearings and prior to the recording of the statement of Mr. Shahid Ali Baig.) 
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Mr. Shahid Ali Baig conceded that there were no instructions from Government 

of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan/NAB that the payment should be made to 

Broadsheet LLC Colorado. No plausible explanation in this behalf was offered. 

At this juncture, it may be pertinent to re-emphasize that the approval of the Prime 

Minister as stated above was for payment to Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man). Thus  

the payment to Broadsheet LLC. Colorado as stated above was without the  

sanction of the Prime Minister and Government of the Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan.  

Incidentally, for the payment of the first tranche as referred to above a cheque 

had been issued which on examination reveals that the cheque signed by Mr. 

Shahid Ali Baig is in favour of Broadsheet LLC Gibraltar. Yet, even this payment 

on the face of it had been made to a legal entity that did not exist and was contrary 

to the sanction of the Prime Minister and Government of the Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan. When confronted on this aspect of the matter, Mr. Shahid Ali Baig, 

struggled to offer any coherent explanation. He attempted to refer to a letter issued 

by the then Director Finance, NAB Mr. Shehzad Anwar Bhatti, dated 19-05-2008, 

which seems to be copied to Broadsheet LLC. Gibraltar. The said letter is on 

record at (Page no. 205 of Exhibit NAB 23) which is addressed to the then High 

Commissioner of Pakistan to the U.K. However, Mr. Shahid Ali Baig conceded 

that the aforesaid letter did not contain any specific instructions that payment 

should be made to Broadsheet LLC., Gibraltar. Interestingly, the subsequent letter 

dated 29-09-2008 also issued by Mr. Shehzad Akbar Bhatti pertaining to the wire 

transfer which is on record as (Page no. 156 of Exhibit NAB 23) also appears to 

be copied to Broadsheet LLC. Gibraltar but the wire transfer was made in the 

circumstances referred to above by Mr. Shahid Ali Baig to Broadsheet LLC. 

Colorado. Thus the excuse offered by Mr. Shahid Ali Baig becomes even more 

incoherent. 

In order to discover why these two letters dated 19-05-2008 and 29-09-2008 were 

copied to Broadsheet LLC. Colorado by Lt. Col. Shehzad Anwar Bhatti (Retd.) 
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former Director (Finance), he was summoned by the Commission and appeared 

as "AW-19". Lt. Col. Shehzad Anwar Bhatti (Retd.) categorically stated that no 

instructions in writing had been issued to the High Commission in the U.K. that 

any payment should be made to Broadsheet LLC. Gibraltar or Broadsheet LLC. 

Colorado. Shehzad Anwar Bhatti had also indicated that perhaps the copies of the 

two letters dated 19-05-2008 and 29-09-2008 referred to above had in fact been 

dispatched to Broadsheet LLC., Gibraltar. The Diary Register of the Overseas 

Wing now referred to as International Cooperation Wing (ICW) of NAB of the 

relevant period was taken on record as (Exhibit AW 24-1) examination whereof 

reveals that there is no mention of Broadsheet LLC., Gibraltar. He suggested that 

perhaps the letter was purportedly copied to Broadsheet LLC., Gibraltar by his 

juniors who had drafted the letter, perhaps on information supplied by the PGA 

wing. Incidentally at that point of time, there was no PGA, but the matter was 

being handled by Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi, and there can be no escape from the 

fact that there is a reference to Broadsheet LLC. Gibraltar, not once, but thrice in 

the Settlement Agreement drafted by him. It appears from the record that there 

may have been a realization that payment had not been made in accordance with 

law to a person or entities that were not authorized to receive such payments under 

the Settlement Agreement. Apparently in the above context through some 

communication in 2009 the Pakistan High Commission in London sought 

explanation from NAB and Lt. Col Shehzad Anwar Bhatti (Retd.), responded 

vide letter dated 25' November 2009 (Page no. 114 of Exhibit NAB 23) 

implying that the Government of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan had given 

instructions to make payments to Broadsheet LLC., Gibraltar. When confronted 

the said gentleman could not offer any explanation whatsoever. Admittedly, no 

such instructions were ever issued or given, perhaps his sense of self preservation 

came into play in view of the errors made by him. 

This entire saga has an interesting twist which needs to be highlighted at this 

stage. As already stated above, the record of this transaction and the payment is 
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missing from the Pakistan's High Commission in London, U.K. as stated by the 

present Head of Chancery. 

The current Secretary, Ministry of Law, and Justice, Mr. Raja Naeem Akbar was 

summoned and appeared as "AW 5" and frankly conceded that the entire record 

pertaining to Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) was missing. He specifically stated 

that the file pertaining to the vetting of the Settlement Agreement had probably 

been stolen. Similarly, the Secretary, Ministry of Finance appeared as "AW 6" 

and had been asked to produce the record including the documents and noting 

portion pertaining to the transaction in question. Yet again, the record was found 

missing. 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs was also reached out to, but the Head of 

Chancery in the video conference stated that the noting portion regarding the 

Settlement Agreement was not available. Furthermore, the Secretary from the 

Office of the Attorney General for Pakistan, along-with the custodian of the 

record appeared as "AW-4", "AW-16" respectively, but no record pertaining to 

the Settlement Agreement was neither found nor made available to the 

commission. 

The only office where some of the record was discovered and examined and 

formed the basis of the findings of this Commission is the NAB, reference to such 

documents as made above. 

The above events, which are both tragic and farcical had far reaching 

consequences; to say that as a consequence of absence of due diligence, a sum of 

USD 1.5 million had been paid to a wrong person or entity would be a 

misstatement. In fact the State of Pakistan has been swindled out of USD 1.5 

million. I wish the damage to the State of Pakistan had been limited only to USD 

1.5 million. The Settlement Agreement formed the basis of the resurrection of the 

dissolved company, Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man). In the ensuing arbitration, the 

Settlement Agreement was held to be an acknowledgment of liability by the 
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Government of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan/NAB in favour of Broadsheet 

LLC. (Isle of Man) as was held by the Arbitrator who also considered it to be an 

acknowledgment for 'extension of period of limitation for a claim which had 

become time ban-ed. Furthermore, the said Settlement Agreement and the legally 

infirm premises thereof blighted the defence to be taken by the Government of 

the Islamic Republic of Pakistan/NAB in the Arbitration proceedings. In fact the 

dye had been cast and the disaster that followed was inevitable. 

a4  
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Terms of Reference 5(d) 
To identify the persons or officials responsible for making wrong payment 

of USD 1.5 million to the wrong person in the year 2008 which was not 

entitled to receive such payment. 

Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi 

We have now reached the stage of our journey when in order to fulfill the 

mandate, the Commission must highlight the names of those who carry the 

burden, and the blame for the debacle. As detailed above, being without the 

benefit of a Prosecutor General Accountability or fully functional Prosecution 

Wing, NAB was perforced to depend upon one Legal Consultant, Mr. Ahmer 

Bilal Soofi who had an on and off relationship stretching over years with NAB. 

The Settlement Agreement admittedly was drafted by Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi. The 

said agreement was ex facie based on certain legal premises which were rather 

strange and Mr. Soofi upon being questioned, wilted. The lynchpin of the 

Settlement Agreement both in its genesis as well as in its form was the alleged 

Assignment in favour of Steeplechase. Mr. Soofi conceded in his statement that 

for obvious reasons mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, it was not safe to rely 

on the said Assignment. The second basis for the Agreement as is apparent 

therefrom was the alleged "reincorporation" of Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) in 

Denver as "Broadsheet LLC., Colorado", yet again when specifically queried he 

immediately accepted that he had seen no document to justify such 

"reincorporation", nor was aware of any Law which permitted such 

"reincorporation". Thus, the Settlement Agreement even on a stand-alone basis, 

could not withstand the scrutiny, elemental, obvious and rudimentary principles 

of applicable law, leaving any reader of the said Agreement at a loss for words. 

The Commission is no exception. We can also not lose sight of the fact that the 

said Settlement Agreement contained blanks and dispatched on its joumey by Mr. 

Soofi without any instructions as to how such document was to be completed. It 

was also noticed that Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) admittedly was in winding 

up, but Mr. Soofi did not raise any alarm in this behalf but deliberately 
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underplayed this fact. Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) was dormant and it was Mr. 

Soofi who suggested during the course of the settlement with 1AR that the matter 

with Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) be also settled. The record also reveals that 

a new so-called legal entity as stated above "Broadsheet LLC. Gibraltar", was 

introduced into the Settlement Agreement. Mr. Soofi claimed that this was a 

result of a typographical error but the said purported legal entity is mentioned not 

once but thrice in the Settlement Agreement. How can we forget that it was Mr. 

Soot-1 who communicated to NAB the routing number and the bank details for the 

wire transfer, without the title of the account, which was later on supplied by Mr. 

Jerry James to the Pakistan's High Commission in London, U.K. Had the title of 

the account been disclosed, it would have been too obvious to ignore that the 

payment was being made in violation of the sanction and approval of the Prime 

Minister of Pakistan. To characterize the conduct of Mr. Soofi as merely, callous, 

improper, grossly negligent, devoid of legal acumen and lacking drafting skills 

and probity would perhaps be an understatement. 

Mr. Hassan Saqib Sheikh 

A civil servant by profession, Mr. Sheikh was the Deputy Director and Desk 

Officer of Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) for NAB at the relevant point of time. 

He appears to have allowed, permitted and connived with Mr. Soofi. He was the 

first official in NAB to be informed of the winding up of Broadsheet LLC. (Isle 

of Man), but hid this information in plain sight from NAB and its Chairman as is 

obvious from the record referred to above. Any person with an iota of common 

sense would have raised the alarm bells so as to preempt the execution of an 

agreement in respect of a company which is under winding up without involving 

the liquidator. He received the Settlement Agreement with blanks, sought no 

explanation in this behalf, sent it for "vetting" through a communication 

addressed to a particular officer of the Ministry of Law, Justice and Human Rights 

(Mr. Ghulam Rasool) rather than to the Secretary Law, Justice and Human Rights 

and later dispatched the Settlement Agreement to the Deputy High 

A 
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Commissioner, London, U.K. again with the blanks without any instructions as 

to how the document was to be completed prior to its execution. The conduct of 

this officer does not appear to be above board. 

Mr. Ghulam Rasool 

Mr. Ghulam Rasool the then Joint Secretary, Ministry of Law, Justice and Human 

Rights admitted to have received and vetted the Settlement Agreement. His 

endeavours were limited to effecting grammatical changes of the most pedestrian 

nature, without addressing any of the host of obvious legal infirmities floating on 

the surface including the blanks with regards to the legal entity in whose favour 

the Agreement was to be executed. The absence of consent of the Ministry of 

Finance and Ministry of Foreign Affairs are all adverting to the self-evident legal 

questions which have been referred to above while dealing with the conduct of 

Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi. If this is the quality of vetting by the Ministry of Law and 

Justice of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, then may God help us. Furthermore, 

the conduct of Mr. Ghulam Rasool leaves much to be desired. 

Mr. Abdul Basit 

The conduct of Mr. Basit, a seasoned diplomat who had the privilege of serving 

as a High Commissioner to various countries including India, and almost became 

the Foreign Secretary, was very disappointing. He made diplomatic history by 

signing and executing a document with obvious financial implications in blank. 

He did not even bother to check the signatures of Mr. Jerry James so as to 

ascertain whether the same matched with his passport. The Commission is at a 

loss for words to comprehend the magnitude of such behaviour. One is left to 

wonder that if a white man that too with an American accent walks into the room, 

the capacity to reason and analyse is paralyzed. After more than seventy years of 

freeing ourselves from Colonial rule, our bureaucrats are yet to rid themselves of 

a Colonial hangover and continue regarding the words of a white man as the 

gospel truth. 
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Mr. Shahid Ali Baig 

Mr. Shahid Ali Baig, Director (Audit and Accounts) Pakistan's High 

Commission, London, U.K. at the relevant point in time, appears to have had the 

singular privilege of holding such foreign posting for almost eight years. The 

elemental processes for safeguarding expenditure of which Mr. Shahid Ali Baig 

was entrusted with suddenly evaporated, he admitted that he had no instructions 

from back home to issue a cheque either in favour of "Broadsheet LLC. 

Gibraltar", or make a wire transfer in favour of "Broadsheet LLC. Colorado". 

Further, later he appears to have taken instructions from Mr. Jerry James and not 

his employer, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Pakistan. The said transfer of 

funds was in direct conflict with the instructions and not in conformity with the 

decision of the Prime Minister of Pakistan whereunder the payments were being 

made. His conduct also defies description, but was certainly not above board. The 

fact that the record, i.e. the noting portion had disappeared, also does not help 

matters. 

At this juncture it may be appropriate to mention that the record for all the 

Ministries concerned regarding the aforesaid transaction has either been lost, 

misplaced or stolen; certainly not made available to the Commission. As stated 

in the preceding paragraphs, Mr. Hassan Ali Zaigham, the present Head of 

Chancery of the Pakistan's High Commission, London, U.K. happily informed 

the Commission that the noting portion of the record was missing. The Secretary, 

Ministry of Law and Justice frankly conceded that the relevant file, pertaining to 

the Settlement Agreement had been stolen from his record. The Secretary, 

Ministry of Finance also did not furnish any such record in this behalf The 

Secretary from the Office of the Attorney General for Pakistan also could not 

make available the relevant record regarding the Settlement Agreement, which 

should have been in his office. The response from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

was no different. Fortunately, the National Accountability Bureau had some of 

0 
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the corresponding record which has been referred to in great detail and forms the 

basis of the findings. 

The loss of a record in one department can be an accident, two departments a 

coincidence, but five departments, is perhaps a conspiracy. Had such record been 

made available, the roles of the protagonists of this debacle would have come into 

sharper focus and more names would have surfaced. Perhaps the greatest mystery 

of all is as to how an insolvent and dissolved company Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of 

Man), suddenly finds the funds for its revival, payment to the Arbitrator and its 

lawyers. Off the record and in hushed tones, some gossip in this behalf came to 

the attention of the Commission, but the mandate is to find the facts and not base 

its findings on rumours. 

The documents of indemnity have been obtained in favour of the Government of 

the Islamic Republic of Pakistan/NAB regarding payments under the settlement 

agreement from Mr. Jerry James and Mr. Tariq Fawad Malik. We believe that 

such indemnity with regards to Mr. Jerry James has been invoked and legal 

proceedings have been initiated against his estate. We see no reasons •why 

proceedings in this behalf can also not be commenced against the properties of 

Tariq Fawad Malik in Pakistan. 

Mr. Malik is an absconder. We believe that his property has been attached under 

Section 87 of Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898. The matter can always be 

pursued further, with the properties being auctioned, and the proceeds going to 

the Government of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan through NAB on the basis of 

the indemnity. This aspect of the matter needs to be seriously explored. 

The matter at hand pertaining to the missing record and the unbecoming conduct 

of the aforementioned persons cannot be made subject of internal inquiries only, 

this would amount to brushing the misdemeanors under the carpet. The obvious 

needs to be done for this Government to show its seriousness, perhaps a Criminal 

Investigation may be initiated. 
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Terms of Reference No. 5 (e)  
To identify as to whether the Arbitration proceedings before the London 

Court of International Arbitration (LCIA) and subsequent appeal before 

the High Court of Justice in London regarding Broadsheet LLC were 

conducted diligently and efficiently. 

In order to explore as to whether the arbitral proceedings before the Chartered 

Institute of Arbitrators, London, United Kingdom and the appeal that followed 

regarding Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) vs. Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan/National Accountability Bureau (CIArb case No. 12912001) were 

conducted in the best possible manner; it was considered appropriate to first seek 

a response from International Disputes Unit at the Office of the Attorney General 

for Pakistan, so as to take advantage of their expertise, knowledge and 

information, as they were at the vanguard of the Liability and Quantum stage of 

the Arbitral Proceedings. In the above perspective, a set of obvious questions that 

had floated to the surface from the examination of the record were communicated 

on 24th  February 2021 by the Commission to Mr. Ahmad Irfan Aslam (Head of 

International Disputes Unit). These were responded to by International Disputes 

Unit vide their communication dated 3rd  March 2021. 

In order to further clarify the situation and bring the matters into sharper focus, it 

was considered expedient to summon and examine Mr. Ahmad Irfan Aslam, Head 

International Disputes Unit, under Oath. Consequently, he was summoned by the 

Commission and his statement was recorded on 10th  March 2021 as "AW 25". 

After stating his educational qualifications and experience, he stated that he has 

been occupying his present post since 1st February 2018 and was associated with 

the Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) (in liquidation) Arbitration at the stage of 

Quantum hearing. He categorically stated that he was aware that the original 

venue and seat of Arbitration was Dublin, Ireland and had been shifted with the 

consent of National Accountability Bureau ("NAB")/Government of Islamic 

Republic of Pakistan to London, United Kingdom. As per the record which was 
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available with his office, no basis or reason regarding consent for the shifting the 

venue of Arbitration from Dublin to London could be ascertained. He further. 

confirmed that had such change of venue not been effected, the challenge to the 

award would have been made before the Irish Courts. It was his understanding 

that the Irish Courts are perhaps a little more liberal in entertaining and 

adjudicating upon challenges to awards. In his opinion, the decision to agree to a 

change of venue from Dublin to London had not been properly thought through. 

The witness further stated that no doubt the Liability Award could have been 

challenged but Government of Islamic Republic of Pakistan/NAB were advised 

by their lawyers Allen & Overy, not to do so as it would be counter-productive 

and adversely affect the Quantum award to the detriment of the financial interests 

of Government of Islamic Republic of Pakistan/NAB. Such legal advice given in 

writing though not available in his office should be available with NAB (Page 

no. 268 of Exhibit NAB 87). 

The witness also confirmed that Government of Islamic Republic of Pakistan 

/NAB had not reacted to the notice of Arbitration especially with respect to 

appointment of the Arbitrator with promptitude and Sir Anthony Evans was 

appointed as Arbitrator in default. 

The witness stated that the fact that Ms. Judith Gill of Allen & Overy who had 

been conducting the case on behalf of Government of Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan /NAB left Allen & Overy and the matter was inherited by a less 

experienced lawyer not acquainted with the case, which did not help matters. Mr. 

Ahmad Irfan Aslam further clarified that as the bulk of properties as mentioned 

in the award were located in U.A.E. and Saudi Arabia, an expert on Saudi and 

U.A.E. law was produced before the Arbitrator by the Government of 

Pakistan/NAB. However, no such expert was produced by the opposite side. 

With regards to the enforceability of the decision of the Accountability Court and 

Joint Investigating Team ("JIT") Report in England, Mr. Ahmad Irfan Aslam 
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stated that a specific issue was raised before the Arbitrator who side-stepped the 

same. Such ground was not taken before the court in the appeal as the lawyers of 

Government of Islamic Republic Pakistan/NAB, Allen & Overy, advised to the 

contrary. 

4 

Mr. Ahmad Irfan Aslam also clarified that his department was chronically under-

manned and inspite of a specific decision to raise the strength of the office to ten 

Consultants, the matter remains in the doldrums in view of "procedural delays" 

by the concerned Ministries/Divisions. 

It is not too difficult to perform a post mortem on a cadaver so as to ascertain the 

cause of death and lay the blame at the feet of the doctors. Such a course of action, 

in the present circumstances, though tempting must be avoided in order to ensure 

fairness. 

There can be no escape from the fact that prior to the commencement of the 

Arbitration, the reaction to the Arbitration Notices and for the appointment of the 

Arbitrator was quite lethargic resulting in an appointment of an Arbitrator by 

default without concurrence or consent by Government of Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan/NAB. Such inaction is beyond comprehension. 

There is also no explanation for the consent for the change of venue and seat of 

Arbitration from Dublin to London. No decision making process or application 

of mind appears to be discernable from the record. Had such change of venue not 

been consented to, the challenge to the award would have been made before the 

Irish courts, which in the opinion of Mr. Ahmad Irfan Aslam may have been more 

receptive. 

Certain grounds which may have been available more particularly with reference 

to recoveries from U.A.E. and Saudi Arabia and "enforcement" of the order of 

the Accountability court and JIT Report in England perhaps could have been 

agitated more emphatically before the High Court of Justice (Commercial Court) 

London, England and Wales in appeal. 
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Perhaps again with the benefit of hind-sight, the aforesaid comments have been 

offered but what cannot be said with certainty that if a different course of action 

as suggested above had been adopted, the result would have been different. Be 

that it may, we did not put our best foot forward. 

4 

However, what can be said without any fear of contradiction that the capacity and 

expertise to deal with International Arbitrations desperately requires to be 

enhanced especially as a series of disputes are already pending and many more 

are in the pipe-line. It appears that the Government of Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan has in fact sanctioned the increase in number of personnel for 

International Disputes Unit, Office of the Attorney General for Pakistan but such 

appointments have not been made because the Secretaries of various 

Ministries/Divisions involved are deliberately delaying matters by indulging in 

farcical bureaucratic games reminiscent of the erstwhile British Comedy called 

"Yes Minister". The Secretaries who strut about like inflatable "Prima Donnas" 

with the sole purpose of finding ways to ensure that no worthwhile work gets 

done for the benefit of the State and its people except to provide comic relief 

This quotation from "Yes Minister" appears to be very apt to the case at hand: 

"We don't measure our success by results but by activity and the activity is 

considerable and productive." It is for the Government of Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan to decide whether such state of affairs can be allowed to continue. Any 

further financial liabilities through International Arbitration will be the 

responsibility of such Secretaries. 
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Terms of Reference No. 5 Hi 
To determine as to whether after finalization of the Award and appellate 

proceedings before the High Court at London regarding Broadsheet LLC, 

the process of making payments to the Claimant was legal and in accordance 

with the prescribed rules and procedure. 

As stated above, the Arbitral proceedings launched by Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of 

Man) against Government of Islamic Republic of Pakistan/National 

Accountability Bureau ("NAB") unfortunately resulted in a Part Final Award 

(Liability Issues) dated 1th  August 2016 followed by a Part Final Award 

(Quantum) dated 17th  December 2018, both against the Government of Islamic 

Republic of Pakistan . The Quantum Award was challenged before the High 

Court of Justice (Commercial Court) England and Wales, which too failed and 

the judgment was released on 12' July 2019. It is the understanding of the 

Commission that the adjudicatory process has been finalized and no further 

challenge is available to the Government of Islamic Republic of Pakistan and 

NAB. 

The only issue that was left was the satisfaction of the Award, the interest accrued 

thereupon and obviously the cost thereof The further Part Final Award (Costs) 

in respect of such was handed down on 10" October 2019. The Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs on 3" April 2020 confirmed service of both the Judgment and 

Awards on 10" March 2020. The Prime Minister was apprised of the matter and 

he formed a Committee headed by the Minister for Law and Justice to deal with 

the issue of Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) Award. 

It also appears from the record that for purposes for the satisfaction of the 

Award(s) a "Third Party Debt Order" was passed on 23 June 2020 against the 

account of the High Commission for Pakistan in London, United Kingdom; such 

account apparently did not have Sovereign Immunity. 
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Mr. Kamran Ali Afzal, Secretary, Ministry of Finance, appeared before the 

Commission on 18' February 2021 as "AW 6". He stated that as a standard 
4 	

procedure, funds including Foreign Exchange are released by the Ministry of 

II 

	 Finance. Such release is made to the concerned recipient Department or 

Institution. It is the responsibility of such recipient department or institution to 

transmit the funds. The record reveals that such procedure was followed for the 

payment for the satisfaction of the Award in the Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man). 

Mr. Khadim Hussain, Deputy •Director (Finance) NAB, appeared before the 

Commission on 90  March 2021 as "AW 23". He stated that there were several 

accounts that are maintained and operated by the High Commission of Pakistan 

in London, United Kingdom. He further stated that out of those accounts, two 

accounts are for the exclusive use of the NAB but are operated by the High 

Commission of Pakistan in London, United Kingdom on their behalf It was 

suggested that said accounts had been in operation for decades, perhaps since the 

days of the Ehtesab Bureau. He further stated that before funds were released, the 

c- 
	amount was allocated by the Economic Coordination Committee ("ECC") duly 

ratified by the Federal Cabinet. Before submission of the Summary to the ECC, 

Finance Division's concurrence to release of funds was also received. Finance 

Division also authorized foreign exchange before the release of amount through 

the State Bank of Pakistan. NAB in the normal course of events transmitted the 

money a sum of USD 26,153,411.21 million towards the satisfaction of the 

award(s). Since the said account was used for commercial purposes in the past, 

including for payment of the Settlement Award and the Legal Fees, we were 

informed that it did not enjoy Sovereign Immunity and hence, was exposed to a 

Third Party Debt Order. It also appears that a Third Party Debt Order was 

enforced against another account operated by the High Commission for Pakistan 

in London, United Kingdom in respect of the balance liability. It is the case of the 

High Commission of Pakistan in London, United Kingdom, however, that this 

account enjoyed Sovereign Immunity and there was a dereliction of duty on 
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behalf of United National Bank, U.K. by not resisting the third party debt order. 

Apparently, proceedings against the bank are under contemplation by the High 

Commission for Pakistan in London, United Kingdom. This Commission is 

confident that the High Commission for Pakistan in London, United Kingdom 

shall obtain sound and proper advice with regards to proceeding further in the 

matter, after taking appropriate instructions from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 

Office of the Attorney General for Pakistan and NAB. 

The award carried interest. There was a grace period given to the Government of 

the Islamic Republic of Pakistan/NAB to satisfy the liability under the award. The 

filing of the appeal did not stop the clock ticking for the interest accruing. As 

usual the bureaucratic lethargy came into play and the sanction of the release of 

funds for the satisfaction of the award was delayed resulting in the accrual of 

interest and further loss to the exchequer was due to depreciation in Pakistan's 

currency. One cannot help but notice the lack of promptitude for payment of the 

award. The Ministry of Finance that controls the purse strings of the national 

exchequer needs to explain the aforementioned delays that,caused further loss to 

the exchequer. 
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Terms of Reference 5(g)  
To identify the incidents and cases relating to recovery efforts and legal 

proceedings pursued by the Government of Pakistan since the year 1990 in 

foreign jurisdictions for recovery of unlawfully removed money or illegally 

acquired assets, but were closed, abandoned and/or withdrawn without any 

valid reason or justification resulting in colossal losses to the country. 

Terms of Reference 5(h) 
To identify and fix responsibility of any person, body or authority etc. which 

was guilty of gross negligence or misconduct or acted with mala fide motive 

or objective in respect of the above matters. 

Over the years and certainly since 1990s, the State of Islamic Republic of Pakistan 

and its institutions have made efforts to identify, recover and repatriate funds and 

properties stashed abroad which were purportedly proceeds of corruption and 

corrupt practices committed in Pakistan. Some of such efforts are in the public 

domain and in the public knowledge. One of the most high profile endeavours 

were proceedings in Switzerland in respect whereof, the Government of the 

Islamic Republic of Pakistan had successfully applied and got impleaded as an 

interested third party. Subsequently, an application was filed by the then Attorney 

General for Pakistan, Mr. Malik Muhammad Qayyum on the instructions of the 

then Prime Minister of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, Mr. Yousaf Raza Gillani 

to withdraw this Application. The Supreme Court took notice and directions were 

issued to take back the letter of withdrawal. The Government knowingly delayed 

matters on one pretext or the other, resulting in initiation of proceedings for 

contempt of court against the then Prime Minister who was eventually convicted 

and was deprived of his seat in Parliament and of the Office of Prime Minister. It 

appears that his successor, Mr. Raja Pervez Ashraf, then complied with the 

directions of the Supreme Court of Pakistan and a letter was subsequently issued, 
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adhering to the directions of the Supreme Court. However, by the time the letter 

was sent, it was too late as the period provided by the Swiss Authorities to 

Pakistan to change its mind had lapsed, and the request for withdrawal of the 

earlier letter proved to be an exercise in futility. During the course of the above 

proceedings, a report was submitted before the Supreme Court of Pakistan in 

which vociferous exception was taken that all efforts for reaching out to foreign 

governments and Authorities for recovery of proceeds of corruption can only be 

undertaken by the Office of the Attorney General for Pakistan (and not by the 

Ehtesab Commission/Bureau as had happened in the said case). 

Therefore, our first port of call to obtain the relevant record of all proceedings 

initiated by the State of Pakistan for recovery of the proceeds of corruption 

stashed abroad was the Office of the Attorney General for Pakistan. The 

incumbent Secretary to the Attorney General for Pakistan, Mr. Khalid Khan 

Niazi, appeared as "AW-4", and to the horror of the Commission, expressed his 

inability to produce any record worth mentioning. A jumbled up sheaf of papers 

pertaining to a jewelry case of late Mohtarma Benazir Bhutto was all that was 

available. The final order in such proceedings taken in Switzerland was 

conspicuous by its absence, rendering the documents totally worthless and 

irrelevant in responding to the Terms of Reference (TORs). Various queries 

pertaining to the whereabouts of the other record of the period were responded to 

with a helpless and sardonic smile. Obviously the record of the 1990s in this 

behalf is missing or has been deliberately concealed from this Commission. So 

much so even the record of the aforesaid letter by Mr. Malik Muhammad Qayyum 

(a copy of the letter was subsequently discovered from the record provided by the 

Ministry of Law and Justice) and orders of the Swiss Authorities was not 

available. This Commission is, however, unable to say whether this is a deliberate 

concealment of record or an act of callous negligence or corruption. Whatever 

may be the case, this aspect of the matter cannot be ignored and appropriate action 

needs to be taken by the Government of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan. 
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In the aforementioned circumstances, the Commission sought and successfully 

obtained, some information from the National Accountability Bureau ("NAB"). 

However, before proceeding further, two aspects of the matter must be adverted 

to; firstly that the proceedings initiated by NAB were by and large under United 

Nations Convention Against Corruption ("UNCAC") 2004, ratified by Pakistan 

in 2007. The Mutual Legal Assistance ("MLAs") sought under the convention 

inhibits the undue disclosure of details of the proceedings referred to above that 

may have been initiated at the behest of the NAB/Government of Islamic 

Republic of Pakistan to any third party due to the element of confidentiality. 

Similarly, prior thereto and thereafter independent of the multilateral convention 

of 2007, further requests for initiation of proceedings for recovery and MLAs 

have been made by NAB, but such requests are also circumscribed by the need 

for confidentiality, even otherwise by and large both sets of such requests are still 

pending and it would be premature to state that they have not borne fruit. 

Many of such requests for initiation of proceedings and MLAs were with respect 
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	to Targets which had been registered with Broadsheet LLC. (Isle of Man) and 

/International Asset Recovery LLC. ("JAR"). The list of such targets comprised 

of persons against whom there was and still is the common perception of having 

committed acts of corruption. This perception is widespread among the people of 

Pakistan. A List of persons in respect of MLAs have been filed is appended in 

response to this TOR under a sealed cover (Annex-A). It is for the Government 

of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan to decide whether to release these names or 

not, hopefully after taking proper legal advice from the Office of the Attorney 

General for Pakistan the Minister for Law and Justice and the Prosecutor General 

Accountability. 

Nevertheless the list makes for very interesting reading: Regardless of who is in 

power, political or otherwise, it is the members of the same Target list or some of 

them, who are either in power or can be seen wandering in the corridors of power. 
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Their first names may change but the surname always remains the same. The 

process is akin to reshuffling a torn deck of cards. 

Several of the MLAs and other procedures outside Pakistan did bare fruit, and 

documents of presumptive evidence were transmitted to Pakistan which were 
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	 produced before various Accountability Courts. The origin of such documents 

included inter alia Switzerland, United Kingdom (U.K.), Poland and some other 

countries. Many of the cases failed in the Trial Court and appeals are pending in 

the Appellate forums, therefore they may not qualify as failures and closures, 

taking them outside the ambit of the TOR being responded to. Even otherwise, it 

is not appropriate to comment on matters that are sub judice before the Courts. 

It has also been noticed that especially in high profile cases, a pattern is very 

obvious; when the accused in a particular reference comes to power through the 

revolving door policy, the References tend to evaporate, the witnesses disappear 

or resile from their earlier statements and more interestingly, the record received 

from abroad through the MLAs disappears. How the latter can result in an 

acquittal needs further legal scrutiny, as loss of record of a court case opens the 

door for attempts at reconstruction thereof, not necessarily termination of 

proceedings. 

A glaring example which substantiates the foregoing contention is the curious 

instances of two voluminous sets of documents which went missing, which traced 

their origins in the U.K. and Switzerland. With regards to the U.K. documents, 

the same were obtained through the assistance of Solicitors engaged in this behalf 

who may very well have copies thereof The possibility of contacting such 

Solicitors to obtain the documents can be explored. Insofar as the Swiss 

documents are concerned, they were apparently retrieved from the Swiss lawyers 

and transmitted to the High Commission of Pakistan in the UK. All this was done 

under the glaring eyes of media. We all remember the box loads of documents 

being rolled in a trolley to be shoved into a conspicuous white van. A great hue 
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and cry followed. Pursuant to an order of the Supreme Court, a NAB team was 

dispatched to London to retrieve such documents. 

This Commission guided by Mr. Zahir Shah (the incumbent Director General 

Operations) examined the strong room of NAB and discovered twelve sealed 

diplomatic canvas bags with diplomatic identification; the Commission was told 

that they contained the infamous twelve boxes of documents. The photographs 

were taken which are appended herewith as Annex-B. 

The Commission was informed by Mr. Zahir Shah that an inventory signed by 

the then Prosecutor General Accountability (PGA), NAB and some Pakistani 

diplomats was also available and which has since been translated by NAB 

through Alliance Francaise. The certified copies of the inventory in French and 

its translation in English is attached herewith as Annex-C1 and Annex-C2 

respectively. It is for NAB to determine whether the contents of these boxes are 

of any use for initiation of fresh proceedings or are relevant in any pending 

appeal. However, we believe that even otherwise the common citizens of Pakistan 

have a right to know the contents of the documents as they it encompass the 

magnitude of the corruption committed. 

The NAB officials produced a list (incomplete) in respect of cases of matters that 

were closed and terminated, the list is attached herewith as Annex-D1 and 

Annex-D2 respectively. In the absence of the complete relevant record, this 

Commission was unable to enumerate each and every proceeding that failed or 

identify the specific causes thereof With the little scraps of evidence that were 

available, a pattern can be deciphered that the States capacity, legal expertise and 

commitment for recovery and repatriation of proceeds of corruption from outside 

Pakistan is very limited and desperately needs to be strengthened. 

The few successes in this behalf have resulted primarily through plea bargains 

when the corrupt persons were arrested or detained inside or outside Pakistan. 
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The key to such repatriation and recovery lies within Pakistan, dependent upon 

its investigation and judicial system, which also leaves much to be desired. There 

is an obvious pattern that by and large such proceedings are undertaken against 

the party in Opposition. Such proceedings are not necessarily fictitious, but with 

the change of Government, they tend to evaporate as the party in power can 

successfully manipulate the system to its advantage. 

There are a host of other reasons why MLA requests are not responded to or 

refused by foreign countries. These are as follows: 

a) The requirement of the principle of dual criminality; 

b) The lack of evidence or the absence of money trail, as white collar crime 

are extremely complex in nature and the funds of proceeds of crime are 

usually routed from Islamic Republic of Pakistan through Middle Eastern 

countries or a country not recognized by the Islamic Republic of Pakistan; 

c) The lack of political will and economic interests of the foreign countries; 

and 

d) The issue of so called human rights since it is claimed that most of the 

people against whom the requests are sent are politically exposed persons 

and the foreign countries employ the excuse that even those criminals 

accused of white collar crimes of other countries (India) are also not taken 

to task with regards to proceeds of crime especially in United Kingdom. 

However, it would be expedient to point out that certain powers have been 

conferred upon the Crown Prosecution Service to inquire as to the source 

of prima facie illicit funds in the United Kingdom. Perhaps this new power 

can be explored. 

Having said all this, one is still optimistic that one day there will be a realization 

that corruption cannot and should not be tolerated regardless of the fact as to who 

is the beneficiary of such nefarious activity. 
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After all is said and done, it is clear and obvious that at a certain period of time 

in NAB's history when in all high profile cases especially involving illicit foreign 

assets, prosecutions were conducted halfheartedly but more importantly appeals 

against acquittals were either not filed or deliberately allowed to become time 

barred. NAB's a darkest hour in this regard was from mid-2011 to the end of 

2017. A pliant, passive and subservient Chairman NAB, beholden to the 

political parties in power is a guarantee for failure of Accountability. 
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Terms of Reference 5(i)  
Any Other matter related or ancillary to the matters enumerated above 

The Commission observed during its proceedings that the circumvention of the 

Government's systems and procedures was common, which led to serious lapses 

and caused financial loss and damage to the reputation of the country. If the 

Government's rules and procedures had not been circumvented, these lapses 

could have been avoided. This would have saved Government of Pakistan from 

damages in terms of loss to the exchequer and the country's reputation. The 

glaring omissions that led to the fiasco and the remedial measures that could have 

been taken at that time, have been identified hereunder: 

1. Ensuring adherence to the instructions contained in the Rules of 

Business, 1973  

a) Political expediency and undue pressure for execution of Orders 

usually leads to wrong decisions by the officials thus damaging the 

country's interests at the national and international forums. The 

procedures described in the Rules of Business, 1973 are well 

established and should therefore be taken as sacrosanct by any 

political government and/ or any Ministry/ Division/Department/ 

Autonomous body in order to safeguard the interests of the Islamic 

Republic of Pakistan. 

b) A Federal Ministry/Division must undertake consultative process as 

per Rules (12) and (13) of the Rules of Business, 1973 with the 

Ministry of Finance (if there are matters affecting directly or 

indirectly the finances of the Federation) and Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs, before sending an International or Commercial Agreement 

/ Contract to Ministry of Law and Justice for legal opinion and 

vetting. Matters relating to International Arbitration (Clauses) will 

invariably be referred to the Office of the Attorney General for 

Pakistan by Ministry of Law and Justice. 



c) No Attached department or autonomous body should be allowed to 

get the International Agreement/Contract vetted on its own through 

its legal team or Legal Advisor. They must undertake a consultative 

process as per Rules (12) and (13) the Rules of Business, 1973 i.e. 

consultations with Ministry of Finance (if there are matters affecting 

directly or indirectly the finances of the Federation) and Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs, through their relevant administrative Ministry, 

before finalizing the Agreement/contract and its subsequent vetting 

by its legal team/counsel. 

d) The above principle of consultations must be applicable in case of 

agreements with International or local NGOS, whereby, Economic 

Affairs Division and Ministry of Interior must also be consulted by 

the Concerned Ministries/Divisions. In the case of Attached 

department or autonomous body, such consultations will be through 

their concerned administrative Ministry/Division. 

e) The role of Ministry of Law and Justice with regard to vetting of 

International Agreements/ Contracts, Investment treaties etc. and 

those of Legal Counsels/Advisors in the Attached departments/ 

autonomous bodies and the consultations required with the relevant 

Ministries need to be further elaborated in the Rules of Business, 

1973 for which an amendment in the Rules of Business, 1973 must 

be made by the Cabinet Division, keeping in view appropriate 

timelines for completing the vetting exercise without compromising 

on the quality of legal drafting/vetting. 

f) The desk officers while putting up cases on office files should 

follow instructions contained in the Secretariat Instructions, 2004 in 

true letter and spirit. The noting portion of the office file should 

contain description of the "Receipt"/Paper Under Consideration 

("PUC"), highlighting the critical aspects mentioned in the 

Receipt/PUC, any precedents and rule position on the subject, and 
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clear proposal for informed decision making by the competent 

authority. 

g) It has to be ensured that all verbal instructions given by an Ministry/ 

authority/ Public Office Holder/Government functionary are 

reduced in writing on the note portion as per Rule 5, Sub Rule 11 A 

of the Rules of Business, 1973, so that such verbal instructions 

remain on file record, for future reference. 

2. Ensuring Safe Custody of Important Government Record 

It has shockingly transpired that the Ministries / Divisions / Attached 

departments / Autonomous bodies do not maintain and protect record of 

crucial matters particularly pertaining to the International 

Agreements/Contracts/Arbitrations. The Commission experienced extreme 

difficulties in getting access to record during its proceedings. 

a) The Cabinet Division through Establishment Division needs to issue 

Instructions to all Ministries/ Divisions/Departments/Autonomous 

bodies' for proper maintenance of the office record as per the 

Secretariat Instructions. The International and commercial contracts 

/ agreements / arbitrations etc. have to be marked as a permanent 

record by each Ministry / Division / autonomous body and should 

be kept in a safe vault and archived properly. 

b) Ministry of Law and Justice and Office of the Attorney General for 

Pakistan have to ensure proper handing over and taking over of 

records by each officer who takes over charge or relinquishes the 

charge of an office. The same should also be ensured for each legal 

consultant posted in the Ministry of Law and Justice/ Office of the 

Attorney General for Pakistan and for safe keeping a backup of the 

record should also be kept. 
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c) Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Pakistan's Foreign Missions must 

be directed to keep the complete record of International 

Agreements/Contracts in safe custody and properly archived. 

3. Capacity Building 

The manner in which the vetting of the Asset Recovery Agreements ("ARAs") 

was carried out and the way it was executed speaks volumes about the lack of 

capacity within the government organizations relating to International Law. The 

recommendation are as follows: 

a) There is a lack of capacity and understanding of International and 

Commercial law matters both at Ministry of Law and Justice and 

the Office of Attorney General for Pakistan. We understand that an 

International Disputes Unit has already been established by the 

Office of the Attorney General for Pakistan but the same is 

chronically short of manpower. The hiring of Human Resource for 

this unit should be done on war footing basis. 

b) Similarly, capacity building of Ministry of Law and Justice is 

required by hiring of competent lawyers having International Law 

and commercial law experience of at-least 5-10 years. The Federal 

Government has already facilitated the Ministries/Divisions/ 

government organizations to hire skilled manpower on market 

based salary (0.5 million-2.0 million per month) through 

introduction of Special Professional Pay Scale (SPPS) Policy 2019. 

The Cabinet Division must instruct Ministry of Law and Justice to 

hire competent International and Commercial Law experts for the 

Federal Government. 

c) International Law and Commercial Law must be included as 

subjects in the training programs of the Civil Services Academy and 

the specialized training programs. Further, the officers have to be 
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further acquainted with the Contract Law and case studies related to 

International and commercial agreements during their mid-career 

management, senior management and national management 

courses, for which instructions must be issued by Establishment 

Division. 

4. Due Diligence Requirements for Hiring of International Consultancy 

Services and placing restrictions on the role of Private Consultancy 

firms  

Due diligence in the hiring of Assets Recovery Companies was strangely 

found lacking which was one of the factors, which is responsible for the 

current predicament faced by the country. Accordingly, 

a) Due diligence requirements need to be ensured for hiring of 

Consultancy services particularly of international companies being 

hired for specialized tasks. In the case of International Companies, 

Cabinet Division may issue instructions to the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs to conduct due diligence of the international companies 

through their Foreign Missions including checking Certificate of 

Registration/ incorporation, Companies' location with contact 

numbers, Board of Directors, Certificate of good faith (Financial 

strength and Market reputation), and whether the company is 

involved in any litigation or liquidation proceedings etc. 

b) The practice of allowing open access to the representatives of 

international private agencies/ private consultancy organizations 

into the government offices should be discouraged as it dilutes 

security protocols in respect of official records/information. These 

tactics are often used to bring the public officials either under duress 

or influence them in-order to extract official information/documents 

to serve their own or some third party's vested interests. 
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5. 	Ensuring that there is No Conflict of Interest of the Public Office 

• Holder 

a) Public Office Holders should not have any "Conflict of Interest" in 

case of dealings with Private Sector firms/parties who are awarded 

contracts. They have to submit a "No Conflict of Interest" Statement 

on Oath. If found to be fraudulent at any stage, the Public Office 

Holder should be debarred from holding any office for certain 

period of time till the cause creating the Conflict of Interest ceases, 

proof of which is to be provided by the Public Office Holder. 

The Commission has identified the above weaknesses with the hope that the 

remedial actions will be taken by the Government but alas actions in the past tell 

us that nothing will be done. 

The French economic journalist Frederic Bastiat, best known for his work, 'The 

Law', and the 'Parable of the broken windowpane', in the mid 1800s wrote as 

follows: 

"When plunder becomes a way of life for a group of men living together 

in society, they create for themselves, in the course of time, a legal system 

that authorizes it and a moral code that glores it" 

The above quotation is uncanny in its applicability in present day Pakistan. 

Corruption has infected every institution in the country. All four pillars of the 

state are afflicted with this malaise but perhaps what is worse is that the most 

blatant acts of corruption, even those without the benefits of a fig leaf, are not 

only condoned but also applauded. Histrionics are mistaken for heroics. 

As a nation, we must dismantle the structures that give rise and protection to 
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	 corruption. Corruption gnaws away at the scaffolds that support state structure 

and polity; the state must not tear the scaffolds that support its existence. 
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The apologists of corruption, are dime a dozen. I wonder whether this 

phenomenon reflects some perverted form of ancient tribalism, moral bankruptcy, 

or such persons are simply standing there with their mouths open, tails wagging 

hoping for some crumbs from the table. Whatever it may be, as somebody said 

and I quote: 

"When I saw corruption, I was forced to find truth on my own. I 

couldn't swallow the hypocrisy." 

Au ice (Retd.) 
SheikII Azmat Saeed 

Chairman of the Commission 
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IN THE MATTER OF THE ARBITRATION ACT 1996 

AND IN THE MATTER OF AN ARBITRATION 

CI Arb. Case No. 129120001 

BETWEEN: 

BROADSHEET LLC (IN LIQUIDATION) 

Claimant 

- and - 

THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN AND ITS 
NATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY BUREAU 

Respondents  

WITNESS STATEMENT OF 

LT. GENERAL (RTD) SYED MUHAMMAD AMJAD 

FORMER CHAIRMAN NAB 

I, LT, GENERAL (RTD) 'S8t•ED MUHAMMAD AMJAD, of House No. 5, Street No. 2, 

Sector C, Phase No I, Defence Housing Authority, Islamabad. Pakistan WILL SAY as follows: 

Introduction 

1. 1 was the Chairman of the National Accountability Bureau ("NAB") from 16th  November 
1999 to 25th 

 September 2000. 1 make this witness statement ip support of the Respondents' 
defence to the Claimant's claims. 

2. The facts and matters referred to in this statement are based on my own personal 

knowledge or on documents in my possession,or now shown to me. Where they are based 

on my personal knowledge they are true and where they are based on documents within my 

possession or now shown to me they are true to the best of my knowledge, information and 
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3. In the course of this witness statement I will refer to a bundle of documents marked exhibit 

"SMA-1". References in this statement in the form [Tab-XI are to documents contained in 

that exhibit. 

4. It is necessary for me to note that the events described in this statement took place more 

than 15 years ago. This statement therefore addresses events that occurred a considerable 

number of years ago. Accordingly, 1 have prepared this statement to the best of my ability 

and recollection, assisted by the contemporaneous documentation exhibited to it. 

Background  

5. I was educated at Lawrence College, Murree Hill, Punjab, Pakistan. After passing my 

Senior Cambridge Exam I joined the Army on the 29 December 1965, as a cadet. During 

my service with the Army I was awarded BSc (Hons.) by Balochistan University and an 

MSc (Hons.) by Quaid Az,arn University in the subject War Studies consequent to the 

successful completion of courses at Command and Staff College in Quetta and Armed 

Forces War College (now National Defence University) respectively. 

6. I spent the remainder of my career serving my country in the Pakistan army. I was 

promoted through the ranks until, on 13 October 1999, I reached my final rank of 

Lieutenant General. I retired from the Army on 27 December 2002. 

Appointment as the Chairman of NAB 

7. On 12 October 1999, General Pervez Musharraf led a military coup which resulted in him 

assuming power as the Chief Executive of Pakistan. At this time, an organization called 

the Ehtesab Bureau was already in existence in Pakistan ("Ehtesab" is the Urdu word for 

"accountability" and the Ehtesab Bureau was the predecessor to NAB). However, a core 

part of the new Government's policy was to pursue anticorruption investigations with 

renewed vigour. 

8. It was around this time that I was approached by either or both Lt. General (Later General) 

Muhammad Aziz Khan or Lt. General Mehmood Ahmed in relation to whether I would 

like to take on the role of Chairman in the Ehtesab Bureau, which was soon to become 

NAB. In this role I would lead the heavy crackdown on persons suspected of corruption. 
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I did not have re ious experience in a role that was similar to the role of the Chairman of 

NAB, but the Chief Executive General Musharraf wanted me to assume the role of 

Chairman and I accepted the position. This is how I came to be the Chairman of NAB on 

16 November 1999. The National Accountability Bureau was established as the successor 

to the Ehtesab Bureau. NAB inherited the workload of the Ehtesab Bureau, including their 

pending investigations. NAB's legal foundation and powers were derived from the 

Pakistan National Accountability Ordinance No. XVIII of 1999. NAB's role was to 

investigate and prosecute corrupt persons in public and private sectors and to trace and 

recover misappropriated assets through voluntary returns, plea bargains or judicial 

proceedings. 

10. Along with the Chairman, the other principal officer at NAB is the Prosecutor General of 

Accountability (the "PGA"). When considering whom to appoint as the PGA, I was 

referred to Mr. Farouk Adam Khan ("Mr. Farouk Khan"). At that time, I had never met I 

Mr. Farouk Khan, but I knew that he was several years my senior and that he had attended 

Lawrence College. Like myself, he was a member of the alumni society named the Old 

Gallians. Having joined the Army as a cadet he was, to the best of my knowledge, sent to 

Sandhurst Military Academy in the UK after completing one term in Pakistan Military 

• Academy. I was also aware that he had been awarded the Sitara-e-Jurat (Star of Courage — 

which is equivalent to the Military Cross), for his courageous efforts in the Indo-Pak war 

of 1965, and that he had been jailed for a number of years around 1974 for his involvement 

in an unsuccessful military coup against the then-Government, known •as the Attock 

Conspiracy Case. 

// 11. I understood that during his time in prison he had studied law and, upon leaving prison, he 

had entered private practice with Mr. Sardar Khan (although I was unaware as to the extent 
-‘} 	of his work as a lawyer in _private practioe)-. -..1 thought that I might be able to work well 

4-rr 	  

with a person with Mr. Farouk Khan's military experience and background. I therefore 

invited him to my office for an interview. This was the first time that] had met him, but I 

considered that he was an appropriate person for the role of PGA and, around November 

1999, 1 therefore made the decision to appoint him as such. 



Negotiations and signing of the Broadsheet Agreement 

12. In accordance with the law governing the NAB, we were pressing ahead with our 

investigations into recovering assets located inside Pakistan from persons who had 

obtained them as a result of various corrupt practices. We (and the Ehtesab Bureau) had 

already attached properties in Pakistan of a number of suspects under investigation in 

Pakistan and we were gearing up to make the first round of arrests of suspects. 

13. We were aware that there were significant assets that had been corruptly obtained and therii 
removed from Pakistan. The next step for NAB was therefore to look for information 

about suspects' assets, including their properties and money, which had been secreteJ 

outside of Pakistan and ultimately to repatriate those assets back to Pakistan. Wa-clidaol...—

nee 	'n rosecuting -isi e  p astaLsince l 	cient legal powers, 

\

expertise and experience to do so. Instead, we needed help in discovering assets and funds 

being held abroad that belonged to Pakistanis and for which there was no plausible 

explanation for that person having those assets. 

14. At this time, we could have opted to exclusively obtain this information and assistance by 

using informal state-to-state mutual legal assistance mechanisms. In fact, on a few 

occasions throughout my period as the Chairman of NAB we did use this type of state-to- 
state assistance. 	For example, we obtained various documents from the British 

Government and were offered assistance by the US Government. I remember one occasion 
where, on my return from a meeting in Colorado in April 2000 (which I discuss below), I 

stopped at London, England. It was around this time that the British Government had been 

withholding documents from NAB in relation to the cases of Mr. Asif Ali Zardari and Ms. 

Benazir Bhutto. During my meeting with the British government officials authorization 

was given for us to obtain a large number of documents which would have been evidence 

against the suspects. 

15. Despite the existence of state-to-state assistance, we considered that this potentially time 

consuming and cumbersome process would be supplemented by obtaining the assistance of 

a specialised non-governmental company, who could provide the information and 

assistance we required more efficiently and speedily. In this context, we expected an 

were led to believe during the course of our negotiations with Mr. Jerry James and Dr 
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William Pepper that they represented companies that would go beyond the assistance 

which we could have obtained from other states. Our expectation was that they would 

effectively provide efficient private investigation services. 

In around October 1999, I became aware of GSA Investment Corporation Limited ("GSA 

Investment") and Trouvons Company LLC ("Trouvons"), through their representatives 

Mr. Tariq Fawad Malik, whom I met, and Mr. Ghazanfar Sadiq Ali. These gentlemen 

made enquiries as to whether NAB would be interested in hiring a foreign company to 

assist with the supply of information and the speedy recovery of assets that had been 

corruptly obtained and secreted outside of Pakistan. From the outset, Mr. Tariq Fawad 

Malik held himself out to be the in-country representative of Trouvons and Mr. Ghazanfar 

Sadiq All presented himself as the Chairman of GSA Investment. I attach examples of 

these letters addressed to me at [Tab-I] (I note that it was the practice of my office that 

anything that was addressed to me by name came to my staff officer, Brigadier Shujaat 

Zamir Dar, who would invariably place it on my desk. If a letter was addressed to me in 

this way, then it was almost certain that I would have read its contents). 

17. I received a follow-up letter dated 10 November 1999, in which Mr. Tariq Fawad Malik re-

produced a reply to questions that we had raised regarding Trouvons and its methods of 

operation [Tab-2]. The letter set out the considerable experience of the investigative team 

that would be working on NAB's investigations and their previous notable successes. It 

also stressed the fact that the arrangement would not cost the Government of Pakistan any 

money. On 13 November 1999, I received a further letter from Mr. Tariq Fawad Malik 

seeking my response [Tab-31. 

18. On the 4th  of February 2000, I received a letter from Mr. Ghazanfar Sadiq Ali relating to 

the Trouvons asset recovery programme, inquiring about whether NAB would like to 

proceed with the proposal that Trouvons had submitted through its representative Mr. Tariq 

_ Fawad Malik around the beginning of October 1999 [Tab-4J. The letter referred very 

clearly to the fact that the arrangement would relate to assets that had been secreted away 

in international jurisdictions. It also attached a further brief setting out the capabilities of 

Trouvons. This information was supplemented by a Inauvot s tualhaefitthich I am fairly 

sure I would have read at the time that I was considering Trouvons' proposals [Tab-5]. It 

was on the basis of these documents, and my meetings with Trouvons' principals, that I 
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decided it would be in the interests of the Government of Pakistan — and more specifically 

NAB - to engage a foreign investigative company. 

19 	NAB also received from Trouvons an outline of the asset recovery opportunity [Tab-6]. 

This provided a summary of how Trouvons would assist NAB. It stated that Trouvons 

would work independently using a power of attorney to identify assets located outside of 

Pakistan and to prosecute foreign legal proceedings for the turnover of such assets. It then 

said that once collected, the proceeds would be divided by Trouvons according to the 

sharing ratio specified in the agreement. 

20. 	I was interested in the prospect of working with a foreign company to harness and benefit 

from their expertise. My understanding was that the foreign company would assist NAB to 

1 obtain information about, and recover, assets that had been removed from Pakistan. In r/   

order to further assess the proposals being put forth by Trouvons, I attended a meeting with 

Trouvons in April 2000 in Colorado, USA. 

21 	In Colorado, I met Mr. Jerry James, who was introduced as the Manager of Trouvons, and 

Dr. William Pepper who was introduced to me as the legal advisor to Trouvons. We had a 

short meeting during which I said that NAB was aware that a lot of assets had been 

.removed from Pakistan by corrupt public / private sector officials and placed all over the 

world. I told them that NAB did not have the resources outside of Pakistan to go about 

finding and recovering these assets and so NAB was interested in obtaining the assistance 

of a foreign company with the resources and capability to assist in this regard. 

22. Mr. Jerry James and Dr. William Pepper assured me that they possessed the requisite 

capabilities and resources to assist. They held themselves out as a cut above the rest of the 

foreign companies who could offer this type of service and Mr. Jerry James presented 

himself and his company as specialists in asset recovery. They spoke about their 

exceptional connectivity within the US, the UK and other jurisdictions and their ability to 

repatriate the ill-gotten assets back to Pakistan for the benefit of the people of Pakistan. 

23. They gave the clear impression to me that their company was not a one or two man show, 

but instead one that used a web of personnel and contacts to achieve the results which they 

said were possible. Further, they spoke about how they would provide concrete material 

about assets located outside of Pakistan to help NAB prosecute the accused persons 
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successfully in Pakistan. Mr. Jerry James also assured me that their work would not cost 

NAB any money and that Trouvons would only be entitled to commission on the amounts 

actually repatriated back to Pakistan and that Trouvons would fund all of the investigations 

and other efforts to recover assets in the first instance. I was left with the understanding 

\that NAB had nothing to lose because they had no financial exposure and they would only 

be required to pay Trouvons if and when assets were repatriated to Pakistan. 

24. As the first Chairman of NAB, I was greatly aware •of the significance of the 

unprecedented task that we were about to undertake and therefore it was absolutely crucial 

for us that Mr. Jerry James and his associated team and companies were able to deliver on 

their proposals. The timely performanceS of any arrangement that we were to reach was 

crucial because there were growing public pressures to recover the assets obtained from 

corruption. The people of Pakistan had developed great expectations from NAB to bring 

back the looted money and ill-gotten assets held abroad as quickly as possible. 

25. I can categorically state that I would not have agreed to enter into a contract with a 

company that did not profess to have the capabilities or the experience to gather concrete 

information on assets secreted outside of Pakistan and to assist in the repatriation of those 

assets. I was therefore relying upon the re esentations of M 	 .1 e I 
WilliarS j• n lia e to me in my meetings with them, along with the letters that had been 

sent to NAB by various representatives of Trouvons and GSA Investments, as the basis for 

agreeing to direct that the negotiations be taken further and ultimately in agreeing to enter 

into the asset recovery agreement 

When I returned from Colorado I spoke with other senior NAB officials, including Mr. 

Farouk Khan, about what had been discussed between myself, Mr. Jerry James and Dr. 

William Pepper at our meeting in Colorado. On the basis of the discussions in Colorado, I 

( directed Mr. Farouk Khan to undertake the netiatioibs..ostlebalf of NAB anc___UsugrAta .. 
suitt_tigreemencln briefing Mr. Farouk Khan I emphasized a number of points.  

First, I informed him that the agreement must clearly state that the foreign companies 

were to deal and be concerned only with assets outside of Pakistan. This could 

include anywhere else in the world, but the agreement was not to relate to assets 

inside of Pakistan. This was very much the underlying rationale for NAB seeking 

26.  
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externalS assistance. We did not need or want assistance in relation to assets that 

remained inside of Pakistan and we would never have agreed to give a foreign 

company a cut of any such assets. 

Second, I informed him that the foreign companies would receive a 20% share of any 

money or encashable material only when there was an asset recovery that was 

repatriated to Pakistan. This was refined in the final agreement so that Broadsheet 

LLC ("Broadsheet") (as I explain below, this was the foreign company with which 

the asset recovery agreement was ultimately made) was required to deposit all of the 

assets that they recovered into an escrow account We had very clear expectations 

that Broadsheet would deposit the funds it recovered in this way and we discussed 

the details and arrangements for this, although 1 am uncertain as to whether any 

escrow account was ultimately opened. 

c. As for the commission being set at 20%, this was the result of a compromise between 

the parties because Broadsheet had originally sought 30% and NAB had sought 10%. 

d. Third, 1 made it clear that NAB was not to incur any costs or spend any money 

except when Broadsheet repatriated assets from outside of Pakistan. Broadsheet's 

commission would therefore be funded by the foreign assets which they had helped 

to repatriate to Pakistan. 

27. Other than that, 1 left the details of the azeement to Mr. Farouk Khan,  who had already 

been involved with the developing negotiations since he joined NAB in November 1999. 

It was my impression and understanding that Mr. Farouk Khan remained deeply involved 

in the negotiations. As a result of my meeting with Mr. Jerry James and Dr. William 

Pepper in Colorado and the on-going negotiations, in around June 2000 I asked them to 

come to Pakistan to discuss the details of the proposed agreement. 1 understood that Mr. 

Farouk Khan was meeting with these gentlemen, but we never met all together (to the best 

of my recollection). When Mr. Farouk Khan wanted to discuss a point with me, he would 

come to me alone. 

28. The negotiations that had taken place were with Mr. Jerry James, Dr. William Pepper and 

the various representatives of Trouvons and GSA Investments that had written to NAB. 

The company structures that would ultimately be adopted for the purposes of the contract 
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29. Prior to signing the Asset Recovery Agreement I ordered that it should be vetted by the 

Ministry of Law and the Ministry of Finance, so that their approval could be obtained 

[Page-1. My way of working was that if I had given an order then I assumed that it would 

be followed; this is an approach I had learnt in the Army. It now transpires that Mr. 

Farouk Khan appears to have failed to send the draft agreement to the relevant Ministries 

and that he therefore failed to obtain their approval. I can provide no explanation as to 

why Mr. Farouk Khan adopted this approach. 

30. 	The Asset Recovery Agreement between the President of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan 

acting through the Chairman National Accountability Bureau and Broadsheet LLC was 

entered into on 20 June 2000 ("the Broadsheet Agreement") [Tab-7]. I had the authority 

to sign the Broadsheet Agreement and I signed it in my office with Dr. William Pepper, 

whom I understood to have the authority to sign it on behalf of Broadsheet [Tab-81. A 

separate agreement, which I understand is not in dispute in this arbitration was signed with 
IAR on 15 July 2000. 

with the Government of Pakistan and to undertake the work was not something that I 

concerned myself with. From my perspective, it was for the foreign representatives to 

work out how they wanted to split up the work between them and how they• wished to 

structure their organisation. It was my clear understanding that Broadsheet LLC and 

International Asset Recovery Ltd ("JAR") were companies set up to focus on NAB's work 

by the representatives of Trouvons. The company structure that was adopted would not 

1 

 affect the commitments that Trouvons or GSA Investments, acting through their 

representatives such as Mr. Jerry James and Dr. William Pepper, had made to NAB. My 

thinking was very much that these were the same people albeit with a different company 

and that both companies had the same mandate and were working towards the same 
ultimate goal. 

31. 	I note that all of the aspects that I had previously emphasized to Mr. Farouk Khan were 

included in the Broadsheet Agreement. For example: 

a. 	That the Broadsheet Agreement only related to assets that were repatriated from 

outside of Pakistan was stated in the preamble right at the very outset. Mr. Farouk 

Khan assured me at the time of negotiating the Broadsheet Agreement that the 
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preamble clearly defined the intentions of both Parties which in this case was 

repatriation of assets held outside Pakistan. I can categorically state that this was • 

consistent with the' entirety of the negotiations. To my knowledge, there had never 

been any discussion or mention in any of my meetings with Mr. Jerry James, Dr. 

William Pepper or Mr. Farouk Khan, either directly or indirectly, about Broadsheet• 

helping with or benefitting from the recovery of assets located inside of Pakistan. At 

no point was it even hinted that Broadsheet would have any involvement whatsoever 

with, or entitlement to, the recovery of assets located inside Pakistan. If NAB had 

reached a settlement on its own, Broadsheet's entitlement to a share of the recovered 

assets only arose if such assets had been located outside of Pakistan and the 

settlement had resulted in repatriation of those assets to Pakistan. The crucial point 

about the whole agreement was the assistance of the foreign companies in returning 

assets back to Pakistan. 

b. 	It was because of the fact that Broadsheet's entitlement was limited to assets that 

were repatriated from outside of Pakistan that NAB was willing to accept to give 

Broadsheet such a sizeable commission from the assets that belonged to the people of 

Pakistan. I felt that the 20% commission was perhaps even too high given that the 

payment was to be made from public money. However, I was persuaded by Mr. Jerry 

James that the nature of the asset recovery business was such that Broadsheet faced a 

high risk exposure. That being the case, I felt that a high commission could be 

justified because it was agreed that it would only be paid if and when secreted assets 

were returned to Pakistan. There was never any discussion or agreement that 

Broadsheet could assert an entitlement to a percentage of every single recovery made 

by NAB, including assets recovered within Pakistan. 

Provision was made for the opening of an escrow account, into which Broadsheet 

were to deposit the funds which they recovered from outside of Pakistan. 

Broadsheet's commission was then to be paid out of the funds deposited in the 

escrow account. I would like to emphasise that no arrangement was made for NAB 

to pay any funds that it recovered into this or any other escrow account. There were 

no arrangements at all for NAB to declare its own recoveries under the contract, as it 

was only Broadsheet which was required to deposit the recoveries under the contract 
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in an escrow account. On my reading of the contract before signing, I realised this 

was consistent with my instructions. 

NAB's performance of the Broadsheet Agreement 

32. After the Broadsheet Agreement was concluded, NAB fully cooperated with Broadsheet 

during the period I was in office. As explained above, NAB — and its predecessor the 

Ehtesab Bureau - had already started a major crackdown on persons suspected of 

corruption and assets were already being attached in Pakistan in accordance with the law 

governing NAB. By this stage, we had already undertaken substantial investigations and 

arrested a number of suspects. 

33. To begin to benefit from the Broadsheet Agreement, the first step was to supply 

Broadsheet with the names of persons to investigate. We forwarded the names of several 

persons to Broadsheet so that they could locate, provide information on and repatriate to 

Pakistan their international assets (for an example, [Tab-9]). These people went onto the 

fist of registered Targets. The core team members of NAB compiled this list based upon 

the available information. This core team had a good idea of what was going on in 

Pakistan. We would often sit together after around 6pm and extensively discuss the 

information that we had. As a result of these deliberations we would settle on further 

names that should be added to the list of registered Targets. The list was not exhaustive 

and nor was it supposed to be final. 

34. I was not subject to any form of political influence and NAB was free to do its job as we 

thought fit in our best judgment and in accordance with NAB law. There were no political 

or personal considerations that I was aware of or by which I was constrained. The Chief 

Executive — General Musharraf - never told me to go after or refrain from going after any 

particular person, or to hurry up or slowdown in any particular case. I recall one time 

when Chief Executive Musharraf said to me that NAB was moving too slow and by this I 

took him to mean that he wanted to see more concrete results. I told him that NAB could 

only operate as fast as was possible within the constraints of the law and with its available 

resources. Investigations into white-collar crime took a long time and were resource 

intensive. We were also constrained by the speed of the legal system, including the 
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establishment of the new Accountability Courts. I told him that if he wanted us to move 

faster, he would have to change the law. 

35. Another related example of NAB conducting its work in a scrupulous and neutral way was 

when I was visited by Mrs. Naseem Saigol to protest against NAB's investigations into the 

Lakhani family in relation to wilful loan defaults. 	Mrs. Saigol was aggressively 

complaining to me in the presence of Mr. Farouk Adam Khan about how much the Saigols 

had done for the country and therefore why the NAB should not be investigating the 

Saigols. I let her finish and then I informed her that we would see her in court anyway. I 

was not prepared to make any exceptions to the proper due process that NAB was required 

to follow. 

11 

36. 	There was no priority to the list of registered Targets and the order of the names on the list 
1
1 was not intended to have any significance. Naturally, in my own mind, certain Targets 

were more important than others, either because of the suspected value of their assets or 

, I because the Pakistani people in their perception were more aware of certain persons 

included in the Target List. It would not have been difficult for Broadsheet to figure out 

' that certain Targets carried greater significance than others. Nevertheless, we never i  
' 	informed Broadsheet about any priority. 

37. Finally, in relation to the list of registered Targets, I can appreciate that there might be a 

number of circumstances in which it would be desirable and necessary to remove a Target 

from the list of registered Targets, for example if they had agreed to a plea bargain. 

Despite this, during my period as Chairman the investigations were still in their early 

stages and I never sought to remove any Target from the list of registered Targets. 

38. I also signed a number of Powers of Attorney in favour of Broadsheet in relation to Targets 

that had been registered on the list [Tab-10]. The signing of these Powers of Attorney was 

intended to enable Broadsheet to act in foreign jurisdictions in the name of the Government• 

of Pakistan in relation to proceedings against the Targets. Needless to say, there was no 

need to agree on powers of attorney for the purposes of investigations within Pakistan. 

39. NAB was committed to keeping its side of the bargain and to ensuring that Broadsheet 

received NAB's full cooperation and facilitation in the execution of their asset recovery 

programme. Therefore, in spite of confidentiality concerns, •I granted Broadsheet 
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permission to maintain an office in the building of NAB's headquarters in Islamabad. 

Broadsheet did not pay any contribution towards the costs of this office space. 

Representatives of Broadsheet, including Mr. Tariq Fawad Malik who I believed to be the• 

in-country representative of Broadsheet, worked from this office. Whilst NAB retained 

control over its own documents, we took the approach that we would give Broadsheet's 

employees and agents anything that they requested if we agreed that it would assist them to 

provide information and recover assets from abroad. 

40. I believe that NAB also handed over documents to Broadsheet and TAR that we had 

inherited from the Ehtesab Bureau's investigations. This included large volumes of 

documents relating to the investigations into the Mr. Zardari and Ms. Bhutto cases. Our 

expectation was that Broadsheet and IAR would use these documents as a springboard and 

take the investigations forward in material and concrete respects. 

41. At the same time, NAB continued to undertake its own investigations in parallel to the 

work that it was led to believe (although without any concrete evidence) that Broadsheet 

was undertaking. We had a large team of investigators and we were also working 

alongside the Federal Investigation Agency (or HA), the State Bank of Pakistan and other 

governmental organisations. 

Broadsheet's non-performance of the Broadsheet Agreement 

42. I was only in office for about three months after the signing of the Broadsheet Agreement. 

However, 1 had sufficient opportunity to observe that Broadsheet (and JAR as well) 

seemed to have grossly misrepresented and exaggerated their competencies and resources 
• with respect to their asset recovery programme. During this period, Broadsheet did next to 

nothing concrete to assist NAB in recovering assets outside Pakistan through their 

investigations. They failed to provide us with any useful information and failed to 

repatriate any assets back to Pakistan. 

43. 	NAB was responsible for prosecuting Targets inside Pakistan and to this end I believe that 

the Accountability Court system was set up upon NAB's request. NAB did not require any 

assistance with regard to assets that were held inside Pakistan (and to my knowledge and 

understanding Broadsheet did not have any resources or rights to pursue anything inside 

Pakistan). 
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44. NAB needed detailed information about the foreign assets belonging to the registered 

Targets. We did not know where the foreign assets had been hidden and this was the very 

reason for us engaging the assistance of Broadsheet. We could only rely upon allegations 

relating to foreign assets in our domestic prosecutions if we had proof of those assets as 

well as proof of a link between the Target and the foreign assets. Broadsheet, however, 

was not providing the type of proof of foreign assets that we needed. They also failed to 

achieve the repatriation of any foreign assets back to Pakistan. 

45. Whilst it was too early for me to draw any firm and final conclusions about whether 

Broadsheet would provide assistance to NAB in the future, during my time at NAB, 

Broadsheet were certainly not providing the level of assistance that we had been led to 

believe they would. 

46. For example, the only Target in respect to which Broadsheet may have contributed was 

Mr. Mansur-ul-Haq. NAB was investigating Mr. Mansur-ul-Haq prior to the signing of the 

Broadsheet Agreement. On 27 December 1999, I had ordered his detention on suspicion of 

accepting illegal commissions and kickbacks iTab-11]. His name and details were passed 

on to Broadsheet as a registered Target. As far as I am aware, during my time at NAB, 

Broadsheet provided no useful information about Mr. Mansur-ul-Haq. All of the progress 

on this Target during that period was being made as a result of NAB's work. 

Leaving NAB 

47. Around September 2000, 1 put in a request to be posted back to the Army. On 25 

September 2000, 1 subsequently left my post as the Chairman of NAB. This was entirely 

my own decision. I had met with Mr. Jerry James, Mr. Doug Tisdale, Dr. William Pepper 

and Mr. Tariq Fawad Malik in London on 22 September 2000 and I had explained to them 

that the transition between myself and the incoming Chairman of NAB, Lt. Gen. Khalid 

Maqbool, would be seamless and that Broadsheet's operations and prospects under the 

Broadsheet Agreement would not be negatively impacted in any way. 

48. Save for a handful of isolated instances (which I refer to below), I did not stay in contact 

with my colleagues at NAB and 1 made no attempt to keep up-to-date with how NAB's 

work progressed after I had left. This is the approach that we take in the army; when you 

leave a post you take no papers and you do not look back. 

V 
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49. I met Mr. Jerry James and Dr. William Pepper only once after leaving NAB and this was in 

the course of a purely social visit to my home at their request. We did not discuss matters 

relating to NAB. After this visit 1 received a letter from Mr. Jerry James dated 30 May 

/2001. He requested my support and involvement in the work of NAB and Broadsheet. 
/ 

L / Nothing ever came of this letter [Tab-12). I also met with NAB Chairman General (Rtd) 

Shahid Aziz soon after he took over on his request on one occasion and we discussed the 

general cases. 

50. To the best of my recollection, I have only seen Mr. Farouk Khan on one occasion after I 

left NAB. This was at an Old Gallians meeting and we did not discuss anything to do with 

NAB. In the course of this arbitration, I was shown Mr. Farouk Khan's affidavit dated 22 

August 2010. Some of the affidavit was simply comment on routine matters, however, 

some of the facts contained in it came as a total shock to me. As far as I was aware, 

Broadsheet had not actively or conscientiously tried to fulfil any, let alone all, of its 

obligations under the Broadsheet Agreement. Also, as I have already said, there was no 

priority between the Targets. In early 2015 I got a telephone call from Mr. Farouk Khan 

saying I must be aware of what was going on. I knew without him saying that he was 

referring to this case. He started to say "So what should" before he could proceed any 

further I butted in and said "Sir, you just state the truth" or words to that effect. The 

conversation ended after the exchange of pleasantries. 

51. Whilst I had realized much later in life - and long after 1 left NAB - that I might have 

perhaps trusted Mr. Farouk Khan too much, I was stil ur. - . II ee that he had taken 

the definitive positions that he has stated in his affidavit. It came to my attention later on 

that his son was employed by Mr. David Orchard who along with Dr. Pep er were legal 

ace  t latrocrnr" 

Statement of Truth  
I believe that the facts stated in this witnessIstatement are true. 
Signed: 

Lt. General (Rtd) Syed Muhammad Amjad 

Dated:  
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IN THE MATTER OF THE ARBITRATION ACT 1996 

AND IN THE MATTER OF AN ARBITRATION 
CI Arb. Case No. 129120001 

BETWEEN: 

BROADSHEET LLC (IN LIQUIDATION) 
Claimant 

- and — 

THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN AND ITS 
NATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY BUREAU 

Respondents 

EXHIBIT SMA-1 

This is the Exhibit "SMA-1" as referred to in the Witness Statement of Kt. General 
(RTD) Syed Muhammad Amjad 

Dated this 23rd  day of July 2015 
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BROADSHEET LLC (IN LIQUIDATION) 
Claimant 

- and - 

THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN AND ITS 
NATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY BUREAU 

Respondents 

SECOND WITNESS STATEMENT OF 

LT. GENERAL (RTD) SYED MUHAMMAD AMJAD 

FORMER CHAIRMAN NAB 

I, LT. GENERAL (RTD) SYED MUHAMMAD AMJAD, of House No. 5, Street No. 2, 

Sector C, Phase No I, Defence Housing Authority, Islamabad, Pakistan WILL SAY as follows: 

Introduction 

I. 	I was the Chairman of the National Accountability Bureau ("NAB") from 16th  November  

1999 to 25's  September 2000. I have read the witness statements of Douglas Tisdale ("Mr 

Tisdale") and Robert Byrne ("Mr Byrne") dated 24 July 2015 and Farouk Adam Khan 

dated 17 July 2015. I make this witness statement in support of the Respondents' defence S. 

to the Claimant's claims and in response to certain points arising from those witness 

statements referred to above. Where 1 have not addressed parts of the Claimant's evidence, 

this is not because I agree with that evidence. 
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2. 	The facts and matters referred to in this statement are based on my own personal 

knowledge or on documents in my possession or now shown to me. Where they are based 

on my personal knowledge they are true and where they are based on documents now 

shown to me they are true to the best of my knowledge, information and belief. 

In the course of this witness statement I will refer to a bundle of documents marked exhibit 

"SMA-2". References in this statement in the form (Tab-X] are to documents contained in 

that exhibit. 

It is necessary for me to repeat that the events described in this statement took place more 

than 15 years ago. Accordingly, I have prepared this statement to the best of my ability 

and recollection, assisted by the contemporaneous documentation exhibited to it. 

Formation of NAB 

In response to Mr Tisdale's comments on the formation of NAB at paragraph 35, at the 

time of General Musharraf's take over in October 1999, his comment that the Ehtesab 

Bureau had become so discredited that it was disbanded and replaced by NAB needs some 

clarification. A perusal of the Ehtesab Act, 1997 showed that it could not serve the purpose 

for which the new Accountability institution was being created. We had two options; (1) to 

amend the Ehtesab Act 1997 to meet the requirements; (2) To repeal it and promulgate a 

new Accountability Ordinance. The latter course was adopted and once the National 

Accountability Ordinance, 1999 was promulgated, The Ehtesab Act 1997 stood repealed. 

Since the Ehtesab Bureau was the creation of Ehtesab Act 1997, the Bureau also ceased to 

exist and was replaced by the National Accountability Bureau. 

i 6 	NAB was therefore not an entirely new organization. It was instead a successor of the 

Ehtesab Bureau, inheriting all its assets and liabilities, and it represented a progression 

from the work that the Ehtesab Bureau had begun. NAB inherited the pending 

investigations etc from the Ehtesab Bureau but its mandate was changed with the 

introduction of the National Accountability Ordinance No. XVIII of 1999. 
% 

Negotiations and signing of the Broadsheet Agreement 

7. 	In response to paragraph 13 of Mr Farouk Adam Khan's witness statement regarding the 

approaches by foreign asset recovery companies to NAB, I do not recollect being advised 
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about any• approaches to NAB from foreign asset recovery companies other than those by 

GSA and Trouvons Company LLC ("Trouvons").. Other companies may have approached 

members of NAB's staff, but I do not recall being informed about any such approaches. I 

had not heard of the company referred to as Kroll before my involvement in this -----______ 
arbitration, and [do not recall being advised about any approaches made by Kroll to NAB. 

As I have explained in my first witness statement, when Broadsheet's representatives came 

to Pakistan to discuss the draft Broadsheet Agreement, I left the day-to-day negotiations to 

Mr Farouk Adam Khan. Though I may have met Dr Pepper, Mr Jerry James and Mr Tariq 

Fawad Malik on occasion. 

9. Mr Farouk Adam Khan has stated at paragraph 25 that I formed a committee specifically 

\

for the purpose of reviewing the draft Broadsheet Agreement. I do not have a recollection 

of convening any such committee in the formal sense of that word. I do recall one meeting 

where around 7 or 8 senior people from within NAB went through the whole draft 

Broadsheet Agreement clause by clause and provided their input. This may be what Mr 

Farouk Adam Khan is referring to. 

10. At the time of the negotiations I was not particularly interested in precisely how the 

representatives of Trouvons wanted to divide up the work that they would do for NAB. I 

was aware that two companies, Broadsheet and JAR, had been established and that they 

would be the companies with which NAB and the Government of Pakistan would contract. 

From my perspective the representatives that we had been dealing with had remained the 

sanie. So far as I was concerned, the structure of the companies would not affect the 

representations that had been made during our negotiations with those representatives. I did 

not personally make enquiries into the details of Broadsheet or IAR, including the reasons 

for their establishment, and no such details were explained to me. 

11. In relation to paragraph 21 of Mr Tisdale's statement, although I was entirely unaware of 

this at the time of the negotiations, in relation to this arbitration, I have recently been 

shown one document sent from Mr Ghazanfar Sadiq Ali to Mr Jerry James dated 23 June 

2000 [Tab-1] and another document sent from Dr William Pepper to Mr Jerry James also 

dated 23 June 2000 [Tab-2). From my perusal of these documents, they indicate to me 

that Mr Ghazanfar Sadiq Ali and Dr William Pepper had made the introduction of 
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Trouvons to NAB without informing NAB that Trouvons' Managing Director, Mr Ronald 

Rudman, had been suspended from the practice of law for a three year period beginning 

,around December 1997 for actively misrepresenting to the sole beneficiary of an estate the 

disposition of certain of the decedent's assets and Mr Rudman and his wife's interests in a 

corporation of which the decedent was a shareholder before his death ITab-31. 

12. 	First, as far as I can recall I never heard Mr Rudman's name being mentioned and I do not 

remember ever meeting him. Nevertheless, I can be certain that I was never told that any 

of the representatives of Trouvons had been suspended from practice for a breach of 

professional regulations. I would have definitely remembered being told something of that 

importance. It is also quite obvious to me that I should have been told of these matters as 

they would have been relevant to my decisions as to whether to work with these people. 

Trouvons, their representatives, and those of Broadsheet should have had nothing to do 

•with a person who had been disbarred. I can confidently say that if I had known of this 

information at the time, I would not have talked  to Trouvons o Broadeir ever again. 
----- 

13. Second, although I considered that it was Trouvons' representatives' concern and not mine 

how they structured their business, it appears from Dr Pepper's letter to Mr James dated 

23 June 2000 that •  the reason that Broadsheet was incorporated should have also been 

disclosed to me [Tab-21. At paragraph 1 of that letter, Dr Pepper tells Mr James that he 

Would certainly never have allowed Trouvons to be introduced to the Government of 

Pakistan had he known about the nature and extent of Mr Rudman's problems. At 

paragraph 3 of his letter, Dr Pepper indicates that Broadsheet was a company formed in 

order to cover the Trouvons "disability". It is my inference here that this disability was• 

that relating to Mr Rudman's suspension from legal practice. The entirety of this 

unsatisfactory state of affairS should have been clearly set out to me. Again, if I had 

known about this, I would never had talked to Trouvons or Broadsheet or any of their 

representatives again. There was simply too much pressure and significance riding on the 

unprecedented task facing NAB for me to have risked the operation by contracting with a 

foreign company with this type of chequered history. 

14. Unfortunately, this does not appear to be the only important thing that the representatives 

of Trouvons kept from me. When I had been told about Broadsheet's highly professional 

team and its employment of a variety of professionals, I was led to believe that Broadsheet 
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would have at least some team in place before the conclusion of the Broadsheet Agreement 

with the remainder of the team to be assembled in short order after the conclusion of the 

agreement. This seemed almost essential for a company that (through Trouvons) was 

claiming to be continuously engaged in efforts to collect hundreds of millions of dollars, as 

we had been told. I was surprised to learn upon reading paragraph 44 of Mr Tisdale's 

statement that Broadsheet did not have such a team in place and that it struggled to get a 

team together following the conclusion of the Broadsheet Agreement. I was also entirely 

unaware about the internal conflicts that existed at the time amongst the representatives of 

Broadsheet [Tabs-1 and 21. 

15. I was equally unaware of the personal history that existed between Mr Tisdale and Mr 

James as set out between paragraphs 17 and 22 of Mr Tisdale's statement. It was my 

understanding that they had met in their• common line of business as experts in asset• 

recovery and investigations. 1 did not know until 1 consulted his witness statement and 

C.V. that Mr Tisdale was in fact a commercial lawyer with no obvious specialism in the 

type of work that Broadsheet allegedly specialised in and that he had met Mr James 

because they were neighbours. Likewise, I was unaware of any of their previous dealings 

such as them becoming friends during Mr Tisdale's campaign to become City Councilman 

in Cherry Hills Village. If 1 had been made aware of this background, it would have 

prompted me to question the truth about the capabilities and expertise of Broadsheet and its 

representatives. 

NAB's performance of the Broadsheet Agreement 

16. I am aware that interpreting the Broadsheet Agreement is a matter to be left to the 

arbitrator in this matter. It is nevertheless important for me to make it clear that certain 

statements, such as those in paragraph 45 of Mr Tisdale's witness statement that the ARA 

provided Broadsheet with the right to pursue assets", are untrue and misleading. My clear 

understanding of the Broadsheet Agreement was that it gave Broadsheet the right to 

investigate and repatriate assets that had been secreted outside of Pakistan by the registered 

targets. Broadsheet had no power and no business pursuing any assets inside of Pakistan. 

I have been shown a letter from Mr Tisdale to Mr James dated 30 September 2000 iTab-41 
Where Mr Tisdale stated that "This Contract represents a significant business opportunity 

available to Broadsheet in connection with the pursuit of persons and entities who have 
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fraudulently obtained, converted and secreted finds and other assets belonging to the 

Government of Pakistan and are holding such assets outside Pakistan." This is consistent 

with my clear understanding of the scope of Broadsheet's role. 

17 • I would say the following in response to Mr Tisdale's comments at paragraph 45 of his 

statement that being able to pursue multiple targets provided economies of scale for 

Broadsheet. Initially I was not in favour of issuing large lists of registered targets, even 

including the first list containing 17 targets. I took the view that we should have only given 

a select list of targets to Broadsheet for them to investigate. Following discussions with 

Mr Farouk Adam Khan and others in NAB, I eventually agreed to provide Broadsheet with 

a larger list of registered targets. One of the reasons for this was because there might be 

interconnecting links between targets. 

18. When we put targets on the registered list, NAB expected those persons to be investigated 

simultaneously by Broadsheet. The purpose of putting them on a list and disclosing their 

details to Broadsheet would have been lost if Broadsheet only pursued the targets one by 

one. If that had been Broadsheet's intention, NAB could have just given them one or two 

names to investigate. Having given Broadsheet a list of targets, I therefore expected them 

to pursue most, if not all, of the targets simultaneously. At the time NAB was pursuing 

around about 100 cases simultaneously. If Broadsheet was a company with the capabilities 

that we had been promised, then I had expected them to be able to comfortably pursue 

investigations into first 17, and later more, targets. 

19. Mr Farouk Adam Khan also discusses the registration of targets in a letter he refers to at 

paragraph 45 of his statement from himself to one of my successors Gen. Munir Hafiez 

dated 9 December 2001 [Tab-5). In that letter, he expressed his opinion that the main 

purpose of the Broadsheet Agreement was to recover the money that had been taken from 

(

Pakistan to overseas locations. He goes on to say that persons who were located in 

Pakistan with known and suspected assets also located in Pakistan should not have been 

listed as targets in the first instance. I disagree with his view because NAB was entitled to 

register a target that it was investigating even if it did not know that the target had assets 

outside of Pakistan. In certain cases NAB wanted to ascertain whether that target had 

secretly taken assets abroad and it therefore wanted Broadsheet to investigate those 

persons. Also, as I have discussed above, sometimes targets were listed to ensure that 
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Broadsheet was not hindered in its investigations. I am now aware that it appears Mr 

Farouk Adam Khan was being paid by Broadsheet when he wrote this letter because he had 
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been acting as their consultant almost as soon as he left NAB (I discuss this further at 

paragraph 29 below). 

20. After we had provided the list of targets and the Powers of Attorney ("POAs") to 

Broadsheet, we expected Broadsheet to start work and earn their commission. It was they 

who had approached us offering their services, so that they could benefit from the • 

opportunity of using their supposed skills to cam their commission. We provided them 

with the lists of targets, the POAs, a base in NAB's offices, and we assisted them by 

' providing the information which we had relating to their cases. Other than that NAB was 

working on its own investigations, and was not required to constantly supervise Broadsheet 

on their investigations. 

• 21. As for the provision of POAs to Broadsheet, as referred to in paragraphs 48 to 51 of Mr 

Tisdale's statement, this was a process managed by the legal department that was, during 

my tenure with NAB, headed by Mr Farouk Adam Khan. I was not personally involved in 

the process that they were following and I would only become involved at the end of the 

process to sign the POAs.• I note that the reference in paragraph 50 of the first witness 

statement of Mr Tisdale to POAs being individually approved by the Government is totally 

wrong. This process was managed by NAB. 

22. I left around three months after the signing of the Broadsheet Agreement, and I am 

therefore unable to comment on the POAs that were issued after that time. In the period of 

my Chairmanship, we were extremely busy. Mr Farouk Adam Khan was often in court 

and travelling around the country dealing with NAB matters. Although we were very 

busy, the POAs were being prepared as expeditiously as was possible and issued thereafter. 

I do not consider that any time was wasted in issuing the POAs to Broadsheet. We were 

working as quickly as we could and — even if there had been some delay which Broadsheet 

alleges — this would not have prevented it from starting its enquiries into those Targets 

which already had a POA issued by NAB. 
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Matrix's investigations 

23. In considering Broadsheet's witnesses evidence on their alleged performance of the 

Broadsheet Agreement, I have read the witness statement of Robert Byrne dated 24 July 

2015. Before my involvement in this arbitration, I had never heard of Matrix Research Ltd 

("Matrix"). I was not aware that Broadsheet was obtaining assistance from Matrix. The 

manner in which Broadsheet went about its business and arranged investigative work was 

not my concern and I was not privy to this information. To the best of my recollection, I 

do not believe that I have ever met or spoken with Mr Robert Byrne, Mr Joe Forbes ("Mr 

Forbes") or any other person from Matrix. Further, I do not recognise any of the names on 

the list provided at paragraph 27 Of Mr Bymc's witness statement. 

24. I have read the report now referred to in Mr Byme's witness statement including at 

paragraphs 51,57, 65, 71, 77, 85 and 91. The report was said to have been prepared by Mr 

Forbes of Matrix following his visit to Pakistan between 15 to 21 November 2000 ITab-6]. 

I did not see this report prior to this arbitration and Mr Forbes' visit took place after I had 

left NAB. Nevertheless, insofar as the report relates to the state of affairs at NAB prior to 

my departure, I am able to provide the following comments in response to paragraphs of 

Mr Forbes' letter: 

a. In paragraph 2, Mr Forbes correctly identifies the scope of Broadsheet's operations 

as being limited to "recovering, where possible, part of the monies allegedly stolen 

from Pakistan and concealed abroad." This goes back to the point that I made above 

(and also in my first statement) that it was always very clear to everyone involved 

that the entirety of the Broadsheet relationship was only ever related to assets that 

were held outside of Pakistan. 

b. In paragraph 2, Mr Forbes also refers to the need for a full and free exchange of 

information between NAB and Broadsheet During my time as Chairman, I had 

provided my staff with instructions that were broadly consistent with this goal (see 

further paragraph 39 of my first witness statement dated 18 July 2015. 

As to the reference in paragraph 4 to an earlier "Kroll report", as I have said above, I 

had not heard about a company named Kroll and, before I read about this report for 
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the purposes of this arbitration, I had never, previously heard about any such Kroll 

report and (if it exists) I know nothing about any such report. 

• hi paragraph 5, Mr Forbes refers to Mr Farouk Adam Khan having been retained to 

deal with "special" cases. He also refers to Mr Farouk Adam Khan being "totally 

committed to the Broadsheet cause". As I explain further below, prior to reading the 

Claimant's witness statements, I was unaware that Mr Farouk Adam Khan had been 

ained by and was working for Broadsheet as soon as he left his role as the PGA at 

AB. Given the sensitivity of Mr Farouk Adam Khan's role as an attorney for NAB, 

I 	as surprised and troubled to learn that he did so. 

e. 	In paragraph 6, Mr Forbes refers to Mr Ghazanfar Sadiq Ali, his "murky past" and 

"how deeply Ghazanjar was involved' in the BCCI scandal. During my tenure as 

Chairman NAB, I was not made aware of Mr Ghazanfar Sadiq Al's past or his 

involvement in the collapse of 13CCI, and I am still not aware of any of the details of 

this. Instead, I had been led to believe that both those introducing NAB to Trouvons 

and Broadsheet's team were highly professional. If I had been aware of Mr 

Ghazanfar Sadiq All's history I would not have pursued a recommendation or 

introduction made by his company and I would not have continued to negotiate or 

permit NAB to negotiate with him or his associates, including Broadsheet. The 

reasons for this are identical for those reasons that I have explained above in 

paragraph 13. 

I disagree with the superficial conclusions that Mr Forbes has drawn in paragraph 8 

relating to the staff at NAB. It is not clear to me how Mr Forbes was able to reach 

such a view upon one short visit to Pakistan. The personnel at NAB were drawn 

from a variety of different backgrounds and — so far as I was concerned — worked 

effectively as a team. This variety ensured that NAB had a range of different and 

complementary skills and expertise. In my opinion, during my time at NAB, it can 

be fairly, described as an efficient organisation run by hard-working, well-educated 

people who knew their jobs and knew what needed to be done. 

My view on NAB's competencies is reflected by the results that we were able to 

achieve inside of Pakistan. In relation to pursuing investigations inside Pakistan, we 



were sufficiently financed and had properly trained staff I would agree that in 

relation to pursuing investigations and assets outside of Pakistan, we did not have the 

same competencies •and we did not have personnel with the requisite experience. 

This was precisely why we sought out a company to assist us in these cases, as . 

explained by Mr Shahid Hussain Raja at the time ITab-71. 

I would also reiterate in response to Mr Forbes' view that NAB was inefficient that 

investigatory work of the type conducted by NAB can often take long periods of time 

to move from the start to the finish of the process. By way of example, through my 

interaction at the time of my Chairmanship with personnel in the undeniably better 

resourced and more experienced Serious Fraud Office (SFO) in the United Kingdom, 

I learnt that complex investigations often took the SFO approximately five years 

from start to finish. I agree with Mr Byme's observation, at paragraph 142 of his 

statement, that the results of an investigation do not always correspond with the 

amount of work that is put in by the investigating team. 

The observations and criticisms made in paragraph 9 of Mr Forbes' report are again 

Superficial and either simply inaccurate or unjustified. In around 2000, it was 

perfectly common that paper records were still held by NAB. This was the case in 

other public institutions within Pakistan and, I believe, outside of Pakistan as well. 

The efforts to computerise our records were on-going at the time I was Chairman of 

NAB. 

As for the quality of NAB's pre-existing record keeping, this is clearly a subjective 

question. What 1 can say is that NAB was always seeking to maintain and improve 

its records in such a manner that they could be utilised by NAB when necessary. 

NAB was able to use its own record keeping effectively and efficiently and thereby 

provide Broadsheet with information if it existed. If Broadsheet asked for a specific 

piece of information, we would give it to them if we had it and it would be useful to 

them. If we did not have the information, we would attempt to obtain it and, if 

successful, we would then give it to them. 

k. 	Whether, at this time, NAB's records were what Mr Forbes or even Broadsheet had 

expected is a different issue and a matter beyond my knowledge. I can say for 
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certain, however, that 1 never gave any assurances to Broadsheet before entering the 

Broadsheet Agreement that it could expect to find all of NAB's records in a certain 

format or in a certain place or completed to a certain standard that Broadsheet now 

says that it wanted in relation to any of the registered targets. NAB had simply 

agreed to deliver to Broadsheet information as may be available to NAB subject to 

my discretion as the Chairman. Broadsheet's alleged expectation that a perfect 

record containing all of the information that they would have liked would be passed 

to them by NAB was unrealistic and unjustified. In certain cases we were 

undertaking our own investigations into the same targets and did not• have the 

information that Broadsheet was demanding. 

1. 	NAB's obligations to Broadsheet were limited as part of the arrangement whereby 

Broadsheet was given an opportunity to earn commission if it was able to use its 

powers and resources to recover assets from outside of Pakistan. Apart from 	L_ 

cooperation, I was not really interested in hovv Broadsheet went about doing  that. 

Broadsheet took, amongst other risks, the risk that records or the information 

available to NAB may not be sufficient for Broadsheet to make easy recoveries. 

That, however, was not my concern and I had many other things to take care of 

during this period. We expected Broadsheet to be able to make progress on its own, 

as well as with our assistance. 

m. 	Paragraph 10 of Mr Forbes' report contains yet more unsupported assumptions 

• relating• to Regional Accountability Bureaus ("RABs"). The RABs work consisted 

of investigations and the preparation of cases to pass over to NAB headquarters 

NAB would then proceed to prosecute• these cases. When it came to the RABs 

supporting NAB's headquarters and meeting NAB's requirements in relation to 

• investigations in Pakistan, I was never aware of any problems or issues during my 

time as Chairman. Further, I never had any doubt about the commitment of the 

officers working in the RABs, and I disagyee with Mr Forbes' speculations to the 

contrary. 

n. 	I take exception to the subjective remarks made about Mr Raja Raza Arshad in 

paragraph 12 of the letter, which appear to have made their way into paragraph 55 of 

Mr Tisdale's witness statement. Mr Arshad was absolutely dedicated and devoted to 
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the work of NAB. He had the conscience required to properly complete his tasks and 

he also had the intelligence to pick up what his job demanded of him and perform it 

properly. Given that Mr Forbes and Broadsheet were close to Mr Farouk Adam 

Khan and Mr Forbes reports Mr Farouk Adam Khan as despising Mr Arshad it is . 

possible that Mr Forbes' unpleasant and unjustified comments  

influenced-65/ Mr Farouk Adam Khan. I do not sharethose  

o. 	In response to Mr Forbes' statement that NAB did not a------------

olisoewviileiwmabsot.outinmeer Arsi7the “inquiry 

agents involved in the research of our priority targets", I infer that he is referring to 

the primary investigating officers at NAB. Broadsheet was to work through its 

• contacts at NAB and not directly with our individual investigators. Our work inside 

of Pakistan was not directly relevant to Broadsheet and they were not entitled to 

unbridled access to whosoever they sought to meet For these reasons, we did not 

permit direct contact, but we were always willing to exchange information where it 

would assist Broadsheet's investigations. 

Mr Forbes made certain recommendations between paragraphs 19 and 21 of his 

• report. To reiterate, I was not interested in precisely how. Broadsheet went about its 

work or what procedures it adopted to do so. I was interested in Broadsheet 

producing the results that it had promised it could achieve. Similarly, Broadsheet did 

• not have any say in how NAB was run. 

Finally, in relation to paragraph 23 of Mr Forbes' report, I do not recall ever having 

to take any of my staff members to task for any type of information leak, and I do not 

recall any sensitive information being leaked during my time as Chairman. 

Broadsheet's investigations  

25. 	Mr Tisdale has referred at paragraph 129 of his witness statement to a report that he 

prepared for Broadsheet dated 31 October 2000. In that report he states that I interrogated 

Mr Hashwani in Pakistan and that an "eyes only" report to NAB was prepared. To be 

frank, I am not really sure what Mr Tisdale means by an "eyes only" report, although I 

assume he means a confidential report within NAB. In any event, I recall that Mr 

Hashwani came to the NAB offices on only one occasion. I, and a team of other people 

from within NAB, questioned him for approximately three to four hours. After that 
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interview, 1 do not recall preparing an "eyes only" report and I am not aware of anyone else 

preparing such a report. 

26. The interrogation of Mr Hashwani was about his assets and his income tax payments. I do 

not believe that Mr Hashwani spoke about any assets held outside of Pakistan, and there 

would have therefore been nothing to report to Broadsheet. The reason why such a person 

would have been listed as a Broadsheet target was because we simply did not have 

sufficient information on Mr Hashwani at the time we listed him. We did not know for 

sure what his assets were or where he held them. This would have been something that we 

wanted Broadsheet to investigate further. I have no knowledge of any settlement being 

made with Mr Hashwani of any amount during my time as Chairman. 

27. In relation to the investigations into Sultan Lakhani, which are mentioned by Mr Tisdale at 

paragraphs 166-177 of his witness statement, these were proceeding during my period as 

Chairman. We had suspicions that taxes had not been paid as well as bank loan defaults; 

however, we were just looking at his assets inside Pakistan and we were in the early days 

of investigating the situation. 

28. I left NAB before Mr Nawaz Sharif was exiled from Pakistan. During my time as 

Chairman, we were pursuing numerous cases within Pakistan against Mr Sharif relating to 

his assets. We had nothing to do with the plane hijacking case, but were concerned only 

with the category a cases relating to corruption, money laundering and bank loan defaults. 

Our information on Mr Sharif varied in each case, but we were aware that his income tax 

returns did not match the assets that he owned. I have recently been shown the feasibility 

study into Mr Sharif entitled "Project Sapphire" at [Tab-81. I do not recall having ever had 

sight of this document It appears to mc that if Broadsheet had concrete information that 

went beyond the information known to NAB, they should have shared it with us. 

The Role of Mr Farouk Adam Khan  

29. Reading paragraph 42 of Mr Farouk Adam Khan's witness statement was the first occasion 

on which I became aware that he began to work for Broadsheet as a consultant almost as 

soon as he left his position as the PGA. Subject to my comments in paragraph 24.d) above, 

I do not consider it to be appropriate to comment on the ethics or morality of this decision, 
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but it would explain some of the views that Mr Farouk Adam Khan has expressed in 

respect of the Broadsheet Agreement. 

30. I would like to clarify that, contrary to paragraphs 36 and 37 of Mr Farouk Adam Khan's 

witness statement, I never resigned from my position as Chairman NAB. I was posted 

back to the army. 

31. It is •also' important to address Mr Farouk Adam Khan's statement that, before my departure 

from NAB, I became frustrated by the interference of General Musharraf in the matter of 

investigations and consequential proceedings in Court conducted by the NAB. I can 

categorically deny that I ever experienced any direct interference at all from General 

Musharraf in any case or that I was frustrated by any actual interference from Genera! 

Musharraf. To the contrary, I recall that when I asked Mr. Farouk Adam Khan to open 

investigations against the Chaudhry's of Gujrat (namely Chaudhry Shujaat) an influential 

. political family in Punjab and other related people, he queried whether we would be 

allowed to pursue these cases. My response was that we could pursue whoever we 

considered fell within our remit. 

Typographical error in my first witness statement 

32. It has been drawn to my attention that at paragraph 29 of my first witness statement there 

was a stray reference to "[Page -*J". I confirm that this reference should be deleted from 

this sentence. 

Statement of Truth 

1 believe that the facts stated in this witness statement are true. 

Signed: 

 

U. General (Rtd) Syed Muhammad Amjad 
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IN THE MATTER OF THE ARBITRATION ACT 1996 

AND IN THE MATTER OF AN ARBITRATION 

CI Arb. Case No. 129120001 

BETWEEN: 

BROADSHEET LLC (IN LIQUIDATION) 

Claimant 

- and - 

THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN AND ITS 

NATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY BUREAU 

Respondents 

EXHIBIT SMA-2 

This is the Exhibit "SMA-2" as referred to in the Witness Statement of Lt. 
General (RTD) Syed Muhammad Amjad. 

Dated this 23 day of September 2015 
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Ex kz. 	N g. 29 

(Page no. 	of Exhibit NAB no. 29 ) 

AFFIDAVIT 

I, FAROUK ADAM KHAN, OF (Village Amangarh, Telisil and District Nowshera, Pakistan 
MAICE OATH AND SAY: 

I. I was appointed as the Prosecutor General, the chief legal officer, of the National Accountability 
Bureau ("NAB") in November 1999. I remained as the Prosecutor General, NAB till November 2000. 

2. I confirm that NAB was the principal agency of the Government of the Islamic Republic of 
Pakistan charged with the responsibility of recovering assets which have been illegally obtained by 
past and current public servants and officers and used for their own personal benefit and the benefit 
of their family, friends and associates. 

3. In my position of Prosecutor General (NAB) I had the responsibility of overseeing these asset 
recovery activities and working very closely, in this regard, with Lieutenant General Mohammed 
Amjad, the NAB Chairman, as his principal legal adviser. 

4. Because of the complexity of the tasks and the sophistication of the often highly placed corrupt 
governmental officials, whose business dealing were international in scope, it was decided at one point 
to enter into Service Agreements with specific international companies and professionals and to 
assign to them, on a selective basis, the task of recovering assets which were, in one way or another 
the fruits of illegal activity, upon such terms and conditions as were agreed upon. 

5. It became my responsibility to negotiate these agreements with the companies concerned and to 
finalize the contracts for the Chairman's approval, and signing on and on behalf of the 
President/Chief Executive of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan. 

6. In the course of performing this duty, I recall that we eptsrscit_ato.n.egeljalizes with Broadsheet 
LLC, ("Broadsheet'') a company domiciled in the Isle of Man. The negotiations, for Broadsheet were 
carried on by Dr. William F. Pepper, a Member of the Bar of England and Wales and an Attorney — 
at — Law in the United States. 

7. I clearly remember the hours Bill Pepper sat on the other side of my table as we hammered out 
clause after clause of the agreement. At one point, I remember becoming slightly annoyed, if not 
offended, because, in the event of a breach, or the termination of the Agreement by NAB, he insisted 
on his clients having the right to continue to pursue designated asset recovery targets after a breach, 

\

so that they could seek the benefit of their expenditures even though the Agreement had been 
terminated. I asked him why he didn't trust us and he replied that he certainly trusted General Amjad 
and me, (as we had come to trust and respect him) but it was likely that we were not always going to 
be there administering the contract and working together. I saw his point of view, and later explained 
it to the Chairman NAB, who finally agreed Bill Pepper after considerable discussion. 

8. It was a clear benefit to NAB and the Government that the Agreement that I was able to negotiate _r____ 
a pure con tingency arrangement for the services to be provided by Broadsheet. In fact the effort cost 
NAB nothirr an access to our own intelligence files and some office space (of which we had 
ample stitifily) for Broadsheet's on site team (consisting of foreign and local staff) which was placed 
there for the duration and available to me and NAB staff on a daily basis. Broadsheet was responsible 
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for all of the costs and expenses for the world wide asset searches and recovery activity. In 
consideration for this effort and these expenditures Broadsheet was entitled to receive twenty 
percent (20%) of funds actually recovered and received by NAB. 

9. 'During my tenure, I know that Broadsheet actively and conscientiously tried to fulfill all of its 
obligations under the Agreement, In one case, I remember, they pursued Admiral Mansoor Ul liaq, 
the former Chief of Naval Staff, for the Pakistan Navy, who had been involved in a multimillion 
corrupt action. As 1 recall, he was allowed, in the first instance, the civil and criminal claims against 
the Admiral were eventually settled by the Government, for a fraction of the amount owed. He 
returned $7,500,000 and Broadsheet was paid its fee although the Company, rightly believed that the 
settlement was far too low. 

10. I know, however, without doubt that the primary target of Broadsheet was former Prime Minister 
Nawaz Shari!, members of his family, and upwards of nearly 100 associates, who came from some of 
Pakistan's wealthiest families. 1 recall that the ill begotten assets of Sharif and his family members 
and associates were minimally put at one billion US dollars. I cannot precisely remember the estimate 
value of the assets of the other Sherif related targets but since they were amongst Pakistan's 
wealthiest families, 1 would conservatively believe that they added substantially to the asset value of 
the Shari! group. With respect to only these Sharif targets, then, 1 imagine that if Broadsheet had 
been allowed to continue its work, and be successful, its entitlement would have been very substantial. 

11.1 know that the vast illicitly obtained wealth of this group not only resulted from, amongst other 
schemes, kickbacks from various public construction contracts, skimming off the top and 
overcharging on imports but also from huge loan defaults from State banks. We all knew that the 
bulk of funds were hidden overseas and that the uncovering of those accounts and investments, held 
in nominee and alter ego names would take considerable time to locate and seize. Therefore, the 
breach of the Agreement in 2003, after General Amjad and I had departed, and only three years after 
the Agreement was signed, was clearly timed to frustrate the culmination of the work and caused 
major damage to Broadsheet's efforts. 

12. General Amjad and 1 had resigned our respective offices, due to unacceptable prevailing 
circumstances, before the decision to unlawfully terminate the Agreement was handed down probably 
by General Pervez Musharraf himself for whatever political, or personal, reason he had. 

13. I know that to the best of my recollection and knowledge and belief that there was no legally 
defensible justification for NAB and Government to terminate the Agreement. By that time, 2003, 
General Musharraf had taken all power unto himself and was, in fact, contravening and ignoring the 
Constitution and the Laws of the land. He was, in fact, functioning as a Dictator and the unjustified 
termination of the Broadsheet Agreement was only one of numerous illegal acts he committed. I 
know that Broadsheet, often under difficult operating conditions fulfilled its obligations under the 
Agreement and provided valuable services to NAB and The Government of Pakistan in its anti-
corrpution policy. It was Broadsheet that was betrayed by the decision of Musharaff to make deals 
with guilty parties. I attach hereto, as Schedule 1, an accurate report of my efforts to criminally 
prosecute Nawaz Shari! whilst Broadsheet was pursuing his assets obtained through corruption. 
General Musharaff frustrated all of these civil —Broadsheet-- and criminal efforts by making a deal 
with Shari!, allowing him to go to Saudi Arabia. I believe at that time that certain domestic Assets of 
the Sherif group were seized by the Government, independent of NAB, and although Broadsheet was 
entitled to compensation, none was paid. 



• 
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14.1 deeply regret the breach of the Agreement by NAB and the Government of Pakistan, 
particularly because we, in those early days at NAB saw an opportunity to utilize necessary 
professional skills to spearhead an effort to begin to address the problem of endemic corruption 
which, if anything, is worse today. This could also have a first step toward accomplishing the 
movement to re-distribute wealth from an isolated elite to our impoverished masses. 

IS. T know that these efforts and goals were frustrated by many actions such as that which befell 
Broadsheet. 

16. I can support, as just, the action by Broadsheet to obtain proper recompense and satisfaction for 
having suffered this unwarranted breach. Aside from Broadsheet obtaining justice, perhaps there will 
be a ripple down effect that will benefit the conduct of public policy in my native land. We have long 
waited for such an event. 

-02/6frinc- ,44Aff 
SWORN before me this12day of August, 2010 
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IN THE MATTER OF THE ARBITRATION ACT 1996 

AND IN THE MATTER OF AN ARBITRATION 

Cl Arb. Case No. 129120001 

BETWEEN; 

BROADSHEET LLC 
Claimant 

- and — 

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN 
AND ITS 

NATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY BUREAU 
Respondents 

WITNESS STATEMENT OF FAROUK ADAM KHAN 

I, Farouk Adam Khan, of Amanghar, District Nowshera, Khyber Palchtunkhwa, Pak@an, 
WILL SAY AS FOLLOWS: 

am a Lawyer, and was Prosecutor General ofthe National Accountability Bureau Of 

the Islamic Republic of Pakistan (the '`NAB") from November 1999 to November 

2000. 

2. Except where indicated to the contrary, the facts and matters stated in this witness 

statement are within my own knowledge. Where the facts and matters stated are not 

within my own Imowledge, they are based upon documents and information supplied 

to me and are true to the best of my knowledge. 

I. 	Qualifications 

3. Having been awarded a Bachelor of Laws (LLB) degree by the Universal},  of 

Peshawar, I was admitted to the Bar as a practicing advocate in 1982. In 1985, ( was 

enrolled as an Advocate of the High Court, and was subsequently admitted to appear 

and practice before the Supreme Court of Pakistan in 1998. During my career' as a 

lawyer, I conducted a number of cases before the District and Sessions Judges, High 
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Courts and the Supreme Court of Pakistan. Unfortunately, at present, I am no longer 

able to practice law because of my cardiovascular health and very limited mobility!. 

Establishment of the National Accountability Bureau and my Appointment ail its 

first Prosecutor General 

4. After he had seized power in October 1999, General (as he then was) Pervez 

Musharraf set up the NAB, and asked Lieutenant-General Sycd Mohammad Amjad to 

be its first Chairman. The NAB was intended to be the principal anti-corruption 

agency of the Government of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan. 

5. At that time, I was a lawyer practising in the Supreme Court. Although I had never 

met General Amjad prior to working with him at the NAB,! knew of him on account 

of his reputation in the military, which was excellent. 	 1 

6. As the NAB.  was an entirely new organisation, one of General Amjad's first tasks as 

Chairman was to appoint a team to assist him in fulfilling the NAB's mission. I was 

invited to General A.mjad's offices for an introductory meeting. We discussed the 

formation of the NAB and its purpose, and also talked about the role of Proseeutor 

General. He asked if I would serve as his Prosecutor General and I accepted. that 

was in early November 1999. 

At first, my appointment as Prosecutor General was not for any set period of time. 

However, when proper contracts were drawn up it was decided that I would serve an 

initial term of one year, with my appointment being renewable at the Chaim an's 

pleasure. 

III. 	My responsibilifies -as Prosecutor General  

8. As Prosecutor General I was responsible primarily for the NAB's prosecution § and 

provided legal advice to support those efforts when required. 	 • 

9. I was supported at the NAB's Head Office in Islamabad by three other lawyer and 

various assistants. In addition, there were four Deputy Prosecutors General wh ran 

the NAB's regional offices in the four provincial capitals: Peshawar, Lahore, Kai•eichi 

and Quetta. Most of the NAB's investigators were based in these regional offices( 
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10. 	The regional offices would refer to me the evidence their investigators had colleeted 

and set out the potential prosecutions they wished to pursue. It was my job to reView 

the evidence they had collected and to determine whether the NAB had prosecutable 

evidence to tile a reference against an accused 

In my first weeks as Prosecutor General, I was directed to draft a Natibnal 

Accountability Ordinance. To assist with this task, I examined previous anti-

corruption Ordinances, considered similar international laws, and also sought external 

advice from my contacts within the Pakistani legal community. I submitted a draft of 

the Ordinance to General Amjad for his review, then— after it had been discussed, and 

various amendments made — General Amjad submitted it to Law Minister, and hen 

General Musharraf for his approval. The finalised Ordinance was promulgated ater 

that same month, in November 1999. During the following years, this Ordinance was 

amended repeatedly in essential particulars. 

12. Although the NAB was not a military organisation, its senior staff was primluily 

composed of army officers. 

13. The NAB's targets were often highly placed government officials, whose affairs Lie 

extremely complex and international in scope. The NAB's mission — to invest gate 

and ultimately unravel these networks — was correspondingly difficult. It was 

therefore decided quite early on that it would be beneficial for the NAB to get help 

from external companies with expertise in investigations and asset recovery. Indeed, 

once the NAB's existence and purpose became well known, a number of oveilscas 

companies approached us to offer.  their services and help recover misappropr ated 

assets. 

14. General Amjad authorised me to meet with some Of these representatives and discuss 

how they might work with the NAB. General Amjad expressly instructed me that a 

"red line” in the NAB's negotiating position had to be that the NAB would no pay 

any of the companies' expenses, nor would it make any advance payments. Rather, 



the companies would have to agree to work with the NAB on a solely contingent 

• basis.' 

IV..,  Meetings with Dr William Pepper and his associates  

15. My first involvement in the negotiations leading up to the agreement the NAB signed 

with Broadsheet LLC ("Broadsheet") on 20 June 2000 (which agreement I shall refer 

to from now on simply as "the Agreement") was in March 2000 as I recall. 

16. On II March 2000,1 received a letter from a company named Trouvons proposing a 

joint venture with the NAB.2  I believe I may also have met with Ghazanfar Sadiq Ali, 

a representative of Trouvons, around this time. 

17. At some point in the first half of March 2000 I also travelled to London via Geneva, 

Switzerland, and Lyon to attend various meetings. In Lyon I met with officeits of 

Interpol, to investigate how the NAB might arrange for certain persons to be placed 

on Interpol's watch lists, with a view to apprehending and sending them back to 

Pakistan. 

18. In London, I held various meetings at the High Commission for Pakistan, and with the 

High Commissioner. I also recall meeting with an assistant to the British Ittame 

Secretary to discuss extradition arrangements between the Pakistan. and the 'UK. 

While in London, I also met with Dr William Pepper, whom I understood to be a 

lawyer representing Trouvons. Following that meeting Dr Pepper wrote to, me 

directly on 22 March 2000 to discuss in summary terms the enforcement of judgments 

issued in the courts of Pakistan.3  

19. During the weeks following my trip to London I had a number of meetings wit Dr 

Pepper and Tariq Pawed Malik (whom I understood to be an associate of Dr Pepper 

and Mr Sadiq Ali) and discussed with them the terms upon which the NAB would be 

prepared to engage an overseas company's services. 

Corruption cause of economic crisis, ME NATION (BRD0021 0) (C4.). 

2  Letter from Trouvons Co. LLC to Farouk Adam Khan, dated II March 2000 (NAB00087( (C-(2). 

3  Letter from William Pepper to Farouk Adam Khan, dated 22 March 2000 (BR000194)(C- 
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20:  • _Following on from those discussions, I helped arrange for General Amjad to travel to 

	

/ 	Denver to meet with representatives of 'Trouvons to explore the possibility of an 
I 
• agreement. General Amjad travelled to Denver himself so that he could meet the 

	

\ 	people the NAB would be working with. On 7 April 2000,1 wrote to Trouvoris to 

1 confirm General. Amjad's availability to visit Denver later on that month, and sought 

to confirm arrangements for the visit to Denver." 

	

21. 	Although I did not accompany General Amjad to Denver, iten he returned to 

Pakistan he gave to the principal officers of the NAB a brief summary of the 

discussions he had held with representatives of Trouvonsand the discussions they had 

- had General Amjad reported that he was satisfied with the results of his trip, and the 

he thought the representatives of Trouvons whom he had met appeared to have the ? 

necessary capability to help the NAB with its mission. 

	

H 	After General Amjacl's trip to Denver. I recall that a draft of the Agreement ;was 

- 	..\ 	ptoreLpaieruetdenaanndt-sGuebnmeirtawi dmtounffireriNsAfieBzidbarteodur9cDonesciedmembetiro2n0. ot s(tdheesccroinbteedictinofmy l whicthteIr 

	

' 	. explain below at paragraphs 44-45), the NAB then reviewed that draft.5 	• 
i 

	

23. 	I recall that I attended a series of meetings with Dr Pepper and Mr Malik in which we 

negotiated and finalised every clause of the Agreement. I recall, in particular, Dr 

Pepper's insistence that — if the NAB were to either breach or terminate the 

Agreement — his clients must nevertheless retain the right to continue to pursue targets • 

already registered under the Agreement. 	I understood Dr Pepper's rationale, Iso 1 

passed his request on to General Amjad and explained the reasoning behind it. 

General Amjad was initially reluctant to agree to such a term, but after much - 

discussion, he eventually allowed its inclusion in the Agreement. 

1..,/
A draft version of the Agreement was also sent to the Attorney General and the 

nance Minister of Pakistan for their approval, and to allow their views ti) be 

- 	I 

4  Letter from Farouk Adam Khan to Ronald Rudman, dated 7 April 2000 (B1tD00202) (C-11). 

5  Letter from Farouk Adam Khan to Lieutenant-General 	Hafiez, dated 9 December 2001 
(BRD01172) (C-5). 
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considered and . any comments they had about the terms of the Agreerpent 

incorporated if necessary. 

	

65. 	Once a draft of the Agreement had been agreed by Dr Pepper on behalf of his clients 

and General Amjad had given his approval, General Amjad asked a committee of 

senior officials from the NAB to review its terms. General Amjad formed this 

committee specifically for this purpose. 

	

26, 	There followed a series of meetings in which General Amjad and I, together with Dr 

Pepper, Mr Malik and Mr Sadiq All, talked this committee through the Agreement, 

and explained the meaning and purpose of its terms to them. 1 believe those meetings 

began in late May and concluded early in June, at which point the committee gave 

• their approval.. 

27. Once the committee had given us permission to proceed, 1 sent the finalised draft of 

the Agreement to the Ministry of Law, Justice and Human Rights of the Government 

of Pakistan for their approval. On 19 June 2000, 1 received a ratEcfrom—MiltihMam 

01770inf -Seeretarrfirthe Ministry, authorising General Amjad to sign and 

execute the Agreement.6  The Agreement was concluded on the following day.  

28. A few different company names appear in the correspondence prior to the signing of 

the Agreement. I have seen letters on "GSA Investment Corporation Limited' headed 

paper dated 27 October 1999 and 10 November 1999 sent by Mr Malik to Chairman 

Amjad.7  1 do not recall that 1 was given copies of those letters as Prosecutor Geeeral 

NAB. 

29. Ultimately, we signed an agreement with Broadsheet: However, although 1. can recall 

the individuals involved in the negotiations quite. clearly (especially Dr Pepper anti Mr 

Malik), I cannot remember any specific details about the corporate entities. In 

particular, I. do not recall at what point in the negotiations Broadsheet repasced 

6  Letter from Ghulam Rascal, dated 19 June 2000 (BR000253) (C-6). 

'Letter from Tatin Fawad Malik to Lieutenant-General Syed Muhammad Amjad, dated 27 October 
1999 (BRD00153) (Ca); Letter from Twig Fawad Malik to Lieutenant-General Syed Muhammad 
Amjad, dated 10 November 1999 (8RD00159) (CI). 
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Trouvons in drafts of the Agreement we were discussing with Dr Pepper and his 

• associates, nor do I remember why the change was made. 	 • 

V. 	Why we contracted with Broadsheet 
• 

30. The principal reason we signed the Agreement with Broadsheet was .due to Dr Pepper. 

In addition, Mr James and their associates were prepared to negotiate a contingency 

arrangement, with an entitlement to be paid arising following recovery of assets from 

targets registered under the Agreement. No other company we spoke to was prepared 

to give us this concession right from the start of negotiations. As T have mentioned 

already, General Amjad had stated very early on in the tender process that it Was a 

priority for the NAB to secure the inclusion of this term in any agreement with a 

foreign company. 

31. Indeed, General Amjad gave an interview in May in which he stated that "As a matter 

of principle, we have decided not to spend foreign exchange in case of the firms 

which cannot play any role in returning it."8  I also made reference to this issue in my 

letter to General flafiez dated 9 December 2001, in which I wrote that "the Chairman 

NAB directed that we would onl.y consider those companies who would accept our 

basic condition that we would NOT invest any money whatsoever by way of exp6rises 

or make any -advance payments. The basic requirement was that any agreementr had 

to be on a 'contingency basist 

32. I remember meeting representatives of another asset recovery company, called 1 ol I 

after they had expressed interest in assisting the NAB with its mission soon after ; had  

started - work at the NAB. In contrast to Broadsheet's acceptance of a continganc 

arrangement, they immediately began to talk about how much money they Woul 

wish to be paid in advance. Kroll demanded that the NAB pay their prelimina 

expenses upfront. This demand for advance payment was rejected. 

8  Corruplion cause of economic crisis, THE NATION (81(1)00210) (C-1) 

9  Letter from Farouk Adam Khan to Lieutenant-Gcnerfil hefutar Hark; dated 9 December 2001 
(BRDO I I 72) (C-5). 
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33. It was clearly beneficial to the NAB that payment for Broadsheet's services under the 

Agreement was to be on a purely contingent basis, Indeed, the only cost to the NAB 

was providing Broadsheet access to our own intelligence files and also allocating f'heir 

team some space in our offices in Islatnabad. 

VI. 	Remainder of my time at the NAB after the Agreement had been signed  

34. After the Agreement had been signed, I did not have as much contact with Broadsheet 

as I had during the negotiation phase, because I was very busy with my other 

responsibilities as Prosecutor General. I only remained at the NAB for a few months 

after the Agreement had been signed, so I was not there to see the majority of 

Broadsheet's performance under the Agreement. 

35. In July 20001 was interviewed by Sairahlrshad Khan of Newsl Me. I°  Ms Khan asked 

me about Chairman Amjad's independence to act as head of the NAB, and.  his 

relationship with General Musharraf. My response was as follows: "I've never &c  en 

a man as comfortable in his job as General Ant/ad. There is no interference alai!, 

and this is a reflection of the trust and confidence General Musharraf has reposed in 

the latter:II  At the time of the interview, I.believed those words to be true. As a 

later statement to the press makes clear, however, I have since taken a different vlIew. 

In November 2007, I was interviewed by Carlotta Gall and Jane Perlez of the New 

York Times for an article in which they addressed General Musharracs resignation 

from, the army, I2  The article correctly records my belief that after his first year in 

power, during which General Musharraf did attempt to deal with conuptioii in 

Pakistan, he was forced to soften his approach to such abuses due to political presiure. 

36. In August 2000, General Amjad submitted his resignation, and announced his 

departure to the staff at the NAB, 

IC  Sairah Irshad Khan, We are not in the business of negotiating, NEWSLINE (July 2000) (BRD0027 I) 
(c-q). 

Id. at 6. 

12  Carlotta Gall and lane Perlez, Far Musharral Reduced Power as the President, N.Y. 1114ES (26 
November 2007) (C-111). 
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37. 	I believe, based on my conversations with him prior to his resignation, that General 

Amjad became frustrated by the interference of General Musharraf in the matter of 

investigations and consequential proceedings in Court conducted by the NAB. 

VII. My resignation as Prosecutor General  

38. 	I decided to resign my position as Prosecutor General of the NAB as soon as General 

Amjad had announced his departure to the staff. 

39. 	In a letter dated 2 September 2000, I wrote to General Amjad and requested that he 

accept my resignation. As I explained in that letter, I felt it was appropriate to step 

aside and anew General Amjad's replacement to form his own team.13  

40. 	MY resignation request was placed in abeyance, however, and went before the 

incoming Chairman, General Maqbool, for his determination. I continued working at 

the NAB, therefore, until the one year term of my contract had expired early in 

November 2000. At that point General Maqbool informed me that he had decided not 

to renew my contract, and he accepted my resignation. Raja Muhammad Bashiriwas 

appointed as Prosecutor General in due course. 

VIII. Involvement with the NAB and Broadsheet after my departure 

41 	After my departure from the NAB, I continued to have some occasional involveMent 

with the NAB and Broadsheet. 

et with Mr Malik in December of 2000 and January of 2001 and agreed to al has im 

consultant for Broadsheet by giving them advice regarding its dealings with the 
i 

AB on an ad hoc basis. 

43. 	In February 2001 Mr James asked me to provide him with an opinion regarding 

certain terms of the Agreement.I4  I wrote two letters in response to his request the 

first dated 12 February 2001, and then a second dated 1 March 2001.15  I have re-read 

"Letter to the NAB Chairman from Farouk Adam Khan, dated 2 September 2000 (C-ID. 

"Letter from Jerry James to Farouk Adam Khan (B1W02047) (c-la 

'Letter from Farouk Adam Khan to Jerry Jamea, dated 12 February 2001 (BRD01162) (C-11 Letter 
from Farouk Adam Khan to Jerry Tames, dated 1 March 2001 (BRD00854) (C-11. 
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those letters and do not have anything to add to what I wrote: the letters speak for 

themselves. 

44. 	Towards the end of 2001, General Maqbool was replaced as Chairman of the NA by 

General Hafiez. Upon taking office, General Hufiez called ine in to the NAB ía 

  

meeting, as he wanted to understand the history of the Agreement. In particular, he 

told me that he had become aware of certain allegations that the negotiation and 

signing of the Agreement might have been the subject of some underhand dealings, 

and asked me to clarify how the NAB came to sign the Agreement with Broadsheet. I 

wanted to allay his concerns, so I explained to him the genesis of the Agreement, as I 

have described above. 

  

  

45. After my meeting with General Hafiez, however, I was worried that he might ha 

found parts of our conversation unclear, so .1 considered it prudent to put my thodg 

into writing. I therefore wrote to General Hafiez in a letter dated 9 December 2001. 

Again, I have re-read that letter, which is clearprima facie. 

46. 	The only clarification I would offer regarding my letter dated 9 December 2001 is that 

I do not have direct knowledge of the investigations of and eventual settlement with 
1 	- 

Admiral Mansoor Ul Haq. My comments in the letter concerning that matter Would 

have been based on information passed to me .by officers of the NAB ari  by 

representatives of Broadsheet; so lain not in .a position either to confirm or deny their 

nth, 

IX, 	Affidavit dated 22 August 2010 

 

47. In 2010, I submitted an opinion regarding the dispute between Broadsheet and the • 

NAB in the form of an affidavit. My health was in an extremely had state at that time. 

Indeed, I have struggled with poor health for quite some time My first serious 

medical issue came in the late 1950s when I had to undergo open-heart surgery. More 

recently, not long after my departure from the NAB, I was diagnosed with and treated 

for prostate cancer. In 2009 I had two sterns placed in my heart, and wast still 

 

16  Letter from Farouk Adam Khan to Lieutenant-General Munir Haficz, dated 9 December 2001 
(BRD01172) (C-S. 
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recovering from that surgical procedure throughout 2010. In retrospect, I realise that I 

was not, as a result of my medical condition, in a sufficiently strong state at that time 

to focus properly on preparing a detailed account both of my time at the 'NAB and 

other relevant matters. 

48. Although I am still struggling with my health (my mobility is limited, in that I can 

hobble only very Short distances with the aid of a walking stick, and my cardiologist 

has advised me against travelling too often or too far), I am certainly in much better 

health now than I was in 2010. Moreover, in preparing this statement, I have been 

able to refresh my memory of the relevant period of time by reviewing cenain 

relevant and pertinent documents that have been provided to me. 

49. Haying re-read my prior affidavit, I realise that although I would be happy to reiterate 

the substance of much of it, certain parts are unclear or speculative. For example, as I 

have already mentioned above at paragraph 46, I do not have any direct knowledge of 

the settlement with Admiral 111 Han. My comments about that matter at paragranh 9 

of my affidavit are based upon general pieces of information I heard. 

50. In the affidavit 1 have made references to Mian Nawaz Sherif which such references 

are either speculative or based on rumours and gossip. I had no direct knowledge of 

these transactions as I had left the NAB by then. 

51. In light of the above, I make this statement with the intention that it should replace my 

prior affidavit. To the extent that there is any difference between them, this state ent 

should take priority. 



• STATEMENT OF TRUTH 

1 believe that the contents of this witness statement are true. 

Signed: 

rt .44 .2mc 
Date: 

12 

et 1 

(M. UMAR DRA RANDWAINA 
Add! °warn" 

National Accountaoliak Sweat 
Islamabad 



Page no. 	of Exhibit NAB no.  22 ) 

lftEJecutive's Secretariat 
National Accountability Bureau 

Islamabad 

Subject: 	•Agreement with Trouvons for recovery of asits illegally  
held by the Pakistanis abroad  

1: 	Negotiations are being held with a USA based company.  
Trouvons for concluding an agreement to recover assets illegally held by 
Pakistanis abroad. • The firm through itg on efforts would .trace these as§ts 
and get them legally transferred to Pakistan and would in turn, charge a 
percentage of the amount thus transferred. 

2. 	As directed by Mr. Farouk Adam Khan, Prosecutor General I 
held discussions with two members of the company presently in Pakistan. 
The following plan of action prepared by us is placed below for approval of 
the Chairman :- 

Target Identification  
It has been decided that NAB would provide the list of all 
those Pakistanis who are suspected of having their assets 
stashed in foreign lands. For this purpose these 
individuals would be categorized in three categories: 
i) 	Corrupt Elements  

Placed at Anne*-A is the list of persons allegedly 
involved in corruption and corrupt practices. It also 
includes the names given by the Chairman to the 
press of those pOliticians having accounts running 
into millions of dollars. 

• Loan Defaulters 
The State Bank of Pakistan publishes upto, date list 
of loan defaulters on quarterly basis. Deputy 
Governor, State Bank was requested to provide us 
the list of top 25 loan defaulters which is placed at 
Annex-B. 

• iii) Public Fraud  
Securities & Exchange Commission (formerly 
Corporate law Authority) was requested to furnish 
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the list of 25/30 persons allegedly involved in 
corporate fraud. The list is placed at Annex-C. 

b) 	Provision of Information  
Once the lists have been approved by the Chairman all 
• the information presently available with the NAB will be 

• provided to the firm. Additional information required 
• would be gathered from the other concerned agencies. 

c) 	Legal Back Up  
For initiating any legal action against the Pakistanis 
holding assets abroad illegally, the firm is interested to 
have evidence for their being involved in corruption and 

• corrupt practice, corporate fraud or loan default. This 
information can be categorized in the following 
sequence:- 

Where the accused have been convicted of 
corruption, corrupt practice, loan default or public 
fraud and appeals finalized. 

Where they have been convicted but appeals are 
pending. 

Under trial cases. 

4. - Under investigation cases 

Under probe cases. 

The firm is interested to have any type of evidence 
against these people but would prefer to start with C(1). 

Strategies  
After obtaining the names of the targeted individuals, the 
firirt would start its own investigations and try to identify 
their assets. Once identified the. firm would get these 
assets frozedin the foreign Courts. Afterwards the firm 
would go for out of court settlement with the accused in 
the first instance. Failure in out of court settlement 
would lead to arbitration or .legal proceedings in foreign 
counties. For all these actions, the firm would like to 



• 1 tili ) Chan-man is requested to direct the concerned officers to 
eth 	reserve Room No.336-13 & 337-B for establishment of 

office by M/s TrouVons. 

Keeping in view the sensitive nature of the operation it is : 
requested that utmost secrecy be maintained and in no 
case any information regarding the actions being taken . 
are divulged to any unauthori2ed person, particularly to 
the press. 

0 
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'1644. Prosecutor General Accountabili  

Chair 

have some sort of legal proceedings also initiated within 
Pakistan. 

Logistics  
The firm have been promised space in this building 
where they "would establish their office, install their own 
cornputers and employ the personnel. 

Actions to be Taken 

A 	uggested by me in my earlier note before concluding 
e agreement, the Chairman should get it vetted by the 

Ministries of Law and finance. 

Chairman is requested to approve the lists of persons at 
Annex-A,B & C for handing over to Trouvons. He is also 
requested to add or delete the names in the lists. 

kl 
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• Chief Executive's Secretariat 
National Accountability Bureau 

Islamabad 

. Note for The Chairman 

• Subject: 	Agreement with Broadsheet for recovery of assets 
illegally held abroad by Pakistanis. 

to" 	A number of Pakistanis involved in corruption, drug 
trafficking, corporate fraud and other such corrupt practices have 
stashed their ill gotten wealth overseas in the form of bank accounts or 
other assets. Because of paucity of financial and professional 
resources GOP is not in a position to trace• and recover such, assets. It 
was therefore decided to engage the services of a company 
specializing in undertaking such activities. 	Consequently the• 
Chairman)held negotiations with a few companies during his visit 
abroad and selected a corripany by the name of Proadsheet(formerly 
known as Trouvons) which submitted a draft Agreement. A meeting 
was held in the Conference room of NAI3 on 30th  May, 2000 to discus& 
the said agreement with Broadsheet. The following attended :- 

Lt. Gen. Syed Muhamamd Amjad, 
Chairman, NAB 

Mr. Ahmed Javed Shah, 
Director General (I&M) 

Mr. Farouk Adam Khan, 
Prosecutor General Accountability 

Mrs. Ismat Mehdi, 
Dy Prosecutor General Accountability 

Mr.-  And Muhammad Awan, 
Director General (Law) 

Mr. Shahid Hussain Raja, 
Joint Secretary, NAB 



15. 

cufte 

/Pot 

7. 	Miss Madina M Khan, 
Legal Consultant 

The participants were provided copies of the draft 
agreement placed at Flag-A and it was read clause by clause in the 
meeting and further modified. Amended draft is placed at Flag-B. It 
was decided during the meeting that the amended Agreement be •  
handed over to a corporate lawyer for drafting. In this connection the 
following names were suggested by the participants of the meeting :- 

i. Mr. Justice (Retd) Shafi-ur-Relunan 
ii. Mr. Mohsin Tayyab Ali, Advocate, Suprethe Court 

of Pakistan. 
iii. Mr. Muhanunad.  Azam of Azam Associates. 

Chairman is requested to indicate a corporate lawyer, 
who would draft the agreement which would then be sent to the 
Ministry of Law for vetting and to the Ministry of Finance for 
concurrence. 

I 4. 	Submitted for information/approval. 
-IL. (Ea,- 

' 	• t000 
( Madina M. Khan ) 

Legal Consultant 
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( Shahid Hussain Raja )7n  
Joint Secretary 

t r Prosecutor General Accountability 
7,7 

11C4  16. 	This file pertains to the conclusion of an agreement with 
Broadsheet for recovery of assets illegally held abroad by 
Pakistanis. For background kindly peruse Para 1-15 N/ante. 

17. Final draft of the Agreement is placed at Annex-C: As decided 
by the Chairman vide his orders in para-3-N/ante, the draft is to 
be vetted by the Ministry of law & Justice and approved by the 
Ministry of Finance. 

18. Subject to the Chairman's approval, the draft may be sent to 
concerned Ministries for vetting/concurrence. 

19. For orders please. 
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( Madina M. Khan )  
Legal Consultant 

Joint Secretary (NAB) 

20. As desired by the Chairman, a briefing regarding NAB's 
overseas operations was given to the representatives of Broadsheet 
in the Conference Room on 14-06-2000. However they were not 
informed about the Defence cases. Secondly it was made clear to 
them that this briefing and later on handing over the relevant 
documents is meant only as a background for their efforts to trace the 
assets outside Switzerland because allowing them to carry out any 
asset tracing exercise by• them in Switzerland would jeopardize our 
interests. Theiunderstood the message. 

21. Submitted for information and approval of Chairman for 
sending the draft Agreement to the Ministry of Law for vetting and to 
the Ministry of Finance for concurrence. 

Chairman  



23. 	This file pertains to the execution of an agreement between 
NAB and Broadsheet for identification, recovery of assets illegally held 
•abroad by Pakistanis. For background kindly refer to Para 1-22/N. 

24: 	After the meeting held on 30th  May, 2000 the file was submitted 
to the Chairman through PGA for his approval, for the following 3 actions :- 

a. Legal drafting by a corporate lawyer. 
b. Vetting by Ministry of Law. 
c. °incurrence of Ministry of Finance 

25. However due to urgency it was decided that the legal drafting 
would be done by the lawyers of NAB. Consequently the PGA/Legal Wing 
of NAB drafted the agreement and it was sent• to the Ministry of Law and 
Justice. The Ministry vide their letter placed at Flag-A 1 	authoriz e,a, - 
the Chairman, NAB to sign and execute any agreement with M/s-Broadsheet 
LLC of P.O. 66, Suit 1, Empress House, Empress Drive, Douglas; Isle of 
Man, IM 99 WE, British Isles, on behalf of the President of Islamic Republic 
of Pakistan. 

26. The Agreement was signed between the parties on 20th  June, 
2000 (Flag-B). Its copies are being sent to the Ministries of Finance, Law 
and to the Principal Secretary to the Chief Executive for information. 

N4JL...11. AL. 
Madina M. Khan 7 • . 

Legal Consultant (Overseas Ops) 

Joint Secretary (Qverseas Onsi 
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Director Overseas 0 

J 
/ 

NATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY BUREAU 
Islamabad 

Note for the Chairman 

Chairman 
2000. 

A list of names was provided to M/s Broadsheet by the 
NAB for investigation into their assets/accounts on 17th  June, 

attorney is 
individuals 

As per terms of the agreement, individual and specific power of 
required to be provided to M/s Broadsheet for each of these 

. Clause 3 of the agreement reads as follows:• 

"Broadsheet agrees that upon receipt of information by 
NAB regarding the registered persons / entities, they 
shall use their best efforts, at all times, to recover the 
subject assets in respect of which it will be given a 
Special Power of Attorney in the form attached hereto as 
Schedule 2". 

-3-. 	Accordingly submitted herewith are seventeen (17) 
Powers of Attorney for Chairman's approval and signatures. 

• 
Madina M. IChan  

Legal Consultant (Overseas Ops) 

60,11/49vAAAlv, 
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Madina M. Khan 
Legal Consultant 

Director verseas) 

Director General 

K) 

File No. 	  
Sheet No. 	  

Overseas 0 erations Section 

Subject: Powers of Attorney 

30. A list of names was provided to M/s Broadsheet by the Chairman, 
NAB for investigation into their asselgaccounts. 

31. As per clause 3 of the agreement, individual and specific power of 
attorney is required to be provided to M/s Broadsheet for each of 
these individuals. Clause 3.1 of the agreement reads as follows :- 

"Broadsheet agrees that upon receipt of information by NAB 
regarding the registered persons / entities, they shall use their 
best efforts, at all times, to recover the subject assets in respect 
of which it will be given a Special Power of Attorney in the 
form attached hereto as Schedule 2". 

32. Accordingly submitted herewith are 51 (Fifty Ong) Powers of 
Attorney for Chairman's approval and signatures 

Chairman 
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October 11, 1999 

Mr. Khalid Aziz, 
Additional Secretary, 
ACC, 
Prime Minister Secretariat, 
Islamabad. 

Subject: PROPOSED CONTRACTS WITH FOREIGN COMPANIES FOR 
TRACING OUT AND TAKING APPROPRIATE LEGAL ACTION 
REGARDING PROCEEDS OF CORRUPTION LYING IN 
FOREIGN JURISDICTIONS 

Dear Sir, 

1. Copies of two separate proposed contracts with the Government of Pakistan and 

M/s Interclaim Holdings Ltd. ("Interclaim") 

b) 	M/s Trouvons Company LLC ("Trouvons") 

have been forwarded to me for my opinion. 

2. The contract with the Interclaim has the following features which call for 

appropriate consultation with other ministries of the Government: 

a) 	The contract requires execution of a power of attorney on behalf of the 

Government of Pakistan in favour of foreign entities. 

It requires (clause 3.1(b)) a legal opinion from the Attorney General of 

Pakistan/the Minister of Law that the contract shall represent a binding 

agreement viz-a-viz the Government of Pakistan. 

The contract involves opening of a bank account abroad in the name of 

Government of Pakistan. 

Mall-Mansion,30-1he Mall, Lahore-Pakista,. 
Ph: 7354796-73539274353896 Fax: 7354795 
Res: 894588-894937 Mobile:(0342) 7356500 

E-maikslaw@brain.net.pli 
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ADVOCATE SUPREME COURT OF PAKISTAN 

d) 	The contract involves sharing of money recovered in the name of the Government 

of Pakistan with others. 

The contract subjects GOP to foreign laws and courts, with waiver of sovereign 

immunity. 

The Trouvon's contract also has some of the above features. Under these 

circumstances it is extremely important that "Rules of Business" must be 

followed and concerned ministries/divisions should be consulted for their 

comments. These ministries could be the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of 

Law. In particular the Attorney General of Pakistan and the Law Minister also 

need to be consulted since legal opinion from either of them is required under the 

Interclaim contract. 

3. 	As regards the particular provisions of the above contracts our opinion is as 

follows: 

INTERCLAIM 

a. Under Article 173(3) of the Constitution, contracts involving the state have to be 

in the name of "Pakistan" acting through the President or his authorised nominee. 

The contracting party, therefore, cannot be the "Government of Islamic Republic" 

of Pakistan but the Islamic Republic of Pakistan acting through the President 

(who shall execute the contract through the appropriate authorised officer). 

b. Since the Primary Territory i.e "USA, its territories and possessions" have been 

placed (vide clause 4.8) within the exclusive control of Interclaim, therefore, this 

territory should specifically be excluded from the Trouvon's agreement. 

Mall-Mansion,30-The Mall, Lahore-Pakistan. 
Ph: 7354796-7353927-7353896 Fax: 7354795 
Res: 894588-894937 Mobile:(0342) 7356500 

E-mail:slaw@brain.net.pk  
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c. 	Clause 4.9 states that GOP agrees to prosecute the "Primary Legal Proceeding" 

for seeking "money judgment" against persons responsible for a minimum value 

of USD 500 million. 

As far as I am aware no proceedings in Pakistan have been filed against Benazir 

Bhutto and Asif Ali Zardari for any "money judgement". All cases are criminal 

cases which may result in fine and forfeiture but no "money judgment" as such 

d) Clause 6.2 (e) contains a representation and warranty from GOP that the agreed 

principal amount owing to GOP in connection with "Obligations" is not less than 

USD 500 million. The GOP has to keep in view that this representation must have 

a sound and definite basis. If it turns out to be a mere assertion, GOP could be 

held liable for false representation. 

e) Clauses 11 & 12 of the Agreement visualize that initially it shall run for a period 

of three years, extendable (depending on the circumstances) for a period of 

another three years. Regarding this term the extremely important thing which 

must be kept in mind is that the contract commits Pakistan to its terms and 

conditions. If there is a change in the political Government and the new 

Government terminates the contract, or fails to provide support to Interclaim 

regarding prosecution of the matters to be handled by Interclaim, then such an act 

of any succeeding GOP would amount to a breach of the contract giving rise to a 

claim for damages. It is, therefore, advisable to have a termination clause on the 

same lines as contained in the Trouvon's agreement. 

1) 	Under Clauses 16, 17 & 20 the GOP is agreeing to be subject to ICC arbi On at 

London and be governed by the laws of England, Wales with waiver of defences 

ordinarily available to Governments, such as sovereign and other immunities. The 

aspect has been commented upon in para 1(e) above. 

Mall-Mansion,30-The Mall, Lahore-Pakistan. 
Ph: 73547964353927-7353896 Fax: 7354795 
Res: 894588-894937 Mobile:(0342) 7356500 

E-mail:slaw@brain.net.pk  
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ADVOCATE SUPREME COURT OF PAKISTAN 

Regarding Interclaim, as well as Trouvon's agreement, we would suggest that 

there should be an indemnity clause to the effect that the other contracting party 

shall undertake all steps under the agreement, as well as the power of attorney, 

with due diligence and in a responsible manner and in case the GOP has to face 

any liability vis-a-vis third parties due to any act or omission attributable to the 

other contracting party, then the other contracting party shall fully indemnify and 

hold harmless the GOP for all consequential damage, loss, and injury. 

4. TROUVONS 

The comments relevant to Trouvon's agreement are contained in the comments 

relating to Interclaim. This agreement subjects GOP to arbitration (clause 8.1) in London, 

England, in accordance with laws of State of Colorado and the USA. The arbitration shall 

be under the rules and Charter Institute of Arbitrators. We do not have access to these 

Rules. 

5. POWERS OF ATTORNEY IN INTERCLAEVI 84 TROlUVONS 

Both the contracts visualise execution of powers of attorney in favour of 

Interclaim & Trouvons. The powers of attorney, as a matter of abundant caution, should 

contain the following clause:- 

"Notwithstanding the wide scope of powers conferred herein for achieving the 

objects of this power of attorney, it is clarified that the attorney shall not enter 

into any agreement on behalf of the GOP which has the effect of assumption 

of any liabilities by the GOP, nor shall the attorney compromise any claim 

that the attorney may have filed on behalf of the GOP, without prior written 

concurrence of GOP." 

Mall-Mansion,30-The Mall, Lahore-Pakistan. 
Ph: 7354796-73539274353896 Fax: 7354795 
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ADVOCATE SUPREME COURT OF PAKISTAN 

6. 	The above comments am Only regarding the legal aspects of the language of the 

proposed contracts. As far as the commercial aspects e.g. share in the recovered proceeds" 

etc. they call for no comments from us. 

Sincerely yours 

• ALL SIBTAIN FAZLI 
Advocate Supreme Court/ 

Special Prosecutor 

Mall-Mansion,30-The Mall, Lahore-Pakistan. 
Ph: 7354796-7353927-7353896 Fax: 7354795 
Res: 894588-894937 Mobile:(0342) 7356500 
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It is iccpiested that a fetter/Notilication he issited.by the President 

of the Islamic- Republic- of Pakistan authorizing' l.t.( km. Syed Mithammad 

Ainjad, Chairman, National Accountability Bureau, to -  sign. and exectite an 
Agreement andA)r its appendages/amendments as may he needed from time to 
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matter is urgent, 
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No.F. 2 (10) /JM-2001 

GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN 
MINISTER FOR LAW, JUSTICE, HUMAN RIGHTS 

& PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS 

€'35(med/ 	 Islamabad, the le September, 2001. 
MINISTEn 

(Page no. 	of Exhibit NAB no.  211 ) 

Dear Lt. Gen. Khalid Maqbool, 

I am enclosing my Note for your information and perusal 

and have approved the Summary re: Broadsheet v. NAB for 

onward transmission to the Chief Executive's Secretariat 

subject to my reservation in the Note. 

Yours sincerely, 

(Shallida Jamil) 
Barrister-at-Law 

Lt. Gen. Khalid Maqbool, 
Chairman, 
National Accountability Bureau, 
Chief Executive Secretariat-II, 
Islamabad  
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Minister's Note.  
Re: Broadsheet v. NAB 

It will be recalled that the documents of the above matter.  were not made • 
available to me for study before the meeting and that some of the documents were made 
available only during the meeting itself, and that the file was requested by the Law 
Secretary to be returned to the Chairman to ensure secrecy, which I did. Hence, there 
•was hardly any time to read and evaluate the documents. 

2. The file has now been sent to me and on consideration of the issues, and despite 
the opinion of eminent legal persons such as Justice Fakhruddin G. Ebrahim, it is 
necessary for me to bring on the record my observations:- 

3. The view has been taken that the agreement only allows M/s Broadsheet's a 
share in the profits in the recovery of funds and assets lying abroad. The relevant para 
of the Preamble on which reliance of such view has been placed is as follows:- 

"Whereas NAB believes 	 are holding such assets outside Pakistan". 

For its proper appreciation, the following para of the Preamble is also to be taken into 
account which states: 

"AND Whereas.. .such funds and other assets wheresoever situated..." 
which broadergthe area of operation. This may assist M/s Broadsheet in their claim that 
they have been accepted as "participating in a share of the profits..." upto 20%, and a 
bonus, if the Chairman, NAB agrees. (para 4.2) where recovery occurs even within 
Pakistan. 

4. Similarly, in para 1.1 of the agreement it states `...recover such assets as 
described above, wheresoever secreted or transferred" and 

In para 3.4 it states: "...in which ever jurisdictions the targeted assets are 
believed to be located..." 

5. Finally and most importantly, para 4 states: "...NAB and Broadsheet agree that 
any assets recovered as a result of the efforts of Broadsheet or as a result of a 
settlement between NAB and any person or entity registered ... shall be jointly shared 
as set out below. For the removal of any doubt, the share of the assets recovered as 
set out in this Clause "4" shall also apply to any settlement reached by NAB and any 
registered person or entity with or without the involvement of Broadsheet, provided 
that such persons or entity have been registered before the settlement." 

6. It is therefore my view that it may be advisable to settle with M/s Broadsheet, 
rather than spend huge sums of foreign exchange on a risky legal tangle the prospects 
of which are most likely to lead to our paying not only the expensive legal fees and 
costs of travel and boarding and lodging abroad of legal counsel and others, but also the 
claims of M/s Broadsheet. 

7. With this Note of reservation, the Summary is approved for onward 
transmission to the Chief Executive's Secretariat. 

(Barrister Shahida Jamil) 
Law Minister 

/.2 g ger/4 pow> arof 
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President Islamic Republic of Paldstan and:13rbadsheet LLC  

• 

AGREEMENT 

Validity and binding effect: 
• 

It appeals,- at some Stage the initial validity an'cl e.ffectiveness of the 
Agreement itself was questioned for no fault of the other contracting party 
but on account of GOP's own alleged failures. The •failings attributed are 
not substanfiVe but proeedural. Besides, at: no earlier stage up to date. GOP 
or' its spokesman has communicated to the contracting party, the nature of 
the defect its own stance Of honoring the agreement or not. On the contrary, 
throughout, the GOP and its spokesman have been negotiating with regard to 
the rights and the Obligations of the respective parties under the agreement. 
In such a background it will, be difficult in an informal forum like that of the • 
Sole Arbitrator to resile from the agreement, to disown it, taking procedural 
deficiencies as a shield for not discharging its °Wit obligations, under the 
Agreement. The GOP and its finctIonaries were best qualified and equipped 
to take care of such procedural requirements of the Rules of Business and 
the other instructions goVerning such instruments. One's own failure cannot 
in principle be allbvs;ed to benefit that. very party which has been in default. 

• 
Termination of the Agreement and its consequences: 

D. 	One of the most unusual clauses contained in the Agreement is with regard 
to its termination reflected in clauses 18.5 and 18.7 in particular. These arc 
reproduced verbatim. - 	' 

18.5 "No notice of Termination shall be applied to persons or .entities 
registered by Broadsheet in accordance with the terms herein, in 
respect of which Broadsheet shall be allowed to continue its efforts to 
recover assets and no termination shall be effected in respect thereof 
and: in respect ohuch registered persons or entities the provision of 
this Agreement shall be deemed to continue to apply: and be 
operative. !' 

18.7 "NAB and Broadsheet agree that both his Agreement and the Power of 
Attorney attached hereto shall remainin full force and effect and not be . 



in any way amended, revoked, or modified with respect to all Registered 
• Claims until either; 

1. The last of the Registered Claims has been settled or litigated 
and reduced to a final, non-appeal able judgment; 

2. the last of the registered Claims has been either fully collected, 
paid, settled, or abandoned in respect of the roncerned party. • 

• Upon the occurrence of the above events .and fulfillment Of respective 
obligations and on payment and receipt of the respective 
claims/entitlement . by the parties': this Agreement shall stand 
terminated:" . 

The progress so far made is that out of 111 registered persons only, 21 
have got settled in one way or the other. It appears, it will take a very 
long time to get all the registered Cases dealt with and as per terms of 
the contract einspite of its repudiation and termination it will hold good 
on its own terms till "the last of the Registered claim:has been' settled 
or 'litigated and reduced to a final non-appeal able judgment" and 
similarly till "the last of the registered Claims has been either fully 
collected, paid, settled, or abandoned in respect of the concerned 
party". This will afford no relief to either party for a long time to 

1Recital (Preamble) vs. The Operating Clause: 

Without going into the nature of the conflict; and the extent of it .but 
assuming that it is there, the principle governing the resolution of such a 
conflict consistently followed has been expressed in Re Moon, ex p Dawas, 
[(1886) 17 QBD 275 at 286] as follows:. 

• "If the recitals are cleat and the operative pan is ambiguous, the recitals 
goveht the construction. If the recitals are ambiguous, and the operative 
part is clear, the operative must prevail: If both the recitals find the 
operative part are Near,. but they are inconsistent with each other,. :the 
operative part is to be preferred " 

• 
•  The last principle enunciated. above has been expressly incorporated in the 
Agreement itself by providing in the last Recital a clause as hereunder: 



"AND WHEREAS NAB and Broadsheet, subject to .the terms and conditions- • 
here-in-after mentioned• are ready, willing and able to enter into an 
Agreement with each other." 

In the Agreement, the two important words having different meanings but 
relating to this Agreement are "herein" and "hereinafter". The meaning and 
scope of the two is very clear. "Herein" encompasses the Whole Agreement. 

''Hereinafter" limits the application to what follows and not what proceeds. 

Operative Clauses of the Agreement: 

The word '`wheresoever" has been extensively used in the operative clauses' 
of the Agreement. For exarriple the following: 

Recital. (Clause II): "AND WHEREAS NAB wishes to recover suchfun.ds and 
other assets wheresoever situated and is willing to issue a mandate to a 
company specializing in recovery Of such assets/missing funds on behalf of 
NAB.'" 

1.1 "so as to trace, locate and recover such assets as described above, 
wheresoever secreted or transferred by the registered persons and entities 
identified and agreed upon mutually' from time to time, using such 

. information as may be provided by NAB to Broadsheet." 

Power of Attorney: 

The Power of Attorney forming a part of Agreement states, "This Power of 
Attorney co-exits with the lijetime of the Agreement between The 
Government and The Company and shall not be revoked in respect of the.  ' 
Attorney's efforts pertaining to any of the registered claims which are the 
subjeet thereof" 

• 
It authorizes the Attorney, which is the contracting party to 

i. 	obtain and receive' all information -and documentation pertaining 
or related to bank or other financial, investment, or. brokerage 
accounts Iodated anywhere in the: world.  
Legally initiate and roiesent us by itself or instructing local • 
counsel in all: legal actions and proceedings and administrative

•  
	• 

actions dealt with by the court of justice in any jurisdiction of the 
wcirld pursuant to this power of attorney issued by the Government 

3 



for the recovery of funds or assets or any kind whatsoever, 
wheresoever situated belonging to the said Government ---". 

Compensation Clause: 

Clause 4.1 contains a very effective provision asfollows: 

"For the removal of; any doubt, the share of the assets recovered as set out 
- in this Clause '4' shall also app.  ly  to any settlement reached by NAB and any 
registered person or entity with or without the involvement of Broadsheet 
provided that such persons or entity had been registered before the 

_ Dsettlement". 

The views expressed by Mr. Farouk Adam Klan in his letter addressed 
to the contracting party on e of March . 2001on certain very critical 
issues. 

Mr. Farouk Adam Khan is one 'of the few persons associated with the 
Agreement from its inception and for quite some time afterwards and he has 
conveyed it to the contracting party that 

1. Binding effect of the Agreement on GOP; 
under the circumstances it is my opinion that the Agreement binds 

the GOP acting through NAB." 

2: Effect of Settlement with NAB; 
D 	"ciri y • settlement with -a registered person by the GOP would not 

' detract from claim of Broadsheet in accordance with provisions of 
article 4 (Compensation) of the Agreement". 

"It • would appear therefore, that any settlement made by the GOP 
whether-.  through NAB or any other Government Agency.  with a 
Registered Person which involves a financial benefit/factor in favour 
of the: GOP, then Broadsheet should' be entitles to claim the agreed 
upon proportionate benefit ofthe financial recovery involved". 

Principles Governing the International Commercial Arbitrations: 

The Arbitration Clause in the Agreement excludes by waiver the Right of 
Appeal. Finality is therefore, likely to attach to any decision given by the. 
Sole Arbitrator. 



The principle applied in commercial contracts is as follows: 
"Interpreting commercial contracts is a two-stage process; a meaning arrived 
at by legal analysis must then be tested 'against the touchstone of• 
commercial common sense: is this an apportionment of risk which the 
parties could reasonably be supposed to have intended?" (Pagnar: SpA v 
Tradax Ocean Transportation [1987] 3 All El? 565 at 575). 

The Arbitrators in International Commercial Arbitrations are bringing more 
and inore equity and global commercial practices, what is at times called 
transnational approach to such Agreements. So tested, the Agreement does 

--not exhibit a territorial or a monitory or a currency constraint with regard to 
'sharing of the effort and the gains. 

Conclusion: 

Keeping in view all the above facts as appearing in the contract and the.' 
dealings between the parties, it is clear that the .answer lies in protecting the 
contract rather than repudiating it, reaching a settlement by negotiation and 
dialogue conducted harinoniously rather than taking the matter . to 
Arbitration. For the purposes of negotiation, the case can be pitched high so 
as to settle at an acceptable level. 

Material Lacking 

This opinion has been recorded in the absence of certain important facts. For 

Dxample at page 38 there is mentioned an Asset Recovery Agreement. If it 
is different from the main Agreement, it has to be shown for ascertaining its 
implications. There is also a claim by the contracting party that it has 

' rendered and is rendering services in facilitating the smooth extradition of 
not only Retired Admiral Haq but also a few others. The nature of such 

• services and the extent of it in respect of registered persons are not for the 
present very clear on the record. However, it is certain that such services do 
form part of the contract and are to be compensated in terms of it. 

Shafiur Rahman 
August 02, 2001 
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. .National Accountability Bureau 
Islamabad 

Fax No. (051) 920 7790 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Re: Agreement with Broadshect LLC 

ID pc. Etasitir Sahab, • 

I. We refer to your letter dated 8 August 2001.. 

/ We have examined the documents provided by you in detail, and our opinion in 
respect of the issues raised by you in the aforeiaid letter, is as follows: 

(a) Ts the Agreement limited to assets of the Target Ideated outside Pakistan? 
3. We are of the opinion that the scope of the agreement entered into between the . 

President of Pakistan (acting through NAB) and .  Broadsheet LLC on 20.06.2000 
(hereinafter, referred.  lb as "the Agreement") is limited to assets held outside 
Pakistan by the "registered persons". This conclusion is based upon an examination 
of the clauses of the Agreement, as well as-ektrinsic factors detailed below. 

(0 An analysis of certain relevant clauses of the Agreement 
4 	It is evident from the recitals to the Agreement, that at the time of entering into the 

Agreement, the parties intended that the term "assets" should mean such assets as are 
held by the registered persons outside Pakistan. 
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(i) 
	

The first recital to the Agreement records the reason for which NAB has . 
entered into the Agreement:  
NAB believes that certain persons and entities have fraudulently obtained 

. converted and/or secreted funds and other assets belonging to the 
Government of Pakistan or other institutions and are holding such assets 
outside Pakistan:  

(ii) 	The second recital further .elaborates the' reasons for NAB entering into the 
• Agreement: . • 	• 

• ,VA /1 wishes to recover such funds and ather assets wheresoever situated and 
is willing la issue a mandate to a company .specialisine in recoVery of such 

• assets/missing finds .on behalf of NAB 	 • 
•• The meaning assigned to the term "assets" in the first recital, ("assets outside 
• Pakistan") is automatically incotporated in the phrase "such assets"' used in 

the second recital. Therefore the phrase "wheresoever situated" means 
wheresoever outside Pakistan. The second reference to the plu'ase "such 
assets" in relation to engaging an appropriate company means engaging a 
company that specialises in recovering assets outside Pakistan. 

(iii) 	Theihird recital states that 
• Broadsheet, [is], a .  Company specialising in the • recovery of such  

assets/missing funds _Ds willing) to undertake the tracing, locating. appt,  
• recovery and transfer of Such time& mid other assets secreted or transferred 

oft remoVedfroin Pakistab  etc. 	 • 
This recital confirms Broadsheet's expertise in IOCating overseas assets and 
further clarifies that Broadsheet's assignment would be to recover such assets 
is have been removed from Pakistan. 

5. In defining .the primary objective of the Agreement in Clause 1.1, the parties confirm 
• 	that Broadsheet is to provide to NAB: 

"professional, financial and other resources of whatsoever as 
required, so as to trace, locate and recover such assets as described  
above wheresoever secreted or transferred by the registered 
persons and entities identified and•agreed upon mutually from time 
to time, using such information as may be provided by NAB to 
Broadsheet." 

6. The reference to "assets described above" is a reference to the recitals to thb 
Agreement, which as we have seen refer to assets held by the registered persons-
outside Pakistan. The reference to the fact that such assets.  have been "secreted or 
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transferred" further confirms that such assets are no longer in Pakistan. This clause is 
the substantive clause of the Agreement and limits and circumscribes the scope of the 
Agreement. The remaining clauses of the Agreement Must lie read within the ambit of 
this clause. 

7. 	In terms of Clause 3.1 of the Agreement, Broadsheet's obligations are clearly defined 
as limited to "recovering .subject assets". The phrase "subject asset's" means such 
assets as have been made subject to the Agreement. In order to understand the -full 
meaning of-the phrase we need to refer back to Clause 1.1 of the Agreement, which in 
turn- refers us to the recitals to the Agreement, both of which refer to assets held 
outside Pakistan. 

.8. Furthermore in terms of Clause 5.1 of the Agreement, Broadsheet has been given the 
power to initiate "lvfareva Injunctions" against the assets of the registered persons. 

• Marna injunctions may be issued only in respect of assets located beyond the 
jurisdiction of the local Courts. This further confirms that it was understood and 
agreed between the parties that Broadsheet would be dealing with assets outside 
Pakistan and would require all necessary powers to do so. 

(ii) Ambiguous phrases 
9. In clause 3.4, [Broadsheet is emPowered to] initiate legal proceedings in whichever 

litrisdictions the targeted assets are believed to be located 	. 
Ostensibly this phrase suggests that the .scope of the Agreement iS wider than assets 
held otitside - Pakistan. However this confusion is easily resolved. It may be noted that 
onee agaijt the' reference is to "targeted assets". Only such assets may be targeted 
under this Agreement, as are subject to the Agreement- i.e. asspts held, outside 
Pakistan. .Therefore the phrase' "whichever, jurisdictions" automatically mans. all 
jurisdictions except Pakistan. Furthermore it stands to reason that the Government of 
.Pakistan/NAB would not require Broadsheet's assistance to bring proceedings against. 
registered persons, in Pakistan. 

10. In clause 4.1, in setting out the compensation scheme, it is stated by way of 
"clarification" that: 

. 	. 
...Coate 1 shall also apply to any Settlement reached by NAB and any registered 
person Or entity With oi without the involvement of Broadsheet, provided that such 
persons or entity had been registered before the settlement 
Broadsheet has erroneously interpreted this proviso to mean that 'Broadsheet is to 
have a cut in all recoverieS made within or outside Pakistan and ,effected with or 
without its- services. This confusion is easily clarified by reading first line of the 
clatise, which states that: 
NAB and Broadsheet agree that any assets recovered etc. 
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Onee again in referring to assets, the parties are employing the meaning given to the 
• term throughout the Agreement, and are 'referring merely to. assets outside Pakistan. 

The provisoquoted above.  is inserted to safeguard Broadsheet in the event there" is any 
controVersy -on • the grounds that The reobvery was with or without the efforts of 
Broadsheet or inadequate effort on its .part: However this proviso-does not widen the 
scope' of the Agreement' to include,. recoyery. of assets :held, in .Pakistan ,Such an 
interPretatioli would he contrary io the stated intention of the:parties - as evident . 

D throughout the Agreement, as well as to' common - sense: in,view of the faet that the 
servioes- or Broadsheet are .not .required for investigations and recoveries inside 
Pakistan it cannot be entitled-to a cut in any recos?eries" niade. 

• 

Ii. In the Power. of Attorney executed,pursuant to the Agreement, the phrases (in respect 
of assets; funds etc) "located anywhere.in  the world" and "wheresoever situated" .are 
used. These phrases ostensibly.widen.the scope of the powers allowed to 13rOadshect 
under the Agreement. However, it must be noted thalthe Power of Attontey has been 
issued to 'Broadsheet. in .pursuance of the Agreement. It is not an indePendent 
document and must be interpreted in relation to the Agreement. In view of the faet 
that the scope of the Agreement is limited to recovery of assets outside Pakistan, the 
two phrases occurring in the-Power of Attorney must be read as "located anywhere in . 

• the World outside Pakistan" and "wheresoever situated outside Pakistan". 

iiii) extrinsic evidence 
' 12.,  Thd ;.intefirttation of ,the Agreement -as aforesaid is supported by the , fact that 

Ftroadiheet is a icbmpany specinitsing in ric:O*y of .foreizii 	averseay.at e 
apprised to'domestit assets. It is clear.therefore that its services' could -only. have been 
engaged for the purpose of overseas investigation and not domestic.  investigation and recovery.. 

' FAKIHIRUDDIN 	 COMPANY 
ADVOCATES & CORPOR-Ali .e0ilial-1261.181  

• 

13. Furthermore, NAB -has sufficient legal machinery available-for the investigation and 
recovery of Sets in Pakistan. Powers conferred on NAB expressly vide its creating 
Ordinance, allow NAB to utilise the services of all intelligence andlaw enforcement 
agencies in the Country,:as well aS access to judicial remedies. It .does not - stand .to 
reason thai'NAB would require the services of a• foreign Company that.woulci not even 
be familiar With its territory:to assist it in domeitia investigations and -reCoYeries. • 

14. The intention of the parties at the time of entering into the Agreement is corroborated 
by the conduct of the parties after the Agreement had been executed. Todate, 
Broadsheet has not conducted any investigations in respect of assets located .inside 
Pakistan, nor has-  it been commissioned to do sO, by NAIL-This confirms that the 
parties Perfectly understood at all times, and continue te understand, that the 'services 
of Broadsheet have not bccn engaged for domestic purposes - 	• 
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0)1 Whether aroadshect is entitled to payments in respect of recoveries in Pakistan 
IS. The payment obligations in the agreetnent are governed by Clause 4.1 which provides 

inter alia. that NAB and Broadsheet agree that any assets recovered 
(ii) • as a result of the efforts of Broadsheet, or 
(i) 	as a result of a settlement between.NAB and any person etc. . 
shall be shared as set out below. The proviso to this clause states that the share of the 
assets recovered as set out in this Clause 4, also applies to any settlement reached by 
NAB and any registered person or entity with or without the involvement of 
Broadsheet provided that such persons or entity have been registered before the 
settlement. 

16. It is clear from a bare perusal of section 4,1 that NAB's obligation to make any 
payment whatsoe.ver to Broadsheet arises only in cases where any NAB succeeds in 
recovering any assets. The term -"assets" has been defined in the: agreement (see (a) 
above) to mean assets held.  outside Pakistan Broadsheet is therefore not entitled to 
receive any monies from NAB if no such assets have been recovered pursuant to this 
agreement. 

17. In the second part of this query you state that,"where no information has been given 
by Messrs Broadsheet with respect to assets outside Pakistan". We would like to 
clarify that the obligation to pay Broadsheet any monies under . this agreement 
whatsoever, turns On the recovery of assets, either with or without the help of 
Broadsheet. -In cases where no assets tire .r_ecovered, i.e. no assets located outside 
Pakistan have been recovered, the. obligation to pay 13roadsliect (loci not , arise, 
irrespective- of whether or not Broadsheethad provided any inihrrnatiort in respect of 
such assets. 	. 

(e) Whether the agreement extends to settlements between Target and financial  
institutions 

I A. The answer to this query may be deduced from the above discussion. As has been 
staled abOVe, the agreement is only in respect of assets, which are defined in. the 
agreement as.  assets held outside Pakistan. We understand from your query.  that the 
settlements referred to by you pertain to transactions and assets in Pakistan alone. 
Such assets and transactions are not the subject matter-Of this Agreement. 

(if) Possibility of tivoidinitthe arbitration through action in Courts in Pakistan 
19. Prima facie, in our OPinion the agreement to refer disputes to arbitration, entered into 

between thc Patties is binding and may not be avoided by initiating action in 
Pakistani Courts. There is some confusion however .as to the law that would govern 
this arbitration agreement. The Agreement refers to several different law regimes: 
(i) 	In terms of Clause 6.1 the Agreement is governed by the law of the Isle of 

Man, or to the extent that the two arethe same, the.law Of Pakistan. 
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(a) 	The provisions regarding compensation are governed by the laws of the State 
of Colorado and the United States of America. 

(iii) The Arbitration is to be held in accordance with the.rules of the Chartered 
institute:Of-Arbitrators, Lohdoin 

(iv) The place of the arbitration is Dublin, Republic of Ireland. 

20. In our opinion although NAB. would be required to abide by the arbitration 
agreement, it .may have the option to challenge an adverse award, if any, in future 
arbitration prOceedings, if the award is made a rule of Court in Pakistan. 

ConClusion 
In view of the preceding, it may be concluded: 
(a) That the agreement is limited to such assets belonging to the Target as are located 

outside Pakistan 
(b) That Broadsheet is not entitled to payments in respect of any plea bargaining effected 

with a Target in Pakistan pertaining to his assets in Pakistan. 
(c) That the agreement does not extend to settlements between Target and financial 

institutions directly though facilitated by NAB provided that such setiletnents pertain 
to transactions and assets in Pakistan alone. 

(d) That the -agreement for arbitration is binding and may not be avoided by action in 
Pakistani Courts. 

We bope this meetswith your requirements. If you have any further queries please do not 
. hesitate t6 contact us: 

Yours sincerely, 

With best regards, 

eiS CLA LA -N.- 
Fakhruddin G. Ebralitu 
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gin TECT• OPINION REGARDING INTERPRETATION OF AGREEMENT • V i. •:.• 
EXECUTED BATED 10 JUNE 2000 	. • , 
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• • 4 • A 	

194  Sr*,  

. 	• 
I hae gone L1/2touglithe.Airfraueat exitiztednri"2. wie 2000 yet again. 

In my.opinion the following pointi merit considerton- 

(i) 	:The opening SAtCflCCQcLhe A&eenent status.- 

•• 	41..4 .. a." This sr lAgrequent ' • • 
,bitscUeri-  :Thithe 

President " of - they' islanils 
Republic of Pakistan through 
the Chairinatt National 
Accountability 	. " 

'Bureau 	 (hereinafter 
called as NAB the in.  
party 	  

(ii) The ,Agreement has been signed by.the Chairman of National 
• Actotintability Bureau on behalf of the President of the Islamic-Republic 	.... •••• 

of Pakistan. 	- 	 . - • - • • • 

	

. \ " 	 - , 	
4,...n. : 

(ii;) . The President of the Islamic Republic Of Pakistan was 	
••?.!:•:..; 

• 2ii:s*:;.... 
" pleased to authorise 14. Gen 	 • 

Syed Muhammad. Amisd, 	 • v:41.:t  , • • .:-.1...s.s.••:: -. 
.4-1  k•si • • :. 	, .:.1,-. 

• 

• 
• ..>aCt" ' 

. 	• 	• 
; 	• 	• 	• 	• t s:;,'.t- 
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Yours sineerely 

Chairman,. 	National 
• Accountability Bureau to sign 

and execute in Agreement. with 
Al/S • Brciadsheet LLC . .. 'Thr 
the President of--the-  !slit* 
r.lestublit- 'of Pikiitan" -tide 
notification dated 1.9:Itme 2000. 

- 	 ;:;!• (iv) 

	

	The Power.; of Attorney issued /executed in .favour of Broadsheet LLC 
have. been :riven by the "Govt. of Pakistan". and have been signed on 
behalf cf "The Governinent". 	 • 

• • 	• 	• 
;• 

• • 

	

While neeotiatir.a and drafting the Agreement we Were binding the GOP, acting through 	t Chairman NAB, who represented the President Of Pakistan. • • • I ' 
Whereas the text of the Agreement continues to refer to "Nair it it clarified in the 
opening paraerct. of the Ag:-.tement who NAB Is repretentina, as the I ratty.. a — 	. 	• 	.." 	• • 
Udder the circumstances. it is my opinion that the. Agreement binds the GOP, gg.Mg through 	NAB. 

- . 	
" • It is also.apparene. aner a careful perusal of the terrni.ind eemditiblis'of 	Agre'. 	t,!•••• 

. 	. 

Urn any settlement with a "Registered Person". by:the,GOO would not detract from the-, ; 
• c:aim of Broadsheetin necerdance with the provisions artiele .4 {Caropentaticm) r.dthe Agreement. 

It would appear therefore, that any settlement made by the GOP whether through NAB or
.  

any other Govt.. Agency tvith a Registered Petsotr;Which involves a ,financial benefit / 	, factor in favour of thc.COP, then Broadsheet should be entitled to claim the agreed upon 
.:?3,::3;; • proportionate. bener7t of the financial recovery involved.• • .. 	 ,•2:—.. : 

To me, this was the essence and spirit and letter of the Aareement as drafted aoci 
.

ly executed by duly authorised persons. 	 . 	.• • • • 
With best wishes ct regards, 

.I. 

' 

(Parouk Adam Khan) 
Advocate 

' 

• .. 
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Chairman National Accountability Bureau, 
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f.•;X;E"',7-4-\ , ••,;-- 	onfirmed to me by then Chninnan,Lt. General.palid Maqh Del and also by Director t?.:.'i.,_0)-,':,.. 	,:c... - t• - •••-• -- • - . - 4._ 	. 

'* 	;A$A-r,." pleaClaargaiti: with Mansur ' ul iHaq on Friday, 21 December 2001. This marks the 

•• 	4 Overseas \ Bokhan to Tanq Fawad Malik the •percentage •anio-rit to be calculated for 

I 
-424v,‘, -C 

	

'-e. 4.- fp.::,..... e. 	I ".: 	• 	.. . 

• ,.. ).culmulajc on, o
f 

legal proceedings.. that:,  began 	w. in earnest he '.Broadsheet's council 

4:.i1/41,34kipayinetaitidthe-- /-1arl.case.is  twenty eight percent (28%). Tie dditiOnal amount is the 

' 

	

	'4\7 ?.• GolierninenfiSIPkistan to secure The eXixaditidn of Haq to IVIarmur ul Haq to Islamabad: 

',e,2K-La.p.peale,d-Ip.::..t.he Minted .States"„.Dfsti-iee-  Court in Anstiii, Thxas on behalf of the 

-4 
paid '• • -• ••• .4- .• Broadsheetnow to 	in connection with the registerediTarget r.nder,•our Agree' rnent. 

{4 4- Irilight • of -these :.events, it is • now fining that we confirm-in writing :the- undertaking .t  .1)4tWen Bitcadiheet,and the Government of Pakistancontetnin. the cOmienPation to be 

,tjppb1ic1z&inafter. . .- , • 4 .• 	• 	• 	 . 	. 

-11316icISlie-et Submits its most genuine and heartfelt corigratulaion: in seciu-ing the entry of 

As c 	 . ......- 	•• 	• 	." 	. 

.,fOfthé exceptional effort invested by Broaasheet in th:s highly sensitive and much 

" 	- 	
, 
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• ace." .:.-t. • 	,•-‘4.4"...7,±1.4,-- - 	;•...,;,-,-.i.,44.4.4..,,..:,,•''....44 ., •.• -4. 	,• .---• 	• 	• 4- 	. 	, 'l i•-ti,-7,-,, ,.- .7-, Thil,thentrerghttperceyit.c28%yp,ayriierit' to Broadsheet is to be -calculated based. Upon 4,-, : :.-4.i ‘, the'erifir:camotint -9f..fftegliap•pet6impits phiphii•everi,MiiliOn• Fiv.e Hundred Thousand 'i'• •:i • "-",11.JA.:1 Dollii;;;(1.:15 $.-4-• SOO 00600 .tibreti to iiiii4ist;tint:the. '--tziveill Of any additional 
ei-4-,•,"(r?:•;•Yr liaynieriteby'llact over and abbve OSS'3500-000:00 -. 4( • - - 4., ,..:,...r4a -..,..A.,, ,.. 	. 	. •-•:•• ,...; 4.. 	.,. 	•

• 	

4. 	; 	! "..•• 	Pc,: I' -:'.; •-, 	4' -; :, 	: 	• 
{ The GOP shall pay Broadsheet immediately out ot anyfunds, sun-is, amounts of secniti 

.4. -. 	
es- 

"c.f.- -..- 	 . • 	 . 	kral - ,9 rf :. = that are paid over to-ordirectly deposited with .the GOP or E-ny agenty or agent thereof. 
, As to funds •that :are .directly : -recovered. by. or separately paid over to Broadsheet, • 

,f •••< • 	•• 7:Broadsheet shall disburse such' funds' to•the:-GOP after dedt,•tila; threrefi•cm any balance. 0 ••• a- I in:.  • 	, 	. 	. 	 . 
'..- -owing _pn the payment tb be made to Broadsheet a.; described aboye. 



Yohr signatwe below evidences your authorized representacon Ind agreement, on behalf 
• , of the Government of Pakistan, in your capacity as Chairma:::} of NAB, to the payment set 
•'forth herein. 	. 

Thanking you very much for, your inosticind attention to and cooperation in this matter. 

JaMes, Chairman 

ENT TERMS ACKNOWLEDGED AND AGREED TO: 

iiitirj-latez, Chairman, NAB, for the GQP 



Ma• 
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50,e- 1-. 
No. F. 
Dated: January 12, 2002 

Subject: NAB & MIS BROADSHEET AGREEMENT REGARDING 
ASSETS SECRETED ABROAD.  

NAB & M/s Broadsheet entered into an agreement to assist 
NAB in iniiestigating and repatriating unlawfully obtained assets secreted 
abroad by Pakistan nationals. Since the inception of the agreement, so for 
one hundred and eleveraLar ets have been registered by Broadsheet for 
investigation. However, since then, which is more than a year and a half, the 
performance of M/s Broadsheet has been less than satisfactory. This is due 
to the high expectations that NAB had associated with M/s Broadsheet. 

2. 	Cause 3.5 of the Agreement between NAB and M/s Broadsheet 
stipulates "Broadsheet agrees to keep Chairman NAB regularly informed 
about the progress of the search for assets and the status of legal proceedings 
thereto". It has come to my attention that M/s pm-adsheet has not provided 
any updates on investigations being carried out abroad for the past 7 months. 
Similarly, it appears that no action has been taken regarding local court 
decrees provided by the Banking Cell (NAB) to M/s Broadiheet against 
certain individuals for enforcement,  in jurisdictions outiide Pakistan. There is 
also complete inaction on• the part of M/s Broadsheet regarding the 
extraditions of Syed Abdullah Shah, Amer Lodhi.  and Dr. Shahzad 
Munawar, all three being registered Broadsheet targets. I hope that M/s 
Broadsheet will follow these cases with the same vigour that was displayed 
in the case of Admiral (Retd.) Mansur-ul-Haq. 

3. 	I would like to end this letter by saying that I sincerely hope 
that NAB & M/s Broadsheet can work together with a renewed commitment 
in achieving our noble objective. 

Regards, 

Mr. Jerry James, 
Chairman, 
M/s Broadsheet LLC 

Lt Gen, 
Chairman, 

( Munir Hafiez ) 
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CH 	
is not working for us either. I had no clue of Hashwani oil connections or ' 	

potential irregularities relating to leases Or Whatever and therefore took 
"decistons without this knowledge DT 	'He was bidding for oil leases in the names of different company names. • both owned by Hashwaru 

JJ 	We have two individuals as sources 
CH 	I had no knowledge Of these details 

	

JJ 	I maid apologise if CH did not know 
TN 	The contract has been running for over two years and It seems that in the 

vast Majority of cases there has been no progress as all we have heard is • pussibty -three or four cases. Gtve report of progress or dellst cases. CT, 	
You want us'to amend antract? No way wilL we do that — bricks without • Straws 	hots of riddles but not much substance) Ansarr is ripe to; • , culled iun Lodhl has seen action and MNS is a case where we were told .lb slop 

	

CH 	How du we know of Ansari•cash? 
I 

	

91 	
t3atlasn. AO tor Jersey has arranged for a block on the cash following a letter sent by Medina . 

	

DT 	
We have a erten apparently sent by a colonel in NAB to seven Pakistani 
banks sayino Sherpa° case is settled and there are no problems 

	

TQ 	
It was NAB who' passed the details relating to Occidental (Hashwanh 

• involvement to Bs and there a no subsequent progreSs 

	

JJ 	We uaMed out an analysis — price paid had doubleditriplee 
CM., Sherpa() acquitted by the Supreme Court of charges which were unproven 

	

DT 	
Sherpa° used the letter from the Colonel to try to unblock the Jersey funds • 

Cla Iflyou had told toe of Jersey-funds 1 could have done something about it 

	

J4 	This informatton is only a few days old 

	

It 	The information is only 48 hours' old 
PGA Sherpa° haidbeen acquitted in March 

	

IA 	A crime:  has been comMitted 
PGA Give us the detairs ahd we can follow up • pi- 	He provided at affidavit that he had no further assets 

	

Clfti 	cannot aive you assurances now. We 'sill go back and see what can be dbne 

	

DT 	He knows that we kr rityr 

	

TO/ 	Hasidware Is not off the honk re overseas assets 

	

CH 	We haVri a long list of cases and we must go past hiashi.vani and.,Sherpae 

	

JJ 	I feel energised 
tstiowirii_i 1.8 July 2002 letter to CH re seven-hgure sum cit-.Kielmvon 8erisuo,14srsey) 

	

J0 	'Said move on fdt.S 

	

CH 	I have confirmed as much 

	

JJ, 	
We fined any further information you have - did any of his payments come ' from oversea

CII
s'? • 

	

, 	N. foreign payments received 	• • or 	nog: to know of such details to be able to deal with %INS 

• 
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r  POWER OF ATTORNEY 

FOR THE AUTHORISATION TO OBTAIN AND RECEIVE BANK 
ACCOUNT INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTA* ION AND THE 

CONDUCT OF NEGOTIATIONS AND LITE 3ATION 

A POWER OF ATTORNEY given on the 94{% day of August, 20U0 by the Government of 
Pakistan (hereinafter called "The 

G.overnment") 

THE GOVERNMENT APPOINTS AND AUTIIORISES Broadsheet 
LLC located at Suit I, Empress House. Empress Drive, Douglas, :sle of Man, 

1M99 LEE, 
premier ote,e.kb 
British Isles (hereinafter ca/led "The Company"), its true and I iwful Attorney with--it 

• •••I ••4 41. 
• 

confers a Power of Attorney With full authorisation, as though it s as a signatory thereon. , 
Lasuu,:ecksind hereby 

to request. obtain, and receive all information 
and documentation iertairung to or related to bank or 

other financial, investment, or brokerage aseOurits located anywnere in the 
World that contain, or may contain, funds belonging Co and 

tette), owing to The 
Government and, particularly, with said authority including, b.n not ;muted to: the 

obtaining of true and exact copies or any and all statements, guar mees, correspondence. 

reports, transfers, or any other documentation pertaining to the si 4 accounts, as well as • 
other non-financial assets of any kind whatsoever  arid whores° Vet-  situated, that The Company may request 

THE GOVERNMENT WR.THER AC 	
ow said Attorney to 

..r  
leS4

Thr initiate and represental by itself or by instru ung local couGsek, in 40 legal 
actions and proceedings and administrative actions de 

aii viiith by mie f ourts ofJustice in 
any Jurisdiction of the world, pursuant to this V.wr 

of Aitoin,ey issued by The 
Government for the recovery of funds or assets of an , kind 

NA r4tSOCVCI. 	esoever situated belonging to The Government which have been 
softie. misappropriated, converted. 

or unlawfully. fraudulently transferred by Than Mubimmad Nawaz Shari( 
Sin Minn Muhammad Shari( acting in his or her own name, through companies m 
entities under his control, and/or other alter egos, individuals and !mines who have acted 
or are acting under his influence and control 



The Governme.nt , 
(Authorized .ign_ature 

leek 

This authodsation extends to any civil, criminal, amicable, or contentious .0 

action before administrative and government agencies, notaries, courts/tribunals, 

corporations. offices, and other competent authorities and for this purpose to. 
	mattionse  other-.:a.u.osaty.s. to instruct counsel, appeitit—ether,-.Ausfney, present depositions, 

applications, disputes, replies, and other written 
statements, to lodge rattfk,-ations, request and receive notifications, writs, invitations summons 

of release • enforcements sale and public auction and Me allocation  

Lt.  

• 
thereof, to propose and supply proof: appoint experts,'. 

attend viewings,;and conunittees; make agreements, terminate, refuse and request 

reinstatements and. amendments; lodge remedies and appeals in respect of applications, 
appeal for clarification,' cessation, nullity, grievance, 

injustice whethier :nandest or 
t 	• 

otherwise to reiFrain land 'desist,  from at! the I...fit:going and (corn procee/ngs as The Attorney deems opportune, taking .sin short, ri-y other legal steps to obtaining and 
• 

enforcing orders and the-enforcement thereof to collect costs a..}d amounts deposited the court and with, other bathes and to sign the 
relevant receipts 

Tins' Power of Attorney co-exists ith the 	time of the Agreement between The Government 
and The Company and stied. not be revoked en re:?ect. of The 

Attorney's efforts pertaining to any of the registered claims which are 
the subject thereof 

2000 
In wuness thereof we have executed this Povvcr of Attorney this 'Ai& 

day of August, 



POWER OF ATTORNEY 

FOR THE AUTHORISATION TO OBTAIN AND RECEIVE BANK 
ACOUNT INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTATION AND DIE 

CONDUCT OF NEGOTIATINs AND LITIGATION 
• 

A POWER Or ATCORWIN given On thePadk. of November 2002 by 
the Uovernmesn .31 ealustan (hereinafter called -The Govenintentr  ), 

flit' GOVERNMENT APPOINTS AND 444.11 I-10RtSUS tirsaidsheet 
I-LC kpcird ra thnt I, kirripresS House. hinge ss tanJve outs 410 of Man, •NIV9 
antisir .4.e. ,nr•Liamear 	Icd "Thc es•mthiny 	III flit mind lawsuit Attorne'y with r• 
p • .CIr 	UPI .4111 11 1 i1CW rnd thc spoer ttr Appoint _nail ••••. 	0,,  a deckd owl nerzho 

sn 	Peu.c 	Adorncy with foliaA;thor(satrak 	I 	tk Agnaltoi y thy ?tall. 
Ottria at•  VIE• Ln 	'% 	ii dnienihailtfil 	.1 At 4. 	' 044 :-Cr ro. 	.114 .or relied ti 

r 	 I 	Q,Un watt  •Ln arokt.t. t 	4 , 	del Jib 	h..-r‘ .:1 Jlt, world 
r.1 	 4341, 	[4g4Jlg 	 1,5  k_ 
JIXU4  pr 	ta 	/ 	1. 	4dil11,,.1 [I' 	It% 1114,11111 	• 4.1/ 	.J4.41 	.1)V4 .1 IL 	ral 
4flJ II, A'  ii01 	-I 4110 	 ••n• 	E- 	 1'1 ' 	• 10.11, t 
14, 	,J1414d 	44Lih 	4.1 	d41 "44.4 	441/1441 	4.•birkt; (td. 	Ji. 	_ 	tr,!f 	't 11G4 	41/4/ 41. 	I 	 I 

§cSic 	1 Jo 	at] 4,4,111.4,L 	cr .1110 ..."1 9'colleVer WhatIc 	4•11•41110 	•CIIIIC‘1, 

	

te‘• LANAI-RN r FUR-MIR At, 	lt 	.(1“4 A:kit110, to 
1141 Rea 41111,;"  'present us by itself Or MANIC% ng 	4.-4,40141 CI. a .411 	41‘llt 

L.1 1 	el 'CC" ki 4044. sod adworiiStrallSO at:11011S de.it with hy the I. 	1-.• 4 :Fr .t,[‘e. 'lb •tin 
,A11 .• 	11  It IC world, uurssarit to this Poser of Att.iroun. Whsi 	y 11... 	'Item 

y 	4 F.., rRIS JI• 	2.1 any 	ml 	VC 	aleil 4 14. • r AiittNatt.4 
L.r 	 OW crop lig ni whiC he 	 n 	irk r  vt 	, 	te.P 

	

Fic_avettartal 	WII.L.rb `i • .1 Nil 141 	Will at 
Sir 	41 	ilt fl4i 	wJ q1114C_ 0111./44611 {.4uftl 	Ida it 	 t•in• , 	and if 

114.* alto . 	iirtivianals and Clitithe s 	4(1 ha 	I LA  A L 	HT. with"  14  /14 04, MW 
.1. 

. 	Ro•isation ttends it, .o) 	 416 ktrie •r • °writ 
It rwistr,,,tive Jura (Jos, 111)d 	I 	 1 	, 	I. hiltWAS, 

• t. r Iv] 	ref ...uctt lit lull I , 	Lail II 	11^11 	e •j',  1 I.FI14lTg4 
cry"-•   r  t 	Lipid 	144) bil" 'l's:  %Vat jtil 13 YfintiiiN. 

19111CS .6111114 • 	r 	I e 	it 	e roll; 'IL 111(IiiN. reel 10%1 
41.IWIlL, 	 . 3 

Fop •,1., 41,)(1/411IIt Cskirerts, 
Cl. r'''Vs -111•1 	41411.1inli4. 4, . mat; .0 	it linings% Nana' and requitra 

	

rE4tcarA!.,  PIN 0.4.1arnencitactip., It age re.o.c.itt.t 	.ga fewcal „hi ApOlCdlioll2s. appeals 

lor conrift..0101).., Cv.sattoo, 	gr cvan r cinitissis v•beth• r 1li lflttflM if -tortv.:se to 
ropoo 	isIV,./,4 twin) III the foregoi•if -And It 111. Plo‘tk:diRgrt .LIN Inc Allt• im 	deems 
..poornane Lilt-rig an short, „illy other legal &miss to obtiiin ©Woo n*t ohavy. and the 
eiris.iwn•irat thereof, to collect costs and (*I'll tomis Jcpm•iited 	he coun and with tithes 
hothrs 4tr.ts hi y.wit the relevant receipts. 



The Government 
(Aux horised Signa1 uric) 

Ek0 
This Power of Attorney co-exists with the lift line of the Agreement 

between The Government and The Company and shaIt not be revoked in respect of the 
Attorney's efforts pertaining to any of the registered.clinins whic . arc the subject thereof 

In witness whereof we have executed this Power of Attorney thi424 day of No ember. 
2002. 
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NOTES OF MEETING AT NAB WITH AG AND SECY LAW MINISTRY 
Present: 	Lt Gen Munir Hafiez, chairman NAB 

Secretary, Ministry of Law 
Attorney General 
Naveed Rasool Mirza, ex-PGA • 	
Afzal Malik, Acting PGA 
Talat Ghuman, Director, Overseas Wing 
Madina Munawara Khan, Associate Director, Overseas Wing • 

 
Taher Nawaz, UK 

(The chairman had to leave the meeting part way through as he had to see the 
president for a meeting which could not be rescheduled). 

The chairman began by saying that the contracts with Broadsheet (BS), 
principally to deal with asset recoveries in the USA, and with IAR, to deal with 
assets in the UK and Europe, were not performing and the stage had arrived 
where it was necessary to consider èndincj the contract. 

It was explained that 111 cases (37 family groups) had been allocated to BS and 
22 to IAR, with no recoveries other than the solitary case of Admiral Mansour. 
The AG pointed out that there was some progress in the Rockwood case 

iralthough there was no recovery. Nonetheless, clause 3.5 of the agreement 
equired BS and IAR to regularly report progress to NA1:-----i-17'—'-----fid that rarni--5n5een happening. 

• 
The contracts had been entered into in June 2000, arid by June 2001 
correspondence was being exchanged to ask for details of progress and, 
although five reports were provided, it was clear that little work had been done on 
the 133 files allocated. Instead of responding to matters raised BS, and IAR 
sought to divert matters by asking for a share of recoveries of assets within 
Pakistan, which GoP felt were not appropriate as the agreement was for 
assistance in the recovery of overseas assets and not those located within 
Pakistan, for which no assistance was required. Although IAR, in the guise of Dr 
W Pepper, confirmed in October 2001 thal he was net entitled to any shate of assets recovered from listed targets, within Pakistan, provided that such ?funds 
had not 

been transferred from abroad possibly as the result of BS/IAR activity, 
BS did not do so and continued to ask for a payment and eventually GoP agreed 
to make a payment but not as an entitlement instead, the suggestion was that 
as there were prospects of imminent recovery in the case of Admiral Mansour, 
GoP should make a good faith payment — more as a payment on account of BS' 
share of recoveries in the Mansour case than as an admission of entitlement to a 
share of Pakistani recoveries. In the event, •no payment was made as the 
Mansour payment came through and there was no need for a 'good faith' 
payment. BS raised the subject of Pakistani recoveries at a meeting in London in 
September 2002 but it was made clear to them that that was not a subject for 



tbs.  

firmly put down. discussion and the matter has been raised again in March this year but has been 

Throughout 2002 the chairman and NAB officials had been requesting details of 
, progress in correspondence and, meetings in January and May 2002, and at the meeting on 21/22 September, it was agreed that BS would provide progress 
reports on each of the targets by 23 October 2002. Despite monthly reminders in 

received. the six months following that date, not a single pi ogress report has been 

In agreeing to the contract the then chairman had had the blessing of lavvyers not 
only from NAB but also elsewhere. The chairman indicated that he was not in the 
blame game but we had a contract which did not do any favours to GoP and the 

' buck stopped with him and it was his, view that the contract needed to be ended 
and he sought the views of the lawyers present with regard to his effective, 
decision to terminate, the contract. 

Aspects of the contract were studied and the AG felt that although there was a 
termination clause the targets iemained listed for ever and therefore termination 
as such did not achieve very much. It was asked if there were any prospects for 
renegotiation of the contract and it was explained that when discussions took 
Place in September 2002, when the chairman suggested that targets on which no 
work had been done should be de-listed with mutual agreement, Doug Tisdale, 
attorney for BS, made it clear that there was no chance of "re-negotiating the 
contract". It was therefore unlikely that we would have a voluntary agreement to 
amend and one had to manoeuvre oneself into .a position where such a mutually agreed termination could take place. 

The meeting continued with discussion centring on c_.,_lause_4,1,.which seemed to Suggest that BS could claim on Pakistani recoveri 	rft- itanding the views of Jeremy Carver and others to the effect that the preamble' to the contract 
effectively set the parameters of the agreernent, by mentioning the recovery of 
overseas (and not Pakistan-based assets). Nonetheless, the AG felt that it was 
an aspect which should be borne in mind in that in the event of arbitration, where 
the developed world took a different view of such situations in that they viewed 
anyone dealing with Pakistan as an 'investor, whose interest had to be protected 
instead of what in reality may be a parasitic or fleecing activity. Golp's track 
record in such arbitration proceedings was nor good. In the evenf of termination 
BS were likely to- revive their currently 'dormant' claim for a share of recoveries 
on Pakistan-based assets. 

It was agreed that although litigation/arbitration remained very much of a last 
option and that the first option was indeed that of negotiating...en exit with possibly some inducements, including the possible sharing'of potential proceeds of the 
Swiss case, it would not make sense to enter into negotiations with a weak 
position and efforts were being made for the GOP to build a case of breach of 
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contract on the part of BS and IAR for non performance of the ,eorrt act. Arrangements had been made for later in the afternoon to meet Kendall 
Freeman, London-based solicitors who had experience of asset tracing (including 
the case of Abacha/Nigeria) to consider dealing with the aspect of BS/IAR. 

Whilst considerable reservations were expressed with regard to the potential fall 
out from the termination of the agreement, whichever way it was to come about, 

" given that the targets once listed remained so for life, when confronted with a 
choice of doing nothing (and recovering nothing or, based on one recovery in 3 
years perhaps expecting recoveries in 133 cases in 300+ years) or being 
proactive all agreed that there was no option but to follow the effective decision 
to get out of the contract which was producing nothing but aggravation. 

The upside and downside of the exit were considered and the view taken vvas 
that in the best case scenario the exit could be with limited cost, by way of a 
compromise agreement. The worst case scenario was that we would incur 
further costs in recovering assets and in addition end up paying BS/IAR 20% 
commissions. Something in-between could be the fact that we ended up paying 
20% commissions less any costs incurred in the recovery which, under the 
agreement, were for the account of BS/IAR. In any event, GoP could not do 
worse than the present situation, where there were no prospects for recovery 
and, even if GoP ended up paying 20% in addition to costs the likelihood was 
that the GoP would be retaining 60% or more of recoveries instead of 0%, which it was currently getting. 

AG raised the possibility of BS/IAR taking out injunction proceedings when they 
learnt of the involvement of Kendall Freeman. It was felt that this would be an 
unlikely route to take, given that the likelihood was that they would just sit back, 
let others do the work and then ask for 20% of the recoveries. Further, the 
chairman had pointed out that the Pakistan High Commission in London had 
received a letter from loM lawyers who had not been paid costs amounting to 
£29k incurred by BS in the Admiral Mansour case even though they had been 
paid out On the case in January 20021 It was therefore unlikely that they would 
wish to enter into expensive litigation. However, in the age when many lawyers 
were willing to work on a contingency basis there may be many who could take 
on the work against GoP in the event of a badly handled case and therefore NAB 
was not going into the termination process without what was hoped was competent legal advice. 

It was agreed that the contracts needed to be terminated and that the AG and 
Law Secy would be informed of developments. 
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NOTES OF MEETING W 	
ENDALL FREEMAN at NAB Offices on 6 and 7 Aug 2003 

Present: 	Lt Gen Munir Hafiez, chairman NAB 
Tim Daniel, Partner, Kendall Freeman 
Alan Perry, Partner, Kendall Freeman 
AfzalMalik, Acting PGA 
Talat Ghuman, Director, Overseas Wing 
Madina Munawara Khan, Associate Director, Overseas Wing Taher Nawaz, UK 

The first meeting started at 1430 on Wednesday, 6 August and continued into the morning of Thursday, 7 August. 

KF's quotation for work had been received and there was general discussion 
relating to past and continuing work that KF were doing in the Abacha/Nigeria 
case and the insolvency background of the firm which had been involved in 
tracing assets for upwards of 30 years. The firm also had a strong litigation 
department. As meetings had already taken place with the firm in London and 
the firm came highly recommended by Jeremy Carver, who all agreed was as 
sincere and competent as anyone had ever been in his dealings with GoP, the 
choice of the firm had, in principle, been agreed and all that remained was to 
work out the terms on which work was to be carried out and the exact nature of 
the work that was to be given to them. In earlier discussions within NAB it had 
been agreed that as a start the unravelling of the Broadsheet/IAR contracts was 
to be given to KF and then other work was to be considered. 

The terms suggested by KF in their letter required the payment of 2200,000 as a 
payment in advance for a potential three months' work and the quotation had 
provided for partners to be charged out at 2380 per hour. It was indicated to KF 
that if Clifford Chance, a much larger firm, could work on the basis of receiving 
payment a month after the date of a billing there was no reason why KF should 
be paid in advance and this aspect was agreed in that the same system was to 
apply, with invoices being rendered by fax. [Note for NAB : as GoP is based overseas the billin $ should be zero rated for tax ,fru .oses and no VAT currentl 17.5% should be char ed. 

Clifford Chance did not do so and this 
should apply to anyone that NAB uses the services of in the UK, except where 
the service is that of a hotel etc which is entirely within the UK. Court hearings, 
even though within the UK, are zero rated as the service performed is for a 
foreign resident. I can explain why there is a difference but it is not necessary for 
paid in the past]. the present purpose. Please review all UK payments to see if any VAT has been 

With regard to the charge out rate lit was pointed out to KF that Clifford Chance 
had charged £305 per hour for a partner of Jeremy Carver's calibre and that they 
should review the rates being suggested. TD stated that a rate of £305 charged 
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in 1997/98 was currently likely to be a minimum of £400 for a partner in Clifford 
Chance, with the more senior partners charging perhaps £500 per hour. It has to 
be conceded that senior partners of the larger firms do charge rates of £500 per 
hour but KF were nopetheless asked to consider what discount they could offer. 
After some discussion as to prompt payment discount and the possibility of 
reducing the charge out rate after a three-month period to see the amount of 
work being generated by the GoP which KF suggested could be discounted at 
that stage the chairman suggested that the matter be slept over and discussed 
the following day. 

TN raised the subject of Tracing Remedies arising from a chance remark made 
by David Ingram of IWG, solicitors to Poppleton & Appleby, liquidators in the 
Rockwood case. KF indicated that they had experience of these proceedings 
and stated that where there was a good paper trail it was possible to make an 
application to the Chancery Division of the High Court to have an asset 
transferred to the party whose funds had been used to acquire the assets 
concerned. Details of the acquisition of Rockwood were provided, where the 
GOP had details of the accounts from which payments to acquire the !Property 
were made and such payments could be traced back to accounts into which 
proceeds of corruption were lodged. There was one minor break in the tracing 
chain and this arose from a "BFC" account, the statements for which had not 
been received despite Judge Devaud in Geneva having made an order for its 
production. However, it was possible to see funds going into BFC and then out 
of BFC to acquire Rockwood. KF considered the evidence to be adequate 
except that at the present time GoP had documents received under Mutual Legal 
Assistance (MLA) and the GoP did not have permission to use the documents. 
There were similar documents which GoP could use from the bundle of 
documents served under the SGS/Cotecna money laundering trial, where 
judgements had recently been handed down, and these were still with the court 
in Geneva although it was hoped that they would be with the GoP in a matter of 
weeks. With regard to the expenditure to renovate Rockwood GoP's paper trail 
was complete and the UK Home Office had allowed the GoP to use the 
documents in criminal proceedings although it was not considered difficult to get 
permission to use the documents in all proceedings now that judgement had 
been handed out in Geneva with regard to the source of the funds used in the 
improvement costs, which were not inconsiderable as Grantbridge had been paid 
£1.96 million and other contractors had been paid large amounts. 

There was then considerable discussion on the Broadsheet/IAR contracts and 
details given of the state of the Rockwood/Romina Properties' liquidation, mainly 
appraising KF of the state of play. 

With regard to BS/IAR contracts KF felt that in an article in Newsline Magazine 
BS had been giving details of the contract such as the fact that the contract had 
been negotiated in such as way as to Qutlive changes in governments and this 
could be regarded as being a case of breach of confidentiality. It was also stated 
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that contracts could not bind people forever. There was also a feeling that the 
Powers of Attorney drafted were so wide that they could be 

ultra vires the GoP, which could not transfer its powers to others. KF stated that one of the remedies 
open to an arbitrafor could be a Quantum Meruit claim, which entailed the payment of reasonable costs incurred by BS/IAR to the date of termination of contract. 

'- 
There had been a suggestion, emanating from the liquidator of the Rockwood 
Estate, that Pepper had sold his share to potentially six 'partners', one of whom 
had indicated that he had paid 240,000 to acquire his share. KF felt that that was 
not correct as clause 13.1 required the giving of notice for assigning the contract to others. 

It Was suggested that a without prejudice letter be sent to Pepper asking him to 
meet the legal costs of the liquidator. 

With regard to tracing remedies and the specific issue of Rockwood KF stated 
that it should be possible to stay all proceedings by the liquidator and/or 'others 
whilst the tracing remedies' claim is processed. It was also stated that there was 
nothing to prevent the liquidation proceedings continuing in tandem with the 
-tracing remedies although, given that the liquidation . proceedings required 
funding. of costs, it did not make sense to proceed along both lines. One could, 
however, make a without prejudice suggestion to the liquidator to accept the GoP 
claim failing which the GoP could consider tracing remedies and that would have 
the impact of having no risk in that the liquidator would have agreed to the claim but his costs would obviously have to be met. 
It was tell that tracing remedies did not need to be restricted to Rockwood. An 'application could be made in respect of all properties where an adequate paper trail existed. 

Care needed be taken in applying for Tracing Remedies as the statute of 
limitations would apply to any civil proceedings in that no claim can be brought. 
more than six years after the cause for the claim arose. The date when the GoP 
became aware of the potential claim was the relevant date and not when the • activity took place. After.  further reflection KF felt that as the funds used were the 
proceeds of crime the statute of limitations would not apply. 

KF participated in TV interviews both on the evening of 6 August and mid 
morning on 7 August with regard to the decision of the Swiss court in the money laundering case of BB/AAZ/JS. 

On resumption in the morning KF agreed to apply a discount of 10% to their 
. charge out rates but wished to charge ..,tor the amount of time already spent on 
. the case as a lot of papers had been Studied and it was clear the work was 

useful. KF also indicated that they would charge travelling time if the time was 
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used working but 50% of the time would be charged if no work was done. TN 
indicated that most people charged a day rate of 7.5 hours in a 24-hour day and 
KF agreed that that would be their practice. KF indicated that their time costs to 
date were in the region of £10k -.£15k but, whilst in future they would apply 
travelling costs, for this trip no costs would be applied. It was agreed that billing would be by fax. 

With regard to tracing of assets, when such work was to be passed to KF, after 
the removal of BS, KF indicated that they would retain enquiry agents and pass 
on costs to GoP. They would also use forensic accountants and had used Grant 
Thornton in the Abacha case as they could not use any of the four larger firms of 
accountants, each of whom had bank clients they audited, who had become 
involved in the Abacha case. KF suggested that as a forensic accountant TN 
could also deal with this aspect. As the tracing part of the work was not being 
contracted for at the present time these aspects were left for later discussion. 

. 
ICSID proceedings were discussed where the chairman indicated that there was 
a possibility cif. settlement and KF suggested that SGS should be asked for 
cooperation in Providing any relevant information as part of the settlement and 
the chairman agreed to allow KF access to Freshfields in this regard. 

KF had prepared a draft letter to BS, copies of which were handed out. TN was 
able to provide some input in that a lot of further information was provided but it 
was felt that there was considerably more information that needed to be looked 
at before the letter was sent. This included the fact that the Pakistan High 
Commission had received a letter from lawyers in the loM asking for an address 
for BS as they had not been paid an outstanding bill for £29,000 in respect of the 
Admiral Mansour proceedings even though BS had been paid out in January 
2002. There was the further information relating to earlier versions of the contract which provided for termination on a 

quantum meruit basis of paying 125% of costs incurred instead of expectations of percentage recoveries for life, 
with or without any input by BS/IAR. Another clause in an earlier version of the 
contract provided for a payment of £300,000 to GoP for the costs it had incurred 
in the unravelling of the Rockwood Trusts and other cases where such costs 
were to be for the account of BS/IAR. TN 

 also expressed reservations with regard to the mentioning of figures such as $50 billion by way of corruption 
proceeds as BS were apt to seize on such figures as representing the amount • 
they could conceivably have 20% of! It was ageed to consider the further 
information that was available before a revised draft was issued. The letter 
would also have to be seen by the AG and Law Ministry before it could be 
approved. TN expressed a wish to see the revised version before it was sent out 
of NAB as TN would prefer to see a wording asking BS as to why GoP should not 
regard the contract as having been breached rather than suggesting that the 
contract was at an end as that would dive BS to simply put their feet up. 
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The remaining time available to KF in Pakistan was to be utilised in building up 
the file on BS/IAR and in picking up the available information with regard to a 
possible tracing rempdies' claim against Rockwood. 
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12 August 2003 
STRICTLY PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL 

By fax 
Our ref 	AMP/01141387 

Dear General Hafiez 

aSdallitgalMitallitgklali 

First of all, many thanks to you and your colleagues lor ail your kindness and assistance while we 
were in Islamabad. Alen and I enjoyed the visit very much, and hope that this will be the start of a 
long and fruitful co-operation. 

Since returning from Islamabad we have not been idle. Amongst other things we have 

(a) spoken to Taber, who has promised to send us two files of material on the Manx 
situation; and 

(b) had a short conference with Counsel this morning, to discuss the broad strategic 
Issues and, In general terms, the chances of success in a tracing action. 	Counsel's 
preliminary view Is that tracing would indeed be a real possibility, enabling the Manx 
situation to be bypassed. 

You have asked us to advise on strategy In relation to Rodcwoodaroadsheet-IAR. Both you and we 
have a preference for taking the time to get the strategy right. However there are four matters that 
might make It urgent to take decisions, even If some of those decisions are provisional For 
convenience I will deal with these In numbered paragraphs. The fourth Item1s Incur view the most 
serious one. 

Four items that require prompt madams 

.1. 	There is a further hearing on Monday of next week, handled for you by Mr. Conti In 
Man, of the application to appoint new trustees. 

(a) 	In our view the Manx proceedings are a puzzle which we cannot hope to 
understand properly until we have examined Inners files Even then, we may need to talk 
to Dr Pepper, Mr. Conti and others 	in the meantime, we have no way of knowing the 
answers to numerous questions This matters greatly if, as seems to be the case, there is 
serious room for doubt at least as to the competence of the Liquidator and the efficacy, of Dr 
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\ 	Peppers methods. 	Among the numerous questions that seem to call for answers are 
these: How can the companies have been validly put into members' voluntary liquidation in 

\ the absence of any trustees to pass the necessary resolutions? Will the appointment of 
17ew trustees will be beneficial or the contrary? Will the Court grant the application for that 
Opolnbnent? - Taher himself seems to be In some doubt about this. Will the Liquidator 
admit GOP as a creditor andtor shareholder? What legal basis exists In Man for him to do 
either? Has he even contemplated admitting GOP's title to the real estate Itself? Is the 
conditional sale agreement really likely to be beneficial to GOP? Is there any connection 
between the purchaser and the people who bought the Rockwood Estate In the fist place? 
And so on. 

(b) Doubtless many of these questions will be clarified when we have studied Taher's 
files. but given their potential complexity, and the doubts voiced at NAB about bath the 
Liquidator and Or. Pepper himself (doubts I myseV share from personal knowledge of 
Pepper), we have good reason to worry that In truth the Manx proceedings may be very tar 
from producing a satisfactory result for GOP. 	, 

(c) Having said that we are not at all clear whether it will or will not help GOP If the 
hearing next Monday results In an Order appointing new trustees. 	Consequently we 
cannot at this moment see any basis for Intervening directly, and have as yet no way of 
knowing whether there would be any value in doing so, even if we had time to mount a 
satisfactory intervention of our own. 	Against that background we wouldn't propose to 
attempt to intervene next Monday. (If our advice Is followed, it may be necessary for us to 
contact Conti before he goes into Court, In order to inform him of the new situation, to tell 
him that IAR's power to Instruct him has been withdrawn, and to give him such 
consequential Instructions as are considered appropriate). 

2. The liquidator needs to be placed in funds to defend the claims, mostly apparently 
rather spurious, of other alleged creditors such as Bancrofts. 	In truth It is not clear to us 
'quite how urgent the LIquIdator's need is in this regard. Taher, however, Intends to write to the 
Liquidator to say that in principle the GOP is minded to give financial assistance. In principle, such 
a letter, it written without making any formal commitment may successfully buy us time, but In order 
to avoid any prejudice to a potential tracing claim It would be essential that NAB direct Taher to clear 
the text with us before It Is sent. 

3. The end-date for the conditional contract of sale is 23 November. Despite the fact 
that in general property prices in the South East of England are failing at the moment, Taher Is 

• saying that he believes a better price Can be got from a different purohaser. It appeared to be 
generally felt at NAB, last week, that If the contract falls apart that may not be bad news from 
•GOP's perspective. That being so, although it may be useful In legal or other proceedings to cite 
the 23 November date as a reason for prompt action, It does not appear that in itself It Is a reason to 
take the larger strategic decisions in excessive haste, without yet being in full possession of the 
necessary facts, documents and analyses, including Information we are awaiting from Naiam and 
such further information as is likely to be available from Switzerland In relation to the tracing claims. 

4. 	Broadsheet/1AR, 	This brings me to the fourth point, which In our view (and Counsel 
share this view) is the real pressure paint. There may be grave disadvantages for GOP if we delay 
on this point. 

POLE/11144NR 
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(a) 	This fourth point relates to the Broadsheet/IAR oontracte, the misrepresentations 
pursuant to which those contracts were entered Into, the failures of Broadsheet and 1A9 to 
perform, and the need for the GOP to liberate itself with minimum cost and embarrassment 
from these highly disadvantageous agreements and the associated Irrevocable" Powers of 
Attorney. 

• 

(b) • As we observed in last Thursday's meetings, In English IS the best line to take in 
relation to these contracts is that (a) GOP is entitled to rescind them because Of the 
i  misrepresentations (which might involve returning both skies to their original positions, 
i 

	

	Including potentially the return of commissions already paid out In relation to Ul Hag ate); 
and (b) that in any event Broadsheet/IAA have, by their conduct, committed a Qmputliatory 
breath of both contracts, which entitles the GOP to treat the contracts as terminals and to 
withdraw the Powers of Attorney even though they are expressed to be irrevocable, on the 
grounds that the entire basis for those powers has disappeared. Before we took.any action 
against BroadsheeVIAR we would obviously want to check with Manx laswers that the 
position Is no different under Mara law. (We anticipate that the relevant law MI be the 
same, but do need to check). A huge advantage of rescistiontacceptance of 'repudiatory 
breach' is that It would enable NAB to avoid the consequences that would otherwise flow 
from any termination of the contracts in accordance with their terms. Those terms Include 
the continuance, indefinitely, of BroadsheetAAR's rights to continue against targets that 
have already been registered. 

(c) We already have a signIfloant body of material available to us to support the line of 
t 1 argument set out above. Naturally we would like to perfect the dossier and produce a 

trailed analysis of the positbn, but that will take some time. 

(d) The main alternative lever which the GOP has against Broadsheet/IAA Is to give 
notice of termination in aocordance with the terms of the contracts, and simultaneously 
threaten to sue them for damages for past breaches. We are not saying that such a claim 
will fail, but if we do riot combine It with an assertion that the contract is now at an end as a 
result of their breach, we will be fighting with one hand tied behind our backs. Indeed, they 
will point to the contract and say that ow notice in effect means that we acknowledge their 
right to continue indefinitely against the registered targets, Since that is precisely the kind 

• of result NAB wishes to avoid, a letter of the kind we proposed last Thursday seems to us to 
be the only, realistic game In town. It is a card that should probably be played whether the 
analysis of the case concludes that the argument is relatively strong or for that matter 
relatively weak. It should be played at once: And it will put BroadsheettIAR on the back 
foot, in that they will be obliged to show both that they did not misrepresent the position and 

• that they have peformed their obligations. From all that we have seen, they will Ind It very 
hard to do this. 

(a) 	We strongly advise against any delay In establishing NAB's position in relation to 
Broadsheet and IAR. 	We do not know how much on-going performance there is by 
Broadsheet. However it Is clear that, at lest in relation to Rockwood, IAR in the pereon of 
Pepper is not being entirely. Idle. 	The more NAB acquiesces in continuing acts of 
'performance' by Broadsheet or by IAR, the harder It will be for NAB to rely on 
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misrepresentation or past failures amounting to arepudlatory breach". No common law court. 
will allow NAB to blow hot and cold. Sooner or later NAB, as the injured party, Is put to Its 

' 	election, eitherto affirm the contract or to treat what has happened as entitling NAB to end 
It. 	In cases of repudiatery breach there is always a danger that The Court will infer Sin the 
conduct of the Injured party that it has In effect elected to reaffirm the contract even when In 
truth the Injured party had no such intention. Everything we know about this case suggests 
that the danger of such an Inference from NAB's conduct will grow, the longer NAB appears 
to delay and acquiesce. Similarly. there Is a danger that such delay and acquiescence may 
be considered by the Court to amount to a waiver of the right to rescind a contract obtained 
by misrepresentation. 	For these masons we suggest sending Broadsheet and IAR 

• definitive letters based on revised versions of the draft we tabled with you last Thursday: 
and to do this es soon as possible (before the Manx.  heating on Monday); Thereafter, there 
can be a negotiation with Dr Pepper as to the circumstances, if any, in which NAB is willing 
to allow BroadsheetnAR to continue to be Involved in Rockwood. The letter will show 
Broadsheet and IAR that NAB means business and that "the game is ult.' If they are 
sensible, they will respond In a realistic *ay. 	• 

A . (f) 	For the avoidance of any doubt we therefore flats that it Is as Dote:011y ) . 	\ . 	dangerous to NAM; interests to say envihing at all to Broadsheet. IAR or anti of their 
i 	Patennnet strata° deleviend acquiesce, Whateme(Jsaktandslone frorn_heraso shut& 
. 1 	Pa cerefully cleaned with us beforehand. eashould either handle—or at least belevolved 

' in. env negotiation with 8roedsheeb1A9_or their oerionnel. Inclaling-Peoper— NAB Rea 
end also Teher Nem and othem.: shouldialre tars two,  do nothing whickimight 
prelmdfce the position.  

In light of these considerations, we am urgently asking NAB's appoint for us to write to Broadsheet • 
and IAR on its behalf, stating that the contracts and the Powers of Attorney are at an end. We will, 
of course, take Manx law advice before finalising the texts of the two letters, and will email you 

. revised drafts for any specific comments you may have on them. We stress that in our view this 
course Is not likely to weaken NAB's position In any wtthouttnitudIce discussions with 
:BroadsheetAAR; on the contrary, It should strengthen .NAB's hand. • We recommend that you 
simultaneously Instruct us to talk to Dr. Pepper on a Without-prejudice basis about the Rockwood 
situation and how It should be resolved. 

When responding to this email, please also fax back the coumereigned engagement letter and let 
me know whether there Is any particularly secure means of cOmmunIcatton that we should be using 
for the future. Please also indicate whether you would like me to copy this letter and/or other 
correspondence to Teher Navtaz, which ire•eie perfectly happy to do it you so direct. - 	• 

:WM, igt..girds from Alan and me 
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COUNTABILITY BUREAU 

	

EN 	PAKISTAN 

ATA TURK AVENUE, G-512 
ISLAMABAD  

, Subject: 	BROADSHEET/IAR 

Please find enclosed minutes cif the meeting held on 
18.10.2003 in the National Accountability Bureau, Islamabad, for 
information and record. 

(TALAT M. GHUMMAN) 
Director General (OW) 

1. Mr. Makhdoom Ali Khan, Attorney General for Pakistan, Supreme Court 
Building, Islamabad. 
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 
18.10.2003 PRESIDED OVER BY THE CHAIRMAN NA  

Present: 	Lt. Gen. Munir Hafiez, 
Chairman 

Mr. Makhdoom All Khan 
Attorney General for Pakistan 

Mr. Justice Muhammad Nawaz Abbasi 
Principal Secretary , 
Mb o Law, Justice and Human Rights 

Mr. M. Afzal Malik, 
A/Prosecutor General Accountability 

Mr. Talat M. Ghumman, 
Director General (FCIVV/OW) 

Miss Madina M. Khan 
Legal Consultant (OW) 

Agenda: 	Broadsheet/IAR 

The Chairman NAB was pleased to welcome the Attorney General  
for Pakistan and the Law Secretary to the briefing session in respect of 
termination of contracts of lAW13roadsheet. Draft of the termination letter to 
IAR/Broadsheet was circulated to the participants and their comments sought. 

2 	The meeting discussed the proposed draft notice for termination of 
the agreement with Broadsheet/IAR. 

3. The Law Secretary pointed out that if the agreements were not 
working to the benefit of NAB, there was no option but tprminateiracts. 
He further suggested that prior to termination a preliminary notice may be given 
to the parties. 

4. The Attorney General observed that this action could result in their 
seeking a stay order against the notice leading to procrastination of the case. 

5. 	The Chairman was of the opinion that an attempt should be made 
for a negotiated and amicable settlement prior to giving a notice to the firms. 
There was consensus on this approach. 



	

6. 	The Attorney General advised that our solicitors Kendall Freeman 
should examine the relevant substantive and procedural laws of Ireland and 10M, 
which pertain to Arbitration. 

	

7. 	Law Secretary and Attorney General were jointly of the opinion that 
the following laws may be examined/scrutinized :- 

a. Arbitration Act of IOM — with special reference to the 
Powers of Arbitratoregird the right to Appeal; 

b. Procedural rules of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators; 

c. Statute of Arbitration in the 10M. 

8. 	
It was further considered necessary that lawyers representing GOP 

must essentially seek opinion of able and competent lawyers in the relevant field, 
before entering into any legal proceedings. 

9. 	
The Attorney General advised that in case the matter goes into 

arbitration, the neutrality of the Arbitrator should also be determined/ensured. 
10. 	

It was jointly agreed that the draft• notice should be brushed- 
up/vetted and loose ends removed and clarified before the same is served. 
11. 	

The meeting concluded with a note of thanks to the participants. 
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October 22, 2003 

To 
Mr. Alan Perry 
M/s Kendall Freeman 
Solicitors 
43 Fetter Lane 
,London EC4A 1JU 
Fax: +4440)20-7353-7377 

Subject: 	DRAFT LETTER TO BS/IAR 

Dear Mr. Alan Perry, 

1. The draft letter to BSBAR has been examined at our end. Some minor 
changes have been made which may kindly be incorporated in the said letter. 
2. 	In para 3 where reference has been made to General Pervez Musharraf, substitute Chief Executive for Head of State (Mr. Tarar was President at that time). 

3. Replace the words in para 4 by yourselves (Le. Broadsheet and IAR), and an almost bewildering range of your associates with by yourselves and your associates. 

4. In para 5, the reference to Mr. Malik may be corrected as the words seems to have been is not relevant in the context that he is NOT a lawyer. 
5. 	In para 9 (page 5), reference to Chairman Gen. Amjad does not seem 
to have a logical bearing with the substance of the preceding paras. The line may 
be deleted. 

6. The final draft may kindly be shown to us before the same is forwarded. 

Best regards, 

ii./r1 	I ") _AA h 4  
(TALA7 M. GHUMMAN) 
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28 October 2003 

Agreement (the "Broadsheet Agreement") of 20 June 2009 between Broadsheet LLC 
rBroadsheet") and the Government of Pakistan (the "GOP") 
Agreement of 15 July 2000 (the "JAR Agreement) between International Asset Recovery 
Limited rIAR7) and the GOP (together, "the two Agreements") 

We are Instructed by the GOP to write to you In respect of the abovementioned two Agreements 
and in particular in respect of: the misrepresentations which induced the GOP to enter into the two 
Agreements; your breaches and failures to perform your obligations under the two Agreements; the 
fact that, as matters stand, you are no longer performing the two Agreements; and the decisions 
witch, in consequence, the GOP now has no alternative but to take. 

Background to the existence of the two Agreements 

As you know, Pakistan has lost very substantial sums over the years through corruption. Most of 
these sums have ended outside Pakistan. On 18 November 1996 the Ehtesab (Accountability) Ordinance was promulgated, subsequently superseded by the Ehtesab Act of 1996. The Bitesab 
Bureau was to investigate and prosecute cases involving corruption. it had only limited success in 
the three years of its existence. 

On 12 October 1999 General Pervez Musharraf became Chief Executive in Pakistan. On 16 
• November 1999 the National Accountability Bureau (NAB") was established by Presidential 

Ordinance, replacing the Ehtesab Bureau. li-General Syed Mohammed Amjad (thaimian 
• Amjad") formally took office as first Chairman of NAB when NAB was established by Presidential 
Ordinance on 16 November 1999. 
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(0) 	By focusing the efforts of a specific project team on a single assignment, TROUVONS is 
able to assess the debtor's assets within a relatively short time'; 

At any given time, TROUVONS is engaged in efforts to collect hundreds of millions of 
dollars in simultaneous operations in multiple jurisdictions.'; 

'The Company is able to operate without regard to case size, complexity or number of 
cases pending'; 

(r) IROUVONS' team approach and depth of expertise have proven successful in solving 
cases around the world'. 

In a letter dated 10 November 1999, GSA through Mr. Malik further represented that: 

(s) 'The experience of the principal members of the team that will be working with the National 
Accountability Bureau is considerable. Those of us who will be working directly on this case 
have had multiple experiences, and successes in cases involving up to hundreds of millions 
dollars, on behalf of foreign governments and governmental agencies, large corporations, 
financial institutions and defrauded investors". This representation was repeated in a letter 
of 11 March 2000 to the Chief Prosecutor General of NAB by Ronald Rudman, Managing 
Director of Trouvons; .• 

(t) lTrouvons Company shuns publicity', one of the reasons given for that approach being that, 
'the members of (Trouvons] investigative team routinely perform services on a 
subcontractor basis for major international investigative firms with whom we compete, 
including firms that have previously performed similar work for the Government and wish to 
do so again in the future'; 

(u) 'Our bona fides are attested to by our Willingness to spend our own money, not VOWS, in the  
pursuit of your Claims. We will not trigger any contractual obligations to you until we are 
comfortable that we can achieve narrowly defined initial objectives within detemlinable, 
containable costs. When our work with you is complete, we do not intend to disclose to 
anyone outside of our company that we performed the work contemplated by our 
agreement.' 

The brochure for IAR included the following representations: 

'IAR's particular strengths are in the Central and Eastern European financial markets 
including Switzerland, Liechtenstein and Austria. The network's resources, however, in 
Cyprus, Malta, Spain and Portugal and other areas of the globe are growing rapidly. 
Gibraltar, of course, is well covered, and by the year 2000, strategically placed sources in 
the Channel Isles and the United Kingdoni had been developed': 

PCL2/1 1241813/6 
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• 

'A legal investigative task force is developed and subcontracted for each case or related 
group of cases... Some task forces may contain former well-placed intelligence officers from 
various special services forces'; 

IAR is discretely managed from Hanover, though various operations are administered at 
particular ernes from Rosas, Spain, Gibraltar, Ankara, Vienna and London (through its 
instructions to a -city based firm of solicitors which has a specialty M international asset 
attachment and recovery)"; and 

a...1AR is committed to carrying out its work on a low profile, extremely discreet basis. This 
minimizes the possibility of embarrassment of, and public attention to, the defrauded public 
and private entities and also allows the network's legal and investigative teams to do their 
work quietly, unimpeded by any unwanted attention. Publicity, of any kind, is shunned, and 
network participants are prohibited from giving interviews or making statements about their 
work." 

• If it should become necessary we will deal at a later date with the oral and other written 
representations that were also made by your Associates and yourselves during the Pre-Contract 
Stage. In the Spring of 2000, for example, Chairman Amjad accepted an invitation to Denver to 

- 	meet Trouvons. 	 . 

By May 2000 your Associates ' were substituting the name of Broadsheet as the proposed 1 
contracting party in lieu of Trouvons. later, IAR was introduced as another proposed contracting ; 
party. This was done exclusively for the benefit of yourselves and your Associates. The 
explanation given to NAB was that there would be a division between IAR and Broadsheet on the 
basis that IAR was to handle European matters, whereas the Americas and the Far East would be 
handled by Broadsheet itself. From NAB's perspective Trouvons, Broadsheet and IAR would 
continue for almost all practical purposes, both prior to and after signature of the two Agreements, to 
be One and the same enterprise. The representations made on behalf of Tremens and'GSA were 
relied on by the NAB in entering into the two Agreements with yourselves. 	'—as-----  

The written and oral representations of your Associates and yourselves were, of course, made to 
the GOP for the purpose of Inducing it to enter into contr.:0Am with your Associates and/or 
yourselves. They achieved this objective. Dr. Pepper went to Pakistan and successfully concluded 
the negotiation, he himself signing the two Agreements in the names of Broadsheet and IAR, on 20 
June 2000 and 15 July 2000 respectively. 

'The representations made by you and your Associates and set out above were to the effect that 
Broadsheet and IAR would be co-ordinating investigations and recoveries made by a worldwide 
network of experienced professionals. The depiction that you and your Associates laboured to • 
convey to NAB, and upon which NAB relied, was that Broadsheet and lAR had the resources, track 
record, expertise, slolls and ability to carry out and coordinate numerous simultaneous multi-
jurisdictional operations and that each of them had a considerable workforce at its disposal. 

These representations were fundamentally false and misleading 

1 I • It is now clear that the representations made by you and your Associates during the Pre7Contract 
Stage and around the time of the two Agreements were fundamentally false and misleading. The 

(w)  

(x)  

(y)  

PCA2/1124188/6 
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GOP was in essence duped into entering into the two Agreements. In particular, neither you nor 
your Associates had the resources, experience, abilities and expertise represented prior to the 
signing of the two Agreements. Even the most charitable interpretation of your and your Associates' 
conduct during the Pre-Contract Stage obliges one to conclude that your resources, experience and 
capabilities were grossly exaggerated and in a thoroughly misleading way. The GOP would not 
have entered into either of the two Agreements had it not been misled by the representations. 

NAB's experience since signature of the two Agreements, and the information that has come to light 
since that time, have eliminated the confidence they had in the representations at the time they 
entered into the two Agreements. Your very substantial failures to perform your obligations under 
those Agreements show beyond any doubt the fundamentally false and misleading nature of the 
claims that were made during the Pre-Contract Stage. 

Terms of the two Agreements 

•The terms of the two Agreements (which in almost all respects are in identical terms) are well known 
to you. We need not go into them in any great detail here other than to cite the following specific 
provisions: 

(1) The Agreements recited that NAB believed that funds and other assets belonging to the 
GOP or other institutions had been fraudulently obtained, converted and/or secreted and 
were being held outside Pakistan, that NAB wished to recover such funds wheresoever 
situated and was willing to issue a mandate to a company spedalizing in recovery of such 
assets/missing funds on behalf of NAB, that you were such companies, and that you were 
ready and willing, in exchange for participating in a share of the profits, to undertake the 
tracing, locating and recovery and transfer of such funds and other assets. 

(2) Targets (persons and entities believed to hold such funds or assets) were to be registered 
by NAB under the Agreements, and pursued by you on NAB's behalf. 

(3) At the discretion of the NAB Chairman, NAB was to provide you with such information as 
was available to it on the registered targets. 

(4) You were to provide professional, financial and "other resources of whatsoever kind as 
required to trace, locate and recover assets. 

(5) You were to use you "best efforts, at all times, to recover the subject abbe6" in respect of 
which you were given Special Powers of Attorney in the form scheduled to the Agreements. 

(6) You assumed other obligations under the Agreements, including the obligation to organize, 
coordinate and manage the investigative and legal efforts aimed at locating, seizing and 
recovering the assets of the registered persons and entities, to conduct the asset search 
investigations and to finance all your activities and legal proceedings in the various 
jurisdictions concerned. 

You specifically agreed lo keep Chairman NAB regularly informed about the progress of the 
searth for assets and the status of the legal proceedings related thereto..? and to 'promptly 
respond to all queries from the Chairman NAB..." and to provide full and complete 

PCL2/1124188/6 
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information as may be required from time to time; provided that such shall be transmitted by 
secure means and both parties shall maintain strict information confidentiality'. 

(8) 	You were to receive 20% of any such assets recovered from outside Pakistan as a result of 
your efforts. 

Fundamental breaches of the two Agreements 

Both Broadsheet and IAR are in fundamental breach of your obligations to NAB under the two 
Agreements. You have failed to perform these obligations and have failed to act with the skill and 
expertise that you held yourselves out to have. For present purposes it suffices to mention the 
following points. 

Under the two Agreements you should have delivered information, evidence and ultimately 
recoveries to NAB. NAB entered into the Agreements relying on your having held yourselves out 
as having the expertise and resources to deliver such information, evidence and recoveries.-In fact 
almost all of the flow of information and evidence has been the other way - from NAB to yourselves 
The information you have used during the contract period has largely (d not entirely) been obtained 
from NAB as a result of its own investigations canted out at its own expense. 

In the more than three years that have elapsed since the Agreements were entered into, Broadsheet 
has achieved only a single recovery, and IAR has achieved none. The one recovery was in the case 
of Admiral Mansur-ul-Haq. Even in that case, the key information was compiled by the GOP/NAB 
and provided to Broadshat 

You have made determined and tenacious efforts to enlarge the number of targets said to be 
registered under the Agreements and to retain such targets, but have done very little work on any of 
them. There has been no evidence of any ability or desire on your part to carry out and coordinate 
numerous simultaneous multi-jurisdictional operations against numerous targets, as was 
represented. Rather, you have demonstrated beyond any doubt that you we interested only in easy 
pickings for very little effort. 

Repeatedly you have been pressed to report on your activities, as you are obliged to do under the 
Agreements, and you have repeatedly promised to do so. However, your reports have been either 
risible or non-existent. Broadsheet has not provided a progress report on the targets for over two 
years. IAR has similarly continually sought to evade requests for progress reports This is no doubt 
because WI reporting would have revealed that no progress had been made, and indeed no work 
had been carded out, on the vast majority, if not all, of the targets. 

The reporting obligation is of fundamental importance, as it is essential that NAB should be provided 
with full and timeous information about the steps (if any) being taken to effect recoveries. Even if 
you had been attempting to investigate and recover assets, the failure to report on your activities 
defeats two of the main purposes of the Agreements, namely the gathering, and delivery to NAB, of 
information and evidence. 

As pointed out above, only one recovery has been made by you in more than three years. There is 
no reason to believe that a second recovery is imminent. IAR now claims to be dose to a recovery 
on the Rockwood matter in the Isle of Man. These claims are misleading. IAR has failed to report 

PCL2/1124188/8 
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properly on its activities there. In any event its strategy is seriously flawed. IAR admits to being 
unable to resource the pursuit of the Rockwood assets. Once again, the initial work in tracing and 
securing the Rockwood assets had been carried out by the GOP/NAB. NAB has now been forced 
to foot bills itself (contrary to the terms of the Agreements) and to give certain undertakings to the 
Liquidator in that regard. 

Throughout the contract period, visits to NAB in Islamabad by aheavyweighf employees of your 
companies have been very rare. People working for your interests in Islamabad have been given 
access by NAB to a great deal of valuable information, but have for the most part had few or no 
skills in the field of asset tracing and recovery. As far as NAB can tell from the information available 
to it, very little in the way of requisite skills has been deployed by you in its service, either in 
Islamabad or elsewhere. The evidence strongly suggests that you simply do not have the requisite 
skills, any more than you have the requisite resources. 

Moreover, it is embarrassing to the GOP to note that Broadsheet, proclaiming itself the GOP's 
attorney, has a default judgment outstanding against it from its Jersey lawyers, who appear unable 
even to trace Broadsheet's whereabouts. 

Even the pretence of performance by Broadsheet seems now to have been abandoned. The only 
significant activity that IAR has undertaken in recent times is in respect of the Rockwood matter. 
IAR's handling of that matter has been highly unsatisfactory, and in breach of its contractual duties, 
for the masons given above. 

Termination 

In the circumstances, the GOP/NAB is entitled to rescind the two Agreements for misrepresentation, 
and hereby does so. 

Further or on the alternative, your failure to perform the two Agreements amounts to a repudiatory 
breach entitling the GOP and NAB to treat each of them as terminated, which GOP and NAB hereby 
do. 	

_ 

The Powers of Attorney granted to you by the GOP expire with the two Agreements and/or are 
hereby rescinded and are accordingly now void and of no further validity or effect. 

Accordingly, we require the immediate return of all documents, including all Powers of Attorney that 
have been issued to you by the GOP/NAB, failing which we may apply for injunctive relief. 

The GOP's damages claims against you 

The GOP has suffered considerable loss and damage as a result of your misrepresentations and/or 
reputhatory breaches of contract The GOP has lost opportunities to make recoveries rapidly, or at 
all. Many recoveries ought to have been effected by now. Many recoveries that could have been 
made will now never be made, either because the assets have been dissipated or because the 
targets have taken precautions to take them further out of reach. The three years since the 
Agreements were signed have essentially been wasted in respect of the vast majority, if not all, of 
the targets. It is likely that, in that time, targets will have taken the opportunity to dissipate and 
conceal assets. It will be correspondingly more difficult for recovery to be obtained. Moreover, the 

PCL2I112418816 
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time that has been wasted in relying upon you to pursue targets is likely to have resulted in relevant 
limitation periods for claims to be brought having expired, or approached expiry, in relevant 
jurisdictions. To the extent that any potential claims against registered targets have been 
extinguished by the entiry of relevant limitation periods due to your failure to take prompt action as 
promised, the GOP has thereby lost the opportunity to pursue those daims and has suffered loss. 
Even where assets can still be recovered, GOP has suffered loss of the use of the moneys in the 
interim. 

We also note the moral effect caused by your almost complete failure to perform your obligations 
under the two Agreements. NAB is a law enforcement agency. Criminals can only take heart from 
what they may wrongly perceive as a lack of energy and determination on NAB's part In truth, the 
lack of energy and detennination are entirely yours, not NAB's. 

It is not easy to quantify the GOP's loss in an exact way at this stage. Nevertheless it is clear that 
the loss stretches into many millions of dollars Please let us have your prompt proposals for 
reparation to our clients. 

Finally, Idndly note that in any event we reserve all the GOP's and NAB's rights. 

Yours faithfully 

PCL2/1124188/6 
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Present 	Lt Gen Manic Hafiez (the General) 
Talat Ghumman (TG) • 
Tim Daniel (THD) 
Alan Perry (AMP) 	, 
Dr William Pepper (WP) 
Kaveh Moussavi (KM) 
Ray Kohlman (RK) 
Khalid Ramzan (KZR) ' 

Action by Notes 

Without Prejudice Meeting 

AMP - stated that this meeting was without prejudice. Alt participants 
signalled agreement. 

The General's Opening Remarks 

0 

;i 

The General opened the meeting by addressing WP saying that as WP 
knows the G:overnmcnt of Pakistan (GDP) has been trying to recover 
monies corruptly obtained by various people. The General gave a brief 
summary of the National Accountability Bureau's (NAB) history and 
continued that the GOP has decided conclusively to end the arrangement 
it has with International Asset Recoveries Limited (IAR) and Broadsheet-
LLO (Broadsheet): The General streSsed the GOP's dealsioif to resolve 
the outstanding iisues in relation to this decision amicably and efficiently. 
The purpose of this meeting was therefore to arrive at agreements 
whereby parties to the two contracts can part company without resorting to 
costly arbitration. 	,. • 

The General further elaborated that the decision to terminate was made S .  

because things were not progressing as one would expect. The Genetal 
stressed that there had been some movement on Rockwood but there 
were so many other targets which had been identified three years ago but 
there had been no progress on the majority of these targets. 

The General explained that the reason WP had been invited to this 
meeting,Was that the GOP believes thet as WP had signed both contracts 
on behalf of both IAR and Broadsheet and as the powers of attorney given 
to Broadsheet and IAR respectively were signed by,WP, WP could speak 
directly in relation to both contracts. 

• 
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Notes 
WP's perspective on the 13roadsheet/IAR entities ' 

WP began his response by stating that he had only signed the Broadshtht I 
agreement on behalf of Broadsheet as a matter of conveniehce.•  WP 
continued that he never had any doubt. that the two companies were 
separate entities. He recalled that in his initial meetings with Farooq Adam . 
Khan (FAK) (then the Attorney General of Pakistan) and General Amjad 
(then the Chairman of NAB) it was clear that they both men wanted the 

com etitive, basis. WP further 
recalled that Jerry James (JJ) had had minimal contact wi 	over 

last few years. 
WP continued addressing the General that "I have had less contact with 
Broadsheet than I have had with you. He said that he felt Dougla,s Tisdale 
(of Tisdale and Associates) who worked closely with Broadsheet was an 
aggressive litigation type of lawyer with 'whom he did not see himself 
working. 
AMR wondered, if both entities were indeed separate, why both 
agreements were identical. WP replied that he had drafted both 
agreements. However, beyond that. WP said he' had nothing to da with 

	 BroacisheetrANtRasked why-in-that-ease-had-he-signed bothagreenterrts 

WP said that In response to AMP's question he would relate some of the \ 
background leading ,up to the signing of both agreements. It all started 
when Sadiq Ali (SA) introduc.ed MR to Senator Self ur Rehman (SUR) (at 
the time head of the Ehtesab Bureau). Sadiq All was WP's personal 
contact. VIM Said he had known SA for a number of years. It was through 
him that WP dealt' with SUR, and the Ehtesab Bureau. After the 1999  
coup, following which NAB was created, General Amjad came in and he 
put "flesh on the bones' of the asset recovery work and negotiated the two 

WP said he was present in Denver at the time the agreement with - 
Broadsheet was negotiated. He had known JJ from working in New York, 
so WP introduced-  JJ to Amjad. The first meeting was held In Denver, 

. , 

 
Colorado and all negotiations between .GOP .ancl„ ElfgAd§tfP,e.t..„0.9 took 
place in Denver It quickly became apparent that Amjad wanted a second 
company to be involved in the 'asset recovery work.-Amjad had wanted two 
contractors partly because the whole asset recovery project was large 
enough for Iwo contractors and there was some vague hint of a 

- geographical delineation of duties for both -contractors and also because 
Amjad wanted both companies to work on a competitive basis as an 
incentive to achieve results.,  , 

WP stressed that the 'main deal was with JJ who had the money. He 
continued that he had gone out to find him a group of investors to invest in 
the project. This is where KM came irt.. KM was involved in human rights 
Work so was keen to get involved in the recovery of assets as an extensiOn 
of this. 	 • 

WP said that he,had gone into this project on the basis that he had known 
Benazir Bhutto (BB) and had been very close to her and her mothgr atone 
time. WP said that he Kad peen instrumental in saving both from the 
clutches of Zia-ul-Haq's regime when Zulfikar Ali Bhutto was executed' in 

• 
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Notes 
1979. He said that he felt dismayed when BB became Prime Minister a 
decade later and proceeded quickly to plunder the country. WP said his 
friend, Tariq Ali, had also , expressed grave concerns about •BB's 

. 	corruption. It was on this basis that WP initially become involved. 

THD said that the whole business with Broadsheet seemed back to front' 
WP was now saying he had no contact with Broadsheet but it seemed he 
was instrumental in finding and introducing Broadsheet. They were thus, jn 
that sense, his contacts. It seemed odd that WP should now be saying he  
had no influence over ttitm. THD asked whether. WP could at least re- . 
establish contact with them in an effort to bring them to the negotiating 

WP said he would see what he could do 

J'Breakdown in Confidence" 

WP continued that one of the reasons why so little progress had been 
made on the ,yarious fronts was that IAR had since the beginning 
experienced problems with NA*13's Internal security. Highly confidential' 
communications were being leaked so that the channels of communication 
datikliiiirinbeire'tftibled. 	• 

WP continued_that_tbere was_one_parficular_letter which he had sent to  
FAX and Amjad which he was dismayed to find had been leaked. WP 
continued that BB and Asif Ali Zardari (AAZ) both had sympathisers in 
NAB who Were, WP believed, responsible for these leaks. WP said that 
this had led to a serious breakdown in trust as he felt NAB was simply not 
addressing this issue. 

WP gave a further example Of a particular meeting concerning a potential 
target in which he had planned to 'Wire" FAK only to find that this meeting 
had been °mysteriously" cancelled. WP said that he did not feel this was a 
coincidence. 
KM added that very recently he had experienced similar problems in 
relation to a meeting he was trying to arrange on the Javed Pasha (JP) 
issue. KM added that he had been trying to arrange a wiring but clearly 
somebody from NAB, knew he was doing this and that meeting was also 
cancelled. 

Avarl 
WP said that another example of the frustratlon he had felt with NAB was 
the Avari Case. He said that IAR had spent large amounts of money doing 
"dump" investigationd on a number of targets only to find that NAB had 
'settled with Avari by reaching a pleatamain and IAR was told that it would 
not receive a cut This was unfortunate said KM because IAR had 
amassed thousands of pages of investigatory material, which it still retains. 

WP said that he had been told that the investigation had been completed 
and the matter had settled, and that was the end of the issue. 

KM added that this case had led to ill-feeling within IAR arid continued that 
' 	he had voted to go for immediate arbitration on the Avari case but the idea. 

was eventually dropped by IAR. 	' 
, • 

Failure to obtain a Pakistani civil judgment against BB 

Action by 

IftL2/t 
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WP said another reason why he heti experienced insurmountable 
difficulties in recovering any assets for the GOP was that there had been a 
failure to work with the Attorney General in order to secure a divil judgment 

' against- 
 BB so that it could subsequently be used against her for 

enforcement proceedings elsewhere. WP said that he had started to talk to 
FM about this and had said that NAB should work on this ,to get it 
through. WP said that he had proposed that a, civil judgment should be 
obtained through due process. Pursuing a civil judgment would have given 

BO on OPPOrttlAry tr, 
 rlarnrirt herself in Pakistani inoceedings (she should 

have been given Immunity for the purposes cif returning w 
order to defend herself). Following this there could have been a judgment 
that was conclusive and could have been enforced without playing into the 
hands of BB who could otherwise have claimed that she had not received 
a fair hearing. However, WP said that this Idea had not been taken up by 

the GOP. 
WP went further and said that no real attempt had been made to issue a 
"Red Warrant' against BB or any attempt made to extradite her back to 

• Pakistan. ' 

." Javed Pasha 
WP continued that he had also been concerned with JP and hid pressed 
for criminal charges to be brought against him in Pakistan as well. WP 
added that JP had been AAZ's man in the UK "from the start" and was 
involved with money laundering and the use of corrupt funds but the GOP 
had not moved on this target 

• Bentley (Or Rolls Royce) 
WP said that he did not know what had happened to the Rolls Royce (or 
Bentley) that belonged te AAZ or JP. 

Obstacles thrown up by BB and AAZ 
• • WP added that IAR's attempts to recover assets had been further 

_pornpligatad_by_ BB and AAZ's actions. Nobody could have anticipated 
from the start that theie" tWo targets would mount the kind of campaign 
that they did to obstruct and generally make life as difficult as possible at 
every opportunity for investigators. Therefore WP said, these delays were 
beyond the control of both sides. WP said that the most frustrating aspect 
for hiM was that there was no,extant civil judgment ultimately against BB in 

Pakistan. • 

VITOL 
WP explained that this project had involved a contract to build a major 
power' station. Theworruption resulting from this project had done Pakistan 
considerable harm. WP said that he had brought this issue to the attention • 
of General Khalid Maqbool then the Chairman of NAB. He further added 
that the total claim in this project would have amounted to US$500 million. 
WP said that IAR had spent a large amount of time and effort on this • 
prOject, adding that he himself had spent many days at the Pt osecutor

-

General of Accountability's (PGA) offices in Islamabad going through files. 



Notes 
• WP continued that he had been assured that NAB would make 

reluesentations to ,the Government of Saudi Arabia about this 'project. He 
said further that he did hot know whether the Saudi Government had 
responded to the GOP and he never heard back from NAB on the subject 

The Swiss Proceedings 
• 

WP said thattie had been frustrated to learn that a firm of Swiss lawyers. 	 ' 
'Python Schiffer!' Peter & Associates (Python) had been instructed directly 	 i' • I 

don! willt_tho Stoloe rnonorlIn7 &to,. Conorol AtnjO1 loft NAP ThiC

a shame he said because during the tenure of Amjad WP he had been 
involved in the start of the Swiss proceedings. He went to Nice and was 
involved in the Swiss strategy meetings and was involved in the 
investigation of 17 British Virgin Island companies. After General Amjad 
left and General Khalld Maqbool took over, WP said IAR was blocked from 
any activity in Switzerland which has led to the current position on 
Rockwood House. 

• 
WP said after the initial period of activity he was told to stop work on 
anything related to the Swiss proceedings. His queries went unanswered 
and he found out that Python had been'instructedl---- 

WP-added that-thirstarted 	a tslimaterof-otystrocttorrat 	the inuntent-wheu 	 
his work was stalling to produce results. For two years subsequently there 
has been no communication on the Swiss proceedings between him and 
the GOP. . 

WP added that he had personally lost confidence In IAR at this point and 
because of this WP continued that he met General Maqbool and was 
asked by him in the presence of tile High Commissioner if WP could offer 
consulting fees on a retained basis. WP said that he offered to do it 
gratuitously and he had Paul Keating and Jay Patel ready to fly to. 
Islamabad to give statements in the assistance of the GOP's criminal case 
against BB and AAZ. 	• 	' 

Tahir Nawaz 
• WP added that he had . never been contacted by Tahir Nawaz. WP 

confirmed that the matter never became Operative until summer 2003 
though he conceded that he had been mistaken to rely on PAIG and on 
John Conti who had gone on holiday for a month over that suers-net 

Anu Lodhl and Abdullah Shah.?jH  

WP also mentioned that Amr Lodhi had not been pursued despite ample • 
evidence of corruption against him and he had - raised concerns about how 

,NAB ha_d dealtsith the case of Abdullah Shah who had been arrestidon 
the US-Canadian border. 

Log of grievances 

WP said that he'has for some time kept a log of grievancee. 

14. 	The GOP% position 	• 
• - 	 • 

The General sought throughout these dis'cussions to address the points 
and allegations raised by WP. RK and 'KM. His response in relation to the 
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particular issues mentioned above was as follows: 

4;4 	 Breakdown in confidence 	• 

•-• 	The General sOught to reassure WP that there was and, had been no 
• breakdown in confidence. WP ,had ample access to the highest level in 

, 

	

	 NAB and he could not therefore blame security problems and leaks. TG 
acknowledged that the episode of KM's meeting being cancelled when 
news- of the proposed wire-tapping operation had allegedly been leaked 
was worrying, oug d m e c ear a 	no see 
of the meeting which involved the wire tapping of FAK in the same light as 

• The General streased that any leaks in the organisation which May have 
occurred in the Past, Were quickly *dealt with and any problems had:  been • . 
addressed in the past and Were continuing to be addressed by NAB: 

• . 	. 
: 	• 	The General said that a deal had been struck with Avari and this Was a 

wholly different matter to those for. which IAR was engaged. The General 
 	• • 	egged that "Avari Is history", and it WS futile for this matter to be r • -

viaited. TG echoed this adding that cases, which involved a • ispute 
between a bank and a defaulter revolving around a debt swap or a 
rescheduling Where a defaulter had taken out a loan and sought to repay it 
by taking out a further loan :were not the ' sort of matters on which 
IAR/Broadsheet was instructed. • 	 • 

. 	 „ 
• r 

KM Saidlhat In June 2001 he had met the General on this subject and was . 
reassured that 1AR would received credit for its work on Avari. The 
General replied that KM could not possibly have met him in June 2601 
because he Only became the Chairman of NAB on 1 November 2001. The 
General then asked whether KM had obtained his reassurance in writing to ' 
which KM replied "I don't think ao"..  

Domestic Pakistani case's ''• . 	 - 

'The-General further clarified that many of WP's concerns involved,  Matters 
that were solely domestit Pakistani matters which did not Concern bringing . 
assets into Pakistan. The General said that if an asset is transferred from 
Outside Pakistan and broUghtinto Pakistan and then the GOP offers a plea 
bargain, the asset recovery company is entitled to a share in the,proceeds. 
If the Whole Metier Was internal, IAFt'vvould het be 'entitled to anything at 

r7r 

-r 

WP asked whether in a plea bargain, any other assets were excluded. The 
General replied that the plea bargain issue only arises for defined assets 
existing outside Pakistan. 	' 

Failure to obtain civil judgments against BB and AAZ • 
The General responded by saying that all attempts were being made to ' 
deal with BB but whether or not and how she was being pursued was, 

- 	ultimately, the prerogative of the GOP. 

. 	. 

. 	41: 
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considerable expense to IAR. WP said that BB and AAZ had considerable 	*, 
assets in the UK and the US.,AAZ had used alter eggs in the US and had 
created complicated structures that Were shriller to the 'Rockwood structure 
in Florida and Texas In particular. IAR had made progress on investigating 
these and believed the information to be of value to the GOP, 

_ 
Further, WP said that IAR had generally collected a Massive dump of 
information from secret ources. These investigations were carried out by 
ex-CIA FBI and 151 agents for IAR. 	

• 

WP continuenhat if the GOP wants the reports and investigation papers 
IAR has prepared in relation to these targets, there would have to be " 
fine'ncial consideration for this. 	

, 

WP further claimed he has significant information On Richard Howard , 
(AAZ's English Solicitor) which might be of interest to the GOP adding "i 
have a detailed list of every item Howard has concealed or ietains...they 
are holding ori, to the valuable items". 	

,•• 

The General responded by saying .that the termination of the present 
agreements would not be affected by anything fAR or Broadsheet could 
offer In the future Termination did not mean an end to the relationship that ' 
IAR or Broadsheet miglit—haVe--with—the—GOPTG—said--that.—a=new 	  
relationship could well develop on a case by case basis whereby the 	1 
parties could agree to a procedure to assess the worth Of the information 	1 

- that IAR -has and-agree tremuneration package and an agreement on an 
ad hoc consultancy basis for each cast 	' • 
Settlement and arbitration 

On Rockwood, WP said that he will be seeking a full 20% share Of the net 
proceeds of the sale of Rockwood and if agreement could not be reached 
ori this he would register cautions and apply for injunctions. 	• 	- 

AMP made clear that any agreement on Rockwood would only be within 
the context of the settlement of the potential disputes and only in the 
context of regulations which would lead to a full settlement agreement 

. which Would- allow all parties to more-forward..WP_also_dded that IAA 
would absorb funds expended on lawyers such as IWG and Conti which 
should have been absorbed under the contract Therefore, these charges 
would be absorbed from any recovery made on Rockwood. WP further 
added that any funds which had been expended on lawyers °beyond what 
Was required" should be for IAFt's accounts:. 	- 	- 	• 

WP repeated that if the General would like the parties to simplyaway 
• from 	other then consideration would be required. ' • • 	• 

	

. 	• 	' 
, AMP then said that the GOP may in turn seek compensation for targets, 

whiph were not pursued. VVP responded saying this was unacceptable 
'because work could not be carried out due to the number of obestacles in 

• the way. WP added that if this were to happen, he would be happy to 
arbitrate on the basis that NAB has undermined • or undercut the 
agreements. 
AMP repeated the GOP's position that it would be happy to arbitrate. bus-
would wish to avoid such proceedings if at all possible. However, if 

.14••• 
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arbitration were to take place AMP added th6 GOP would wish to arbitrate 
"the whole picture". • 

As to a settlement, KM asked "are we talking numbers?" adding that his 
' 	team were all busy men and therefore we must arrive at figures in cutlet to 

end the relationship. AMP reiterated that any numbers would be discussed 
• only in the context of a global settlement. 

• - 	• - would resuire information of the 
basis on which monetary, compensation wa 	eing 
information should be given to the General. At present the GOP was• 
interested in :'concepts" (the basis on which IAR would potentially have a 
claim) rather than "numbers" (actual figures on which it was prepared to 
settle), 	 • 

0 

11 

KM responded by saying that it seems the distance .between parties is 
more than initially imagined. However, the last thing he would want was for 
the parties to fall out. WP therefore said that the parties should narrow 
down the diffarenaes. 

suctosateii_l  that since WP was seeking "compensations  for termination 
of the agreement's, w-1-0-I-AR-wh-o-should-put-forward_the_basis on any 
claim it might have against the GOP. WP agreed and said he would draft a 
proposal note setting out the individual basis for clairhs -against the GOP 
as this would allow the parties to focus on and hopefully narrow down the 
exact differences. - 

Conclusion 

Both the General and WP reiterated their confidence in succeeding if the 
mater went to arbitration. WP said he would like an "amicable" arbitration. 
The General said notwithstanding the GOP's confidence, he would___reqret 
the matte vsersa2129 to arbitration  but repeated that the agreement' 1n. 

and Broadstreet along wrIfie powers of attorney were now at an 
end. Discussions should focus on how the after-effects of the agreements 
could be dealt with efficiently and amicably. The General said he hoped 
parties would "focus an interests rather than positions". 

WP said he would 'draft a proposal note to the General in the next few.  WP 
days. He would also pursue the following two points: (1) he would offer 
gratuitously to try to liaise with whoever the GOP wanted, to make contact 
with Broadstreet without promising success, and (2) he would went to 
ensure IAR's position on the 20% of funds,received by Pakistan from the 
sale of Rockwood. AMP repeated that Rockwood would only be discussed 
in the context of a wider settlement. 	 • 

• KZR 
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Without Prejudice 
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Ref: ABS/KTR-IAR 

Mr. Khawaja Ahmed Tariq Rahim 
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I am grateful to you for bearing with me. Kindly reassure Dr. Pepper in this respect as 
well. 

With kind regards, 

Ahnpal-Soofi 

Ayasha Wand 
NAnnucinFnennn 
Aminis Tuned' Rana 14.11 (Omit umiak 1.1-M IIIK )• 
!limn Nawan Sheikh . 1,..n (I hex) I ..Inn 

(Thalant Ali Rmai 
Litunninn man. 

11.ainrun Aktiar 
R. Mannso Fitmott /Muth' 

I am sorry for a little delayed response due to the ongoing situation and judicial 
• 

4A 

Dr. Pepper's email was forwarded to NAB, which has responded with an official 
position. T am sharing the same with you for information only. 

It was my intention that before , respond formally to Dr. Pepper's mail, I should have 
with me an approval for travelling to London. 

I have separately addressed a letter to the Chairman NAB but since the Chairman is on 
the move and so is the Director General (OP), therefore, the formal go-ahead is still 
awaited. I expect to get the approval by this weekend. 

I intend to write to Dr. Pepper when the go-ahead is formally with me, so that my reply 
is meaningful and makes a concrete commitment regarding the steps of the process. 

I may just flag two more points: 

I. We should decide both US/JAR together.  K - 
2. Since I am travelling for an international conference in South Africa in the first 

part of April, it would be appropriate, if we mutually determine ,a date around 
mid-April for the meeting in Landon. 

9 Earle Fond, 
I .ahorm, Pokiskin. 

id. +117 17 7374146, 7246461. 
73136554. 

- 	Fan: +92 42 7246393. 
I 	ahnlawfpwont.not.pk  
iii ii ro flu xi itiphatmaii. COM  

Re; 	 JAR Negotiations 

Dear Mr. Rahim, 

crisis 
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BY INTERNATIONAL COURIER AND BY FAX 

The Chairman 
National Accountability Bureau 
Chief Executive's Secretariat 
Attaturk Avenue G-5/2 
Islamabad 
Islamic Republic of Pakistan 

Dear Sir 

INTERN 	NAL ASSET RECOVERY LIMITED -V- GOVERNMENT OF 
PAMSTA1ATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY BUREAU 

We are instructed by International Asset Recovery Limited ("IAR") in connection with the 
agreement it entered into with the Government of Pakistan ("the Government") through the 
Chairman of the National Accountability Bureau ("NAB") dated 15 July 2000 ("the 
Agreement"). 

The purpose of this letter is to place the Government/NAB on notice of IAA's grievances in 
connection with the Agreement, specifically the Govenunent/NAB's failure to comply with 
its contractual obligations regarding commission payments due to IAR. These grievances 
are addressed in greater detail below. 

Before addressing those grievances, please note that we have treated the letter from Messrs 
Kendall Freeman dated 28 October 2003, written on behalf of the Government, as a formal 
notice of termination pursuant to Clause 18.1 of the Agreement. Further, with respect to the 
allegations of misrepresentation and breach of contract outlined in that letter, IAR 
vigorously denies such accusations and views them as a cynical attempt by the 
Govenunent/NAB to dispense with their contractual obligations under the Agreement. 

1. 	The basic structure of the Agreement 

We enclose a duly executed copy of the Agreement for ease of reference. For the 
purposes of this letter, the key provisions of the Agreement are as follows: 

PARTNERS: 

Admitted to the Supreme Court of England & Wales: Charles Ashton, John Deacon. 

Peter Kavanagh, Marie Kidwell, Jonathan Marsh, John Miles, Martin Thomas. 

Admitted to Practice in New York District Of Columbia, Man/laud. and Virginia: Andrew Murphy. 

Admitted to Practice in Virginia: Thurston Moore 

ATLANTA AUSTIN BANGKOK BRUSSELS CHARLOTTE. DALLAS HONG KONG KNOXVILLE 

LONDON MeLEAN MIAMI NEW YORK NOR.FOU RALEIGH RICHMOND SINGAPORE 'WASHINGTON 

www.titunoutom 



between NAB and any person or entity registered in accordance with the 
provisions of Clause "1.2" hereinabove shall be jointly shared as set out 

Nr4' 

A S' 	
below. For the removal of any doubt, the share of the assets recovered as 

Persons or entities believed to hold such funds/assets were allocated by ye  
agreement to IAR ("Targets") [Clause 1.2]. 

(c) 	LAR's efforts were to be undertaken on a contingency basis, namely that 
whilst the Government/NAB did not invest any monies in the venture it did 
agree to pay IAR a commission of 20% on all assets recovered by IAR 
and/or the same percentage on any settlement reached between the 
Government/NAB and any persons or entities which had been designated as 
Targets [Clauses 3.4. and 4]. Clause 4 states as follows: 

t "4.1 NAB [National Accountability Bureau] and JAR agree that any 

•
0jjfassets recovered as a result of the efforts ofIAR or as a result of a settlement 

(b) 

set out in this Clause "4" shall also apply to any settlement reached by NA 
and any registired person or entity witjacatiithaut-theapolvement-allAB., 
provided that such persons or entity had been registered before the 
settlement. 
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(a) IAR agreed to trace, locate and recover assets belonging to the Government 
which had been fraudulently obtained, converted and or secreted by certa, a  ow. 
individuals or entities [Clause 1]. 

4.2 	IAR shall receive twenty percent (20%) of the amount available to be 
transferred plus bonus if any, as may be allowed by Chairman NAB, and 
NAB shall receive the balance eighty percent (80%) of said amount thus 
recovered, less bonus if any, should the case so be..." 

(d) 
	

The Government/NAB was to provide assistance 'in every possible way' to 40 e_ 
. enable IAR to recover assets/funds, to include the production of relevant 1, 

documentation and information [Clause 2.1.3]. 	 CfiL; 

"it Nter 

1.4  

(e) 	The Agreement was capable of termination by either party in writing and on 
A2,  30 days notice [Clauses 18.3 and 18.4]. Such notice of termination did not 

effect the continuing rights of IAR to receive commission payments in 
respect of the registered Targets and/or to continue its recovery efforts in 
respect of such Targets [Clause 18.5 and 18.6]. 

Failures by the Government/NAB to perform the Agreement 

The Government, acting through the NAB, has committed a series of breaches in its 
obligations under the Agreement. 
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We refer to the following instances by way of example: 

At the commencement of the Agreement, IAR, through its counsel requeste 
that the Government/NAB obtain civil judgments (duly issued by a court in 
Pakistan) in respect of the Targets. Such judgments would have enabled 
IAR to successfully enforce claims on behalf of the Government in foreign 
courts through Mareva injunctions etc. Notwithstanding this request, wine 
was repeated in subsequent written and oral discussions, the 
Government/NAB failed to obtain the requisite civil judgments which, in 
turn, severely hindered IAR's ability to pursue Targets and to retrieve assets 
pursuant to the terms of the Agreement. 	

/ 

In breach of the terms of the Agreement, the Government/NAB pursued 
certain Targets without notifying and/or involving and/or giving due credit 
to IAR. For instance, Munk Ahmed and his family whose indebtedness to 
the Government exceeded US$80 million were allocated as Targets to IAR. 
Notwithstanding this position, in or around January 2001 the 
Government/NAB chose to proceed with a claim in England against Munir 
Aluned without consulting or even notifying IAR. At the relevant time, IAR 
was focusing on locating his worldwide assets (only a fraction of which was 
located in the U.K.) with a view to attacking his assets on a 
multijurisdictional basis. The Government/NAB's unilateral tactic was not 
only undertaken in breach of its obligations to IAR but also prompted Munir 
Ahmed into moving his assets from other jurisdictions thereby frustrating 
any future enforcement actions by IAR. 

In or around August 2000, officers of IAR attended meetings, in Switzerland 
and the South of France at the invitation of the NAB Chairman at that time, 
Lieutenant General Syed Amjad to discuss pending proceedings in 
Switzerland. As you will recall, those proceedings concerned allegations of 
bribery and corruption against Benazir Bhutto and Asif Zardari (both Targets 
of IAR) arising out of their relationship with Cotecna Inspection S.A and 
Societe General De Surveillence S.A. who had been awarded contracts for 
the pre-shipment inspection of goods being imported into Pakistan. In this 
respect, we understand that funds in the amount of US$50 million were 
frozen in Switzerland pursuant to the proceedings, of which US$11 million 
was eventually ordered to be paid to the Government. 

IAR was entitled to assume the burden of pursing those legal proceedings, 
pursuant to the terms of its Agreement with the Government/NAB. This 
right was acknowledged in several oral discussions between General Amjad 
and senior IAR counsel, however the conduct of the proceedings was never 
transferred to IAR. 

(a) 

— 
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The Government/NAB failed to co-operate and/or assist IAR in pursuing 
Targets. In particular, in or around March 2001, IAR presented evidence to 
the Government/NAB relating to contracts for contaminated oil„whish had 
been supplied  to ralustan_ by} company _ called Vita The evidence 
sUggested that Benazir Bhutto and7Airtatidari had been complicit in 
arranging the original purchase contracts in return for bribes. V 
Notwithstanding repeated efforts by JAR to get the Government/NAB to 
investigate this matter, or enable IAR to do so by providing it with the 
necessary documentation, no action was taken. Ultimately, JAR was 
effectively precluded from taking the matter further by the failings of the 
Govemment/NAB. 

(e The Government/NAB failed to notify IAR of either the existence of 
settlements/plea bargains entered into with Targets and/or the details of such 
settlements. Indeed, in many instance, JAR was simply told to desist from 
pursuing certain Targets. Moreover, no monies have been paid to JAR 
pursuant to such settlements. This failure represents a clear breach of IAR's 
entitlement under Clause 4.1 of the Agreement. By way of example, in or 
around August 2001, IAR counsel personally delivered to NAB a 
considerable portfolio of information which JAR had collated on one of its 
Targets, Behram Avari. This, in turn, led to a settlement between Avari and 
the Government/NAB, however the details of the settlement were not 
disclosed to JAR and no monies were paid by way of commission. 

, With respect to certain properties beneficially owned by Asif Zardari in 
1 England ("the Rockwood Estate"), JAR devised a recovery strategy in 2001 

which focused on restoring to the company register those companies which 
owned the Rockwood Estate and which had already been struck off. Once 
restored, it was proposed that these companies would be placed into 
liquidation leading to the sale of the relevant properties. In this context, JAR 
undertook considerable time and resources to progress this strategy, to 
include co-operating with other creditors, settling certain debts owed by the 
companies, liaising with the appointed liquidator and preparing the requisite 
evidence to justify the Government's claim on the Rockwood Estate. 

Subsequently, IAR's efforts to pursue this strategy were hampered by 
interference from the Government/NAB who, in breach of their contractual 
obligations with JAR were liaising directly with the Liquidator without 
consultation with IAR. 	Moreover, we also understand that the 
Government/NAB coerced the liquidator into signing an agreement which 
prohibited him from communicating in any way with IAR. This interference 
rendered any further involvement by JAR in the liquidation impossible. 
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Following on from this, we understand that the Rockwood Estate was 
eventually sold in 2004 and the amount of approximately £3.5 million has 
been earmarked by the Liquidator from the proceeds of sale as payable to the 
Government/NAB. In the circumstances, JAR has a clear contractual right 
to 20% of any such monies paid to the Government/NAB. 

JAR facilitated the return of a number of 'national treasures' to Pakistan, 
including valuable artefacts stolen from the Lahore and other museums by 
Asif Zardari and which were found in the Rockwood Estate. JAR has never 
received any commission from the Government/NAB in relation to these 
assets. 

taa-04  

In this context, we would remind you that IAR's entitlement to commission expressly 
survives any notice of termination in connection with the recovery of assets and/or 
settlement in respect of Targets registered with JAR prior to any termination (see Clauses 
18.5 and 18.6 of the Agreement). 

(g) 

3. 	The Claims of JAR 

In summary, JAR expended considerable time, effort and resources to pursue the Targets 
which had been allocated to it by the Govenunent/NAB. Such efforts were hampered and 
ultimately frustrated by actions taken by the Government/NAB as outlined above. 

In the circumstances, we are instructed to make the following claims against the 
Government/NAB: 

(a) JAR claims all outstanding commission owed pursuant to Clauses 4.1 
and 4.2 of the Agreement in respect of any settlement reached between 
NAB and any person or entity registered as Targets. We refer, in 
particular to Berham Avari. 

(b)  JAR requests that the Government/NAB undertake to pay commission 
to JAR on any net proceeds of sale received from the fund held by the 
Liquidator for the Rockwood Estate. 

(c) JAR requests a valuation of those artefacts returned to Pakistan from 
the Rockwood Estate so that the proper amount of commission owed to 
JAR can be calculated and paid by the Government/NAB. 

(d) JAR also claims damages for breach of contract in respect of the 
following failures by the Government/NAB: , 

Ittam 
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Their failure to involve IAR in the proceedings brought against 
Munir Ahmed in England and against Benazir Bhutto/Asif 
Zardari in Switzerland. Such damages to be quantified; and 

(ii) 	their failure to co-operate and/or assist IAR in pursuing Benazir 
Bhutto/Asif Zardari in connection with the Vitol matter. 

We reserve the right to make further claims on behalf of IAR as this matter develops and 
pursuant to any future disclosure of documentation by the Government/NAB. 

We therefore invite your response to the above claims by return. If we do not receive a 
satisfactory response within 28 days of the date of this letter, we are instructed to proceed 
with instituting arbitration proceedings in Dublin, Republic of Ireland pursuant to the 
dispute resolution provisions in the Agreement. 

Yours faithfully 

-;bd- 

	 110.1ar% t 	grietrt f 

Bunton & Williams 

enc. 

Copy to: SPW Poppleton & Appleby: Stephen Taylor & Maurice Dorrington 

66844.000002 LONDON 43574v1 
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PRIME MINISTER'S SECRETARIAT (PUBLIC) 
ISLAMABAD 

4682 

Subject: SETTLEMENT WITH MIS INTERNATIONAL ASSET 
RECOVERY (IAR).  

15. 	The Prime Minister has been pleased to direct that an inter 

ministerial committee comprising Minister, for Interior, Minister for 

Law, Adviser Finance, Attorney General and Chairman, NAB may 

submit their recommendations for the Prime Minister's approval. 

Chairman NAB 

/1/ 4/6 MjefPfrilo 

cc: 	Finance Secretary 
Secretary Interior 
Secretary Law 
Attorney General of Pakistan 
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PRIME MINISTER'S SECRETARIAT 
ISLAMABAD  

6468 

Subject: SETTLEMENT WITH M/S INTERNATIONAL ASSET 
RECOVERY (JAR)  

5. 	The Prime Minister has been pleased to approve the 

recommendations of the committee as contained in para 3 of the 

summary. 

Chairman, NAB 
kfc.) 

cc : Secretary, Law, Justice & HR 
Finance Secretary 
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• 'SUMMARY FOR THE PRIME MINISTER OF ISLAMIC, 
REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN 

,.. 

_ 	,:••)_;. 

	

Ca-. 	Subject 	
Settlement With.MIS International Asset Ftecover IAR 

• .„ 	• 	. J :;-•• 

	

c' 	
Recognizing that Substantial' . wealth . and :assets accumulated 

• 

. through corruption and corrupt practices had been transferred abroad by the ' . 	.. 	• 	• 	, 

. 
individuals involved, National ActoUntability Bureau (NAB) for and on behalf Of 

the President of Islamic Republic Of ,Pakistan entered into an agreement with . • 

• • • 	, 	• 	. 	- 	 • 	. 	,• 	• 	. - 	, 

• 
two foreign private firrnS, specializing. in locating and recovery of such assets; : 

on20th.of June and 
15th of July 2060 resOectively. The agreement was entered . 

-- 	>, 	Nt• i 	into :With MIS Broadsheet LLC .( 3s), an American owned and controlled: . ... , 	 . 	
.• 	

, 	, 	. 	

.. 	 . 

. 4 .47..t,N j 	

• 	 I 

	

svn i .1 1 	
company registered in the Isle of Man and IVI/s international Assets Recovery 

• 

• • 	, 	.. 	, 	. 	, 	• 	. 	" 	. 	. 	, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	, 

(IAR) registered in Gibraltar. The two agreements Were identical in nature and : • 

• - 	, 	. 	 , 	: 	 ' . 	 - ' d r . . 	
.. 

over the period' of time numerous individuals suspected .0f. having siphoneu

2  
- 

wealth abroad were assigned as !targets' to both the companies 
• Copy of the .,. 

agreement with MIS IAR is attached (Annex-I). 
,.. 	, 

.. 	
. 	.; 

i 
21; 	

:There were, several reasons for NAB to enter into an agreement : 

	

. 	.• 	- 	- . 	, 

with the above 	
Corppariies. First, Government of Pakistan / NAB, at 

. 	
• 	 , 	, 	. 	. • 	.. 	. i  

,that peint in time; had not developed formal linkages with foreign governments 
. 	.• 	: 	, 	. 	• 	

, 	 , 	 , . 	
.. 	, 	 • 	, 	• - 	, 

to seek cooperation in corruption Matters. .tsgp_r_Y
idl ;• corruption : al, that time 

	

. 	: 

„ 	. 	
• 	• 	• 	•••• 	• 	.. I 	 .4 	. 	 ' 	.. 

...was not .
a globally recognized Priority" issue. and hence internation 

,

al ,•••,,; 

cooperation was not so forthwith. it was only 'after 9/11 that corruption and its
,  

•1 2. 
 Kg , .1397 linkages with money laundering . and, terrorism were recognized at. issues 

(..- 

• . 

i. 0 , requiring,. a broader international response. That, the egreernentwas onta:. 

• '.- 	' 	
' contingency basis "and no up-front payment or 

: expenditure Was. involved. • 

• 
Clause (4) of the agreement' states that _the:asset recovery companies will be ... 

• . 
paid 20% of the value of the assets recovered or of the amounts 

. settled with, 

• I 

• 
, 
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registered targets. It was because of these aforementioned reasons that NAB 

agreed to other provisions of the agreement which were not so favourable. 

These related to taw and Jurisdiction' (clause 6), Arbitration (clause 7), and 

. Termination of Contract (sub-clauses 18.5, 18.6 and 18.7). 

3. 	, 	National Accountability Bureau's relationship with the two asset 

recovery companies began to turn sour by early 2001- with an increasing 
awareness within NAB that the two companies were not delivering as per the 
'agreement and as per the pre-contract representations made by them. NAB • 

• was frustrated with the slow pace of work on part of the asset recovery • . 
companies and did contemplate terminating the agreement The matter was • 

further exacerbated when a divergence of opinion surfaced between NAB .and 

M/s Broadsheet (BS) regarding the interpretation of clause (4) of the 
agreement Few of the targets assigned to M/s BS were, bank loan defaulters , 	• 
Within Pakistan in some cases settlements had taken place between the 

II 	 • 	• 	 • 
• • 

lending banks and these individuali. .M/s BS now claimed that they were 

entitled to 20% share of the settled amount under clause (4) of the agreement 
Although NAB had facilitated the settlements between the banks and loan • . 	. 	• . 
defaulters but the actual agreements to settle the defaulted loans were purely 
between the concerned bank.  and the defaulter individuals, NAB's view was 
that the agreement with MIS Broadsheet (BS).  was concerned with assets 
outside of Pakistan and therefore the company was not entitled to receive any - 	• 

• payments in case of local settlements despite the fact that the individuals were 
also assigned as targets to them. 

• .4: 	This divergence of opinion posed a .fundamental • question of 
interpretation of the agreement Keeping in view, involvement of foreign firms 
(BS and IAR) and sensitivity of some of the.cases handed over te•them; NA'? 
Undertook extensive consultations in the middle of 2001 with the Ministry of,.  
Law, Justice and Human Rights and also sought opinion of justice (Retd) 
Shafi-ur-Rehman and Mr.. .Fakhar-ud-dinr Q. Ebrahim (Senior AdvoCate, 
Supreme Court). The opinions of these learned personage's validated NAB's 



interpretation of the agreement to some extent, however they cautioned 
prudence by reaching a settlement with the asset recovery companies through 

negotiation and dialogue rather than taking the matter 'to arbitration (Opons 
of Justice (Retd) Shafi-ur-Rehman, Fakhar-ud-Din Ebrahim and Minister's note 

of Barrister Shahida Jarnil are placed as Annexure II, Ill, and IV). 

5. 	
. NAB was faced with a dilemma; at the one hand the organization 

wanted to pursue overseas wealth and assets of individuals involved in 

corruption while on the other hand there was no doubt that the asset recovery 
companies were not performing as required of them the organization was left 

with no option but to terminate the agreement with both the ComPanies, citing 

breach of contractual obligations, on 28
1b  of October 2003: Efforts were made 

. during this period to arrive at an amicable settlement with M/s BS and MIS IAR • 
short of formal arbitration prbceedings. These efforts could not conclusively 
bring the issue to an end as the cost of settlement being asked by 'the 
companies was considered to .be too high; US$ 20 million for M/s BS and US$ 

12 million for M/s IAR. 

6. 	M/s IAR on 8th  of May 2006, through their lawyers, served a notice. 

of arbitration to the Government of Pakistan. NAB decided , to prepare • . - 

aggressively to contest the notice for arbitration while keeping the
.  option of a 

negotiated settlement open. Accordingly on one hand a leading British , • 

- 	
Barrister was engaged in consultation with the Attorney General of PakiSt8t1 to • 
'contest the claim in Dublin and on the other, negotiations were opened with 
Khawaja Tariq Rahirn, IAR's counsel in Pakistan'. NAB was assisted in this . 	. 
undertaking by Mr. Ahmer Bilal Socifi, advocate Supreme Court of ,Pakistan. 

• it will be time conSuming, and other o
rganizational resources will need to be • 

committed to the entire process for an extended period of time (c) if Pakistan . I 

7. 	
In light of review of the record, assessment of applicable laws and 

principles Of interpretation of contract law in Similar circumstances, 
:it.  was. 

evaluated that (a) arbitration outside Pakistan will be an expensive exercise (b) : 
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'e"•• 

loses, GOP will need to pay millions of dollars in claims and damages (d) the 
entire documentation will be capable of being made public (e) earlier legal 

opinions and the. 
 Attorney General of Pakistan have all encouraged a

.  . 

	

negotiated settlement outside of formal arbitration proc.eedings. In this regard 
	• 

. 	. 	. 

Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi has provided a detailed legal opinion covering claims of 

both the asset recovery . companies and interpretation of the agreement , . 	.. 	,. 

(Annex V). He concludes in his opinion that 

a) Paragraph 4.1. 
 gives extraordinary benefit to the ARCS (Asset Recovery 

Companies) and its language favours them clearly, based on which they
.  

can insist On 20% of the entire monies received since 2001 till today and ' 

the same shall run into millions of dollars, . . 	. 	• 

• 
b) The legal arguments of GOP are not very firm and may not find favour 

. 	. 	. 
with the arbitrator. 	.

• , . 

• 
c) The ARCS will have a good chance of winning an award for dmages of 

a 	e. .. 

huge sum on account of wrongful termination and loss Of future Profits. 

d) 	
The counterclaim by Pakistan even if it succeeds will be far less than the . , 	

... 	. 	. 	.. 

award in favour of the ARCS. 

„ 

the last five months. The last of these rounds Was held in
,  London on it of 

April 2007. Based On the above summary and extensive legal opinions the 

e)

t to perform the agreement for 
If it is proven that GOP was reluctan 
political reasons then absence of good faith can be read into the conduct 
of the GOP which shall further enhance the quantumof damages against • 

f) The proceedings May make public sensitive doCuMents/informetion; • . 	. 
GQP. 

Which may not be in the national intetest. 

8: 	
NAB has held extensive negotiating rounds with MIS tAR during 

: 

organization is of the view that it would be prudent and cost effective if GOP 
settles with IAR and does not take the matter to arbitration, M/s IAR have in 

writing, agreed to a final settlement figure of US$ 2.25 million. 



9. 	The Prime Minister is requested to approve the settlement 
payment of US$ 2.25 million in case of IAIR, NAB is in the process of • 
negotiating with M/s Broadsheet and will approach the Prime Minister's 
secretariat separately on the issue. 

B.ajor-G neral 
Acting Ch irman 

(Muhammad Siddique) • 

•Principal Secretary o the Prime Minister 
 I. 

Through: 

Secretary, M/c) Law 4ustice & Human Rights, Islamabad 
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SUMMARY FOR THE PRIME MINISTER OF ISLAMIC  
REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN  

Subject • Settlement with MIS International Asset Recovery (IAR1 

This summary may please be read in conjunction with NAB's , 
previous summary on the above subject forwarded vide NAB's U,00. No. 

28/1105-0C, dated 10th  of May 2007, to the Prime Minster's Secretariat (copy 
• : 
enclOsed). 

• 
National Accountability 'Bureau (NAB), had . apprised the Prime. ^ 

Minister's Secretariat of brief details of the case including reasons for having 

entered into an agreement With -IAR, the. legally contentious issues: which 

arose with the passage dime and finally why NAB had to terminate the 
contract To deliberate on the 'sage, the Prime? Minister was pleased to • • 
constitute an Inter-Miniaterial Committee vide pare . 15 of the attached 

, Summary, comprising of the folloWing:- . 

a) . : Minister for Interior , 	. 	. 	. 
b) Minister of Law, justice and Human Rights 

c) . Attorney General of Pakistan 

	

l.d) 	Advisor to the Prime Minister on Finance - 

	

- ' e) 	Chairman, National Accountability Bureau (NAB)• .  
, 

3. 	The proposed,  settlement with IAR was based Ohl the legal 

interpretation of the 'agreement'. entered into between NAB and IAR. In this,: 

NAB was assisted by NAB's legal carisultants, the then Attorney General (Mr. ' 
. 	 . 	. 

•Makhdoom Ali Khan) and ate"- notable personages from the profession of . 	, 	.  
law. Hence any deliberations .that the Inter-Ministerial Committee may .. 
undertake will have to legally 'analyse a number of clauses of the 'agreement.: 
to conclude whether it Would be in Pakistan's favour to settle with li,i3 or, to - ....:, 	. 	,  

. 	 , 	...‘ 
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-4 	opt for arbitration. This Bureau is of the opinion that the Committee, in order to 
justify its recommendations, will have to undertake the tedious task of 
evaluating the 'agreement', asses applicable laws and review provisions of 
the Law of Contracts. The Committee will have to meet frequently to finalise 

the case. 

	

4. 	In the light of Para 3 and keeping in view the busy schedule of 
some members of the Committee, this Bureau suggests that the compoiition 

Of the Committee may be altered asunder:- 

a) 	Minister for Law, Justice and Human Rights 

Chairperson 

h) 	Attorney General of Pakistan — Member 

c) Chairman, National Accountability Bureau — Member 

d) Secretary, Ministry of Interior — Member 

e) Secretary, Ministry of Law — Member 
Secretary, Ministry of Finance — Member 

	

5. 	The Prime Minster is requested to approve the composition of the 

Committee as proposed in Para 4 of this summary. 

z 
s. a a  

• ifs\ 

I 
tn: 

- 	at4 
trt"P; a 	 Principal Secretary to the Prime Minister 

s-a 

I t 

es& all 
it 
Zi; 

7-
.. 

jfl 
"I 1 

z 
2 

(Nawld Ahsan) 
Chairman NAB 

NAB's 0 No 28/1/05-0C 	• Dated:!? September 2007  

E 
A a 
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• SUMMARY FOR THE PRIME MINISTER OF ISLAMIC  
REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN  

Subject • Settlement with M/S International Asset Recovery 11ARI 

This summary may please be read in conjunction with NAB'S . 
previous summary on the above subject forwarded vide isli3s13's U.O. No. 

28/1/05-0C, dated 10th  of May 2007, to the Prime Minster's Secretariat (copy 

enclosed). , 

2. 	National , Accountability Bureau (NAB), had apprised the Prime 

Minister's Secretariat of brief details of the case including reasons for having 
entered into an agreement with IAR, the legally contentious issues which 
arose with the passage of time and finally why NAB had to terminate the 
contract To deliberate on the issue, the Prime Minister was pleased to 
constitute an Inter-Ministerial Committee vide para 15 of the attached 

summary, comprising of the following:- , 

• a) 	-.Minister for Interior 

Ip) 	Minister of Law, justice and Human Rights 

c) 	Attorney General of Pakistan 

. ti) 	Advisor to the Prime Minister on Finance 

e) 	Chairman, National Accountability Bureau (NAB) 

3. 	The Proposed settlement with lAR Was based on the legal 

interpretation of the 'agreement': entered into between NAB and IAR. In this, . 
. 	 , 	 . 

NAB was assisted by NAB's legal consultants, the then Attorney general (Mr.. •• 
Makhdoorn An Khan) and other notable personages from the profession of . 
law. Hence any deliberations :that the Inter-Ministerial Committee •:may' 

undertake will have to legally analyse a number of clauses of the !agreement' 
to conclude whether it Would be in Pakistan's favour to settle with IAFt or to" 
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• SUMMARY FOR THE PRIME MINISTER ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN 

Subject: 	Seftlement with MIS International Asset Recovery (IAR1 

This Summary may please be read in conjunction with NAB's two 
previous summaries to the Prime Minister on the above subject, forwarded vide 
NAB's U.O.No. 28/1/05-0C, dated 10th  of May 2007 (Annex-A) and U.0 No. 
28/1/05-0C, dated 19th  of September 2007 (Annex-B). 

2. 	The Prime Minister on 3ffl  of October had been pleased• to 
constitute a Committee to deliberate and put up its recommendations on the 
issue of settlement with M/s International Asset Recovery (IAR). The composition 
of the Committee was as under: 

Minister for Law, Justice and Human Rights 	 Chairman 
Attorney General of Pakistan 	 Member iii. Chairman, National Accountability Bureau 	 Member 

iv. Secretary Interior 	 Member 
v. Principal Secretary Law, Justice and Human Rights 	Member 
vi. Secretary Finance 	 Member 

3. 	The Committee met on the 2nd  of November 2007 with the Minister 
for Law, Justice and Human Rights in the Chair (Minutes of the meeting, 
enclosed at Annex-C). During the meeting available options and other suitable 
alternatives were discussed by the Committee Members to address the issue of 
settlement with M/s IAR. National Accountability Bureau also put before the 
Committee the case of M/s Broadshafthesecond asset recovery company with 
which NAB had entered into an agreement in the year 2000. National 
Accountability Bureau had previously, at Para 9 of Annex-A, stated that "NAB is 
in the process of negotiating with M/s Broadsheet and will approach the Prime 
Minister's Secretariat separately on the issue". Since a Committee had been 
formed and since NAB had also negotiated with M/s Broadsheet it was deemed 
prudent to put this case before the Committee as well. The Committee was 

1 



apprised that both the cases were similar in nature and 'reasons for settling with 
one would also be valid for the other'. The Committee, after deliberating on both 
the cases, made the following recommendations: 

The Committee approved settlement figures of US$2.25 million for 
M/s IAR and US$1.5 million for M/s Broadsheet with the proviso 
that NAB will make further efforts to bring down the figures of 
settlement. 

NAB to look into the issue of unfavorable drafting and unilateral 
termination of the agreements to prevent recurrence of such 
situations. 

iii. 	Before the payments are made a separate legally binding 
'settlement agreement' to be arrived at between NAB and each of 

• asset recovery companies, broadly on the terms that the asset 
recovery companies and GOP would mutually, fully and forever, 
release and discharge each other and their successors from all 
claims in connection with or arising out of the agreements. This 
settlement agreement to be forwarded to the Ministry of Law, 
Justice and Human Rights for vetting. 

4. 	The Prime Minister is requested to approve recommendations of 
the Committee as contained in Para 3 above. 

(Nawid Ahsan) 
Chairman NAB 

NAB's U.0 No.28/1/05-0C 	Dated: 	12. November 2007. 

Principal Secret 	to the Prime Minister 
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File No. 28/01/05-0C 8  November 2007 

TO: 	The Minister for Law, Justice and Human Rights 
Block S&R 
Pak Secretariat 
Islamabad 

Subject• 	Settlement with Asset recovery companies — M/s .IAR and 
Broadsheet 

Kindly refer to the subject cited above. 

2. 	The Prime Minister on 3KI  of October had been pleased to 
constitute a Committee to deliberate and put up its recommendations on the 
issue of settlement with M/s International Asset Recovery (IAR). The composition 
of the Committee was as under: 

i. Minister for Law, Justice and Human Rights 	ChairMan 
ii. Attorney General of Pakistan 	 Minter 
iii.. 	Chairman, National Accountability Bureau 	 Member 
iv. Secretary Interior 	 Member 
v. Principal Secretary Law, Justice and Human Rights 	Member 
vi. Secretary Finance 	 Member 

3. 	The Committee met on the 2nd  of November 2007 in the office of 
the Minister, for Law, Justice and HuMan Rights. Please find enclosed the 
minutes of the meeting. 

Sea& 
(Nawid Ahsan) 
Chairman NAB 

Distribution: 
1. The Attorney General of Pakistan, Block —I, Room No. 333, Supreme Court 

Building, Islamabad 
2. Secretary, Interior Division, R Block, Pak Secretariat, Islamabad 
3. Principal Secretary Law, Justice and Human Rights, Block S&R, Pak 

Secretariat, Islamabad 
4. Secretary, Finance division, Q Block, Pak Secretariat, Islamabad 



1. 	The Honourable Minister for Law. Justice and iHurnan 13191.1.ts:Welcomed the participants and started the meeting. Case Igiriefs,and ;backsround papers 
were distributed amongst the Committee Members' ihy National 
Accountability Bureau. Chairman NAB briefed the Comirittee.cin the salient 
features of the issue and summarized the reap:Nis ;why NAB had recommended a negotiated settlement of US$ :225 milliqn,with M/s IAR in the summary forwarded to the Prime Minister. The seapons are reproduced below: 

62 -IT 

GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN 
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G-512, ATA TURK AVENUE 
ISLAMABAD 

Confidential 

No. 28/01/05-0C 
November 2007 

Minutes of the Meeting 

Settlement with Asset Recovery Companies - M/s IAR and Broadsheet 

The Prime Minister of Pakistan had been pleased to constitute a Committee on 3rd  of October 2007, to deliberate and put up its recommendations on the 
issue of 'settlement with M/s International Asset Recovery' (IAR). The 
composition of the Committee was as under 

i) Minister for Law, Justice and Human Rights 	Chairman ii) Attorney General of Pakistan 	 Member iii) Chairman, National Accountability Bureau (NAB) 	Member iv) 	Secretary Interior 
Member v) Principal Secretary Law, Justice and Human Rights 	Member vi) Secretary Finance 	 Member 

The Committee met on the 2nd  of November 2007 in the office of the Minister for Law, Justice and Human Rights. The 'Attgrhey •9,eneral And the 
Secretary Finance could not attend the meeting due -to other official • commitments. Secretary Interior was represented by ,the Additional .Secretary 
Interior, Mr. Imtiaz Qazi, while National Accountability ;Bumpy wap,reprqapntefti 
by the Chairman, the Deputy Chairman and, the rDeputy Director, Over Seas Wing. 

• a. The asset recovery companies have a good chance of winning an award 
for damages and loss of future profits. 

b. Arbitration outside of Pakistan will be an expensive exercise with an 
uncertain outcome. 

c. If it is proven that GOP was reluctant to perform the agreement for 
political reasons then absence of good faith can be read •into the 
conduct of GOP, which shall further enhance the quantum of damages 
against the GOP. 

Page 1 of 3 
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d. The entire case has been scrutinized by legal experts, namely; Barrister 

Shahida Jamil, Justice (Retd) Shafi-ur-Rehman, Mt. Fakharsud•din G. 
Ebrahim and Mr Ahmer Bilal Soofi. All of them have dontluded that a 
negotiated settlement is the preferred option. 

2. 	The Minister for Law, Justice and Human Rights agreed that in principle, at 
this point in time the option of a negotiated settlement with M/s IAR 
appeared to be the most viable decision. He invited the Committee 
Members to deliberate on any other, more suitable alternative. The 
Committee agreed that going for arbitration would be detrimental to the 
interests of Government of Pakistan as the agreement entered into between 
M/s IAR and NAB was in favor of the asset recovery company. Chairman 
NAB highlighted that the agreement was formulated in the early days of 
NAB, when it did not have the desired organizational capacity, hence the 
weaknesses in the agreement. 

3. 	Chairman NAB further stated that in the year 2000, National ACcountability 
Bureau had entered into agreements with two private asset recovery 
companies. One was M/s IAR while the second one was M/s Broadsheet. 
The summary for a negotiated settlement of US$ 2.25 million with Mk IAR 
had been forwarded to the Prime Minister as negotiations had matured with 
M/s IAR. In the summary NAB had mentioned that parallel negotiations 
were also being conducted with Mk Broadsheet to Settle the issue. 
Chairman NAB informed the Committee that M/s Elroadsheet had agreed, in 
writing, to a settlement figure of US$ 1.5 million and therefore he would 
request the Committee to consider the issue of a neaotiated settlement with 
them as well. He enumerated the reasons why NAB wanted the Committee 
to consider settlement with M/s Broadsheet, with were as under 

a. Agreements entered into with M/s IAR and Mak BroadSheet, for and On 
behalf of the President of Pakistan are identical th the word. 

b. As a result of the above fact, legal opiniong Sought on the iSgue are valid for both the companies. 
c. Whereas M/s IAR had been assigned 16 (sixteen). - targets, tvf/S 

Broadsheet were assigned 111 (one hundred and eleven) targets. d. If the committee approves and GOP does settle with Mk IAR, M/s 
Broadsheet is bound to follow suit and serve notice for arbitration to GOP. 

4. 	The Minister for Law, JUstice and Human Rights Stated that evert -  if the option of a negotiated settlement with the asset rectivery' dornpanies wag 
accepted by the Committee, NAB should condubt-  sOnie stmt.  of sdul searching as to how such poorly drafted agreenterits hadteeti entered into. 
in the first place. He stated that this was necessary so that such in-Walt:ea should not happen in the future. He observed that mistake's kirespect Orfila' 
agreement included; one, the agreements were clearly in favorOf the, Seel recovery companies, two, had not been vetted by the Miniitiy'of 	three the agreements had been unilaterally terminated Without. Cdrisilting the Ministry for Law. He further stated that while.  the COMMiftee may 

Page 2 of 3 



5. 	Principal Secretary Law and Additional Secretary Interior agreed with the 
Minister for Law, however the Additional Secretary Interior suggested that 
NAB should pay the settlement amount out of its own proceeds. Chairman 
NAB stated that he was not sure of NAB's capacity to pay such an amount 
out its proceeds, however he will definitely look into it. 

Confidential 
recommend the payment of a total amount of (JS$ 3.75 million to the asset 
recovery companies, NAB should do its best to bring the figure down as far 
as possible through further negotiations. 

6. 	Before formally ending the proceedings of the Committee the Minister for 
Law, Justice and Human Rights, reiterated the decisions taken by the 
Committee: 

i) In principle the Committee approved to recommend settlement figures 
of US$ 2.25 million for M/s IAR and US$ 1.5 million for M/s 
Broadsheet with the proviso that NAB will do its best to bring the 
figures as far down as possible. 

ii) 	NAB to look into the issue of unfavorable drafting and unilateral 
termination of the agreements to prevent recurrence of such 
situations. 

iii) Before the payments are made a separate 'settlement agreement' will 
be formally arrived at between NAB and each of the asset recovery 
companies broadly on the terms that the asset recovery companies 
and GOP would mutually, fully and forever, release and discharge 
each other and their successors from all claims in connection with or 
arising out of the agreements. This settlement agreement will be 
forwarded to the Ministry of Law, Justice and Human Rights for 
vetting. 

iv) Approved minutes to be forwarded to all members of the Committee 
and recommendations to be forwarded to .4he Prime Minister for 
approval. 

7. 	The Minister for Law, Justice and Human Rights thanked the participants 
and adjourned the meeting. 
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in 

- 

_2.. 

Government of Pakistan 
Law, Justice and Human Rights Division 

(Law-H Section) 
*** 

10. 	• This Division endorses the proposal contained in 

paragraph 9 above. It suggests that, before the Summary is referred to 

the Secretary, Finance Division, the Attorney-General for Pakistan 

may also offer his views on the proposal. 

M/ Justice (R) 
(Mansoor Ahmed) 

Secretary 
22 May 2007. 

Attorne -G 
ral for Pakistan Su reme Court Buildin: Islamabad. 

Law, J ice and Human Rights U.O.No.F.618/07-Law-II, dated 
2 .2007. 
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, Windows Live Flottnail Print Messagc 
(Page no. 	of Exhibit NAB no.  23 ) 

ge 

Windows Live— 
. 

BS Settlement 
From: Rsil (rsil@wol.net.pk) 
Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2008 1:32:53 PM 
To: rnadina@nab.gov.pk  
Cc: hasansaqthsheikh@hotmail.com  

Ref: ABS/TAM/ 

February 14, 2008 

Ms. Madina M Khan 

-Acting Director Overseas 

NAB 

Subject: 	BS Settlement 

Dear Madina, 

Mn E Jerry James had obviously come to know that the payment has been made to Ws JAR 
d the matter concluded with them. I have received several calls from him and also from Mr. 

Tariq Fawacl, his representative who is presently in Dubai, and they are insisting on payment 
immediately. 

I have spoken with Mr. Tariq Fawad and also with Mr. Jerry that they should provide us some 
documents to show the nature of work done by them and the rest can be returned to u 
time of payment. 

They, have already emailed me several documents which I am unable to open. I have asked 

http://by121w.bay121.maillive.com/mail/PrintShell.aspx?type=rnessage&cpids=3d4fdcd5... 2/26/2008 



Windows Live Hottnail Print Message 

..iem to arrange their delivery. 

Page 2 of 2 
9)9 

On our part, we need to finalize a Settlement Agreement which shall be effectively the same 
with a few changes only, that was approved in the case of Ws IAR by the Ministry of Law. We 
are preparing draft Affidavits etc as well. 

In the present case, in the BS matter, there is a slight change in facts. BS went into winding-up V 
but before that through a notarized assignment deed it assigned its present claim over GOP to 
a new company. In our agreement and affidavits etc we have to cover indemnification of this 
eventuality. We are working on that and shall send you the said documents shortly. 

Please let me know if you have any additional input on the above. 

Sincerely, 

Ahmer Bilal Soofi 

Advocate Supreme Court 

http://by121w.bay121.maillive.cortilmail/PrintShell.aspx?type=message&cpids=3d4fdcd5... 2/26/2008 
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National Accountabir y Bureau 
Islam 

File No.23/1/08-0W 

Sheet No 

Subject: Settlement with M/s Broadsheet (BS)  
PUC I and PUC II are emails received from Mr. Ahmar. Bilal Soofi (NAB 
Consultant) on the issue of 'settlement with M/s Broadsheet' (BS) - a private 
asset recovery company. 

PUG I (dated 14th  of February 2008) states that Mr. Jerry James of Ws 
Broadsheet and Mr. Tariq Fawad (Broadsheet's representative in Pakistan) are 
insisting on immediate payment of US$ 1.5 million  as settlement charges. PUG II 
(dated 20th  of February 2008) statesAhat Mr. Jerry James has given seven days 
to make the payment however Mr. Soofi has convinced him to extend the date till 
beginning of March. 

Background to the Case:  

The agreement entered into between NAB and M/s Broadsheet is exactly the 
same - to the last word - as the one entered with M/s IAR (copy of the 
agreement flagged A). The only difference being the name and address of the 
private asset recovery company. However the targets assigned to BS 	were  111 
as against 1.0 asaigned to M/s IAR (list of targets flagged B). NAB will ha;Fiti5 
bear in mind that it settled with IAR not as a recognition of the company's 
contribution for recovery of assets (IAR did not deliver on any of the assigned 
targets) but because the 'agreement' was legally lopsided and nop believed that 
if 	we had one for arbitration we would have lost more. The 	same rationale would 
apply to the case-at-BS. This also le the reason why we had presented the case 
cif BS to the Committee formed by the Prime Minster to decide on the issue of 
payments to the asset recovery companies. All the legal opinions from various 
lawyers and the opinion of Mr. Soofi are valid for botlithJ2_ass&L_s,sm-etery 
companies. 

The following points need to be borne in mind while negotiating with M/s 
Broadsheet 

i) A team of NAB representativet had met Mr. Jerry James of M/s Broadsheet 
in London on 17th  of April 2007 (minutes of the meeting placed at Flag C). 
•Whereas NAB team during the visit to London had held congjuding 
negotiations with M/s IAR (negotiations with IAR had been going on for the 
past many months), the meeting with M/s Broadsheet was held to initiate 



Minute Sheet 
Overseas Wing 

File No.23/1/08-0W 

Continue from Pa .e No. 	 Sheet No. 

Subject: Settlement with M/s Broadsheet (BS) 

. negotiations. The meeting was without prejudice save to the costs of. the 
meeting itself and following timeliries had been agreed upon. 

• a. NAB agreed to. pay US$ 1.5 million to M/s Broadsheet working on the 
prinaiple-that NAB Will pay .where they (BS) can .prove that they have 
made efforts in pursuance of the agreement which commensurate with 
the figure demanded. 	 • 
'Tang Fawad Malik Broadsheet's representative in Pakistan will provide 
NAB within 30 days of the meeting "documentation. and -receipts 

• supporting the fact that Broadsheet has, expended or lost, in 
connection with the agreement, amoUnts of US$ 1-.5 million". 

• c. Within t 90 days of Broadsheet having "provided.  the. documentation, 
NAB will formally approve the aettlement.], 	.- 

d. 	Within 120 days of NAB-having' approved:GOP will pay Broadsheet an 
amount of US$ 1.5 million. 

, 	• . 	. 	, 
•  • ii) .Teriq Fawad Malik, uptill now has failed to provide NAB with the 

documentation even after repeated contacts by the .-undersigned and Mr. 
SoOfit(cOpyrOf an email serif to,  Mr. Soofi on the issueis flagged D). 	• 

. 	. 
One reason Icir•Mr. Tariq Fawad Maliks failure to appear' in-any of the scheduled 
meetings with NAB could be that on receipt of complaints, NAB Frontier has 
initiated .a -case .Of Corruption (housing scheme fraud) against him (Newspaper 

	

clipping Flagged g). 	. 

Recommendations: 

i) Keeping in view the legal aspects of the case and the fact that we already 
:have the Prime Ministers approval to make the settlement payment it is 
recommended that we convey to Mr. Jerry James that GOP is ready to 
make the payment as all required formalities have been completed. , 	• i 	At-the same-time we may also reiterate that BS should  provide _US with I 

( "documentation and receipts supporting the fact that Broadsheet  has 
expended or I..st In connection with the agreemenLamojjr,t,of US$ 175 
million",as agreed in the April 2007 meeting. This iUmggantJas it would 
allow us to substantiate the amount paid in addition to our legal arguments. 
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Continue from Pa 'e No. 	 Sheet No. -5c 

Subject: Settlement with M/s Broadsheet (BS)  

iii) Mr. Soofi may be asked to complete the settlement agreement, affidavits 
and other necessary legal documentation (Mr. Soofi is already doing so and 
would forward us the documents as soon as they are finished). 

iv) We may also, as per the directions of the committee formed by the Prime 
Minister, ask Mr. Jerry James to scale down the settlement figure as far as 
possible. 

ActiriDirector 
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Contents 

Subject: 	Settlement With M/S Broad-Sheet (BS) 
i 3 . Ac ia-t) firrytel. / 91 - cpy• n-e-crt 0C-Cca..6 

Do IC 
HI- 	Reference para 13 of the minute sheet. 

°Lc_ An email to Mr. Soofi was sent on the 5th  of February 2008 (receipt confirmed) 
communicating the decision at para 11 of the minute sheet (email placed at page 
46 of the correspondence side). 

/6- • Mr. Soofi has sent documents forwarded by Broadsheet (placed in file - received 
on 7-3-2008). These documents contain 'list of targets', and various 
communication's between BS and NAB on the cases pertaining to these targets. 
Also .included are number of 'minutes of the meetings' held between NAB and 
BS: However no 'receipts' or 'expeTiditures'• incurred by pS:in.,pinuappe of the listed targets have been provided. 

/7 	File is forwarded for further instructions. 

Actin/Director 
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File is forwarded for information. 

t
Actin Director 

25.  efrod • 

Saqib 
Director 
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Subject: 	Settlement With NUS Broad-Sheet (BSI 

Reference para 20 of the minute sheet. 

M/s Broadsheet have been informed accordingly - mail placed on page 46 c/s. 

With reference to the letter from M/s Broadsheet (placed on page 48 c/s) dated 
12th  of March 2008, the undersigned had held a meeting with the Cn. The Cn 
was of the view that since all legal formalities had been completed we should not 
delay making the_payTherk. In this context a nieeting was held-  cVithilieDiriblor 
B&A. The Dfrector informed that the budget position was such that it would be 
extremely difficult to make a payment of US$ 1.5 million before July. 

Another meeting was held with the Cn along with the Director B&A. In the 
meeting it was decided that we would make halfibe pay_ment  in April and the rest 
in July 2008 The r—TT- s—airTei.0-16-fflQ1r. Soofi be asked to prepare all 
giEcTimentation related to the settlement and have them sent to the 
representatives of BS for vetting. Once they have agreed to the text of the 
'settlement agreement' and the 'affidavits' we may agree to a date to make the 
payment and transfer of documents. Mr. Soofi has been informed accordingly. 

Reference para's 24 to 26. 

26 - Mr. Ahmar Bilal Soofi has forwarded the draft 'settlement agreeran 
NAB, M/s Broadsheet and.  $teeptechase Financial Service (placed on page 79 

. Krirggililechase Financial services is the 'successor' organization of M/s 
Broadsheet and is managed by Mr. Jerry James. In principle the agreement is 
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Subject: 	Settlement With M/S Broad-Sheet (BS) 

same as that between NAB and M/s IAR (which was vett by the Ministry for 
Lai..1) with the difference being of the name?, addresses and clauses covering 
Steeplechase as the successor organization of M/s BS. 

Mr. Soofi has also forwarded three affidavits to be signed by Mr: Tariq Fawad 
(placed on page 64 c/s), Mr Jerry James (on behalf of Mint-641) ictiaSe - - 
placed on page 61 c/s) and Mr. Jerry James again on behalf of M/s Broadsheet 
(page 58 c/s). 

At the same time Mr. Soofi has forwarded a mail stating that M/s 'BS are asking 
for 'a post dated cheque from the State Bank or Government of Pakistan for half " 
of the amount that is to be paid to them in July' (placed on page 55 c/s). 

It is suggested that we forward the settlement agreement and the affidavits to the 
PGA Wing for vetting. At the same time directions may be issued on payment of 
half of the amount through a post dated cheque. 

1 Actin Director 
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• GOVE1MP4T OF PAKSITAN 
NATIONAL ACOUNTABILIU BUREAU 

G-5/2, ATA TURK AVENUE 
ISLAMABAD 

No. 23/1/08-0W e%  
i sr- April 200S 

Cont. entt 

Mt. Ghulam RaSool 
Joint Secretary 
Law, Justice and Human Rights Division 

Block, 3rd  Floor, Pak Secretariat 
IPlarnabad 

Subject: 	Settlement with Mis Broadsheet (BS) - An asset recovery 
companV 

To: 

Please referto the subjett cited above. 

2. The undersigned is, directed to state that the Prime Minister of 
Pakistan had been pleased to form a_Committee to deliberate and put up its 
recommendations to the Prime Ministers office on the issue of 'settlement with 
Mis IAR', and .M/s broadsheet (BS) -.two private asset recovery Companies. On 
the ComMittee's recommendation the Prime Minister was pleased to approve 
settlement payments to both the asset recovery companies (copy of the Prime 
Minister's approval is placed as-annexure A). 

3. Para 3 (iii) of the approved recommendations' states that "before 
the payments are made a separate 'settlement agreement', will be formally 
arrived at between NAB and each of the asset recovery companies broadly on 
the terms that the asset recovery companies and do? wbuld mutually, fully and 
forever, release and discharge each other and their successors from all claims in 
connection with or arising out of the agreements. This settlement agreement Will 
be forwarded to the Ministry of Law, Justice and HUMS Rights for vetting". 

The 'Ministry of law has already vetted the 'settlement agreement' 
between NAB and M/s IAR (copy of the vetted agreement is placed as 
annexure B).:  NAB is now settling with M/s Broadsheet as well and a similar  
settlement agreement is being forwarded to the Ministry.-orraTi, Justice and 
Human-Rights for vetting. 

4.  

koo 

.1. . Copy of the Prime Ministers Approval 
2. • Copy Ogle Vetted agreement (Ws IAR) . 
3. Draft Settlement Agreement with M/s BS, 



AFFIDAVIT 

1. That I, E: Jerry James, Son of [INSERT] • 

	

	 , resident of 
represent 

Steeplechase Financial Services LLC (hereinafter referred to as 

'Steeplechase') with respect to the Commercial Services Agreement 

between the Government of Pakistan through the National Accountability 
Bureau (hereinafter referred to as 'NAB') and Broadsheet LLC (hereinafter 
referred to as 'BS') concluded on 201h  June, 2000. 

2. That I warrant and represent that BS has transferred and.  assigned all of its 
right, title and interest with respect to the Commercial Services Agreement 
mentioned above, to Steeplechase, through an Assignment Agreement 
dated 5th  January, 2005. 

3. That I warrant that the said assignment has been done in accordance with 
law and is valid. 

4. That I warrant and represent that I am fully authorized to execute the.  
Settlement Agreement between BS, Steeplechase and NAB/Government of 
Pakistan (hereinafter referred to as the 'Settlement Agreement'), on behalf 
of Steeplechase and further warrant and represent that there is no reason - 
known to them of any existing obstacle or reason which would render the 
execution of this Settlement Agreement invalid. 

5. That I also warrant that the present claim is neither the subject matter of any 
winding up proceedings anywhere nor listed as a claim with any liquidator. 

1 



6. That as an executant of the Settlement Agreement on behalf of 
Steeplechase, I have full capacity to enter into the Settlement Agreement 
and in case of any defect in the said capacity, I hereby indemnify the 
NAB/Government of Pakistan, in my personal capacity, against any 
consequences including attempted revival of claims etc. 

7. That I, on behalf of Steeplechase declare and warrant that the original 
documents, copies, residual files/material referred to in clause "9" of the 
Settlement Agreement, being handed over to NAB, constitute the entire 
record in the custody of BS and Steeplechase, its associates, partners, legal 
representatives, shareholders and directors etc, with respect to BS's work 
carried out pursuant to the agreement with NAB, and nothing has been with 
held by BS and/or Steeplechase. 

8. That), on behalf of Steeplechase represent and warrant that Steeplechase 
is simultaneously with the execution of the Settlement Agreement instructing 
all its lawyers and members that the matter has been concluded. 

9. That I, on behalf of Steeplechase represent and warrant that Mr. Tariq 
Fawad, has full and unequivocal authority to execute the Settlement 
Agreement on behalf of Steeplechase, and all its direbtors, partners and 
shareholders etc. 

10. That I, on behalf of Steeplechase represent and warrant that Mr. 
	  has full and unequivocal authority to sign and execute the 
Settlement Agreement and receive the Bank draft for US $1.5 Million on 
behalf of Steeplechase, and all its directors, partners and shareholders etc. 

11. That I, on behalf of Steeplechase represent and warrant that the 
documents/material being handed over to NAB have been properly and 
legally obtained and the NAB/Government of Pakistan can utilize the same 
in any legal proceedings if so required. 

2 
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12.That I, on behalf of Steeplechase represent and warrant that no other 

person or entity has or has had any interest in the claims, demands, 
obligations, or causes of action referred to in the Settlement Agreement, 

except as otherwise set forth therein, and that it has not sold, assigned, 

transferred, conveyed or otherwise disposed of any of the claims, demands, 

obligations, or causes of action referred to in the Agreement. And in case of 

any such claim against NAB or Government of Pakistan, I shall defend it at 
my own cost. 

13. That I, on behalf of Steeplechase represent and warrant that the terms and 

conditions set out in the Settlement Agreement constitute the scope of a full 
and final resolution of the dispute of all claims, issues, complaints, counter-
claims etc between each other. 

DEPONENT 

VERIFICATION 

Verified on oath at [INSERT PLACE] at this 	 day of 	 2008 
Steeplechase that the contents of the above Affidavit are correct and true to the 
best of my knowledge and belief. 

DEPONENT 



SETTLEMENT AG REEME NT 

This Agreement is entered into between the Government of the Islamic Republic 

of Pakistan ("GOP") through the National Accountability Bureau ("NAB") of the 

Government of Pakistan, Attaturk Avenue, G-5/2, Islamabad, the Islamic 

Republic of Pakistan, (hereinafter referred to as the 'NAB" which expression shall 

mean and include its legal representatives, successor entities, administrators, etc 

through Chairman NAB, Mr Navid Ahsan of the FIRST PART) 

AND 

a) Broadsheet LLC, incorporated vide incorporation certificate dated 	 
(copy enclosed) under the laws of 	and having its registered office at 
	 , (hereinafter referred to as the "BS" which 
expression shall mean and include its sponsors, legal representatives, partners, 

directors, executors,. chairman, shareholders, office bearers, permitted assigns, 

successors-in-interest, predecessors-in-interest, administrators, etc through its 

Chairman, Mr Jerry James, duly authorized vide Board Resolution dated 
	passed by the Board of Broadsheet LLC) 

AND 

b) Steeplechase Financial Services LLC, incorporated vide incorporation 
certificate dated 	(copy enclosed) under the laws of Colorado, USA and 
having its registered office at 	  which under 
the Assignment Agreement dated 4th  January, 2005 (copy enclosed) is fully 



authorized to step into the shoes of Broadsheet LLC Gibraltar and receive the 

interest/claim of Broadsheet LLC under winding-up from the GOP (hereinafter 

referred to as the "Steeplechase" which expression shall mean and include its 

sponsors, legal representatives, partners, directors, executors, chairman, 

shareholders, office bearers, permitted assigns, successors-in-interest, 

predecessors-in-interest, administrators, etc through its Manager, Mr. Jeny 

James, duly authorized vide Board Resolution dated 	  passed by 
the Board of Steeplechase Financial Services LLC) 

AND 

c) Mr. E. Jerry James, son of 	 , passport number 	  

resident of 	  Colorado, USA and having his registered office at 

	 , as shareholder and beneficiary of 

Broadsheet LLC under winding-up (hereinafter referred to as the "Jerry James" 

which expression shall mean and include his sponsors, legal representatives, 

partners, directors, executors, shareholders, permitted assigns, successors-in-

interest, predecessors-in-interest, etc) of the SECOND PART 

(Steeplechase, BS and Jerry James hereinafter also referred to collectively as 

the "Second Party"). 

(NAB, Steeplechase, BS and Jerry James hereinafter also referred to collectively 
as the "Parties"). 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS:- 

2 



A. The NAB is authorized on behalf of the Government of Pakistan to 
enter into this Agreement; 

B. The NAB and BS entered into a Commercial Services Agreement 
dated 20th  June, 2000 (the "Commercial Services Agreement") in 

accordance with which BS agreed to provide asset recover services 

focusing on specifically targeted individuals and companies, on a 
contingency basis; 

C. A dispute arose between the NAB and the BS with respect to the 

obligations, performance and carrying out of those services by BS and 

BS was asked by NAB to stop undertaking any further steps pursuant 

to the Commercial Services Agreement and that the same stood ' 
terminated; 

D. BS claims a sum of US $ 515.6 Million from NAB/GOP on the basis of 

its interpretation of clause 4 of the Commercial Services Agreement 

and in this regard target wise calculations are enclosed. NAB 
disagreed with the amount of the claim. 

E. BS was prepared to move into arbitration under the Commercial 

Services Agreement and press the aforesaid claim along with 

damages before the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators at Dublin. 

F. However, later the NAB and BS entered into negotiations for the 

purpose of seeking closure of the entire matter through a settlement of 

the dispute. In this regard, the parties held a detailed meeting in 
London during which the respective claims were contested (Minutes of 
Meeting are enclosed with this agreement) ; 

3 



G. Meanwhile, BS assigned and transferred, through an Assignment 

Agreement dated 4th  January, 2005 (hereinafter • referred to as the 

"Assignment Agreement"), to Steeplechase all of its right, title, interest 

(including claims etc) in connection with the agreement entered into 

with the Government of Pakistan through the Chairman of the National 
Accountability Bureau (NAB) dated 20th  June, 2000. (A copy of the said 
Assignment Agreement is appended with this agreement). However, 

BS was also re-incorporated in Denver, Colorado after Broadsheet 
LLC Gibraltar was under winding-up. 

H. Further to those negotiations terms and conditions of a full and final 
settlement have been agreed; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and promises 

herein agreed, the Parties intending to be legally bound herein agree as follows: 

TERMS & CONDITIONS  

1. Full and Final Settlement 

The Parties agree that the terms and conditions set out herein constitute the 
full and final resolution of the dispute concerning and arising from all claims, 

issues, complaints, counter claims etc between the Parties. 

2. Entire Agreement and Successors in Interest 

This Agreement contains the entire agreement between the Parties with 

regard to the matters set forth herein and shall be binding upon the executors, 

4 
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administrators, personal representatives, heirs, successors and permitted 

assigns of each Party. 

3. Release and Discharge 

In consideration of the NAB's agreement to make the settlement payment 

(mentioned in clause "7" below), the Second Party fully and finally releases 

and forever discharges the NAB and the Government of Pakistan or its any 

entity, of and from any and all past, present or future claims, demands, 

. obligations, actions, causes of action, rights, damages, costs, loss of 

services, expenses and compensation which the Second Party pleads, or 

which may hereafter accrue or otherwise be acquired by the Second Party. 

In consideration of the Second Party's agreement to the terms and conditions 

, of this Agreement, and subject to the terms contained herein, the NAB also 

releases and discharges the Second Party, of and from any and all past, 

present or future claims, counter claims, demands, obligations, actions, 

causes of action, rights, damages, costs, loss of services, expenses and 
compensation by the NAB and the Government of Pakistan. 

4. Warranty of Capacity to Execute Agreement 

A. The Second Party represents and warrants that no other person or entity 
• has or has had any interest in the claims, demands, obligations, or causes 

of action referred to in this Agreement, except as otherwise set forth 

herein, and that Steeplechase has not sold, assigned, transferred, 

conveyed or otherwise disposed of any of the claims, demands, 
obligations, or causes of action referred to in this Agreement. 

B. The Second Party agrees to indemnify the NAB/Government of Pakistan 

from any claims, demands and causes of action that a person or entity 



may prefer against the NAB/Government of Pakistan and shall exclusively 

defend and settle such claims, clauses and causes of action. 

C. It is warranted that the Assignment Agreement dated iltb  January, 2005 is 

legally valid, has not been challenged in any legal font including in the 

winding •up proceedings of Broadsheet LLC Gibraltar. It is further 

warrant that thrt lattiffonesest—that—is—sttbjeet—rnatter—ofithg  present 

agreerSis_not at presentss.ubject matter 'of wincting_up ,prace.e.dings 

nor is it listed as a claim bett.tSyidator. 

D. The executants of the Agreement on behalf of the Second Party have full 
capacity to enter into this Agreement and in case of any defect in the said 

capacity the executants in their personal capacity and BS and 

Steeplechase in their corporate capacity hereby indemnify the 

'NAB/Government of Pakistan against any consequences including 

attempted revival of claims etc. 

5. Termination of Service Agreement 

A. The Parties agree that the Commercial Services Agreement stands 

. 	terminated completely and effectively and is null and void. (A copy of the 

said  zmrs_neSserSaner2gi ats...appendecLwittabiseagxesment). 

B. The termination shall also be applicable to persons or entities, registered 

with BS pursuant to the Commercial Services Agreement (hereinafter 

referred to as the "targets"). For the removal of doubt, the termination shall 

also apply to the provisions of para 18.5 of the Commercial Services 
Agreement notwithstanding anything contained therein. 

6. Cancellation of Powers of Attorney 

6 



A. The Second Party agrees that all Powers of Attorney and any other 

permissions to obtain information, initiate and pursue investigation, 

litigation, request for information with respect to the registered 

names/entities under the Commercial Services Agreement stand revoked 

and cancelled effectively and are null and void. 

B. For the removal of doubt, the termination shall also apply. to the provisions 

of para 18.7 of the Commercial Services Agreement notwithstanding 

anything contained therein. 

7. Settlement Amount 

The Parties agree that in full and final settlement of its claims BS shall receive 

one time payment of US Dollars one million and five hundred thousand 

($1,500,000). 

8. Payment Schedule 

The Parties agree that the settlement payment referred to in Clause "7" above 

shall be made to BS through a demand draft drawn in the name of BS and 

handed over to its representative. 

9. Return of all Documents and Information 

A. The Parties agree that simultaneously with the receipt of the settlement 

amount the Second Party shall: 

(i) 
	provide/handover 	all 	original 	documents, 	copies, 

communications, prints and all other forms of information and 
shall box up all of the residual files in its possession and deliver 

to the NAB or its designated official in person all the 

7 
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aforementioned material and obtain a written note 

acknowledging the receipt of record being returned or handed 

over; 

(ii) hand over and return all original Powers of Attorney issued 

pursuant to the Commercial Services Agreement mentioned in 

Clause "6" above; 

(iii) hand over all and any authorizations received from the 

Government of Pakistan or the NAB for request for information, 

Mutual Legal Assistance, initiation of investigations in foreign 

jurisdictions, initiation and pursuit of judicial proceedings etc; 

(iv) hand over all details of the information obtained and material 

recovered through its Consultants in respect of work done 

pursuant to the Commercial Services Agreement; 
(v) provide details of any and all requests for Mutual Legal 

• Assistance and/or letter(s) requesting information pertaining to 

• which information is still awaited from the concerned authorities. 

In this respect, the Second Party agrees that any such request 

for Mutual Legal Assistance and/or letter(s) and any copies 

thereof shall be handed over by the Second Party to NAB; 
(vi) 	provide information regarding any investigative and/or judicial 

proceedings pending pursuant to the Powers of Attorney 
mentioned in Clause "6" above. 

B. The form of the record being handed over to the NAB includes paper 

material, images, scanned data, electronic data on• computer hard 

disks/online storage facilities/removable storage devices, CDs, DVDs, and 

Floppy disks etc. 

10.  Prohibition of Use of Information 



A The Second Party shall not use or share the information obtained in 

connection with or arising from its work under the Commercial Services 

Agreement in any manner whatsoever and shall not use the information in 

articles, books, press, media, speeches, discussions or otherwise. 

B. The Second Party shall not use or disseminate the information on the 

• targets whether that was obtained by them, provided to them by the NAB 
or accumulated while working on the targets by BS or any firm/consultants 

hired by BS for investigative purposes etc. 

C. In case of any use of the said information, the Second Party hereby 

indemnifies the Government of Pakistan and/or the NAB in respect of any 

claims for compensation or any other form of loss by persons or entities. 

The Second Party agrees to exclusively itself defend at its own cost and 
settle for such claims etc. 

11. Disclosure 

A. The Second Party declares and warrants that the original documents, 

letter, copies, residual files/material referred to in this Agreement (Clause 

"9" above in particular) being handed over to the NAB, constitute the entire 

record in the custody of the Second Party, its Consultants, associates, 

partners, legal representatives, shareholders and directors etc. with 
respect to BS's work under the Commercial Services Agreement and 
nothing has been withheld by the Second Party. 

B. The Second Party shall simultaneously with the receipt of the Settlement 

amount provide a notarized affidavit to the effect that all documents 

provided by the NAB and any information, records, materials etc collected 

or received by BS pursuant to or in respect of its work under the 



Commercial Services Agreement have been returned and that nothing has 

been withheld in any form whatsoever. 

12. Confidentiality 

The Parties agree that the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be 

strictly confidential and shall not be disclosed to any persons or entities, other 

than their officials, professional advisers and consultants who themselves 

shall be similarly bound. In case of any disclosure by the Second Party, the 

Second Party hereby indemnifies for and to the extent as provided in the 

preceding clauses of this Agreement. 

13.Amendments 

The Agreement may be amended at any time through mutual written consent 

of the Parties. 

•14.Notices 

The Parties agree that any notices required or desired to be given in respect 

of this Agreement shall be in writing and delivered to the address of the 
receiving Party first set out above. 

15. Exclusive Understanding 

The Parties agree that this Agreement constitutes the full, complete and 

exclusive understanding of the matters covered in this Agreement 

.superseding any prior representations verbal or written understandings as 
well as all prior negotiations and undertakings and contains all terms and 

conditions pertaining to the subject matter hereof. 

IO 
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16. Separability 

The Parties agree that should any clause, paragraph, phrase or line become 

or be declared unlawful or unenforceable then it shall be deemed to have 

been eeparated from the rest of the provisions of this Agreement which shall 

remain in full force and effect. 

17.Event of Claim 

In the event of any claim raised against the Government of Pakistan or the 

NAB by anyone, any Court, liquidator, provisional manager etc whether under 

any right, assignment etc or on behalf of the Second Party in respect of any 

• issue relating to or arising from the Commercial Services Agreement the 

Second Party and the present executants on its behalf of this Agreement shall 

be responsible for the same and defend them at their own cost and the 

Government of Pakistan or NAB stands indemnified against any such claim. 

18. Meeting to Conclude the Settlement 

1. In case the Parties meet at a pre designated venue then the following 

proceedings shall take place: 

A. hand over of the demand draft by the Representatives of the Government 
of Pakistan to the representative of the Second Party (mentioned in 

Clause "8"above); 

B. receiving formal custody of all the material, record, residual files as 

mentioned in the preceding provisions of this Agreement by the 

Representatives of the Government of Pakistan from representative of the 

Second Party; 

-••• 
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C. exchange of signed instruments of Agreement; 

• D. presence of officials from both sides; 

• E. Minutes of Meeting for the entire proceedings to be duly recorded and 

approved by the Parties. 

2. The Parties agree that the order from A through E of proceedings as listed 

in clause 18.1 above does not provide for indicates hierarchy or individual 

importance amongst the proceedings. All proceedings shall be completed 

and each proceeding shall take effect simultaneously with other 

proceedings. 

19.Governinq Law 

The Parties agree that this Agreement shall be governed and construed in 

accordance with the English Law. 

20.  Dispute Resolution 

The Parties agree that any dispute concerning with or arising from this 

Agreement or derived from the terms and conditions herein shall be finally 

resolved by arbitration in accordance with the Rules of the Chartered Institute 
.of Arbitrators before a single arbitrator in London with the proceedings 

conducted in the English language and with each side being responsible for 

its costs and any right of appeal hereby waived to the extent allowed by law. 

21.Additional Documents 

A. The Parties agree to cooperate fully and execute • any and all 

supplementary documents and to take all additional actions which may be 

12 



necessary or appropriate to give full force and effect to the basic terms 

and intent of this Agreement. 

B. The representatives of the Second Party undertake to sign and execute 

any document after this agreement that the NAB or the Government of 

Pakistan may require for its internal procedures. 

22. Costs and Legal Fees 

The Parties agree to bear their own costs and attorney's fees in connection 

with the negotiations and execution of this Agreement. 

23. Authorized Signatories 

The Parties confirm, warrant and represent that the individuals executing this 

Agreement on behalf of them are abthorized to do so and further warrant and 

represent that there is no reason known to them of any existing obstacle or 

reason which would render the execution of this Agreement invalid. 

24. Effectiveness 

This Agreement shall take effect from the date of the signing of this 

Agreement. 

WHEREFORE, the Parties intending to be legally bound execute this Agreement 

as of the 	day of [MONTH] 	, 2008. 

AGREED: 	 AGREED; 

Government of Pakistan 	 Broadsheet LLC 

(through the National Accountability Bureau) 

13 



AN 

0 

By: E Jerry James (Chairman) 

(Authorized signature) 	 (Authorized signature) 

AGREED: 	 AGREED: 

Steeplechase Financial Services LLC 	Mr. E Jerry James 

By: E Jerry James (Manager) 
	

Shareholder & beneficiary of 

(Authorized signature) 
	

Broadsheet LLC (under winding- 

up) 

Date: 

Name: 	  

14 	

Name: 	  

WITNESSES  

Witness 	 Witness  



Signature: Signature: 	 

Witness  

Name: 	  

Witness 

Name: 	  

Signature: 	 Signature: 	 
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AFFIDAVIT 

1. That I, Tang Fawad, Son of 	[INSERT] 	 , resident of 

have been 

representing Broadsheet (hereinafter referred to as 'BS') with respect to its 

Commercial Services Agreement with the Government of Pakistan through 

the National Accountability Bureau (hereinafter referred to as 'NAB') 

concluded on 20th  June, 2000. 

2. That I warrant and represent that BS has transferred and assigned all of its 

right, title and interest with respect to the Commercial Services Agreement 

mentioned above, to Steeplechase, through an Assignment Agreement 

dated 5th  January, 2005. 

3 That I warrant and represent that I am fully authorized to execute the 
Settlement Agreement between BS, Steeplechase and NAB/Government of 
Pakistan (hereinafter referred to as the 'Settlement Agreement'), on behalf 
of BS and further warrant and represent that there is no reason known to 
them of any existing obstacle or reason which would render the execution of 
this Settlement Agreement invalid. 

4. That as an executant of the Settlement Agreement on behalf of BS, I have 
full capacity to enter into the Settlement Agreement and in case of any 
defect in the said capacity, I hereby indemnify the NAB/Government of 
Pakistan, in my personal capacity, against any consequences including 
attempted revival of claims etc. 

1 
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5. That I, on behalf of BS declare and warrant that the original documents, 

copies, residual files/material referred to in clause "9" of the Settlement 
Agreement, being handed over to NAB, constitute the entire record in the 

custody of BS, its associates, partners, legal representatives, shareholders 

and directors etc, with respect to BS's work carried out pursuant to the 

agreement with NAB, and nothing has been with held by BS. 

6. That I, on behalf of BS represent and warrant that BS is simultaneously with 
the execution of the Settlement Agreement instructing all its lawyers, in 

particular 	 that the matter has been concluded. 

• 7. That I, on behalf of BS represent and warrant that Mr. E. Jerry James, has 

full and unequivocal authority to execute the Settlement Agreement on 

behalf of BS, and all its directors, partners and shareholders etc. 

8 That I, on behalf of BS represent and warrant that Mr. 	, has full 

and unequivocal authority to sign and execute the Settlement Agreement 
and receive the Bank draft for US $1.5 Million on behalf of BS, and all its 

directors, partners and shareholders etc. 

9. That I, on behalf of BS represent and warrant that the documents/material 
being handed over to NAB have been properly and legally obtained and the 
NAB/Government of Pakistan can utilize the same in any legal proceedings 

if so required. 

10. That I, on behalf.  of BS represent and warrant that no other person or entity 
has or has had any interest in the claims, demands, obligations, or causes 
of action referred to in the Settlement Agreement, except as otherwise set 
forth therein, and that it has not sold, assigned, transferred, conveyed or 
otherwise disposed of any of the claims, demands, obligations, or causes of 
action referred to in the Agreement. And in case of any such claim against 
NAB or Government of Pakistan, I shall defend it at my own cost. 
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11 That I, on behalf of BS represent and warrant that the terms and conditions 
set out in the Settlement Agreement constitute the scope of a full and final 

resolution of the dispute of all claims, issues, complaints, counter-claims etc 

between each other. 

 

  

DEPONENT 

 

 

VERIFICATION 

  

 

Verified on oath at [INSERT PLACE] at this 	 day of 	2008 that 
the contents of the above Affidavit are correct and true to the best of my knowledge 
and belief. 

 

  

DEPONENT 

 



AFFIDAVIT 

1. That I, E. Jerry James, Son of 

	

	[INSERT] 	 , resident of• 
have been 

representing Broadsheet (hereinafter referred to as 'BS') with respect to its 
Commercial Services Agreement with the Government of Pakistan through 

the National Accountability Bureau (hereinafter referred to as 'NAB') 

concluded on 20th  June, 2000. 

2. That I warrant and represent that BS has transferred and assigned all of its 
right, title and interest with respect to the Commercial Services Agreement 
mentioned above, to Steeplechase, through an Assignment Agreement 
dated 5th  January, 2005. 

3. That I warrant that the said assignment has been done in accordance with 
law and is valid. 

4. That I warrant and represent that I am fully authorized  to execute  the 
grnen between BS, Steeplechase and NAB/Government of 

Pakistan (hereinafter referred to as the 'Settlement Agreement'), on behalf 
of BS and further warrant and represent that there is no reason known to 
them of any existing obstacle or reason which would render the execution of 
this Settlement Agreement invalid. 

5. That I also warrant that the pre.sent claim is neither  the subjectiaat_ter  amyl 
_—

winding up proceedings anywhere nor listed as a claimmith-any liquidator. 
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se) 6. That as an executant of the Settlement Agreement on behalf of BS, I have 
full capacity to enter into the Settlement Agreement and in case of any 
defect in the said capacity, I hereby indemnify the NAB/Government of 
Pakistan, in my personal capacity, against any consequences including 

attempted revival of claims etc. ..... 

7. That I, on behalf of BS declare and warrant that the original documents, 
copies, residual files/material referred to in clause "9" of the Settlement 

Agreement, being handed over to NAB, constitute the entire record in the 

custody of BS and Steeplechase, its associates, partners, legal 
representatives, shareholders and directors etc, with respect to BS's work 
carried out pursuant to the agreement with NAB, and nothing has been with 

held by BS and/or Steeplechase. 

8. That I, on behalf of BS represent and warrant that BS is simultaneously with 

the execution ,of the Settlement Agreement instructing all its lawyers and 

members that the matter has been concluded. 

9. That I, on behalf of BS represent and warrant that Mr. Tariq Fawad, has full 

and unequivocal authority to execute the Settlement Agreement on behalf of 

BS, and all its directors, partners and shareholders etc. 

10. That I, on behalf of BS represent and Warrant that Mr. 	, has full 

and unequivocal authority to sign and execute the Settlement Agreement 
and receive the Bank draft for US $1.5 Million on behalf of BS and 
Steeplechase, and all its directors, partners and shareholders etc. 

11. That I, on behalf of BS represent and warrant that the documents/material 
being handed over to NAB have been properly and legally obtained and the 
NAB/Government of Pakistan can utilize the same in any legal proceedings 

if so required. 

12. That I, on behalf of BS represent and warrant that other than Steeplechase 
no other person or entity has or has had any interest in the claims, 
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demands, obligations, or causes of action referred to in the Settlement 

Agreement, except as otherwise set forth therein, and that it has not sold, 

assigned, transferred, conveyed or otherwise disposed of any of the claims, 

demands, obligations, or causes of action referred to in the Agreement. And 

in case of any such claim against NAB or Government of Pakistan, I shall 

defend it at my own cost. 

13. That I, on behalf of BS represent and warrant that the terms and conditions 

set out in the Settlement Agreement constitute the scope of a full and final 

resolution of the dispute of all claims, issues, complaints, counter-claims etc 

between each other. 

DEPONENT 

VERIFICATION 

Verified on oath at [INSERT PLACE] at this 	 day of 	2008 that 
the contents of the above Affidavit are correct and true to the best of my knowledge 
and belief. 

DEPONENT 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

A. That's correct, sir. 

Q. On the basis of this email from Mr Soofi, it would 

appear that he had passed on certain documents, received 

from a Mr Malik, to the NAB, correct? 

1 

2 

3 

4 

A. Yes, sir. English is not my first language, sir, I can 

make errors in grammar. 

THE ARBITRATOR: Thank you. Good. Well, that concludes 

your evidence. 

5 A. That's correct, sir. 5 A. Thank you, sir. 

6 MR NORMAN: Thank you. No further questions, Sir Anthony. 6 THE ARBITRATOR: Unless either counsel wants to ask anything 

7 Questions by THE ARBITRATOR 7 arising out of my—... 

8 THE ARBITRATOR: I have just got one question. It means 8 Thank you very much indeed. 

9 going back to a time when you were asked to produce 9 A. Thank yon. 

10 a brief. 10 THE ARBITRATOR: Thank you. And we will take our morning 

11 A. Sir. 11 break. There is no pressure of time, is there? 

12 THE ARBITRATOR: And we can look at your statement if you 12 MR NEWBERGER: I think we are in a good place today, just in 

13 like. But you don't seem to distinguish there between 13 terms of the next witness, Mr Soofi, it is safe to say 

14 IAR and Broadsheet. 14 he is going to take longer than this witness. 

15 A. Yes, sir, that is correct. I don't. Because this is 15 THE ARBITRATOR: We will take 10 minutes. 10.50. 

16 what I was asked to do, I was asked to prepare a brief 16 (10.40 am) 

17 on both of them, sir. And both their performances were 17 (A short break) 

18 equally abysmal, if I may be allowed to say. 18 (10.50 am) 

19 THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. What I was wondering was this: were 19 THE ARBITRATOR: Good morning. My apologies, was one 

20 you really distinguishing in your mind, at that stage, 20 minute late. 

21 between IAR and Broadsheet, because both were Mr James's 21 Would you please give me your full name for the 

22 companies, as far as you were concerned? 22 record? 

23 A. No, I had a clear distinction that both were separate 23 A. My full name is Ahmer Bilal Soofi. 

24 companies. 24 THE ARBITRATOR: And you are about to give evidence, of 

25 THE ARBITRATOR: Well, let's look at your statement. You 25 course. Do you wish to take the oath or affirm? 

37 39 

1 say, at the end of paragraph 10: 1 A. The oath, on the Koran. 

2 "Both the companies had not performed as per the 2 THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. Would you take the oath, please. 
3 agreement." • 3 MR AHMER BILAL SOOFI (sworn) 
4 But then 11, you deal with IAR. 12, you talk about 4 Examination-in-chief by MR LEVY 
5 IAR and Broadsheet. And then 13, you are talking about 5 MR LEVY: Good morning, Mr Soofi. 
6 them. 14, it is back to IAR and you settled. And 6 A. Good morning. 
7 Broadsheet continued. 7 Q. Can I just Check you have in front of you your first 
8 So sometimes it looks as if you are talking about 8 witness statement, which is at bundle 2, reference H31? 
9 both companies together and other times you separate 9 A. Yes. 

10 them. 10 Q. Are there any corrections or clarifications you would 
11 A. I was aware that legally they are separate entities. 11 like to make tothat statement, Mr Soofi? 
12 Both had similar contracts with NAB. Both their 12 A. Yes, in paragraph 37. 
13 performance was equally good or bad. 13 Q. Paragraph 37? 
14 THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. 14 A. Yes. Second last line. 
15 A. We were going to settle with both of them, but we 15 Q. Yes, what clarification would you like to make? 
16 settled with IAR first, Broadsheet after, so...  16 A. Instead of the word "dissolved" it should be, "under 
17 THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. But if we go back to 10 you said 17 winding up". Paragraph 37, second last line. 
18 halfway through: 18 Q. Instead of the word "dissolved", you would like to 
19 "Since both the entities had entered into an 19 replace that with "under winding up"? 
20 agreement with NAB 20 A. Right 
21 And there were two separate agreements, separated 21 Q. Aside from that change, Mr Soofi, are there any other 
22 by -- 22 changes you would like to make to your first statement? 
23 A. There were two separate agreements, sir. 23 A. I'm fine: 
24 THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. And you say you had that in mind 24 Q. And could I ask you to turn up your second statement, 
25 throughout? 25 please, which is at tab H31E. Are there any changes or 
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1 clarifications you would like to make to that statement? 1 effectively? 

2 A. Fm fine. 2 A. Right. 

3 MR LEVY: You are now going to be asked some questions by 3 Q. Separate from the settlement issues and negotiations 

4 Broadsheet's lawyers. 4 which we are going to spend most of our time talking 

5 Cross-examination by MR NEWBERGER 5 about, are you now being instructed, either by the 

6 MR NEWBERGER: Good morning, Mr Soofi, I introduced myself 6 government of Pakistan or NAB on any other matters? 

7 to you a few minutes ago before we went on the record. 7 A. No. 

8 lam Stuart Newberger, one of the lawyers representing 13 Q. Okay. And then other than -- I will call it the 

9 the claimant in this arbitration, before Sir Anthony 9 Broadsheet IAR settlement issues, have you been 

10 here in London. 10 instructed by either the government or NAB or any 

11 I am going to ask you, as you can imagine, a few 11 agencies of Pakistan, let's say since 2006, in the last 

12 • questions about your role as counsel for-- I call it 12 10 years? 

13 the respondents. When I say that, I mean the government 13 A. You mean in what sense, "have been instructed"? 

14 of Pakistan and NAB, either separately or together, 19 Q. Just have you been instructed, other than the Broadsheet 

15 unless I have a question about the difference between 15 IAR settlement issues? 

16 the two, it is either the respondents for both of them, 16 A. lam doing some cases for the government. 

17 or I might say NAB or! might say Pakistan, but if! am 17 Q. Are you presently doing them? 

18 trying to distinguish between them, I will let you know. 18 A. Yes. 

19 Otherwise we will treat them as a package, okay? 19 Q. just very generally, I am not looking for privileged 

20 A. Okay. 20 information, just what type of cases are you handling 

21 Q. And you are a member of the Bar in Pakistan? 21 for the government? 

22 A. That's right 22 A. International arbitration and some other litigation, in 

23 Q. Are you licensed anywhere else other than Pakistan? 23 international court. 

24 A. No. 24 Q. Are those commercial international arbitrations or 

25 Q. I did note that you had the privilege of coming to the 

91 

25 investment treaty, or border disputes? Just generally, 
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1 • UK for some of your legal education and that you have 1 I am just trying to get a sense. 

2 an LLM from Cambridge 19E38, correct? 2 A. Public international law issues. 

3 A. Correct. 3 Q. Okay. Very well. And you are currently instructed by 

4 Q. Was there a particular area of study that you focused on 4 the government to handle some of those? 

5 at Cambridge? 5 A. Yes. 

6 A. Public international law. 6 Q. I don't need the details of the cases,! just want to 

7 Q. That is a highly respected programme. Well, let me -- 7 know -- so currently the respondents are a client, would 

8 and from your witness statements, I see you actually that be fair? 

9 have done work in the international area, in public 9 A. The government -- 

10 international law, correct? 10 Q. The government? 

11 A. Right. 11 A. The government is, yes. 

12 Q. So would it be fair to say that you are experienced in 12 Q. Okay. This is one of the times twill distinguish 

13 fairly sophisticated legal matters, both inside and 13 between NAB and the Republic of Pakistan. 

14 outside of Pakistan? 14 A. Right, right. 

15 A. I leave it to your judgment. 15 Q. So, sitting here today, on your professional docket, the 
16 Q. Well, I am trying to pay you the compliment. We will 16 government of Pakistan, Islamic Republic of Pakistan, is 
17 find out. We will probe on that a little bit 17 a client of you and your law firm? 
18 • Well, we have your two witness statements and they 18 A. Yes. 

19 are very helpful and lam going to refer to them 19 Q. Okay, thank you Are you doing any work for NAB right 
20 probably quite a bit because they are something you 20 now? 
21 spent some time-- did you prepare them yourself, by the 21 A. No. 
22 way? 22 Q. Other than appearing as a witness here, of course? 
23 A. Yes, I dictated them. 23 A. No. 
24 Q. Other than the one correction which I just made in my 24 Q. Okay. Are you being compensated by NAB or the republic 
25 copy as well, this represents your own work, 25 for your work on this arbitration in any way? 
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1 A. No. THE ARBITRATOR: That is an important clarification. 

2 Q. Okay. You are what we call a pure witness? 2 MR NEWBERGER: Thank you, we are going to get into it, in 

3 A. Yes. 3 terms of the file, and you are familiar with the file, 

4 Q. Very good. Thank you. Now, just on the subject of your 4 so you know where some of these are going to go. But 

5 instructions and whatnot, during the course of working 5 I am trying to get a sense of when there are questions 

6 on the Broadsheet and IAR settlements process --I will 6 of Isle of Man law or English law or Colorado law or 

7 capture that writ large -- were you either working with 7 anything else, you or your law firm -- I know you have 

8 or instructed by or having any communications with 8 associates and colleagues, but you or your law firm were 

9 counsel outside of Pakistan? 9 responsible for all elements of that particular work, 

10 A. Not really. 10 correct? 

11 Q. How about Kendall Freeman solicitors in London? 11 A. Well, we were looking at the documents that were 

12 A. That was initial, like very initial stage -- no, sorry 12 available to us, and on the basis --on that basis we 

13 not with Kendall Freeman. 13 were making our judgment. 

14 Q. With another firm? But there was another? You don't 14 Q. Okay. So if there was an issue of English law or 

15 have to identify -- 15 Isle of Man law or Colorado law, your firm undertook to 

16 A. It was Hunton& Williams that IAR, they were the lawyers 16 perform that task? 

17 for IAR, so I briefly interacted with them. 17 A. We were looking at the documents that were provided to 

18 Q. As adverse counsel, effectively? 18 us and we were under instructions to give input wherever 

19 A. Yes. 19 required. 

20 Q. Putting aside adverse counsel, I meant on Pakistan or 20 Q. That is fair. Again, you have answered my question, 

21 . any of these side of the table, or venues? 21 I appreciate it. I just want to know whether any other 

22 A. No. 22 law firms were involved outside or if you were just 

23 Q. So you didn't interact with Kendall Freeman when you 23 handling all this yourself? 

24 were instructed in that? 24 A. Not through us. 

25 A. No. 25 Q. Okay. Let's focus a little bit more, I understand from 

45 47 

1 Q. Did you interact with any solicitors or counsel in the 1 your first witness statement at paragraph 4, and you 
2 'Isle of Man? 2 have that in front of you, and by the way, Mr Soofi, 
3 A. No. 3 I know you are an experienced arbitration lawyer, but, 
4 Q. How about Denver, Colorado? 4 you know the rules, any time you need to look at your 
5 A. No, Only Mr Tisdale. Apart from that. 5 witness statement, please feel free. We are in no rush 
6 Q. Again, on your side of the table. lam trying to get 6 here. 
7 a Sense of who was involved for the respondents in this 7 A. Right. 
8 process, you obviously were the lead transaction lawyer 8 Q. : 
9 for this, you negotiated, you did the work, you drafted 9 "My instructions to act on behalf of the government 

10 the settlements. I understand that role from your 10 of Pakistan and NAB were first received in 2006." 
11 witness statement 11 My first question to you is from whom did you get 
12 A. Right. 12 the instructions, I don't care about privileged 
13 Q. I Just want to get a sense of whether there were any 13 information, but who was instructing you in 2006? 
14 other lawyers or law firms other than you and your firm. 14 A. Initially, the chairman's office. 
15 lam not meaning now in-house at NAB or the Ministry of 15 Q. The chairman of NAB? 
16 Law. lam talking about outside Pakistan: London, 16 A. Yes. 
17 Isle of Man, Denver Colorado or any other foreign 17 Q. And that was General Hafiez at that point? 
18 jurisdiction, no other lawyers, as far as you know were 18 A. I'm not quite sure. I think General Aziz. 
19 'working on that file? 19 Q. Aziz, I'm sorry. And at that time were you instructed 
20 A. I don't know, 20 to initiate settlement discussions? 
21 MR LEVY: I don't mean to interrupt, it is just that the 21 A. Yes. 
22 [draft] transcript at line 8 has the witness saying, 22 Q. In 2006? 
23 "Only Mr Sinel", andlthink it should say, "Only 23 A. Yes, 
24 Mr Tisdale." 29 Q. Okay. And that was to be with both Broadsheet and IAR? 
25 MR NEWBERGER: I believe that is what he said, yes. 25 A. That's right. 	- 
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1 Q. Okay. And do you know -- not the exact date. Do you 1 Kendall Freeman? (.5:c 
2 know generally in 2006 when this was; early, middle, 2 A. Right. 

3 later part of the year? 3 Q. Did you have any conversations with Mr Perry of 

4 A. I don't exactly remember, but they had, I believe, 4 Kendall Freeman or anyone else at that firm? 

5 , 	a notice of arbitration from IAR, so they asked me to 5 A. No. 

6 look at it and see what kind of way forward on this is, 6 Q. You didn't have anything to do with them? 

7 either proceed to contest the arbitration or find a way 7 A. No. 

8 to resolve this issue, and in doing so resolve it both 8 Q. You didn't call them up or anything? 

9 with IAR and Broadsheet. 9 A. No. 

10 Q. Thank you. That is a good clarification. So your 10 Q. You didn't ask for their files? 

11 instructions initially were in response to IAR making 11 A. My instructions were to proceed from this point onwards. 

12 a notice of arbitration? 12 Q. I understand that. In terms of proceeding onwards, did 

13 A. Right. 13 you, or anyone in your firm, I use that collectively, 

14 Q. You got involved with that As part of that 14 make any inquiry to Kendall Freeman about their files? 

1 5 instruction, it was your understanding -- again, I don't 15 A. No, we did not. 

16 want privileged information, but it was your 16 Q. Even -- let me finish. Even though they were the ones 

17 understanding that that assignment would also include 17 who sent the termination letter in October 2003? 

1 8 trying to resolve issues with Broadsheet? 18 A. We did not. 

19 A. Yes. 19 Q. Was that something you were instructed, to not deal with 

20 Q. Okay, thank you. So let's take this a little further. 20 them, or was that just a judgment you made? 

21 When you first got the instructions in 2006, 21 A. To do anything while representing NAB you need specific 

22 ' I understand it was first with regard to the IAR 22 instructions. So we couldn't do it on our own, unless 

2 3 arbitration notice? 23 instructed. 

24 A. Right. 24 Q. I see, Was it something that occurred to you that it 

25 Q. But you said it was also part of a Broadsheet, I will 

49 

25 was something you should do as part of due diligence, 
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1 call it resolution goal? 1 and because you weren't instructed, you chose not to? 

2 A. Right. 2 I'm just trying to get a sense of this. 

3 Q. Whatever we want to say. What kind of files were you 3 A. I think there was a level of tremendous confidence in 

4 provided by your clients, meaning NAB and the 4 the people who were associated with IAR and Broadsheet, 

5 government? 5 in terms of their linkages with NAB, they were all over 

6 A. I was provided files relating to the activities of IAR 6 the record. So it was understood that JAR had Dr Pepper 
7 and BS. 7 and Mr Kaveh behind it, and it was also understood from 

8 Q. When you say "activities", you mean during -- from the 8 behind Broadsheet was Mr Jerry James, who was a moving 
9 contract period to the end of the contract? 9 spirit. So the idea was that one could reach out from 

10 A, Basically on the targets, what kind of work they had 10 there and take the matters further from there to resolve 
11 . done on the targets. Because I was eventually to 11 it 

12 negotiate a figure, so I wanted to make an assessment, 12 Q. Right. 

13 what kind of work has been done by IAR or Broadsheet. 13 A. So, in that sense everyone knew Jerry James is the man 
14 And what is the nature of time they have spent and what 14 behind Broadsheet and Dr Pepper is the man behind IAR. 
15 is the nature of activities they have carried out. And 15 Q. I understand that part of respondent's case. What I am 
16 that would give me a sense of what was the quantum that 1 6 asking you is about more mechanical issues and how you 
17 we would be talking about. 17 were gathering information. 
18 Q. Okay. That is fair. I appreciate that. So in 2006 18 A. Right. 
19 your focus was on, twill call it the underlying work of 19 Q. If you can turn in the bundle to 1-12050. 
20 the two contracts, with regard to the targets. Were you 20 A. Which is this? 
2 1 aware -- strike that. 21 Q. 2050. There is an assistant who will help you, plus it 
22 When you were instructed, were you shown copies of 22 will be on the screen. You are familiar with this 
23 the two ARA contracts? 23 document, correct? This is the termination letter from 
24 A. Right. 24 Kendall Freeman. 
25 Q. Were you also shown the termination letter sent by 25 A. Right. 
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1 Q. Right. And it is dated, of course, 28 October 2003. As 1 documentation demonstrated that we were talking to the 
2 part of your work, you said -- you just described --you 2 relevant person If we were to start with that. So we 	454  

3 knew who was behind the two companies, I understand 3 thought that we could go ahead with this. 
that. But In terms of the termination of the two 4 Q. You said "because of your instructions"; were you told 

5 contracts, that was not done by NAB directly, right, it 5 not to contact Kendall Freeman or look at their files? 
6 • was done by their solicitors in London; correct? 6 A. That is, I think -- 
7 A. Right. 7 Q. No, don't -- please don't look to counsel for an answer. 
8 Q. Okay. And because that was a part of what you were 8 You know that is not appropriate. 
9 working on, I assume you had this in your file? 2006 9 A. I was giving my advice to them on various aspects and it 

10 was part of your review of the file, correct? 10 was decided that we continue from that point onwards. 
11 A. I read that. 11 Q. Okay. I'm going to -- you are an experienced 
12 Q. Okay, fine. So when you read it, It was clear that 12 arbitration lawyer, so am I. I am going to ask you this 
13 Kendall Freeman had ended the contracts on behalf of NAB 13 important question, because it is important to this 
14 In Pakistan, correct? 19 case. At the time that you were instructed, and you 
15 A. Right 15 knew about Kendall Freeman sending the termination 
16 Q. Did you make any effort to get copies of 16 letter, on what basis did you not reach out to either 
17 Kendall Freeman's files with regard to the termination 17 get their files or information from Mr Perry, the 
18 notice? 18 partner, or anything regarding to their work on the 
19 A. No. 19 termination letter? 
20 Q. No. Would that have been perhaps possibly relevant to 20 A. At that point I think that wasn't relevant, what was 
21 doing your due diligence on the job? 21 relevant was a sense of the work that they had done, 
22 A. It depends. Because the overseas wing was very 22 that I was looking at in the files. 
23 comfortable with interacting with these people who were 23 Q. So it wasn't relevant, the basis for the attempt to 
24 behind this and so was NAB. And my instructions were 24 rescind the contracts --excuse me 	or for the 
25 that they are not being available readily, so if you 25 termination, it wasn't relevant to your work? 
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1 could reach out to them, both groups, in terms of IAR as 1 A, To me, basis was quite self-evident in the notice of 
2 well as Broadsheet, that would be helpful. 2 termination itself, It was speaking back to the me, the 
3 Q. That wasn't my question, Mr Soon. I asked you 3 grounds, the details, why it has been terminated. So 
4 something entirely different. 4 clearly on that basis I was looking at the files to see 
5 A. Okay. 5 that -- what work they had done on targets, and whether 
6 Q. I asked you about Kendall Freeman, I didn't ask you 6 they spent the right kind of time, right kind of effort. 
7 about Mr Moussavi or Mr James. So if I wasn't clear, 7 Q. I appreciate your answer. But you keep going from my 
8 I apologise. 8 question to a different question. We are going to get 
9 So back to my question, which is: at the time you 9 to the second questions, I assure you. But I really 

10 had the file in 2006, you had the termination letter 10 need to understand the basis, without disclosing 
11 from Kendall Freeman, correct? 11 privileged information, how it is that you did not seek 
12 A. Right. 12 to review the files of the London solicitors who had 
13 Q. You reviewed.  it, because this was the basis for 13 ended the contracts, and that Is the question I have. 
19 reviewing the contracts, right? 19 Not who was behind Broadsheet and not something going 
15 A. Right 15 forward. I really need a sense of that, sir. 
16• Q. Pretty important document as part of your review, 16 A. I think the notice itself was sufficient 
17 correct? 17 Q. Which notice? 
18 A. Right 18 A. The notice of termination. It was quite detailed. It 
19 Q. So at that time, or any time after you started with your 19 was giving a sense of why it has been terminated and 
20 , instructions, why didn't you at least make some inquiry 20 that information was sufficient for the purposes of my 
21 to whether your clients had the Kendall Freeman file or, 21 assignment. 
22 in the alternative, reaching out to Kendall Freeman • 22 Q. So you took it at face value? 
23 yourself? 23 A. That's right. 
24 A. As I said, it was based on instruction framework, number 24 Q. Did you look at the underlying file that Kendall Freeman 
25 one. Number two, the input that I had in terms of 25 had relied on to prepare that letter? 
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1 A. No, I did not. But I looked at, as I said, the targets 1 Prosecutor General for Punjab, which is a province, and 5-15 
2 file. 2 I was stationed in Lahore, about 400 kilometres away 

3 Q. I understand that is the targets. I know you are trying 3 from Islamabad. I was given an office and the purpose 

4 to answer another question and those questions are going 4 was to appear in the high courts in those cases. 

5 to come, I promise you. 5 Q. On behalf of NAB? 

6 A. Right. 6 A. Yes. 

7 Q. But I really want to stick with my questions first, sir, 7 Q. So you had prior experience as a Prosecutor General for 

8 and I say that with all respect. 8 NAB -- 

9 Please don't keep looking to counsel for answers, 9 A. Deputy Prosecutor. 

10 sir. 10 Q. Deputy Prosecutor, excuse me, In the Lahore office? 
1 1 A. I'm not, I'm not. 11 A. Right 

12 Q. Thank you. Now let's take it another step. Did your 12 Q. Do you have any family members that have been employed 
13 instructions in 2006 include giving your clients advice 13 by NAB or the government of Pakistan? 
14 on the legality, under Colorado law or any other law, of 14 A. No. 
15 . a 2005 assignment between Steeplechase Financial 15 Q. Anyone who has served as legal counsel for either NAB or 
16 Services and Broadsheet LLC? 16 the government? 
17 A. When it was presented, it was -- it came to me, I took 17 A. No. 
18 it to NAB and we had discussions on that And then we 18 Q. So you are the only family member that has either worked 
1 9 looked at it and it was a decision that we can rely on 19 for the government or advised them? 
20 that, and it looked appropriate. So in that sense, 20 A. Yes. 
2 1 I would say I gave an advice to rely on that as well. 21 THE ARBITRATOR: Do you mean the government or NAB? 
22 Q. Not in 2006. My question was when you were -- 22 MR NEWBERGER: Either the government or NAB, sir. 
2 3 A. Not in 2006. This was much later, when it came out, in 23 THE ARBITRATOR: I think you mentioned both. 
24 2008, 24 A, When you mean -- 
2 5 Q. Right. And then were you consulted with regard to any 25 MR NEWBERGER: The government of Pakistan, any ministries or 
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• 
1 • claims made by NAB or Pakistan against the estate of 1 NAB, do you have any relatives who either have worked or 

• 2 Mr lames in Denver Colorado? 2 are working for either the government or NAB. 
3 k No. 3 A. My father retired as a doctor. He was working for the 
4 Q. Were you consulted on any issues -- strike that 4 government. 
5 question. 5 Q. As a doctor, not in a legal capacity? 
6 Did Pakistan or NAB ask for your consultations with 6 A. Not in any legal capacity. 
7 regard to any issues in the Isle of Man liquidation 7 Q. In your witness statement, first one, at paragraph 13, 
8 proceedings? 8 you say: 
9 A. No. 9 "NAB informed me that the main person behind 

10 Q. Are you aware of any solicitors who have been instructed 10 Broadsheet was its chairman, a gentleman called 
11 in the Isle of Man by Pakistan and NAB? 11 Mr James." 
12 A. Not to my knowledge. 12 And that the main person behind IAR was Dr Pepper? 
13 Q. Not to your knowledge, not even sitting here today? 13 A. Right. 
1 4 A. I believe they have now, but for these proceedings or 14 Q. When you say, "The main person behind", was that in 
15 something, but not in much detail. I have no really 15 a legal sense or in a more practical sense? 
16 idea. 16 A. Both, 
17 Q. Okay. As part of your practice, do you conduct due 17 Q. Both? In a legal sense? 
18 diligence on potential settlements of arbitration or 18 Well, since you are a lawyer and you said, "In a 
19 litigation? 19 legal sense", in what capacity was it your understanding 
20 A. We do. 20 that Mr Pepper -- excuse me, Mr James, in a legal sense, 
21 Q. So that is a normal part of your work? 21 was behind Broadsheet? 
22 A. It is one of the parts of my work 22 A. He was the person that incorporated Broadsheet and IAR 
23 Q. Have you ever been employed by NAB as a government 23 was incorporated and Mr Jerry James was the chairman of 
24 employee? 24 Broadsheet, he was handling its affairs, and that was my 
25 A. I was employed in 2001 to 2002 as a Deputy 25 understanding, that he was the person behind it, both in 
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1 

2 

a practical sense and also in the legal sense. 

Q. Did you ever look at the articles of incorporation of 

1 

2 

MR NEWBERGER: Okay, well lets'- we have been talking more sic 
in generalities and I apologise. Let's look more 

3 Broadsheet from the Isle of Man? 3 specifically at H2158. 
4 A. No, I didn't. 4 Do.  you have that in front of you? 
5 Q. So when you say he was the chairman, or as you say, 5 A. Right 
6 "legal sense", do you in fact know if he held any 6 Q. You have seen this before, haven't you? 
7 position in the company as a shareholder or officer and 	. 7 A. Before means what? 
8 director or even an employee? 8 Q. lam just asking you if you have seen this document 
9 A. No, I didn't see any such document myself. But that was 9 before? 

10 the understanding. 10 A. At the time I was working on this, I didn't see this. 
11 Q. And what was that understanding based on? 11 Q. When you say, "at the time", you mean 2006 through 2008? 
12 A. On the record that I looked at and on the basis of the 12 A. Yes: 
13 wider belief in NAB all over that this was a special 13 Q. So prior to 2008 you had not seen this document? 
14 purpose vehicle company set up by Jerry James based on 19 A. No.. 
15 his own resources, based on his own experience and he 15 Q. When was the first time this document was brought to 
16 • wanted to use his experience and skill, through this 16 your attention? 
17 company, to go for asset tracing and other activities 17 A. I think during the preparation. 
18 under the agreement. 18 Q. Of your witness statement? 
19 Q. Understood. But my questions were a little bit more 19 A. Yes. 
20 limited than that, and as a lawyer who is working on the 20 Q. Okay. Do you mention this document in your witness 
21 file, lam allowed to ask you a little more of the 21 statement? 
22 detail. 22 A. I don't think. 
23 Was it your understanding, based just on 23 Q. I will represent to you that I don't see any reference 
24 conversations with people at NAB and looking at the 24 to it that is why I am asking. 
25 file, that Mr James held any legal '-and I use that 25 A. No. 
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1 word specifically -- legal position with Broadsheet of 1 Q. So you did learn about this document in preparing your 
2 Isle of Man, and to be particular, was he a director or 2 witness stateMent? 
3 officer, was he a shareholder? That is my question. 3 A. No, sorry. 
4 A. I did not know that personally. Q. That is what tam trying to understand. 
5 Q. Okay. Have you learned since then? 5 A. I will correct myself. I saw it when it was in some 
6 A. Since then means what, like ... 6 other witness statement, and that is howl -- but up to 
7 Q. Through today? 7 2008, I did not see this. 
8 A. Yes. 8 Q. Okay. Now we get back to some of my questions -- 
9 Q. And what have you learned? 9 A. Okay. 

10 A. I haven't looked over these files as to what exactly the 10 Q. -- that I asked you a few minutes ago, about looking at 
11 situation, lam confining myself to my own testimony. 11 the Kendall Freeman files, looking at the NAB files, 
12 Q. Well, you just said that you have learned since then. 12 whatever files you were looking at, to do your work from 
13 lam just trying to understand, what is it you have 13 2006 to 2008. 
14 learned? 14 I will represent to you, sir, if you look at the 
15 A. I have learned that there is a series of documentation 15 bottom in this document, it says NAB01092. That means 
16 that was being done and there was various companies 16 this document comments from NAB's files. 
17 associated with that that I -'that you now hear about. 17 A. Okay. 
18 But that was about it 18 Q. But your testimony is you were not aware of this 
19 THE ARBITRATOR: I think the question was directed to any 19 document when you were instructed by NAB? 
20 company documents relating to Broadsheet which might 20 A. That's right 
21 show you what status Mr James had. 21 Q. Is it your testimony that you were given free access to 
22 A. I did not look at those documents. 22 whatever files NAB had, with regard to Broadsheet at 
23 THE ARBITRATOR: And you still haven't, you have never seen 23 that time? 
24 any? 24 A. No. 
25 A. No. 25 Q. You were limited in the files you were allowed to 
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1 	review? 

	

2 	A. Yes. 

	

3 	Q. On what basis? 

	

4 	A, There was sensitivity associated with this whole case 

	

5 	and you are shown files on the need basis. So the files 

	

6 	that I was asked to look at were, as I said, relating to 

	

7 	the targets, to make an assessment of the figure. 

	

8 	Q. So is it your testimony that, even though this was in 

	

9 	NAB's files, for whatever reasons you don't know, this 

	

10 	was not shown to you by NAB 

11 	A. I did not -- 

	

1 2 	Q. Let me finish the question, sir, because of the 

	

13 	transcript. 

	

14 	This file, this letter, was not shown to you out of 

	

15 	NAB's files in the 2006 to 2008 timeframe, even though 

	

16 	it was in NAB's files? 

	

17 	A. That's right. 

	

1 8 	Q. Well, in hindsight, would you agree with me that It 

	

19 	would have been an appropriate part of your due 

	

20 	diligence in that work to have seen this document? 

	

21 	A. It depends on the clients, sometimes. 

	

22 	Q. Well, let's talk about this client for starters. 

	

23 	A. I think it is the client's discretion. 

	

24 	Q. It is the client's discretion to decide whether to show 

	

2 5 	you relevant documents related to your instructions? 
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1 	A. In matters of such sensitivity. 

	

2 	Q. Sensitivity, that is an interesting word. Is that 

	

3 	a word that was used with you by NAB, or was that 

	

4 	something that on your own you feel was the situation? 

	

5 	A. That was the general sense, that the files in NAB of all 

	

6 	'these matters was very carefully under lock and key and 

	

7 	they were sparingly shown and everyone had to get 

	

8 	permission to take a look at some files. So you 

	

9 	couldn't walk in and start looking at the files. 

	

10 	Q. Okay, fair enough. lam going to come back to this 

	

1 1 	letter a few times today. 

	

12 	A. All right. 

	

13 	Q. But lam trying to understand, when you were instructed 

	

14 	in 2006, right through to payments in 2008 and 

	

15 	thereafter, okay, that is the timeframe lam looking at 

	

1 6 	right now. This letter was not shown to you. You think 

	

17 	it is because of sensitivity because of the file. Any 

	

18 	idea? 

	

19 	A. As I said, I don't know, sensitivity or whatever, but 

	

20 	that was a discretion of the client. 

	

21 	Q. I see. And so as far as you know someone at NAB made 

	

22 	a decision not to show you this document while you were 

	

23 	'instructed in 2006 to 2008? As far as you know. 

	

29 	A. Perhaps. 

	

25 	Q. Perhaps? 
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1 	A. I'm not too sure. That is how the file that was shown 

	

2 	to me was shown to me. 

Q. Okay. Fair enough. But you also said a few minutes ago 

	

4 	that you did see this document in preparing your 

	

5 	testimony? 

	

6 	A. I just saw it when I was preparing this testimony and 

preparing for coming to this hearing. 

	

8 	Q. Did you see this before you prepared your second witness 

	

9 	statement? 

	

10 	A. No. 

	

11 	Q. No one showed this to you? 

	

12 	A. No, no. 

	

13 	Q. So you only saw this, would it be fair, in the last few 

	

14 	weeks? 

	

15 	A. Yes. 

	

16 	Q. May I ask what your reaction was when you first saw this 

	

17 	document? 

	

18 	A. It is a document which is there on the record. 

	

19 	Q. And that you what? 

	

2 0 	A. It is a document which is on the record. 

	

21 	Q. It is a document on the record. What was your reaction 

	

22 	when you saw this, having been the chief lawyer handling 

	

23 	this transaction for the respondents? 

	

24 	A. It is, again, I think it is a discretion of my client to 

	

25 	make a determination on this matter. So I just -- 
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1 	I didn't react to anything. 

	

2 	Q. You didn't react. Okay. Let me direct your attention 

	

3 	to the third paragraph. This is a letter dated July 20, 

	

4 	2006, from Kendall Freeman to Mr Sinel, an advocate in 

	

5 	Jersey, correct? 

	

6 	A. Right. 

	

7 	Q. The third paragraph says, this is Sinel's: 

	

8 	"We brought proceedings against Broadsheet, we then 

	

9 	obtained judgment for the whole of the amount claimed, 

	

10 	plus full indemnity costs and interest. We then 

	

11 	instituted proceedings in the Isle of Man in order to 

	

12 	bankrupt Broadsheet LLC, subsequently we attempted to 

	

13 	pursue the liquidation in an appropriate fashion but 

	

14 	were prevented from doing so by the Manx liquidator who 

	

15 	proved to be ineffective." 

	

16 	And this is July 20,2006, to Kendall Freeman, the 

	

17 	same solicitor firm that had terminated the contract, 

	

18 	correct? 

	

19 	A. Right. 

	

20 	Q. Now, we are going to get in a few minutes to when you 

	

21 	found out about liquidation proceedings, or whatever 

	

22 	they are, in your witness statement. But as far as you 

	

23 	are concerned, even sitting here today, it's your 

	

24 	understanding that the client could properly withhold 

	

25 	this from you in its discretion? That is what you said 
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1 	' a minute ago. 

	

2 	A. Yes, I mean, it is -- just a moment. Cant go to the 

	

3 	next page? 

	

4 	Q. Please, take your time. Please take your time There 

	

5 	is no rush here. (Pause). 

	

6 	A. Right. 

	

7 	Q. Okay. You have had a chance to go through it again? 

	

8 	A. Yes. 

	

9 	Q. Lets go back to what [was asking you a few minutes 

	

10 	ago. When you were instructed by NAB and the government 

	

11 	to handle the transaction to resolve first the IAR 

	

12 	notice of arbitration and any potential claim by 

	

1 3 	Broadsheet and what files you were shown or what 

	

19 	information was given to you, did any one of your 

	

15 	clients, I'm not asking for privileged information, in 

	

16 	terms of advice, this is just factual mechanics. Did 

	

17 	anyone mention to you that NAB, or at least some people 

	

18 	at NAB, were on notice of this letter when you were 

	

19 	instructed? 

	

20 	A. No. 

	

21 	Q. Can we go to F15, please. Go to page 40. 

	

22 	Go to paragraph 27.3. You can take a moment to read 

	

23 	that 

	

29 	This is a pleading submitted by respondent's counsel 

	

25 	in this arbitration, a couple of years ago, actually: 
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1 	"It is admitted that, in 2006, Mr Sinel contacted 

	

2 	NAB concerning outstanding fees owed by Broadsheet and 

	

3 	the ongoing liquidation of the company." 

Have you seen this particular defence before? 

	

5 	k No. 

	

6 	Q. Have you ever heard of it from anybody? 

	

7 	A. I don't know, but it may-- but if it has been taken, it 

	

8 	has been taken. 

	

9 	Q. Well,! will represent to you, sir, that the 

	

10 	respondents "this is their position in this 

	

11 	arbitration, through a pleading. As an arbitration 

	

12 	lawyer, you can understand what that means. 

	

13 	A. Right. 

	

14 	Q. I obviously don't have to explain that to you. So, in 

	

15 	light of this pleading by your former clients -- 

	

1 6 	actually your present clients, albeit on different 

	

17 	work "they are admitting that Mr Sinel --in 2006 

	

18 	Mr Sinel contacted NAB concerning outstanding fees owed 

	

19 	by Broadsheet and the ongoing liquidation of the 

	

20 	company. 

	

21 	That is directly tied to this letter we are looking 

	

22 	at right now, isn't it? 

	

23 	A. Right. 

	

24 	Q. Okay. So I will ask you again. The instructions that 

	

25 	you received in 2006,2007,2008, that led to the 
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1 	1 	settlement and the payment, no one at NAB ever mentioned 

	

2 	to you that Broadsheet was in liquidation in the 	
L.S37t 

	

3 	Isle of Man? 

A. No. 

	

5 	Q. In hindsight, would that have been good information for 

	

6 	' 	you to have as the transaction lawyer handling the 

	

7 	! settlement? 

	

B 	A. It would have been helpful. 

	

9 	Q. Helpful in what way? 

	

10 	1 A. Depends. 

	

11 	!Q. Depends on what? 

	

12 	A. On the manner in which it was happening. One could have 

	

13 	reached out to Mr Jerry James and find out what is 

	

14 	1
I 

happening, or to link up to any other lawyer to further 

15! 	investigate the matter. 

	

16 	!Q. For example, a lawyer in Isle of Man? 

	

17 	:A. Possible, 

	

18 	Q. Okay. So if -- as part of that due diligence and 

	

19 	handling this transaction for the respondents, it might 

	

20 	have been a good idea to find out what was going on in 

	

21 	the Isle of Man courts, at least for information 

	

22 	purposes; would you agree with that? 

	

23 	1 A. I think it is the choice of the client in the issues 

	

24 	that he handles of this nature how he wants to proceed. 

	

25 	And in a matter which is sensitive, politically and 
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1 
	

otherwise, the client has a discretion to move in 

	

2 
	

a certain direction or instruct movement in a certain 

3 ' direction. 

	

4 	Q Is it your understanding that a client has the 

	

5 	1 	discretion to withhold material information from the 

	

6 	lawyer handling a, as you call it, politically sensitive 

	

7 	matter? 

	

8 	A. I said it is a discretion of the client. 

	

9 	Q. I understand that. And that is why I am asking you this 

	

10 	I question: is it your understanding, as the lawyer who 

	

11 	1  was instructed, that it is acceptable for your client 

	

12 	giving instructions to withhold material information or 

	

13 
	

evidence that relates to your instructions, because it 

	

14 	! is politically sensitive? That is my question. 

	

15 	I A. It is up to the client, again. He makes the judgment 

	

16 	call on that, on information he has to share. 

	

17 	! Q. Okay, so if the client decides, and you have seen their 

	

18 	defence, they knew about it. That is their position in 

	

19 	1  this arbitration, we don't have to guess '-let me 

	

20 	finish the question. We have a letter in the file from 

	

21 	NAB's files, dated in July of 2006, specifically about 

	

22 	the liquidation proceedings. It is your view to the 

	

2 3 	arbitrator'- excuse me, to the Tribunal -- that as far 

	

24 	as you are concerned the client has the discretion to 

	

25 	withhold that information from the instructed lawyer; is 
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1 

2 

that your testimony? 

A. Yes. 

1 

2 

A. I believe they were. 

Q. Have you been -- is It your understanding that anyone 53-  
3 Q. Is that based on a rule of law In Pakistan, statute or 3 has expressed dissatisfaction with the work? 

4 any kind of accepted rule? 4 A. I have no knowledge of that. 

5 A. It is up to the client. 5 Q. Your understanding is all lam asking about. You don't 
6 Q. That Is not my question. As a respected, experienced 6 believe, from your understanding, that anyone in the 
7 lawyer In Pakistan, what is the basis for your 7 government, from the Prime Minister down to NAB, was 
8 understanding that they have the discretion to withhold 8 dissatisfied with your work on this project? 
9 material evidence and information from the instructed -- 9 A. I don't think so. I think they eventually paid me -- 

10 • from the instructing client to the instructed lawyer? 10 they paid me less, but' 
11 A. As I said, It Is up to the client to make up his mind on 11 Q. That is a different client problem that we all suffer 
12 what he wants to share. 12 with, so I understand that 
13 Q. And that 	you don't have any legal basis or anything 13 A. But they wouldn't have paid me if they thought I wasn't 
14 in the rules of ethics in Pakistan to support that 14 doing a lob correctly. 
15 position? 15 Q. And it Is good that you were paid, and I'm always in 
16 A. lam bound by the instructions of the client 16 favour of lawyers getting paid, and there are at least 
17 Q. What if the client is deliberately withholding 17 a certain number of people in this room who will agree 
18 information from you, is that appropriate under 18 with me on that But lam really focused on something 
19 Pakistani law and procedure? 19 different here. Which is not when you were paid, but if 
20 A. No. 20 anyone has indicated to you and that your understanding 
21 Q. It is not appropriate? 21 is that someone was in any way dissatisfied with the 
22 A. It is not appropriate. But again, it depends on the 22 work that you did as the lead transaction lawyer on this 
23 circumstances, on the nature of the case, on the nature 23 file? 
24 of the client, on the nature of the sensitivity that the 24 A. Not to my knowledge. 
25 client feels about a certain issue. And all the 25 Q. Well, let's push on a little bit. 
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1 sensitivities come together when he instructs you on 1 THE ARBITRATOR: Before we move on. I'm not entirely dear, 
2 something and decides to show you some record or 2 that your evidence is that in your view a client Is 
3 otherwise. So it is up to the client, and we have to 3 entitled to withhold documents from the lawyer they have 
4 respect the wishes of the client 4 instructed and you regard that as being a matter within 
5 Q. Okay. But you don't have any particular legal or 5 their discretion. That is what you have said, I think, 
6 ethical law or regulation that you are pointing to for 6 a number of times. 
7 that position? 7 A. Yes. 
8 A. The practice is you need to respect what your client is 8 THE ARBITRATOR: I'm not sure whether Vou are saying that as 
9 wishing. 9 a general proposition or whether It is because this was, 

10 Q. And if your client has made a conscious and deliberate 10 as you have called it, a politically sensitive case. 
11 decision to withhold material information, does that 11 Did you mean that as a general rule? 
12 handicap your ability to do your job in a professional .12 A. Not as a general rule, per se. But in terms of the 
13 manner? -13 nature of the case, one could understand the sensitivity 
14 A. It will. 14 of the client 
15 Q. Can it negatively impact the nature of the work that you 15 THE ARBITRATOR: I see. Therefore it was because you 
16 • are doing for the client? 16 regarded this as a case that would be politically 
17 A. It depends how the client takes it. 17 sensitive for the government or for NAB, that you 
18 Q. I'm sorry, how they take it? 18 thought they were entitled to exercise a discretion? 
19 A. How they take it, because you are doing work for your 19 A. Not politically sensitive, but high profile. 
20 client And once he instructs you, once he gives you 20 THE ARBITRATOR: You used the words "politically sensitive." 
21 some information, he asks you to do certain things, you 21 A. Yes. 
22 perform that, so it is up to the client whether he has 22 THE ARBITRATOR: And that is my question to you:what was 
23 satisfied with that work or not. 23 there about this case that as far as you were 
24 Q. Was NAB or Pakistan satisfied with your work In this 24 concerned, made it politically sensitive? 
25 transaction? 25 A. Nothing as such per se but the idea was that In case the 
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1 	information goes out about the nature of targets, about 

	

2 	the individuals, that could attract countersuits or ' 

	

3 	suits for defamations or other issues. So there was 

	

4 	a concern on that account that there could be an 

	

5 	unnecessary backlash from people who were referred to in 

	

6 	it as targets. 

	

7 	THE ARBITRATOR: Yes, but Broadsheet wasn't a target 

	

8 	A. No, Broadsheet wasn't a target 

	

9 	THE ARBITRATOR: And I think you are saying you regarded -- 

	

10 	your instructions as being limited to finding out what 

	

11 	you could about the work done in relation to targets; 

	

12 	that is right? 

	

13 	A. Right, targets that Broadsheet was working on, 

	

14 	THE ARBITRATOR: Yes, I see. 

	

15 	A. So those targets were named individuals that Broadsheet 

	

16 	had to go after. 

	

17 	THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. 

	

18 	A. So if those individuals' names, whether they were 

	

19 	. bankers or they were high profile company owners and 

	

20 	others, or politicians, if information got out on the 

	

21 	nature of the work, that NAB was working on them or BS 

	

22 	was working on them, then these people could file 

	

23 	countersuits -- 

	

24 	THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. 

	

25 	A. --on NAB and on the government as well. 
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1 	THE ARBITRATOR: I see. So that, I can see, made sense. 

	

2 	You could see why they would confine their instructions 

	

3 	to you -- 

	

4 	A. Right 

	

5 	THE ARBITRATOR: -- to matters relevant to targets. But you 

	

6 	were also instructed to negotiate a settlement 

	

7 	A. That's right. 

	

8 	THE ARBITRATOR: And on this basis they came to know that 

	

9 	the other party was a company in liquidation. Howls it 

	

10 	politically sensitive to -- 

	

11 	A. No, this is not politically sensitive. This is not 

	

12 	politically sensitive. But as I said, it was the 

	

13 	client's choice, because they had various files relating 

	

14 	to every issue. Some files were like noting sheets, 

	

15 	some were correspondence -- 

	

16 	THE ARBITRATOR: Sorry, lam moving on from that As well' 

	

17 	as investigating targets, and! see what you are saying 

	

18 	there, your instructions were specific to those targets. 

	

19 	A. Right. 

	

20 	THE ARBITRATOR: But this was the other part of your 

	

21 	instructions, which were to negotiate a settlement 

	

22 	A. Right. 

	

23 	THE ARBITRATOR: And what Is being put to you is that the 

	

24 	clients knew, or they say they knew, that the person you 

	

25 	were invited to reach a settlement on was a company in 
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1 	liquidation. 

	

2 	A. Right 

	

3 	THE ARBITRATOR: Now, taking this In two stages, why was 

	

4 	that politically sensitive? 

	

5 	A. I think it was -- in that sense, once there is 

	

6 	a disclosure, perhaps what they would have in mind, that 

	

7 	if they would make a disclosure of information, whether 

	

8 	It is relating to winding up of a company or any other 

	

9 	matter, it could be leaked out to press on the nature of 

	

10 	the work that this company was doing earlier, and again 

	

11 	you would have that backlash of countersults and so on 

	

12 	and so forth. That Is my guess. I'm not too sure. 

	

13 	THE ARBITRATOR: It is only a guess? 

	

14 	A. Yes, it is my guess. 

	

15 	THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. Well, thank you. 

	

16 	A. Pleasure. 

	

17 	MR NEWBERGER: So, Mr Soofi, focusing back on the two things 

	

18 	I have Just shown you. 

	

19 	A. Right 

	

20 	Q. The 2006 letter to Kendall Freeman, the defence that the 

	

21 	respondents have put forward here, and then the 

	

22 	discussion we have had, you say deferring to the 

	

23 	discretion of the client of what they share with you and 

	

24 	what they don't share with you; would it be fair to say 

	

25 	that you trusted that the people instructing you were 
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1 	giving you what they thought was relevant to do your 

	

2 	work; would that be fair? 

	

3 	A. Yes. 

	

4 	Q. Okay. And one of the things you were attempting to do 

	

5 	was to resolve a demand for arbitration by IAR? 

	

6 	A. Correct 

	

7 	Q. And the other, as Sir Anthony mentioned, was to 

	

8 	negotiate a settlement with Broadsheet which at least 

	

9 	potentially could bring an arbitration under their 

	

10 	agreement, correct? 

	

11 	A. Correct. 

	

12 	Q. Because you were familiar with the arbitration clauses 

	

13 	in the two contracts, correct? 

	

14 	A. Right. 

	

15 	Q. You are an experienced arbitration lawyer, so you 

	

16 	understand what those mean and the consequences for an 

	

17 	arbitration in Dublin or London or something like that, 

	

18 	correct? 

	

19 	A. (Witness nods). 

	

20 	Cf. You need to say yes on the record. 

	

21 	A. Yes. 

	

22 	Q. We all have a habit of doing that, it wasn't 

	

23 	a criticism. 

	

24 	A. Right. 

	

25 	Q. So I'm trying to see here, your understanding, when you 
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1 

2 

were instructed, with regard to this letter from 

Mr Sinel. And the defence is you defer and trust the 
1 

2 

Q. So you took the Kendall Freeman letter at face value? 

A. Right. 	 ss6) 
3 , judgment made by client about what they would show you 3 Q. So at face value, and we can go to it if we need to, but 
4 or not show you, but in hindsight knowing about -- I'm 4 I think we can just talk about it in a general sense, at 
5 not trying to put words in your mouth, I want to know 5 face value it accused Broadsheet of being extremely 
6 what you are actually saying to Sir Anthony. 6 untrustworthy and unreliable and making false statements 
7 In hindsight knowing this defence, which is their 7 to NAB, correct? 
8 position here, and seeing this evidence, which you say 8 A. Yes. 
9 you only saw In the last few weeks, sitting here today, 9 Q. So if you are taking that at face value, would that, as 

10 would this have been the type of information that would 10 the transaction lawyer, at least set off a few alarms in 
11 have been relevant, in your eyes, for purposes of 11 your head, that "I need to know a little more about 
12 resolving the IAR arbitration and preventing 12 these people -- meaning Broadsheet --h0 I'm about to 
13 a Broadsheet arbitration and getting the settlement? 13 negotiate with, since they are not trustworthy, 
14 A. One can say that 14 according to my client"? 
15 Q. Well, I'm asking you. That is a yes/no question? 15 A. The aspect with reference to their non-performance, that 
16 A. Yes. 16 was what the notice of termination was saying, that they 
17 MR NEWBERGER: Yes. Okay. 17 were not able to perform the task which was given to 
18 Sir Anthony, I see It is 11.45. We are going to be 18 them, or the tasks which they had undertaken, they were 
19 with this witness a while, so 19 not performing in that at all. So it was in that 
20 THE ARBITRATOR: Are you happy to go on 10 minutes more? We 20 context, it was non-performance. 
21 will take a break, but let's make it little bit later 21 Q. Right, that was the last part of the termination letter, 
22 than now. 22 but there were five pages before about that about false 
23 MR NEWBERGER: That is fine, Sir Anthony. It was more of 23 misrepresentations before the contract was even 

a courtesy to the witness. 24 executed. Do you recall that? That is what! was 
25 Now when you reviewed -- 25 talking about 
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1 A. You wanted a 10 minute break for what? 1 A. Yes that was, I believe, in the context of various 
2 THE ARBITRATOR: We will take a five-minute break, basically 2 representations they had made in the agreement and the 
3 for the shorthand writers as well as you and all -- 3 contracts about their resourcefulness about their 
4 A. All right good. 4 ability to perform and so on and so forth. So 
5 THE ARBITRATOR: But! think it would be a little premature 5 I accepted that. 
6 now, let's go on for a little bit. 6 Q. Okay. If-- since you took it at face value, the 
7 A. Fine, 7 Kendall Freeman letter said these were not trustworthy 
8 MR NEWBERGER: And I should have said, of course, at the 8 people and they made false representations. What steps 
9 • beginning, if you need to take a break at any time, 9 did you take, as the lawyer charged with negotiating 

10 please let Sir Anthony know. 10 with them for potential legal claims under arbitration 
11 When you read the termination letter, the 11 clause, to, I will call it due diligence, if you will, 
12 Kendall Freeman termination letter, which you said you 12 the bona fides of information that Broadsheet's 
13 did review, that was given to you, correct? 13 representatives gave you? 
19 A. Right. 14 A. Well, we looked at the documentation, because it came to 
15 Q. There were about five pages in there accusing Broadsheet 15 us very late, very close to the time when the payment 
16 and IAR, but I'm only talking about Broadsheet now, of 16 was to be made. Earlier, when we asked for them, they 
17 misrepresentations and false statements and false 17 were not giving it. And they said we will give it to 
1 8 promises; you recall that? 18 you, if you are very serious about making the payment. 
19 A. Yes, a little bit. 19 We think you aren't serious, the government has been 
20 Q. And did you make any inquiry as to whether those 20 attempting this several times and we cannot give details 
21 statements in the Kendall Freeman termination letter had 21 right now. So we will provide those details to you as 
22 any factual basis? Did you inquire into that? 22 we come close and we are quite clear that a payment is 
23 A. I did not But I was interested in the file, because 23 being made to us. 
24 I had to appreciate and look at, first-hand, myself, the 24 Q. Okay. We are going to get to all of that, I promise 
25 nature of activities which they had done. 25 you. 
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1 A, Right. 1 A. Right. 
2 Q. But I'm trying to understand, since you have said to 2 Q. That was your instruction, correct? 
3 Sir Anthony that when you looked at the Kendall Freeman 

termination letter, you took it at face value, your 

3 A. Right. 

Q. So in that regard, what was your understanding, at that 
5 client, through their London solicitors, are saying, 5 time In 2006, of whether Broadsheet had either prepared 
6 "You people are not trustworthy, you say things you 6 or was sending an arbitration notice to your client as 
7 cannot back up, you have lied to us, we have been duped, 7 part of this file? 
8 effectively", as you say, on a politically sensitive 8 A. Sorry? 
9 contract. 9 Q. As part of the file you were working on. 

10 A. Right. 10 A. I don't remember a document on the file relating to 
11 Q. My question to you, as the lawyer who is handling the 11 that But there was a general understanding that there 
12 transaction with them, is didn't that make It even more 12 will be a claim from Broadsheet and they also have been 
13 important for you to double-check anything they provided 13 asking for compensation. 
19 to you or said to you, more than, let's say, the normal 19 Q. Okay. 
15 commercial course of conduct? 15 A. So therefore we need to resolve the matter with both of 
16 A. It was "in my mind we need to check and we need to be 16 them. 
17 very clear about information that they will provide. 17 Q. And was it your understanding that "resolve the matter" 
18 But "and so yes, when they provided the information, 18 meant making sure that Broadsheet did not go to 
19 we looked at it. 19 arbitration against Pakistan and NAB; was that your 
20 Q. My question was just a little more fine-tuned than that. 20 understanding of what "resolve the matter" means? 
21 ' I think you know that. I'm saying when you are 21 A. Resolve the matter, means, yes, it does not going into 
22 accepting its face value, that your client's solicitors 22 arbitration, the claims come to an end and parties go 
23 had said in October 2003, "You are not trustworthy, you 23 down their way. 
24 duped us", would you, as the lawyer handling the 24 Q. So your brief, if you will, as part of your 
25 transaction with these same dupesters, if you will, that 25 instructions, was to handle the transaction in such 
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1 we need to be extra careful in what they tell us and in 1 a way with these people who Kendall Freeman's letter 
2 what they show us, based on what we told them ending 2 said were not exactly above board, to use their words, 
3 this very contract that I'm negotiating away their 3 since you took at it face value, and to conclude 
4 rights to sue us in arbitration. Would you agree with a transaction with them "when I say "them", I mean 
5 that statement? 5 Broadsheet-- that would protect your client's interests 
6 A. Yes, but it depends what documents they provide. 6 and resolve this dispute, coned? 
7 Q. We are going to get to the documents. lam asking going 7 A. Yes, my basic instructions were to negotiate 
8 into the transaction In 2006, I'm trying to get your 8 a settlement figure and that is what we were focusing 
9 understanding, so Sir Anthony can understand where you 9 on, to negotiate a settlement figure with both 

10 • were, what your state of mind was, what information you 10 Broadsheet and IAR In the meetings in London. 
11 had. I think you have answered my question. 11 Q. Okay. Let's go to some documents, then, which I think 
12 Now, were you informed that -- when you were engaged 12 will help the conversation. Let's go to 112199. This is 
13 in 2006, that- I understand you said IAR had submitted 13 both on the screen, Mr Soofi, and you will get the hard 
14 a notice of arbitration from Hunton & Williams. Was It 19 copy as well. 
15 your understanding in 2006 that Broadsheet was either 15 A. Okay. 
16 about to sue or was pursuing a similar type of 16 Q. You have seen these before, correct? 
17 arbitration? Under the contract, I mean. What was your 17 A. Right 
18 understanding? 18 Q. These are the minutes of the meeting prepared by 
19 A. I mean, understanding about Broadsheet, can you repeat 19 Mr Saqib. 
20 the question? 20 A. Right 
21 Q. In 2006 -- 21 Q. And as far as you know, does this accurately reflect the 
22 A. Yes. 22 notes that were taken by Mr Saqib at this meeting? 
23 Q. --when you were instructed to carry out this work, 23 A. Yes, 
24 which included negotiating a settlement of any potential 24 Q. Okay. And were you, if you will, the point person for 
25 arbitration with Broadsheet. 25 these discussions, since you were the lead counsel 
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Q. So why was someone reaching out, by NAB, to 

Kendall Freeman to get documents? 

A. Let me go through this a moment 

Q. Please, take your time. 

A. Well, actually, I think this is a cross-reference to the 

second paragraph, where the documents that we were 

asking from Tart(' Raheem were that "Show us some 

documents where we can be convinced that there has been 

work done by IAR", and they said, "We have given them to 

Kendall Freeman." So the reaching out to 

Kendall Freeman was In that context only. 

THE ARBITRATOR: Yes, lam wondering how much this has to do 

with Broadsheet. 

MR NEWBERGER: It has to do, I'm sorry, Sir Anthony, I don't 

mean to pose a question to you, but my question to the 

witness Is about getting documents from Kendall Freeman 

in this timeframe. 

THE ARBITRATOR: If you look back at the third paragraph on 

the first page. 

MR NEWBERGER: Yes. 

THE ARBITRATOR: You have seen what Dr Pepper was reported 

to have said. 

MR NEWBERGER: Yes. I'm aware of that, yes. 

THE ARBITRATOR: And that was specifically to deal with IAR. 

MR NEWBERGER: Yes, I understand that 

91 

THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. 

MR NEWBERGER: I am sorry, Sir Anthony, I have a different 

line of inquiry lam pursuing with the witness. It is 

not about IAR. 

My question, Mr Soofi, now you have had time to 

review that is: so NAB was in contact with Kendall 

Freeman sometime after this February 2007 meeting, even 

if it was Just to get some limited documents that 

Dr Pepper had sent, correct, about IAR? 

A. I don't know whether this decision was acted upon or 

not. 

Q. But it was considered in the minutes of the meeting? 

A. It was considered, 

Q. My question to you is not about MR or Dr Pepper's 

documents, it is about what I asked you earlier today, 

which is any reaching out to Kendall Freeman about the 

files for either Broadsheet or IAR. 

I understand what was going on with Dr Pepper 

delivering documents. But here, in a meeting, as part 

of a settlement, you, as the head of the negotiation, 

are agreeing, "We are going to check with 

Kendall Freeman to see If some files came". On IAR, 
I understand. 

So why was it appropriate to contact Kendall Freeman 

for that, but not any other files, which you already 

at 
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1 handling the transaction? 1 

2 A. Right 2 

3 Q. Would that be fair? 3 
4 A. Right 4 

5 Q. This is.a meeting 26 and 27 February 2007 and this is 5 
6 a meeting on which of the two contracts, IAR or 6 
7 Broadsheet? 7 

A. This was on IAR. 8 
9 Q. Okay. And this was just about MR, correct? 9 

10 A. We did discuss briefly somewhere during this meeting, 10 
11 I don't know whether it is reflected in it Broadsheet 11 
12 as well, with Mr Tariq Fawad. 12 
13 Q. I am asking specifically in these notes. You have 13 
14 already said they accurately reflected notes taken by 14 
15 Mr Saqib and I am asking you whether there is any 15 
16 reference to Broadsheet in here? 16 
17 A. No, not in these minutes. 17 
18 Q. Okay, would it be fair to say that Broadsheet was not 18 
19 part of the business discussed at this meeting, or are 19 
20 you saying there was business discussed about Broadsheet 20 
21 that Mr Saqib did not put in the minutes, which one? 21 
22 A. There was some discussion, I recall, in meetings with 22 
23 Mr Tariq Raheem, either it was this meeting or we had 23 
24 two or three more meetings with him, In which we 24 
25 candidly talked about our interest to resolve issues 25 
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1 with Broadsheet as well, simultaneously. 1 
, 	2 Q. Well, just before (look at your witness statement, go 2 

3 to the second page. It talks about decisions arrived at 3 
4 In the two meetings: 4 
5 "We will meet again after two weeks. In the 5 
6 meanwhile ..." 6 
7 A. Page, paragraph? 7 
8 Q. Second page, at the bottom it says NAB01095. 8 
9 A. I'm lost. 9 

10 Q. We are still in 112199. 10 
11 A. Okay. 11 
12 Q. The second page of the document under: 12 
13 "Decisions arrived at in the two meetings". 13 
14 There Is only an (a): 14 
15 "We will meet again after two weeks; in the 15 
16 meanwhile NAB will contact Kendall Freeman and ask them 16 
17 whether any documents were submitted to them by 17 
18 Dr Pepper ..." 18 
19 And it is about documents, Do you recall that this 19 
20 was something "you said that you were the head, if you 20 
21 will, of the negotiations. Why were inquiries being 21 
22 made to Kendall Freeman, because we had this whole 22 
23 discussion this morning that there was no reason to 23 
24 contact Kendall Freeman? 24 
25 A. Right 25 
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4 

1 testified earlier you were not doing? That is the point 1 negotiation and settlement, as far as you can recall? 
2 of my question. 2 A. It Is in response to an email. Can I look at it? 	° 
3 A. The files that were related here, that were discussed 3 Q. If you can find it. I'm just reading your witness 
4 here, were about the targets and activities of IAR. IAR 4 statement and we looked at the meetings which are the 

5 was saying, "We have done a lot of work, spent a lot of 5 prior page and prior paragraph of your witness 

6 time and you need to look at the file we gave to 6 statement, paragraph 21-- 

7 Kendall Freeman." 7 A. I see that. 

8 Q. Okay. But you weren't just settling -- inquiring into 8 Q. -- about the meetings, okay? 

9 quantum collected from targets, were you? You were 9 Then the next page, at paragraph 22, under your 
10 settling a potential arbitration-- excuse me, an actual 10 topic, from your witness statement, "joint 

11 arbitration notice from IAR, correct? It wasn't just 11 negotiations", you say: 
12 targets, it was an arbitration claim for breach of 12 "NAB intended to negotiate ..." 

13 contract? 13 Basically with both: 
14 A. It changed the complexion, because they held the 14 "... simultaneously and have a joint settlement and 
15 arbitration, they suspended it and then the matter was 15 I sent the March 9 letter." 
16 passed on to the local council and then we were holding 16 And lam looking at the March 9 letter and we have 
17 meetings at the local council. And then, a little 17 looked at the minutes of the February meeting and we 
18 later, Dr Pepper started communicating with me directly. 18 have agreed that there was no reference to Broadsheet 
19 Q. Okay, let's talk about that. Let's --first let's go 19 But here on March 9 you are saying to Dr Pepper, you are 
20 to your witness statement, first witness statement, 20 starting to include Broadsheet in the process, and I'm 
21 paragraph 22. "Joint negotiations" is how you list 21 just trying to reconstruct how it is in your witness 
22 them. Do you have It there?: 22 statement and when this turned into a Joint exercise as 
23 "NAB intended to negotiate with Broadsheet and IAR 23 compared to separate negotiations? 
24 simultaneously ..." 24 A. Yes, if I can look at the tabs of my statement 
25 This is your first witness statement, which for the 25 Q. You are free to look at whatever you need to refresh 
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1 record is R31. Paragraph 22 on page 6. Do you see 1 your memory. 

2 that? Got it? 2 A. My first statement, where Is it? My first statement. 

3 A. Right. 3 Q. If you have your witness statement in front of you 

4 Q. 	: 4 A. The tabs to my witness statement. 

5 "NAB intended to negotiate with Broadsheet and IAR 5 MR NEWBERGER: Sir Anthony, I might suggest If he needs 

6 simultaneously and reach a joint settlement with both 6 a minute to review the file, maybe this Is a good time 
7 companies. I therefore communicated it this to 7 to take our break so he Is not under pressure. 
8 Dr Pepper at the first opportunity on 9 March 2007 ..." 8 THE ARBITRATOR: I'm sorry, I had forgotten about that 
9 Let's turn to H2202 which is the letter you refer 9 Yes, we will break now for five minutes. It Is 12.01. 

10 to. 10 We will start at 12.06. 
11 A. Where is it? .11 (12.01 pm) 
12 l:2. Your assistant will help you. Right there. 12 (A short break) 
13 A. Right 13 (12.06 pm) 
14 Q. Several times in this letter you refer to both IAR -- 14 THE ARBITRATOR: This Is not in any way a reprimand. but 
15 this is your letter to Dr Pepper, correct? 15 I should tell you we have had evidence from several 
1 6 A. Right 16 Generals and we have rather a military timekeeping going 
17 Q. You refer to Broadsheet and IAR and you talk about 17 on, so I don't want barristers to spoil that 
18 documents from IAR and Broadsheet Number 6 on the 18 A. I agree, sir. 
19 second page is a process you are describing: 19 MR NEWBERGER: You had said before the break that you needed 
20 . 	"Within six days, we communicate a firm figure to 20 a moment to check some of the exhibits attached to your 
21 IAR/BS formally In writing for them to accept" 21 witness statement to help you answer the question. Have 
22 Etcetera. 22 you had a chance to do that? 
23 So is this when you, according to your witness 23 A. No, not yet 
24 testimony, you are raising for the first time with 24 Q. Oh. 	• 
25 Dr Pepper a joint settlement --excuse me. A joint 25 A. Where Is — I have difficulty. 
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1 	then the email. Just for the record, 2205 is your RSIL, 

	

2 	correct? 

	

3 	A. Correct. 

	

4 	Q. And you are sending it to Mr Saqib at NAB, correct; you 

	

5 	are forwarding it to him? 

	

6 	A. Right. 

	

7 	Q. And this is an email sent to you by Dr Pepper 

	

8 	on March 10, correct? 

	

9 	A. Right. 

	

1 0 	Q. So we had your letter, the prior day, March 9, to 

	

1 1 	Dr Pepper, by email, and then the next day, Dr Pepper 

	

1 2 	responds, correct? 

	

13 	A. Right. 

	

1 4 	Q. And that is your recollection of how this process was 

	

15 	working? 

	

16 	A. Right 

	

1 7 	Q. So what you say in your witness statement, at 

	

1 8 	paragraph 23, first witness statement, with regard to 

	

19 	the 2205 -- is: 

	

20 	"In his reply ... Dr Pepper proposed a different 

	

2 1 	structure to the one I had suggested, with meetings 

	

22 	taking place in London ..." 

	

2 3 	Basic a week later: 

	

2 4 	: 	"He stated that the meetings would only relate to 

	

25 	IAR at that time, although if an agreement were reached 
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1 	with IAR then Dr Pepper would also Intervene' in the 

	

2 	Broadsheet case." 

	

3 	So you have it in quotes and then a sentence that 

	

4 	says: 

	

5 	"I understood this message to mean that Dr Pepper 

	

6 	still had connections with Broadsheet at that time and 

	

7 	that a settlement of both cases could still be achieved 

	

8 	if the IAR discussion proved to be fruitful." 

	

9 	So the last sentence of paragraph 23 is your saying 

	

10 	what you mean by "intervene", explaining it, if you 

	

1 1 	will? 

	

12 	A. Yes. 

	

13 	Q. Okay. And Dr Pepper makes it pretty clear that these 
14 	are separate negotiations, correct? In 2205, go to the 

	

15 	bottom. 

	

16 	A. Right. 
17 	Q. And he says specifically, Mr Soofi: 

	

1 8 	"Allow me to make it clear, these arrangements 

	

19 	relate only to IAR. If we successfully complete this 

	

20 	process with la I undertake to intervene in the 

	

21 	Broadsheet case and address at that issue, but in the 
2 2 	first instance we must finalise and resolve the IAR 
23 	dispute." 
24 	And that was where things stood as of that note, 
25 	correct? 
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1 	A. Right. 

	

2 	Q. All right. So then let's fast forward, Well, no, let's 

	

3 	slow down a little bit. In your witness statement, at 

	

4 	paragraph 24, you basically say this was not acceptable 

	

5 	to NAB, correct? 

	

6 	A. Right. 

	

7 	Q. And therefore you wrote back, and if you go to 112207. 

	

8 	And Mr Raheem has now been brought in by IAR, correct? 

	

9 	A. Right. 

	

10 	Q. He is a lawyer in Pakistan? 

	

11 	A. That is right 

	

12 	Q. Is he a fairly distinguished lawyer in Pakistan? 

	

13 	A. Right. 

	

14 	Q. Right. And You say to him, at the bottom, number 1: 

	

15 	"We should decide both Broadsheet and IAR together." 

	

1 6 	A. Right. 

	

17 	Q. So you are pushing back, saying, "No, we want both 

	

1 8 	together", correct? 

	

19 	A. Right. 

	

20 	Q. Then in paragraph 25 "this is important, because of 

	

21 	what we discussed earlier, we are now in the March 2007 

	

22 	timeframe, okay? 

	

23 	A. Right. 

	

24 	Q. Which is where this interchange is taking place and you 

	

25 	said at paragraph 25: 
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1 
	

"I was not aware at the time ..." 

	

2 
	

When you say "at the time", you are referring 

	

3 
	

to March 2007, correct? 

	

4 
	

A. Right. 

	

5 
	

Q. : 

	

6 
	

"I was not aware at the time I was writing these 

	

7 
	

letters that Broadsheet had entered into liquidation 

	

8 
	

proceedings or that there was any prospect that the . 

	

9 	company could be 'dissolved' as a legal entity." 

	

10 
	

You also say: 

	

11 
	

"I was also unaware that IAR and Dr Pepper were 

	

12 
	

involved in the liquidation proceedings with Broadsheet 

	

13 	or that they intended to use those proceedings to 

	

14 	acquire an interest in Broadsheet's claim against the 

	

15 	government and NAB." 

	

16 
	

Now, you said this morning that you had never seen 

	

17 
	

that letter from Mr Sinel to Kendall Freeman 

	

18 
	

from July 2006, about nine months earlier, correct? 

	

19 
	

A. Right 

	

20 
	

Q. Well, as the lawyer who was -- 1 asked you this as 

	

21 	a general matter earlier this morning, but now we have 

	

22 	specific steps in the negotiation, and you are insisting 

	

23 
	

to Dr Pepper, and also the local counsel for them in 

	

24 
	

Pakistan, "We want to include Broadsheet in this 

	

25 	process"; correct? 
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1 	A. Right. 

	

2 	Q. You would agree with me, as you did this morning, it 

	

3 	would have been helpful to your work to have known that 

	

4 	Kendall Freeman and NAB knew about the liquidation 

	

5 	proceedings, correct? 

	

6 	A. It would have been equally helpful if Dr Pepper had said 

	

7 	that to me. He was communicating with me on emails, and 

	

8 	. in all these -- 

	

9 	Q. That is not the question -- 

	

10 	THE ARBITRATOR: I'm sorry.! think I have this point both 

	

11 	ways, if you want to go further do, but -- 

	

12 	MR NEWBERGER: Well,! have a follow-up question on that, 

	

13 	Sir Anthony, which is important to ask. 

	

14 	A. If I may, Sir Anthony -- 

	

15 	THE ARBITRATOR: Well, no, wait for the next question. 

	

16 	A. Right. 

	

17 	MR NEWBERGER: Now,! am just going by your witness 

	

18 	statement: 

	

19 	"I was not aware, at the time that! was writing 

	

20 	these letters, that Broadsheet had entered into 

	

21 	liquidation proceedings or that there was any 

	

22 	prospect,..' 

	

23 	So you would agree with me, putting aside what 

	

24 	Dr Pepper was or was not telling you, your client has 

	

25 	said in these proceedings that NAB knew about that from 
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1 	process] on 14 April 2007 Mr Tisdale confirmed in ,) V 

	

2 	another email that a meeting with Broadsheet would take 

	

3 	place on 17 April ..." 

	

4 	And it talks about the venue And Mr lames, on 

	

5 	behalf of Broadsheet: 

	

6 	"Mr Tisdale did not attend the meeting, although 

	

7 	Mr Malik had previously said to me over the telephone 
that Mr Tisdale had intended to do so." 

	

9 	Do you have any record of your conversations with 

	

10 	Mr Malik about any phone calls? 

	

11 	A. Record means? 

	

12 	Q. A diary note or an email or anything that would 

	

13 	corroborate that? 

	

14 	A. No, I don't. 

	

15 	Q. So this is just from memory? 

	

16 	A. Just from memory. 

	

17 	Q. Okay. Let's now -- and then in paragraph 32 above it, 

	

18 	the day before that, April 13, you were authorised by 

	

19 	the chairman to negotiate with IAR and Broadsheet. Two 

	

20 	meetings were arranged and effectively that the IAR 

	

21 	meeting would be on April 19 and that was the IAR 

	

22 	meeting, correct? 
23 	A. Right. 
24 	Q. All right. And then when did you meet with Mr James? 
25 	Two days before, correct? 
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1 the summer of 2006, and that the Sinel letter to 1 
2 Kendall Freeman was in their files, but they neither 2 
3 informed you of their knowledge and they did not share 3 
4 that document with you, because, as you said, you relied 4 
5 on their discretion, in a politically sensitive case, 5 

correct? 6 
7 A. High profile case. 7 
8 Q. A high profile case, okay. 8 
9 A. High profile matters, right. 9 

1 0 Q. I will accept it however you want to characterise it. 1 0 
11 High profile. And looking back at what you have put in 11 
12 your testimony here 	okay, so! know you are saying 12 
13 that Dr Pepper should have told you this or Dr Pepper 13 
14 should have told you that But is it clear now that 1 4 
15 your client should have told you this as well? 15 
16 THE ARBITRATOR: lam sure we have been over all this. 16 
17 MR NEWBERGER: Yes, sir. 17 
18 A. Thank you, Sir Anthony. 18 
19 Q. Now let's go to the next document, which is H -- your 19 
2 0 first witness statement, let's use this as the preface 20 
21 for this, meetings in London. Paragraph 8-of your 2 1 
22 witness statement Paragraph 33. 22 
23 'A. Okay. 23 
24 Q. And you say: 24 
25 "Shortly thereafter [again in this negotiation 25 
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A. 17th. 

Q. So you met with Mr James on the Broadsheet matters 

separate from Dr Pepper and Mr Moussavi, correct? 
A. Right. 

Q. And you did this two days before your meeting with 
Mr Moussavi and Dr Pepper, correct? 

A. Right 

Q. Okay. And then if you go to H2205 again, I think we 
looked at it briefly. I think we did. Again, we -- 

just looking at dates here, you had been told by 

Dr Pepper, we are going to have separate -- we are not 
doing Broadsheet. So is that why there were separate 
meetings, because Dr Pepper had told you, "We are going 
to do separate meetings"? 

A. That was not the only reason. The reason was that is 

how it was coordinated by Mr Tariq Fawad Malik, because 

Dr Pepper was also communicating with me, and Jerry and 
Tariq Fawad Malik were constantly communicating. And he 
had organised these meetings, two days apart. 

Q. Well, let's focus on the meeting first with Dr Pepper 

and Mr Moussavi, okay, which happened two days after 
your meeUng with Mr James, correct? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Okay. Paragraph 37 of your witness statement. 
A. Right 
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• 

1 

2 

Q. Well, let's start with 36. I'm sorry. Paragraph 36. 

You say: 

1 

2 

them treated separately? 

A. The feedback from Mr Tarte] Fawad was they were not in 	c66 
3 1 would also mention here that, at the 3 good communication with each other, they didn't have 

4 19 April 2007 meeting with Dr Pepper and Mr Moussavi 4 a great relationship, because Dr Pepper was a legal 

5 [that is the IAR meeting) they informed me that they 5 adviser initially to Mr Jerry lames and they had fallen 

6 were aware that I was meeting with Mr James in the same 6 apart 

7 trip to settle the matter with Broadsheet. No objection 7 THE ARBITRATOR: That is rather what I wondered. So you 

8 was made to my meeting with James, or the proposed 8 were actually told that by Mr Malik 

9 • settlement with Broadsheet." 9 A. Right 

10 Are you sure about that? 10 THE ARBITRATOR: I will make a note of it. 

11 A. Yes. 11 A. And he also told that he was his counsel and has now set 
12 Q. Okay. And have you -- you don't refer to any emails or 12 up a competing business. 
13 correspondence, that is Just from memory, correct? 13 THE ARBITRATOR: But Dr Pepper and Mr James no longer had 
14 A. Right. 14 a good relationship, is that right? 
15 Q. So it is your memory that you are relying on for that 15 A. That was my impression from those conversations. 
16 statement? 16 THE ARBITRATOR: I don't want to put words into your mouth, . 
17 A. That's right. 17 but that is what it came to, is it? 
18 Q. I see. Well, if you -- 18 A. Yes. 

19 A. The initial reason was, Sir Anthony, because the common 19 THE ARBITRATOR: No longer had good relationship. 
20 agent, Mr Tariq Fawad, was in constant communication 20 And as you understood It, was that the reason why 
21 with both sides. So he was informing us that, "This is 21 they wanted separate meetings? 
22 a meeting Lam organising, the other side knows it, and 22 A. Right 
23 then Jerry James knows we are meeting Dr Pepper, 23 THE ARBITRATOR: That was why they wanted separate meetings. 
24 Dr Pepper knows we are meeting Jerry James." So I was 24 ' 	And what did you say about Mr Pepper being counsel, 
25 absolutely clear, when I was coming to those meetings, 
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1 that both sides knew we were meeting both of them. 1 A. Mr Tariq Fawad, Tariq Malik, told me that -- I said why, 
2 THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. 2 why are they angry with each other, why can't we sit 
3 MR NEWBERGER: But again, even your testimony just now about 3 together and discuss, the government is prepared to 
4 what Mr Malik told you, presumably by phone, that is not 4 settle, so I don't see if we can't meet them in the same 
5 recorded in an email or a diary note or anything, so 5 room. So Mr Malik said, "There is bad blood between the 
6 that Is just from memory, correct? 6 two, Dr Pepper was initially his lawyer but then he set 
7 A. Correct 7 up a competing business of IAR and Jerry wasn't very 
8 Q. So you are trusting your memory for that recollection? 8 happy with this whole idea and he has been misusing 
9 A. Correct, it was so repeatedly told to me because it was 9 information that Dr Pepper had on Jerry, on some other 

10 not just one telephone call, but several. 10 business interests as well." 
11 THE ARBITRATOR: I think the other side of this coin, 11 THE ARBITRATOR: So Dr Pepper, did that imply he was no 
12 I would like to ask you about that, it became clear at 12 longer in any way acting as a lawyer for Broadsheet? 
13 this stage that the other parties wanted separate 13 A. That's right 
14 meetings. 14 THE ARBITRATOR: Good. Thank you. 
15 A: That's right 15 MR NEWBERGER: Back to paragraph 37, some of these issues go 
16 THE ARBITRATOR: Mr Pepper insisted upon it and then you had 16 to part of what you discussed with Sir Anthony. It Is 
17 a meeting with Mr lames alone. 17 a long paragraph, sot would ask you to look at it 
18 A. But before that sir, there was an email from Mr Tisdale 18 again, because it is important Paragraph 37 of your 
19 who introduced Broadsheet, that we and Broadsheet are 19 first witness statement, this is the one that begins: 
20 also wanting to meet you. 20 "I should also address the allegation that I was 
21 THE ARBITRATOR: Yes, certainly. What is clear is at this 21 warned that the Broadsheet claim could not be settled 
22 time both IAR and Broadsheet and their different 22 due to the company's insolvency and that Mr Moussavi 
23 .representatives wanted separate meetings. 23 suggested that I check the corporate status of 
24 A. Correct 24 Broadsheet before settling the claim." 
25 THE ARBITRATOR: Did you get any inkling of why they wanted 25 So what you are saying here is that you read what 
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"... as a legal entity and that it assigned its 

rights under the asset recovery agreement to 

Steeplechase Financial Services." 

So what I am trying to reconstruct here, based on 

your witness statement, is from memory you are saying, 

"No one told me about liquidation or insolvency of 

Broadsheet in Isle of Man", correct? 

A. Right. 

Q. But what you are really saying Is that nobody from, 

like, Mr Moussavi or Dr Pepper told you this, and 

Mr James only told the two of you the following year 

before the settlement was finalised, correct? 

A. Right. 

Q. We have already seen here that your client says that 

people at NAB knew about that, correct? 

A. That is what the client says. 

Q. Okay. So let's look at the minutes of the meeting you 

had with the Broadsheet people, which is 2240. And 

these are the minutes of the meeting you attended lust 

ahead of the negotiation team, correct? 

A. Right. 

Q. In fact you signed these minutes on the second page, did 

you not? 

A. Right. 

Q. So, as far as you recall, these accurately reflect what 
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the discussions were about? 

A. Right. 

Q. Okay. Go to paragraph 2. You said: 

"The terms of the settlement—...' 

I should say this was a settlement in principle at 

this point, you were lust having discussions: 

"... that Broadsheet LLC would provide within 

30 days documentation and receipts supporting the fact 

that Broadsheet had expended the $1.5 million." 

Do you recall that, as part of the discussions? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Okay. Did Broadsheet LLC ever provide that 

documentation and receipts? 

A. That was not my area I was handling, but I don't know. 

Q. You lust don't know one way or the other? 

A. No. 

Q. So when you did the transaction, you lust don't have any 

recollection of that? 

A. They were eventually supposed to bring it to London, 

that was -'that is what I recall. And when they were 

to come and sign the settlement agreement, at that point 

in time they were also supposed to bring all the 

documentation. Initially they were -- we were reminding 

them to give this documentation to us. They had -- but 

they weren't giving it for one reason or the other, so 
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1 Mr Moussavi submitted to the Tribunal in this case and 1 

2 you are responding td that, is that what you are saying? 2 

3 A. Yes- 3 

4 Q. lam asking because you don't cite Mr Moussavi's --I'm 4 

5 trying to understand what you are responding to here. 5 

6 This Is your first 	statement .witness 6 

7 A. I mean, that is, I believe, taken from Mr Moussavi's 7 

8 statement 8 

9 Q. But you hadn't seen Mr Moussavi's statement at this 9 

10 point The parties, when you prepared this and signed 10 

11 it, we were exchanging simultaneous witness statements, 11 

12 so you could not have seen Mr Moussavi's witness 12 

13 statement. 13 

14 MR LEVY: Excuse me, sir, I'm not sure that is right There 14 

15 was a first witness statement that Mr Moussavi 15 

16 submitted" 16 

17 MR NEWBERGER: Are you talking about for the security of 17 

18 . costs? 18 

19 MR LEVY: Yes. 19 

20 MR NEWBERGER: That Is what lam trying to find out, what he 20 

21 is relying on. 21 

22 So do you recall which witness statement you were 22 

23 looking at? 23 

24 A. No, not exactly. 24 

25 Q. We will come back to that in a minute. Well, you say it 25 
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1 is an allegation that you were warned that the company 1 

2 was insolvent and that you should check the corporate 2 

3 status of Broadsheet Let me ask you something: your 3 

4 testimony here, and I assume this is based on memory, 4 

5 because you don't cite to any documents, correct? 5 

6 A. (Witness nods). 6 

7 Q. You have to say yes for the court reporter. 7 

8 A. Yes, 8 

9 Q. Yes. So, from memory you are saying that: 9 

10 "The allegation is false and untrue. No such 10 

11 warning was ever given to me or my team by Mr Moussavi 11 

12 before, during or after the meetings. If it had been, 12 

13 then I would have expected it to be recorded in writing. 13 

19 As I have already said, there was no indication to me, 14 

15 In any of the correspondence before the meeting, that 15 

16 Broadsheet was unable to enter into a binding 16 

17 settlement—..." 17 

18 Etcetera. And you can read the rest if you like: 18 

19 "It was only in the course of my further 19 

20 negotiations with Mr James that I came to realise that 20 

21 Broadsheet had been (and you changed that to) under 21 

22 winding up—..." 22 
23 You made that correction earlier. 23 
24 A. Right 24 
25 Q.: 25 
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sts 1 we concluded that they can bring all the documentation 1 
2 in the settlement meeting in London. 2 

3 Q. And the purpose of this meeting between you and Mr James 3 

4 was specifically to avoid the filing of an arbitration, 4 

5 correct, under the agreement? 5 

6 A. Right. 6 

7 Q. That was the purpose of the meeting and the proposed 7 

8 settlement, correct? 8 
9 A. Right. 9 

10 Q. All right Well, let's go to 2244. And this is the 10 

11 19 April meeting with IAR, correct? 11 

12 A. Right. 12 

13 Q. And these notes appear to betaken by Dr Pepper, 13 

14 correct? 14 

15 A. Right 15 

16 Q. But you have seen these minutes before, correct? 16 

17 A. Correct. 17 

18 Q. Do you have any reason to doubt their accuracy? 18 

19 A. It doesn't include -- if-- yes, it is basically, I'm 19 

20 fine with this. 20 

21 Q. You are fine with it Okay. Is there anything in here 21 

22 about Broadsheet? 22 

23 A. No. 23 

24 Q. So the IAR meeting on the 19th was just about IAR, 24 

25 correct? 25 
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1 A. Correct. 1 

2 Q. All right Now, let's take the next step and let's go 2 

3 to your first witness statement at paragraph 52 and 53. 3 

4 This is under the topic, "The settlement agreement with 4 

5 Broadsheet." 5 

6 A. Right. 6 

7 Q. lam going to start at paragraph 52 and 53. We are 7 

8 going to be looking at this in some detail, 8 
9 Paragraph 52: 9 

10 "Throughout this period ..." 10 

11 Now when you say that, you mean 2007/2008, correct? 11 

12 A. Correct, 12 

13 Q. 13 

14 "... it had been my impression that Broadsheet was 14 

15 a company of good legal standing and would enter into 15 

16 the settlement agreement on its own account. However, . 16 

17 I was informed during a telephone conversation with 17 

18 Mr James in around February 2008 that Broadsheet was 18 

19 then 'winding up' ..." 19 

20 Since you are a lawyer and you were charged with 20 

21 this transaction, could you explain what you meant by 21 

22 the quote "winding up" in paragraph 52? We are all 22 

23 lawyers, so you can use a little bit of legal jargon. 23 

24 A. Well, when Mr Jerry James mentioned this to me-- when 24 

25 I insisted to have some documentation for preparation of 25 

the settlement agreement, then he mentioned this to me, 

that there has been some kind of a process to close down 

his business and wind up voluntarily for whatever 

reasons, to restructure it. So that is what meant. But 

again, he was evasive, he wasn't very, very specific, as 

to what was what is the exact nature of this winding up. 

Then I talked to Mr Tank Fawad, "What is the nature 

of this winding up --" 

THE ARBITRATOR: He was very evasive, not very specific, 

then you spoke to Mr Malik? 

A. Then I spoke to Mr Malik and I said, "He has mentioned 

this winding up thing, so what is going on and where is 

this winding up pending?" So Mr Malik also said, "He is 

in the process to wind up the business in Europe and go 

back to Colorado, and to confine himself in Colorado 

now, it is under legal advice from Mr Tisdale, his 

financial consultant, legal advice, so he is just 

winding up the matters." So we need not worry, it is 

something that -- so that is why it is in inverted 

commas, because there was not enough clarity from 

Jerry lames as to what is the precise nature of that. 

That is when I wrote him a specific note after this. 

Q. We will get to the note in a minute, but you have just 

described to Sir Anthony conversations you had with Mr 

Malik about what was meant by winding up. 
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A. And also Mr Jerry. 

Q. Mr James. 

A. Mr James, 

Q. I see in paragraph 52 you say: 

"I asked Mr James why this information had not been 

shared with me during the negotiations. He replied it 

slipped his mind. He talked about the Steeplechase 

assignment." 

I don't see anything in there about conversations 

with Mr Malik. 

A. Yes, but this is in relation to what your question is, 

that what exactly was the nature of the winding up 

because initially he said it had slipped his mind, 

I said, "How could it slip your mind? We are doing 

a very serious transaction here and I want to know 

exactly what you are doing and whether it will hurt my 

client or not. I need to be very clear at this stage." 

He said, "There is no need to worry, there is no 

such thing, it is just like winding up business that I'm 

doing", so he became kind of generally evasive. 

Then I talked to Tariq as well and said, "What is 

going on?" So he came back to say more or less the same 

thing. So then Mr Jerry lames said, "I am prepared to 

indemnify and I have this -2  

Q. You are jumping way ahead. I have about 10 questions 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

before then, before we get to the indemnification. 

I appreciate your jumping in on that but I think we need 

to take it step by step. So lam going to go through 

your witness statement and we will dolt step by step. 

I askedyou: in paragraph 53, is there any reference to 

these telephone calls with Mr Malik? I don't see any. 

A. No, there is no -- 

Q. So you just neglected to put those in? 

A. No, I didn't neglect, I thought I was explaining this 

and now in response to your question there was a need to 

clarify this, so I have clarified this. 

Q. You say: 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Q. Okay. Now you indicate, and we will get to the 56, 
assignment in a minute, let's go -- excuse me. 

Paragraph 54, you say! 

"I informed NAB of this development soon 

afterwards." 

So you were concerned and you told NAB what is up. 

Who did you tell at NAB? 

A. Various officials in the overseas wing. 

Q. Okay. Did you tell the chairman? 

A. No, I didn't have access to the chairman at that point, 

but overseas wing officials I briefed and we had 

a discussion on that. 

13 "I was concerned by this development as it would 13 THE ARBITRATOR: Would that be Mr Saqib? 

14 impact broadsheet's ability—..." 14 A. No, others as well. Overseas wing is a large entity. 

15 You mean legal ability, like legal standing? 15 You have head of the overseas wing -- 

16 A. Yes. 16 THE ARBITRATOR: Not sure of these dates, but he has said he 

17 Q. 	: 17 was the relevant official -- 

18 "... to enter into the settlement agreement. 18 A. He was relevant for the purposes of this transaction. 

19 I asked Mr James why this information had not been 19 But for the purposes of general discussion, there was an 

20 shared. That is when he said it slipped his mind. This 20 overseas wing which was like, you know, a few people 

21 is the first time he mentions the assignment to 21 sitting in a room sharing various tables. So we would 

22 Steeplechase Financial." 22 discuss collectively a matter of this nature. 

23 Correct? 23 THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. 

24 A. Right. 24 A. And it was done not in one meeting, but there were a few 

25 Q. You said you told Mr James this was a serious 25 meetings on this and discussions on the telephone as 
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1 transaction and, you know, if you didn't have the right 1 well. 

2 information it could hurt your clients, correct? 2 THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. 

3 A. Right. 3 A. So there were legal officers, there were other officials 

4 Q. When you say, "Hurt your clients", what do you mean? 4 as well. So we discussed with them that this is a new 

5 A. I mean I wanted to- whatever draft one was supposed to 5 development. 

6 raise, you are supposed to raise it, making sure it 6 MR NEVVBERGER: Not just a new development, but this could 
7 protects your client. 7 blow up the whole deal, correct? 
8 Q. When you say "protect", protect them against the very 8 A. That is how you look at it 
9 • arbitration we are sitting in here today, is that what 9 Q. Well, you were the lawyer handling the transaction, 

10 you mean? 10 would that be a fair way to characterise it? 
11 A. That is what I meant. 11 A. It depends on what other documents were there 
12 Q. Okay. 12 Q. I understand. I am only going by your testimony. I am 
13 A. And any other claims that somebody else may have. 13 trying to take it one step at a time. You say: 
14 Q. But specifically, because you have already testified you 14 "I informed NAB of this development soon 
15 were trying to negotiate and settle a potential 15 afterwards." 
16 arbitration by Broadsheet under the contract against 16 Is this because you were concerned that this new 
17 your clients, that would be fair to say that was the 17 information from Mr James could blow up the transaction? 
18 principal focus of your efforts and worries? 18 A. Yes, I was concerned. 
19 A. Yes, that was. 19 Q. Thank you. And then at that point, right at that point, 
20 Q. Okay. And so, when you say, could potentially hurt your 20 he has now told you about "winding up", what steps did 
21 clients, in other words, if Broadsheet didn't have the 21 you take, as the lead transaction lawyer, with your 
22 legal capacity to enter into a bona fide settlement, 22 clients or independent of your clients, to make inquiry 
23 your clients might wind up where we are right now today, 23 about the winding-up proceedings? 
24 in London, correct? 24 A. When we discussed this, we decided that we should first 
25 A. Correct. 25 write to him and ask specific information, because we 
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1 have been talking to him, we held a meeting with him, 1 

2 and that is when we reached out to him and said what is 2 

3 this, And we want details and provide us some more 3 

4 information on that. 4 

5 Q. That is going to be my next question. My first question 5 

6 was, going by your testimony when you called up NAB and 6 

7 effectively said this could blow up the deal because of 7 

8 this winding up and assignment -- it is a winding up, 8 

9 assignment -- 9 

10 A. No, assignment didn't come by then. Assignment came 10 

11 later. 11 

12 Q. I'm sorry, in paragraph 53 you say: 12 

13 "Mr James replied stating that it had slipped his 13 

14 mind but that Broadsheet's rights and interest in the 14 

15 claim against the government of Pakistan had been 15 

16 transferred to an entity called Steeplechase Financial 16 

17 Services ..." 17 

18 A. Right, but he sent me the assignment deed later. 18 

19 Q. So he didn't tell you about Steeplechase at that time? 19 

20 A. He did, when we had this conversation, that you know, he 20 

21 said, "I'm winding up, lam closing down my business in 21 

22 Europe and I have already assigned it to another entity 22 

23 in Colorado, so I said -- 23 

24 Q. Ah, so he just didn't tell you who it was? 24 

25 A. No, he said-- 25 
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1 Q. He just said there was an assignment? 1 

2 A. He said it was Steeplechase, that he was transferring 2 

3 his interest and that is when I went to NAB and said 3 

4 this a new development and then we asked him to send the 4 

5 details. 5 

6 Q. I understand that But bear with me, you are jumping 6 

7 a little too fast for me here. When you had the call 7 

8 with him and he first disclosed to you the so-called 8 

9 winding up, in that conversation he also disclosed that 9 

10 there had been an assignment of Broadsheet's claims 10 

11 under the contract to pursue an arbitration against 11 

12 Pakistan and NAB; is that correct? 12 

13 A. Right 13 

14 Q. Okay. And that is when you called your clients and said 14 

15 we need to check this out? 15 

16 A. Right 16 

17 Q. Would that be fair? 17 

18 A. Right. 18 

19 Q. Okay. Because it could blow up the deal. We won't be 19 

20 able to settle the arbitration claim that I'm trying to 20 

21 negotiate, correct? 21 

22 A. Right. 22 

23 Q. All right. I know you said you reached out to Mr James. 23 
24 I understand that And we are going to get to that in 24 

25 a minute. My question was different 25 

What steps did you take, you or your law firm, as 

the lead transaction lawyer here, to either get 

information from your clients about a winding up or an 

assignment, or independent of Mr James and your clients? 

Just tell the Tribunal what steps you took as the 

transaction lawyer responsible for this deal. 

A. We discussed it with NAB and as I said, we decided to 

reach out to Mr Jerry James to seek further information 

on this, 

Q. I understand that. You are not answering the question 

• I put to you. Other than Mr James, and we will get to 

that in a minute, what steps did you as the transaction 

law firm, take to do due diligence or investigate or 

just check out the fact he had just told you two very 

important pieces of information about a winding up of 

the Broadsheet on the contract and the assignment of 

their rights to sue in arbitration to 

Steeplechase Financial? 

Put aside what you did with Mr James. We are going 

to get to that in a minute. I know you said you spoke 

to NAB. What steps did you take as the transaction 

lawyer to do any due diligence or investigation of 

either the winding up or the assignment? 

Q. Other than calling Mr James. 
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A. I discussed all these options with officials in NAB and 

we decided we should first check from Mr Jerry James, 

with whom we have been communicating for so long. 

Q. Did those options Include checking the court docket In 

the Isle of Man? 

A. There were a lot of options discussed. 

Q. Was that option considered as part of your work? 

A. I mean, when we say it was decided and this was the 

options that were discussed, we looked at all these 

options. 

Q. Was that particular option part of what you considered 

as the lead transaction lawyer? 

MR LEVY: Sir, I fear we are treading into privileged 

territory. 

THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. 

MR NEWBERGER: lam not asking for any communications 

between him and his client 

MR LEVY: You are. 

MR NEWBERGER: Let me finish, lam addressing the Tribunal. 

THE ARBITRATOR: Mr Newberger, you did ask whether that was 

considered as the lead transaction lawyer. You are 

entitled to ask the witness whether he considered and 

acted upon it but you are not entitled, I think, to ask 

about whether he discussed that with the clients. 

MR NEWBERGER: And I will reframe it, because I was asking 
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1 

2 

what was -- only in his understanding, Sir Anthony, not 

what he discussed with his client. I am not asking for 

1 

2 

A. If I may, sir, one of the surrounding reasons was that 

there was a tremendous pressure being exerted by 	51) 
3 a communication. 3 Mr Jerry James because IAR had already been paid off 

4 THE ARBITRATOR: In which case, rephrase the question. in January. So they had received a payment. And 

5 MR NEWBERGER: Okay. The options that you say were 5 Broadsheet had come to know, or Mr Jerry James had come 

6 considered at that time, what -- did your law firm or 6 to know that we have paid IAR. So he was stepping up 

7 you take any steps, under those options, to investigate 7 the pressure, so was Mr Tariq Fawad and he was 

8 the docket in the Isle of Man for any potential winding 8 threatening to withdraw from the settlement figure. 

9 ups or liquidation? 9 THE ARBITRATOR: Threatening to withdraw? 

10 A. We could only do anything only under instruction. 10 A. Threatening to withdraw from the settlement figure that 

11 THE ARBITRATOR: I'm so sorry, the answer to the first 11 he had agreed in the meeting in London. He said you are 

12 question, you can say yes or no. Did you take any -- 12 already delaying this so much and this delay is forcing 

13 A. No. 13 me to withdraw from the settlement figure and I'm going 

19 THE ARBITRATOR: I see. 14 to go all out on a major claim. And then we are also 

15 MR NEWBERGER: And the second follow-up is, was that 15 having a problem in terms of splitting the amount, 

16 decision based on an instruction or just your own 16 because payment unblock could not be made for budget 

17 decisions? 17 reasons, so we were trying to pursue him on that as 

18 A. I wouldn't like to discuss that. 18 well. 

19 THE ARBITRATOR: You did say on instructions. 19 But clearly there was a pressure on NAB at that 

20 A. Yes, but in this particular case, when we were 20 point in time, by Jerry James and Mr Tariq Fawad, that 

21 discussing it with NAB, we were looking at the legal 21 they will be going and withdrawing from this figure. So 

22 aspects of it. 22 I think that was also a consideration weighing with 

23 THE ARBITRATOR: That is what we don't want to go into. 23 them, how to proceed. 

29 A. Right. 24 MR NEWBERGER: Is it your testimony that -- putting aside 

25 THE ARBITRATOR: But the net result is you didn't make any 25 instructions from your client, is it your testimony that 
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1 inquiries. 1 your firm did not take any steps to investigate the 

2 A. Yes, the net result was. 2 Isle of Man court system or liquidation docket because 

3 THE ARBITRATOR: And you have said that was on instructions. 3 of the pressure coming from Mr James? 

4 A. No, I did not receive any instructions. A. I'm not saying that. I'm just explaining it I'm 

5 THE ARBITRATOR: I see, right 5 explaining the circumstances in which my client was 

6 MR NEWBERGER: All right So putting aside communicadons 6 considering all these options. 

7 with your client and putting aside any instructions you 7 Q. Again, I'm not trying to enquire as to what your client 

8 might have gotten from the client, just talking about 8 was telling you or instructing you, so we are clear. 
9 what you were doing, okay, and nothing else, when this 9 But I do need some clarity about -- you said you didn't 

10 information came to you about the winding up and the 10 go to Isle of Man to investigate as part of the work, 

11 assignment you said you had -- you made -- you made 11 and there was a lot of pressure from Mr James to close 
12 a decision not to check the Isle of Man liquidation 12 the deal, effectively, because IAR had been paid. I'm 
13 docket, or the court docket? 13 just trying to understand, given that pressure, and 
19 A. No, it wasn't my deciston only. Again -- 14 given that you say in your witness statement that this 
15 THE ARBITRATOR: Let's -- 15 was of concern, it could blow up the deal, we will call 
16 MR NEWBERGER: I am confining it to what you knew. 16 it, the winding up issue and the assignment issue, okay; 
17 THE ARBITRATOR: I don't think there is any real dispute 17 is it then your testimony that you just reached out to 
18 here. The witness has said he and his firm didn't make 18 Mr James for whatever documentation he could provide to 
19 . any inquiries. 19 help you close the deal? Is that a fair 
20 A. Yes. 20 characterisation? 
21 THE ARBITRATOR: And secondly he said he was not instructed 21 A. Again, that reaching out to Jerry James was based on the 
22 to do so. 22 collective decision making process that we had with the 
23 A. Right 23 NAB team, what to do now, with this information, how to 
29 THE ARBITRATOR: The rest I think is argument 29 proceed, what are the next steps? Should we send people 
25 MR NEWBERGER: Okay. 25 out, or not send people out? Do what you like. So it 
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1 was decided we will reach out to him. 1 another letter -- 51v 2 Q. Okay. So we can now turn to your reaching out to 2 Q. Yes, we will get to that in a second. This is your due 
3 Mr James. In your witness statement at 55, 3 diligence letter to him, so I am trying to ask you, did 

4 paragraph 55, first witness statement: you find out what court, country and judge was 

5 . 	"I wrote a letter to Mr James on 16 February 2008 in 5 overseeing the winding up of Broadsheet? 

6 which several questions were raised about the status of 6 A. He did not give specific responses to these questions 
7 the winding up, including clarification whether Mr James 7 and he then presented that instrument of assignment and 

8 needed permission from the liquidator or the court to 8 he said it has been assigned to Steeplechase and I'm 

9 enter into the settlement." 9 prepared to undertake to give indemnities on behalf of 

10 Let's go to H2298. 10 Steeplechase as well. 

11 A. That's right. 11 Q. You are about two steps ahead of me, Mr Soofi, that is 

12 Q. You have seen this before, of course? 12 because you are a lawyer and you know what this process 
13 A. Right, 13 is. I think you have to slow down a little bit. 
19 Q. It is the letter you sent to Mr James as the follow-up 14 With regard to number ion your due diligence list, 

15 to what we just discussed. 15 at the time you were doing this work, February, spring 
16 A. Right. 16 of 2008, did you ever find out the name of the court, 
17 Q. Would it be fair to call this a due diligence note to 17 country and judge for the winding up or liquidation 
18 Mr James? 18 proceedings of Broadsheet? 
19 A. Right. 19 That is a yes/no question. 

20 Q. Okay. So this is so you can continue to do the work to 20 A. No, Mr James didn't inform us. 

21 try to protect the integrity of the settlement, would 21 Q. The answer is no? 

22 . that be fair? 22 A. No. 

23 A. Right. 23 Q. Forget about what Mr James informed you. This is your 
24 Q. And you say to him and to Mr Fawad -- Mr Malik: 24 due diligence list. I'm trying to go down your list. 
25 "I discussed the issue of assignment with NAB 25 A. Right. 
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1 officials." 1 Q. "2. Has a liquidator been appointed? (His name and 
2 Which officials, sir? 2 contact.)" 
3 A. Several officials. As I said, overseas wing officials. 3 Did you ever get that information from Mr James or 

Q. So everyone was in the overseas wing? 4 anyone else? 
5 A. Most of them were, what do you mean, overseas everybody? 5 A. No. 
6 Q. I just want to know, in your letter, you say "NAB 6 Q. "3. Can you verify conclusively if this claim arising 
7 officials". I am trying to find out who they are. 7 from the agreement is included in the winding up and is 
8 A. It included Hasan and other members of the overseas 8 this within the jurisdiction of the liquidator?" 
9 wing. 9 Did you get an answer to that? 

10 Q. Okay. And they had certain questions in this regard 10 A. No. 
11 . and: 11 Q. "4. Do we need the permission of the liquidator or the 
12 "It shall be in order if they are raised and cleared 12 winding-up court before releasing funds to you?" 
13 at this point in time." 13 Did you get an answer to that? 
14 By "cleared" do you mean we need to get this sorted 19 A. No. 
15 out or we can't do the deal? 15 Q. "5. Is there any other claimant for these funds?" 
16 A. That is what it says. 16 Did you get an answer to that? 
17 Q. And then you have the questions. Now I am going to take 17 A. No. 
18 you through these, because these, you agree, are due 18 Q. The answer is no? 
19 diligence questions by you as the transaction lawyer: 19 A. No. 
20 ' 	"1. Where is the winding-up of BS pending? (Name 20 Q. Okay: 
21 of the court, country and judge)." 21 "6. Has Broadsheet, under winding up, any other 
22 What information did you get from Mr James about 22 shareholders and partners entitled to this claim?" 
23 either the court, country or Judge about the winding-up 23 Did you get that information? 
24 proceedings? 29 A. No. 
25 A. He responded to this entire letter, which I think was 25 Q. Okay. Was that a question based on the fact you wanted 
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2008? 

A. Document H 

Q. 2300. 

A. I don't have it. 

513 
Q. She is getting it for you. And I would ask you, is this 

what you refer to, the response, if you look at your 

witness statement at 57, paragraph 57: 

"Mr James also sent me a letter dated February 22, 
in which he reiterated that both ..."? 

A. Right. 

Q. Is this what you are referring to, is this his letter 
back? 

A. Right. 

Q. Let's go to that letter: 

"Mr Soofi, I grow weary of this back and forth." 

And he goes through all this stuff. And then he 

lists --I take it these are responses to some of your 

due diligence questions? 
A. Right. 

Q. Is that how you interpreted them at the time? 

A. Right. 
Q.: 

"The facts and simple and straightforward. 

"There are no claims of any type outstanding against 

either company, Broadsheet or Steeplechase, based on any 
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and all information available." 

At the time you accepted that? 
A. Right. 	I 

Q. You have since learned that was not true, correct? 
A. Right. 

Q. By the way, when did you first learn that was not true? 

A. When the notice of arbitration came. 
Q. So in October 2009? 
A. 2010,1 believe. 

Q. We will come back to that in a minute: 
"2. Steeplechase is the only company which is 

currently involved in the settlement with the GOP in 

that the transfer of the contract occurred earlier." 
And that is the assignment we just looked at? 

A. Right. 

Q. Okay: 

"3. Should there be any issues that arise in the 

future, the settlement agreement which will be executed 

upon receipt of funds puts all burdens on Steeplechase. 
"4. If you desire, a joint settlement agreement 

could be executed with both companies. 
"5. It is possible that transfers might be 

organised between these companies, so that a single 

agreement could be executed with Broadsheet LLC, if that 
is your condition." 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

to know if shareholders and partners had to approve 

a settlement? 

A. We wanted to know exactly what the question asks. 

Q. I see: 

1 

2 

3 

4 
5 "7. Can we have copies of the winding up 5 
6 , documentation?" 6 
7 Did you get any winding up documentation? 7 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. Okay. So now let's turn to Mr James's response. Well, 9 

1 0 let's first go to your witness statement back to 54. 10 
11 This is your interaction with NAB that you described in 11 
12 your testimony: 12 
13 "I informed NAB of this development soon afterwards. 13 
1 4 However, it was decided that the settlement should 1 4 
1 5 continue with Mr James if he was able to provide the 15 
1 6 relevant documents demonstrating that the assignment had 16 
17 been carried out legally," 17 
18 And we just looked at 2298, which I believe you cite 18 
19 in the next paragraph, 55: 1 9 
20 "I wrote a letter to Mr James ... in which several 20 
2 1 questions were raised ..." 21 
22 Is that the letter we just looked at, the due 22 
23 • diligence letter? 23 
24 A. Right. 24 
25 Q. Okay. Now, in your next paragraph you say: 25 
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1 "I also informed Mr James that he would need to 1 
2 provide documents evidencing the assignment of 2 
3 Broadsheet's rights to Steeplechase." 3 
4 4 Was that in your due diligence letter, or was that 
5 somewhere else? 5 
6 A. No, I was also communicating with Mr Tariq Fawad and 6 
7 Jerry James on this issue. 7 
8 Q. When you say in 56: 8 
9 "I also informed Mr James ..." 9 

10 That was apparently not in writing, that was what 10 
11 a phone call? 11 
12 A. That was a phone call. 12 
13 Q. That was a phone call. I just couldn't tell from the 1 3 
14 testimony. And then in resp6nse, if we go to 112109. 1 4 
15 A. Right 15 
1 6 Q. This is the assignment, correct? 16 
1 7 A. Correct 17 
18 Q. I'm going to ask you a little bit about that in 18 
19 a minute. But this is what you got back in response to 19 
20 your due diligence list, right? 20 
21 A. Right. And also a reply, I think 21 
22 Q. 	am going to get to that I think if we g6 to 2113-- 22 
2 3 no, that is the notary. 23 
24 Give me a second. Sorry, it is H2300. This is 24 
25 a fax to you from Mr James, correct, dated February 22, 25 
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A. Right. Yes, he has been saying that, that this has been 

reconstituted in Colorado, and I'm it is part of my 

plan to move my business there and so on and so forth. 

THE ARBITRATOR:, Yes. So there are really three points 

involved and then we will not go any further before 

lunch now. Three points were one, the assignment, 

A. Sir. 

THE ARBITRATOR: Secondly, there was a liquidation ongoing 

in the Isle of Man 

A. Right 

THE ARBITRATOR: And the third was that there was what he 

called a reconstitution. 

A. Right. 

THE ARBITRATOR: Whatever that may mean. But we will come 

back to that at 2.05 pm. 

MR NEWBERGER: Very well, sir. 

A. Thank you. 

MR LEVY: Sir, would you just remind the witness not -- 

THE ARBITRATOR: I'm so sorry. You would know this already. 

You mustn't talk, please, to anybody during the break -- 

A. I understand. 

THE ARBITRATOR: --about the case or about your evidence or 

allow anybody to talk to you about it 

A. Right, thank you. Thank you very much. 

(1.05 pm) 
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(The short adjournment) 

(2.05 pm) 

THE ARBITRATOR: Mr Soofi, are you ready to resume? 

A. Yes, please. 

MR NEWBERGER: I hope you had a restful lunch hour, 

Mr Soofi. We will pick up where we left off 

We were going through your first witness statement 

and looking at a couple of things. I will direct your 

attention again to --I'm at about paragraph 56 and 57 

of your first witness statement, and 58 and 59. I'm 

going to focus on those. And I'm going to also go back 

to H2300. And lam going to ask you again to have your 

testimony there, the paragraphs I referred to, and then 

we have the fax from Mr James to you, 

Friday February 22, 2008. 

I have a couple of preliminary questions. Go to the 

first page, the fax cover sheet. Do you see that? 

A. Right. 

Q. Right And it says: 

"Number of pages (including cover sheet): 2". 

A. Right 

Q. Yet we have three pages. How is that? 

A. I don't know. 

Q. Was the resolution faxed to you separately from the 

letter from Mr James, is that possible? 

CPI 
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1 "We demand payment now ..." 1 

2 A. It also says: 2 

3 "Broadsheet LLC and Steeplechase are both willing to 3 

4 seek settlement agreements with GOP with full 4 

5 indemnification and releases in place." 5 

6 Q. We are going to get to the indemnities. One step at a 6 

7 • time. 7 

8 THE ARBITRATOR: You were quoting the second paragraph? 8 

9 A. Correct, correct. 9 

10 MR NEWBERGER: The second paragraph. Is it fair to say that 10 

11 when you received this response to your due diligence 11 

12 letter, that you were satisfied that you had conducted 12 

13 satisfactory due diligence? 13 

14 A. Again, we had a discussion on this. 14 

15 Q. You say "we", James? 15 

16 A. NAB. 16 

17 Q. Oh, NAB. 17 

18 A. NAB. And we looked at these documents and responses to 18 

19 assess how it should be done and how it should be looked 19 

20 at. But then we looked at the assignment deed and we 20 

21 thought that the assignment deed serves the purpose, it 21 

22 is an dependable document and we can proceed on that 22 

23 basis. 23 

24 Q. So the decision you made" [don't want privileged 24 

25 information, but the decision you made was to proceed on 25 
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1 the basis of the assignment? 1 

2 A. Right, 2 

3 Q. Okay. And just the assignment or anything else? 3 

4 A. just the assignment. 4 

5 MR NEWBERGER: just the assignment. Okay. 5 
6 Well, Sir Anthony, is this a good time to break? 6 

7 THE ARBITRATOR: Before we leave this document, I have got 7 

the next page which seems to be page 2 of the fax headed 8 
9 "Resolution". 9 

10 MR NEWBERGER: Please, go ahead. 10 
11 THE ARBITRATOR: Could you explain what this document is? 11 
12 A. Well, when he was saying that it is an issue of 12 
13 restructuring and everything, so he said Broadsheet LLC 13 
14 has been reconstituted in Colorado, in 2007. And I'm 14 
15 sending you a resolution of that as well. So -'and 15 
16 this is the entity which can be made the payment So 16 
17 the agreement would be where Broadsheet Colorado could 17 
18 become a party and be the recipient of the payment as 18 
19 well. 19 
20 MR NEWBERGER: What is the date -- I'm sorry, Sir Anthony, 20 
21 I didn't mean to interrupt 21 
22 THE ARBITRATOR: Was this part of the fax? 22 
23 A. Yes, this was part of the fax. 23 
24 THE ARBITRATOR: So it was page 2 of the fax. And he had 24 
25 said something to you about reconstituting, had he? 25 
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1 A. I don't remember that. Myoffice was putting it up to 1 apparently based in Colorado when you read it? 	c/C 
2 me. 2 A. Yes. 

3 Q. So somebody in your office, a secretary or assistant was 3 Q. Yet the contract, the asset recovery agreement, was with 

dealing with this? 4 a registered Isle of Man company, correct? 

5 A. Yes. 5 A. Right. 

6 Q. So it could have been in two faxes, it could have been 6 Q. Can you show me anywhere in this resolution where there 

7 in one, you just don't know? 7 is any reference to where this "reconstituted and 

8 A. No. reinstated corporate name" has anything to do with the 
9 Q. I ask, because looking at the resolution -- I will come 9 entity in the Isle of Man? 

10 back to the assignment in a minute, but looking at the 10 A. I don't see that. 

11 resolution that you said before the break you had relied 11 Q. You don't see it now, but lam talking about in 2008 and 
12 on, basically for Mr James's representations, if you 12 we have your testimony, which I just pointed you to. 
13 will, to: 13 What was your reaction, as a transaction lawyer, when 
14 "... reconstitute and reinstate its corporate name 19 you saw this resolution, which was in response to your 
15 in the State of Colorado." 15 due diligence demands, that they had reconstituted and 
16 You are a transaction lawyer in this process 16 reinstated the corporate name? What did that have to do 
17 here: the words: 17 with the registered company whose arbitration or 
18 "... reconstitute and reinstate 	corporate 18 potential arbitration claim you were trying to save your 
19 name..." 19 client from? 

20 Without trying to get too technical, but you are 20 A. Well, the way it was since I received these documents, 
21 a lawyer handling this, if a company is in liquidation 21 we looked at them and our understanding was that he is 
22 in the Isle of Man court system, what do the words, 22 winding up his work and he is setting up this company in 
23 reconstitute and reinstate its corporate name", what 23 Colorado and then he has also issued this assignment 
24 does that mean to you, as the lawyer handling this 24 deed. So that is what our understanding was. And the 
25 transaction? 25 business, if it all is left over, may be moved to this 
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1 A. What is written there, which is reconstituting and 1 company or to Steeplechase. So it was apparently on -- 
2 reinstating, that is what it is meant to say at that 2 advised that he was working on it, or he was 
3 point at time, 3 restructuring himself; concluding his business. 
4 Q. I understand what the words say. You are the one 4 Q. And you relied on his representing to you that this is 
5 reading this not just now but in 2008 in response to 5 what was happening? 
6 your due diligence demand to Mr James, correct? 6 A. Yes. 
7 A. Right. 7 Q. This is the same Mr James that your client had 
8 Q. This is part of what he is sending to you in response to 8 terminated the contract with because of false 
9 your due diligence demands, correct? 9 representations, the same person? 

10 A. Right. 10 A. No, there were two or three additional reason for 
11 Q. All right. So that is why I'm focusing on what you 11 reliance on this. First of all, that Mr Tariq Fawad was 
12 understood this to mean in 2008, okay? So I know what 12 stating, "We have this new entity as well", and Mr fames 
13 the words say -- 13 was assuring it and he was explaining to me and then he, 
14 A. Right. 19 Mr Tariq also said, and Mr James, that he has advice 
15 Q. -- but you had raised these serious concerns, the deal 15 from Mr Tisdale, with whom I had been in contact 
16 could blow up, that is what we said before, so, 16 initially. So that was showing to me at a personal 
17 "Reconstitute and reinstate the corporate name"; what 17 level and also as a professional level. 
18 does that have to do with a company that was registered 18 Q. So you say you just accepted all these oral 
19 in the Isle of Man? 19 representations, is that correct? 
20 A. I don't know. I just looked at it and the way it read, 20 A. That's right. 
21 it made sense to me, that it was being reconstituted and 21 Q. From the same people with whom your client had 
22 reinstated with a corporate name of Broadsheet. But 22 terminated this high-visibility contract for false 
23 clearly it was a different legal entity. 23 misrepresentations? 
24 Q. Clearly a different legal entity. And did you 24 A. Yes, depends -- but we had developed an understanding in 
25 understand this was clearly a different legal entity 25 terms of-- over a period of time when we were 
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1 	interacting with them about the nature of their concerns 

	

2 	and the nature of their issues and we thought we were 

	

3 	talking to the right people, The only people that were 

	

4 	there on the documents and the correspondence, and now 

	

5 	they were representing to us that they were in the 

	

6 	process to restructure and now they have passed it on to 

	

7 	Steeplechase. 

	

8 	Q. Other than these oral representations that Mr James and 

	

9 	Mr Malik made to you about that situation, what -- other 

	

10 	than this resolution, what paperwork did they send you? 

	

11 	A. They send, I believe, documentation of incorporation of 

	

12 	Broadsheet Colorado as well. 

	

13 	Q. Okay. We will get to that in a minute. What is the 

	

14 	date on this resolution? 

	

15 	A. There is no date. 

	

16 	Q. Did you notice in 2008 that this didn't even have a date 

	

17 	on it? 

	

18 	A. Yes, we noticed that. 

	

19 	Q. You did notice it. What was your reaction when you 

	

20 	noticed it wasn't even dated? 

	

21 	A. We discussed that with the client and we had 

	

22 	a discussion on all these aspects, that we don't have 

	

23 	a date on it. But the other supporting documentation 

	

24 	was there and then primarily we decided to rely on the 

	

25 	assignment deed itself. 

	

1 	THE ARBITRATOR: Did you see any evidence that the 

	

2 	liquidator -- you knew there was a liquidation going on 

	

3 	in the Isle of Man, and therefore the liquidator would 

	

4 	be the person in charge of its affairs, did you see any 

	

5 	evidence that he had consented to these arrangements? 

	

6 	A. No, at that point, when we were having this discussion 

	

7 	with Mr Jerry James and getting this communication, we 

	

8 	did not know that the liquidation was pending in 

	

9 	Isle of Man. We specifically asked him as to where the 

	

10 	liquidation is pending, which country, which court and 

	

11 	etcetera. And to that, his response was you don't have 

	

12 	to worry, there has been -- and then he wrote this 

	

13 	letter of 22 February, in which he said, "I will be 

	

14 	undertaking on behalf of Steeplechase as well and 

	

15 	Steeplechase will undertake, so that is my heartache and 

	

16 	something again as part of the process to wind up." 

	

17 	THE ARBITRATOR: I thought you knew it by this stage, that 

	

18 	there was a liquidation in process? 

	

19 	A. No, we knew from him, but we did not know that it is in 

	

20 	Isle of Man. Because he was just -- in February he was 

	

21 	communicating to me, when I asked for documentation, he 

	

22 	said we have a winding up issue. I said where, what is 

	

23 	the nature of this winding up? So he was generally not 

	

24 	very clear with me on that and he said there is 

	

25 	a winding up, it is just part of the process to wrap 
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1 	THE ARBITRATOR: On the ...? 

	

2 	A. Assignment deed. The deed of assignment. 

	

3 	MR NEWBERGER: We will get to the assignment in a minute. 

	

4 	So the fact that it didn't even have a date on the 

	

5 	resolution, was something that was of concern to you, it 

	

6 	, was sorted out -- I'm not asking for the conversations 

	

7 	with the client, but it was sorted out, and then you 

	

8 	made a decision that even though it didn't have a date 

	

9 	and you were only relying on oral representations from 

	

10 	Mr James and Mr Malik, it was eventually just the fact 

	

11 	of the assignment, the deed of assignment, that was the 

	

12 	basis for the decision to move ahead, as far as you were 

	

13 	concerned. 

	

14 	A. Yes. 

	

15 	Q. Would that be fair? 

	

16 	k And also the fact that we could understand that after 

	

17 	the business with government of Pakistan had come to an 

	

18 	end on the Broadsheet agreement, there was no further 

	

19 	business that this entity was doing, so it was quite 

	

20 	natural to assess that a company shuts down when they 

	

21 	don't have any further business and they try and 

	

22 	relocate themselves. 

	

23 	Q. But you accepted all these representations? 

	

24 	A. Correct. 

	

25 	Q. Okay. 
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1 
	

things up, and I'm doing it as if it was a voluntary 

	

2 	winding up. So I asked him a few more questions and 

	

3 
	

then I wrote that letter to him: tell us where exactly 

	

4 
	

is this pending, and who is the judge, who is the 

	

5 
	

liquidator and so on and so forth. 

	

6 
	

THE ARBITRATOR: And you never got answers? 

	

7 
	

A. I didn't get any specific answer on that 

	

8 
	

THE ARBITRATOR: Earlier on in your evidence, I think was 

	

9 
	

that the conversation in which you said he was being 

	

10 	evasive? 

	

11 
	

A. Right 

	

12 
	

THE ARBITRATOR: So he had said something which you felt was 

	

13 
	

evasive, you had asked him for something more definite 

	

19 	and he had not replied? 

	

15 
	

A. He had not replied. 

	

16 
	

THE ARBITRATOR: Was that the representation you relied 

	

17 	upon? 

	

18 
	

A. No, he said the process of winding up, you need to keep 

	

19 
	

it aside, Mr Soofi, we already have an assignment that 

	

20 	we have entered into. And that takes care of your 

	

21 
	

issues. And we, which means the Steeplechase, is 

	

22 	prepared to give you an undertaking that we will bear 

	

23 
	

the burden of any consequences of that, and I don't need 

	

24 
	

to go into details of that in terms of where this matter 

	

25 
	

is pending. It is part of my process to -- 
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1 	THE ARBITRATOR: So in both your minds was the prospect of 

	

2 	trouble from the liquidator, in other words there might 

	

3 	be queries from the liquidator, that you thought, well 

	

4 	you have the indemnity from Steeplechase and that would 

	

5 	cover any problems which arose? 

	

6 	A. That is what we thought, and also that he assured that 

	

7 	there will not be any problem from the liquidator, 

	

8 	because he indicated the nature of liquidation is close 

	

9 	. to a voluntary nature, because he is winding up, so 

10 

	

11 	MR NEWBERGER: Well, let's look at the assignment, which is 

	

12 	2109. This is the assignment you are talking about and 

	

13 	then you say you relied on to make the decision to go 

	

14 	ahead with the settlement, correct? 

	

15 	A. Yes, we -- 

	

16 	Q. Would it be fair to say that if this assignment, in your 

	

17 	view at the time, had a problem or question, that there 

	

18 	'would be nothing to rely on, no bona fide to -- let me 

	

19 	finish the question. 

	

20 	Is it your testimony that if, at the time in 2008 

	

21 	that you were handling this transaction, that this 

	

22 	assignment had raised some other problems, just like the 

	

23 	liquidation thing had raised problems. If this had 

	

24 	raised problems to you, you would have been unable to 

	

25 	conclude the transaction; would that be fair? 
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1 	A. Depends on the nature of the problems that it would -- 

	

2 	Q. Well, I am asking about this assignment here. 

	

3 	A. That is what I am saying, this assignment itself. 

	

4 	Q. Let me be clear. lam not talking in generalities. 

	

5 	This particular assignment, H2109, you have testified to 

	

6 	Sir Anthony, you relied on the bona fide of this 

	

7 	• assignment -- 

	

8 	A. Right. 

	

9 	Q. -- to make the decision to go ahead with the settlement 

	

10 	agreement, correct? 

	

11 	A. Right. 

	

12 	Q. And my question to you is, if, when you received this 

	

13 	from Mr James who had been "evasive", your words -- 

	

14 	A. In the context of winding up. 

15 	Q. So he was evasive only on the issue of winding up? 

16 	A. And when I enquired about the nature of winding up, 

17 	where he was going and why, what exactly was the reason 

18 	for relocation. 

19 	Q. By the way, just so we are clear, you use this word 

20 	winding up, you knew, at the time you were handling this 

21 	transaction, that the party to the ALA was Broadsheet 

22 	Isle of Man, right, a registered company in the 

23 	Isle of Man? You knew that as a fact? 

24 	A. Right. 

25 	Q. Where would a winding up for a company from the 
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Isle of Man take place, in your view, at that time? 

	

2 	A. It would take place in Isle of Man, idealIV. But it 

	

3 	could be, you know, cross-border, trans-national winding 

	

4 	up as well. 

	

5 	Q. But you already testified that you didn't look into that 

	

6 	at all? 

	

7 	A. No, we asked him specifically where exactly is this, but 

	

8 	he did not respond. 

	

9 	Q. He never told you and you never bothered asking any 

	

10 	more? 

	

11 	A. No, he never told us and then he sent these documents. 

	

12 	Q, We are going to get to the assignment. lam talking 

	

13 	about the winding up. You knew it was an Isle of Man 

	

14 	company. You had sent him the due diligence about that. 

	

15 	He said he never told you where the winding up, as he 

	

16 	called it -- 

	

17 	A. Right. 

	

18 	Q. --was pending. You relied on that representation, 

	

19 	even though he had been evasive about that whole 

	

20 	subject, correct, so you relied on his evasive answer? 

	

21 	A. Right. 

	

22 	Q. Then he sent you this assignment, and this assignment 

	

23 	rescued the deal, would that be a fair characterisation? 

	

24 	A. I wouldn't say rescue. I mean, it was there. If it 

	

25 	hadn't been there we might perhaps not have gone ahead 
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1 	with it. 

	

2 	Q. Okay, so without this assignment or at least a bona fide 

	

3 	assignment, as a transaction lawyer you would not have 

	

4 	been in a position to complete the transaction, correct? 

	

5 	A. I would think so. 

	

6 	Q. Did you think that at the time? 

	

7 	A. Yes, of course. 

	

8 	Q. Okay. Well now let's look at the assignment, 2109. 

	

9 	This is dated 4 January, 2005, correct? 

	

10 	A. Right 

	

11 	Q. Is there anything in this assignment that indicates that 

	

12 	the Broadsheet LLC at the bottom is the Broadsheet from 

	

13 	the Isle of Man? 

	

14 	A. At that point in time there was only one Broadsheet. 

	

15 	Q. No, how did you know there was only one Broadsheet? 

	

16 	A. Because that was 2005. 

	

17 	Q. In -- you weren't dealing with this in 2005, correct? 

	

18 	A. I wasn't. 

	

19 	Q. Okay, let's take it slower, then. When you received 

	

20 	this assignment from Mr James, this was the critical 

	

21 	piece of paper you needed to move ahead with the deal, 

	

22 	right? 

	

23 	A. Right. 

	

24 	Q. And you got it, and you looked at it. And it says at 

	

25 	the bottom: 
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1 "For Broadsheet LLC." 1 in the document that we saw. There was only one 

2 And at the top: 2 Broadsheet, which was Isle of Man, and that was the 

3 "Broadsheet LLC (assignor)." 3 documentation, letterheads, everything that were written 

4 You see that, right? 4 on that -- 

5 A. Right; 5 Q. So you just assume. I didn't mean to interrupt. 

6 Q. And in the middle, in the witness section, it talks 6 A. And when we got these assignment deeds, Broadsheet LLC 

7 about: 7 was clearly a reference, in my mind, to Broadsheet LLC 

8 "The assignor, assigns transfers to the assignee 8 Isle of Man. 

9 ... all rights ... with regard to the agreement with 9 Q. So you just took Mr James's word for it again that this 

10 , 	Pakistan." 10 was the right Broadsheet? 

11 Correct, the NAB correct? 11 A. No, I think the document was quite clear to me. 

12 A. Right 12 Q. It was clear? 

13 Q. So you know that this is an about a potential 13 A. Yes. 

14 arbitration claim under that contract, that is what you 14 Q. Okay, is there any indicia about a winding up here? 

15 are settling, right? 15 A. No, not here. 

16 A. Right. 16 Q. Is there any indicia about Isle of Man? 

17 Q. And this document is telling you the right to bring 17 A. No. 

18 that -- the right to bring that arbitration has been 18 Q. Nothing at all. And who signed this, there are two 

19 moved to Steeplechase Financial Services, correct? 19 signatures? 

20 A. Correct. 20 A. Jerry James. 

21 Q. All right How did you know', from the face of this 21 Q. So this is not an arm's length transaction, correct as 

22 document, that the two indications of Broadsheet LLC 22 you would understand it? 

23 were in fact the Broadsheet in the Isle of Man? How did 23 A. Yes, but it was being signed by Mr Jerry James in his 

24 you know that? 24 capacity as Steeplechase and in his capacity as 

25 A. Broadsheet LLC was -- Isle of Man was described as 25 Isle of Man -- 
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1 Broadsheet or BS in various documentation throughout. 1 Q. What information did he give you about the bona fides of 

2 Q. This document -- 2 Steeplechase Financial Services LLC? 

3 A. And that reference was in 2005 was clearly -- was of 3 A. He gave us the certificate of good standing 

4 Broadsheet Isle of Man. 4 Q. That was it? 

5 Q. This 2005 document is clearly the Isle of Man 5 A. That was it and -- 

6 Broadsheet? Could you show me in here where it says 6 Q. And that indicated the company was -- 

7 that? 7 MR LEVY: Could the witness please be allowed to finish. 

8 A. If you look at the documentation of NAB -- 8 A. I was also told that the assignment when I looked at 

9 Q. No, sir. No. I'm talking about Just this document, 9 it, that this was being prepared by Mr Tisdale in his 

10 that is my question first we will get to other things, 10 office, and Mr Tariq said this, and Mr Jerry lames said 

11 one step at a time please. 11 this himself, that Mr Tisdale was preparing this, so we 

12 The document you asked Mr lames to send, or that you 12 need not worry it is coming from an authentic counsel 

13 received, is this assignment, correct? 13 and Mr James, this is part of the process of closing 

14 A. Right. 14 down, restructuring, whatever, and that has been done 

15 Q. And without this assignment you couldn't proceed with 15 well in time. 

16 , the transaction, correct? 16 MR NEWBERGER: Who told you that Mr Tisdale prepared this 

17 A. Correct 17 document? 

18 Q. And when you received this document how did you know, 18 A. Tariq Fawad, Tank Malik. 

19 in 2008, that the Broadsheet LLC, that is supposedly 19 Q. He told you? Do you have any piece of paper recording 

20 making the assignment of an arbitration right under the 20 that conversation? 

21 contract, is the same Broadsheet that is registered in 21 A. No, I received dozens of calls every week from them -- 

22 the Isle of Man and has gone through a "winding up". 22 Q. So this is your memory -- 

23 How did you know that when you got this document? 23 A. Yes, and the memory why, because I distinctly remember 

24 A. There wasn't any other Broadsheet that we heard of, 24 asking these questions specifically. 

25 neither there was any correspondence from any Broadsheet 25 THE ARBITRATOR: Now, we are going take this question and 
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1 	answer quite separately because there is some confusion. 

	

2 	MR NEWBERGER: I apologise. 

	

3 	A. Because I was having dozens of telephone conferences and 

communications with Jerry James and Mr Tariq and one of 

	

5 	the things that I was discussing with them was this, 

	

6 	about the nature of the assignment who prepared it 

	

7 	from where did it come from. And I was assured it was 

	

8 	coming from a legal office, Mr Tisdale's office has 

	

9 	helped prepare this and it has been properly notarised 

	

10 	and so on and so forth -- 

	

11 	THE ARBITRATOR: Properly notified to whom? 

	

12 	A. Properly notarised. And these were the kind of 

	

13 	information I was getting from them, complete assurances 

	

19 	on the validity of the assignment itself, and in that 

	

15 	conversations I was absolutely clear that they are 

	

16 	referring to Broadsheet Isle of Man when they are 

	

17 	referring to Broadsheet LLC in this assignment deed. 

	

18 	THE ARBITRATOR: So, by 2008 you knew there was now a new 

	

19 	. Broadsheet, Colorado. But are you saying that in 2005 

	

20 	there had only been one and that was the Isle of Man? 

	

21 	A. Yes, that's right that is what I am saying. 

	

22 	THE ARBITRATOR: But what about notice, because what this 

	

23 	document doesn't refer to is the other contracting 

	

29 	party, the government of Pakistan and NAB, and as an 

	

25 	elementary law textbook point one has to see if the 
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1 	assignment was notified to and assented to by the other 

	

2 	party. Did you consider that at all? 

	

3 	A. Once we acted on that and relied on that, we granted the 

consent, number one. Once we acted on that and we 

	

5 	relied on the assignment sir, we granted the consent 

	

6 	And secondly, one thing else which was -- 

	

7 	THE ARBITRATOR: I see, so you say that notionally, at 

least the government of NAB assented to this 

	

9 	'assignment When did they do that? 

	

10 	A. They did that when it came to our knowledge and we 

	

11 	decided to accept It and rely upon it and base the 

	

12 	settlement agreement upon it. 

	

13 	THE ARBITRATOR: Is there any document which constitutes 

	

19 	their assent? 

	

15 	A. Assent was through action, since we relied on that and 

	

16 	we accepted that 

	

17 	THE ARBITRATOR: I see. 

	

18 	A. And then, since agreement was also -- we also 

	

19 	discussed --our agreement was terminated in 2003, so 

	

20 	the question was, the consent was required, once the 

	

21 	agreement itself was terminated under which there was 

	

22 	a consent provision. 

	

23 	But when all is said and done, we relied on that and 

	

29 	gave consent 

	

25 	THE ARBITRATOR: Well, I haven't seen any document in which 
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1 	it says we, NAB, or the government, consent to the 

	

2 	assignment. 

	

3 	A. No, there is no such document per se. 

THE ARBITRATOR: No. 

	

5 	A. But once we worked on it, we relied on it, we drafted 

	

6 	the settlement agreement based on it, as I see it, we 

	

7 	gave consent 

	

8 	THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. 

	

9 	MR NEWBERGER: May I continue, Sir Anthony? 

	

10 	THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. 

	

11 	MR NEWBERGER: Go back to the agreement, which is at H325, 

	

12 	since it is the rights under that agreement that you are 

	

13 	resolving in this transaction, correct? That is 11325. 

	

19 	This is the ARA with Broadsheet. This was the contract 

	

15 	that you were settling any claims out of, correct? 

	

16 	A. Right, right. 

	

17 	Q. So you were familiar with this contract in 2008? 

	

18 	A. Right 

	

19 	Q And when you got this assignment from Mr lames, talking 

	

20 	about assigning the rights to the contract did you 

	

21 	consult the AM itself? I will point you specifically 

	

22 	to Article 13. 

	

23 	A. Yes. 

	

29 	Q. Do you see that? 

	

25 	A. Yes. 
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1 	Q. You were familiar with that at the time, correct? 

	

2 	A. Right. 

	

3 	Q. And it says: 

"This agreement shall operate for the benefit of and 

	

5 	be binding on any respective successors in title and 

	

6 	permitted assignees of the parties, provided that 

	

7 	neither party shall assign, transfer or part with any 

	

8 	rights or interests hereunder, temporarily or otherwise, 

	

9 	without the written consent of the other." 

	

10 	And where is specifically the written consent under 

	

11 	this contract pursuant to Article 13? 

	

12 	A. I have said this in response to Sir Anthony's question. 

	

13 	Q. Does the settlement agreement provide specific consent 

	

19 	to the assignment, specific consent? 

	

15 	A. The execution of the agreement itself constitutes 

	

16 	consent. 

	

17 	Q. That is a legal opinion you are providing to the 

	

18 	Tribunal. lam asking you a different question. 

	

19 	A. That is how we looked at it. 

	

20 	Q. I don't want to talk over you when you are testifying. 

	

21 	lam asking you a different question. Under the 

	

22 	contract, whose rights you are resolving in this 

	

23 	transaction, there needs to be written consent. 

	

29 	A. Yes, we -- 

25 	Q. Let me finish the question, sir. 
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1 A. Okay. 1 testifying about his understanding, lam not asking for 	stb 
2 Q. There needs to be written consent, because that is what 2 privileged information. 

3 the parties had agreed to, correct? And again, [will 3 MR LEVY: lam not suggesting that he is, sir. lam 

4 ask you, not for your legal opinion, that you think the 4 suggesting that he is asking: 

5 settlement agreed this as a matter of law, but where is 5 "So the requirements of Article 13, under what you 

6 the written consent that is a requirement of this 6 just said to Sir Anthony, would survive even the 

7 contract? Is there any? 7 termination of the contract, correct?" 

8 A. No. 8 That is asking for a legal opinion on the meaning of 

9 Q. So in 2008 you made a legal decision that there was an 9 Article 13. 

10 implicit consent by signing the settlement, but not 10 THE ARBITRATOR: No, I think in the context, because we have 

11 a written consent as required by the contract? 11 already had evidence that there was a discussion with 

12 A. Right 12 the clients as a result of which you formed certain 

13 Q. And that is the basis for proceeding with the 13 views, so I think further question is proper. 

14 transaction? 14 MR NEWBERGER: Sir, the question I put to you -- I will make 

15 A. Right 15 it even more clear. 

16 Q. And you never attempted, as the transaction lawyer, to 16 In 2008, when you got this assignment from 

17 obtain a written consent pursuant to Article 13, is that 17 Mr James -- and you have testified you were taking 

18 correct? 18 a look at Article 13, to see how the two would go 

19 A. We discussed that, but then there was a view that since 19 together -'was it your understanding that 

20 , the agreement itself has been terminated in 2003, so the 20 Steeplechase Financial, the assignee, would be bound by 

21 obligation under section 13 is apparently not applicable 21 Article 13 for purposes of the transaction you were 

22 any longer. 22 trying to complete? Was that your understanding at that 

23 THE ARBITRATOR; I see. So you say, "We discussed that", 23 time? 

.; 24 and we must always be careful not to go into matters of 24 A. I think we were clear that once we were entering into 

25 confidential privilege. 25 a settlement agreement with Steeplechase, we are also 
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1 A. Right. 1 fulfilling the requirement of consent as well. 

2 THE ARBITRATOR: But you volunteered this. There was 2 Q. Okay. Now let's go back to the assignment. One thing 

3 a discussion and you and your clients took the view that 3 we haven't looked at is the little line that says 

4 because the agreement was over, this no longer applied? 4 "provided", This is in the assignment, H2109: 

5 A. Yes. That was one basis. The other one was we were 5 "Provided, however, no warranties of any kind 

6 executing the settlement agreement itself. 6 whatsoever are made incident to this assignment." 

7 MR NEWBERGER: So two grounds? 7 Do you remember reading that provision in 2008? 
8 A. Yes. 8 A. Right. 
9 Q. Okay. By the way, Article 13 is not just binding on 9 Q. What was your understanding of what that meant? 

10 Broadsheet of Isle of Man but also any respective 1 0 A. I also discussed this provision with the client and 
11 successors in title and permitted assignors of the 11 I think I would not comment on that 
12 parties; that would be Steeplechase Financial, correct? 12 Q. You don't have to tell me about your communications with 
13 A. Right. 13 NAB. 
14 Q. So the requirements of Article 13, under what you just 14 A. But that was based on the discussion -- my understanding 
15 said to Sir Anthony, would survive even the termination 15 was based on that discussion as well. 
16 of the contract, correct? 16 Q. Well, I'm only asking for your understanding, not what 
17 A. Right. 17 you communicated to NAB. Your understanding about that 
18 Q. So that means that Steeplechase Financial would have the 18 line, "No warranties of any kind whatsoever are made 
19 same obligations under Article 13 as Broadsheet? 19 incident to this assignment." 
20 MR LEVY: Sir, this is straying Into legal submission rather 20 Did you understand that when Mr James handed over 
21 than a question for a factual witness. 21 the rights to this contract to Mr James, albeit in 
22 THE ARBITRATOR: Well -- 22 a different company, that no warranties were made in the 
23 MR NEWBERGER: May I respond, Sir Anthony? 23 assignment? Did you understand that at the time? 

24 THE ARBITRATOR: Yes, please. 24 A. Again, we discussed this and we discussed this with the 
25 MR NEWBERGER; He handled the transaction and he is 25 client in detail. 
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1 

2 

Q. Again, I'm not asking for your communications with NAB. 

lam just asking your understanding about what that 

1 

2 

first witness statement, at paragraph 58, this,is on the 

subjects we just discussed, talking about the corporate 	58) 
3 meant for purposes of continuing with the transaction. 3 resolution for the new Colorado Broadsheet, do you see 

4 That is all I want to know. that? 

5 A. Okay. We safeguarded by adding additional indemnities 5 A. Right. 

6 in the documentation that we prepared, including the 6 Q. The one we talked about a minute ago. You say to 

7 settlement agreement- 7 Sir Anthony here: 

8 Q. Okay. 8 "My sense of this document [regarding the 

9 A. -- the settlement agreement 9 resolution] was that Mr James was the beneficiary of 

10 Q. So the solution, if I can call it that, to that phrase, 10 Broadsheet and had decided to reconstitute the company 

11 was to have indemnities from Steeplechase Financial and 11 in another jurisdiction because the Isle of Man company 

12 Broadsheet LLC? 12 had been made primarily for the NAB contract which had 

13 A. It was not a solution, it was a standard thing, whenever 13 finished." 

14 you are drafting a settlement agreement you ensure that 19 So when you say, "It is my sense", did somebody tell 

15 the people that you are settling with can give 15 you that, or that was just what you figured out on your 

16 indemnity, so there was no such thing as making 16 own? 

17 a solution for it. 17 A. Because! was communicating with James,lwas 

18 Q. Okay. You mentioned the notary and the notarisation of 18 communicating with Tariq Fawad and based on several 

19 the assignment, which is at 112113 and you testified 19 conversations which! was having with them and! was 

20 already that you relied on that in part for the 20 putting questions to them,! was asking them specific 

21 , bona fide of the assignment, is that correct? 21 questions, so my sense was based on that 

22 A. Right. 22 Q. Okay. And you mentioned the certificate of good 

23 Q. But the notary simply says that Mr James signed, 23 standing of Steeplechase Financial Services, correct? 

24 correct? 24 A. Right, correct. 

25 A. Right. 25 Q. If you go to 112107. Do you see that? 
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1 Q. It doesn't address any other criteria, does it? 1 A. Yes. 

2 A. Right 2 Q. And that is what you are referring to in your witness 

3 Q. So you had in front of you a notary public stamp simply 3 statement? 

saying Mr James signed that document, correct? 4 A. Right.. 

5 A. Right 5 Q. And that is from the State of Colorado for Steeplechase 

6 Q. That is all it said? 6 Financial Services and it says it was formed or 

7 A. Right 7 registered on 27 December 2004; do you remember seeing 

8 Q. So what comfort did you get, forget about communications 8 that date when you received this? 

9 with your client what comfort did you get from this 9 A. Right, 

10 notarisation if all it is really saying is Mr James 10 Q. And when was the assignment? 

11 signed it? 11 A. The assignment was in 2005. 

12 A. Comfort means what, I mean for the notarisation? The 12 Q. A week later, correct? You can look at 2109? 

13 notarisation was clear and it was signed by a notary 13 A. Right. 

public, who was well recognised. There was a commission 19 Q. That is the assignment, compared to this document. 
15 expiry date, there was a notary public signature. So 15 A. Right. 

16 that strengthened our belief in the assignment deed. 16 Q. So, Mr James is creating a company called Steeplechase 
17 Q. How did you know this was an accepted notary? You just 17 Financial Services, two days after the Christmas 
18 were taking Mr James's word for it? 18 holiday, December 27,2004? 
19 A. We were looking at this document and the document 19 A. Can! go back to the assignment? 
20 looked genuine to us. 20 Q. Please. You can look at both. 
21 Q. It looked genuine. Okay. And that meant that in fact 21 A. Yes. 
22 Mr lames had signed twice the assignment, that is what 22 Q. And then the assignment to this company, it is on 
23 it notarised, correct? 23 4 January right after the new year holiday, correct? 
29 A. Right. 29 A. Right. 
25 Q. Let's move ahead, then, on these subjects. In your 25 Q. And the fact that this company that he is assigning all 
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1 the rights under the contract to had only been created 1 2 April, he had two or three emails with me on that very 

2 a few days earlier; that didn't send off any alarms to 2 day, and he chose not to inform me that there has been 

3 you? 3 a dissolution or that he has a future interest in this 

4 A. No. matter or even did not bother to send me a note or 

5 Q. That was just normal business so far as you were 5 a caution or any letter relating to that, that the 

6 concerned? 6 Isle of Man company has been dissolved, and you are 

7 A. Yes, people do that, quite often. 7 talking to the wrong person. 

8 Q. People in a highly sensitive, high-profile situation 8 So -- and Mr Tisdale also did not call me on that, 

9 that has to be approved by the Prime Minister? 9 Mr Tariq Fawad did not tell me. So, as far as we were 

10 A. No, not those people, but entities, whenever they are 10 concerned, we saw this, that the dissolution of 

11 reconstituting their business they carry out said 11 2 April 2007 was never communicated. 

12 documentation, they create entities. 12 Q. That doesn't quite answer my question. I know you are 

13 Q. 1 understand that. That is in the normal course. But 13 blaming Dr Pepper for your lack of knowledge but your 

14 you have already testified to Sir Anthony this was 1 9 witness statement -- 

15 a high visibility, sensitive transaction you are working 15 A. I'm just stating the facts. 

16 on. So! will repeat the question. Steeplechase is the 16 Q. Sir, you just blamed Dr Pepper for not informing you. 

17 assignee and it is created a couple of days before this 17 I have a different question, based on your testimony. 

18 assignment; that didn't cause you any alarm as the 18 You are speaking for NAB, not just for yourself. And 

19 transaction lawyer? 19 I want to know the basis for you saying in your 

20 A. No. 20 testimony that NAB had not been informed. Not what 

21 Q. And it is Mr James handing it to Mr James; that didn't 21 Dr Pepper had not told you -- 

22 • cause you any concern? 2 2 A. This is my impression -- 

23 A. Again, it was a special purpose vehicle company, we 2 3 THE ARBITRATOR: Just a moment. Wait for the question to 

24 sensed that from documentation and parties do create 24 finish. The question is: on what basis do you say that 

25 special purpose vehicle companies to reconstitute, 
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25 NAB had not been informed that the company had been 
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1 re-establish them in various jurisdictions. As long as 1 dissolved? 

2 the documentation is there. 2 A. Because that was my impression when I was meeting with 

3 Q. In your witness statement at paragraph 63. I am going to 3 the officials of NAB, no one told they received any 

4 come back to some other things in just a minute, but notice from Isle of Man of dissolution or even 

5 referring to the April timeframe, you say: 5 thereafter. Neither there was any notice from the court 

6 "Even at this late stage, neither NAB nor I were 6 or the liquidator that you have been or you -- that we 

7 informed by lames, Malik, Pepper, Tisdale, Moussavi, or 7 have dissolved this company or something like that, We 

8 anyone else that Broadsheet had been dissolved as 8 never received it 

9 a legal entity on 2 April 2007 and that it had ceased to 9 THE ARBITRATOR: I see. 

10 exist." 10 MR NEWBERGER: But you knew, as of April, from Mr lames that 

11 . 	What is the basis of your saying "neither NAB", what 11 there was a liquidation proceeding, correct? 

12 is that based on? Paragraph 63 of your first witness 12 A. April 2008 -- sorry, February 2008. 

13 statement 13 Q. Right this says April 2008 in your witness statement 

14 A. Right 14 A. It is 2007. 

15 Q. You say, "Neither NAB nor!". I understand the! part, 15. Q. Excuse me. 

1 6 we have already talked about that What is the basis 16 A. It is 2 April 2007. 

17 for representing in your witness statement that NAB had 17 Q. No, excuse me, sir, look -- 

18 not been informed about the dissolution/liquidation 18 A. Which paragraph is this, paragraph 63? 

19 proceedings? 19 Q. I will let you do this. Start at 60 and go to 63 and 

20 A. Because that was my understanding at that point in time, 20 I think that will confirm that in your witness statement 

21 that if NAB had known this very clearly, they would have 21 you are talking about April 2008. 

22 definitely alerted me on that, or we would have 22 A. You were reading 63 earlier. Let me take a look. 

23 discussed it So! clearly was of the view that no one 23 Q. Please, take your time. 

24 had told this to us about dissolution on 2 April 2007, 2 A. 60. 

25 particularly when Dr Pepper was communicating with me on 25 Q. Read 60 right through 63 to clarify that point 
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1 	A. (Pause). So what is the question now, sorry? 

	

2 	Q. Okay. Based on your testimony in this witness 

	

3 	statement, in paragraph 63, you say: 

	

4 	"Even at this late stage ..." 

	

5 	And I had asked you earlier, and I will ask you to 

	

6 	confirm this, when you say, "Even at this late stage", 

	

7 	you are talking about April 2008, correct? 

	

8 	A. Right. 

	

9 	Q. Right. And that is why I asked you, what is the basis 

	

10 	for you saying that NAB had not been informed by this 

	

11 	point? 

	

12 	A. NAB had not been informed by this point. 

	

13 	Q. You knew that, or you assumed that? 

	

14 	A. That was my impression. 

	

15 	Q. Your impression. Was it based on something you were 

	

1 6 	told, any information, or was it simply something you 

	

17 	assumed? 

	

18 	A. If there had been any notice of dissolution received or 

	

19 	any formal intimation from anywhere, they would 

	

20 	certainly have communicated that to me. 

	

21 	Q. But you stated just this morning, and we have it at 

	

22 	length, that when Mr James, in February 2008, two months 

	

23 	' earlier, had informed you of the liquidation 

	

24 	proceedings, the winding up, you had brought this to 

	

25 	NAB's attention and this had created at least a concern 
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1 	that this needs to be resolved, correct? 

	

2 	A. But -- 

	

3 	Q. Stop. Is that is correct? 

	

4 	THE ARBITRATOR: Is that correct? 

	

5 	A. I am lost. 

	

6 	THE ARBITRATOR: Wait for the question to end. 

	

7 	MR NEWBERGER: My question is you have testified already, 

	

8 	and it is in your written testimony and your oral 

	

9 	testimony today, that by February 2008 Mr James told you 

	

10 	about the liquidation, he told you about winding up, you 

	

11 	had raised this with NAB, had the discussions with them, 

	

12 	you elected to proceed to try to get the transaction 

	

13 	done. 

	

14 	In April 2008 you are saying neither NAB nor you 

	

15 	knew about what is going on in the Isle of Man, correct? 

	

16 	This Is what your witness statement says. 

	

17 	A. Yes, correct. 

	

18 	Q. Okay. What is the basis for that, if you said you 

	

19 	already knew for two months? 

	

20 	A. Okay, let me clarify. As I said, when he was 

	

21 	communicating with me about winding up, he did not say 

	

22 	it is pending in the Isle of Man, he it not say it has 

	

23 	been wound up or it has been dissolved already. He just 

	

24 	said it is the winding up proceedings pending in 

	

25 	a general sense. 
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1 	So when I say in paragraph 63 that dissolution 

	

2 	wasn't informed to us, so that is what I mean, is 

	

3 	something different that the issue whether it has been 

	

4 	dissolved since 2 April 2007 Wasn't informed, we weren't 

	

5 	informed about that. 

	

6 	THE ARBITRATOR: I may be wrong. I think the important 

	

7 	thing was that you had been told that the company was 

	

8 	being wound up. You hadn't been told it was in the 

	

9 	Isle of Man, but you knew it was an Isle of Man company. 

	

10 	A. Right. 

	

11 	THE ARBITRATOR: Tam not really sure it matters either 

	

12 	whether you were told it was dissolved. That might give 

	

13 	rise to legal arguments. 

	

14 	A. Right. 

	

15 	THE ARBITRATOR: But if you were not impressed by the fact 

	

16 	that it was being wound up, I'm not sure you would have 

	

17 	been any more impressed by the fact that it had already 

	

18 	been wound up and dissolved, 

	

19 	A. Right. 

	

20 	MR NEWBERGER: Before we get to the settlement agreement 

	

21 	itself, which we are going to get to in just a moment 

	

22 	A. Right 

	

23 	Q. There were some emails, I call it aGurry of emails, 

	

24 	in February 2008, between you and Mr James, correct? 

	

25 	A. Right 
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1 	Q. Let's go look and them. Let's go to 2298, 2298A and 

	

2 	2298B. I would like to look at all three of them at the 

	

3 	same time. 

	

4 	THE ARBITRATOR: Have you got these three documents? 

	

5 	A. Yes. 

	

6 	MR NEWBERGER: If you need to take a look at them again, 

	

7 	please refresh your memory. 

	

8 	A. What is your question, so I can -- 

	

9 	Q. I haven't asked a question yet, I was just going to have 

	

10 	you look at them and then lam going to ask you a series 

	

11 	of questions. 

	

12 	There are three emails exchanged, I believe all on 

	

13 	the same date, and within about two minutes. So I am 

	

14 	going to ask you about them. But take a minute to look 

15 	at all three. We have already talked about one of them. 

16 	A. Okay. 

	

17 	Q. Okay. Do you remember having this email exchange, when 

	

18 	I say exchange, you were sending emails to Jerry James? 

19 	A. That's right. 

20 	Q. Let's start with 2298B. Do you see that one? 

21 	A. 22988. 

22 	Q. This is from you to lames and Malik, 

23 	Saturday February 16, 2008, 3.28 pm, do you see that? 

24 	A. Right 

25 	Q. The time is very important, I'm going to ask you to keep 
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1 

2 

3 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

that in mind. 

A. It is 3.21 pm. 

Q. lam looking at 22988. Look in the upper right-hand 

corner, 2298B, as in boy? 

A. Yes. 

Q. That is the one I want you to look at first. 

A. All right. 

Q. What is the time that you send this email? 

A. It is 3.28. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
9 

. National Accountability Bureau had recommended the same. 

But since the Prime Minister's office has specifically 

asked to obtain discount it is necessary to put across 	'5111 

the said request you to you." 

Do you recall sending that one? 

A. Right. 

Q. So basically the first one we looked at, 2298B, says 

approval has been given. There is nothing in that email 

about the Prime Minister trying to negotiate a better 

10 Q. Thank you. 3.28 pm. And this is from you to Mr James, 10 price, is there? 

11 regarding the settlement, correct? 11 A. Right 

12 A. Right. 1 2 Q. You just talk about procedural steps. Two minutes later 

13 Q. And you say: 1 3 you say well, wait a minute, the Prime Minister says we 

1 "Thank you for your email and the attachments which 14 have to negotiate a little more on the price, correct? 

15 I could not open, however the same were faxed to me by 15 A. Right. 

16 Mr Tariq Fawad from Dubai." 16 Q. What was your reaction to that, by the way? 

17 Is that the assignment we were talking about and the 17 A. We were getting telephonic -- I was in touch with the 

18 resolutions? 18 NAB officials and they were updating me about the 

19 A. I believe so. 19 various steps that the approval was going through. 

20 Q. Okay. In the next paragraph you say: 2 0 Because we were facing a lot of telephone calls from 

21 "As I mentioned to you, and to Mr Tariq Fawad 21 Mr Jerry James and Mr Tuft}, who was insisting on trying 

22 separately on telephone, the approvals have been given 22 to find out what has happened and tell us about the 

2 3 for the payment to BS. However, certain procedural 23 status, we are getting impatient, we will withdraw, and 

2 steps will take some time but around a week or two. In 24 so on and so forth. 

25 this background, I request that the deadline that you 25 So I believe what may have happened is that I may 
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1 have mentioned should be pushed further so that the 1 have received a call from NAB saying to me that approval 

2 necessary processing can be done." 2 has been granted, and then I drafted one email and sent 

3 And this is basically trying to put off any 

arbitration demand, correct, under the contract? 

3 it out. And then another call coming, explaining that 

approval has been granted but the Prime Minister may 

5 A. Right 5 have requested a special committee for a discount. 

6 Q. So you are asking for a little more time for him not to 6 So then, to comply with that instruction, I drafted 

7 formalise a notice of arbitration? 7 the second email as well. So because there were 

8 A. Right. 8 constant -- I was in my Lahore office probably on that 

9 Q. Now let's go to 2298A as in Alan. What time was that 9 day, when this conversation was going on. So I just 

10 sent on Saturday February 16? 10 documented what I was instructed to document. 

11 A. 3.30. 11 Q. Okay. Fair enough. Now let's go to the third email you 
1 2 Q. So one minute later, correct? So we have one email sent 12 sent. And what is the time on the one we have looked at 
13 ' at 3.28 -- excuse me, two minutes. I misspoke. 13 already, 112298? 
14 A. Yes. 14 A. Yes, 3.31. 
15 Q. Two minutes later, at 3.30, you send the second email: 15 Q. So one minute later, this is the third email you are 
16 "While the Prime Minister had approved the payment 16 sending to Mr James, okay? 
17 to BS there was a specific direction from the PM 17 A. Right. 
18 Secretariat 	special committee ... that a further 18 Q. And this is the due diligence note? 
1 9 discount be obtained from both you and the other 19 A. Right. 
20 contractor. 20 Q. And we have discussed this already. And we talked about 
2 1 "In compliance with the Prime Minister's directive 21 in 137, you already said you did not get a response to 
22 I am under instructions from the chairman of NAB to ask 22 any of those 137 due diligence questions, right? 
23 for a further discount. 23 A. Right. 
24 "I do recognise that whatever was decided in London 24 Q. Remember that? I'm just kind of curious here. You 
25 was the final conclusive figure and 25 start out with an email that says it is approved, then 
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1 

2 

two minutes later you send an email saying the boss 

wants us to squeeze a better price and then, one minute 

1 

2 

it requires this to be done. 

THE ARBITRATOR: I think I ought to say this: having seen ce6 
3 later, you are sending a bunch of due diligence 

enquiries, to which you have already testified you never 

3 that these three messages were sent within three minutes 

of each other, I would find it difficult not to say that 
5 got responses? 5 all three were drafted before they were sent, and then 
6 A. Right. 6 they were sent out one after the other on the machine. 
7 Q. Well, did anybody at NAB know you were sending this due 7 A. Yes, yes. 

8 diligence list? 8 THE ARBITRATOR: So on that basis, each of these was drafted 
9 A. Yes, actually, simultaneously a few things were going 9 before any of them were sent? 

10 on. One was about the approval status and we were not 10 A. That is correct. That is correct, in a way, because if 
11 sure whether the approval will be granted, how long will 11 you -- let me clarify. 

12 it take, and we were not raising -- we were not pressing 12 THE ARBITRATOR: If you accept that then we can go on. And 
13 Jerry James to provide us this documentation in the 13 the question you are being asked -- perhaps you would 
14 later part of 2007 or the early part, because he was 14 repeat it, Mr Newberger. 
15 saying unless you get me some approvals! cannot give 15 MR NEWBERGER: Well -- 
16 you details of my company or other things, wherever 16 THE ARBITRATOR: Unless you want me to believe otherwise, 
17 I need the payment to be given. 17 I would say they were all three drafted before even the 
18 So we were looking at two or three things at the 18 first one was sent. 
19 same time. So, on one hand somebody was following up 19 A. That's correct, and my associate -- I was dictating to 
20 with the approval with the federal government in NAB, 20 him, so once he got one out, second and then I draft 
21 and he was communicating with me, and then somebody was 21 THE ARBITRATOR: No, I don't even accept that, because -- 
22 also looking at due diligence aspect and communicating 22 A. No -- 
23 with me on those issues as well. 23 THE ARBITRATOR: --it would take you more than two minutes. 
24 And since we had this conversation, and then because 24 A. No, certainly, it wasn't drafted within those two 
25 of that, there is a quick flurry of these various emails 25 minutes. 
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going out of my office. 1 THE ARBITRATOR: No. 
2 Q. Sir, in a high profile, using your words, matter that is 2 A. It was drafted first, right. 
3 apparently being seriously discussed in the 3 THE ARBITRATOR: All three were prepared before the first 
4 Prime Minister's office, and a special committee he has 4 was sent. 
5 set up for this purpose, isn't -- wasn't it just 5 A. Yes, 
6 a little unusual to you that the approval comes first, 6 THE ARBITRATOR: Right, let's go on from there. 
7 then the negotiation of the price -- excuse me, let me 7 MR NEWBERGER: My question to you was: in such a high 
8 finish the question -- and then the request for due 8 profile matter where the Prime Minister himself and 
9 diligence, isn't that backwards? 9 a special committee are involved in this, I will just 

10 A. No, no, I think what was happening was that first the 10 leave it at that, how was it that there was an approval 
11 approval, as I said, from overseas wing, I was receiving 11 of the settlement, then a negotiation of the settlement, 
12 various telephone calls, from various officers. Some 12 and then a due diligence? Isn't that the reverse order 
13 officer was handling, for example, the process and 13 of how you would handle that in a transaction? First 
14 follow-up of the files up to the Prime Minister's 19 due diligence to make sure we have the right people for 
15 Secretariat. Some was simply informing me we have the 15 the deal. Then we negotiate the price, then we have 
16 file, and it is on the way to our table, the approval 16 approval of the Prime Minister himself. Isn't that the 
17 has been granted. I think they were pushing me to 17 normal course of a transaction, like this? 
18 inform Jerry James, so that he is threatening to 18 A. This course, we were all convinced we are talking to the 
19 withdraw from the figure, he is threatening that he will 19 right person. And that was Jerry James. He was 
20 go into arbitration, or whatever are the things. So 20 a moving force behind it. He had interacted with 
21 they wanted to inform him, as soon as possible, that 21 chairmans. His correspondence was on record. So we are 
22 • approval has been granted. 22 an all convinced we are talking to the right individual. 
23 Then I receive another call from another officer 23 Now, because we had to take various permissions from 
24 saying that approval has been granted but we have now 24 various government departments, Jerry James was 
25 looked at the file, which has come back to our desk and 25 reluctant to give us details about his own company and 
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1 	others, saying that, "I'm not too sure if you will be 

	

2 	able to get the approvals." 

	

3 	So the process for approvals was a long drawn out 

	

4 	process itself in which we had:to extend the deadline 

	

5 	several times and the matter had to be processed at 

	

6 	different levels altogether. 

	

7 	So, once we also came to a conclusion that the 

	

8 	matter had been approved, only then we reverted to 

	

9 	Mr Jerry that now we have the approvals in our hands, 

	

10 	provide us the documentation, or give us more details. 

	

11 	THE ARBITRATOR: Let me try the same question, but putting 

	

12 	it the other way round. 

	

13 	In these three documents, three letters, you say the 

	

14 	Prime Minister has approved the matter and then you say 

	

15 	what I can understand in the second one, although he has 

	

16 	approved it, we would like a discount, if we can get it. 

	

17 	'Mr James doesn't seem to be the sort of person who would 

	

18 	easily give a discount, but that is another matter. 

	

19 	But on any basis you were saying it had been 

	

20 	approved before you had asked the questions about the 

	

21 	assignment. That is in the letter, the first one? 

	

22 	A. Yes. 

	

23 	THE ARBITRATOR: Well, how could the- you say that the 

	

24 	Prime Minister had approved payment, meaning that the 

	

25 	, bargain was accepted -- 
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1 	A. Right. 

	

2 	THE ARBITRATOR: -- before you had even asked these 

	

3 	questions, let alone received an answer. 

	

4 	A. I think they were acting on the basis of the minutes of 

	

5 	meeting of the previous year, in which the settlement 

	

6 	was arrived at And based on that, we had to confirm 

	

7 	the approval of the payment to Mr Jerry James as well. 

	

8 	So it was pursuant to that minutes of meeting that the 

	

9 	file may have been moved. I am not privy to that 

	

10 	process, myself, because I wasn't dealing with that, but 

	

11 	I was lust being intimated by the officials in NAB about 

	

12 	the status of approvals and the files, wherever they are 

	

13 	travelling. 

	

14 	THE ARBITRATOR: This is purely speculative, but was it 

	

15 	a question of obtaining approval to make the payment to 

	

16 	someone and then needing to know about the assignment so 

	

17 	that you could work out who the payment should be made 

	

18 	to? 

	

19 	A. No, no. 

	

20 	THE ARBITRATOR: It wasn't that 

	

21 	A. It wasn't like that at all. 

	

22 	THE ARBITRATOR: All right forget it. 

	

23 	A: The idea was that they were talking to Jerry James, who 

	

24 	was there for a while, and then the approval was granted 

	

25 	on a separate conveyor belt altogether, which was 
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1 	completely different. 

	

2 	THE ARBITRATOR: Thank you. 

	

3 	MR NEWBERGER: And Mr James responded to these emails by 

	

4 	a fax sent to you on February 18. This is at H2299, 

	

5 	correct? 

	

6 	A. H2299, 

	

7 	Q. 2299, February 18, 2008, from lames to you. I'm sorry, 

the fax cover sheet says February 19 when it was sent. 

	

9 	The date of his note is February 18, I apologise. lam 

	

10 	not trying to confuse you on that 

	

11 	A. Right Can you go to the next page? 

	

12 	Q. Yes, I'm saying start with the cover sheet and then the 

	

13 	actual body of his note to you in response to your 

	

14 	emails: 

	

15 	"Payment is the only issue that remains, You have 

	

16 	acknowledged that the Prime Minister had approved the 

	

17 	payment to Broadsheet" 

	

18 	He doesn't say Steeplechase there, does he, he says 

	

19 	Broadsheet? 

	

20 	A. Right 

	

21 	Q. He doesn't say which Broadsheet, but he says Broadsheet? 

	

22 	A. Right 

	

23 	Q. By the way, did you understand this to be Broadsheet 

	

24 	Colorado at this point? 

	

25 	A. No. 
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1 	Q. Which Broadsheet did you think it was? 

•2 	A. No, we -- we were of the opinion that this is a broad 

	

3 	agreement that has been done and I don't know the exact 

	

4 	wording of the agreement that the Prime Minister 

	

5 	approved. So it was in general sense that I referred to 

	

6 	Broadsheet here. 

	

7 	THE ARBITRATOR: You are not referring to --this is 

	

8 	Mr James's letter. 

	

9 	A. Yes, this is Mr James's letter. 

	

10 	MR NEWBERGER: Mr James is saying to you, in response to all 

	

11 	of your emails in a three-minute period. 

	

12 	A. Right, 

	

13 	Q. : 

	

19 	"You have acknowledged that the Prime Minister had 

	

15 	approved of the payment to Broadsheet" 

	

16 	A. Right. 

	

17 	Q. So my question to you is: when you received Mr James's 

	

18 	letter of that date, which Broadsheet did you understand 

	

19 	he was referring to, for purposes of payment? 

	

20 	A. In my view, he was referring to Broadsheet which is 

	

21 	Isle of Man, which had already given the assignment, and 

	

22 	assigned its matter to Steeplechase. 

	

23 	Q. So your recollection was you thought that was Broadsheet 

	

24 	Isle of Man which had assigned the rights under the 

	

25 	contract to Steeplechase Financial; that was yOur 
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1 understanding back then? 1 A. Right. 	 St1 
2 A. Right, right. 2 Q. So When you got this letter on February 22, was It still 

3 Q. Okay. Then we have H2300. By the Way, I'm sorry, 

before we leave that document. The stationery that 

3 your understanding that -- let me ask you this: what was 

your understanding about which party was going to get 

5 Mr James is writing on, this is Broadsheet Colorado, 5 paid? 

6 correct? 6 A. Okay, our understanding was because while we were 

7 A. Right. 7 looking at it, we were also discussing the drafting of 

8 Q. Denver Colorado? 8 the agreement itself. So our understanding was that 

9 A. Right. 9 Steeplechase and government will enter into an 

10 Q. So when he says Broadsheet, you just testified you 10 agreement, because by virtue of the assignment. 

11 assumed it was Broadsheet Isle of Man assigning to 11 But the payment will be, within that agreement, 

12 Steeplechase financial? 12 designated to go to Broadsheet Colorado. 

13 A. Right. 13 Q. Okay. Let's move on, then. You respond, you get an 

14 Q. But he is writing to you on Broadsheet Colorado 14 email, this is I-12303A, as in Alan. And there is an 

15 stationery; that had no impact on your understanding? 15 email from you to Mr lames and Mr Malik about the 

16 A. No, we thought he was using the stationery for a while 16 settlement, March 8,2008, And you say: 

17 now. 17 "WeDave received communication from NAB. They are 

18 Q. Okay, okay. 18 referring to the minutes of the meeting and want that 

19 THE ARBITRATOR: I think actually the heading has four 19 proof of expenses incurred up to US $1.5 million be 

20 offices. 20 provided so that the matter can be processed further. 

21 MR NEWBERGER: Yes. 21 "The documents received from Mr Tariq Malik have 

22 THE ARBITRATOR: Including Isle of Man. 22 been forwarded to NAB." 

23 MR NEWBERGER: But the address is Denver, Colorado, like 23 That was the resolution and the assignment and all 

24 stationery lists, when a law firm has for example 100 24 that stuff, right? 

25 offices. This particular is on the bottom, if you go 25 A. There was some other packet as well, which had 
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1 below "Broadsheet" it has "Denver, Colorado" address, probably -- he had sent some documents which was 

2 that is what -- 2 forwarded to them. 

3 MR LEVY: It actually has Trouvons as well. 3 Q. What documents were those, sir? 

MR NEWBERGER: Counsel, I appreciate your intervention -- 4 A. There were a few documents, because we were asking them 

5 THE ARBITRATOR: No, no, let's go on. 5 to provide details of some information, and had sent 

6 MR NEWBERGER: So two days later, on February 22 	this is 6 those documents and we had passed it on to -- 
7 ' H2300 -- you get a rather strong letter from Mr James, 7 Q. Well, so far we have looked at what was actually in the 
8 correct? 8 fax to you. There is the assignment, there is the 
9 A. Right 9 resolution for Colorado Broadsheet, there is the notary; 

10 Q.: 10 what other documents are you referring to? 
11 "I grow weary of this back and forth. 11 A. Since we were discussing with them, "Provide us some 
12 "The legal issues are clearly in place." 12 evidence of the work that you have done." And they said 
13 We discussed this earlier, this is his response to 13 we will bring all those documents to London, when we 
19 your due diligence letter, or email, correct? 19 come for the settlement issue itself. But in the 
15 A. Right 15 meanwhile they provided, I think, a set of few documents 
16 Q. And he makes representations to you: 16 which we passed on to National Accountability Bureau. 
17 "Steeplechase is the only company which is currently 17 Q. I'm sorry, I don't mean to interrupt. 
18 involved in the settlement with you ..." 18 A. I don't remember them now. We simply passed them on to 
19 Et cetera, et cetera. We talked about this already. 19 NAB, which was some photocopies of powers of attorney 
20 He also sends you a resolution about Broadsheet 20 and photocopies of RLAs and things like that. 
21 Colorado? 21 Q. Were these documents from the underlying work under the 
22 A. Right. 22 contract, or were these documents relating to all these 
23 Q. Remember we talked about the resolution which is not 23 various entities that have done assignments and 

dated, talking about reconstituting and reinstating the 24 reconstituted -- which category of documents are we 
25 corporate name? 25 talking about here, when you say "other documents"? 
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agreement being a contingence liability. 

Now, can you explain that? 

A. Yes, sir. Obviously when James and Tariq talked to me 

about -- they said we are entitled to 20% of the 

proceeds which have come out and so on and so forth. So 

when I sat and discussed with them, "What exactly have 

you done to get that 20%?" They were not able -- they 

were not convincing. And they said, "We have applied 

here, we have applied such place and we have 

applied-2 

We said what you have applied is simply something 

which the state does in its normal course, which is 

mutual legal assistance framework. 

THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. 

A. You do not have any resources beyond that. They 

conceded to that, yes, we have been applying in our -- 

so then I said the only way is that the government can 

consider if you have actually incurred expenses as 

a courtesy for the settlement, I can talk this matter, 

if you can give me some details of that, if you have 

incurred office rent, hiring people or some sort of -- 

THE ARBITRATOR: So, as a basis for settlement, you had 

proposed compensating Broadsheet on this other basis? 

A. Yes, and they had agreed to that 

THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. And was that in connection with the 

199 

Sharif settlement? 

A. As well. 

THE ARBITRATOR: Yes, Because Mr James, in the letter we 

just saw, I think it is 2300, makes express reference to 

the Sharif settlement. 

A. Right. 

THE ARBITRATOR: So is that the way in which this figure had 

been arrived at, the government was prepared to concede, 

as a negotiating offer, that it would compensate 

Broadsheet for expenses it had incurred in relation to 

settlements, including the Sharif settlement, and on 

that basis the figure of $1.5 million was arrived at; is 

that right 

A. It is.- if I may explain, quickly? 

THE ARBITRATOR: Yes, please do. 

A. They were obviously initially demanding a percentage and 

when I engaged with them and discussed -- 

THE ARBITRATOR: Percentage of what? 

A. Percentage of the assets retrieved or assets negotiated 

with the NAB, whatever. 

THE ARBITRATOR: With Sharif and others? 

A. With Sharif and others, including Sharif. 

THE ARBITRATOR: Yes, 

A. So when Hooked at those documents, my view, and I told 

Jerry and I told Tariq as well, was it is not convincing 

str 
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1 A. Relating to the work, yes, sir. 

2 Q. The underlying work during the contract? 2 

3 A. Yes. 3 

Q. But nothing with regard to the issue we have been 

5 talking about now? 5 

6 A. I think one of the documents was about the Colorado -- 6 

7 Broadsheet Colorado incorporation. A filing document. 

8 Q. So basically something that just proved it was 8 

9 a Colorado company, is that right? 9 

10 A. Right. 10 

11 Q. Okay. Other than that one document, with regard to the 11 

12 parties to the agreement that you were handling, were 12 

13 there any other pieces of paper that -- 13 

19 A. I don't remember that. 14 

15 Q. You don't recall any? 15 

16 A. No. 16 

17 Q. I can represent to you there is none in the file 17 

18 produced by NAB. 18 

19 A. Right. 19 

20 Q. Do you have any reason to believe there were other 20 

21 documents? 21 

22 A. I don't think so, 22 

23 THE ARBITRATOR: I am going to suggest we have a break in 23 

24 a moment. 29 

25 MR NEWBERGER: Yes, sir. 25 
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1 THE ARBITRATOR: But while we are on this document, which is 1 

2 number 2303A, it is your letter, if you look at March B. 2 

3 you wanted proof of expenses incurred up to $1.5 million 3 

US, so the matter can-- now, on what basis under the 4 

5 ARA did -- was -- did you, as you saw it -- was 5 

6 Broadsheet entitled to compensated for expenses it had 6 

7 Incurred? 7 

8 A. The documents that I looked at and the discussion that 8 

9 I have had with Jerry lames and Tariq Fawad, my view was 9 
10 you are not entitled to any compensation based on the 10 

11 work that you have done, because the work doesn't seem 11 

12 to bring out any results, and it is simply you are 12 
13 representing RLA does -- you do not have resources to 13 
19 retrieve assets that you proclaimed, you are trying to 14 
15 step into the shoes of the state activity, which is 15 

16 . mutual legal assistance framework and you are 16 
17 misrepresenting -- 17 
18 THE ARBITRATOR: Just to interrupt you there. The 18 
19 impression we have all had, I think, is that the 19 

20 compensation for Broadsheet under the agreement was to 20 

21 be a percentage of recoveries. But here, this is why 21 

22 I ask my question, you seem to have approached the 22 

23 matter on the basis that the government would compensate 23 

or pay Broadsheet the amount of expenses it had 24 
25 incurred, and that is quite inconsistent with the 25 
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1 	to me. And I mean, these people have approached NAB for 

	

2 	. other reasons, not because you have put pressure on them 

	

3 	or whatever. 

THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. 

	

5 	A. And you cannot, you are not entitled this. But then the 

	

6 	question was, what should be the basis, because the 

	

7 	instructions, policy instructions from NAB was to 

	

8 	resolve this issue from both, with IAR and Broadsheet as 

	

9 	well. 

	

10 	THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. 

	

11 	A. So our view was that we cannot argue that you are 

	

12 	entitled to a claim, because we believe you are not 

	

13 	entitled to a claim and the documentation I saw was not 

	

14 	entitling them to a claim. So therefore the only basis 

	

15 	left was to argue that you accept this as expenses, but 

	

16 	provide us some information, some documentation to that 

	

17 	To which, they accepted that 

	

18 	THE ARBITRATOR: Yes, I see. And there is just one other 

	

19 	question, which I will ask as well. I get the 

	

20 	impression from these documents that we have seen that 

	

21 	Mr lames was putting pressure on NAB and the government 

	

22 	by threatening arbitration proceedings. That is 

	

23 	explicit I get the impression that was pretty powerful 

	

24 	pressure. You were very anxious to avoid arbitration 

	

25 	proceedings; is that a correct impression? 
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1 	A. Absolutely correct. 

	

2 	THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. Why were you so anxious to avoid 

	

3 	arbitration proceedings, if you thought there was no 

	

4 	legal basis for his claim? 

	

5 	A. We thought it would be an issue relating to -- in any 

	

6 	case you have to incur costs of arbitration. It will be 

	

7 	a lengthy process. 

	

8 	THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. 

	

9 	A. And it could be --it could go either way, and so 

	

10 	therefore the idea was to try and resolve this issue 

	

11 	together. 

	

12 	THE ARBITRATOR: Yes, I see. 

	

13 	A. The pressure was immense, Pressure was for two or three 

	

14 	reasons, I mentioned this morning as well. We had 

	

15 	already paid IAR. IAR had been paid in January, and 

	

16 	Mr Jerry James found out about that, that IAR has been 

	

17 	• paid, so he was extremely annoyed that we had paid 

	

18 	Dr Pepper and others, "I am the general man, I am the 

	

19 	person behind the show, lam doing all this,! brought 

	

20 	him in", and so on and so forth. So he was getting 

	

21 	terribly annoyed on that account 

	

22 	Then the question was he was threatening to withdraw 

	

23 	from this figure that he settled in London. He 

	

24 	withdraws from this figure, even if he asks for the same 

	

25 	figure that IAR had asked for, which was 2.25, whatever, 
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1 	then we had problems, The problem was with NAB, how to 

	

2 	get the approvals for this, then approval may not have 

	

3 	come together. 

• THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. 

	

5 	A, And then he was also threatening, and Jerry James was 

	

6 	saying and I was receiving calls from Tariq Fawad as 

	

7 	well, that they were planning legal action, they were 

also communicating with NAB at the same time, so it was 

	

9 	a pressure environment. 

	

10 	THE ARBITRATOR: That is very clear. Thank you very much. 

	

11 	We will break now for five minutes. We will resume at 

	

12 	3.25. 

	

13 	(3.20 pm) 

	

19 	 (A short break) 

	

15 	(3.25 pm) 

	

16 	MR NEWBERGER: Mr Soofi, before we leave the document and 

	

17 	get to the actually settlement The email exchange of 

	

18 	. March Band 9 which is 2303A, as in Alan, we had some 

	

19 	discussion about that and so did Sir Anthony. 

	

20 	I just had one more question about that document, so 

	

21 	if you have it in front of you, on the top, there is 

	

22 	a note from Mr Malik to you, copied to Mr lames: 

	

23 	"Dear Mr Ahmer [he is talking about you] kindly use 

	

24 	jjames@steepleclMseadvisors.com." 

	

25 	Is that the same Steeplechase you are talking about 
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1 	in the assignment? 

	

2 	A. I believe so, I'm not ... I believe. 

	

3 	Q. Because the assignment was with Steeplechase Financial 

	

4 	Services, correct? 

	

5 	A. I don't recollect in terms of what exactly this means. 

	

6 	Q. Well,! am just trying to -- 

	

7 	A. I see. 

	

8 	Q. lam trying to get your understanding, was there more 

	

9 	than one Steeplechase that Mr James had in March 2008? 

	

10 	A. I don't think so, I think it was an address designation, 

	

11 	perhaps. 

	

12 	Q. So your understanding is that Steeplechase Advisors was 

	

13 	the same Steeplechase Financial Services in the 

	

19 	assignment? 

	

15 	A. This is the email address. 

	

16 	Q. I understand that. My question to you is what you 

	

17 	understood at the time. 

	

18 	A. I don't recollect giving thought to it. I mean, it is 

	

19 	just an email address of Mr Jerry James, and that is 

	

20 	about it. 

	

21 	Q. Okay. That didn't -'when Mr Malik sent this to you, in 

	

22 	the middle of all this, you said there was a lot of 

	

23 	pressure, you said something like that, the fact that 

	

24 	there is now something called Steeplechase Advisors, as 

	

25 	opposed to the Steeplechase in the assignment, 
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would that be fair? 

A. Right, right. clb 
Q. Okay. But we have in front of us the signed and 

executed settlement agreement. 

A. Right. 

Q. So I will go back to my question. Why is it you have 

the address for NAB and you don't have an address for 

Broadsheet LLC? 

A. As I said, the documentation was to be brought in London 

and if there was a change of address based on that 

documentation and other documents like the certificate 

of incorporation, that would be added there. 

Q. But it wasn't added, was it? 

A. No, it wasn't. 

Q. So I come back to my same question. You say be was 

supposed to bring the documents, to fill in the blanks, 

call it that. That would be dealt with at the closing, 

when they signed. It is signed. There is even an 

addendum that is your note to him about some of the 

mechanics for payment, so you were involved at least for 

some part of this. At that point, as it were, isn't 

that an address for Broadsheet LLC? 

A. No, I wasn't involved in the London proceedings, and 

neither -- I do not know why my letter was used as an 

addendum. It was a decision taken by those who were 
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present in the London meeting. 

Q. Are you saying you had no knowledge of what was going on 

with this transaction for a high-profile matter that you 

had been working on for a year for the Prime Minister 

himself? 

A. I wasn't in London. 

Q. I understand you weren't physically in London. That 

wasn't my question. You have testified for most of this 

day about the role you played in a transaction that was 

sensitive, high profile, and had the Prime Minister and 

a committee reviewing it? 

A. Right. 

Q. Here, they are having the closing, in London. You are 

at least involved in the preparation of the addendum. 

A. Right. 

Q. Plus you drafted this agreement. 

A. Right. 

Q. It is already signed. You have got the address of the 

first party, NAB. Where is the address for the second 

party, Broadsheet LLC? It is absent, correct? 

A. Yes, it is absent -- 

Q. My question -- sorry,1 didn't mean to step on your 

answer. 

A. No, please proceed. 

Q. Why was this not put into the settlement agreement, the 
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1 Steeplechase Financial Services, that didn't cause you 1 

2 any alarm, you didn't even notice it? 2 

3 A. This is sent to -- email addresses that normally people 3 

4 use and they add another word to the main firm's thing 4 

5 to do that, so I didn't pay much attention to it. 5 

6 Q. Are you aware that there has been evidence in this case 6 

7 that Steeplechase Advisors had been paid out of an 7 

8 Isle of Man bank account of Broadsheet Isle of Man 8 

9 several years earlier? 9 

10 A. No, 10 

11 Q. Okay. That is news to you. Okay. Well, let's turn to 11 

12 the settlement, 2341,112341. 12 

13 Sir Anthony, I know we have several versions of the 13 

19 settlement agreement. 19 

15 THE ARBITRATOR: Right. 15 

16 MR NEWBERGER: lam actually going to use 2344, if I may. 16 

17 THE ARBITRATOR: Okay, so we will go to 2344, okay. 17 

18 MR NEWBERGER: Now, you and your office drafted this 18 

19 settlement agreement, correct? 19 

20 A. Right. 20 

21 Q. Let's take a look at it. We are going to go through 21 

22 this carefully. In the first paragraph, it talks about 22 

23 the National Accountability Bureau and actually has 23 

24 their address in Islamabad, correct? 24 

25 A. Right. 25 
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1 Q. And then, when you get to the other party, 1 

2 Broadsheet LLC, there is no address, is there? 2 

3 A. No. 3 

Q. Why is that? 

5 A. The discussion that we had with Mr Jerry James was he 5 

6 will bring this documentation to London in the meeting 6 

7 in which he will be signing this. And when he will 7 

8 bring this necessary documentation we will add these 8 
9 particulars there. And those documents will be annexed 9 

10 to the agreement. 10 

11 Q. Okay. Well, we have here the signed version. If you go 11 

12 to page 14, this is the signed version of the settlement 12 

13 agreement you had prepared, correct? 13 
19 A. Right. 19 

15 Q. So, just to be clear, if you go past the signature page, 15 
16 it incorporates an addendum, correct? 16 
17 A. Correct, 17 
18 And that is the note from you to Mr James, correct? 18 
19 A. Right. 19 
20 Q. And that is part of the settlement agreement? 20 
21 A. Right. 21 
22 Q. And this is basically the mechanics of how payment will 22 
23 be made, correct? 23 
24 A. Not the entire mechanics, but yes. A summary of them. 24 
25 Q. The subject matter of the addendum is, "The mechanics", 25 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

address for Broadsheet? 

A. I have no idea. 

Q. No idea, when you saw this after it was signed and 

. executed, did you notice that these blanks had not been 

filled in? 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

A. Yes, 

Q. And what was your reaction when you saw the blanks? 

A. Well,) saw the blanks and I just said, it should have 

been filled, ideally. 

Q. I'm sorry, it is what? 

6 A. I did not see this after execution. 6 A. It should have been ideally filled, because that is what 

7 Q. So, after the closing in London and it is signed, you 7 we had discussed in the discussions when we handed over 

8 never saw this again? 8 all this to NAB officials. 

9 A. No. 9 Q. Let's look at the blanks that are not filled in for 

10 Q. When was the first time you saw this agreement after it 10 Broadsheet LLC. The incorporation certificate, 

11 was executed? 11 "Dated—..." Blank. "Copy enclosed". There is no copy 

12 A. When I think it was part of the claim, as an annex to 12 enclosed, is there? 

13 the claim. 13 A. No. 

14 Q. So you have been working on this transaction as the lead 14 Q. "Under the laws of. 	Blank. It doesn't refer to any 

15 lawyer for the Prime Minister -- 15 country, does it? 

16 A. Not for the Prime Minister. For NAB. 16 A. No. 

17 Q. For NAB, but the Prime Minister and a committee by the 17 Q. Or state. And, "Having its registered office at 

18 Prime Minister had to approve it, correct? 18 Blank? 

19 A. Right. 19 A. Right. 	t 

20 Q. You don't go to the closing in London. I understand 20 Q. Right. No indication? 

21 that. They do the closing and you never see the actual 21 A. No. 

22 j  executed version of the agreement you negotiated and 22 Q. And it talks about Jerry James as chairman, with a board 

23 drafted? 23 resolution; is that the Broadsheet Colorado board 

24 A. No. 24 resolution? 

25 Q. Why? 25 A. Yes. 
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1 A. Client's discretion. 1 Q. How do you know that? 

2 Q. Client's discretion. So a copy of this was not sent to 2 A. Because when the agreement was being drafted, there were 

3 your office as the lead transaction lawyer? 3 various approaches to us, based on the information 

4 A. No. 4 available. One was we draft an agreement between 

5 Q. How could you complete the file that you were instructed 5 Steeplechase and the government, and we do not need to 

6 to handle if you didn't have the executed contract? 6 make Broadsheet Colorado a party at all. We can simply 

7 A. The client was consulting me on a need basis, whenever 7 mention that the money that is due can go to 

8 he needed to consult me, he would reach out to me. But 8 Steeplechase and Steeplechase can issue instructions in 
9 then it was his discretion, how he handles the situation 9 the agreement where this money will be received by whom. 

10 in London and other things. 10 That will be the end of the matter. 
11 Q. So it is your testimony that NAB or the Prime Minister's 11 But since in this letter Jerry James of 22 February 
12 office, whoever's discretion, you never got a copy of 12 himself said, "I don't mind if you want to make 
13 the executed agreement; that is your testimony? 13 Broadsheet Colorado a party as well." So we, NAB, 
14 A. Yes. 14 discussed and decided we should incorporate Broadsheet 
15 Q. So you don't know why whoever handled the closing, 15 Colorado as a party as well. So this was the basis why 
16 whoever it was, did not fill in the blanks about 16 Broadsheet Colorado was made a party in this agreement. 
17 Broadsheet's address? 17 Q. So why isn't that board resolution here with regard to 
18 A. Right, 18 a date? 
19 Q. You have no idea? 19 A. They were supposed to bring all these documentation in 
20 A. I have no idea. 20 London, Jerry lames said he was going to bring all this 
21 Q. Well, sitting here today, you say you first saw this 21 documentation, because they are in preparatory mode, he 
22 when the arbitration started or that sort of thing? 22 was consulting his lawyers but it will take a little 
23 A. Right. 23 while, but let's not delay anything, you bring 
24 Q. At that time, you say, you saw the settlement agreement, 24 everything, you bring the payment to London, I bring all 
25 correct; did you notice the blanks then? 25 the documentation to London, and we execute those things 
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NAB, to be clear? 

A. Right. • S'Pe 
Q. Okay. It does talk about the assignment. It says 

a copy of that is enclosed. Where it says, and this is 
something you drafted: 

"... is fully authorised to step into the shoes of 

Broadsheet LLC Gibraltar." 

A. Right. 

Q. How did that get in there? I mean, when I say that, how 

did Gibraltar get in there? 

A. That was a typo and a mistake because we had previously 

prepared the IAR agreement, and the IAR agreement was 

registered in Gibraltar so I think when I dictated it to 

my associate kind of Gibraltar crept in at three 

different places, but all in the context of winding up. 
Q. In your first witness statement you say, it is 

paragraph 68: 

"I see from the final version of the settlement 

agreement that Broadsheet is described as a company 

incorporated in Gibraltar." 

A. Right. 
Q. : 

"Since the template for the IAR settlement was used 

for this contract and IAR was a company incorporated 

Gibraltar, I would imagine that this was a typographical 
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error that was not spotted." 

I would like to linger on that for a minute, as you 

can imagine. 
Typographical errors, we say in the States a typo, 

okay, we will use the shorthand. 
A. Right. 

Q. That is not the only time that typo appears in the 

settlement agreement, is it? 
A. You mean on Gibraltar? 

Q. On Gibraltar, there are a couple more references, right? 

A. There are three references like that. 

Q. So this is a multiple typo error? 
A. This is a multiple typo error. 

Q. And you and your firm were responsible for preparing 
this? 

A. Yes, we are., 
Q. When did it first occur to you that you had made a typo . 

in preparing a contract that is being reviewed by the 
Prime Minister and his office? 

A. Again, when we actually looked at it when it was 
executed. 

Q. When you looked at it when it was executed? 

A. I mean when we got it as an annexure to the claim. 

Q. So the first time you noticed these three typos, you 

will call them, was when the arbitration commenced? 
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1 simultaneously and get over with it. 1 
2 Q. But the date is not in here, because in fact the 2 
3 document we looked at earlier for the Colorado 3 
4 Broadsheet didn't have a date on it, did it? 4 

5 A. No, it didn't have it. But he said since the company is 5 

6 incorporated I will bring the good standing certificate, 6 

7 I will bring the content resolution, I will bring the 7 

8 latest address details and we can fill them in, when we 8 

9 meet in London. 9 

10 Q. But it is talking about a board resolution and a blank 10 
11 date, a blank for a date; as far as you understand, that 11 
12 information was never provided by Mr James, was it? 12 

13 A. Not to me. 13 
14 Q. To anybody. Your clients? 14 

15 A. Yes, 15 
16 Q. So he didn't even bring what he had said he was going to 16 

17 bring for purposes of the closing? 17 
18 A. That's right. 18 

19 Q. And it was still signed? 19 

20 A. That is how it appears. I wasn't there, so! can't be 20 

21 sure about that. 21 

22 Q. And you had no role and no knowledge until the 22 

23 arbitration notice came out? 23 
24 A. No. 24 

25 Q. Not at all. Let's look at the other party, Steeplechase 25 
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1 Financial Services. Remember we talked before about 1 
2 Steeplechase Advisors, versus Steeplechase Financial 2 
3 Services, those are not the same words, are they? 3 
4 A. Right. 4 
5 Q. It okay. It talks about: 5 
6 "Incorporated on—... [such a date] 	copy 6 
7 enclosed." 7 
8 Is that copy enclosed? 8 
9 A. No. 9 

10 Q. It talks about: 10 
11 "Having registered offices at ..." 11 
12 Blank. Is there any information about that? 12 
13 A. He was supposed to bring it in London, so it is not 13 
14 there. 14 
15 Q. But your understanding is that he didn't? 15 
16 A. Now my understanding Is that he didn't. 16 
17 Q. So that is another thing he didn't bring to the closing? 17 
18 A. Right. 18 
19 Q. But somebody decided to sign it anyway. Not you, 19 
20 I understand that. But your clients decided to sign it? 20 
21 A. Right. 21 
22 Q. So this was a decision made by your clients? 22 
23 A. Right. 23 
24 Q. You were not involved. When! say "clients", I mean the 24 
25 government of Pakistan, through the High Commission and 25 
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1 	A. Right. 

	

2 	Q. But before that you had no idea about the typos? 

	

3 	A. No. 

	

4 	THE ARBITRATOR: Cant just ask, this reference comes in 

	

5 	a description of Steeplechase as being assignees: 

	

6 	....is fully authorised to step into the shoes of 

	

7 	Broadsheet." 

	

8 	Was there an assignment in the IAR case? 

	

9 	A. No, there was no assignment in IAR case. 

	

10 	THE ARBITRATOR: So, if there had been a corresponding 

	

11 	clause in the IAR contract I could see how you might 

	

12 	have read it out and put Gibraltar in. 

	

13 	A. Yes. 

	

19 	THE ARBITRATOR: But you are making this up, I mean you are 

	

15 	drafting this from scratch for Broadsheet and 

	

16 	Steeplechase. So how does IAR or Gibraltar come into 

	

17 	that? 

	

18 	A. As I said, I was giving dictation of this agreement to 

	

19 	my associate, who had worked with me on the IAR 

	

20 	agreement as well. So I think it was in this mistaken 

	

21 	belief that in two or three -- three places the word 

	

22 	. Gibraltar was put in. 

	

23 	THE ARBITRATOR: I think you are saying you had the general 

	

29 	feeling that Broadsheet was in the same position as IAR 

	

25 	and since IAR was a Gibraltar company, Broadsheet must 
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1 	be as well, is that what you are saying? 

	

2 	A. That's right. 

	

3 	THE ARBITRATOR: But you did know that Broadsheet was an 

Isle of Man company? 

	

5 	A. I knew that, but as I said -- 

	

6 	THE ARBITRATOR: Can I just finish. Also, you have said, 

	

7 	I think, that you knew that this was an agreement with 

	

8 	Broadsheet Colorado. 

	

9 	A. Yes. 

	

10 	THE ARBITRATOR: You intended it to be an agreement with 

	

11 	Broadsheet Colorado. 

	

12 	A. That's correct 

	

13 	THE ARBITRATOR: That is what your evidence is. 

	

14 	A. Right 

	

15 	THE ARBITRATOR: So at the moment I don't see why you began 

	

16 	to think in terms of the Broadsheet you were contracting 

	

17 	with or involved was something to do with the IAR. 

	

18 	A. No, I think, as I said, when we prepared this agreement 

	

19 	we were focused on who is the parties. Recitals were 

	

20 	, something that we were working on, that we had worked on 

	

21 	IAR case as well. And our focus was that Steeplechase 

	

22 	should be the main party. The rest is in a supporting 

	

23 	mode. So when we drafted this, somehow we had, I think, 

	

24 	by sheer error, mentioned Gibraltar, where it should 

	

25 	have been Isle of Man. So in all three places where 
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1 	this comes in, it is in the context of winding up, so we 

	

2 	were clear otherwise that winding up is only in 

	

3 	reference to Isle of Man. 

	

4 	THE ARBITRATOR: Thank you. 

	

5 	MR NEWBERGER: just picking up on the point made by 

	

6 	Sir Anthony, to which Broadsheet were you intending to 

	

7 	refer when you drafted this document; isle of Man, 

	

8 	Gibraltar or Colorado? Which one? 

	

9 	A. Colorado was out, there was no such thing as Colorado -- 

	

10 	Q. I'm going to have to stop you there, when you say no 

	

11 	such thing as Colorado? 

	

12 	A. No, there was no such thing as Gibraltar. 

	

13 	Q. You meant there was no such thing as Gibraltar. 

	

14 	A. Yes. 

	

15 	Q. I wanted to be clear about that because you just said 

	

16 	a minute ago that your understanding was this was 

	

17 	Broadsheet Colorado, correct? 

	

18 	A. There Is some confusion here. 

	

19 	Q. Yes, I know. I am trying to clear that up. 

	

20 	A. When -'while we were drafting this agreement, we were 

	

21 	clear that Steeplechase is a party and Broadsheet 

	

22 	Colorado is a party. And that is why, when we refer to 

	

23 	the payment to be made, so the BS or Broadsheet 

	

24 	mentioned in clause 7 and 8, where a payment has to be 

	

25 	received, is a reference to Broadsheet Colorado, as we 
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1 	see it 

	

2 	Q. Okay. So is it your testimony that -- you want to call 

	

3 	it a typo, a mistake, whatever the word is, okay -- your 

	

4 	intention, in drafting this, was it should be Broadsheet 

	

5 	Colorado; is that what you are saying? 

	

6 	A. No, Broadsheet Isle of Man. Where Gibraltar is 

	

7 	mentioned, it should be Isle of Man. 

	

8 	Q. Really? So this is supposed to be Isle of Man 

	

9 	Broadsheet? 

	

10 	A. Right. 

	

11 	Q. On what basis are you putting in Isle of Man? Because 

	

12 	that is where it is registered? 

	

13 	A. No, because that is where the assignment deed was being 

	

19 	dealt with, Isle of Man. You see the assignment deed 

	

15 	dated 4 January, and a description of Steeplechase: 

	

16 	"Copy enclosed. Is fully authorised to step into 

	

17 	the shoes of Broadsheet ..." 

	

18 	And I think it should be Isle of Man. 

	

19 	Q. That is what I am trying to understand, how this all 

	

20 	came about As Sir Anthony pointed out, this provision 

	

21 	was not taken from IAR. 

	

22 	A. Right. 

	

23 	Q. It wasn't a computer mistake, where you copied the wrong 

	

24 	part of a previous contract. 

	

25 	A. Right. 
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THE ARBITRATOR: No it is not This agreement is not 

binding if the Isle of Man company is not a party to it. 

That is the point I want to clear in my mind. 

A. Actually, when we were referring to Broadsheet LLC, 

again it depended what kind of documentation will be 

brought by Mr Jerry James in London. Because that is 

a choice which he had to make eventually, as he said, 

and that is why we kept these blanks there. 

THE ARBITRATOR: I see. 

A. So he had to -- 

THE ARBITRATOR: Are you saying you were conscious that this 

might be an agreement with Broadsheet Isle of Man or 

might be with Broadsheet Colorado? 

A. _Yes. 

THE ARBITRATOR: A different company, depending on what 

Mr lames said? 

A. Exactly, what he brings to the table in London. 

THE ARBITRATOR: So it was very important to fill in the 

gaps in the description of the first party so that you 

could know which of the two Broadsheet companies was 

being referred to? 

A. Right, right 

THE ARBITRATOR: The gaps never were filled in. 

A. He promised he will bring the relevant documentation. 

THE ARBITRATOR: He may have promised that to you. 
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A. Yes. 

THE ARBITRATOR: So on your evidence this doesn't identify 

either Broadsheet? 

A. Right. 

THE ARBITRATOR: Okay, thank you. 

MR NEWBERGER: Just to pick up on that last point, Mr Soofi, 

in the paragraph A describing Broadsheet LLC, it is 

referring to the Colorado Broadsheet, correct, the one 

with the resolution? 

A. The one-- it can refer to Colorado as well, it can 

refer to Isle of Man. In the event that he brings the 

documents to London. 

Q. But we have already talked at length about the board 

resolution about reconstituting the company in Colorado. 

So my question to you is when you drafted this document 

and you refer to the board resolution -- 

A. Right. 

Q. --which board resolution are we referring to, other 

than the one in front of us in this case? 

A. It can be any board resolution that can be brought in 

London by the concerned, by Mr Jerry. 

Q. lam not asking what could have happened. I want to 

know what you were referring to when you drafted this? 

A. Yes, I mean, the board resolution meant the resolution 

of the board which would be brought, which would be an 

STI 
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1 Q. There was nothing about Steeplechase in the [AR 1 

2 agreement, correct? 2 

3 A. Right. 3 

4 Q. This was being drafted from scratch? 4 

5 A. Right 5 

6 Q. Okay, so that is number one, so it is not taken from 6 

7 IAR. So number two is you meant to put in Broadsheet 7 

8 Isle of Man, that is what you meant to do? 8 

9 A. Right, right. 9 

10 Q. So that was the mistake that was made? 10 

11 A. Right. 11 

12 Q. Why did you mean to put in Isle of Man, because that is 12 

13 where it was registered? 13 

14 A. No, because the assignment deed was with Broadsheet 19 

15 Isle of Man. 15 

16 Q. But we looked at the assignment, it is silent about 16 

17 which Broadsheet it is. The words Isle of Man do not 17 

18 appear on that assignment. 18 

19 A. Yes, but we were very clear it was between assignment 19 

20 Isle of Man. When we were looking at the assignment 20 

21 deed, we were clear it was in respect of Isle of Man. 21 

22 Q. You were clear in your mind? 22 

23 A. Yes. 23 

24 Q. But not on paper? 24 

25 A. I mean yes, we were clear in our mind, because our 25 
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1 dealing with Jerry James and Tariq and documentation was 1 

2 all pointing towards that that we were convinced it is 2 

3 an assignment that is being done by Broadsheet 3 

4 . Isle of Man. 4 

5 THE ARBITRATOR: I think it follows from what you have just 5 

6 said, but correct me if I am wrong that you were 6 

7 conscious, at the time you drafted this agreement, that 7 

the Isle of Man company was not a party to it? 8 

9 A. Right That's correct sir. And -- that is correct 9 

10 THE ARBITRATOR: You see, it is suggested in this case that 10 

11 the Isle of Man company is bound by this agreement and 11 

12 that the matter has been settled, that is why I want to 12 

13 make quite clear what your evidence is. Your evidence 13 

14 is that was meant to be a reference to the Isle of Man 14 

15 company, which makes it absolutely clear that it is not 15 

16 the Broadsheet referred to as the first party, and that 16 

17 on that basis the Isle of Man company is simply not 17 

18 a party to this agreement and was intended not to be; is 18 

19 that right? 19 

20 A. Yes. I mean, we made Jerry James personally as 20 

21 a party -- 21 
22 THE ARBITRATOR: I can see that. But we have got this 22 

23 question of whether this is binding on the Isle of Man 23 

24 company. 24 
25 A. It is by virtue of the assignment deed 25 
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56)s- 

	

1 	updated version, and will be brought to London. 

	

2 	Q. You just said "an updated version." You already had 

	

3 	a board resolution -- one at a time, 

	

4 	You already had a board resolution for the 

	

5 	Broadsheet Colorado. We talked about it, remember? 

	

6 	A. Right. 

	

7 	Q. What other board resolutions for some other Broadsheet 

	

8 	are you referring to here, since you drafted it? 

	

9 	A. Since he had talked about, in general sense, that the 

	

10 	winding up is -- I might clear everything on the winding 

	

11 	up by the time I come to London, and I will bring all 

	

12 	necessary documentation, so the possibility of 

	

13 	Broadsheet getting revived or whatever was also 

	

14 	possible. 

	

15 	So therefore if he were to bring these documents 

	

16 	there, and say well, Broadsheet Isle of Man is now clear 

	

17 	from liquidation and I'm here, with those documents. 

	

18 	Then we would put those documents there. 

	

19 	Q. You just said: 

	

20 	"He would bring the documents regarding the winding 

	

21 	up in Isle of Man." 

	

22 	I thought you said that was no longer relevant to 

	

23 	you, you only cared about the assignment? 

	

24 	A. No, we did care about the assignment. But we were also 

	

25 	asking him to bring the relevant documents of 
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1 	anything -- because he was saying it is -- the 

	

2 	restructuring is in the process. I'm trying to clear 

	

3 	the winding up, lam restructuring it, it is voluntary 

	

4 	in nature, and there are -- may get a hold of it, may 

	

5 	' not get a hold of it So there was an eventuality where 

	

6 	it could be one or the other, so therefore it was left 

	

7 	in this form. 

It could be Colorado, depending upon if Isle of Man 

	

9 	was not selected, or it could be Isle of Man provided he 

	

10 	brings the documents on the table. 

	

11 	Q. But which one was it? That is what this entire case is 

	

12 	about. 

13 	A. Depending on the documents. 

	

14 	Q. But the documents were never produced, were they? 

	

15 	A. No. 

	

16 	Q. No. So if they were never produced, this contract was 

	

17 	never completed, given the conditions you had given 

	

18 	Mr James, correct? 

19 	A. To me, this contract looked complete from the point of 

20 	view that It was between Steeplechase and the 

21 	government And with Steeplechase we had an assignment 

22 	' deed. And by virtue of the assignment deed we could 

23 	enter into a contract. 

24 	Q. But that assignment that you are referring to now has 

25 	nothing to do with the winding up, does it? 
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1 	A. No, it isn't 

2 	Q. You just said, though, a minute ago, you had asked 

Mr James to bring the documents regarding the winding 

4 	up, so I'm trying to find out what happened to that 

5 	condition that you had put on Mr James, and where is it 

6 	in this contract? 

7 	A. Well, that was supposed -- he was supposed to bring 

8 	those documents in London. 

9 	Q. I know what he was supposed to do. You keep telling us 

10 	what he was supposed to do. What lam asking you about 

11 	is what did you do and your client. That is my 

12 	question. Not what Mr James promised to do. Not what 

13 	Mr lames was supposed to do. What did you do? Do you 

14 	understand my question? 

15 	A. Well, I'm -- 

16 	Q. Maybe you don't understand my question. Put aside 

17 	whatever Mr James told you or anyone else. As the 

18 	transaction lawyer for this agreement, who drafted it, 

19 	it is critical for us to understand what you were doing. 

20 	And I'm trying to ask you with precision which 

21 	Broadsheet you understood. You have said it could have 

22 	been Isle of Man, it could have been Colorado; is that 

23 	fair? 

24 	A. That's right. 

25 	Q. And that was a condition that you, as the transaction 
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1 	lawyer, put on Mr James? 

2 	A. Right. 

3 	Q. Bring us the paperwork, so we know which one. 

4 	A. Right. 

5 	Q. Did he bring that paperwork? 

6 	A. No. 

7 	Q. Did that information go into this contract? 

8 	A. No. 

9 	Q. So I ask you again, how was this contract complete if he 

10 	did not bring the material information that you had told 

11 	him he had to bring? That is the question I am putting 

12 	to you. 

13 	A. It is an issue of legal interpretation. 

14 	Q. No, sir, lam asking you, as the transaction lawyer who 

15 	was instructed to do this transaction. Sir Anthony will 

16 	decide the legal consequences, I'm not asking you the 

17 	legal consequences. lam asking you factual 

18 	information. We just saw you spent a year negotiating 

19 	this contract. That the Prime Minister himself and 

20 	a committee had to approve it. Okay. I understand you 

21 	weren't physically present in London for the closing. 

22 	A. Right, 

23 	Q. But this issue goes to a very important issue in this 

24 	arbitration, and I need to know what you knew. Not what 

25 	the legal consequences are. That is for Sir Anthony. 
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A. Right. 

THE ARBITRATOR But --

A. That's correct. 

St? 
THE ARBITRATOR: --it is contrary to your evidence, which 

it is meant to be an agreement with Broadsheet Colorado, 

who, on the other view, are not even mentioned in the 

agreement, 

A. What I want to say, the agreement is-- Broadsheet 

Colorado is eventually where -- in terms of 7 and 8 has 

to be read with the entry that you will bring in, in 

London meeting, in terms of the documentation. So 

whatever one is able to enter -- 

THE ARBITRATOR: I can see on that basis. But it is still 

a bit of-- a total muddle, because on that basis, 

Broadsheet Colorado, BS means Broadsheet Colorado, but 

BS was also the company that entered into the ARA in 

2000. 

A. Right. 

THE ARBITRATOR: Plenty of problems. 

A. Yes, but the Steeplechase, the agreement with 

Steeplechase, by virtue of assignment, as mentioned 

here, would make it clear that one can have an agreement 

with Steeplechase. 

THE ARBITRATOR: Yes, but well, that is a separate 

problem. If you have an assignment to Steeplechase, it 
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is not clear why you agreed to pay the money to the 

assignor. 

A. No, the assignee is instructing who to pay. 

THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. Okay -- 

A. So the assignee could be instructing. By virtue of 

a provision in this agreement he could be instructing to 

pay to assignor, he could be instructing to pay to 

a third party -- 

THE ARBITRATOR: I agree. But on the face of the agreement, 

the payinent is to be made to Broadsheet Isle of Man, 

unless you are right in your evidence, contrary to the 

definitions in the contract, that the Broadsheet company 

was Colorado? 

A. The payment was to be made, as I understood, then, to 

Broadsheet Colorado, In 7 or B. So BS is mentioned 

therein, is Broadsheet Colorado, 

THE ARBITRATOR: I see. 

A. The description of party, if they brought the 

documentation, it would be Broadsheet Colorado, and so 

it is an agreement between Steeplechase and the 

government in which both the parties identify who to 

make the payment So it could be Isle of Man 

Broadsheet, Broadsheet Colorado, it could be third party 

as well. 

MR NEWBERGER: So your office wasn't the only ones reviewing 
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1 A. Right 1 

2 MR LEVY: Sir, if it assists it is defined in (a) of the 2 

3 first page: 3 

"Broadsheet LLC, herein referred to as the BS." 4 

5 THE ARBITRATOR: Yes, right 5 

6 MR NEVVBERGER: And that would be the Colorado Broadsheet, 6 

7 because it is referring to a board resolution you had 7 

8 seen, right? 8 

9 THE ARBITRATOR: No -- 9 

10 MR NEWBERGER: Sorry. 10 

11 THE ARBITRATOR: Thank you very much, BS is defined in the 11 

12 description of the first party and that is used to refer 12 

13 to the Broadsheet Isle of Man which entered into the 1 3 

19 agreement, the ARA. That is in recital B. 14 

15 A. Right 15 

16 THE ARBITRATOR: The third-- the second party is defined to 16 

17 include Broadsheet meaning the same Broadsheet as well 17 

18 as Steeplechase. 18 

19 A. Right 19 

20 THE ARBITRATOR: So where do we get the Colorado company? 20 

21 A. We 	in the context 7 and 8? 21 

22 THE ARBITRATOR: Yes, "Shall receive". 22 

23 A. " ... a total payment of ..." This. 23 

29 THE ARBITRATOR: And that is Broadsheet Isle of Man. 24 

25 A. That is Broadsheet Isle of Man. 25 
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1 THE ARBITRATOR: And in paragraph 8, is that the same, yes? 1 

2 A. But 7 and 8 -- now, that was an issue because if they 2 

3 described Broadsheet Colorado and documentation of 3 

Colorado was brought to London and filled In, then here 

5 7 and 8 would refer to Broadsheet Colorado. 5 

6 THE ARBITRATOR: Well, lam Just looking at this. If we 6 

7 'look at this agreement and the express definition, it is 7 

8 an undertaking by the government to pay money to 8 
9 Broadsheet Isle of Man, BS. 9 

10 The money is not being paid to Broadsheet 10 
11 Isle of Man, it is either being paid to Broadsheet 11 
12 Colorado, or to Steeplechase, or to some mixture of the 12 
13 two. 13 
19 A. Right, right 19 
15 THE ARBITRATOR: A mischievous thought goes through my mind. 15 
16 If the present claimant 	if Broadsheet Isle of Man 16 
17 were to adopt this agreement, on the face of it, there 17 
18 would be an undertaking to pay $1.5 million to them, and 18 
19 that has certainly not been performed. 19 
20 A. Yes, that is -- one can say it has not been performed. 20 
21 THE ARBITRATOR: You see, it does look as if, if we take 21 
22 this agreement on its face. It contained an undertaking 22 
23 by the government of Pakistan to pay that money to 23 
29 'Broadsheet Isle of Man. 29 
25 Now, that may be the wrong interpretation. 25 
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1 . this settlement agreement, were they? You sent this 1 Correct? 511(  2 draft, before it went to closing, to Mr James and 2 A. Right. 

3 Mr Malik, correct? 3 Q. We have already talked about that. Did anyone point out 

4 A. Right. 4 to you these three typographical errors? 

5 Q. You say that in your witness statement. 5 A. Not to my knowledge. 

6 A. That's right. 6 Q. Did Mr lames or Mr Malik point it out? 

7 Q. That is the First witness statement at paragraph 65. 7 A. No. 

8 I am just confirming where you say it But you also 8 Q. So everybody missed the typographical errors? 

9 say, in your first witness statement at paragraph 65: 9 A. That is how it seems. 

10 ' 	"The draft settlement documentation was sent to NAB 10 Q. Okay. Now, are you familiar with Mr Basit? 

11 for a final review and for vetting by the Federal 11 A. I know of him, 

12 Ministry of Law." 12 Q. He was involved in this process, correct, from NAB? 

13 So it wasn't just your law firm that was reviewing 13 A. Yes. 

14 this high-profile matter? 14 Q. Let's look-- have you seen his witness statement? 

15 A. Right. 15 A. I have briefly seen it 

16 Q. But you got the Ministry of Law and NAB reviewing it, 16 Q. you briefly saw it. 

17 correct? 17 A. I don't remember exactly what he said. 

18 A. Right. 18 Q. Okay, let's take a look at it, then, since you say you 

19 Q. Did they point out to you any of the issues that 19 briefly saw it. This is at H31A. There we are. 

20 Sir Anthony has mentioned? 20 This is His Excellency Ambassador Abdul Basit. 

21 A. Not that I recollect. 21 A. Right 

22 Q. So all those people, lawyers and people familiar with 22 Q. He was here in London at the High Commission at the time 

23 the contract, nobody is focusing on the issues that 23 we are talking about here, 2008, correct? 

24 Sir Anthony just asked you about and I have asked you 24 A. Right. 

25 about? 25 Q. The official representative of the Republic of Pakistan 
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1 A. I think they were relying on the assignment itself. 1 in the United Kingdom, correct? 

2 Q. I see. So they were relying on the assignment as well. 2 A. Right. 

3 A. I believe so, I haven't looked at those files, if there 3 Q. All right. He discusses the settlement agreement with 

4 were any comments. If there were any comments, I wasn't 4 Broadsheet at the bottom of page 3 and on page 4 and 5, 

5 privy to them. 5 correct? 

6 Q. Okay, fair enough. So if they are relying on the 6 A. Right. 

7 assignment and you are relying on the assignment, does 7 Q. Let's go to paragraph 23, and feel free to look at any 

a the assignment mention Broadsheet Gibraltar? 8 part of this at any time. 
9 A. No, it doesn't 9 A. Right. 

10 Q. So how can they and you be relying on the assignment, if 10 Q. Do you recall reading that when you were shown this 

11 the settlement agreement says Broadsheet Gibraltar, if 11 earlier? 

12 everybody is vetting this thing and reviewing it? 12 A. Right. 
13 A. I said it is an error, so it shouldn't be there. 13 Q. By the way, when was this shared with you, roughly? 
14 Q. You said you made a mistake, I understand that. I'm 14 A. Recently. 

15 going way past you making a typographical mistake, I'm 15 Q. Part of preparing for your testimony? 
16 'asking about the Ministry of Law and NAB, your words, 16 A. Yes. 
17 vetting" 17 Q. It says here: 
18 A. Right. 18 "I was surprised the settlement agreement seemed to 
19 Q. --the agreement That means they reviewed it, correct? 19 contain blank spaces. I do not recall being given 
20 A. Right, 20 instructions as to why these spaces were blank. I had 
21 Q. I assume, line-by-line, correct, is that a fair 21 been given instructions to proceed and sign the 
22 statement? 22 agreement after completing all the necessary formalities 
23 A. Yes. 23 and checking the affidavits. I therefore followed these 
24 Q. And they wanted to know, because you had alerted them to 24 instructions." 
25 this, do we have the right party for this deal? 25 Were you familiar with any of those instructions as 
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1 part of the lawyer handling this transaction? 1 Q. When was the first time you saw this cheque? 	591 
2 A. No, I just briefed -- we had discussion in the overseas 2 A. After the arbitration. 

3 wing of NAB and that was where I briefed them and we had 

discussion about how this needs to be filled in, But 

3 Q. You mean after the commencement of the arbitration? 

A. Yes. 

5 then I wasn't associated further with it, in terms of 5 Q. Okay. Who is it made out to? 

6 communicating to the High Commission. 6 A. Broadsheet Gibraltar. 

7 Q. Did you ever communicate, either in writing, email or on 7 Q. Who is Gibraltar? 

8 in the phone or in person with Ambassador Basit or 8 A. It is just a mistaken- 

9 anybody at the High Commission in London about the 9 Q. Is this the typo that we talked about before? So the 

10 closing? 10 typo in the settlement agreement that nobody caught in 

11 A. I don't remember. I didn't communicate. 11 the government, or at Broadsheet, has now been repeated 

12 Q. The answer is no, or you don't remember? 12 M a cheque from the public Treasury, for, is that 

13 A. No. 13 E320,000? 

19 Q. No. Okay. Well, let's go past the settlement, okay, 19 A. Probably, yes. 

15 because you indicated a minute ago there was something 15 Q. So taxpayer money is being written to this gentlemen 

16 about payments, first and second payments. Let's go to 16 whose contract has been terminated for 

17 H2354. You have seen this before? 17 misrepresentation, and it is to the wrong party? 

18 A. I have seen this in these proceedings but not before. 18 A. I wasn't -- I didn't see this cheque. I don't know who 

19 Q. You were not aware sometime in 2008 how the first 19 has prepared this, so I can't comment about that. 

20 payment was made? 20 Q. Have you subsequently learned anything about that 

21 A. No. 21 process that you were involved in earlier? 

22 Q. We did see in the settlement agreement that you were 22 A. In what sense? 

23 involved. Okay, take a look at that. 23 Q. Who put a cheque out-- 

24 Just catching up on my own pile. There is a lot of 24A. No, no. 

25 documents. 25 Q. Do you know who was responsible for this, at either NAB 
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1 Okay. Do you recall we looked at the end of the 1 or in some ministry? 
2 settlement agreement, and there is an addendum -- 2 A. No. 

3 A. Right. 3 Q. Or at the High Commission? 

Q. -- that is incorporated into the settlement agreement 4 A. No. 

5 and this is your note to Mr James of April 28, 2008, 5 Q. From your knowledge of one year working on this 
6 about some of the mechanics for payment, correct? 6 transaction, did the first payment go to the wrong 
7 A. Right. Can I see that note? 7 party? 
8 Q. Yes. That was in the settlement agreement, which is 8 A. I don't have an idea on that. 
9 2344. Got it? Go to the last part, the addendum. 9 Q. We just had a long conversation about you and it was 

10 A. Yes, this is ... okay. 10 your understanding that the definition of Broadsheet in 
11 Q. So you see that? 11 the settlement you drafted was Broadsheet Isle of Man, 
12 A. Right. 12 correct? 
13 Q. That is the addendum, where you are talking about some 13 A. Yes, but as far as this cheque is concerned and where 
19 parts of the mechanics of payment, correct? 14 this cheque ended up, those details I'm not privy to. 
15 A. Right. 15 Q. I understand that. lam asking you a more fundamental 
16 Q. It just refers to Broadsheet, just BS, it doesn't say 16 question. You said, in response to Sir Anthony, that it 
17 which Broadsheet, correct? 17 was your understanding, I will use that word, that the 
18 A. Okay. 18 draft settlement agreement that you put together, that 
19 Q. Do you remember sending that email on April 28? 19 the definition of Broadsheet was meant to be 
20 A. Yes. 20 Isle of Man, correct? 
21 Q. Okay. Now let's look at what Was on the screen, which 21 A. Right. 
22 was the first cheque 2354. This was in fact the first 22 Q. The party to the ARA, correct? 
23 of two payments made as a consequence to the settlement, 23 A. Right. 
24 correct? 24 Q. Okay. This is the first cheque paid of two for that 
25 A. Right. 25 settlement that you drafted, okay? 
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1 A. Right, right. 1 Q. This is after the execution of the agreement, correct? 0 
2 Q. Does it appear, from this cheque, that the government of 2 A. Right. 

3 . Pakistan paid the wrong party? 3 Q. So you are still involved, at least with some part of 

4 A. I don't know whether this cheque went through or not or 4 this? 

5 where did it go, I have got no contact with this cheque 5 A. Yes, on a need basis, to facilitate. 

6 or its processing. 6 Q. On a need basis, okay. There was something about the 

7 Q. But the addendum to the contract itself, you were 7 reissuance of the cheque? 

8 writing to Mr James about some of the mechanics for the 8 A. Right 

9 first cheque, correct? 9 Q. What was that about? 

10 A. Right. 10 A. I think Mr Tariq had talked to me about there has been 

11 Q. So you were involved in this? 1 1 some error in the drafting of the cheque that we 

1 2 A. I was just listing it down based on the instructions 12 received and we need to have the cheque reissued or do 

13 I was getting from NAB: this will be the process, this 1 3 something about it. I said I have no idea, because I am 

14 Is how it will be followed and a cheque will be made and 1 4 in Lahore and I don't know what cheque -- but you can 

15 then you need to receive the record simultaneously and 15 contact Mr Hasan directly and also the High Commission 

1 6 bring the documentation there. But I wasn't associated 16 as well, regarding this matter, and that is what this 

17 with the process of making the cheque. 17 email is about. 

18 Q. But you were, according to the addendum, involved in at 18 Q. So you were being more of a facilitator at this point, 

1 9 least passing along instructions for the mechanics for 19 would that be fair? 

2 0 ' the first payment, correct? 20 A. Right. 

21 A. Yes, as instructed, yes. 2 1 Q. Okay. And then the second payment under the settlement 

22 Q. Okay. Where, in these instructions of your email that 22 agreement, which we are looking at at 2419, H2419. 

23 is a part of the settlement, does it mention Broadsheet 23 A. Right 

24 Gibraltar? 24 Q. I will wait for that to come on the screen. Who was the 

25 A. It doesn't mention this. 25 second payment made to, in dollars? 
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1 Q. So this was a mistake, the cheque? 1 A. I mean, sorry, what is the question again? 

A. I would think so. 2 Q. This is the second payment under the settlement 

3 Q. Okay. Let's go to H2419. Sorry, I have a big bundle 3 agreement, correct? 

4 here. It is taking me a moment to get there. 4 A. Right. 

5 This is a note for the High Commission of Pakistan 5 Q. It is dated in September 2008, correct? 

6 in London, dated September 29, 2008, for the second 6 A. Right. 

7 payment under the settlement agreement, correct? 7 Q. Who is the government of Pakistan paying $845,928 US? 

8 A. Right 8 A. To the Broadsheet AC, account number such and such. 

9 Q. When was the first time you saw this? 9 Q. Which Broadsheet? 

10 A. After -- during when the claim was filed. 10 A. I don't know. 

1 1 Q. Again, after the arbitration commenced? 11 Q. It says Colorado, doesn't it? 

12 A. After the arbitration. 12 A. Yes, it says Colorado. 

13 Q. You never knew about the second payment? 1 3 Q, So, is it fair to assume that the second wire went to 

14 A. No. 14 Broadsheet Colorado? 

15 Q. Did you know it was made by wire rather than cheque? 15 A. I haven't seen this document at the time when it was 

16 A. No. 16 being prepared, so perhaps yes. 

17 Q. Let's go to 2360A. This is an email from you to 17 Q. Do you have any reason to believe that the wire was sent 

18 Mr Malik, regarding the settlement. This is 2360A. 18 to any party other than Broadsheet Colorado? 

19 A. Right. 19 A. I don't think so. 

20 Q. This is from-- 2360A. Do you see it on the screen, 20 Q. So the first cheque went to Broadsheet Gibraltar, that 

21 sir? 21 was a typo, and the second one was a wire and that went 

22 A. Right 22 to Broadsheet Colorado, and that was maybe a mistake? 

23 Q. This is from you. Do you remember sending this 23 A. I don't know, because I wasn't involved in this process. 

24 on May 22? 24 Q. And you haven't learned anything about that since? 

25 A. Right. 25 A. No. 
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1 Q. Sitting here today, you don't know? 1 Q 	 GeV 
2 A. No. 2 "... claims a sum of $515.6 million from NAB/GOP on 

3 Q. Is that because it's within the discretion of the 3 the basis of its interpretation of clause 4... NAB 

4 client to share that information with you? 4 disagreed with the amount of that claim." 

5 A. Yes. 5 Do you remember drafting that? 

6 Q. Have you ever been involved in a transaction like this, 6 A. Yes. 

7 with so many typographical errors about who the parties 7 Q. Okay. Here, NAB is disagreeing with the amount of the 

8 are? 8 claim, correct? When you drafted that, what was your 

9 A. It depends. It sometimes happens that you have 9 understanding about what it was NAB was disagreeing 

10 instructions from the client where the parties' 10 with, just the amount? 

11 descriptions are not clear and then at some point you 11 A. It says so, the amount, and because we had agreed on 

12 have to make it clear once you come close to 12 1.5,5° there was obviously a disagreement on the amount 

13 transaction, at the time of the transaction itself. 13 itself. 

14 Q. But that didn't happen here, did it? 14 Q. So when you put this in here, for your client, it was 

15 A. It looks like it doesn't happen here. 15 your intention to draft that this was a disagreement 

16 Q. Looks like it didn't happen. How many contracts have 16 about the amount of the claim, correct? 

17 you handled that got reviewed and personally approved by 17 A. Right. 

16 the Prime Minister of the country, that had 18 Q. Okay. If I could have your indulgence for a second, 

19 typographical errors in them? 19 Sir Anthony, lam going to really try and wrap this up. 

20 A. I don't know. 20 Mr Soofi, I know you are not the chairman of NAB, 

21 THE ARBITRATOR: I don't think that is a very useful 21 but you were instructed by the chairman to handle this 

22 question, if I may say so. 22 transaction, as we discussed, correct? 

23 A. I haven't reviewed -- 23 A. Right. 

2 4 THE ARBITRATOR: You needn't answer. 24 Q. What is your understanding -- let me rephrase that. 

25 MR NEWBERGER: Twill reframe the question. 25 What was your understanding in 2008, at the time the 
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1 Have you ever worked on any other transactions where 1 settlement had been drafted by you, of what dispute was 

2 the Prime Minister of the country had to approve 2 being resolved; a potential arbitration by Broadsheet 

3 whatever the transaction document was that you were 3 Isle of Man? 

4 involved in? 4 A. Yes, 

5 A. I would rather claim here -- I mean, I have done work, 5 Q. But given the documents we have looked at, it looks like 

6 but I would rather not ... 6 there may be some problems with that settlement, 

7 THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. 7 correct? 

8 MR NEWBERGER: That is fine. lam not asking for privileged 8 A. I don't think so. I mean, we have an agreement, 

9 information. lam just trying to get a general sense. 9 settlement agreement. We have a settlement meeting. 

10 • If you can't say beyond that, that is fair. 10 Its minutes are there. And then we have a settlement 

11 I want to go back to the settlement agreement for 11 agreement It should have been filled in better, but it 

12 just a minute. 2344. 12 is nevertheless there. 

13 THE ARBITRATOR: I think in the end it was 2341. 13 Q. It should have been filled in better, iS that your 

14 MR NEWBERGER: I thought it was 2344. Sorry. 1 4 testimony? 

15 THE ARBITRATOR: Oh. 15 A. Yes. 

1 6 Yes, you are quite right 16 Q. But you said earlier that that lack of-- information 

17 MR NEWBERGER: This is on something that relates to what you 17 that was required by you of Mr James never got in here. 

18 did draft, so this is something you should have at least 18 Wasn't that a requirement, a material term of the 

19 some information on that you can share with Sir Anthony. 1 9 contract? 

20 You have a number of recitals, starting on page 2, 2 0 A. It wasn't a material term, it was just a procedural 

2 1 that go over to page 3. And I want you to look 21 requirement. The parties identified each of them very 

22 specifically at D as in David on page 3: 22 clearly when they were discussing it, they knew who the 

23 "Broadsheet ..." 23 parties were, there was clarity on that. The filling in 

24 Which you assume means Isle of Man 24 the blanks was more for the purposes of procedural 

25 A. Right 25 requirements. 
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1 Q. So it was procedural. You are aware, however, that your 1 THE ARBITRATOR: Mr Newberger, any further 

2 client, NAB and the government of Pakistan, are relying 2 cross-examination? 

3 on this settlement to bar the claimant from pursuing 3 MR NEWBERGER: Mr Soofi, are you aware that the claimant -- 

4 this arbitration, correct? 4 when I say the claimant, Broadsheet, Isle of Man, just 

5 A. Right. 5 so we are clear about that -- that the claimant has 

6 Q. And the issue before Sir Anthony is who signed this 6 alleged in this arbitration, under the AM arbitration 

7 agreement, who was bound by it? 7 provision that the 2008 settlement that we have spent 

8 A. Right 8 all this time talking about was effectively an unlawful 

9 Q. Given the conversation we have had today, who do you 9 agreement between your clients and Mr James to 

10 understand is bound by this agreement? 10 deprive -- I will say this Tribunal of-- not 

11 THE ARBITRATOR: That is a question of law, I think. 11 Sir Anthony in person, but a tribunal, of the right to 

12 MR NEWBERGER: Okay, well, I could ask his understanding of 12 prosecute an arbitration claim under this agreement? 

13 who you understood was bound by this agreement when it 13 Are you aware of that? 

14 was drafted, would that be fair? 19 A. I reject that. 

15 THE ARBITRATOR: No, that is still objectionable. 15 Q. I said are you !aware of that? 

16 MR NEWBERGER: Okay, well then, that is as far as I can take 16 A. I'm aware of the claim. 

17 it 17 Q. Are you aware that that is the claim brought by 

18 I have no further questions, Mr Soofi, I'm sure you 18 Broadsheet of Isle of Man? 

19 will be very happy to hear that, but thank you for your 19 A. Yes, I am of that 

20 time. 20 Q. Okay, and that it is against your clients? 

21 THE ARBITRATOR: Yes, Mr Levy? 21 A. Right. 

22 MR LEVY: Sir, it might be -- 22 Q. Pakistan, NAB, and the late Mr James, correct? 

23 THE ARBITRATOR: You would like a break now? 23 A. Right, 

24 MR LEVY: I would like a break. 24 Q. Not against you personally, I hope we understand that. 

25 THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. 25 There is no conspiracy claim against you in this case. 
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1 MR LEVY: But, sir, beforil do, there is one point relating 1 I just want that to be clear, okay. It is against your 

2 , to not what was put to Mr Soofi, but what was not put to 2 clients, if you will. 

3 Mr Soofi. 3 So you are aware of that claim, correct? 

4 As you are aware, there is currently an allegation 4 A. Yes. 

5 being made in these proceedings by the claimant 5 Q. Okay. Now at the time, and we spent a lot of time going 

6 regarding the respondents being party to a fraud, That 6 through the mechanics of what happened and your role in 

7 allegation has moved around a bit but as I understand 7 the settlement agreement, although I understand you have 

8 its latest iteration in the skeleton -- 8 now testified that you weren't at the closing and you 

9 MR NEWBERGER: Sir Anthony, I have to object, we are getting 9 had no material involvement with it after the closing, 

10 argument in front of a witness. 10 correct? 

11 THE ARBITRATOR: No, no. 11 A. Correct, 

12 MR LEVY: As I understand, the latest iteration of that 12 Q. But given what we have discussed and some of your 

13 claim was that Mr Soofi was central to that fraud, and 13 answers, particularly this afternoon, about some of the 

14 if that is maintained -- 14 issues about the settlement agreement itself: the 

15 THE ARBITRATOR: Well, you are pointing out that that 15 blanks, who the parties are, who got paid, who didn't 

16 allegation hasn't been put to Mr Soofi. 16 get paid, et cetera, would you agree that this agreement 

17 Let's say we will adjourn now, the cross-examination 17 is -- when I say this agreement I mean the settlement 

18 is not over, and Mr Newberger can ask further questions 18 agreement, okay, so we are clear -- that this agreement 

19 if he wants to. 19 by your clients with Mr James, if upheld in this 

20 MR NEWBERGER: Thank you. 20 arbitration, would deprive Broadsheet of the Isle of Man 

21 THE ARBITRATOR: So we will adjourn for just over five 21 of its right to pursue this arbitration? Are you aware 

22 minutes, to 4.35. 22 of that and do you agree with that? 

23 (4.29 pm) 23 A. No, I don't agree with that. 
24 (A short break) 24 Q. You don't agree with it. 
25 (4.38 pm) 25 Isn't it true, Mr Soofi, that your clients had you 
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1 	work on this negotiation rather intensely, that you 

	

2 	drafted and put together, but then kept you out of the 

	

3 	closing and the actions thereafter so as not to be -- so 

	

4 	you would not be responsible for the problems with the 

	

5 	settlement? 

	

6 	A. I have no idea. 

	

7 	Q, Do you have any knowledge of why you were no longer -- 

	

8 	why you weren't invited to the closing and why you were 

	

9 	not involved in this process after, as you say, right up 

	

10 	to the closing? 

	

11 	A. I have no idea. 

	

12 	Q. Isn't it true that by entering into this settlement 

	

13 	agreement, your clients, with Mr James, were taking 

	

14 	• a grave risk that the claimant, Broadsheet of 

	

15 	Isle of Man, would come out of the liquidating 

	

16 	proceedings and prosecute this claim in a tribunal? 

	

17 	A. I don't think so. 

	

18 	Q. There was no risk of that happening at the time you were 

	

19 	working on the settlement? 

	

20 	A. Yes. 

	

21 	Q. There was a risk? 

	

22 	A. No, there was no risk, as I saw that. 

	

23 	Q. Even though you were aware of the liquidation 

	

24 	proceedings? 

	

25 	A. Even as I was made aware by Mr Jerry James of 
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1 	Q. So you would agree that your clients were on notice but 

did not share that information with you when they 	60) 

	

3 	instructed you, correct? 

	

4 	A. Correct. 

	

5 	Q. Okay. Is it fair to conclude that because they did not 

	

6 	share that information with you, they did not want you 

	

7 	to know about that material information? 

	

8 	A. No. I don't think so. I think -- the interaction 

	

9 	I have with mY client was they were based on-- they 

	

10 	were -- in a bona fide manner they wanted to conclude 

	

11 	this matter, and they always wanted that this thing 

	

12 	needs to be brought to an end. 

	

13 	On the contrary, unfortunately, there was -- I, 

	

14 	while I was interacting with Dr Pepper and Mr Moussavi 

	

15 	and Mr Tisdale, it is unfortunate they should have even, 

	

16 	you know, stepped in to say, "We have an interest in 

	

17 	Broadsheet's revival and we are making efforts to revive 

	

18 	it, and please be forewarned, don't pay the wrong people 

	

19 	or whatever." 

	

2 0 	They never came forward. In that sense, one feels 

	

21 	a bit of a sense of a betrayal as well, that you were 

	

22 	talking to lawyers of that standing; Dr Pepper had 

	

23 	talked to me, he said he has been representing 

	

24 	Mr Martin Luther King, Mr Moussavi was associated with 

	

25 	Oxford, Mr Tisdale had a great practice in Colorado, and 
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1 	liquidation proceedings. 

	

2 	Q. And you understand that your clients have said in this 

	

3 	• case, in their pleading, we showed you to the defence, 

	

4 	that they were aware of the liquidation proceedings at 

	

5 	the time they instructed you; you recall that? 

	

6 	A. [recall that, but it is up to the client to respond to 

	

7 	that 

	

8 	Q. You are not the respondent. I'm not asking you to file 

	

9 	a pleading on your own behalf. 

	

10 	A. Right. 

	

11 	Q. But you were the person instructed by your clients, the 

	

12 	respondents. That is why lam putting this question to 

	

13 	you, okay. 

	

14 	Your clients, NAB and the government of Pakistan, 

	

15 	were aware of the pendency of the liquidation 

	

16 	proceedings in 2008 when you were working on the 

	

17 	negotiations and the draft, correct? 

	

18 	A. If they say so. 

	

19 	Q. You have no reason to dispute that? 

	

20 	A. No. 

	

21 	Q. And you have seen their defence? 

	

22 	A. Right. 

	

23 	Q. And you have seen the letter from Mr Sinel to the 

	

24 	solicitors for your clients In 2006, correct? 

	

25 	A. Right. 
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1 	these were the people that you begin to, you know, give 

	

2 	the right kind of a weight in terms of their standing. 

	

3 	And I wasn't expecting that they would have an 

	

4 	interest, along the line, while they are having 

	

5 	a conversation with me, and while they are interacting 

	

6 	with me on the telephone extensively and they will hide 

	

7 	that, in a deceitful manner, with great respect. So 

	

8 	I think that is unfortunate. 

	

9 	MR NEWBERGER: May I, Sir Anthony? 

	

10 	THE ARBITRATOR: You can continue. 

	

11 	MR NEWBERGER: He was answering a different question, and 

	

12 	with all respect, giving a speech of position, it was 

	

13 	a submission. 

	

14 	I am asking you about what your clients knew and 

	

15 	what they didn't tell you, that is the question lam 

	

16 	asking you, not what other people did or did not tell 

	

17 	you. I am talking about your clients, the government of 

	

18 	Pakistan and NAB. They made, for whatever reasons -- 

	

19 	you say you don't know the reason, you say it is their 

	

20 	discretion? 

	

21 	A. Right. 

	

22 	Q. You would agree with me that somebody at NAB in 

	

23 	a position of responsibility made a decision not to 

	

24 	share with you their knowledge about the liquidation 

	

25 	proceedings in the Isle of Man, correct? 
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1 	A. Yes. 1 	Jerry James", why do you say that? 

2 	Q. Okay. And the question! put to you is: by not sharing 2 	A. Sorry, sorry. Yes, on behalf of Messrs Broadsheet, 

3 	that information with you when they instructed you, 3 	Q. And what Broadsheet do you understand that to be 

4 	isn't it clear that your client was attempting to enter 4 	referring to? 

5 	into this settlement knowing about the liquidation and 5 	A. I believe Colorado. 

6 	not sharing that with you so that somehow they wouldn't 6 	Q. Why do you say that? 

7 	have to deal with the reality of the liquidation in A. Because that is where it was existing at that point in 

8 	Isle of Man? 8 	time, and subject to the documentation that were to be 

9 	A. I never had this feeling. 9 	brought in London. 

10 	Q. liow about today, now that you know? 10 	Q. What do you understand the reference to, 'has undergone 

11 	A. What has happened is a matter of record, 11 	winding up", to mean, in the third line of that 

12 	THE ARBITRATOR: Well, lam not sure that is a proper 12 	document? 

13 	question. 1 3 	A. Yes, that means that Broadsheet, which has undergone 

19 	MR NEWBERGER: Thank you. I have nothing further, 14 	winding up in the Isle of Man, or wherever that has been 

15 	Sir Anthony. 15 	referred to. 

16 	THE ARBITRATOR: Right. Re-examination. 16 	Q. Thank you. You can put that document down now, 

17 	Re-examination by MR LEVY 17 	Mr Soot". 

18 	MR LEVY: Mr Soofl, I would Just like to start by asking you 18 	You were asked a number of questions regarding 

19 	questions which relate to a subject matter which came 19 	a letter that Mr Sinel sent to NAB or government of 

20 	towards the end of Mr Newberger's cross-examination. 20 	Pakistan's lawyers in July 2006; do you remember that? 

21 	relating to the payment receipts. 21 	A. Right 

22 	A. Right. 22 	Q. And a number of questions were put to you on the premise 

23 	Q. Could I ask you to turn up 2348. 23 	that a conscious and deliberate decision had been made 

29 	A. 2348? 24 	by the government or by NAB to not tell you about that 

25 	Q. Yes. The document I want to ask you about Is entitled, 
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2 5 	letter. Do you remember those questions? 
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1 	"Payment receipt", it should have in the bottom 1 	A. Right 

2 	right-hand corner NAB01126. 2 	Q. Do you have any reason to believe that a deliberate 

3 	Sorry, it is three pages down, I think 3 	decision was made by the government or by the NAB, not 

4 	THE ARBITRATOR: Yes, that's right 4 	to tell you about that letter when you were instructed? 

5 	MR LEVY: Yes, that is it And it says: 5 	A. No, there was -- I don't have any reasons to believe 

6 	"It Is hereby affirmed that I, Mr Jerry James, son 6 	that there was a deliberate design to it or a deliberate 

7 	of Thomas lames, resident of USA represent Broadsheet, 7 	plan to it. I Just think they Just did not mention it 

8 	which has undergone winding up and has been incorporated 8 	But the interaction'that I have had with them over 

9 	into Steeplechase Financial Services LLC, have full 9 	the several months for this thing, there was clearly no 

10 	authority to receive the payment pursuant to the 10 	such preconceived design to (inaudible) me off, it was 

11 	settlement agreement between Broadsheet and GOP/NAB. 11 	just they chose not to. 

12 	"And it is further affirmed that the said payment 12 	Q. Why do you think they didn't -- 

13 	has been duly received by me, on behalf of Broadsheet 1 3 	THE ARBITRATOR: I think that is probably as far as you can 

14 	vide demand draft in US dollars, in the amount of..." 14 	go without waiving privilege. 

15 	And it goes on. Do you see that? 15 	MR LEVY: Okay. And when the issue came up 

18 	A. Yes, 16 	in February 2008, you were telling Mr Newberger how you 

17 	Q. Did your firm draft this document Mr Soot)? 17 	were informed by Mr James that Broadsheet had undergone 

18 	A. Yes, I think we did that But I'm not too sure. I have 18 	a liquidation in February 2008; were you, at that stage, 

19 	to check 19 	told by your client that they were aware of that 

20 	Q. What Is your understanding of what that document is 20 	previously? 
21 	saying? 21 	A. No, I don't remember. 

22 	A. Basically it Is saying that based on the instructions 22 	Q. You don't remember or you don't believe you were? You 

23 	the payment Is being made to Mr Jerry lames on behalf of 23 	don't remember? 
24 	Steeplechase and Broadsheet. 24 	A. I don't remember. 
25 	Q. When you say, "The payment is being made to • 25 	Q. Fair enough. 
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A. No, Mr Tisdale is proposing -- 

THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. 

A. Broadsheet. 

THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. 

A. He is saying -- 

THE ARBITRATOR: He talks about settling the claims by 

Broadsheet -- I see. There is no reference to IAR in 

this letter. 

A. Right, right. 

MR LEVY: Could I just ask you to turn up document 2228, 

please. 

Sorry, apologies. Can I just go back to that 

document and just to clarify an answer that you gave to 

Sir Anthony. It is 2219. There is no reference to IAR. 

You were asked the question by Sir Anthony, "There is no 

reference to IAR in this letter." 

A. Right. 

THE ARBITRATOR: Yes, you are quite right. 

MR LEVY: I'm using the witness to correct you, sir, if 

I may. 

A. On behalf of IAR (inaudible). I stand corrected. 

Q. Thank you. And the next document I would ask you to 

turn up is 2228. 

A. Right. 

Q. And that is another letter, three days later, from Mr 
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Tisdale saying: 

"It is my pleasure to write to you again in my 

capacity as counsel to and authorised representative of 

Broadsheet in connection with its agreement with the 

GOP, this letter shall serve to acknowledge your email 

communication to me dated as of today's date, you have 

confirmed a meeting at which you will be present, along 

with a legal associate and Mr Saqib as representative of 

NAB." 

And he says that: 

"I will let you know the venue of the meeting." 

And then he confirms that: 

"Mr Malik is the authorised and designated 

representative of Broadsheet in Pakistan, and he is 

specifically authorised to allow representatives of NAB 

to review Broadsheet's files in Pakistan." 

Do you see that? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Again, is that one of the communications you had in 

mind? 

A. Yes, this was the communication I had in mind when 

I mentioned to you that Mr Tisdale was directly 

communicating. 

Q. So, following these communications, what was your 

understanding of who was responsible for the Broadsheet 
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1 

2 

3 

5 

6 

You will-- I want to ask you some questions 

regarding the meetings that you had in April 2007. You 

may remember that you were asked some questions about 

some communications that you had with Mr Pepper? 

A. Right.' 

Q. And then that you met with Mr lames? 

1 

2 

3 

5 

6 

7 4 Right. 7 

8 Q. And a question was put to you by the Tribunal, where 8 

9 Sir Anthony said: 9 

10 "Dr Pepper insisted upon it..." 10 

11 "It" being a separate meeting, between IAR and 11 

12 Broadsheet: 12 

13 "... and then you had a meeting with Mr lames 13 

14 alone." 19 

15 Do you remember that exchange? 15 

16 A. Correct. 16 

17 Q. And you said in response to that question from 17 

18 Sir Anthony: 18 

19 "But before that, sir, there was an email from 19 

20 Mr Tisdale who introduced Broadsheet ..." 20 

21 And said that Broadsheet wanted to meet with you. 21 

22 Do you remember that exchange? 22 

23 A. Right, right. 23 

24 Q. Could I just ask you to turn up document 2219, please. 29 

25 A. Right. 25 
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1 Q. I'm just waiting for Sir Anthony to turn the document 1 

2 up. 2 

3 THE ARBITRATOR: Thank you. 3 

4 MR LEVY: Sir, this is an email from Mr Tisdale to you, 4 

5 ' saying: 5 

6 "As you may be aware from your review of NAB file 6 
7 regarding Broadsheet, our firm as acted as counsel to 7  
8 and as authorised representatives of Broadsheet in 8 

9 connection with its agreement with the GOP. In that 9 

10 capacity, we have been made aware of your March 30, 2007 10 
11 communication with William Pepper on behalf of IAR." 11 
12 It then goes on to talk about a meeting with 12 
13 Mr Malik, setting up a meeting Do you see that? 13 
14 A. Right. 19 

15 Q. Is that one of the communications that you had in mind 15 

16 when you gave your answer to Sir Anthony? 16 
17 A. Yes. 17 
18 THE ARBITRATOR: There is no sign of any bad blood between 18 
19 them in this letter, is there? 19 
20 A. Between? 20 
21 THE ARBITRATOR Between Mr Tisdale and Mr Pepper. 21 
22 A. Yes, not here. 22 
23 THE ARBITRATOR No. Because -- it is Mr Tisdale. 23 
24 A. Right. 24 
25 THE ARBITRATOR: Proposing a joint -- a meeting. 25 
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s 

1 negotiations following those meetings, following those 1 

2 communications? 2 

3 A. It was Jerry James and Tariq Fawad and Mr Tisdale. 3 

4 Q. I would just like to you ask you something -- I would 4 

5 just like to refer to the transcript, an exchange you 5 

6 had with Mr Newberger, which is at page 190 of the 6 

7 [draft] transcript. And these are some questions about 7 

8 documents or an exchange that you had with Mr lames 8 

9 in March --8 March 2008. And just for the transcript, 9 
10 lam reading from the bottom of page 189 in the [draft] 10 

11 transcript. And Mr Newberger says: 11 

12 "Question: You get an email --there is an email 1 2 

13 from you to Mr James and Mr Malik about the settlement 13 

14 and it says: 1 4 

1 5 'We have received communications from NAB, 15 

16 they are referring to minutes of the meeting, 16 

17 and want that proof of expenses incurred up to 17 

18 $1.5 million US be provided so that the matter 18 

19 can be processed further. The documents 19 

20 received from Mr Fawad has been forwarded to 20 

21 NAB:" 21 

22 And you said: 22 

23 "Answer: There were some other documents as well, 23 

24 some other documents were forwarded." 24 

25 ' 	And Mr Newberger said: 25 
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1 "Question: What were those documents?" 1 

2 And you said: 2 

3 "Answer: There were a few documents, because we 3 

4 were asking them to provide details of some information, 4 

5 and he will send those documents and we had passed it on 5 

6 6 

7 And then Mr Newberger interrupts you and 7 

8 says: 8 

9 "Question: Well, so far what we have looked at was 9 

10 actually in the fax to you, there is the assignment, 10 

1 1 there is the resolution for Broadsheet Colorado, there 11 

12 is the notary. What other documents were you referring 12 

13 to?" 13 

19 • I just wanted to make sure that we were clear as to 11 

15 what those documents were. Can you turn up H2303, 15 

16 please. 16 
17 A. Right. 1 7 
18 Q. So these are -- the cover page of this is documents 18 

19 received by Mr Soofi from Broadsheet's representative, 19 

20 do you see that? 2 0 

21 A. Right, right 21 

22 Q. And then if you flick through, there are a lot of 22 

23 documents about the targets. 23 

24 A. Right 2 4 

25 Q. And then towards the end, it says NAB01246 in the bottom 25 

right-hand corner. There are some corporate documents 

as well. There is the assignment, there is the notary, 

there is the certificate. 

A. Yes, right 

Q. I just wanted to check, were those the documents that 

you were referring to in your answer? 

A. That's right 

Q. If you just keep that document there, there was -- 
remember you were taken to a letter dated February 2008, 

which is H2300. It was put to you -- this is a document 

from Broadsheet -- 

A. Right. 

Q. -- a fax cover sheet. And it was put to you by 

Mr Newberger that this actually had a Denver Colorado 

address at the bottom, do you remember that? 

A. Right 

Q. And you responded about documents with that address had 

been there for a longtime, or something like that. 

Do you remember that? 

A. Right. 

Q. Can! just -- the documents that you were just looking 

at, 2303, if you can turn that up. And if you go to the 

document NAB01186. These were the documents you were 

sent on 8 March, and it is a letter from Broadsheet, 

dated November 2001; do you see that? 
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A. Right. 

Q. And that has also got a Colorado -- was that the kind of 

communication that you had in mind when you gave that 

answer? 

A. That's right. 

MR LEVY: Sir Anthony, I have no further questions for the 

witness. 

MR NEWBERGER: May I ask one follow-up question? 

THE ARBITRATOR: Arising out of re-examination? 

MR NEWBERGER: Yes, it is. One, yes. 

THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. 

Further cross-examination by MR NEWBERGER 

MR NEWBERGER: Mr Soofi, are you aware that Mr Tisdale has 

testified in this case, both in written submissions and 

before Sir Anthony last week? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Are you aware that he testified that he was unaware, in 

2007, regarding any liquidation proceedings in the 

Isle of Man regarding the claimant, Broadsheet? 

A. I am not aware of that. 

MR NEWBERGER: Okay, thank you. That was my only question, 

Sir Anthony. 

A. But he -- 

MR NEWBERGER: That was my question. 

A. lam just explaining. It is difficult for me to believe 
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counsel and his financial and tax consultants, so he was 

looking at all options. One option was to revive the 

company, to restructure it, as It were, and sell it out 

to somebody, or completely proceed with the winding up 

as a whole. So that is why. 

THE ARBITRATOR: Did you envisage that it had been dissolved 

already? 

A. No. 

6t)? 

THE ARBITRATOR: You said, "To revive the company"; you mean 

take it out of winding up? 

A. Take it out of winding up. 

THE ARBITRATOR: Would it be fair to say that almost any 

form of winding up, except possibly a creditor's 

voluntary winding up, involves a liquidator? 

A. It does. 

THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. So you were aware that there was 

a liquidator of the Isle of Man company; did you ever 

have any communication with him at all? 

A. No, we didn't 

THE ARBITRATOR: Well, what was your feeling about him? Was 

he no longer relevant as a party? 

A. No, we were relying on the assignment deed. And that is 

what -'the assurance was given to us by Jerry James as 

well, that that is something he is handling, we don't 

need to worry about that, it is a small issue. 
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THE ARBITRATOR: Thank you. Any questions? 

MR NEWBERGER: Nothing further. 

THE ARBITRATOR: Any questions? 

MR LEVY: No, sin 

THE ARBITRATOR: Thank you very much indeed, Mr Soofi, you 

have had a long day and you have been very helpful, 

thank you very much indeed. 

A. Thank you. 

THE ARBITRATOR: You are free, of course, from any 

restraints. 

Good. 

(The witness withdrew) 

MR NEWBERGER: Can we take a two-minute break to get the 

next witness in here? 

THE ARBITRATOR: Let's find out what is happening next. 

MR LEVY: Mr Ahsan is next. 

MR NEWBERGER: This was the chairman of the NAB at the time 

of the settlement? 

THE ARBITRATOR: Let's have a look. Well, we can have 

a formal break, if you like, but if the witness is here. 

MR NEWBERGER: We might have a shorter cross if we have 

a longer break. 

THE ARBITRATOR: I will give you quite a long break, then. 

We will break for five minutes. 

(5.05 pm) 
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1 this. 1 

2 MR NEWBERGER: I think that is inappropriate, Sir Anthony. 2 

3 Questions by THE ARBITRATOR 3 

THE ARBITRATOR: I'm afraid I have to go back to the 4 

5 settlement agreement. That is number 2344. Because 5 

6 I noticed that there is a further reference which we 6 

7 ought to ask you about In recital (g). 7 

8 A. Right. 8 

9 THE ARBITRATOR; That starts on the third page, but if you 9 

10 turn to the last sentence of that: 10 

11 "However, BS was also reincorporated in Denver, 11 

12 Colorado, after Broadsheet LLC Gibraltar was under 12 

13 winding-up." 13 

19 Is that part of your draft? 19 

15 A. Yes, but I think. 15 

16 THE ARBITRATOR: Was that part of your draft? 16 

17 A. I think it should have been better drafted to 17 

18 demonstrate that afterwards Broadsheet LLC Isle of Man 18 

19 was under winding up, afterwards. So it is -- the word 19 

20 "after" should have been more -- there should have been 20 

21 a full stop: 21 

22 "However BS was also reincorporated In Denver 22 

23 Colorado." 23 

24 Then it should have been: 24 

25 "Thereafter Broadsheet LLC Isle of Man was under 25 
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1 winding-up? 1 

2 THE ARBITRATOR: On any view, that refers to a wind-up. Let 2 

3 me Just ask you this first On any view, therefore, 3 

4 this is recognising that, at the date of this agreement, 4 

5 Broadsheet Colorado was a new company? 5 

6 A, Yes. 6 

7 THE ARBITRATOR: Because Broadsheet Gibraltar had been wound 7 

8 up or was under winding up? 8 

9 A. No, it is, what we meant to say here is that Broadsheet 9 

10 Colorado was incorporated apparently in 2007. 10 

11 THE ARBITRATOR: Yes. 11 

12 A. And much later the winding-up proceedings were filed. 12 

13 This is a version from Jerry James. 13 
19 THE ARBITRATOR: These were James's words? 19 
15 A: This was a version which Jerry gave to us in terms of 15 

16 explaining that the winding up has just been filed, it 16 

17 is a restructuring issue and so on and so forth. So 17 

18 what we should have said here, after the full stop is: 16 

19 "Afterwards Broadsheet LLC, Isle of Man, was under 19 

20 winding up." 20 

21 THE ARBITRATOR I see. What did you understand by, "Under 21 

22 winding up"? 22 

23 A. That he was trying to voluntarily wind it up, in order 23 

24 to close the business down. And It was just a matter of 24 

25 time, because he said he was seeking advice from-his 25 
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Gol,kFriliz-&-c7,t,of Pakistan t— 
aw and Jutice Division 

Law-II Section 

   

No.Dy.618/07-Law-II 	 Islamabad the 29th April 2008 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

Subject: 	Settlement with M/s Broadsheet (BS) — An asset recovery company. 

The undersigned is directed to refer to the National Accountability Bureau's 

Letter No.23/1/08-0W/208 dated 15.04.2008 on the above-mentioned subject and to state 

that the draft Settlement Agreement has been vetted from legal point of view subject to 

observations made therein as in pencil. 

# Or 
(Muhammad Kaleem Khan) 

Section Officer 

National Accountability Bureau, 
(Mr. Hasan Saqib), 
Deputy Director, 
Islamabad.  
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SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 

• This Agreement is entered into between the Government of the Islamic Republic 

of Pakistan ("GOP")• through the National Accountability Bureau ("NAB") of the 

Government •of Pakistan, Attaturk Avenue, G-5/2, Islamabad, the Islamic 

Republic of Pakistan, (hereinafter referred to as the "NAB" which expression shall 

mean and include its legal representatives, successor entities, administrators, etc 

through Chairman NAB, Mr. Navid Ahsan of the FIRST PART) 

AND 

a) Broadsheet LLC, incorporated vide incorporation certificate dated 	 

(copy enclosed) under the laws of 	and having its registered office at 

	 , (hereinafter referred to as the "BS" which 

expression shall mean and include its sponsors, legal representatives, partners, 

directors, executors, chairman, shareholders, office bearers, permitted assigns, 

successors-in-interest, predecessors-in-interest, administrators, etc through its 
Chairman, Mr Jerry James, duly authorized vide Board Resolution dated 

passed by the Board of Broadsheet LLC) 

AND 

b) Steeplechase Financial Services LLC, incorporated vide incorporation 

certificate dated 	(copy enclosed) under the laws of Colorado, USA and 

having its registered office at 	 • 	

, which uncle' 

the Assignment Agreement dated 4th  January, 2005 (copy enclosed) is fully 



Lu 
authorized to step into the shoes of Broadsheet LLC Gibraltar and receive the 

• interest/claim of Broadsheet LLC under winding-up from the GOP (hereinafter 

referred to as the "Steeplechase" which expression shall mean and include its 

s•  ponsors, legal representatives, partners, directors, executors, chairman, 
.. 	• 

• . shareholders, 'office bearers, -  permitted • assigns, successors-in-interest, 

• predecessors-in-interest, adMinistrators, etc through its Manager, *Mr. Jerry • 

James, duly authorited vide Board Resolution dated 	  passed by 

• the Board of Steeplechase Financial Services ,LLC) • . 

• 

AND 

c) Mr. E.• Jerry James, son of 	 , passport number 	  

resident of 	 , Colorado, USA and having his registered office at 

	  as shareholder and beneficiary of 

Broadsheet LLC under winding-up (hereinafter referred to as the "Jerry James" 

which expression shall mean and include his sponsors, legal representatives, 

partners, directors, executors, shareholders, permitted assigns, Successors-in-

interest, predecessors-in-interest, etc) of the SECOND PART 

(Steeplechase, BS and Jerry James hereinafter also referred to collectively as 

_D 	the "Second Party"). 

(NAB, Steeplechase, BS and Jerry. James hereinafter also referred to collectively 

as the "Parties"). 

RECITALS 

• WHEREAS:-. 
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A. The NAB is authorized on behalf of the Government of Pakistan to 

• enter into this Agreement; 

B. The NAB and BS entered into a Commercial Services Agreement 

dated 20th  June, 2000 (the "Commercial Services Agreement") in 

accordance with which BS agreed to provide asset recove;( services 

focusing on specifically targeted individuals and companies, on a 

contingency basis; 

C. A dispute arose between the NAB and the BS with respect to the 

obligations, performance and carrying out of those services by BS aeict, 

BS was asked by NAB to stop undertaking any further steps pursuant • 

to the Commercial Services Agreement and that the same stood 

terminated; 

D. BS claims a sum of US $ 515.6 Million from NAB/GOP on the basis of 

its interpretation of clause 4 of the Commercial Services Agreement 

and in this regard target wise calculations are enclosed. NAB 

disagreed with the amount of the cl‘im. 

E. BS was prepared to move into arbitration under the Commercial 
Services Agreement and press the aforesaid claim, along with 

damages before the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators at Dublin. 

F. bleaveverathe NAB and BS entered into negotiations for the 

purpose of seeking closure of the entire matter through a settlement of 

the dispute. In this regard, thefarties held a detailed meeting in 

London during which the respective claims were contested (Minutes of 

Meeting are enclosed with thisAgreement) ; 



G. Meanwhile, BS assigned and transferred, throug an Assignment 

Agreement dated 4th  January, 2005 (hereinafter referred to as the 

"Assignment Agreement"), to Steeplechase all of its riga, title, interestls 

(including claims etc) in connection with thehgreement entered into 

With the Government Of Pakistan through the Chairman of the National 

Accountability Bureau (NAB) dated 201h  June, 2000. (A copy of the said 

Assignment Agreement is appended with this Agreement). However, 

BS was also re-incorporated in Denver, Colorado after Broadsheet 

LLC Gibraltar was under winding-up. 

H. Further to those negotiations terms and conditions of a full and final 

settlement have been agreed; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and promises 

herein agreed, the Parties intending to be legally bound herein agree as follows: 

TERMS & CONDITIONS 

1. Full and Final Settlement 

The Parties agreethat the terms and 

full and final resolution of the dispute 

issues, Somplaints, counter claims etc 

conditions set out herein constitute the 

concerning and arising from all claims 

between the Parties. 

2. Entire ACIrCettlent and Successors in Interest 

This Agreement contains the entire agreement between the Parties with 
regard to the matters set forth herein and shall be binding upon the executors, 
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U 	administrators, personal representatives, heirs, successors and permitted 

assigns of each Party. 

3. Release and Discharge 

In consideration of the NAB's agreement to make the settlement payment 

• (mentioned in clause "7" below), the Second Party fully and finally releases 

and forever discharges the NAB and the Government of Pakistan or its any 
entity, of and from any and all past, present or future claims, demands, 

obligations, actions, causes of action, rights, damages, costs, loss of 

services, expenses and compensation which the Second Party pleads, or 

which may hereafter accrue or otherwise be acquired by the Second Party. 

In consideration of the Second Party's agreement to the terms and conditions 

of this Agreement, and subject to the terms contained herein, the NAB also 

releases and discharges the Second Party, of and from any and all past 

present or future claims, counter claims, demands, obligations, actions 
causes of action, rights, damages, costs, loss of services, expenses and 

compensation by the NAB and the Government of Pakistan. 

4. Warranty of Capacity to Execute Agreement 

A. The Second Party represents and warrants that no other person or entity 

has or has had any interest in the claims, demands, obligations, or causes 

of action referred to in this Agreement, except as otherwise set forth 
herein, and that 'Steeplechase has not sold, assigned, transferred, 
conveyed or otherwise disposed of any of the claims, demand, 

obligations, or causes of action referred to in this Agreement. 

B. The Second Party agrees to indemnify the NAB/Government of Pakistan 

from any claims, demands and causes of action that a person or entilY 
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o 	may prefer against the NAB/Government of Pakistan and shall exclusively 

defend and settle such claims, clauses and causes of action. 

C. It is warranted that the Assignment Agreement dated 4th  January, 2005 is 

legally valid, has not been challenged in any legal fo rir
lincluding in the 

winding up proceedings of Broadsheet LLC Gibraltar. It is further 

warranted that the claim/interest that is subject matter of the present 

r/Ag eernent is not at present a subject matter of winding-up proceedings 

nor is it listed as a claim before the liquidator. 

 

D. The executants of the Agreement on behalf of the Second Party have full 

capacity to enter into this Agreement and in case of any defect in the said 

capacity,the executants in their personal capacity and BS and 

Steeplechase in their corporate capacity hereby indemnify the 
NAB/Government of Pakistan against any consequences including 

attempted revival of claims etc. 

5. 'Termination of Service
5  A reement 

A. The 
Parties agree that the Commercial Services Agreement stands 

terminated completely and effectively and is null and void. (A copy of the 

said ammercialCervicesAtgreement is appended with thisAgreement). 

B. 
The termination shall also be applicable to persons or entities, registered 
with BS pursuant to the Commercial Services Agreement (hereinafter 

referred to as the "targets"). For the removal of doubt, the termination shall 

also apply to the provisions of para 18.5 of the Commercial ServicS 

Agreement notwithstanding anything contained therein. 

6. Cancellation of Powers of Attorne 

6 



o 	A. The Second Party agrees that all Powers of Attorney and any other 

permissions to obtain information, initiate and pursue investigation, 

litigation, request for information with respect to the registered 
names/entities under the Commercial Services Agreement stand revoked 

and cancelled effectively and are null and void. 

B. For the removal of doubt, the termination shall also apply to the provisions 

of para 18.7 of the Commercial Services Agreement notwithstanding 

anything contained therein. 

7. Settlement Amount 

•The Parties agree that in full and final settlement of its claims BS shall receive 

one time payment of US Dollars one million and five hundred thousand 

($1,500,000). 

8. Payment Schedule 

The Parties agree that the settlement payment referred tomn Clause 
117" above 

shall be made to BS through a demand draft drawn in the name of BS and 

handed over to its representative. 

9. Return of all Documents and Information 

A. The Parties agree that simultaneously with the receipt of the settlement 

amount the Second Party shall: 

(i) 	provide/handover 	all 	original 	documents, 	copies, 

communications, prints and all other forms of information and 
shall box up all of the residual files in its possession and delver 
to the NAB or its designated official in person all the 



aforementioned material and obtain a written note 

acknowledging the receipt of record being returned or handed 

over; 

(ii) hand over and return all original Powers of Attorney issued 

pursuant to the Commercial Services Agreement mentioned in 

Clause "6" above; 

(iii) hand over all and any authorizations received from the 

Government of Pakistan or the NAB for request for information, 

Mutual Legal Assistance, initiation of investigations in foreign 

jurisdictions, initiation and pursuit of judicial proceedings etc; 

(iv) hand over all details of the information obtained and material 

• recovered through its Consultants in respect of work done 

pursuant to the Commercial Services Agreement; 

(v) provide• details of any and all requests for Mutual Legal 

Assistance and/or letter(s) requesting information pertaining to 

which information is still awaited from the concerned authorities. 
In this respect, the Second Party agrees that any such request 

for Mutual Legal Assistance and/or letter(s) and any copies 

thereof shall be handed over by the Second Party to NAB; 

(vi) provide information regarding any investigative and/or judicial 

proceedings pending pursuant to the Powers of Attorney 

mentioned in Clause "6" above. 

B. The form of the record being handed over to the NAB includes paper 

material, images, scanned data, electronic data on • computer}  hard' 

disks/online storage facilities/removable storage devices, CDs, DVDs, and 

Floppy disk‘ etc: 

10. Prohibition of Use of Information  
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0 	A. The Second Party shall not use or share the information obtained in 

connection with or arising from its work •under the Commercial Services 

Agreement in any manner whatsoever and shall not use the information in 

articles, books, press, media, speeches, discussions or otherwise. 

B. The Second Party shall not use or disseminate the information on the 

targets whether that was obtained by them, provided to them by the NAB 

or accumulated while working on the targets by BS or any firm/consultants 

hired by BS for investigative purposes etc. 

C. In • case of any use of the said information, the Second Party hereby 

indemnifies the Government of Pakistan and/or the NAB in respect of any 

claims for compensation or any other form of loss by persons or entities. 

The Second Party agrees to exclusively itself defend at its own cost and 

settle for such claims etc. 

11. Disclosure  

A. The Second Party declares and warrants that the original documents, 

letter, copies, residual files/material referred to in this Agreement (Clause 
"9" above in particular) being handed over to the NAB, constitute the entire 

record in the custody of the Second Party, its Consultants, associate& 

.D 	 partners, legal representatives, shareholders and directors etc with 
respect to BS's work under the Commercial Services Agreement and 

nothing has been withheld by the Second Party. 

B. The Second Party shall simultaneously with the receipt of the Settlement 

amount provide a notarized affidavit to the, effect that all documents 
provided by the NAB and any information, records, materials etc collected 
or received by BS pursuant to or in respect of its work under the 

Li) 



Commercial Services Agreement have been returned and that nothing has 

been withheld in any form whatsoever. 

12.Confidentialitv 

The Parties agree that the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be 

strictly confidential and shall not be disclosed to any persons or entities, other 

than their officials, professional advisers and consultants who themselves 

shall be similarly both-id: In case of any disclosure by the Second Party, the 

Second Party hereby indemnifies for and to the extent as provided in the 

preceding clauses of this Agreement. 

13.Amendments  

'16 
Tht_Agreement may be amended at any time through mutual written consent 

of the Parties. 

14. Notices  

The Parties agree that any notices required or desired to be given in respect 

of this Agreement shall be in writing and delivered to the address of the 

receiving Party first set out above. 

15.Exclusive Understanding 

The Parties agree •that this Agreement constitutes the full, complete and 

exclusive understanding of the matters covered in. this Agreement 

superseding any prior representationsiyerbal or written understandings as 

well as all prior negotiations and undertakings and contains all terms and 

conditions pertaining to the subject matter hereof. 

10 



16. Separability 

The Parties agree that should any clause, paragraph, phrase or line become 

or be declared unlawful or unenforceable then it shall be deemed to have .2 
been separated from the rest of the provisions of this Agreement which shall 

remain in full force and effect. 

17. Event of Claim 

In the event of any claim raised against the Government of Pakistan or the 

NAB by anyone, any Court, liquidator, provisional manager etc whether under 

any right, assignment etc or on behalf of the Second Party in respect of any' 

issue relating to or arising from the Commercial Services Agreement the 

Second Party and the present executants on its behalf of this Agreement shall 

be responsible for the same and defend them at their own cost and the 

Government of Pakistan or NAB stands indemnified against any such claim. 

18.Meetina to Conclude the Settlement 

1. In case the Parties meet at a pre designated venue then the following 

proceedings shall take place: 

A. hand over of the demqnd draft by the Representatives of the Government 

of Pakistan to the representative of the Second Party '(mentioned in 

Clause "8"above); 

B. receiving formal custody of all the material, record, residual files as 

mentioned in the precedihg provisions of this Agreement by the 

Representatives of the Government of Pakistan from representative of the 

Second Party; 
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C. exchange of signed instruments of Agreement; 

 

D. presence of officials from both sides; 

E. Minutes of Meeting for the entire proceedings to be duly recorded and 

approved by the Parties. 

2. The Parties agree that the order from A through E of proceedings as listed 
in clause 18.1 above does not provide fon indicates hierarchy or individual 

, V 
importance amongst the proceedings. All proceedings shall be completed 

and each proceeding• shall take effect simultaneously with other 

proceedings. 

19.Governinq Law 

The Parties agree that this Agreement shall be governed and construed in 

accordance with the English Law. 

20. Dispute Resolution 

The Parties agree that any dispute concerning with or arising from this 

Agreement or derived from the terms and conditions herein shall be finally 

resolved by arbitraiion in accordance with the Rules of the Chartered Institute 

1 of Arbitrator's before a single arbitrator in London with the proceedings 

' conducted in the English language and with each side being responsible for 
its costs and any right of appeal hereby waived to the extent allowed by law. 

21.Additional Documents 

• A. The Parties agree to cooperate fully and execute any and all 

supplementary documents and to take all additional actions which may be 

12 



necessary or appropriate to give full force and effect to the basic terms 

and intent of this Agreement. 

21 B. The representative of the Second Party undertake to sign and execute 

any document after thiskgreement that the NAB or the Government of 

Pakistan may require for its internal procedures. 

22. Costs and Legal Fees 

The Parties agree to bear their own costs and attorney's fees in connection 

with the negotiations and execution of this Agreement. 

23. Authorized Signatories 

The Parties confirm, warrant and represent that the individuals executing this 

Agreement on behalf of them are authorized to do so and further warrant and 

represent that there is no reason known to them of any existing obstacle or 

reason which would render the execution of this Agreement invalid. 

24. Effectiveness 

This Agreement shall take effect from the date of the signing of this 

Agreement. 

WHEREFORE, the Parties intending to be legally bound execute this Agreement 

as of the 	day of [MONTH] 	, 2008. 

AGREED: 	 AGREED: 

Government of Pakistanj 	 Broadsheet LLC 

(through the National Accountability Bureau) 

13 



By: E Jerry James (Chairman) 

(Authorized signature) (Authorized signature) 

AGREED: 	 AGREED: 

Steeplechase Financial Services LLC 	Mr. E Jerry James 

By: E Jerry James (Manager) 

(Authorized signature) 

Date: 

Shareholder & beneficiary of 
Broadsheet LLC (under winding-: 

up) 

WITNESSES 

Witness 	 Witness 

Name: 	 Name: 	  

14 



jj 	Signature: 	 

Witness  

 

Signature: 

Witness  

  

   

     

Name: 

  

Name: 	  

     

Signature: 
	 Signature: 	 
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GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN 
NATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY BUREAU 

ATA TURK AVENUE, G-5/2 
ISLAMABAD 

No. 23/1/08 - OW / 
ork May 2008 

To: 
Mr. Abdul Basit 
Deputy High Commissioner 
Pakistan High Commission 
35-36 Lowndes Sq. London, SWIX 9JN 
London - United Kingdom 

Subject: 	Settlement with M/s Broadsheet (BS) - a Private Asset 
Recovery CompanV 

The undersigned is directed to state that National Accountability 
Bureau (NAB), in the year 2000, acquired services of two private asset recovery 
companie‘to trace identify and recover, illegally accumulated assets of certain 
high profile individuals  
2. However both the companies failed to meet their obligations under 
the agreement and NAB had to terminate the agreement with them. Both the 
companies disputed termination of the agreement and pressed claims against 
NAB / GoP by serving notices for arbitration. NAB negotiated separately with 
each company for a settlement and the 'settlement' itself along with the amounts 
involved were approved by the Prime Minister of Pakistan on the 
recommendations of a specially formed committee. All the settlement documents 

r-bav@been vetted and approved by the Ministry of Law. 
3. As you would recall, NAB 'settled' with the first asset recovery 
company (M/s International Asset Recovery - IAR) through your good offices in 
January 2008. NAB had also concluded negotiations with the second company, 
M/s Broadsheet, by late 2007 but certain modalities needed to be streamlined. 
Having done so NAB on behalf of GoP is now ready to pay the settlement 
amount to the representative of M/s Broadsheet at London on the 16th  of May 
2008. ,M/s Broadsheet have agreed to settle for an amaunfof. US5 	 s.  ti-- 	ck—) 
However on the 16'h  of May half of the amount (US$ 0.75 million) 	ee paid to 
M/s Broadsheet and the other half will be paid-before Ti of Septem 
This arrangement has been reflected in the 'settlement agreement'. 
4. As in the case of M/s IAR the paynient to M/s Broadsheet is to be 
made through the Pakistan's High Commission in London on behalf of NAB / 
GoP. To conclude the  settlement, th_sillgh Commission is requested for  the 
following actions: 

a. 	The Deputy High Commissioner may please act as the officer on behalf 
of NAB / GoP to receive the signed settlement agreement and to hand 
over in exchange the demand draft' to the authorizederepresentative of 

1 



Saqib 
rector 
arters 
abad 

Ph: 	8044 
t. 

M/s Broadsheel. (The 'settlement agreement' — vetted and approved by 
the Ministry Of Law — is enclosed with this letter as Annexure A). The 
High Commission will be informed, through a separate communication, 
about the exact amount that would be transferred to London to make the 
payment (because of the fluctuating exchange rate the amount 
transferred may be a fraction less than US$ 0.75 million. M/s BS has 
been informed of this eventuality). 
Three Affidavits are also to be signed by the representatives of M/s 
Broadsheet in the following order (copies enclosed as Annexure B). 

i) Mr. E. Jerry James as representative of M/s Broadsheet. 
ii) Mr. E. Jerry James as representative of Steeplechase Financial 

Services. 
iii) Mr. Tariq Fawad Malik as representative of M/s Broadsheet. 

7/ 

c. The meeting may be documented and the minutes be drawn and signed 
by the representatives of both parties (An advance draft of the 'minutes 
of the meeting' is enclosed as Annexure C which may also be treated 
as the agenda of the meeting. 

d. On behalf of M/s Broadsheet the following two persons will attend the 
meeting at the Pakistan High Commission: 

i) Mr. E. Jerry James 
ii) Mr. Tariq Fawad Malik 

/ 	
e. The 'payment receipt' may also be obtained from the representatives of / 

Ws Broadsheet (Draft receipt is enclosed as Annexure D). 

5. 	The matter may please be treated as urgent. Your cooperation in 
the matter will be highly appreciated. 

2 
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SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 

This Agreement is entered into between the Government of the Islamic Republic 
of Pakistan ("GOP") through the• National Accountability Bureau ("NAB") of the 

Government of Pakistan, Attaturk Avenue, G-5/2, Islamabad, the Islamic 
Republic of Pakistan, (hereinafter referred to as the "NAB" which expression shall 
mean and include its legal representatives, successor entities, administrators, etc 

through Chairman NAB, Mr. Navid Ahsan of the FIRST PART) 

AND 

a) Broadsheet LLC, incorporated vide incorporation certificate dated 	 
(copy enclosed) under the laws of 	and having its registered office at 
	 , (hereinafter referred to as the "BS" which 
expression shall mean and include its sponsors, legal representatives, partners, 

directors, executors, chairman, shareholders, office bearers, permitted assigns, 

successors-in-interest, predecessors-in-interest, administrators, etc through its 

Chairman, Mr. Jerry James, duly authorized vide Board Resolution dated 
	passed by the Board of Broadsheet LLC) 

AND 

b) Steeplechase Financial Services LLC, incorporated vide incorporation 
certificate dated 	(copy enclosed) under the laws of Colorado, USA and 
having its registered office at 	 , which under 
the Assignment Agreement dated 4th  January, 2005 (copy enclosed) is fully 
authorized to step into the shoes of Broadsheet LLC Gibraltar and receive the 

interest/claim of Broadsheet LLC under winding-up from the GOP (hereinafter 
referred to as the "Steeplechase" which expression shall mean and include its 

1 
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sponsors, legal representatives, partners, directors, executors, chairman, 

shareholders, office bearers, permitted assigns, successors-in-interest, 

predecessors-in-interest, administrators, etc through its Manager, Mr. Jerry 

James, duly authorized vide Board Resolution dated 	  passed by 
the Board of Steeplechase Financial Services LLC) 

AND 

c) Mr. E. Jerry James, son of 	  passport number 	  
resident of 	  Colorado, USA and having his registered office at 
	  as shareholder and beneficiary of 
Broadsheet LLC under winding-up (hereinafter referred to as the "Jerry James" 

which expression shall mean and include his sponsors, legal representatives, 

partners, directors, executors, shareholders, permitted assigns, successors-in-

interest, predecessors-in-interest, etc) of the SECOND PART 

(Steeplechase, BS and Jerry James hereinafter also referred to collectively as 
the "Second Party"). 

(NAB, Steeplechase, BS and Jerry James hereinafter also referred to collectively 
as the "Parties"). 

RECITALS  

WHEREAS:- 

A. The NAB is authorized on behalf of the Government of Pakistan to 
enter into this Agreement; 

B. The NAB and BS entered into a Commercial Services Agreement 
dated 20th  June, 2000 (the "Commercial Services Agreement") in 

2 
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accordance with which BS agreed to provide asset recovery services 

focusing on specifically targeted individuals and companies, on a 

contingency basis; 

C. A dispute arose between the NAB and the BS with respect to the 

obligations, performance and carrying out of those services by BS and 

BS was asked by NAB to stop undertaking any further steps pursuant 

to the Commercial Services Agreement and that the same stood 
terminated; 

D. BS claims a sum of US $ 515.6 Million from NAB/GOP on the basis of 
its interpretation of clause 4 of the Commercial Services Agreement 

and in this regard target wise calculations are enclosed. NAB 
disagreed with the amount of the claim; 

E. BS was prepared to move into arbitration under the Commercial 

Services Agreement and press the aforesaid claim along with 

damages before the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators at Dublin; 

F. The NAB and BS entered into negotiations for the purpose of seeking 
closure of the entire matter through a settlement of the dispute. In this 
regard, the Parties held a detailed meeting in London during which the 

respective claims were contested (Minutes of Meeting are enclosed 
with this Agreement) ; 

G. Meanwhile, BS assigned and transferred, through an Assignment 
Agreement dated 4th  January, 2005 (hereinafter referred to as the 
"Assignment Agreement"), to Steeplechase all of its rights, title, interest 
(including claims etc) in connection with the Agreement entered into 

with the Government of Pakistan through the Chairman of the National 
Accountability Bureau (NAB) dated 20th  June, 2000. (A copy of the said 

3 



Assignment Agreement is appended with this Agreement). However, 

BS was also re-incorporated in Denver, Colorado after Broadsheet 

LLC Gibraltar was under winding-up; 

H. Further to those negotiations terms and conditions of a full and final 

settlement have been agreed; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and promises 

herein agreed, the Parties intending to be legally bound herein agree as follows: 

TERMS & CONDITIONS 

1. Full and Final Settlement 

The Parties agree that the terms and conditions set out herein constitute the 

full and final resolution of the dispute concerning and arising from all claims, 

issues, complaints, counter claims etc between the Parties. 

2. Entire Agreement and Successors in Interest 

This Agreement contains the entire agreement between the Parties with 

regard to the matters set forth herein and shall be binding upon the executors, 

administrators, personal representatives, heirs, successors and permitted 
assigns of each Party. 

3. Release and Discharge  

In consideration of the NAB's agreement to make the settlement payment 
(mentioned in clause "7"  below), the Second Party fully and finally releases 
and forever discharges the NAB and the Government of Pakistan or its any 

entity, of and from any and all past, present or future claims, demands, 
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obligations, actions, causes of action, rights, damages, costs, loss of 

services, expenses and compensation which the Second Party pleads, or 

which may hereafter accrue or otherwise be acquired by the Second Party. 

In consideration of the Second Party's agreement to the terms and conditions 

of this Agreement, and subject to the terms contained herein, the NAB also 

releases and discharges the Second Party, of and from any and all past, 
present or future claims, counter claims, demands, obligations, actions, 

causes of action, rights, damages, costs, loss of services, expenses and 

compensation by the NAB and the Government of Pakistan. 

4. Warranty of Capacity to Execute Agreement 

A. The Second Party represents and warrants that no other person or entity 

has or has had any interest in the claims, demands, obligations, or causes 

of action referred to in this Agreement, except as otherwise set forth 

herein, and that Steeplechase has not sold, assigned, transferred, 

conveyed or otherwise disposed of any of the claims, demands, 
obligations, or causes of action referred to in this Agreement. 

B. The Second Party agrees to indemnify the NAB/Government of Pakistan 
from any claims, demands and causes of action that a person or entity 

may prefer against the NAB/Government of Pakistan and shall exclusively 
defend and settle such claims, clauses and causes of action. 

C. It is warranted that the Assignment Agreement dated 4th  January, 2005 is 
legally valid, has not been challenged in any legal forum including in the 

winding up proceedings of Broadsheet LLC Gibraltar. It is further 

warranted that the claim/interest that is subject matter of the present 
Agreement is not at present a subject matter of winding-up proceedings 
nor is it listed as a claim before the liquidator. 

it 
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D. The executants of the Agreement on behalf of the Second Party have full 

capacity to enter into this Agreement and in case of any defect in the said 

capacity, the executants in their personal capacity and BS and 
4. 

	

	 Steeplechase in their corporate capacity hereby indemnify the 

NAB/Government of Pakistan against any consequences including 
attempted revival of claims etc. 

5. Termination of Services Agreement 

A. The Parties agree that the Commercial Services Agreement stands 

terminated completely and effectively and is null and void. (A copy of the 

said Commercial Services Agreement is appended with this Agreement). 

B. The termination shall also be applicable to persons or entities, registered 

with BS pursuant to the Commercial Services Agreement (hereinafter 

referred to as the "targets"). For the removal of doubt, the termination shall 

also apply to the provisions of para 18.5 of the Commercial Services 

Agreement notwithstanding anything contained therein. 

6. Cancellation of Powers of Attorney 

A. The Second Party agrees that all Powers of Attorney and any other 

permissions to obtain information, initiate and pursue investigation, 
litigation, request for information with respect to the registered 

names/entities under the Commercial Services Agreement stand revoked 
and cancelled effectively and are null and void. 

B. For the removal of doubt, the termination shall also apply to the provisions 

of para 18.7 of the Commercial Services Agreement notwithstanding 
anything contained therein. 
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7. Settlement Amount 

• The Parties agree that in full and final settlement of its claims BS shall receive 

a total payment of US Dollars one million and five hundred thousand 
($1,500,000). 

8. Payment Schedule 

The Parties agree that the settlement payment referred to in Clause "7" above 

shall be made in two installments to BS through demand drafts drawn in the 
name of BS and handed over to its representatives. 

The first installment of USD 	 ($ 	) shall be paid to the 
representative of BS, on 	 day •of May 2008 through the High 
Commission of Pakistan in London. 

The second installment shall be paid to the representative of BS, at a venue 
to be mutually agreed by the Parties, on or before 31st  September, 2008. 

9. Return of all Documents and Information 

A. The Parties agree that simultaneously with the receipt of the settlement 
amount the Second Party shall: 

show originals and provide/handover copies of all documents, 

communications, prints and all other forms of information and 
shall box up all of the residual files in its possession and deliver 

to the NAB or its designated official in person all the 
aforementioned material and obtain a written note 
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acknowledging the receipt of record being returned or handed 
over; 

(ii) show originals and hand over and return copies of all Powers of 

Attorney issued pursuant to the Commercial Services 

Agreement mentioned in Clause "6" above; 
(iii) show originals and hand over copies of all and any 

authorizations received from the Government of Pakistan or the 

NAB for request for information, Mutual Legal Assistance, 
initiation of investigations in foreign jurisdictions, initiation and 
pursuit of judicial proceedings etc; 

(iv) hand over all details of the information obtained and material 

recovered through its Consultants in respect of work done 

pursuant to the Commercial Services Agreement; 
(v) provide details of any and all requests for Mutual Legal 

Assistance and/or letter(s) requesting information pertaining to 

which information is still awaited from the concerned authorities. 

In this respect, the Second Party agrees that any such request 

for Mutual Legal Assistance and/or letter(s) and any copies 

thereof shall be handed over by the Second Party to NAB; 
(vi) provide information regarding any investigative and/or judicial 

proceedings pending pursuant to the Powers of Attorney 
mentioned in Clause "6" above. 

B. The form of the record being handed over to the NAB includes paper 

material, images, scanned data, electronic data on computer hard 

disks/online storage facilities/removable storage devices, CDs, DVDs, and 
Floppy disks etc. 

C. The originals of all documents and copies mentioned in "A" above shall be 

handed over to NAB or its designated official in person simultaneously 
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with the receipt of the second installment of the payment pursuant to the 

payment schedule agreed in Clause "8" above. 

10. Prohibition of Use of Information 

II • 

A. The Second Party shall not use or share the information obtained in 

connection with or arising from its work under the Commercial Services 

Agreement in any manner whatsoever and shall not use the information in 

articles, books, press, media, speeches, discussions or otherwise. 

B. The Second Party shall not use or disseminate the information on the 
targets whether that was obtained by them, provided to them by the NAB 

or accumulated while working on the targets by BS or any firm/consultants 
hired by BS for investigative purposes etc. 

C. In case of any use of the said information, the Second Party hereby 

indemnifies the Government of Pakistan and/or the NAB in respect of any 

claims for compensation or any other form of loss by persons or entities. 
The Second Party agrees to exclusively itself defend at its own cost and 
settle for such claims etc. 

11.  Disclosure 

A. The Second Party declares and warrants that the original documents, 

letters, copies, residual files/material referred to in this Agreement (Clause 

"9" above in particular) being handed over to the NAB, constitute the entire 

record in the custody of the Second Party, its Consultants, associates, 
partners, legal representatives, shareholders and directors etc. with 

respect to BS's work under the Commercial Services Agreement and 
nothing has been withheld by the Second Party. 
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B. The Second Party shall simultaneously with the receipt of the Settlement 

amount provide a notarized affidavit to the effect that all documents 

provided by the NAB and any information, records, materials etc collected 

or received by BS pursuant to or in respect of its work under the 

Commercial Services Agreement have been returned and that nothing has 

been withheld in any form whatsoever. 

12. Withdrawal of Notice of Arbitration 

BS agrees that simultaneously with the execution of this Agreement, the BS's 

Notice of Intention to proceed to Arbitration shall stand withdrawn forthwith 

and the BS shall further instruct its Counsel to formally notify this to the 

Chartered Institute of Arbitrators in Ireland that the dispute has been fully and 

finally settled to the entire satisfaction of the Second Party and accordingly 
the Notice of Arbitration has been withdrawn. 

13. Confidentiality 

The Parties agree that the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be 

strictly confidential and shall not be disclosed to any persons or entities, other 

than their officials, professional advisers and consultants who themselves 
shall be similarly bound. In case of any disclosure by the Second Party, the 

Second Party hereby indemnifies for and to the extent as provided in the 
preceding clauses of this Agreement. 

14.Amendments 

This Agreement may be amended at any time through mutual written consent 
of the Parties. 
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15. Notices 

The Parties agree that any notices required or desired to be given in respect 
of this Agreement shall be in writing and delivered to the address of the 
receiving Party first set out above. 

16. Exclusive Understanding 

The Parties agree that this Agreement constitutes the full, complete and 

exclusive understanding of the matters covered in this Agreement 
superseding any prior representations, verbal or written understandings as 

well as all prior negotiations and undertakings and contains all terms and 

conditions pertaining to the subject matter hereof. 

17.Sertarabilitv 

The Parties agree that should any clause, paragraph, phrase or line become 

or be declared unlawful or unenforceable, then it shall be deemed to have 

been separated from the rest of the provisions of this Agreement which shall 
remain in full force and effect. 

18.  Event of Claim 

In the event of any claim raised against the Government of Pakistan or the 

NAB by anyone, any Court, liquidator, provisional manager etc whether under 

any right, assignment etc or on behalf of the Second Party in respect of any 

issue relating to or arising from the Commercial Services Agreement the 

Second Party and the present executants on its behalf of this Agreement shall 
be responsible for the same and defend them at their own cost and the 
Government of Pakistan or NAB stands indemnified against any such claim. 

11 
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19.Meeting to Conclude the Settlement 

1. In case the Parties meet at a pre designated venue then the following 

proceedings shall take place: 

A. hand over of the demand draft by the Representatives of the Government 

of Pakistan to the representative of the Second Party (mentioned in 
Clause "8"above); 

B. receiving formal custody of all the material, record, residual files as 

mentioned in the preceding provisions of this Agreement by the 

Representatives of the Government of Pakistan from representative of the 
Second Party; 

C. exchange of signed instruments of Agreement; 

D. presence of officials from both sides; 

E. Minutes of Meeting for the entire proceedings to be duly recorded and 
approved by the Parties. 

2. The Parties agree that the order from A through E of proceedings as listed 

in clause 18.1 above does not provide for or indicates hierarchy or 
individual importance amongst the proceedings. All proceedings shall be 

completed and each proceeding shall take effect simultaneously with other 
proceedings. 

20.Governing Law 

The Parties agree that this Agreement shall be governed and construed in 
accordance with the English Law. 
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21. Dispute Resolution 

The Parties agree that any dispute concerning with or arising from this 

Agreement or derived from the terms and conditions herein shall be finally 

resolved by arbitration in accordance with the Rules of the Chartered Institute 

of Arbitrators before a single arbitrator in London with the proceedings 

conducted in the English language and with each side being responsible for 

its costs and any right of appeal hereby waived to the extent allowed by law. 

22.Additional Documents  

A. The Parties agree to cooperate fully and execute any and all 

supplementary documents and to take all additional actions which may be 

necessary or appropriate to give full force and effect to the basic terms 
and intent of this Agreement. 

B. The representatives of the Second Party undertake to sign and execute 

any document after this Agreement that the NAB or the Government of 
Pakistan may require for its internal procedures. 

23. Costs and Legal Fees  

The Parties agree to bear their own costs and attorney's fees in connection 
with the negotiations and execution of this Agreement. 

24.Authorized Signatories 

The Parties confirm, warrant and represent that the individuals executing this 

Agreement on behalf of them are authorized to do so and further warrant and 
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represent that there is no reason known to them of any existing obstacle or 

reason which would render the execution of this Agreement invalid. 

25.Effectiveness  

This Agreement shall take effect from the date of the signing of this 
Agreement. 

WHEREFORE, the Parties intending to be legally bound execute this Agreement 
as of the 	day of MAY, 2008. 

AGREED: 	 AGREED: 

Government of Pakistan 	 Broadsheet LLC 
(through the National Accountability Bureau) 

By: E Jerry James (Chairman) 

(Authorized signature) 	 (Authorized signature) 

• AGREED: 	 AGREED: 

Steeplechase Financial Services LLC 	Mr. E Jerry James 

By: E Jerry James (Manager) 
(Authorized signature) 

Date: 

Shareholder & beneficiary of 

Broadsheet LLC (under winding-
up) 
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WITNESSES 

Witness 	 Witness 

Name: 	 Name: 	  

Signature: 	 Signature: 	 

Witness 	 Witness  

Name: 	 Name: 	  

Signature: 	 Signature: 	 

- 
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AFFIDAVIT 

1. That I, Tariq Fawad, Son of 	[INSERT] 	 , resident of 
	 ,• have 	been 
representing Broadsheet (hereinafter referred to as 'BS') with respect to its 
Commercial Services Agreement with the Government of Pakistan through 
the National Accountability Bureau (hereinafter referred to as 'NAB') 

concluded on 20th  June, 2000. 

2. That I warrant and represent that BS has transferred and assigned all of its 
right, title and interest with respect to the Commercial Services Agreement 
mentioned above, to Steeplechase, through an Assignment Agreement 
dated 5th  January, 2005. 

3. That I warrant and represent that I am fully authorized to execute the 
Settlement Agreement between BS, Steeplechase and NAB/Government of 
Pakistan (hereinafter referred to as the 'Settlement Agreement'), on behalf 
of BS and further warrant and represent that there is no reason known to 
them of any existing obstacle or reason which would render the execution of 
this Settlement Agreement invalid. 

4. That as an executant of the Settlement Agreement on behalf of BS, I have 
• full capacity to enter into the Settlement Agreement and in case of any 
defect in the said capacity, I hereby indemnify the NAB/Government of 
Pakistan, in my personal capacity, against any consequences including 
attempted revival of claims etc. 



A 

5. That I, on behalf of BS declare and warrant that the original documents, 

copies, residual files/material referred to in clause "9" of the Settlement 
Agreement, being shown and their copies being handed over to NAB, 
constitute the entire record in the custody of BS, its associates, partners, 
legal representatives, shareholders and directors etc, with respect to BS's 
work carried out pursuant to the agreement with NAB, and nothing has been 

with held by BS. The originals will be handed over to NAB's representatives 
simultaneously with the payment of the second installment as per the 
Settlement Agreement. 

6. That I, on behalf of BS represent and warrant that BS is simultaneously with 
the execution of the Settlement Agreement instructing all its lawyers, in 
particular 	 that the matter has been concluded and that 
the Arbitration Notice stands revoked. 

7. That I, on behalf of BS represent and warrant that Mr. E. Jerry James, has 
full and unequivocal authority to execute the Settlement Agreement on 
behalf of BS, and all its directors, partners and shareholders etc. 

8. That I, on behalf of BS represent and warrant that Mr. 	 has full 
• and unequivocal authority to sign and execute the Settlement Agreement 

and receive the Bank draft for US $ 	_  Million on behalf of BS and all its 
• directors, partners and shareholders etc, as the first installment of the total 
full and final payment of US $1.5 Million as per the terms of the Settlement 
Agreement. 

9. That I, on behalf of BS represent and warrant that the documents/material 
being handed over to NAB have been properly and legally obtained and the 

NAB/Government of Pakistan can utilize the same in any legal proceedings 
if so required. 

10. That I, on behalf of BS represent and warrant that no other person or entity 
has or has had any interest in the claims, demands, obligations, or causes 
of action referred to in the Settlement Agreement, except as otherwise set 
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forth therein, and that it has not sold, assigned, transferred, conveyed or 
otherwise disposed of any of the claims, demands, obligations, or causes of 
action referred to in the Agreement. And in case of any such claim against 
NAB or Government of Pakistan, I shall defend it at my own cost. 

11. That I, on behalf of BS represent and warrant that the terms and conditions 
set out in the Settlement Agreement constitute the scope of a full and final 
resolution of the dispute of all claims, issues, complaints, counter-claims etc 
between each other. 

DEPONENT 

VERIFICATION 

Verified on oath at ULISERT PLACE] at this 	 day of 	2008 that 
the contents of the above-Affidavit-ate correct and true to the best of my knowledge 
and belief. 

DEPONENT 
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AFFIDAVIT 

1. That I, E. Jerry James, Son of [INSERT] 

	

	 , resident of 

have been 
representing Broadsheet (hereinafter referred to as 'BS') with respect to its 
Commercial Services Agreement with the Government of Pakistan through 
the National Accountability Bureau (hereinafter referred to• as 'NAB') 
concluded on 20th  June, 2000. 

2. That I warrant and represent that BS has transferred and assigned all of its 

right, title and interest with respect to the Commercial Services Agreement 
mentioned above, to Steeplechase, through an Assignment Agreement 

dated 5th  January, 2005. 

3. That I warrant that the said assignment has been done in accordance with 
law and is valid. 

4. That I warrant and represent that I am fully authorized to execute the 
Settlement Agreement between BS, Steeplechase and NAB/Government of 
Pakistan (hereinafter referred to as the 'Settlement Agreement'), on behalf 
of BS and further warrant and represent that there is no reason known to 

them of any existing obstacle or reason which would render the execution of 
this Settlement Agreement invalid. 

5. That I also warrant that the present claim is neither the subject matter of any 
winding up proceedings anywhere nor listed as a claim with any liquidator. 
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6. That as an executant of the Settlement Agreement on behalf of BS, I have 
full capacity to enter into the Settlement Agreement and in case of any 

defect in the said capacity, I hereby indemnify the NAB/Government of 
Pakistan, in my personal capacity, against any consequences including 

attempted revival of claims etc. 

7. That I, on behalf of BS declare and warrant that the original documents, 

copies, residual files/material referred to in clause "9" of the Settlement 
Agreement, being shown and their copies being handed over to NAB, 
constitute the entire record in the custody of BS and Steeplechase, its 
associates, partners, legal representatives, shareholders and directors etc, 
with respect to BS's work carried out pursuant to the agreement with NAB, 

and nothing has been with held by BS and/or Steeplechase. The originals 
will be handed over to NAB's representatives simultaneously with the 

payment of the second installment as per the Settlement Agreement. 

8. That I, on behalf of BS represent and warrant that BS is simultaneously with 
the execution of the Settlement Agreement instructing all its lawyers and 
members that the matter has been concluded and that the Arbitration Notice 

stands revoked. 

9. That I, on behalf of BS represent and warrant that Mr. Tariq Fawad, has full 

and unequivocal authority to execute the Settlement Agreement on behalf of 
BS, and all its directors, partners and shareholders etc. 

10. That I, on behalf of BS represent and warrant that Mr. 	, has full 

and unequivocal authority to sign and execute the Settlement Agreement 
and receive the Bank draft for US $ 	 Million on behalf of BS and 

Steeplechase, and all its directors, partners and shareholders etc, as the 
first installment of the total full and final payment of US $1.5 Million as per 
the terms of the Settlement Agreement. 

11. That I, on behalf of BS represent and warrant that the documents/material 
being handed over to NAB have been properly and legally obtained and the 
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NAB/Government of Pakistan can utilize the same in any legal proceedings 

if so required. 

12. That I, on behalf of BS represent and warrant that other than Steeplechase 
no other person or entity has or has had any interest in the claims, 

demands, obligations, or causes of action referred to in the Settlement 
Agreement, except as otherwise set forth therein, and that it has not sold, 
assigned, transferred, conveyed or otherwise disposed of any of the claims, 

demands, obligations, or causes of action referred to in the Agreement. And 
in case of any such claim against NAB or Government of Pakistan, I shall 

defend it at my own cost. 

13. That I, on behalf of BS represent and warrant that the terms and conditions 
set out in the Settlement Agreement constitute the scope of a full and final 

resolution of the dispute of all claims, issues, complaints, counter-claims etc 
between each other. 

DEPONENT 

VERIFICATION 

Verified on oath at [INSERT PLACE] at this 	 day of 	2008 that 
the contents of the above Affidavit are correct and true to the best of my knowledge 
and belief. 

DEPONENT 
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AFFIDAVIT 

1. That I, E. Jerry James, Son of 	[INSERT] 	 , resident of 
represent 

Steeplechase Financial Services LLC (hereinafter referred to as 
'Steeplechase') with respect to the Commercial Services Agreement 
between the Government of Pakistan through the National Accountability 

Bureau (hereinafter referred to as 'NAB') and Broadsheet LLC (hereinafter 

referred to as 'BS') concluded on 20th  June, 2000. 

' 	2. That I warrant and represent that BS has transferred and assigned all of its 
right, title and interest with respect to the Commercial Services Agreement 

• mentioned above, to Steeplechase, through an Assignment Agreement 

dated 5th  January, 2005. 

3. That I warrant that the said assignment has been done in accordance with 

law and is valid. 

4. That I warrant and represent that I am fully authorized to execute the 
Settlement Agreement between BS, Steeplechase and NAB/Government of 
Pakistan (hereinafter referred to as the 'Settlement Agreement'), on behalf 
of Steeplechase and further warrant and represent that there is no reason 
known to them of any existing obstacle or reason which would render the 

execution of this Settlement Agreement invalid. 

e_ 	 5. That I also warrant that the present claim is neither the subject matter of any 
winding up proceedings anywhere nor listed as a claim with any liquidator. 
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• 6 That as an executant of the Settlement Agreement on behalf of 
Steeplechase, I have full capacity to enter into the Settlement Agreement 

and in case of any defect in the said capacity, I hereby indemnify the 
NAB/Government of Pakistan, in my personal capacity, against any 
consequences including attempted revival of claims etc. 

7. That I, on behalf of Steeplechase declare and warrant that the original 

documents, copies, residual files/material referred to in clause "9" of the 
Settlement Agreement, being shown and their copies being handed over to 

NAB, constitute the entire record in the custody of BS and Steeplechase, its 

associates, partners, legal representatives, shareholders and directors etc, 
with respect to BS's work carried out pursuant to the agreement with NAB, 
and nothing has been with held by BS and/or Steeplechase. The originals 
will be handed over to NAB's representatives simultaneously with the 
payment of the second installment as per the Settlement Agreement. 

8 That I, on behalf of Steeplechase represent and warrant that Steeplechase 
is simultaneously with the execution of the Settlement Agreement instructing 
all its lawyers and members that the matter has been concluded and that the 
Arbitration Notice stands revoked. 

9. That I, on behalf of Steeplechase represent and warrant that Mr. Tariq 
Fawad, has full and unequivocal authority to execute the Settlement 
Agreement on behalf of Steeplechase, and all its directors, partners and 
shareholders etc. 

10. That I, on behalf of Steeplechase represent and warrant that Mr. 
	 has full and unequivocal authority to sign and execute the 
Settlement Agreement and receive the Bank draft for US $ 	Million on 
behalf of BS and Steeplechase, and all its directors, partners and 
shareholders etc, as the first installment of the total full and final payment of 
US $1.5 Million as per the terms of the Settlement Agreement. 
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11. That I, on behalf of Steeplechase represent and warrant that the 
documents/material being handed over to NAB have been properly and 

legally obtained and the NAB/Government of Pakistan can utilize the same 
in any legal proceedings if so required. 

12. That I, on behalf of Steeplechase represent and warrant that no other 
person or entity has or has had any interest in the claims, demands, 
obligations, or causes of action referred to in the Settlement Agreement, 
except as otherwise set forth therein, and that it has not sold, assigned, 
transferred, conveyed or otherwise disposed of any, of the claims, demands, 
obligations, or causes of action referred to in the Agreement. And in case of 

any such claim against NAB or Government of Pakistan, I shall defend it at 
my own cost. 

13. That I, on behalf of Steeplechase represent and warrant that the terms and 
conditions set out in the Settlement Agreement constitute the scope of a full 

and final resolution of the dispute of all claims, issues, complaints, counter-
claims etc between each other. 

DEPONENT 

VERIFICATION 

Verified on oath at [INSERT PLACE] at this 	 day of 	 2008 
Steeplechase that the contents of the above Affidavit are correct and true to the 
best of my knowledge and belief. 

DEPONENT 
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Minutes of Meeting 

Signing of the Settlement Agreement between M/s Broadsheet and NAB / GoP 
High Commission of Pakistan 

London, United Kingdom  

1. A meeting was held at the Pakistan High Commission, 35-36 Lowndes Sq 
London, SW1X 9JN, London in the matter of BS. 

2. BS was represented by Mr. 	  

3. Government of Pakistan/NAB was represented by Mr. 	, who is 
holding the office of 	 at the High Commission of Pakistan 
in London. 

4. Representative of BS, Mr. 	  presented his 
authorization letter/ _Power of Attorney to represent BS and to receive 
payment on behalf of BS. The said document of authorization was duly 
received and examined by GOP Representative and found to be in order. 
The same is annexed to these Minutes. 

5. Representative of BS Mr. 	  further presented 
original/authenticated documents of good standing of M/s BS. The same 

• were duly received and examined by GOP Representative and found to be 
in order. The said document(s) are annexed to these Minutes. 

6. Representative of BS presented to the GOP Representative original and 
duly signed and authenticated Affidavits of Mr. E Jerry James and Mr. 
Tariq Fawad. The same were duly received• and examined by GOP 
Representative and found to be in order. The said Affidavits are annexed 
to these Minutes. 

7. Representative of BS presented the Settlement Agreement signed in 
original by Mr. E Jerry James. Mr. 	  
representing GOP/NAB received the same and examined it and found the 
signatures to be original. The said Settlement Agreement is annexed to 
these Minutes. 
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8. Mr. 	  employee of High Commission of Pakistan 
signed the Agreement as a Witness. Mr. 	  
accompanying BS's Representative signed the Agreement as a Witness on 
behalf of BS. 

9. The official representative of GOP/NAB presented a demand draft in US 
Dollars, in the amount of $ 	 Million, in favour of BS, bearing 
no. 	 drawn on 	 dated 	  to the 
Representative of BS, Mr. 	  as first installment of the 
agreed payment pursuant to the Settlement Agreement, who 
acknowledged the receipt of the same and also signed separately a stand 
alone receipt. A copy of the demand draft and the said receipt is annexed 
to these Minutes. 

10. BS's Representative showed the originals and handed over copies of 
documents, powers of attorney, record, material, residual files etc to the 
Representative of the GOP/NAB. They, comprise of total 	 
number of pages, contained in 	 number of folders and 
	number of files. The said folders/files are marked individually 
as file/folder number 	td number 	. The contents of the said 
documents are also provided separately and are annexed to these 
Minutes. The custody of the said material, record etc is received now by 
the Representative of the Government of Pakistan. The BS Representative 
has stated that this was the entire material with them and nothing has 
been retained by them nor any photocopies retained and the originals will 
be handed over simultaneously with the payment of the second 
installment. 

11. BS's Representative presented the Withdrawal letter of the Notice of 
Arbitration to the GOP Representative stating that the same shall be 
dispatched immediately. The same is annexed to these Minutes. 

12. The original powers of attorney were also shown and copies were handed 
over to the Representative of the GOP/NAB. 

13. The following were present during the meeting: 

i. 	Mr. 	 Representative of BS 
Mr. 	 Representative of GOP/NAB 
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Mr. 	 Representative of the High 
Commission of Pakistan 

iv. Mr. 	  
Representative of BS 

v. Mr. 	 , Official of 

Accompanying 	the 

  

     

14. The meeting started at 	 and concluded at 

15. All the documents, Affidavits, signed Settlement Agreement, good 
standing document(s), Power of Attorney/Authorization in favour of BS 
Representative to represent BS and receive payment and any other 
documents received from the BS representatives were given in the custody 
of Mr. 	 holding the office of the 	  
at the High Commission of Pakistan in London for onward secure 
delivery to NAB Headquarters. 
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Payment Receipt 

It is hereby affirmed that I, Mr. 	 , son of Mr. 

	 , resident of 	  

represent M/s Broadsheet , which has undergone winding up and has been 
incorporated into M/s Steeplechase Financial Services LLC, have full 

authority to receive the payment pursuant to the Settlement Agreement 
between M/s Broadsheet (M/s Steeplechase Financial Services LLC) and 

GoP / NAB. 

And that it is further affirmed that the said payment has been duly received 
by me, on behalf of M/s Broadsheet, vide demand draft in US dollars, in the 

amount of 	 , in favour of M/s Broadsheet, bearing No. 

	 , drawn on 	  

dated 	  

Signature 	 Signature 

Mr. 

 

Mr. 

 

   

    

Representative of M/s Broadsheet 
Passport Number 

Witness 

   

% 
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PRIME MINISTER'S SECRETARIAT 
ISLAMABAD 

     

6468 

• Subject: SETTLEMENT WITH MIS INTERNATIONAL ASSET 
RECOVERY (LAR) 

5. 	The Prime Minister has been pleased to approve the 

recommendations of the committee as contained in para 3 of the 

summary. 

I 

	

NJ, 	 Principal ; 	a ry 
-,% 	 to th 	e Minister 

	

11R.1-- 	 / 
15 1.2007 fro,: 

D 8  `. to 
< 	Chairman, NAB 
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' Pki 	 CC: Secretary, Law, Justice & HR.  
Finance Secretary 



Confidential 
, 

• GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN 
NATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY BUREAU 

G-5/2, ATA TURK AVENUE 
ISLAMABAD 

SUMMARY FOR THE PRIME MINISTER ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN 

Subject: 	Settlement with M/S International Asset Recovery OAR)  

This Summary may please be read in conjunction with NAB's two 
previous surnmaries to the Prime Minister on the above subject, forwarded vide 
NAB's U.O.No. 28/1/05-0C, dated 10th  of May 2007 (Annex-A) and U.0 No. 

28/1/05-0C, dated 19th  of September 2007 (Annex-B). 

2. 	The Prime Minister on 3rd  of October had been pleased to 
constitute a Committee to deliberate and put up its recommendations on the 
issue of settlement with M/s International Asset Recovery (IAR). The composition 
of the Committee was as under: 

Minister for Law, Justice and Human Rights 	 Chairman 
• ii. 	Attorney General of Pakistan 	 Member 

iii. Chairman, National Accountability Bureau 	 Member 
iv. Secretary Interior 	 Member 
v. Principal Secretary Law, Justice and Human Rights 	Member 
vi. Secretary Finance 	 Member 

3, 	The Committee met on the rd  of November 2007 with the Minister 
for Law, Justice and Human Rights in the Chair (Minutes of the meeting, 
enclosed at Annex-C). During the meeting available options and other suitable 
alternatives were discussed by the Committee Members to address the issue of 
settlement with M/s IAR. National Accountability Bureau also put before the 
Committee the case of M/s BroadsheWthe second asset recovery company with 
which NAB had entered into an agreement in the year 2000. National 
Accountability Bureau had previously, at Para 9 of Annex-A, stated that "NAB is 
in the process of negotiating with M/s Broadsheet and will approach the Prime 
Ministers Secretariat separately on the issue". Since a Committee had been 
formed and since NAB had also negotiated with M/s Broadsheet it was deemed 
prudent to put this case before the Committee as well. The Committee was 

1 



2-49 
•1.ti apprised that both the cases were similar in nature and 'reasons for settling with 

one would also be valid for the other'. The Committee, after deliberating on both 
the cases, made the following recommendations: 

The Committee approved settlement figures of US$2.25 million for 
M/s IAR and US$1.5 million for M/s Broadsheet with the proviso 
that NAB will make further efforts to bring down the figures of 
settlement. 

NAB to look into the issue of unfavorable drafting and unilateral 
termination of the agreements to prevent recurrence of such 
situations. 

iii. 	Before the payments are made a separate legally binding 
'settlement agreement' to be arrived at between NAB and each of 
asset recovery companies, broadly on the terms that the asset 
recovery companies and GOP would mutually, fully and forever, 
release and discharge each other and their successors from all 
claims in connection with or arising out of the agreements. This 
settlement agreement to be forwarded to the Ministry of Law, 
Justice and Human Rights for vetting. 

4. 	The Prime Minister is requested to approve recommendations of 
the Committee as contained in Para 3 above. 

(Nawid Ahsan) 
Chairman NAB 

NAB's U.0 No.28/1/05-0C 	Dated: 	1 2- N ov ember 2007.  

Principal Secretary to the Prime Minister 
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United National Bank 

tpeAFF?:NAONALVAM;aili7E) 
2 BROOK STREET 

.LONDON W1S IBQ 

60-91-70 

Date 20.05.2008 

:C320,622.55 

FE MIS Broadsheet,aC, Gibraltar 

. Pound Stg Three  liiindredr. TWert_t_y_ahousanid 
i 	HCP-CONSULAR-III A/C COUNSELLOR • 

Six Hundred  Twenty. Two !& Fifty Five Pence: 0001-021441-001 . 
- 

i 	 t.--- 

N..N.1-6:1-1-z-1/  

(Page no. 	of Exhibit NAB no.  23 ) 
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(Page no. 	of Exhibit NAB no.  2.3 ) 

HIGH COMMISSION FOR PAKISTAN 
(Accounts Division) 

London 

4 
C8 

No. DAA/Acctts/Fundaransfer/2007-08 	 Dated:29 -9-2008 

• The Manager, 

United National Bank, 
London. 

Subject: 	Transfer of Funds. 

• Dear Sir 

Please arrange to effect the transfer of following amounts from our under 
mentioned accounts, treating this letter as an authority. 

S. No From A/C NO. • TO 	 • Currency Amount 

11 10002-021441-002 Broad Sheet LLC 	• 
A/C No.2508796881 
Compass Bank(Northglenn) 
Colorado,ABA 
Routing NO.107005319 

$ 845928.00 

- 

‘-' 
/ 	l 

(Altaf Hussain) 
Assistant Accounts Officer 



(Page no. 	of Exhibit NAB no. Mil 
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LW 

Payment Instructions 

This written communication is intended to delineate the following instructions: 

1. 
With the available funds from the Broadsheet payment, please convert to equivalent 
United States Dollars of $868,374. 

2. Please wire the U. S. Dollars to Broadsheet LLC, at Compass Bank (Northglenn), 
Colorado, ABA Routing Number 107005319 for credit of Broadsheet LLC, account 
number 2508796881. 

3. You may call me at 303.888.4714 to verify the amount and the other relevant 
information. 

Dated September 29, 2008 

Kind regards, 

E !James 

Chairman 
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Shahzad Anwar Bhatti 
Director (Finance) 

National Accountability Bureau 
Atta Turk Avenue, G-512 Islamabad 

No.F.2(11)DS(B&A)INAB-2001  
Dated: Ac1-09-2008 

Mr. Wajid Sh cnsul Hasan, 
High Commissioner, 
Pakistan High Commission UK, 
London.  

Subject:- 	PAYMENT OF US $ 1.5 MILLION TO MIS BROADSHEET 

Excellency, 
An amount of 1,500,000/- US $ was due for payment to MIS Broadsheet 

on account of settlement charges. Out of which an amount of 654,070/- was paid as first 

installment vide our letter No. 2(11) DS (B&A)/NAB dated 19-5-2008 (copy attached) 

and agreement signed by Mr. Jerry James (copy attached). Now Chairman NAB has 

been pleased to approve the balance payment of US $ 845,928 (Eight Hundred Forty 

Five Thousand Nine Hundred and Twenty Eight only) to M/S Broadsheet on account 

of settlement charges against total amount of US $ 1.5 million. 

2. 	You are requested to please make the payment in UK pound sterling 

equivalent US $ 845,928 as per current conversion rate of US dolor to MIS Bro 

from NAB's account No.0001-021441-001(Pound Sterling). 

With Regards, 

Copy to: 
1. M/s Broadsheet, LLC, Gibraltar. 

2. Miss Madina Munawara Khan, (Director-II) Overseas Wing NAB (HQ) 

Islamabad. 
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of Exhibit NAB no. 

GOVERNMENT C 
NATIONAL ACCOUN1 JREAU 	' 

:N 	
t' 

ATA TURK AVE 
ISLAM! 

023--  Nov 

Mr. Manzoor-ul-Haq 
Deputy High Commissioner, 
Pakistan High Commission UK, 
London. 

Subject: 	Notice of Intention to Proceed to Arbitration 

Reference: Your fax message No. Pol 5/10/08 dated 06/11/2009 on the 
subject. 

The matter regarding payment to M/s Broadsheet has been 
reviewed in detail and following comments are offered: 

i. 	The Government of Pakistan / NAB has nev r 	A 
receive the payments on behalf of' 

.A1.+ II 
overnment of Pakistan / NAB had authOrl 	tlir41 01 41; 

Commission in UK to make payments to M/s Br del 	'401, '1,•1 
in two installments vide its letters dated 19/5/2008 a 	9/9/2009 
(copies enclosed) which were made accordingly by he Pakistan 
High Commission, UK. 
M/s Broadsheet, aile-jrj was also served with the copies of these 
letters relating to the payments and the company has never raised 
any observation regarding non-payment of agreed amount. Now 
after the passage of more than a year, the question of payment to 
Mr. Jerry James has been raised wh 	e payment was never 
made to him but to M/s Broadsheet,  

2. 	As far as the questions, raised by the representatives of M/s Broadsheet, 
are concerned, they are baseless. NAB / Pakistan High Commission, UK•,S p*P10 
not entangle in the business conflict between James Jerry and Or. 
Pepper. We need to let them know that the payments after sett ernerft* 	erit 
hap been paid to M/s Broadsheet in line with the agreed terms n 

- - - -(ShattracrA 	!Fitt° 
Director General (Ops) 

Ph: +92-51-9204824 
Fax: +92-51-9219174 

'." 



Exhibits of the Inquiry Report 

(Volume-III) 

(NA-v)(1A2 



Exhibits of TOR 5(e) 



Exhibits of TOR 5(g&h) 



RE: Broadsheet arbitration - Further Advice on Final Partial Award (0035691-0000014) 

From: luciasaimanova@allenovery.com  

To: 	wqadeerdar@gmail.com; osmankk@gmail.com; umarrandhawa@yahoo.com  

Cc: 	pakisian_broadsheet@allenoyery.com  

Date Saturday, August 27, 2016, 08:34 PM GMT+5 

Dear All 

We now also have the views of Sam and his team and can confirm that we are agreed that there are no good 
grounds for challenging the award and that any application to Sir Anthony would likely be counter-productive. 

Kind regards 

Lucia 

• Ducla Ralmanova I  Counsel  I  International Arbitration 

Solicitor-Advocate (England & Wales) 

Allen & Overy Bratislava, s.r.o. 

Eurovea Central 1, Pribinova 4 1911 09 Bratislava I Slovakia 

Direct +421 2 5920 2470 or +44 20 3088 3761 I Tel +421 2 5920 2400 

Mob +421 918 665 506 

Fax +421 2 5920 2424 

www.allenovenicom 
• 

Annual Review 2015- Convergence & Disruption 

Ranked Tier 1 for Global Dispute Resolution - Chambers Global 2015 

.Drexit Law —  your business the EU and the way ahead 

From: Gal, Rick:LT (LN) 
Sent: Friday, August 26, 2016 10:25 AM 
To: NAB PGA; osmankk@gmail.com; umarrandhawa@yahoo.com  
Cc: Gill, Judith:LT (SN); Pakistan Broadsheet 
Subject: Re: Broadsheet arbitration - Further Advice on Final Partial Award (0035691-0000014) 

(Page no. 	of Exhibit NAB no. 537- ) 
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Country — Wise Ongoing Requests for MLA 

   

Sr. # Country No. of MLAs 
1 UAE 44 
2 UK 23 
3 China 07 
4 BVI 6 
5. USA 08 
6. Malaysia 05 
7. Canada 02 
8 Switzerland 01 
9. Singapore 02 
10. KSA 03 
11.  Luxembourg 01 
12.  Spain 01 
13.  Hong Kong 01 
14.  Indonesia 01 
15, Sri Lanka 01 
16. Thailand 02 
17. Antigua 01 
18. Seychelles 02 
19. Lebanon 01 
20. Portugal 01 
21. Egypt 01 
22. Kazakhstan • 01 
23. Bulgaria 01 
24. Mauritius 01 
25. Jersey 01 
26. Republic of Panama 01 
27. Madagascar 01 
28. Bahamas 01 
29. Caicos Islands 01 
30. Korea 01 

Total: 123 

Page 1 of 6 



Ongoing Requests for MLA with Foreign Jurisdictions 

# 
Ser. Title of ease Request for MLA forwarded to 

1 Investigation against Mr. Minn Muhammad Nawaz Sharif, Maryam 
Nawaz Sharif, Hussain Nawaz Sharif. Hassan Nawaz Sharif and Capt. 
(R) Muhammad Safdar. 

25-08-2017 
(Luxembourg, Switzerland, UK 

and BVI) 

17-05-2018 (UK) 

03-08-2018 (UK and BY!) 

2.  Investigation against Mr. Muhammad lshaq Dar, Senator & Ex-Federal 
Minister for Accumulation of Assets Beyond Known 	Sources of 
Income and Others 

29-09-2017 (UAE) 
07-06-2018 
11-01-2018 

- 	15-05-2018 

3.  Investigation against Rana Mashhood Ahmed Khan, MPA / Provincial 
Minister Punjab & Others. 

15-12-2015 (UK) 

30-09-2016 

4.  Inquiry against Mr. Aleem Khan, Politician / Owner of HEXAM 
Investment Overseas ltd. And Others. 

31-07-2018 (UK & RI) 

14-09-2018 & 
12-11-2018 (UAE) 

5.  Investigation against Mr. Hammad Arshad Owner of Globaco Pvt 
limited (now Orange Holdings Private Limited) Management of DHA 
City Lahore and Others 

12-06-2015 (UAE) 
15-09-2016 
11-06-2018 
23-01-2019 

6.  Inquiry against . Mr. 	Habib 	Waqas / Ilyas 	Mehra] owner of Mis 
Haylanable Ed., Antigua and Barbuda / Bahmas & Others 

19-09-2018(Antigua) 
19-09-2018 (Bahamas) 

20-08-2019 (Caicos Islands) 
19-09-2018 (Panama) 

7.  Investigation against Mr. Khurram Iftikhar, CEO of M/s Ametx Limited 
(Ex-Director of Bank of Punjab), M/s Shama Exports and Others. 

07-03-2016 (UAE) 
03-01-2019 

8.  Investigation against Mr. Ahad Khan Cheema and Others . 	12-07-2018 (USA) 

9. ' Investigation against Mr. Haider Ashraf, PSI' And Others 03-09-2019 (Canada) 

10.  Investigation against Mr. Adnan Shari, Chief Mechanical 	Engineer 
(C&W), Pakistan Railways & Others 

29-01-2019 (Madagascar) 

11.  Investigation against Malik Muhammad Bilal, Ex-Branch Manager, 
Taha Muhammad Ali, Ex-Relationship Manager, HBL Islamic Banking 
Brunch, Multan,.Aslam Pervaiz, Khalid Mahtnood Ali jaffari & Others 

28-08-2017 (11AE) 

12„ Investigation against Holders of Public Office, Legal Person and Others 
involved in Fake Bank Accounts Scam regarding the purchase of 
vehicles and payment ol' import duties through Fake Bank Accounts 

07-01-2020 (China) 

06-03-2020 (UAE) 

Page 2 of 6 



Ser. 
# 

• Title of ease Request for MLA forwarded to 

13.  Investigation 	against 	Mr. 	Khawaja 	Muhammad 	Asif and 	Other 
regarding 	Money 	Laundering 	and 	Financial 	Crimes 	during 	his 
incumbency as Minister for Foreign Affairs and Water & Power. 

22-07-2019 (USA) 

02-09-2019 (UAE) 

14.  Investigation against the Holder of Public Office, Legal Person and 
Others Involved in Fake Bank Accounts Scam regarding extending 
illegal favours to M/s Teehnomen Kinetic (Pvt.) Ltd, and Others 

18-06-2019 (China) 

18-06-2019 (Kazakhstan) 

15.  Investigation against the Holders of Public Office, Politically Exposed 
Persons & Others Involved in Fake Bank Accounts Seam regarding 
Illegal Acquisition of Thalia Cement Company 

02-12-2019 (UAE) 

16.  Investigation 	against the 	Holder Office, 	Legal 	Persons 	and 	Other 
involved in extending fraudulent loans by Sindh Bank Limited to 
Benami Companies of OMNI Group 

18-03-2020 (UAE) 

17.  Inquiry against Mr. Ahsan 	lqbal 	Chaudhary, Member of National 
Assembly of Pakistan 

07-07-2020 (KSA) 

IS. Investigation against the Holders of Public Office, Legal Persons & 
Others 	Involved 	in 	Fake 	Bank 	Accounts 	Scam 	regarding 	Illegal 
Creation and Expansion of Summit Bank 

14-12-2020 (UAE) 
05-08-2019 (Mauritius) 

19.  Inquiry against General (Retd) Pervaiz Musharraf & Others 12-07-2018 (VAS) 
12-07-2018 (UK) 

20.  Investigation against Officers of Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Others 
regarding Corruption and Corrupt Practices in the Sale of the Embassy 
of Pakistan at Jakarta, Indonesia 

26-01-2015 (Indonesia) 

21.  Investigation against Muni Muhammad Ehsan 1.1I Haq, Chief Executive 
of M/S Fayyazi Gujranwala Industries (Pvt) Ltd and Others 

30-03-2015 (Malaysia) 

05-12-2013 (Thailand) 

22.  Investigation against Mr. Ghulam Rasool Ayubi Owner of Mezban 
Trading Company (Pvt) & Others 

28-04-2014 (UAE) 

23.  Investigation 	against 	Mr. 	Asif Javed 	(Alias 	Molvi) 	Ibrahim) 	SA) 
Muhammad Akhtar Malik, Director, M/s Elixir Group & Others 

05-05-2014 (Sri Lanka) 

15-03-2018 
(UAE) 

26-5-2014 (China) 

05-05-2014 (Malaysia) 
30-04-2014 (Thailand) 

24.  Investigation against Mr. Muhammad Irian, MD Bolan City / Bolan 
Developers & Others 

19-08-2014 (UAE) 

25.  Investigation 	against 	Mr. 	Muhammad 	Bilal, 	M/S 	13i lal 	Trading 
Corporation & Others 

31-8-2014 (China) 

26.  Investigation against Mr. Abdul Malik (Al-Baraka Traders) & Others 30-10-2014 (Malaysia) 
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Ser. 
# Title of ease Request for MLA forwarded to 

27.  Investigation against Officers / officials of CDA Islamabad and others 

regarding affairs of Grand I-loyal Tower, Islamabad 
18-06-2015 
30-11-2015 
20-04-2018 
26-03-2018 

(UAE) 
23-06-2015 (USA) 

28.  Investigation against Mr. Shafqat Ali Cheema, Director NBBS Minis .v 

of Foreign Affairs & Others 
15-06-2016 (Spain) 

29.  Investigation against M/s Yabaite Technoclogy Company, A Chinese 

Firm, Mr. Faisal Subhan (Purported Chief Executive Officer), Capital 

Engineering and Construction Company ((ECC) and Multan Metro 

Bus Project & Others regarding Money Laundering 

20-06-2019 (China) 

30.  Investigation 	against 	Officers/officials 	of Civil 	Aviation 	Authority . 
(CAA) on the allegations of (a) irregular procurement due to non- 
preparation and approval 	of PC-I 	& 	PC-II, (b) award of contract 
through repeat order without tendering (c) unjustified expenditure on 
account of charges for procurement. 

01.09.2015 (USA) 

31.  Investigation against Mr. Tufail Qazi, Former Accountant, Embassy of 
Pakistan, Sofia, Bulgaria and Others 

27-06-2020 (Bulgaria) 

32.  Investigation against Senator Mr. 	Osman 	Saifullah and his Family 
Members 

17-04-2020 (Jersey) 

04-10-2018 (UK) 

04-10-2018 (Egypt) 

04-10-2018 (Seychelles) 

04-10-2018 (Portugal) 

04-10-2018 (BVI) 

33.  Inquiry against Syed Masoom Shah, Special Assistant to Ex-chief 
Minister (KPK) 

30-08-2018 (UAE) 

34.  Investigation against Dr. Arbab Alamgir Khan, Ex-Federal Minister for 
Communication and Mrs. Asma A lamgir. Ex-N1NA and Others 

21-10-2019 (Singapore) 

17-03-20l7(UAE) 

18-08-2016 (UK) 

35.  Inquiry against Mr. Sharjeel hum Memon, MPA, Sindh Assembly and 
Others 

15.1.2020 (UK) 

36.  Investigation 	against Mr. 	Nasir Ali 	Shah 	Bukhari, 	(Ex-Advisor to 
Chairman Defunct KASB Bank) and others for Siphoning of Rs.3.411 
Billion. 

10.10.2016 (UK) 

10.10.2016 (USA) 

15.8.2016 (Hong Kong) 

37.  Investigation against Officers / Officials of Pakistan Petroleum Limited 

(PPL) and Others regarding Acquisition of Shares of MND Exploration 

& Production Limited by PPL. 

19.4.2018 (UK) 
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38.  Investigation against Mr. A dil Umer Siddiqui and Others (Director ol 
Sindh 13uilding Control Authority) 

01.11.2018 (UK) 

22.03.2019 (UAE) 

39.  Investigation against Mr. Sacpb Ahmed Soomro 5/0 Akhtar Ahmed 
Soomro, 'CS Officer, Govt. of Sindh and others 

21.3.2019 (UK) 

40.  Investigation against Officers/Officials of Health Department Govt. Of 
Sindh, M/S Universal Enterprises and Others 

2.2.2017 (UAE) 

41.  Investigation against Officers / Officials Of 5IW, Bank Islamic, KASI3 
and Others regarding Non-Transparent Amalgamation of KASB Bank 
into Bank Islami 	

• 

11.3.2019 (China) 

42.  Inquiry 	against 	Mr. 	Ghulam 	Abbas. 	Assistant 	Director, 	National 
Highway Authority and others 

18-03-2020 (K5A) 

43.  Investigation against Mr. Tariq Fawad Malik and Mrs. Ayesha Fawad 
Malik for Corruption and Corrupt Practices by Money Laundering 

03-01-2019 (UAE) 

03-01-2019 (UK) 

03-01 72019 (USA) 

44 Investigation against Mr. 	Mohammad 	Sarwar Khan, 	Ex- Advisor 
(P&P), 11175T, Peshawar & others 

11-09-2019 (Canada) 

45 Inquiry against Officers/Oft mats of Administration Deptt. Government • 
of KPK and others 

09-08-2019 (UAE) 

46.  Investigation 	against 	Mr. 	Mushufq 	Raisani 	Secretary 	Finance 
Government of Balochistan and Others 

09-03-2017 (UK) 

47.  Investigation against Mr. 'Nix/. Ahmed Khoso, Ex-Senior Supdt 	of 
Police, Sindh 

08-08-2017 (UK) 

48.  Investigation against Mr. Noor Muhammad, XEN B&R Department, 
Quetta and Others 

21.3.2018 (.11K) 

49.  Investigation 	against 	Mr. 	Pervaiz 	•Akkar 
Ex-Superintending Engineer PESCO, Peshawar and Others 

19-04-2018 (UK) 

50, Inquiry against Officers / Official of Customs Department, Dry Port 
Peshawar 

28 02 2017 (China) 

51.  Investigation against Dr. Ihsan Ali, Vice Chancellor, Abdul Walt Khan 
University, 	Mardan 	(A WKUM), 	regarding accumulation of assets 
beyond known sources of income. 

21-12-2016 (UK) 

52.  Investigation against Malik -Naveed Ex-IGP, Government of KPK. 27-02-2013 (UK) 

29-01-2015 (USA) 

53.  Investigation against Owners / Management of M/s Chaudhary Sugar 
Mills owned by NI r. Muhammad Nakvaz Shari f. Ms. Maryam Safdar 
and Others 

16-09-2020 (LJAE) 

54.  Inquiry against Mr. Chulam Muhammad Qureshi, DO (Rtd) Pakistan 
Railways & Others. 	. 

1970872020 (Korea) 
02-10-2020 (Malaysia) 

0271072020 (1,1K) 
02-10-2020 (Singapore) 
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55.  Investigation against Public Office Holders regarding illegal award of 30-09-2020 (USA) 
Liquefied 	Natural 	Gas 	(LNG) 	.ferminal-1 	to 	M/s 	Enaro 	Elengy 
Terminal Pakistan Limited (EETPL,), ACE No. 18/2019. 

56.  Inquiry 	against 	Mr. 	A ijaz 	Hussain 	Jakhrani, 	Ex-MNA, 	Jacobabad, 
Sindh and Others regarding corruption and corrupt practices. 

20-10-2020 (UAE) 

57.  Investigation against Mr. Raja l3ahar Ali Zulgarnain and Others. /8-02-2014 
01-02-2018 
21-03-2018 
08-05-2018 
22-10-2018 
08-07-2019 

23-08-2019 

to 1JAE 
+ 

10-01-2018 BV1 
14-02-2019 to Lebanon 

58.  Investigation against Mr. Javed Ashraf Qazi and Others regarding 
misusing of authority by awarding contract to M/s Maxcorp causing 
less to national exchequer. 

20-02-2020 (Malaysia) 

59.  Inquiry against Mr. Ameer Maqam. 07-01-2021 (UM]) 

60.  Inquiry 	against 	Mr. 	Farooq, 	Former 	Chairman 	Baluchistan 08-02-2021 (KSA) 
Development Authority, Government of Baluchistan and others in Reko 
Diq Project 10-2-2021 (JAE) 

61.  Inquiry against Mr. Yousaf Abdullah and other 10-09-2018 (ljAE) 

10-09-2018 (UK) 

10-09-2018 (Seychelles) 

10-09-2018 (BVI) 
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Annex C-1 

bekkA;“1-  Aw 
cette,1-39, 

6 e/031.2014 
Documents remis 6 Me Yvan Jeanneret (Republique islamiqUe du Pakistan of Bhutto et al.  

Dossiers de la procedure P/11195/1997 (15 classeurs) 

• Documents 1 6 384 (1) 

• DocumentS 385 -739 (2) 

Documeni 740 a 1079 (3) 

Document 1080 a 1304 (4) 

Document 1305 6 1415 (5) 

Documents 1416 6 1636 (6) 

Documents 1637 a 1865 (7) 

Documents 1866 6 2165 (8) 

Documents 

• Documents 

Declaration 

Requete du 

Documents 

Documents 

Reprise Sin 

166 6 2609 (9) 

610 6 2972 (10) 

d'impot J. Schlegelmilch 194à 2001 (11) 

akistan du 15 6vril 2002 et annexes (12) 

emis par la SGS (N° 1338 a N° 1732) (1/2) 

emis par la SGS (N° 1733 6 N° 1897) (2/2) 

truction par le Juge Ch. Junod 

Dossiers resultant de la perquisition operee chez Me Jens -Schlegelmilch 

• `.•`: Banic Paschi (13 chil-seuii) : 

Hordle Finance, Benington Management, Dalwington Management (I). . 

  

Dalwington Management (II) 

Dalwington Management (III) 

Tokerston Finance (202.027, 202.051), Hordlen Finance, Oxton Trading Ltd 
(202.02 ), Beningtbn Management (2027087), Dalwington Management 
(202:08 )(IV) 

Tokerston Finance (202.051) (V) 

9-) 



Benington Management (202.087) (VI) 

Benington Management, Oxton Trading (VII) 

Oxton Trading (VIII) 

Stainfield Maangement, Marledon Invest, Dingor Finance, Tevinler Finance, 
Terlen Holding, Sintor Associated (IX) 

Dalwington Management (202.089) (X) 

Tokerston Finance (202.051) (XI) 

Benington Management, management account (202.087) (XII) 

Benington Management, current account, payments (202.688) (XIII) 

• Citibank (11 dasseurs) 

Capricorn Trading (juillet 19 

Capricorn Trading (fevrier 1 

Capricorn Trading (septemb 

Capricorn.  Trading (1995-19 

Marvil Associated (1995-19 

Ma rvil Associated (1995-19 

Marva Associated (juillet 199 

Marvil Associated (fevrigr 19 

Bomar Finane (juillet 1995 - j 

Bomar Finance (ao0t 1996 - 

_Bomar Finance (11) 

5 - janvier 1996) (1) 

96 - ao0t 1996) (2) 

91996 - decembre 1996) (3) 

6) (4) 

6) (5) 

) (6) 

- janvier 1996) (7) 

6 - octobre 1996) (8) 

Wet 1996) (9) 

eptembre 1996) (10) 

aribas / HSBC Private Bank! Credit Lyonnais / Credit Suisse / Habib Bank Zurich / 
,Banque Financiere de la Cite (1 classeur) 

Rustal Trading (Laljee), AAZ Sujtawal", Capricorn Trading, Tokerston Finance 

ays Bank (2 classeurs) 

Manston Securities, NasSam Iverseas, Reconstruction and Development 	-- 
Finance, Rawmarsh Investm nts, Oakshott Ltd (1) 

Nassam Inc. (2) 



• Union Bancaire Privae (3 dasseurs) 

Lreat Pouponna (3247) (1) 

ibid. (suite) (2) 

ibid. (suite) (3) 

UBS (4 classeurs) 

225.433 (Nusrat Bhutto), 433.142 (J. Schlegelmilch), 757.590 (Capricorn), 
' 329.449 (Hospital of the Middle East), 552.343 (Bomer Finance) (1) 

31

1

29.449 (Hospital of the Middle East), 552.343 (Bomer Finance), 433.142 (J. 
chlegelmilch), 757.590 (Capricorn) (2) 

225.433 (Nusrat Bhutto), 433.142 p. Schlegelmilch), 329.449 (Hospital-of the 
Middle East), 552.343 (Bomer Finance), CO-205.503 (J. Schlegelmilch), D1- 

11) 

1 1.228 (J. Schlegelmilch), 294.888 (3) 

Leu (14 dasseurs) 

minter (30.975,30.831) (1) 

.831 (suite), 30.016, 785.095 (J. Sunshine), Enka Corp., Lawton Business (2) 

ka Corp., Prominter, Lawton Business, 30.975, J. Sunshine (3) 

Lawton Business (1991-1997) (4) 

Lawton Business (1988-1991, compte 30.116) (5) 

30.116 (1986-1989), Prominter (1996-1997) (6) 

Prominter (1994-1996 (7) 

Priminter (1991-1994), J. Sunshine (1997-1998) (8) 

unshine (30.831;-1991'1996) (9) 

30.831 (1987-1991) (10) 

30.31 (1986-1987), 30.975 (11) 

75(1993-1996) (12) 

30.975 (1991-1993), Enka Corp. (1996-1998), Cipas 37.322 (13) 

LodAi : Prominter, Lawton Corp., Enka Corp. compte 30.016, J. Sunshine, compte 
30.8 1, compte 30.975) (14) 

Bomer Finance (4) 



4 

•-•1' 

• # ' BNP (Suisse) (1 classeur) 

- 	Rustal Trading: Laljee (comptes 563.429.3 et 563.259.4), Qureshi (compte 
563.751.8) 

• _., Banque Piguet (2 cJasseurs) 

Comptes 6303 (London) et 6379 (Londonbridge) (1) 

Comptes 6303 (London), 6379 (Londonbridge), Macman Inc., 6328, 6367, 6378, 
6340(2) 

Finter Bank (2 dasseurs) 

- 	Lodhi (1 et 2) 

Me Jens SchlegelmlIch (14 dasseurs) 

Societe Generale de Surveillance (4 dasseurs) 

Documents de la procedure (N° 1146 a N° 1337) (1) 

Extraits des proces-verbaux du conseil d'adrninistration, communique de presse 
du 29.09.1994 (2) 

Documents de la procedure.(N° 1733 a N° 1897) (3) 

- 	Documents de la procedure (N° 1338 a No 1732) (4) 

CIrculaire bancalre du 09.02.1998 Geneve, Zurich (1 classeur) 

' 	t 	• 

ciiments transmis par la .Republique islamique du Pakistan 

icedure de premiere instance a Lahore ayant conduit a la condamnation de BB et AAZ le 21 avril 1999 othdure d'appel) 

Vol.! 

Vol. II 

- Vol. III 

Vol. IV A 

Vol. IV B 

Vol. IV C 

-Vol. IV D 

Vol. WE 

, 
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Vol. IV F 

Vol. IV G 

Vol. IV H 

Vol. IV! 

Vol. IV J 

Vol. V 

Vol. VI 

*IAppel N6 127/99 (4 vol.) 

Appel N° 122/99 (4 vol.) 

ents transmis par la Republique islamique du Pakistan en relation avec 
ood 

le 2t novembre 2008 	 Pour la Republique islamique du Pakistan.  

classeurs (intitules "Important papers from exhibits" (I et II) 

Me Yvan Jeenneret 

/pet. 4- A € . eime.bitv  _ 
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Director 
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To Whom It May Concern: 
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Islamabad, Pk  April 2010 
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„bocuments handed over to Mr. Yvan- Jeanneret( Islamic Republic of 
:Pakistan vs Bhutto et al.) 

Ales of the procedure P:11195/1997( 15 Files) 

Documents 1 to 384 (1) 
Documents 385 to 739(2) 
Documents 740 to 1079 (3) 
Documents 1080 to 1304 (4) 
Documents 1305 to 1415(5) 
Documents 1416 to 1636 (6) 
Documents 1637 to 1865(7) 
Documents 1866 to 2165(8) 
Documents 2166 to 2609(9) 
Documents 2610 to 2972(10) 
Tax return forms J. Schlegelmilch 1994 to 2001 (11) 
Request of Pakistan dated 15th  April 2002 and annex (12) 
Documents handed over by SGS ( # 1338 to # 1732 ) ( 1/2) 
Documents handed over by SGS ( # 1733 to # 1897 ) ( 2/2) 
Resumption of investigation by Judge Ch. Junod 

Piles resulting from the search carried out at Mr Jens Schlegelmilch's 
;place 

Bank Pasche ( 13 files) 

Hordlen Finance, Benington Management, Dalwington 
Management (I) 
Dalwington Management (II) 
Dalwington Management (III) 
Tokerston Finance (202.027, 202.051), Hordlen Finance, Oxton 
Trading Ltd (202.026), Benington Management (202.087), 
Dalwington Management (202.089) (IV) 
Tokerston Finance (202.051) (V) 
Benington Management (202.087) (VI) 
Benington Management, Oxton Trading (VII) 
Oxton Trading (VIII) 
Stainfield Management, Marledon Invest, Dingor Finance, Tevinler 
Finance, Terlen Holding, Sintor Associated (IX) 
Dalwington Management (202.089) (X) 
Tokerston Finance (202.051) (XI) 
Benington Management, management account (202.087) (XII) 
Benington Management, current account, payments (202.088) (XIII) 	 

fif-C-CF.A.4  
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Citibank ( 11 files) 

Capricorn Trading ( July 1995— January 1996 ) (1) 
- Capricorn Trading ( February 1996— August 1996 ) (2) 
- Capricorn Trading (September 1996— December 1996 ) (3) 
• Capricorn Trading (1995-1996) (4) 
▪ Marvil Associated (1995-1996) (5) 
▪ Marvil Associated (1995-1996) (6) 
- Marvil Associated (July 1995-January 1996) (7) 
• Marvil Associated (February 1996-October 1996) (8) 
• Bomer Finance (July 1995-July 1996) (9) 
- Bomer Finance (August 1996-september 1996) (10) 
- Bomer Finance (11) 

Paribas/HSBC Private Bank/ Credit Lyonnais/ Credit Suisse/ Habib 
Bank Zurich/ Banque Financiere de la Cite ( 1 file) 

- Rustal Trading (Laljee), AAZ « Sujtawal », Capricorn Trading, 
Tokerston Finance 

Barclays Bank ( 2 files) 

Mariston Securities, Nassam Overseas, Reconstruction and 
Development Finance, Rawmarsh Investments, Oakshott Ltd (1) 
Nassam Inc. (2) 

Union Bancalre Privee ( 3 files) 

- Great Pouponna (3247) (1) 
- ibid. (continuation) (2) 
- ibid. (continuation) (3) 

UBS ( 4 files) 

225.433 (Nusrat Bhutto), 433.142 (J. Schlegelmilch), 757.590 
(Capricorn), 329.449 (Hospital of the Middle East), 552.343 (Bomer 
Finance) (1) 
329.449 (Hospital of the Middle East), 552.343 (Bomer Finance), 
33.142 (J. Schlegelmilch), 757.590 (Capricorn) (2) 
225.433 (Nusrat Bhutto), 433.142 (J. Schlegelmilch), 329.449 
(Hospital of the Middle East), 552.343 (Bomer Finance), CO 
205.503 (J. SchlegelMilch), D1-101.228 (J. Schlegelmilch), 294.888 
(3) 
Bomer Finance (4) 

Certified translation by Affiance francaise d'Islamabad 
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Finter bank ( 2 files) 

- 	Lodhl (1 and 2) 

Mr Jens Schlegelmilch ( 14 files) 

Societe Generale de Surveillance ( 4 files) 

Documents of the procedure ( # 1146 to # 1337) (1) 
Extracts of the minutes of the board of directors, press release 
dated 29/09/1994 (2) 

gyj-, Documents of the procedure ( # 1733 to # 1897) (3) 
IF) Documents of the procedure ( # 1338 to # 1732) (4) 

Banking Decree dated 09/02/1998, Geneva, Zurich ( 1 file) 

Certified translation by Alliance francaise d'Islamabad 

biATTHIEU DECLERCO 
morr TCIP 

Banque Leu (14 files) 

Prominter (30.975, 30.831) (1) 
30.831 ( continuation), 30.016, 785.095 (J. Sunshine), Enka Corp., 
Lawton Business (2) 
Enka Corp., Prominter, Lawton Business, 30.975, J. Sunshine (3) 
Lawton Business (1991-1997) (4) 
Lawton Business (1988-1991, account 30.116) (5) 
30.116(19861989), Prominter (1996-1997) (6) 
Prominter (1994-1996) (7) 
Prominter (1991-1994), J. Sunshine (1997-1998y(8) 
J. Sunshine (30.831, 1991-1996) (9) 
30.831 (1987-1991) (10) 
30.831 (1986-1987), 30.975 (11) 
30.975 (1993-1996) (12) 
30.975 (1991-1993), Enka Corp. (1996-1998), Cipas 37.322 (13) 
Lodhi : Prominter, Lawton Corp., Enka Corp. account 30.016, J. 
Sunshine, account 30.831, compte 30.975) (14) 

BNP (Switzerland) ( 1 file) 

• - Rustal Trading: Laljee ( accounts 563.429.3 and 563.259.4), 
Qureshi ( account 563.751.8) 

Banque Piguet ( 2 files) 

- Accounts 6303 (London) and 6379 (Londonbridge) (1) 
- Accounts 6303 (London), 6379 (Londonbridge), Macman Inc., 

• 6328, 6367, 6378, 6340(2) 
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Documents handed over by the Islamic Republic of Pakistan 

(Initial proceedings in Lahore leading to the conviction of BB and AAZ on 21st  April 1999 and Appeal proceedings) 

Vol. I 
Vol. II 
Vol. III 
Vol. IV A 
Vol. IV B 
Vol IV C 
Vol. IV D 
Vol IV E 
Vol. IV F 
Vol IV G 
Vol IV I 
Vol. IV J 
Vol. V 
Vol. VI 	• 
Appeal # 127/99 (4 vol.) 
Appeal # 122./99 (4 vol.) 

cuments handed over by the Islamic Republic of Pakistan in 
nnection with Rockwood 

2 files ( titled " Important papers from exhibits" (I and II) 

neva, 25th November2008 	For the Islamic Republic of Pakistan 



DATA OF CONCLUDED / DECIDED/ CLOSED CASES 	 A 	- 
Request to MLA Information Received g Sr # Title of Case Present Status  forwarded to or Not 

Lahore 

1.  Athar Hayat, CEO and Amir Maqsood 
Malik, 	Director 	M/s 	Bahum 
Associates 

20-08-2018 to 
UK, 

06-11-2018 to 
UAE and 

06-11-2018 to 
Lebanon. 

Partial record of goods 
imported by M/s Bahum 
Associate and M/s Eco- 
Powergen was received 
from Lebanon authorities 
on 25-01-2019. 

Inquiry was closed on 31-07-2019 at NAB's end 
because the accused persons are businessmen / private 
persons, declared their business / properties held abroad 
under Foreign Asset (Declaration and Repatriation) Act, 
2018 and paid taxes, accordingly. The matter regarding 
evasion of custom duty was referral to FBR for 
necessary action. 

2.  Investigation 	against 	Mr. 	Saeed 
Akhtar, 	Ex-General 	Manager 
(Operations), Pakistan Railways 

China Nil ACR No. 	14/2014 	State 	Vs. 	Saeed 	Akhtar 	etc 
(Embezzlement in Pakistan Railways) acquitted vide 
dated 	23-Sep-20 	i.e. 	"The 	court 	has 	accepted 
application u/s 265-K, Cr.P.0 and acquitted accused 
Saeed Akhtar and Ehsan Mehmood Mian". 

Crl Apl No 56227/2020, NAB through PGA Vs. Saeed 
Akhtar and Ahsan Mehmood Mian against acquittal has 
been filed on 28 Oct 2020. 

3.  Investigation 	against 	Anwar 	Ali 
Cheema, Ex MNA Sargodha 

UAE Nil The investigation revealed that the accused inherited 
huge assets prior to 1985 and there was no cogent and 
convincing evidence found during the investigation, 
therefore, the investigation was closed on 07.09.2007. 

4.  Investigation against Sh. Muhammad 
Tahir Rashid Ex-MNA, Multan. 

UK Nil The investigation revealed that prima facie the accused 
did 	not 	possess 	assets 	disproportionate 	to 	known 
sources of income, therefore, the case was closed on 
17.07.2008. 

5.  Investigation against Ghulam Mustafa 
Khar, Ex- Federal Minister Power 
Muzafargarh 

UK Nil The investigation revealed that prima facia the accused 
did not 	possess 	assets 	disproportionate 	to 	known 
sources of income, therefore, case was closed on 
17.06.2014. 



Sr # Title of Case 
Request to MLA Information Received  

or Not Present Status forwarded to 

6.  Investigation 	against 	Nasir 	Ashraf, 
Direct Harith General Trading, LLC 
Dubai, Aatnir Saleem Anwar Khan 
C.E, Nasir Saleem Anwar Khan and 
Tahir Saleem Anwar Khan Directors 
of M/s Chimera Pvt. Ltd. 

UAE and 
Switzerland 

ML A withdrawn by 
NAB Lahore vide its 
letter dated 18-09-2020. 

Due to settlement between the complainant bank (bank 
of Punjab) and accused persons and consent decree by 
the Banking Court Lahore on 05.12.2017 in favour of 
Bank, the investigation was recommended for closure 
and the same was approved by Accountability Court on 
23.04.2019. 

, 
7.  Investigation against Jehangir Badar 

Ex Federal Minister Lahore 
UAE and 

Denmark 

Nil ACR No 39/2002 filed in Honorable Accountability 
Court No. 3, Lahore. The accused was acquitted on 
25.09.2010. 

8.  The 	State 	Vs 	Haroon 	Ahmad, 
Shaheena 	Hamayun 	Dr. 	Rashid, 
Mehreen Haroon of Rouf International 
Advisory 	Services 	(Pvt.) 	Ltd., 
Khurram Shahzad and Avais Ilyas 
T.S.S Pvt. Ltd. 

UAE, USA and 
UK. 

Nil Accused convicted by the Accountability Court on 
01.11.2013. 

9.  Inquiry Against Haroon Akhtar Khan, 
Ghazi Akhtar Khan and Mrs. Saba 
Haroon 	Khan— 	M/s 	Tandlianwala 
Sugar Mills (Pvt) Ltd & Others 

15-09-2016 to 
UK and 

15-09-2016 to 
UAE 

MLA request withdrawn 
by the NAB Lahore vide 
its 	letter 	dated 	25-05- 
2018. 

The inquiry was authorized on STR, later on accused 
persons 	submitted 	affidavit 	regarding 	details 	of 
remitters who remitted the alleged amounts in their 
accounts. 	No 	information 	received 	from 	foreign 
jurisdiction 	therefore, 	the 	case 	was 	closed 	on 
04.10.2017. 

10.  Inquiry 	against 	Ahmed 	Hamayun 
Shaikh, CEO/ Director Ali Jahangir 
Siddiqui, 	Ex-Director 	and 	Aehsun 
Hamayun Shaikh Ex- Director of M/s 
Azgard Nine Ltd & Agritech Ltd. 

15-11-2018 to 
Switzerland 

15-11-2018 to 
Sweden. 

15-11-2018 to 
Italy. 

15-11-2018 to 
Denmark. 

Letter sent to NAB HQ 
for withdrawn of MLA. 

The SECP has already conducted the investigation and 
had exonerated the company from all charges of 
transferring the funds with the approval of competent 
forums. Furthermore, Section 41 (B) of SECP Act, 
1997 (Amended in 2016) provides protection in the 
matter falling under the jurisdiction of the SECP. 
Therefore, inquiry was closed on 16.08.2019. 
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Sr # Title of Case 
Request to MLA Information Received 

Present Status forwarded to or Not 

II. Investigation 	against 	Azmatullah, 
Deputy 	Commandant, 	Baluchistan 
Constabulary, Quetta. 

UAE Nil Case was recommended for closure and application u/s 
9(c) of NAO, 1999 filed in AC on 20.09.2016 and AC 
rejected 	the 	application. 	Accused 	file 	WP 	No. 
3234/2018 in LHC against the decision of AC and LHC 
vide order dated 18.10.2016 suspended the operation of 
order of AC. The case is sub judice before LHC. Last 
date of hearing was 24.3.2020. 

12.  ACR No 06/2012 The State Vs Rana 

Qaiser Nazir, Mohsin Abbasi, Amina 
Qaiser, Ali Ayaz Sarwar and Hafiz 
Usman Yousaf 

08-05-2014 to 
UK 

20-01-2015 to 

UK 
20-03-2012 and 

04-10-2019 to 
UAE. 

Partial 	information 
received 	from 	UAE 
authorities 	regarding 
bank statement of account 
maintained 	by 	Dubai 
Islamic 	Bank, 	UAE 
through MoFA on 17-01- 

Accused convicted on 22-12-2017. 

13.  Inquiry against Anwar ul Haq, Chief 
Executive/ Director, Ahmad Farooq 
Director 	and 	Muhammad 	Akram 
Mortgagor of M/s Mayo Gas (Pvt) Ltd 
Lahore 

11-03-2013 to 
UK 

MLA withdrawn by NAB 
Lahore 	on 	closure 	of 
inquiry, 

Inquiry 	revealed 	that 	no 	fraud 	and 	forgery 	was 
committed, Askari Leasing Ltd. (complainant) secured 
its loan through court decree therefore, the inquiry was 
closed on 13.10.2013. 

14.  Inquiry against Directors / Owners/ 

Managers of M/s Harvest Topworth 
International and others 

17-04-2015 to 
UK 

MLA withdrawn by NAB 
Lahore on closure of 

inquiry on 12-08-2015 

There were only two complainants, NAB has already 
inquired the case against the accused and closed the 

same in 2005, therefore, the inquiry was closed on 
17.04.2015 and matter regarding non-registration was 
forwarded to SECP. 

15.  CV against ArifJaved and Gulzar 

Ahmed Account Holders of SCB GT 
Road Gujranwala 

14-04-2014 to 

UAE 
Information received on 
01-06-2014. 

The complaint verification on SIR carried out which 

revealed that the amount remitted from UAE was 
justified therefore, CV was 	decided as NFA on 
19.06.2014. 
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Sr # Title of Case 
Request to MLA Information Received 

Present Status forwarded to or Not 

16.  Complaint 	Verification 	against 
officials of Civil Aviation Authority of 
Pakistan 	and 	Others 	regarding 
Expansion 	of Passengers 	Terminal 
Building and related Apron at Allama 
Iqbal International Airport Lahore. 

12-03-2019 to 
China 

Nil As no amount spent due to cancelation of the project by 
CAA, the complaint verification was decided as NFA 
on 15-01-2020. 	. 	 . 

Multan 

17.  Investigation 	against 	Malik 
Muhammad 	Bilal, 	Ex-Branch 
Manager, Taha Muhammad Ali, Ex- 
Relationship Manager, HBL Islamic 
Banking 	Branch, 	Multan, 	Aslam 
Pervaiz, Khalid Mahmood All Jaffari 
and others 

28-08-2017 to 
UAE 

Nil Reference has been filed in Accountability Court and 
accused is evading the due process of Law. Case is at 
trial stage. 

18.  Corruption/ 	misappropriation/ 
embezzlement of funds in the affairs 
of Metro Bus Project Multan 

294)1-2019 to 
China 

Information received Reference has been filed 	in Accountability Court, 
which is under trial. 

19.  Investigation Against Tanveer Nusrat, 
Storage 	Officer, 	Punjab 	Food 

Department, Rai* Yar Khan 
and others 

29-01-2019 to 
UAE 

Information received Reference has been filed 	in Accountability Court, 
which is under trial. 

Rawal i indi 

20.  Inquiry against Zulficiar Bulchari s/o 
Wajid Bulchari and others 

29-10-2019 to 
BVI 

No information received 
from BVI authorities. 

No offence under NAO, 1999 is made out as no 
evidence of corruption and corrupt practices or illegal 
gain against the accused and others has surfaced 
therefore inquiry was closed on 16.01.2020. 
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Sr # Title of Case 
Request to MLA Information Received 

Present Status forwarded to or Not 

21.  Inquiry against Officers of Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs and Others regarding 
Corruption and Corrupt Practices in 
the Sale of the Embassy of Pakistan at 
Tokyo (Japan) 
(Kamran 	Niaz, 	Ex-Ambassador, 
Asghar Ali Gob, Ex-First Secretary, 
Haseeb ur Reftrnan, Businessman) 

28-06-2016 to 
Japan 

No Information received 
from Japan authorities, 

Due to lack of incriminating evidence as well as lack of 
confidence inspiring documentary evidence for trial in 
the court, inquiry closed on 03-12-2020. 	. 

22.  Inquiry against Muhammad Sarwar, 
Ex-Member PTCL 

UAE Nil The allegation of accumulation of assets beyond known 
sources of income is not established during the course 
of inquiry, 	therefore, 	the 	inquiry 	was 	closed 	on 
07.09.2017. 

23.  Inquiry against Major General (R) 
Salim Ishaq 

USA and UK Nil report from USA No prima facie case is made out against the subject 
accused therefore; inquiry closed on 22-08-2003. 

24.  Inquiry against Azhar Ali Farooqi, 
Additional Director General FIA 

USA Information received No 	incriminating 	evidence 	has 	been 	found 	to 
substantiate the allegations therefore; inquiry closed on 
16-06-2001. 

25.  Inquiry against Ch. Muhammad 
Asghar, Ex-Naib Tehsildar, 
Rawalpindi 

UK Nil No 	evidence 	of 	corruption 	or 	accumulation 	of 
properties beyond known sources of income has been 
established therefore; inquiry closed on 08-03-2003. 

26.  Investigation 	against 	Dr. 	Naik 
Muhammad Sheikh, officials of NIH, 
Shamim Ahmed Khan, Contractor M/s 
Majeed Sons 

Thailand Information received The 	allegations 	were 	not 	established 	during 
investigation therefore; 	the 	investigation closed 	on 
6.1.2005 

27.  Investigation 	against 	Syed 	Hassan 
Nadeem, Fayyaz Ahmed Khan, (Ex- 
employees 	of 	Askari 	General 
Insurance co. Ltd) Mrs. Asma Hassan 
W/o 	Syed 	Hassan Nadeem, 	Mrs. 
Ayesha Khan W/o Fayaz Ahmed 
Khan, Partners of M/s Insurance and 
Software Brokerage House. 

Singapore, UAE 
and UK 

- Information obtained from Singapore through MLA 
clearly indicates that no loss has been caused to the 
AGICO-Pakistan and any offence if committed is of 
forgery which does not fall under the ambit of NAO 
1999. 	Therefore; 	investigation 	recommended 	for 
closure 	on 	14.03.2016 	and 	Accountability 	Court 
approved closure on 9.5.2016. 

. 	. 
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Sr # title of Case 
Request to MLA Information Received 

Present Status forwarded to or Not 

28.  Reference No. 09/2020 State Vs. Maj 
Gen (R) Mustafa Anwar Hussain Ex- 
Ambassador & others 

Indonesia - Reference 	filed 	in Accountability 	Court (Ref No. 
09/2020). Proceedings abated on 2640-2020 due to 
death of accused Maj Gen (R) Mustafa Anwar Hussain. 

29.  Reference 	No. 	10/2015 	State 	Vs 
Haroon Tabraiz & others 

Malik Haroon Tabraiz, CEO/Director, 
Malik Mansoor Tabraiz, Director and 
Muawiz Amin Director / Agent 

Singapore and 
KSA 

Partial reply from KSA 
received. 

Reference filed in Accountability Court (Ref No. 
10/2015). The learned Court, while announcing the 
judgment acquitted the accused Mansoor Tabraiz. The 
remaining two accused namely Haroon Tabraiz and 
Muawiz Ameen are Proclaimed Offenders. The court 
consigned the file to the record room. Crl. Appeal No. 
462/2017 filed. by NAB is pending Hon'ble Lahore 
High Court, Rawalpindi Bench, Rawalpindi. 

30.  Ref No. 19/2006, The State Vs Brig 
(R) Hamid Mahmood, Muhammad 
Shafique 	Ahmed, 	Director 	Project 
Cement, 	Nizampur 	Cement 	Plant, 
Army 	Welfare Trust (AWT) 	and 
Khawaja Jamil Ahmed, Private Person 

Singapore Nil Accused was convicted and filed appeal against his 

conviction in Lahore High Court Rawalpindi Bench 
Rawalpindi, the same was allowed by the Hon'ble 
Court on 06.04.2017. 	CPLA No. 527/2017 filed by 
NAB against the judgment 06.04.2017 before the 
august Supreme Court of Pakistan which is pending. 
Crl. A 468/2014 filed by accused Muhammad Shafique 
against his conviction in Lahore High Court Rawalpindi 
Bench Rawalpindi., the same was allowed by the 
Hon'ble Court on 06.04.2017. 	CPLA No. 529/2017 
filed by NAB against the judgment 06.04.2017 before 

the august Supreme Court of Pakistan which is pending. 
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Sr # 
Request to MLA Information Received 

Status forwarded to Title of Case Present or Not 

31. Reference No-. 08/2014 State Vs M/s 
Karkey Karadeniz Electrik Uretim & 
others 

- 

	

I. 	M/s Karkey Karandeniz Elecktrick Uretim 
AS 

2. M/s KarPak (Pvt) Ltd. 
3. Mr. Osman Murat Karadeniz, Chairman of 

Board of Directors. 
4. Mr. Orhan Remzi Karadeniz, Corporate 

Member of Board of Directors. 
5. Mr. Nun i Dogan Kardeniz, Assistant 

Chairman of Board of Directors. 
6. Mr. All Can Takunyaci, Member of Board of 

Directors, Kary Karandeniz Electrik Uretim 
A.S. 

7. Mr. Ibrahim Selarni Karadeniz Corporate 
Member of Board of Directors. 

8. Mrs Nuray Atacik, Director, Karkey 
Karandeniz Elektrik Uretim A.S. 

9. Raja Babar All Zulqarnain, Country 
Manager, Karkey. 

to. Asad Mehmood, Director M/s ICarpak (Pvt) 
Ltd. 

11.Raja Pervez Ashraf, Ex-Minister for Water & 
Power. 

	

12 	M. Ismail Qureshi, Ex-Secretary Ministry of 
Water & Power. 

	

13 	Shahid Rafi, Ex-Secretary Mk Water & 
Power. 

14. Zarar Aslam, Ex-Addl. Secretary, Mk Water 
& Power. 

IS. Fayyaz Elahi, Ex-MD, PPIB, Islamabad. 
16. Fazal Ahmed Khan, Ex-MD PEPCO. 
17. N.A Zubairi, MD, PP1B, Islamabad. 
18. Tahir Basharat Cheema, Ex-MD PEPCO. 
19. Ch. Abdul Qadeer, Ex-Director PEPCO. 
20. Muhammad Saleem Arif, Ex-Director 

PEPCO Board. 

	

21 	Muhammad Razi Abbas, Ex-Director PEPCO 
Board. 

22. Iqbal All Shah, Ex-Director PEPCO Board. 
23. Wazir Ali Bhaiyo, Ex-Director PEPCO 

Board. 
24. Rana Muhammad Amjad, Ex-GM WPPO. 
25. Muhammad Jamil, CEO, LPGCL (GENCO-

IV). 
26. Hafeez ur Rehrnan Abbasi, CEO, LPGCL. 
27. Muhammad Anwar Brohi, CEO, LPGCL. 

Switzerland, 
Lebanon and 

UAE 	. 

Information 	received 
from Switzerland 

Settlement between Karkey Karadeniz Electric Uretim 
and Government of Pakistan has been executed on 
20.12.2019. In.this regard, Karkey shall waive USD 1.2 
billion (plus interest nearly USD 90 million annually) 
awarded to Karkey. Reference withdrawn to the extent 
of M/s Karkey. 
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Sr i! Title of Case 
Request to MLA Information Received 

Present Status  forwarded to or Not 

32.  Reference No. 59/2002 State Vs Asif 
Ali Zardari and others (Import vehicle 
BMW Car case) 

UK 

MLA for Key of 
BMW car was 

requested. 

Yes Reference No. 59/2002 was filed in Accountability 
Court 	and 	decided 	in 	the 	form 	of acquittal 	on 
14.03.2008. The court accepted application u/s 265-K 
Cr. PC filed by accused Asif Ali Zardari. 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

33.  Hifz 	ur 	Rehman, 	Ex- 	Secretary 
Administration 	and 	Local 	Govt. 
Department, Govt. of KP & others. 
Syed Zafar AU Shah, Ex- Secretary, 

UAE Received Inquiry closed at NAB's end because of there was no 
prosecutable evidence was available and referred to the 
Chief Secretary KP on 09-09-2020 for action on 
irregularities. 

Siraj ul 1-laq Ex- DS Finance, 
Israr Muhammad, Ex- Addl 	Secy.. 
Law, 
Muntazir Khan Ex-Addl Secy. Home, 
Shafqat 	Malik, 	Ex- 	MG, 	Hassan 
Mehmood, Ex- Secy. Admn, Tahir 
Zafar Abbasi, Ex- DS Admn, Niaz 
Badshah Afridi, CEO 1Ws Toyota 
Frontier. 

34.  Officers 	/ 	Officials 	of M/o 	Food 
Security & Research, Provincials Food 
Deptt, Customs Deptt. and others 

Afghanistan Not received Inquiry was closed on 17-06-2019 because evidence 
collected does not support the allegations levelled in the 
complaint. 

35.  Irshad 	Muhammad 	S/o 	Taj 
Muhammad, Senior Engineer (Civil), 
Cantonment 	Board, 	Peshawar 	and 
others. 

UK Not received The case was closed at NAB's end being petty issue 
and referred to FIA on 16.08.2018. 
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Annex D-2 
LIST OF CONCLUDED CASES (MEGA CASES) 

‘,... -b.-, -Fr "'" --) 
Sr. 
No. 

Title of the Case Allegations MLA Requests to 
Foreign Jurisdictions 

Information Received from 
Foreign Jurisdiction 

Trial C.art's Decision/ current 
status 

1.  The State Vs Aslam 
Hayat Qureshi& others 
(ARY Gold case) 

Ref No. 23/2000 

Grant of license to 
M/s ARY Traders 
for 	import 	of 
Gold/Silver and thus 
causing 	loss 	to 
public 	exchequer 
amounting to Rs.182 
Crores 24 	lacs 	74 
thousand. 

Requests 	for 	MLA 	to 
Swiss 	authorities 	on 
October 	3, 	1997 	and 
November, 1997 

Documents 	received 	from 
Switzerland; 

/Copi es of orders of Swiss Court 
regarding 	freezing 	of 	bank 
accounts of Benazir Bhutto, Asif 
Ali 	Zardari 	and 	sMrs. 	Nusrat 
Bhutto. 

V Incorporation 	Certificates 	of 
offshore companies. 

V Copy 	of 	Memorandum 	of 
Association of Capricorn Trading 
Co; 

V Copy of Certificate of incorporate 
of Capricorn Trading S.A in BVI; 

V Copy of record showing transfer 
of massive amount from Ac No. 
818097 	City 	Bank 	Dubai 	to 
account of City Bank Geneva; 

Application u/s 265-K Cr. P. C 
was 	accepted 	whereby 	the 
accused 	Asif 	Zardari 	was 
acquitted. 

12-12-2014 (Acquittal) 

Appeal filed by NAB in IHC on 
27-03-2015, which is pending. 

2.  State 	Vs 	Benazir 
Bhutto 

Ref No. 26/2000 

Frozen 	Assets 	of 
Mr. 	Shaukat 	Ali 
Kazmi alongwith 40 
individuals 	(MCB 
Case). 	Estimated 
value US$1 Billion 
and 500 Million. 

Requests for MLA to the 
Swiss authorities. 

Documents 	received 	from 
Switzerland; 

1  Copies of orders of Swiss Court 
regarding 	freezing 	of 	bank 
accounts of Benazir Bhutto, Asif 
Ali 	Zardari 	and 	Mrs. 	Nusrat 
Bhutto. 

I Incorporation 	Certificates 	of 
offshore companies. 

Reference abated due to death of 
Ms. Benazir Bhutto. 

15-01-2018 (Abated) 
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No. 

Title of the Case Allegations - MLA Requests to 
Foreign Jurisdictions 

Information Received from 
Foreign Jurisdiction 

Trial Court's Decision/ cuirent 
status 

3 The State Vs Benazir 
Bhutto& others - 
(URUS Tractor 
Scheme case) 

Ref No. 13/2001 

Corruption 	and 
Corrupt Practices in 
the 	purchase 	of 
URSUS 	Tractors 
under the 	Awami 
Scheme. 	Loss 
caused to ADBP Rs. 
268.3 	million 	and 
loss to revenue to 
the tune of Rs 1.671 
billion. 

Requests for MLA to the 
Polish 	and 	Swiss 
authorities. 

Documents received from Poland 
and Switzerland; 
/ Correspondence 	between 	Jean 

Schelgelmilch and Directors of 
URSUS Company Poland. 

/ Bank Accounts details. 
/ Money in Swiss Banks. 
/ Copies 	of 	Swiss 	Authorities 

orders 	regarding 	freezing 
blocking of accounts of Dargal 
Associates. 

Application u/s 265-K CrPC was 
accepted whereby the accused 
Asif Zardari was acquitted. 
12-12-2014 (Acquittal) 

Appeal filed by NAB in IHC on 
30-12-2014, which is pending. 

4. The State Vs Asif Ali 
Zardari & others 
(Assets Case) 

Ref No. 14/2001 

Assets 	beyond 
known 	sources 	of 
income, 
Approximate 
amount 	of 	the 
property 	as 
calculated 	by 
Ehtesab Bureau was 
US 	$ 	1.5 	million 
(Abroad) and Rs. 22 
billion in Pakistan. 

Requests 	for 	MLA 
initiated to; 

• UK 	authorities 
21.10.1997 	and 
18.09.2000. 

• Swiss 	authorities 
06 . 111997.. 

Documents 	received 	from 	Bow 
Street 	Magistrate's 	Court 	(22000 
documents approx.). 

Application 	u/s 	265-K 	Cr.P.0 
was 	accepted 	whereby 	the 
accused 	Asif 	Zardari 	was 
acquitted. 

26-08-2017 (Acquittal) 

Appeal filed by NAB in LHC 
(Rwp Bench) on 	09-09-2017, 
which is pending. 

5. The State Vs Asif Ali 
Zardari & others 
(Cotecna Case) 

Ref No. 35/2001 

Corruption 	and 
corrupt practices by 
awarding 	contract 
for 	pre-shipment 
inspection (PSI) to 
M/s 	Cotecna) 

Requests 	for 	MLA 
initiated 	to 	Swiss, 	UK, 
USA 	and 	French 
authorities 

Information / Record received from 
Switzerland, UK and Isle of Man 

Application u/s 265-K CrPC was 
accepted whereby the accused 
Asif Zardari was acquitted. 

24-11-2015 (Acquittal) 

Appeal filed by NAB in IHC on 
11-12-2015, which is pending. 

• 

Estimated loss US$ 
537,694. 
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No. 

Title of the Case Allegations MLA Requests to 
Foreign Jurisdictions 

Information Received from 
Foreign Jurisdiction 

Trial Court's Decision/ current 
status 

6.  The State Vs Asif All 
Zardari & others 
(SGS Case) 

Ref No. 41/2001 

Receiving kickback 
& 	commission by 
the 	accused 	from 
SGS PSI Company. 
Total of inspection 
fee 	paid 	to 	PSI 
company 	is 	US$ 
725.6 	M. 	Another 
amount of US$ 6.8 
M 	being 	disputed, 
held by CBR. 

Requests for MLA 
initiated to the Swiss 
authorities 

	

Documents 	received 	from 
Switzerland. 

"Copies of orders of Swiss Court 

	

regarding 	freezing 	of 	Bank 

Application u/s 265-K CrPC was 
accepted whereby the accused 
Asif Zardari was acquitted. 

24-11-2015 (Acquittal) 

Appeal filed by NAB in IHC on 
11-12-2015, which is pending. 

accounts of Benazir Bhutto, Asif 
Zardari and Mrs. Nusrat Bhutto. 

1 Bank statements of Union Bank 
Switzerland. 

lIncorporation 	Certificates 	of 
offshore companies. 

7.  Admiral (R) Mansor- 
ul-Haq Case 

Ref No. 43/2001 

Kickback in defence 
deal 

NAB 	requested 	Mr. 
Jacques 	Python 	for 
repatriation of Assets from 
Switzerland — Admiral (R) 
Mansur-ul-Haq dated July 
23, 2002. 

Documents received from Python 
relating to Defence deal 

• Admiral 	(R) 	Mansur-ul-Haq 
was 	released 	on 	21.12.2001 
after paying US $ 7.5 Million. 

• Reference was disposed-off on 
31.01.2002. 

• Co-accused Amir Lodhi was 
acquitted by SCP. 

8. Oil for Food Case 
(Spanish Case) 

• Request initiated to UN 
Independent 	Inquiry 
Committee 	(IIC) 	for 
provision of information 
related to Petroline Free 
Zone Company (FZC) 
and illicit gains on 29- 
03-2006. 

• Request 	for 	MLA 
initiated to the Embassy 
of UAE in Pakistan to 
obtain 	information 
regarding 	the 	activities 
and 	Banking 
transactions 	of 	Ms. 

• Documents 	received 	regarding Case disposed of in June, 2007. 
Ms. 	Benazir Bhutto's Banking 
transactions in Spain. 

• Documents received from UN IIC 
confirming the receipt of illegal 
payments 	by 	Ms. 	Benazir 
Bhutto's 	Offshore 	Company 
Petroline FZC. 

• Documents pertaining to off shore 
companies 	Petrolane FZC and 
Tempo Global Gains received. 
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No. 

Title of the Case Allegations MLA Requests to 
Foreign Jurisdictions 

Information Receiiied from 
Foreign Jurisdiction 

Trial Court's Decision/ current 
status 

Benazir 	Bhutto ' s 
offshore 	companies 
Petrolane. 	A 	reminder 
was also issued on 10-
07-2006. 

• Request 	for 	MLA 
initiated to the Embassy 
of Spain in Pakistan to 
obtain 	information 
regarding 	the 	activities 
and 	Banking 
transactions of Benazir 
Bhutto 	Offshore 
companies 	Petrolane 
FZC and Tempo Global 
Gains in Spain. 

• Filing of application in 
the 	1s1 	Instance 	Court, 
Valencia, Spain by GOP 
to become civil party to 
the criminal proceedings 
against Benazir Bhutto 
and 	her 	cronies 	on 
charges 	of 	Money 
Laundering. 

9. Mr. Fawzi Ali Kazini Money 	Laundering 
and 	Drug  
Trafficking 

Request for MLA initiated 
to Switzerland authorities 
in 1997. 

• Bank account was seized by 
Swiss authorities. 

• An agreement between the GoP 
and the Swiss Federal Office of 
Justice regarding transferred of 
forfeited assets was signed on 
May 18, 2005. 

Case disposed off and an amount 
of 	CHF 	553420.50. 	(Rs. 
25,595,698) 	transferred 	to 
Pakistan on June 30, 2005. 
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No. 	' 

Title of the Case . 	Allegations MLA Requests to 
Foreign Jurisdictions 

Information Received from - 	, 
„ Foreign Jurisdiction „ 

Trial Court's Decision/ current 
status 

10. Inquiry against Mr. 
Moonis Elahi S/o Ch. 
Pervaiz Elahi 
ICW File No. 8- 
2(1)/L/ICW/NAB/2018 

Assets 	beyond 
known - sources 	of 
income and through 
money laundering 

Request for MLA initiated 
to 	Singapore, 	UK, 
Spanish, 	BVI 	and 
Switzerland authorities on 
30-07-2018. 

Information received from Spanish 
authorities regarding economic data 
and 	information 	related 	to 	bank 
accounts and properties contained in 
databases 	of the 	following 	legal 

Inquiry closed on January 	19, 
2021. - 

persons: 
• Moonis Elahi; 
• Chaudhary Pervaiz Elahi; 
• Qaisra Elahi; 
• Threem Elahi; 
• Shafaat Hussain Chaudhary; 
• Shujaat Hussain Chaudhary. 

• However, no information received 
from Switzerland Singapore, BVI 
and UK. 

11. Investigation against 
Ch. Shujaat Hussain, 
Ch. Pervaiz Elahi and 
Others 
1CW File No. 8- 
2(4)/L/ICW/NAB/2018 

Accumulation 	of 
assets 	beyond 
known 	sources 	of 
income. Misuse of 
authority 	and 
Willful 	default 	of 
Bank Loans. 

Requests for MLA 
initiated to UAE 
authorities on 10-04-2018 
and 19-05-2020. 

No information received from UAE 
authorities. 

Investigation closed on January 
19, 2021. 
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No. 

Title of the Case 	- Allegations MLA Requests to 	- 
Foreign Jurisdictions 

Information Received from 
Foreign Jurisdiction 

Trial Court's Decision/ current 
status 

12. Reference No. 18/2017 
The State Vs Mian M. 
Nawaz Sharif 8c others 
(Flagship Case) 

Accumulation 	of 
assets titled Flagship 
Investment 	limited 
and 	15 	other 
companies and their 
respective assets. 

Requests for MLA 
initiated to UAE, BVI and 
UK 

Partial information received. Accused Mian M. Nawaz Sharif 
was Acquitted on 24.12.2018. 
Crl. Appeal No. 3/2019 filed 
before 	the 	Hon'ble 	Islamabad 
High court, Islamabad on 03-01-
2019 which is pending before 
the Hon'ble High Court. (at Pre-
Notice stage) 
Last 	Date 	fixed 	in 	Appeal: 
09.12.2020 but the same was 
cancelled later on. 
Previous Date was 02.12.2020 
when Mian M. Nawaz Sharif has 
been declared P.O. in Crl. Appeal 
No. 1/2019 (Order attached). 
Next Date in Appeal: Not fixed 
yg. 
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• Sr. 
No. 

Title of the Case Allegations I 	MIA Requests to 
. Foreign Jurisdictions• 

, 	. 

Information Ricebred from ' 
Foreign Jurildiedon 

Trial Court's Decision/ current 
status 

13. Reference No. 19/2017 
The State Vs Mian M. 
Nawaz Sharif & others 
(Al-Azizia and Hill 
Metals) 

Acquisition of assets 
titled 	Al-Azizia 
Steel Company Ltd, 
Jeddah, Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia (KSA) 
and 	Hill 	Metals 
Establishment, 
Jeddah 	KSA 	and 
their 	respective 
assets 

Requests for MLA 
initiated to KSA, UK and- 
Switzerland 

Partial information received. Accused Mian M. Nawaz Shard 
was convicted with RI for 7 
Years with a fine of Rs. 	1.5 
Billion and US$ 25 Million on 
24.12.2018. Hassan and Hussain 
Nawaz were declared P.Os and 
their perpetual Warrants of Arrest 
were issued. 

Cr!. Appeal No. 01/2019 filed 
by Mian M. Nawaz Sharif is 
pending before Islamabad High 
Court, Islamabad. 
Last 	Date 	fixed 	in 	Appeal: 
09.12.2020 but the same was 
cancelled later on. 
Previous Date was 02-12-2020 
when Mian M. Nawaz Sharif has 
been 	declared 	P.O. 	(Order 
attached). 
Next Date in Appeal: Not fixed 
14 
Cr!. Appeal No. 02/2019 filed 
by 	NAB 	is 	pending 	before 
Islamabad 	High 	Court, 
Islamabad. Last Date fixed in 
Appeals: 	09.12.2020 	but 	the 
same was cancelled later on. 
Previous Date was 02.12.2020. 
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Sr. 
No. 

Title of the Case • Allegations '.- MLA Requests to 
Foreign Jurisdictions 

Information Received from 
Foreign Jurisdiction 

Trial Court's Decision/ current 
status 

Next Date in Appeals. Not fixed 
mt.. 
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Sr. 
No. 

Title of the Case Allegations MLA Requests to 
Foreign Jurisdictions 

Information Received friimr  • 
Foreign Jurisdiction 	' 

Trial Court's Decision/ current.  
status 

14. Reference No. 20/2017 
The State Vs Mian M. 
Nawaz Sharif & others 

It 	is 	alleged 	that 
accused 	Persons 
own 	/ 	possess 
Avenfield Properties 
namely 	apartment 
No. 16, 16a, 17 and 
17-A, 	Park 	Lane, 
London and failed to 
justify 	the 	legal 	/ 
bonafide 	sources 	/ 
means for purchase 
of said properties. 

Requests for MLA 
initiated to UK, BVI, 
Switzerland, Luxemburg 

Partial information received The accused Mian M. Nawaz 
Sharif has been convicted under 
Section 9(a)(v) of NAO, 1999 for 
10 Years R.I and a fine of 08 
Million 	Pounds 	and 	also 
convicted 	for 	01 	year 
imprisonment under Serial No. 
(2) of Schedule attached with 
NAO, 1999. 

The accused Maryam Nawaz has 
been 	convicted 	under 	section 
9(a)(v)(xii) for 7 Years R.I and a 
fine of 02 Million Pounds and 
also 	convicted 	for 	01 	year 
imprisonment under Serial No. 
(2) of Schedule attached with 
NAO, 1999. 

The accused Capt (R) M. Safdar 
has been convicted under section 
9(a)(v)(xii) for 01 Years R.I and 
also 	convicted 	for 	01 	year 
imprisonment under Serial No. 
(2) of Schedule attached with 
NAO, 1999. 
• Crl. 	Appeal 	No. 	121/2018 

Mian M. Nawaz Sharif Vs The 
State. 	Last 	Date 	fixed 	in 
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Sr. 
No 

Title of the Case Allegations MLA Requests to 
Foreign Jurisdictions 

Information Received from 
Foreign Jurisdiction 

Trial Court's Decision/ current 
status 

Appeal: 	09.12.2020 but the 
same was cancelled later on. 
Previous Date was 02.12.2020 
when Mian M. Nawaz Sharif 
has been declared P.O. (Order 
attached). 
Next Date in Appeals: Not 
fixed vet. 

• Crl. 	Appeal 	No. 	122/2018 
Maryam Nawaz Vs The State. 
Last Date 	fixed in Appeal: 
09.12.2020 but the same was 
cancelled later on. Previous 
Date was 23.09.2020 (Order 
attached). 
Next Date 	in Appeal: 	Not 
fixed vet. 

• Crl. 	Appeal 	No. 	123/2018 
Capt (R) M. Safdar Vs The 

• State. 	Last 	Date 	fixed 	in 
Appeal: 09-12-2020 but the 
same was cancelled later on. 
Previous Date was 23.09.2020 
(Order attached). 

Next Date in Appeal: Not fixed 
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COMMISSION RELATING TO 
BROADSHEET LLC. (ISLE OF MAN) AND OTHER 

MATTERS REFERRED TO IN THE NOTIFICATION 
***** 

WITNESS STATEMENTS 

Appendix I 

yird— ,/c,4 



41. 

COMMISSION RELATING TO 
BROADSHEET LLC. (ISLE OF MAN) 

AND OTHER MATTER REFERRED TO 
IN THE NOTIFICATION 

INDEX 

Date Witnesses Page No. 
1 12.02.2021 

at 1530 hours 
"AW I" - Syed Shahid Raza Zaidi, Deputy Secretary 
(External Finance), Finance Division. 

15.02.2021 
at 1600 hours 

"AW 2"- Mr. Umer Draz Randhawa, Additional 
Director 	(Operations), 	National 	Accountability 
Bureau (NAB) HQs, 

2-11 

16.02.2021 
at 1530 hours 

"AW 	3"- 	Mr. 	Zahir 	Shah, 	Director 	General 
(Operations) NAB. 

12 

17.02.2021 
at 1 100 hours 

"AW 4"- Mr. Khalid Khan Niazi, Secretary to the 
Attorney General for Pakistan. 

13-15 

17.02.2021 
at 1200 hours 

"AW 2" - Mr. Umer Draz Randhawa, Additional 
Director (Operations), NAB HQs. 

16-20 

17.02.2021 
at 1500 hours 

"AW 5"- Raja Naeem Akbar, Secretary, Ministry of 
Law & Justice. 

21 

17.02.2021 
at 1700 hours 

"AW 2" - Mr Umer Draz Randhawa, Additional 
Director (Operations), NAB HQs. 

22-26 

18.02. 2021 
at 1100 hours 

"AW 6" - Mr. Kamran Ali Afzal, Finance Secretary. 27 

18.02.2021 
at 1500 hours 

"AW 7" -Mr. Hassan Saqib, Chief (HRM Customs) 
FBR, former Deputy Director Overseas Wing NAB 
HQs. 

28-31 

19.02.2021 
at 1100 hours 

"AW-8" -Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi, Advocate Supreme 
Court, former Legal Consultant NAB. 

32-35 



Date Witnesses Page No. 

20.02. 2021 
at 1130 hours 

"AW 9"- Mr. Muhammad Kaleem Khan, Judge 
Special Anti-Terrorism Court, Sahiwal Division. 

36 

20.02.2021 
at 1500 hours 

"AW 10" Lt Gen (Retd) Munir Hafiez, former 
Chairman NAB. 

37-39 

21.02.2021 
at 1100 hours 

"AW 11" — Lt. Gen (Retd) Khalid Maqbool, former 
Chairman NAB. 

40-41 

21.02.2021 
at 1600 hours 

"AW 12" - Lt Gen (Retd) Syed Muhammad Amjad, 
former Chairman NAB. 

42-44 

22.02.2021 
at 1100 hours 

"AW 13" - Mr. Abdul Basit, former Deputy High 
Commissioner, 	Pakistan's 	High 	Commission 	in 
London. 

45-47 

23.02.2021 
at 1100 hours 

"AW 14" - Mr. Nawid Ahsan, former Chairman 
NAB. 

48-51 

23.02.2021 
at 1530 hours 

"AW 15" - Mr. Ghulam Rasool, former Joint 
Secretary, Mb o Law and Justice / Deputy Legal 
Advisor Mb o Foreign Affairs 

52-53 

24.02.2021 
at 1100 hours 

"AW 4" - Mr. Khalid Khan Niazi, Secretary to the 
Attorney General for Pakistan. 

54 

24.02.2021 
at 1130 hours 

"AW 16" - Mr. Faizan Zafar, Assistant Private 
Secretary to the Attorney General's Office. 

• 55-56 

24.02.2021 
at 1500 hours 

"AW 5" - Raja Naeem Akbar, Secretary, Ministry of 
Law and Justice. 

57 

24.02.2021 
at 1600 hours 

"AW 17"- Mr. Asghar Ali, Section Officer, Ministry 
of Law & Justice 

58-63 

24.02.2021 
at 1700 hours 

"AW 18" - Mr. Muhammad Nasim, Deputy Director, 
Examiner of Questioned Documents, NAB Forensic 
Science Laboratory, NAB HQs. 

64 

25.02.2021 
at 1500 hours 

"AW 8"- Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi, Advocate Supreme 
Court, former Legal Consultant, NAB. 

65-67 

01.03.2021 
at 1500 hours 

"AW 19"- Col (Retd) Shahzad Anwar Bhatti, former 
Director 	(Finance) 	and 	Director 	General 
(Operations), NAB HQs. 

68 

03.03.2021 
at 1500 hours 

"AW 20" - Mr. Arif Azim, former Federal Secretary 
and Acting Chairman NAB. 

69-70 



Date Witnesses Page No. 
03.03.2021 
at 1700 hours 

"AW 2" - Mr Umer Draz Randhawa, Additional 
Director (Operations), NAB HQs, 

71-75 

04.03.2021 
at 1500 hours 

"AW 21" - Mr. Shahid Ali Baig, former Director 
(Audit & Accounts) Pakistan's High Commission, 
London. 

76-81 

08.03.2021 at 
1100 hours 

"AW 6"- Mr. Kamran Ali Afzal, Finance Secretary. 82 

08.03.2021 at 
1500 hours 

"AW 7" - Mr. Hassan Sagib, Chief (HRM Customs) 
FBR, former Deputy Director Oversees Wing, NAB 
HQs. 

83-85 

08.03.2021 
at 1630 hours 

"AW 	3"- 	Mr. 	Zahir 	Shah, 	Director 	General 
(Operations) NAB HQs. 

86-88 

09.03.2.21 
at 1100 hours 

"AW 22"- Mr. Muhammad Jamil, Assistant Director 
(Audit), NAB HQs, Islamabad. 

89 

09.03.2.21 
at 1130 hours 

"AW 23"- Mr. IChadim Hussain, Deputy Director 
(Finance and Coordination), NAB HQs, Islamabad. 

90 

09.03.2021 
at 1200 hours 

"AW 24" - Mr. Muhammad Nadeem Khan, Deputy 
Director (Coord), International 	Cooperation 	(IC) 
Wing, NAB HQs. 

91 

09.03.2021 
at 1500 hours 

"AW 19"- Col (Retd) Shahzad Anwar Bhatti, former 
Director 	(Finance) 	and 	Director 	General 
(Operations), NAB HQs. 

92 

10.03.2021 
at 1015 hours 

"AW 	25"- 	Mr. 	Ahmed 	Irfan 	Aslam, 	Head, 
International Dispute Unit, Office of the Attorney 
General for Pakistan 

93-95 

10.03.2021 
at 1630 hours 

"AW 26"- Mr. Shakeel Anjum Nagra, Additional 
Director (Coord/Ops), NAB HQs. 

96-98 



Name 

Syed Shahid Ran Zaidi, Deputy Secretary (External Finance), Room 329, Finance Division, Q- 
Block, Pakistan Secretariat, Islamabad 	itss 1-) 

On S.A 

As directed, I have brought the following original record: 

1. File numbered 3(48)/REF-IV/2015 (FE Releases to NAB during FY 2015-16) 
comprising of pages 1-26 of correspondence and pages 1-4 of noting. 

2. File numbered 3(48)/REF-IV/2017 (FE Releases to NAB during FY 2017-18) 
comprising of pages 1-12 of correspondence and pages 1-3 of noting. 

3. File numbered 3(48)/REF-IV/2018 (FE Releases to NAB during FY 2018-19) 
comprising of pages 1-29 of correspondence and pages 1-3 of noting. 

4. File numbered 3(48)/REF-IV/2019 (FE Releases to NAB during FY 2019-20) 
comprising of pages 1-31 of correspondence and pages 1-3 of noting. 

I am the custodian of the aforesaid record and have also brought the certified copies of 
the said record (certified copies have been compared with the original and the original record has 
been returned). The certified copies are taken on record as: 

Exhibit FD-1 	 File numbered 3(48)/REF-IV/2015 (FE Releases to NAB during 
FY 2015-16) comprising of pages 1-26 of correspondence and 
pages 1-4 of noting 

Exhibit FD-2 	 File numbered 3(48)/REF-IV/2017 (FE Releases to NAB during 
FY 2017-18) comprising of pages 1-12 of correspondence and 
pages 1-3 of noting 

Exhibit FD-3 	 File numbered 3(48)/REF-IV/2018 (FE Releases to NAB during 
FY 2018-19) comprising of pages 1-29 of correspondence and 
pages 1-3 of noting 

Exhibit FD-4 	 File numbered 3(48)/REF-IV/2019 (FE Releases to NAB during 
FY 2019-20) comprising of pages 1-31 of correspondence and 
pages 1-3 of noting 

The remaining record as summoned by the Commission is being traced and will be 
produced before the Commission along-with the certified copies thereof 

ROAC 
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Name 

Mr. Muhammad Umer Daraz Randhawa, Additional Director 
(Operations), Room 234, National Accountability Bureau, 0-5/2, 
Islamabad (A W 2-) 
On S.A  

•As directed, I have brought the following record of correspondence and/ 
or noting pertaincng to the years 1999 to 2008: 

S.No. Folders Files File No. Page No. 

I Folder-I 
(Files I to 13) 

File - 1 23/1/08-ICW(1) 1 to 8 

File - 2 23/1/08-ICW(2) 9 to 37 

File - 3 23/1/08-1CW(3) 38 to 75 

File -4 23/1/08-ICW(4) 76 to 156 

File - 5 23/1/081CW(5) 157 to 199 

200 to 222 File - 6 23/1/08-ICW(6) 

File -7 23/1/08-ICW(7) 223 to 285 

File- 8 23/1/08-ICW(8) 286 to 313 

File -9 23/1/08-ICW(9) 314 to 336 

File - 10 23/1/08-IC W(10) 337 to 340 

File - 11 23/1/08-ICW(11) 341 to 370 

File - 12 23/1/08-1CW(12) 371 to 413 

414 to 438 File -.13 23/1/08-ICW(13) 

2.  Folder-2 	(File 
14) 

File - 14 23/1/08-IC W(14) Ito 225 

3.  Folder-3 	(Files 
15 to 33) 

File - 15 23/1/08-IC W(15) 1 to 28 

File - 16 23/1/08-IC W(i6) 29 to 79 

File - 17 23/1/08-IC W(17) 80 to 94 

File - 18 23/1/08-1CW(l 8) 95 to 135 



File - 19 23/1/08-ICW(19) 136 to 180 

File -20 23/1/08-ICW(20) 181 to 195 

File -21 23/1/08-IC W(21) 196 to 222 

File -22 23/1/08-IC W(22) 223 to 228 

File -23 23/1/08-ICW(23) 229 to 241 

File - 24 23/1/08-IC W(24) 242 to 243 

File -25 23/1/08-IC W(25) 244 to 249 

File -26 23/1/08-ICW(26) 250 to 257 

File -27 23/1/08-IC W(27) 258 to 270 

File - 28-A 23/1/08-ICW( 28-A) 271 to 278 

File - 28-B 23/1 /08-ICW (28-B) 279 to 281 

File - 28-C 23/1/08-ICW (28-C) 282 to 319 

File -29 23/1/08-IC W(29) 320 to 514 

File -30 23/1/08-1CW(30) 515 to 587 

File - 31 23/1/08-ICW(3 1) 588 to 594 

File -32 23/1/08-ICW(32) 595 to 602 

File -33 23/1/08-IC W(33) 603 to 618 

4.  Folder-4 (Files 34 to 
35) 

File -34 23/1/08-IC W(34) Ito 127 

File -35 23/1/08-ICW(35) 128 to 139 

5.  Folder-5 (Files 36 to 
49) 

File -36 23/1/08-ICW(36) I 

File -37 23/1/08-ICW(37) 2 to 38 

File - 38 23/1/08-IC W(38) 39 to 46 

File -39 23/1/08-ICW(39) 47 to 76 

File - 40 23/1/08-IC W(40) 77 to 111 

File -41 23/1/08-IC W(41) 112 to 124 

File -42 23/1/08-IC W(42) 125 to 150 

File -43 23/1/08-ICW(43) 151 to 159 

File -44 23/1/08-IC W(44) 160 to 188 

File -45 23/1/08-IC W(45) 189 to 197 



0 
File -46 23/1/08-ICW(46) 198 to 258 

File - 47 23/1/08-IC W(47) 259 to 264 

File -48 23/1108-IC W(48) 265 to 269 

File -49 23/1/08-IC W(49) 270 to 460 

6. Folder- 6 (File 50) File-SO 23/1/08-IC W(50) I to 102 

7. Folder -7 (File 51 to 
55, 57-68) 

File - 51 23/1/08-IC W(51) 1 to 25 

File - 524 23/1/084CW (524) 26 to 30 

52-11 23/1/084CW (5241) 31 to 133 

File 53 23/1/084C W(53) 134 to 147 

File - 54 23/1/084C W(54) 148 to 206 

File - 55 23/1/08-ICW(55) 207 to 229 

File - 57 23/1/08-ICW(57) 230 to 237 

File -58 23/1/08-IC W(58) 238 to 313 

File -59 23/1/08-ICW(59) 314 to 371 

File --60 23/1/08-ICW(60) 372 to 408 

File -61 23/1/084C W(61) 409 to 440 

File -62 23/1/084C W(62) 441 to 452 

File - 63 23/1/08-ICW(63) 453 to 460 

File - 64 23/1/08-ICW(64) 461 to 463 

File - 65 23/1/08-ICW(65) 464 to 476 

File - 67 23/1/08-IC W(67) 477 to 488 

File - 68 23/1/084C W(68) 489 to 491 

8. Folder-8 (Files 69 to 
78) 

File - 69 23/1/08-1CW(69) 1 to 8 

File -70 23/1/08-IC W(70) 9 to 26 

File -71 23/1/084C W(71) 27 to 43 

File - 72 23/1/08-IC W(72) 44 to 50 

File -73 23/1/084C W(73) 51 to 79 

File - 74 23/1/084C W(74) 80 to 90 

File -75 23/1/084C W(75) 91 to 94 



File -76 23/1/08-ICW(76) 95 to 97 

File - 77 23/1/08-IC W(77) 98 to 142 

File -78 23/1108-ICW(78) 143 to 216 

9.  Folder-9 (File-79) File - 79 23/1/08-ICW(79) 1 to 56 

10.  Folder— 10 

(Files 80 to 89) 

File - 80 23/1/08-ICW(80) 1 to 191 

File -81 23/1/08-1CW(81) 192 to 228 

File-82 23/1/08-ICW(82) 229 to 253 

File - 83 23/1/08-ICW(83) 254 to 270 

File - 84 23/1/08-IC W(84) 271 to 298 

File -85 23/1/08-ICW(85) 299 to 350 

File - 86 23/1/08-ICW(86) 351 to 375 

File - 87 23/1/08-ICW(87) 376 to 395 

File - 88 23/1/08-IC W(88) 396 to 401 

File - 89 23/1/08-IC W(89) 402 to 425 

11.  Folder — 11 

(Files 90 to 100) 

File -90 23/1/08-ICW(90) 1 to 39 

File -91 23/1/08-IC W(91) 40 to 50 

File -92 23/1/08-ICW(92) 51 to 79 

File -93 23/1/08-IC W(93) 80 to 144 

File -94 23/1/08-IC W(94) 145 to 193 

File -95 23/1/08-IC W(95) 194 to 196 

File -96 23/1/08-ICW(96) 197 to 207 

File -97 23/1/08-IC W(97) 208 to 262 

File -98 23/1/08-IC W(98) 263 to 285 

File -99 23/1/08-ICW(99) 286 to 335 

File - 100 23/1/08-IC W(100) 336 to 347 

12.  Folder— 12 

(Files 101 to 112) 

File -101 23/1/08-ICW(101) I to 10 

File -102 23/1/08-IC W(102) 11 to 35 

File -103 23/1/08-IC W(l03) 36 to 120 



File -104 23/1/08-ICW(104) 121 to 154 

File -105 23/1/08-ICW(105) 155 to 179 

File -106 23/1 /08-ICW(106) 180 to 244 

File -107 23/1/08-IC W(107) 245 

File -108 23/1/08-ICW(108) 246 to 262 

File -109 23/1/08-ICW(109) 263 to 277 

File -110 23/1/08-ICW(110) 278 to 285 

File-Ill 23/1/08-ICW(111) 286 to 313 

File -112 23/1/08-ICW(112) 314 to 346 

13.  Folder —13 

(Files 113 to 118) 

File -113 23/1/08-ICW(113) Ito 15 

File -114 23/1/08-ICW(114) 16 to 44 

File -115 23/1/08-ICW(115) 45 to 65 

File -116 23/1/08-1CW(l 16) 66 to 204 

File -117 23/1/08-ICW(117) 205 to 218 

File -118 23/1/08-ICW(118) 219 to 277 

14.  Folder— 14 

(Files 119 to 125) 

File -119 23/1/08-ICW(119) Ito 112 

File -120 23/1/08-ICW(120) 113 to 155 

File -121 23/1/08-ICW(121) 156 to 160 

File -122 23/1 /08-ICW(122) 161 to 172 

File -123 23/1/08-IC W(123) 173 to 357 

File -124 23/1/08-ICW(124) 358 to359 

File -125 23/1/08-ICW(125) 360 to 451 

15.  Folder— 15 

(Files 126 to 128) 

File -126 23/1/08-ICW(126) 1 to 111 

File -127 23/1/08-IC W(127) 112 to 155 

File -128 23/1/08-IC W(128) 156 to 424 

16.  Folder— 16 

(File 129, 130-I& III 
& 131 132) 

File -129 23/1/08-ICW(129) Ito 41 

File -130-I 23/1/08-ICW(130-I) 42 to 139 

File-130-111 23/1/08-1CW(l 30- 
III) 

131 to 233 



File-131 23/1/08-IC W(131) 234 to 239 

File 132 23/1/08-ICW(132) 240 to 362 

17. Folder-17 File— 137-C 23/1 /08-ICW(137- 1 to 32 

(Files 137A,C,D&E 
C) 

 
18. and 138) File— 137-D 23/1/08-ICW(137D) 33 to 77 

19. File— 137-E 23/1 /08-ICW(137-E) 78 to 110 

20. File-137-A 23/1/08-ICW(137A) 111 to 150 

21. File 138 23/1 /08-ICW(138) 151 to 198 

22. Folder-18 File— 139-A 23/1/08-ICW(139- 1 to 62 

(Files 139-A to C and 
A) 

23. 143A, 145A&B) File— 139-B 23/1 /08-ICW(139- 63 to 65 
B) 

24. File— 139-C 23/1/08-IC W(139- 66 to 78 
C) 

25. File— 143-A 23/1 /08-ICW(143- 79 to 161 
A) 

26. File — 145-A 23/1/08-IC W(145- 162 to 350 
A) 

27. File— 145-B 23/1/08-ICW(145- 351 to 413 
B) 

28. Folder-18(A) File-141A 23/1/08-ICW(141A) Ito 285 

29. File-14IB 23/1 /084CW(141B) 286 to 291 

30. File 141C 23/1/08-ICW(141C) 292 to 361 

31. File 141D 23/1/08-1CW(141D) 362 to 392 

32. Folder-19 File 142 23/1/08-IC W(142) I to 249 

(File 142) 

33. Folder-20 File-144 A 23/1 /08-ICW(144- Ito 113 

(Files 144A to C) 
A) 

34. File-144B 23/1/08-ICW(144- 114 to 347 
B) 

35. File-144C 23/1/08-ICW(144- 348 to 476 
C) 

36. Folder-21 File -146-A 23/1/08-ICW(146- Ito 176 



(File 146A) A) 

37.  Folder-22 

(Files 150 to 154) 

File 150 23/1/08-IC W(150) 1 to 14 

38.  File 151 23/1 /08-ICW(151) 15 to 17 

39.  File 152-A 23/1/08-IC W(152A) 18 to 329 

40.  File 152-B 23/1/08-IC W(152B) 330 to 340 

41.  File — 153 23/1/08-IC W(153) 341 to 358 

42.  •File -154 23/1/08-ICW(154) 359 to 433 

43.  Folder-23 

(File 166 & 168-B 

File-166 
(Correspondence) 

23/1/08-ICW(166) 

1-378 

44.  File-168-B (Minute 
Sheet) 

23/1/08-ICW(168- 
B) 

1-84 

45.  Folder-24 

(File 170) 

File - 170 23/1 /08-ICW(170) 1 to 253 

46.  Folder-25 

(Files 192 & 194 

File 192 23/1/08-ICW(192) 1 to 26 

47.  File 194 23/1/08-ICW(194) 27 to 66 

I am the custodian of the aforesaid and have also brought 
the certified copies of the said record (certified copies have been 
compared with the record and the record has been returned). The 
certified copies are taken on record as: 

Exhibit NAB-1 	Folder No.1 comprising of files 1 to 13 and 
pages 1 to 438 of correspondence / noting. 

Exhibit NAB-2 	Folder No.2 comprising of files 14 and 
pages 1-225 of correspondence / noting. 

Exhibit NAB-3 	Folder No.3 comprising of files 15 to 33 and 
pages 1-618 of correspondence / noting. 



Exhibit NAB-4 

Exhibit NAB-5 

Exhibit NAB-6 

Exhibit NAB-7 

Exhibit NAB-8 

Exhibit NAB-9 

Exhibit NAB-10 

Exhibit NAB-11 

Exhibit NAB-12 

Exhibit NAB-13 

Exhibit NAB-14 

Folder No.4 comprising of files 34 to 35 and 
pages 1-139 of correspondence / noting. 

Folder No.5 comprising of files 36 to 49 and 
pages 1-460 of correspondence / noting. 

Folder No. 6 comprising of file 50 and pages 
1-102 of correspondence / noting. 

Folder No.7 comprising of files 51 to 55, 57 
to 65, 67&68 and pages 1-491 of 
correspondence / noting. 

Folder No. 8 comprising of files 69 to 78 and 
pages 1-216 of correspondence / noting. 

Folder No.9 comprising of file 79 and pages 
1-56 of correspondence / noting. 

Folder No.10 comprising of files 80 to 89 and 
pages 1-425 of correspondence / noting. 

Folder No.11 comprising of files 90 to 100 
and pages 1-347 of correspondence / noting. 

Folder No.12 comprising of files 101 to 112 
and pages 1-346 of correspondence / noting. 

Folder No.13 comprising of files 113 to 118 
and pages 1-277 of correspondence / noting. 

Folder No.14 comprising of files 119 to 125 
and pages 1-451 of correspondence / noting. 



Exhibit NAB-15 
	

• Folder No.15 comprising of files to 126 to 
128 and pages 1-424 of correspondence / 
noting. 

Exhibit NAB-16 
	

Folder No.16 comprising of files 129 to 131 
and pages 1-362 of correspondence / noting. 

Exhibit NAB-17 Folder No.17 comprising of files 137-
A,C,D&E, 138 and pages 1-198 of 
correspondence / noting. 

Exhibit NAB-18 Folder No.18 comprising of files 139A to C, 
143A, 145A&B and pages 1-413 of 
correspondence / noting. 

Exhibit NAB-18(A) Folder No.18(A) comprising of files 141A 
to D and pages 1- 392 of correspondence / 
noting. 

Exhibit NAB-19 Folder No.19 comprising of file 142 and 
pages 1-249 of correspondence / noting. 

Exhibit NAB-20 Folder No. 20 comprising of files 144 A to 
C and pages 1-476 of correspondence / 
noting. 

Exhibit NAB-21 Folder No. 21 comprising of file 146A and 
pages 1-176 of correspondence / noting. 

Exhibit NAB-22 Folder No.22 comprising of files 150 to 154 
and pages 1-433 of correspondence / noting. 



Exhibit NAB-23 

Exhibit NAB-24 

Exhibit NAB-25 

Folder No.23 comprising of files 166&168-
B and pages 1-84 (Noting) pages 1-378 
(correspondence). 

Folder No.24 comprising of files 170A&C 
and pages 1-253 of correspondence / noting. 

Folder No.25 comprising of files 192 & 194 
and pages 1-66 of correspondence / noting. 
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• Name 

Zahir Shah, Director General (Operations), National Accountability Bureau, Islamabad (A IN 3 

On S.A  

I have been working in National Accountability Bureau ("NAB") since 2004. By 2017, I was DG 

(Operations), NAB and looking after the affairs of the International Cooperation Wing. In or 

about 2017, Arbitration proceedings between NAI3/Government of Pakistan ("GoP") and 

Broadsheet were pending in London. 

After the Liability Award had been announced and the Arbitration proceedings were under 

progress in the Quantum Hearing, it was decided by NAB/GoP .to produce Mr Tariq Fawad 
Malik as a witness. In order to prepare his witness statement and for completion of record, on 

instructions I reached out to Mr Tariq Fawad Malik, who was apparently in Dubai, as well as 

some officers of NAB to obtain any cmails pertaining to 13roadsheet that they may have received 
or sent. 

In response to my efforts, Mr Tariq Fawad Malik and others forwarded to me various e-mails 
they had sent or received. 

1 have printed out all such e-mails, certified the same and produced them in exhibit as "AW3-1" 

consisting of 22 e-mails (from 1 April 2007 to 28 February 2008) comprising of pages Ito 85. 

The names of the purported sender of the e-mails and the recipient thereof is evident from exhibit 

AW3-1 and more importantly the name of the person who forwarded the e-mails to me appears 

on each e-mail along with the relevant dates. 

)4, 	) 
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Name 

Khalid Khan Niazi ("AW-4"), Secretary to the Attorney General for Pakistan, id  Floor, Supreme 
Court Building, Islamabad 

On S.A 

I have been the Secretary to the Attorney General since 261h  November 2015. 

The first Attorney General that I worked with was Mr. Salman Aslam Butt. Prior to 2015, I was 

serving as General Manager, Postal Life Insurance Karachi. 1 have retired on l si  February 2021 

and am currently serving with the Attorney General's Office on contract basis for a period of two 

years. 

Prior to posting at Karachi, I, served .as Secretary, Legal Wing for the FBR and my duties 

included coordinating the litigation- before the lion'ble Supreme Court, and if necessary, 

appearing before the said court. 

In the year 1993, the Government of Pakistan ("GoP") decided to expand the FBR, for which 

further officers were required. It was also eventually decided that such officers would be taken 

froth various occupational groups who had recently qualified their CSS examination and had a 

background in economics or business administration. 

After being selected by the Department Promotional Committee; 1 joined the FBR under Section 

10 of the Civil Servants Act 1973. 

1 have brought with me the record pertaining to Broadsheet including correspondence and some 

awards/judgments. Furthermore, 1 have also brought the record of the matter pertaining to Ms 

Benazir Bhutto's Jewelry Case. This, is the only record that is available with the . Attorney 

General's Office. 

The said record pertaining to the Broadsheet case and Ms Benazir Bhutto's Jewelry case consists 

of eight (8) volumes. 

I have also brought the certified copies of the said record duly certified by the custodian of the 

record and have come with the custodian of the record who is present. 

It is correct that by and large all overseas legal matters involve the Attorney General's Office. I 

am not aware that at any point in time that any attempt was made or not by the Attorney 

General's Office, either on its own or in conjunction with any other department or institution of 



the GoP, to try and recover and retrieve looted wealth of the country which may have been taken 
abroad or was available abroad. 

However, if so directed, the Attorney General's Office either directly or through foreign lawyers 

would present the point of view of the GoP outside Pakistan before international courts and 
tribunals. 

To the best of my understanding at some point in time when Malik Muhammad Qayyum was the 

Attorney General for Pakistan, he made an application for withdrawal of Pakistan as an 

interested party in such litigation before the Swiss Court/Institutions. 

Despite our search, the letter/communication or the file including noting portion regarding the 

said letter is not available with the Attorney General's Office. 

It is correct that in the normal course of events, such letter/communication addressed by the then 

Attorney General for Pakistan (Malik Muhammad Qayyum) along with the noting portion should 

be in our record. 

It is true that if the Attorney General's Office was involved in any legal efforts outside Pakistan 

for recovery of money and assets belonging to Pakistan but looted and transferred abroad, the 

record thereof should be available with us but unfortunately despite our efforts we could not find 

any such record. 

To the best of my information, no FIR/report has been lodged with the police by the Attorney 

General's Office regarding any missing record till date. 

Q. Whether the absence/disappearance of the record regarding the efforts if any to recover the 

looted wealth benefit the beneficiaries of looted wealth? 

Ans. Maybe 

Q. Such beneficiaries of the absence of the record would be the persons who apparently looted 

such wealth? 

Ans. Maybe 

Q. The failures, if any, of efforts of such recovery from abroad were obviously to the advantage 

of the persons who were the beneficial owners of the said looted wealth? 

Ans. Maybe 

2 
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: 
OsSince the record is not available today, it is not possible to determine the causes of failure to 
recover the said amount§ and assets? 

Ans. Yes and nothing in terms of such record was ever handed Over to me. 

Q. Is it possible that the record in question has been concealed/stolen or misplaced to protect the 
beneficiaries of such looted wealth? 

Ans. I cannot comment 

Q. Is it possible that the failures to recover such wealth may have been a result of deliberate acts 

of omissions of the officers/representatives of the Gol) and its various institutions or 
departments? 

Ans. In the absence of the record, I cannot comment on this. 

Q. Is it possible that the person who were required to maintain, protect and preserve such record 

at the Attorney General's Office may be under obligation to the beneficial owners of the looted 
wealth? 

Ans. I cannot comment 

Q. Is it possible that such persons required to maintain, protect and preserve such record at the 

Attorney General's Office may be protecting the porsons who may be involved in such failures 

because they were under obligation to them? 

Ans. I cannot comment 
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'Name 

Mr. Muhammad Umer Daraz Randhawa, Additional Director (Operations), 
Room 234, National Accountability Bureau, G-5/2, Islamabad (AW-2) 

On S.A  

As.  directed, I have brought the following record pertaining to the 
Broadsheet Arbitration:- 

S.No. Description Date Page 
From 

Page 
To 

1 Broadsheet LLC's 
Particulars of Claim 

09-07-2012 1 230 

Defence 23-11-2012 1 313 

Misc file no. 23/1/08-0W- 
ICW(56) & 92 

1 60 

Claimant Statements 

3 4 Affidavit 	of 	Farouk 	Adam 
Khan 

22-08-2010 1 

Witness Statement of Farouk 
Adam Khan 

17-07-2015 4 

1 

15 

106 Witness Statement of Dbuglas 
M. Tisdale 

24-07-2015 

Second Witness Statement of 
Douglas M. Tisdale 

23-09-2015 107 148 

Witness Statement of Kaveh 
Moussavi 

02-11-2012 1 

10 

9 

23 Second Witness Statement of 
Kaveh Moussavi 

24-07-2015 

Third Witness 	Statement of 
Kaveh Moussavi 

24-07-2015 24 26 

7 Expert of Aqil Shah (on behalf 
of Respondent) 

12-11-2015 1 28 



Expert Opinion Opinion of Dr. Ayesha 
Siddique 	(on 	behalf 	of 
Claimant 

27-09-2015• 29 62 

8 Expert Opinion of Johan Moye 10-09-2015 1 13 

9 Witness 	Statement 	Robert 
Byrne 

24-07-2015 1 43 

Second 	Witness 	Statement 
Robert Byrne 

25-09-2015 44 55 

Respondent Statements 

10 Witness Statement of Navid 
Rasul Mirza 

24-07-2015 1 39 

11 Witness Statement of Lt. Gen 
Syed Muhammad Amjad 

18-07-2015 1 130 

Second Witness Statement of 
Lt. 	Gen 	Syed 	Muhammad 
Amjad 

23-09-2015 131 203 

12 Witness Statement of Lt. Gen 
Khalid Maqbool 

23-07-2015 1 286 

Second Witness Statement of 
Lt. Gen Khalid Maqbool 

24-09-2015 287 304 

13 Witness 	Statement 	Lt. 	Gen 
(Retd.) Munir Hafiez 

24-07-2015 1 16 

Second Witness Statement Lt. 
Gen (Retd.) Munir Hafiez 

24-09-2015 17 36 

14 Witness Statement 
Ambassador Abdul Basit 

24-07-2015 1 95 

15 Witness 	Statement 	Umar 
Zaman 

18-05-2015 1 

16 Witness 	Statement 	Ashtar 
Ausaf Ali 

06-10-2015 1 



17 Witness 	Statement 	Ahmer 
Bilal Soofi 

23-07-2015 1 223 

Supplemental 	Witness 
Statement Ahmer Bilal Soofi 

23-09-2015 224 247 

18 Witness 	Statement 	Hasan 
Saqib 

24-07-2015 1 24 

19 Witness 	Statement 	Nawid 
Ahsan 

23-07-2015 1 18 

20 Witness 	Statement 	Talat 
Ghumman 

23-07-2015 1 16 

Second 	Witness 	Statement 
Talat Ghumman 

24-09-2015 17 37 

Third Witness Statement Talat 
Ghumman 

22-05-2018 38 44 

21 Cross 	Examination 	and 
Hearing Proceeding 

18-29 
January 

2016 

1 740 

22 Part 	Final 	Award 	(Liability 
Issues) 

01-08-2016 1 83 

23 Part Final Award (Quantum) 17-12-2018 1 69 

24 Part Final Award (Costs) 10-10-2019 1 18 

25 High 	Court 	of 	Justice, 
Business and Property Courts 
of England and Wales order 
and Judgment 

12-07-2019 1 24 

I am the custodian of the aforesaid and have also brought the 

certified copies of the said record (certified copies have been compared 

with the record and the record has been returned). The certified copies are 

taken on record as: 



Exhibit NAB-26 
	

Broadsheet L-LC's Particulars of Claim Pages 1 to 
230 

Exhibit NAB-27 

Exhibit NAB-27-A 

Exhibit NAB-28 

Exhibit NAB-29 

Exhibit NAB-30 

Exhibit NAB-31 

Exhibit NAB-32 

Exhibit NAB-33 

Exhibit NAB-34 

Exhibit NAB-34-A 

Exhibit NAB-35  

Defence Page No.1 to 313 

Misc file no. 23/1/08-0W-ICW(56) & (92) page 1 to 
60 

Affidavit of Farouk Adam Khan Page 1 to 3 & 
Witness Statement of Farouk Adam Khan Page 4 to 
15 

Witness Statement of Douglas M. Tisdale Page 1 to 
106 & Second Witness Statement of Douglas M. 
Tisdale Page 107 to 148 

Witness Statement of Kaveh Moussavi Page 1 to 9, 
Second Witness Statement of Kaveh Moussavi 
Page 10 to 23 & Third Witness Statement of Kaveh 
Moussavi Page 24 to 26 

Expert of Aqil Shah (on behalf of Respondent) Page 
1 to 28 & Expert Opinion of Dr. Ayesha Siddique (on 
behalf of Claimant) Page 29 to 62 

Expert Opinion of Johan Moye Page 1 to 13 

Witness Statement Robert Byrne Page 1 to 43 & 
Second Witness Statement Robert Byrne Page 44 
to 55 

Witness Statement of Navid Rasul Mirza Page 1 to 
39 

Witness Statement of Lt. Gen Syed Muhammad 
Amjad Page 1 to 130 & Second Witness Statement 
of Lt. Gen Syed Muhammad Amjad Page 131 to 
203 

Witness Statement of Lt. Gen Khalid Maqbool Page 
1 to 286 & Second Witness Statement of Lt. Gen 
Khalid Maqbool Page 287 to 304 



Exhibit NAB-36 

Exhibit NAB-37 

Exhibit NAB-38 

Exhibit NAB-39 

Exhibit NAB-40 

Exhibit NAB-41 

Exhibit NAB-42 

Exhibit NAB-43 

Exhibit NAB-44 

Exhibit NAB-45 

Exhibit NAB-46 

Exhibit NAB-47 

Exhibit NAB-48 

- Witness Statement Lt. Gen (Retd.) Munir Hafiez 
Page 1 to 16 & Second Witness Statement Lt. Gen 
(Retd.) Munir Hafiez Page 17 to 36 

Witness Statement Ambassador Abdul Basit Page 1 
to 95 

Witness Statement Umar Zarnan Page 1 to 8 

Witness Statement Ashtar Ausaf Ali Page 1 to 4 

Witness Statement Ahmer Bilal Soofi Page 1 to 223 
& Supplemental Witness Statement Ahmer Bilal 
Soofi Page 224 to 247 

Witness Statement Hasan Saqib Page 1 to 24 

Witness Statement Nawid Ahsan Page 1 to 18 

Witness Statement Talat Ghumman Page 1 to 16, 
Second Witness Statement Talat Ghumman Page 
17 to 37 & Third Witness Statement Talat 
Ghumman Page 38 to 44 

Cross Examination and Hearing Proceeding Page 1 
to 740 

Part Final Award (Liability Issues) Page 1 to 83 

Part Final Award-(Quantum) Page 1 to 69 

Part Final Award (Costs) Page 1 to 18 

High Court of Justice, Business and Property Courts 
of England and Wales order and Judgment Page 1 
to 24 
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Name 

Raja Naeem Akbar ("A W-5"), Secretary, Ministry of Law and Justice, Islamabad 

On S.A 

I have been the Secretary, Ministry of Law and Justice, for the last seven (7) to eight (8) months. 
However, I have been serving in the Law Ministry since 2011. 

Before that, I was Deputy Director, Law With the Securities and Exchange Commission of 

Pakistan ("SECP") from May 2007 to May 2011. Prior thereto, I was a practicing lawyer. 

Besides my LLB from the University of Punjab. I also did my LLM from the University of 

Wolverhampton, United Kingdom in 2004. 

I.have searched the record with the Ministry of Law and Justice and have discovered that the 

files and more particularly the noting portion relevant to the asset recovery agreements with 

Broadsheet LLC (loM) and IAR executed in the year 2000 is not available. The said file was 
numbered as 861/2000-Law. It is the said file which is missing. 

The Ministry does not have any record of any file or noting portion thereof pertaining to the 

repudiation/cancellation of the aforesaid asset recovery agreements. 

Similarly, the file pertaining to the vetting of the settlement agreement with Broadsheet dated 20 

May 2008 is also missing. However, other liles of the same periods on other issues are intact and 
available. 

We are still searching and collecting the files/record pertaining to efforts made by Government • 

of Pakistan to recover stolen assets from abroad. I am confident that some of such files will be 
recovered. 	• 

With regards to the files/record pertaining, to payments to Broadsheet under the Settlement 

Agreement, this is not available because it does not directly pertain to the Ministry of Law and 
Justice. 

I undertake to make every effort in search of the relevant missing files and other relevant 

documents mentioned above. I shall reappear before the Commission on Wednesday, 24 
February 2021. 

.94 
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Name  

Mr. Muhammad Umer Daraz Randhawa, Additional Director (Operations), 
Room 234, National Accountability Bureau, G-5/2, Islamabad (AW-2) 

On S.A  

As directed, I have brought the following record pertaining to the 
Broadsheet Arbitration:- 

S.No. File No. Page 
From 

Page 
To 

1 23/1/08-ICW(168-A) Vol-II 1 452 

2 23/1/08-ICW(168-B) 	Minute 
Sheet 

1 83 

23/1/08-ICW(167)Vol-III 84 452 

3 23/1/08-ICW(157) Vol-IV 1 317 

4 23/1/08-ICW(156) Vol-V. 1 271 

5 23/1/08-ICW(165-A)Vol-VI 1 136 

23/1/08-ICW(200) Vol-VII 137 266 

406 6 23/1/08-ICW Vol-VIII 1 

7 23/1/08-IOW Vol-IX Part-A 1 103 

8 23/1/08-IOW Vol-IX Part-B 104 551 

23/1/08-IOW Vol-X 1 261 

10 23/1/08-IOW Vol-XI 1 263 

11 23/1/08-ICW Vol-XII 1 276 

12 23/1/08-ICW Vol-XIII 1 252 

13 23/1/08-IOW Vol-XIV 1 308 

14 23/1/08-IOW Vol-XV 1 224 

15 Power 	of Attorney 	issued 	to 
Broadsheet 

1 250 



16 Emails 2003 & 2004 1 303 

17 Documents received by Ahmer 
Bilal 	Soofi 	& 	Co. 	from 
Broadsheet's 	representative 	in 
Dubai through DHL (Shipment 
No.4731471872) on 3rd  March, 
2008 

1 96 

Emails 2003 & 2004 97 317 

18 Minute Sheet 1 330 

19 Broadsheet 	LLC's 	reply 	to 
Respondents 	Statement 	of 
Defence 

1 179 

20 Correspondence between NAB 
& Mb o Law (Booklet) 

1 222 

21 Correspondence between NAB 
& Mb o Law (2012-2013) 

1 412 

22 Correspondence between NAB 
& M/o Law (2014) 

1 167 

23 Notice of Arbitration 	alongwith 
enclosures 

1 230 

24 Application for Security of Cost 
by NAB alongwith enclosures 

1 189 

25 Quantum Hearing Documents 1 276 

26 Proceedings 1 264 

27 Witness Statement of Mr. Tariq 
Fawad Malik 

1 6 

28 Experts Reports for Quantum 
Hearing 

FTI for Respondent / GoP 

Stroz Friedberg for Claimant/ 
Broadsheet 

1 301 



I am the custodian of the aforesaid and have also brought the 

certified copies of the said record (certified copies have been compared 

with the record and the record has been returned). The certified copies are 

taken on record as: 

Exhibit NAB-49 

Exhibit NAB-50 

Exhibit NAB-51 

Exhibit NAB-52 

Exhibit NAB-53 

Exhibit NAB-54 

Exhibit NAB-55 
(Part-A) 

Exhibit NAB-55 
(Part-B) 

Exhibit NAB-56 

Exhibit NAB-57 

Exhibit NAB-58 

Exhibit NAB-59 

23/1/08-ICW(168-A) Vol-II comprising of page Ito 

452 

23/1/08-ICW(168-B) Minute Sheet Page 1 to 83 & 
23/1/08-ICW(167)Vol-III comprising of page 84 to 
452 

23/1/08-ICW(157) Vol-IV comprising of page 1 to 
317 

23/1/08-ICW(156) Vol-V comprising of page 1 to 
271 

23/1/08-ICW(165-A) Vol-VI page 1 to 136 & 
23/1/08-ICW(200) Vol-VII comprising of page 137 to 
266 

23/1/08-ICW Vol-VIM comprising of page 1 to 406 

23/1/08-IOW Vol-IX-II comprising of page 1 to103 

23/1/08-IOW Vol-IX-I comprising of page 104 to 
551 

23/1/08-IOW Vol-X comprising of page 1 to 261 

23/1/08-IOW Vol-XI comprising of page 1 to 263 

23/1/08-IOW Vol-XII comprising of page 1 to 276 

23/1/08-IOW Vol-XIII comprising of page 1 to 252 



Exhibit NAB-60 

Exhibit NAB-61 

Exhibit NAB-62 

Exhibit NAB-63 

Exhibit NAB-64 

Exhibit NAB-65 

Exhibit NAB-66 

Exhibit NAB-67 

Exhibit NAB-68 

Exhibit NAB-69 

Exhibit NAB-70 

Exhibit NAB-71 

Exhibit NAB-72 

Exhibit NAB-73 

Exhibit NAB-74 

23/1/08-IOW Vol-XIV comprising of page 1 to 308 

23/1/08-IOW Vol-XV comprising of page 1 to 224 

Power of Attorney issued to Broadsheet comprising 
of page 1 to 250 

Emails 2003 & 2004 comprising of pages 1 to 303 

Documents received by Ahmer Bilal Soofi & Co. 
from Broadsheet's representative in Dubai through 
DHL (Shipment No.4731471872) on 3rd March, 
2008 comprising of page 1 to 96 and Email 2003 & 
2004 comprising of Page 97 to 317 

Minute Sheet comprising of pages 1 to 330 

Broadsheet LLC's reply to Respondents Statement 
of Defence comprising of pages 1 to 179 

Correspondence between NAB and Mb o Law 
(Booklet) comprising of page 1 to 222 

Correspondence between NAB & Mb o Law (2012-
2013) comprising of Page 1 to 412 

Correspondence between NAB & Mb o Law (2014) 
comprising of Page 1 to 167 

Notice of Arbitration alongwith enclosures 
comprising of Page 1 to 230 

Application for Security of Cost by NAB alongwith 
enclosures comprising of Page 1 to 189 

Quantum Hearing Documents comprising of page 1 
to 276 

Proceeding comprising of Page 1 to 264 

Witness Statement of Mr. Tariq Fawad Malik 
comprising of page 1 to 6 



7/by I 

R DRAZ RANDHAWA 
Addl.Director 

Nation I ACCOUntabillty Bureau 
Islamabad 

Exhibit NAB-75 Expert Reports for Quantum Hearing: 	FTI for 
Respondent / GoP and Stroz Friedberg for 
Claimant/ Broadsheet comprising of page 1 to 301 

It is submitted that any further record will be provided as and when directed 
by the Hon'ble Commission. 
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• Name 

Kamran Ali Afzal, Finance Secretary, Room 201, Q Block, Pakistan Secretariat. Islamabad (A w-4) 
On S.A 

• I am the Finance Secretary for the Government of Pakistan ("GoP"). I assumed Office on 28 
December 2020. 

Pursuant to the Notice from the Commission, we have searched the record. The record that was 
immediately found available has already been presented to the Commission through Shahid Raza 
Zaidi (AW-1). 

The record pertaining to the year 2008 is not immediately available though the record pertaining 
to some earlier years is available. The record for other years/periods of time is also not readily 
available. 

We are.  continuing our search and also examining our record to determine whether the files in 
question were sent to another department/institution and may not have been received back. We 
have also reached out to the State Bank of Pakistan for information. 

The record pertaining to the year 2004 has been located, other files for the same period are also - 
being located and will be presented to the Commission at the earliest. 

ROAC 
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NAME  

Masan Saqib, Chief (Human Resource Management), Federal Board of Revenue, Room No. 474, 

Federal Board of Revenue Building, Constitutional Avenue, Islamabad ("AW-7") 

On S.A 

I used to work for National Accountability Bureau ("NAB"). I had two deputations with the 

NAB, first from January 2003 to September 2004 and the second from early 2006 till July 2008. 

I was a Deputy Director at NAB headquarters, Islamabad. I was initially in Grade Seventeen (17) 

but subsequently while on deputation in NAB, I was promoted to Grade Eighteen (18) and 

became a Deputy Director. I became the desk officer for Broadsheet and International Asset 

Recovery Limited ("JAR") in January 2007 and retained such responsibility till the end of my 
deputation with NAB in July 2008 

I am aware that there was an Asset Retrieval Agreement ("ARA") between NAB and Broadsheet 
LLC (Isle of Man). 

I became aware that Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man) had been wound up from an email dated 14 

February 2008 (page 1 of Exhibit NAB-23) sent by Mr Ahmer Bilal Soofi to Ms Madina M. 

Khan, Director (Overseas Wing), NAB and copied to me. On the basis of the aforesaid email 

dated 14 February 2008, I initiated a note which is on page 1 of Exhibit NAB-23. 

It is correct that in the note initiated on the email dated 14 February 2008 referred to above, there 

appears to be no mention of the fact that Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man) has been wound up. 
However, the said email was attached as PUC for perusal of my superiors. 

Q. 	Did you not believe that the company with which NAB had executed an ARA, namely 

Broadsheet LLC Isle of Man, had been wound up, was a critical fact for future decision making 

by NAB? 

Ans. At that point in time, I, including my Director, were not conscious of the critical nature of 

this fact but in hindsight now sitting here in 2021, I believe it was critical. However, there was 

no conscious effort on my part to conceal this fact. As desk officers, we type all day and even 
otherwise the email in question was attached as a PUC. 

It is correct that before 9 April 2008 there is no reference in the noting portion to the winding up 

of Broadsheet LLC, however, Mr Ahmer Bilal Soofi prepared a draft Settlement Agreement and 

sent it to NAB. 

In the said draft Settlement Agreement, it has been mentioned that Steeplechase Financial 

Services LLC is the successor organization of M/s Broadsheet and is managed by Jerry James. 

This fact is mentioned in my note dated 9 April 2008 (page 6 of Exhibit NAB-23). 



The said draft Settlement Agreement was then sent to the Ministry of Law for vetting under my 

signature. The said letter dated 15 April 2008 is addressed to Mr Ghulam Rasool, Joint Secretary, 

Ministry of Law and is available on page 280 of Exhibit NAB-23. 

To the best of my recollection, Mr Ghulam Rasool was the concerned Joint Secretary, Ministry 

of Law. Such information was probably passed to me by the Prosecutor General Accountability 

Wing, NAB, hence this letter may have been addressed to Mr Ghulam Rasool, Joint Secretary, 

Ministry of Law and not the Secretary, Ministry of Law. 

The documents appended with the said letter dated 15 April 2008 are mentioned therein as 

enclosures. One of such enclosures is the approval of the Prime Minister. The said approval was 

given before the Settlement Agreement with Broadsheet was drafted. The approval was in 

principle for the settlement with Broadsheet and not an approval of the draft Settlement 

Agreement. I must have read the draft Settlement Agreement before sending it to the Ministry of 

Law, though I do not recall actually reading it. 

It is correct that the said draft Settlement Agreement contains a lot of blanks, quo the complete 

identity of the company (Broadsheet) with which the agreement is to be entered into, the place of 

its incorporation and authorization of the person empowered to execute the said agreement on 

behalf of Broadsheet. I do not remember whether Mr Ghulam Rasool called me for any meeting 

regarding the said Settlement Agreement. 

Mr Ghulam Rasool did not seek any further documentation or clarification in writing from me 

regarding the Settlement Agreement. There appears to be no such letter from the Ministry of Law 

on the record. 

It is correct that there is a reference to Broadsheet LLC (Gibraltar) in the said Settlement 

Agreement in more than one place. I am not aware of any company called Broadsheet LLC 

(Gibraltar). I did not come across this company or the name of this company in the NAB files 

while I was working there. 

I did not read every line of the said Settlement Agreement which was drafted by an eminent 

lawyer, Mr Ahmer Bilal Soofi, specifically hired for that purpose. 1 acted on trust. 

It is correct that after vetting by the Ministry of Law, the Settlement Agreement was returned to 

me with a covering letter dated 29 April 2008 (page 246 of Exhibit NAB-23). The only 

corrections effected were grammatical. 

The documents in question (i.e the Settlement Agreement, affidavits etc.) were then sent to the 

Pakistan High Commission in London. After seeking approval from my superiors, I sent the said 

documents vide letter dated 14 May 2008 (page 210 of Exhibit NAB-23). The documents that 

were sent with the said letter are mentioned therein as enclosures. It is correct that the Settlement 

Agreement which was sent for signatures was blank, quo the complete identity of Broadsheet 
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and the authorization to execute the agreement. It is correct that my letter does not contain any 

instructions as to how to fill the blanks in the Settlement Agreement. 

An understanding was given to NAB by Mr Ahmer Bilal Soofi that the blanks would be filled 

when the documents were shown and presented to the Deputy High Commissioner of Pakistan in 

the United Kingdom. 

I believe that an explanatory phone call was made from NAB to the Deputy High Commissioner 

in London on how to fill up the blanks. The phone call perhaps was made either by the then 

Chief of Staff, NAB or the Director General (Overseas Wing), NAB. 

With the affidavits that were sent as enclosures with my letter dated 14 May 2008, there were 

instructions in the draft affidavits as to how the blanks therein were to be filled. Mr Abdul Basit, 

the Deputy High Commissioner, did not call me as to seek information about filling the blanks. 

It is correct that the executed documents were returned to NAB vide letter dated 20 May 2008 

(page 171 of Exhibit NAB-23). 

The executed documents were neither endorsed nor sent to me. I never saw them before till 

today, when I found them in Exhibit NAB-23 shown to me today. I make this statement to the 

best of memory. 

It is correct that pursuant to the Settlement Agreement dated 20 May 2008, payments were made. 

It is correct that the payments were made in two tranches. 

I believe that the first tranche was issued through the banking instrument which is on page 202 of 

Exhibit NAB-23. I have now noticed that banking instrument is in favour of Broadsheet LLC 

(Gibraltar). 

I do not recall whether I gave instructions that the banking instrument requested should be in the 

name of Broadsheet LLC (Gibraltar). Perhaps such information may be available with the 

Finance Department of NAB. The issuance of cheques and banking instruments was not part of 

my domain. I now know that Broadsheet LLC (Gibraltar) does not exist. 

I have seen the letter dated 16 May 2008 at page 208 of Exhibit NAB-23. The demand draft in 

question was issued on my instructions. However the letter does not specify that the banking 

instrument or demand draft should be in the name of Broadsheet LLC (Gibraltar). I believe that 

said letter was issued on the communications received from Mr Ahmer Bilal Soofi. 

Other than some face to face meetings in Islamabad, Lahore and London during the settlement 

process, neither 1 nor Ms Madina M Khan, Director (Overseas Wing), NAB, had any direct 

contact with Mr Jerry James, Mr Tariq Fawad Malik, or Dr. Pepper etc. who always 

communicated to us and NAB through Mr Ahmer Bilal Soofi. 
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The wire transfer, if any, as the second tranche was sent after 1 left NAB. 

I believe that in April 2008, a Notice for Arbitration was sent by Mr Jerry James. One of such 
notices dated 16 April 2008 is at page 276 of Exhibit NAB-23. 

I am aware that Mr Jerry James incorporated a company in Denver, Colorado called Broadsheet 

LLC (Colorado), at least so he claimed. The relevant documents were forwarded to us by Mr 
Ahmer Bilal Soofi. 

The said Notice for Arbitration appears to have been sent on behalf of Broadsheet LLC 
(Colorado) as is apparent from the letter head. 

There was no agreement between NAB/Government of Pakistan and Broadsheet LLC 
(Colorado). However, upon receipt of the email dated 14 February 2008, Mr Ahmer Bilal Soofi 
was contacted who told us that this was a minor hiccup and happens all the time in the corporate 
world and will be dealt with and covered in the documentation e.g Settlement Agreements, 
affidavits etc. 

ROAC 
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Name 

Ahmer Bilal Sooli, Advocate SC, 12 Embassy Road, G-6/4, Islamabad (A 

On S.A 

   

I have been a practicing advocate for about the last thirty (30) years and was enrolled as an 

Advocate of the Hon'ble Supreme Court in or around the year 2000. 

My relationship with the National Accountability Bureau ("NAB") started in about 2001. I was 

associated with the NAB office at Lahore, initially as a legal consultant and thereafter as Deputy 

Prosecutor General Accountability, NAB, Lahore for a short period of time. 

I was also associated/interacted with NAB, Islamabad with regards to International Conventions 

and the Financial Action Task Force. This would be in or about 2001 onwards.Subsequently, I 

was instructed through a specific letter through the then Chairman NAB to enter into 

negotiations with International Asset Recovery LLC ("IAR") and Broadsheet LLC for the 

purposes of settlement. 

I am aware that in the year 2000, Asset Retrieval Agreements ("ARA"), had been executed in 

between NAB and two foreign companies, namely IAR and Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man). 

I was informed that disputes had arisen and resolution of such disputes with IAR and Broadsheet 

LLC by negotiating a figure was my mandate. The other aspects of the matter i.e the agreements. 

I was only facilitating. 

It is correct that initially it was only IAR which had started issuing notices and making demands 

upon NAB. The matter with Broadsheet LLC was initially dormant. 

I conducted negotiations with IAR and its representatives both in Pakistan and abroad. In such 

negotiations, I was accompanied inter alia by Mr Hasan Sagib, Deputy Director, NAB and my 

associates. 

The negotiations with IAR were successful and resulted in a Settlement Agreement. Such 

Settlement Agreement was executed in or about January 2008 and payment was made to IAR at 

the Pakistan High Commission in London. I was not present when the payment was made. 

The matter with Broadsheet was settled on 20 May 2008, executed in the Pakistan High 

Commission in London. 

It is correct that the ARA was executed between NAB/Government of Pakistan and Broadsheet 

LLC (Isle of Man) on 20 June 2000. It is correct that the said ARA was executed on behalf of 

Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man) by Dr. William Pepper. 
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I discovered that Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man) was being wound up in a telephonic 

conversation with Mr Jerry James probably in early February 2008. I was in Pakistan when I 

received the information from Mr Jerry James in which he informed me about the aforesaid 

status of Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man). I think I was in Lahore when the said conversation took 

place. I believe I called Ms Madina M Khan Director (Overseas Wing), NAB and informed her 

about the status of Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man) as communicated to me by Mr Jerry James. 

The first time a written intimation of the winding of Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man) was 

communicated by me to NAB was through an email dated 14 February 2008 (page 315 of 

Exhibit NAB-23). It is correct that this email is about two (2) pages. And the factum of the 

winding of Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man) is mentioned at the end in the last paragraph. It is also 

mentioned that before winding up, Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man) had assigned its claim to a new 

company. Such was the information that had been communicated to me by Mr Jerry James. 

In all probability the Assignment was made available to me via email dated 19 February 2008 

(page 317-318 of Exhibit NAB-23). 

The Assignment that was eventually communicated to me and was eventually referred to in the 

Settlement Agreement appears at page 322 of Exhibit NAB-23. 

The said Assignment is not attested by any witnesses. However, it was notarized in Denver, 

Colorado by a notary public. Such notarization is on page 323 of Exhibit NAB-23.The assignor 

on the said Assignment is purportedly Broadsheet LLC. It is not stated in the said Assignment 

that Broadsheet LLC is a company registered in the Isle of Man. 

The said Assignment has been executed by Mr Jerry James as the purported chairman of 

Broadsheet LLC. 

At this point of time no public document or a certified thereof was made available to me or NAB 

proving that Mr Jerry James was the chairman of Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man). 

The documents of organization/articles of association of Broadsheet LLC were also not made 

available. I have not seen either of these documents. 

At this stage, no resolution of the board of directors of Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man) authorizing 

Mr Jerry James to execute the said Assignment was made available or shown to me. 

At this stage (February 2008), no document of organization/articles of association of Steeple 

Chase was made available to me. No public document or certified copy thereof evidencing that 

Mr Jerry James was the manager of Steeplechase Financial Services LLC ("Steeplechase") was 

made available or shown to me or NAB. 

No resolution of the board of directors of Steeplechase authorizing Mr Jerry James to execute the 

assignment was made available or shown to me. 



In all probability, I mentioned in my email dated 14 February 2008 that the claim had been 

assigned to Steeplechase on the basis of my telephonic conversation with Mr Jerry James. The 

said Assignment was made available later. 

I had several meetings and interactions with NAB after the 14 February 2008. 1 recall having 

discussed the due diligence issues and resources needed for that. These meetings were held with 

Ms Madina M Khan, Hasan Saqib and others. I never wrote any letter or email to NAB or any 

officer thereof referring to such meeting in which due diligence of Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man) 

was mentioned. I never informed the Chairman, NAB in writing that Broadsheet (Isle of Man) 

had or was being wound up or the rights under the ARA was being assigned to Steeplechase. 

However, I did inform him orally and made him aware. 

My opinion with regard to this matter was never solicited. But as stated above, I did inform Ms 

Madina M Khan and Hassan Saqib in writing and orally informed other officers of NAB in 

various discussions referred to above. I presume the said information was communicated by 

them to the Chairman, NAB. 

It is correct that if a company is being wound up or has been wound up in matters relating 

thereto, it is the liquidator who must be dealt with and eventually the court.which has ordered 

such winding or liquidation. 

I did not inform or suggest or advise NAB in writing that before proceeding further with the 

Settlement Agreement we should ascertain who the Liquidator of Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man), 

if any, was and that we should contact him. However such suggestions were made orally several 

times in the various meetings referred to above. In my said email of 14 February 2008, there is 

no hint that such a course of action needs to be followed. 

My suggestion was that appropriate changes would have to made in the template of the 

agreement with JAR and the affidavits appended thereof Furthermore, appropriate 

indemnification would be required. 

After looking at the Assignment in question, I believe that perhaps it was not entirely safe to rely 

upon. I believe that due diligence should have been instructed by NAB through me or any other 

qualified person. I repeat that no such instruction was given to me. To the best of my 

information, no such due diligence was carried out by NAB. However there was talk of asking 

the Pakistan High Commission in London to conduct due diligence. 

However, there also appeared to be an urgency in the matter since an agreement with IAR had 

already been concluded and due diligence would delay the matter because it pertained to Mian 

Nawaz Sharif. It appeared that the political environment was putting pressure on NAB. It is in 

the above context that pressure was put on me to hurry up and draft the Settlement Agreement. I 

also received calls from other entities to fast track and not delay the matter. 
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I drafted the Settlement Agreement dated 20 May 2008, as I had already suecessfully drafted the 
Settlement Agreement for IAR. 

Pursuant to my discussions with NAB regarding the winding up, all questions that arose were 

posed to Mr Jerry James and Mr 'Fariq Fawad through my email dated 16 February 2008 (page 

62 of Exhibit AW3-1). The said email contains seven (7) specific questions primarily relating to 

the liquidation of Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man), that were formulated after discussions with 

NAB officials, as they had become aware of the liquidation proceedings. 	. 

In the subsequent response by Mr Jerry James vide communication dated 20 February 2008, the 

specific questions raised in the email dated 16 February 2008 were not answered seriatum. He 

threatened NAB with arbitration proceedings. 

In my opinion the threat for arbitration proceedings perhaps did not hold any water as the 

company, Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man), had already been liquidated and only the liquidator 

thereof could initiate legal action against NAB. 

However, in the atmosphere referred to above, I was told as instructed by NAB to draft the 

Settlement Agreement along with affidavits, etc. 

NINANP. 

Pil-Erc*-rte  

(It is time for Friday prayers and Mr Ahmer Bilal Soofi, due to a recent surgery, does not appear 

to be too comfortable to continue today. Therefore the matter will continue at 15:00hrs on 

Thursday 25 February 2021) 
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NAME  

Muhammad Kaleem Khan ("AW-9"), Judge Special Anti Terrorism Court, Sahiwal Division 

On SA 

In April 2008, I was on deputation as a Section Officer in the Ministry of Law, Islamabad. I was 

sent on deputation in September/October 2007 and joined as Section Officer (Admin-P), in the 
Ministry of Law and Justice. 

To the best of my recollection I was in Chinatrom 8 April 2008 till 29 April 2008 on an official 

visit with regard to a course "Law enforcement and decision making" offered by the Government 

of the People's Republic of China. 

A few weeks after my return from China, I was appointed Section Officer (Law-II) which post I 

held for a few months as I was promoted in November 2008 to Senior Civil Judge and became 
Deputy Secretary in the Ministry of Law. 

I have seen the letter dated 29 April 2008, which is at Page 246 of Exhibit NAB-23. The said 

letter appears to have been issued from the office of Section Officer (Law-II), Ministry of Law, 

which designation I did not hold on the date mentioned in the said letter that is 29 April 2008. 

I have already stated that I was not even in Pakistan on that date. 

I have seen the signatures. These are not my signatures; somebody has signed it allegedly on my 
behalf. 

I have also seen the draft Settlement Agreement which is purportedly vetted and appended with 

the said letter dated 29 April 2008 (pages 247-261 of Exhibit NAB-23). The corrections are not 

in my hand nor in the normal course such vetting/corrections could have been made by section 

officers. 

The Section Officer(Law-I1), Ministry of Law was under the Joint Secretary, Mr Ghulam Rasool, 

in those days. There is a possibility that the vetting/correction may have been done by Mr 

Ghulam Rasool but I am not certain. 

ROAC 
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Name 

Lt. Gen (Retd.) Munir Hafiez ("AW-10"), House No.18, Street No.20, F-8/2, Islamabad 

On S.A  

I was a serving officer in the Pakistan Army and retired as a Lt. General. I served as Chairman, 

NAB from I November 2001 to 31 October 2005. I was preceded as Chairman by Lt General 

Syed Mohammad Amjad and Lt. General Khalid Maqbool. 

On taking over as Chairman, NAB, I was informed in briefings that there were already pre-

existing Asset Recovery Agreements ("ARAs") with two (2) foreign companies, namely 

International Asset Recovery Company Limited ("JAR") and Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man) 

("Broadsheet"). 

At that point of time, NAB inter alia had an Overseas Wing, Financial Crimes Wing and 

Prosecutor General Wing. I took briefings from all of them with regard to the ARAs and 

discovered that there were problems. 

The primary problem appeared to be the interpretation of the ARAs. It was the view of IAR and 

Broadsheet that the said Agreements were not limited to foreign assets but included Pakistani 

assets and recoveries thereof by NAB. It was also their view that even if any recovery was made 

especially in Pakistan without any help or assistance by the Asset Recovery Companies, they 

would still be entitled to their share of 20% from such recoveries. 

While it was NAB's understanding that the ARAs were limited to foreign assets which were 

required to be traced, recovered and repatriated to Pakistan by IAR and Broadsheet as per the 

Agreements, and had nothing to do with assets within Pakistan. Secondly, IAR and Broadsheet 

would be entitled to 20% share of the amount recovered only from abroad in accordance with the 

said Agreements. 

The said Agreements, as per our understanding was on a contingency basis i.e no recovery no 

payment. Furthermore, the tracing, recovery and repatriation of foreign assets would be done by 

IAR and Broadsheet from their own resources without any financial assistance of NAB or the 
Government of Pakistan ("GoP"). 

I was also informed in the briefing by the officials of NAB that IAR and Broadsheet were not 

fulfilling their obligation under the Agreement. No tangible effort in this behalf was available on 

our record. Even prior to my taking over, the efforts to persuade and cajole IAR and Broadsheet 

to fulfill the Agreement had proved very unsuccessful. There was only one recovery and that was 

with Admiral Mansoor Ul Haq, in respect whereof the requisite share was paid to Broadsheet. 

However, it needs to be clarified that the recovery and repatriation of money from Admiral 

Mansur Ul Haq was not effected by Broadsheet. In fact, Admiral Mansur Ul Haq, during the 



course of his extradition proceedings volunteered to come back to Pakistan, and subsequently 
after some hesitation entered into a plea bargain with NAB and voluntarily repatriated the money 
from abroad. Even though Broadsheet may not have been very helpful but as a token of good 
faith and to show our integrity and desire to continue with a fruitful relationship for mutual 
benefit, we agreed to pay the stipulated 20% share. I may add that Broadsheet demanded 28% 
inclusive of an 8% bonus as apparent from the letter dated 26 December 2001 available at page 
417 of Exhibit NAB-1. However, only a payment of 20% was made. 

There was also an issue raised by Broadsheet/IAR that NAB was not providing the requisite 
information with regard to the persons in question which was factually incorrect. One of the 
representatives of Broadsheet, Mr Tariq Fawad Malik, had been given space in the NAB offices 
at Islamabad and all record as required by the Agreements were made available to him as 
representative of Broadsheet and JAR. 

We repeatedly informed Broadsheet and IAR about their failings including their inability to 
provide regular progress reports as required by the Agreements which is reflected in the letter 
dated 12 January 2002 as appearing on page 141 of Exhibit NAB-5. NAB was still hopeful that 
the relationship with Broadsheet and JAR would be mutually beneficial and fruitful. 

However, in the above backdrop, the desired results were not forthcoming from 
Broadsheet/IAR's end. I along with my team travelled to London at the behest of 
Broadsheet/IAR in an effort to iron out the differences and air our grievances. A detailed meeting 
was held on 21 September 2002 and its minutes are available on the record on page 128 of 
Exhibit NAB-5. One of the issues that cropped up and is reflected in the minutes of the meeting 
stemmed out of the departure of Mian Nawaz Sharif and family, who were listed targets with 
Broadsheet/IAR, regarding which the said companies had serious reservations. However, I 
instructed them to continue with their investigation into tracing the assets of Mian Nawaz Sharif 
and family and in this behalf issued a Power of Attorney on 2 November 2002 (page 246 of 
Exhibit NAB-62). 

Unfortunately, there was total inactivity by Broadsheet/IAR and the promises made and reflected 
in our meetings referred to above were never fulfilled. It became apparent that things were not 
going as one had hoped and expected. 

In the above context, NAB decided to get in touch with their solicitors in London, namely 
Messrs Kendall Freeman who sent their representatives to Pakistan. Before such meeting, NAB 
brought the entire matter to the notice of GoP and they had a meeting with the then Attorney 
General for Pakistan and Secretary Law. The minutes thereof are available at page 164 of Exhibit 
NAB-1. 

Subsequently, on 6 and 7 of August 2003, detailed discussions were held with our solicitors, 
Messrs Kendall Freedman, who had come to Pakistan. The minutes of such meeting are available 
at page 249 of Exhibit NAB-15. Our solicitors suggested termination of the contract and even 
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prepared a draft letter of termination as is mentioned in the said minutes. It was also decided that 

the said draft would be circulated amongst the Attorney General and Secretary Law before final 
approval. 

Thereafter a formal legal opinion was received from our solicitors, Messrs Kendall Freedman, 
dated 12 August 2003 in which they advised that the Agreements be terminated. The said 
opinion is available at page 167 of Exhibit NAB-1. 

In the above context, a meeting was convened on 18 October 2003 with the Attorney General for 
Pakistan, Secretary Law and others by NAB in which the future of the relationship with ARA 
companies was discussed. Eventually, there was a consensus to terminate the ARAs with an 
option to seek a negotiated settlement if possible with the said companies. The said minutes of 

the meeting appear on page 152 of Exhibit NAB-5. 

Efforts for negotiation at that stage did not prove very fruitful. The draft letter of termination 

dated 28 October 2003 with certain amendments was sent to our solicitors Messrs Kendall 
Freeman which is available at page 133 of Exhibit NAB-5. 

Eventually, after waiting for a few days, the letter of termination of contract was issued to 
Broadsheet and JAR by our solicitors, Messrs Kendall Freeman. The said letter dated 28 October 
2003 is available at page 351 of Exhibit NAB-15. 

Despite having issued the notice of termination, we did not close our doors for negotiation and 
continued to explore the possibility of a settlement. In this behalf, there was a meeting on 7 

November 2003 convened at the offices of our solicitors, Messrs Kendall Freeman, in London 

between myself with my team and representatives of Broadsheet/IAR. We even offered that 

Broadsheet/JAR should accept termination and we could recommence our relationship on a case 

to case basis on fresh terms and conditions. Unfortunately, the said meeting did not bear fruit. 
The minutes of the said meeting are available on page 378 of Exhibit NAB-49. 

Thereafter, everything went quiet till the end of my tenure though I believe thereafter a notice of 
arbitration was served by JAR. 

I also appeared before the arbitrator in the Broadsheet Arbitration and recorded my witness 
statement, supplemental witness statement; and was also subjected to cross examination twice. 
My witness statement and supplemental witness statement are available at page 1 of Exhibit 
NAB-36, and cross examination is available at page 368 and page 462 of Exhibit NAB-44. 

A-61eN  
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Name 

Lt. Gen (Retd.) Khalid Maybool ("AW-11"), 35 Askari Villas, Sarwar Colony, Sarwar Road, 

Lahore Cantonment 

On S.A  

I was a serving officer in the Pakistan Army and eventually retired as a Lt. General where after I 

served as the Governor of the Province of Punjab. 

During the course of my career, I was appointed as the Chairman, NAB, on 26 September 2000 

and continued in such office till 26 October 2001 where after as stated earlier I became the 

Governor of Punjab. 

On taking over as Chairman, NAB, I was informed in briefings that there were already pre-

existing Asset Recovery Agreements ("ARAs") with two (2) foreign companies, namely 

International Asset Recovery Company Limited ("IAR") and Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man) 

("Broadsheet"). 

I also discovered on taking over as Chairman, NAB, that there were no formal Standard 

Operating Procedures ("SoPs") for dealing with Broadsheet and JAR, and after due consultation 

such SoPs were finalized on 16 April 2001. The said SoPs are available at page 42 of Exhibit 

NAB-35. 

It was the understanding of NAB that the said ARAs pertained to properties situated outside 

Pakistan only and not with reference to any property within Pakistan. Secondly, Broadsheet and 

JAR would only be entitled to their share of the money when and if any recovery from overseas 

was effected and the funds repatriated to Pakistan. However despite our very clear views as 

aforesaid having been communicated on multiple occasions, I was informed that perhaps the two 

companies had a different point of view or understanding of the said agreements. 

Mian Nawaz Sharif and family were some of the targets registered with Broadsheet.  for the 

purpose of tracing, recovery and repatriation of their overseas assets. Their name was mentioned 

in the original list which had been registered with Broadsheet/IAR prior to my appointment as 

Chairman, NAB. 

In November/December 2000, Mian Nawaz Sharif and his family left Pakistan for Saudi Arabia. 

The decision in this behalf was not made by NAB but by the Government of Pakistan ("GoP"). 
This act caused some concern with Broadsheet/IAR, who voiced the same through various 

communications, which were all duly responded to by NAB. 

In the above background and because of a difference of opinion between NAB and 

Broadsheet/IAR, I reached out for a legal opinion to Mr Justice (Reid.) Shafi-ur-Rahman which 

was furnished vide communication dated 2 August 2001 (page 174 of Exhibit NAB-2). Mr 



Justice (Reid.) Shafi-ur-Rahman opined that the ARAs could be interpreted to include properties 

and recoveries made inside Pakistan, and suggested that the contract should be protected as its 

termination would be irrelevant because the obligations thereunder would continue. 

I also sought an opinion from Mr Fakhrudin G. Ebrahim, who furnished such opinion vide 
communication dated 30 August 2001 (page 166 of Exhibit NAB-2). In Mr Ebrahim's opinion, 

the agreement was primarily related to properties outside of Pakistan but the arbitration 
agreement could not be avoided by any legal action in Pakistan. 

Furthermore, I also reached out to the then Law Minister, Ms Barrister Shahida Jameel, for her 

opinion. She expressed her misgivings about the agreement and its wording which in her opinion 

could be interpreted to extend to properties in Pakistan, and suggested that arbitration should be 

avoided and efforts should be made to settle the matter amicably out of court. The said opinion 

dated 12 September 2001 is available at page 296 of Exhibit NAB-16. 

In the above context and in the light of the aforesaid opinion, every effort was made to persuade 
Broadsheet/IAR to act within the purview of the agreements and we also explored the possibility 

of a solution. We always insisted that the scope of activity of the said companies under the 
agreements was limited to assets of targets outside Pakistan. We were not satisfied with the 
performance of Broadsheet/IAR after other than a very limited role in the Admiral Mansur-U1-

Haq matter, no other information regarding any target was •forthcoming from their end. Even 

progress reports were not being submitted by the said companies. 

In the above circumstances and realizing that the said companies were perhaps not capable of 

delivering results as expected by NAB, we kept the said companies engaged by emphasizing 
upon them to fulfill their obligations strictly in accordance with the agreements and at that stage 

to avoid terminating the agreements in view of the legal opinions referred to above. 

I may add that in relation to the above matters, we kept the office of the Chief Executive of 
Pakistan in the loop. However, before anything could be concluded, my tenure with NAB ended. 

The matter eventually went into arbitration and I made a witness statement which is available at 
page 1 of Exhibit NAB-35 and a supplemental witness statement which is available at page 287 
of Exhibit NAB-35. I was also cross examined in the arbitration proceedings. My cross 
examination is available at page 321 of Exhibit NAB-44. 
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Name 

Lt. Gen (Retd.) Syed Muhammad Amjad ("AW-12"), House No.5, Street 2, Sector C, Phase 1, 
Defence Housing Authority, Rawalpindi, Pakistan 

On S.A 

I have served in the Pakistan Army and attained the rank of Lt. General and retired as such. 

During the course of my service, I was appointed as Chairman NAB on 16 November 1999 and 
held such post till 25 September 2000. I took over the Ehtesab Bureau/Commission about four 

(4) weeks before the above date as directed by the Government of Pakistan ("GoP"), and 
commenced to perform my functions in this behalf 

I am not aware whether prior to 12 October 1999, Mr Tariq Fawad Malik and Mr Ghazanfar 
Sadiq Ali, both representatives of Trouvons Company LLC ("Trouvons")/GSA Investment 

Corporation Limited, were in contact with Ehtesab Bureau/Commission. 

I am also not aware that a draft agreement had been given to Ehtesab Bureau/Commission which 
in fact had also obtained a legal opinion from a lawyer in Lahore dated 11 October 1999 
regarding the said agreement. 

1 do not recall who introduced Mr Tariq Fawad Malik to NAB while I was Chairman, but 1 had a 
meeting with Mr Tariq Fawad Malik and Mr Ghazanfar Sadiq Ali in which the late Mr Farooq 
Adam Khan, the then Prosecutor General Accountability ("PGA"), NAB was also present. At 

this meeting, the matter of an asset recovery agreement with respect to assets outside Pakistan 
was discussed. Mr Tariq Fawad Malik and Mr Ghazanfar Sadiq Ali had said that their Principals 
were in Denver, Colorada. 

On the suggestion of the late Mr Farooq Adam Khan, I went to Denver, Colorado in the last 

week of March 2000, where I met Mr Jerry James and Dr William Pepper, who represented 
Trouvons. A general understanding was reached that an asset recovery agreement would be 
signed whereby assets outside Pakistan and belonging to Pakistan would be traced, recovered 
and repatriated to Pakistan. All expenditure in this behalf would be the responsibility of 
Trouvons without any liability on NAB/GoP for such expenses. The agreement was to be on a 
contingency basis with Trouvons entitled to an agreed share only upon tracing, recovery and 
repatriation of the funds to Pakistan. 

On my return to Pakistan, I took my team into confidence and instructions were issued to the 
then PGA, Mr Farooq Adam Khan, to draft the relevant agreement on the basis of the 

understanding reached as mentioned above. 

Subsequently, Mr Jerry James, perhaps accompanied by Dr William Pepper, came to Pakistan. 
The details of the agreement to be executed were negotiated with the then PGA, Mr Farooq 
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Adam Khan. However, I was obviously involved in the matter of the quantum of the share to be 

given to Trouvons from the recovery and repatriation effected. They demanded a thirty (30) 
percent share, whereas I offered a ten (10%) percent share. Eventually we agreed on a 20% share 

of the amount of the foreign assets traced, recovered and repatriated to Pakistan. It was also 
agreed that an escrow account in United States ("US") Dollars would be opened in Dubai to be 
jointly operated by NAB and Trouvons where the aforesaid funds would be initially deposited. 

At that point of time, we were informed that a special vehicle company in the name of 
Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man) ("Broadsheet") and International Asset Recovery Company 

Limited ("JAR") would be formed solely to deal with the Asset Recoveries for Pakistan. It 
subsequently transpired that Trouvons' Managing Director, Mr Ronald Rudman, had managed to 

get his license to practise as a lawyer suspended for a period of three (3) years for 

dishonesty/misconduct. Had I been aware of this fact, I would never have even continued further 

discussions let alone enter into any agreement with Broadsheet or JAR. 

As suggested by the Joint Secretary, NAB in his note dated 26 May 2000, the draft agreement 
was to be sent to the Ministry of Law as well as the Ministry of Finance for vetting. I approved 
and issued appropriate directions for sending the draft agreement to the Ministry of Law and 
Ministry of Finance as appearing on page 343 of Exhibit-22. 

Also, in the note dated 2 June 2000, one of our legal consultants, Ms Madina M Khan, noted that 
the draft ARA be also sent for vetting to independent legal counsel and names of three (3) 

lawyers were suggested. Subsequently, the file was placed before me and I suggested that anyone 

of the three (3) lawyers may be picked for this purpose as appearing on page 345 of Exhibit 

NAB-22. 

I later enquired and was informed that the draft ARA had been sent to the Ministry of Finance 
and Ministry of Law for vetting. This "information" was communicated to me by the then PGA, 
Mr Farooq Adam Khan. However, such communications were never shown to me. 

I have seen the record, as appearing on page 347 of Exhibit 22, from which it appears that a 
decision was taken that the vetting should take place at NAB alone and not sent to the Ministry 
of Law or Ministry of Finance. It appears from the record, that at that juncture the file was 
required to be sent to me i.e the Chairman, but unfortunately that never happened. A bare perusal 
of the file reveals that the file was not presented to me nor bears my signature or initials (see 

paragraph 22, page 346 of Exhibit NAB-22). 

On the belief that my instructions had been carried out and the draft agreement had been vetted 
by the Ministry of Finance and Ministry of Law, I then wrote a letter on 17 June 2000 addressed 
to the Secretary, Ministry of Law, seeking permission to execute the agreement on behalf of the 
GoP (Page 44 of Exhibit NAB-16). 
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Such permission was granted vide letter dated 19 June 2000 available at page 100 of Exhibit 
34A. Thereafter a formal Asset Recovery Agreement ("ARA") dated 20 June 2000 was signed 
by me on behalf of NAB/GoP and Dr William Pepper on behalf of Broadsheet (page 86 Exhibit 
34A). The second agreement with JAR was executed on 15 July 2000. 

I have examined the record and certified copy thereof appearing on page 347 of Exhibit NAB-22, 
where there is a note stating that the ARA has been executed as vetted by NAB and without 
vetting from the Ministry of Law and Ministry of Finance. On the bottom of that note, it appears 
that purportedly the said file was sent to me and bears some initials in yellow ink. As Chairman, 
NAB, I always used green ink which is also evident from every file of NAB that was ever put up 
to me including the aforementioned file. Reference may be made to my note dated 2 June 2000 
on page 345 of Exhibit NAB-22. 

I reiterate that the ARA even as drafted and signed by me to my understanding pertains only to 
assets outside Pakistan. This aspect is further reinforced by the fact that the escrow was to be 
opened under the agreement in Dubai in US dollars. Obviously, recoveries in Pakistan would be 
made in Rupees and there is no mechanism provided for its transfer to Dubai in US Dollars nor 
would such a course of action ever be acceptable to GoP or NAB as it would deplete our foreign 
exchange reserves. 

The matter eventually went into arbitration and I made a witness statement which is available at 
page 1 of Exhibit NAB-34A and my second witness statement which is available at page 131 of 
Exhibit NAB-34A. I was also cross examined in the arbitration proceedings. My cross 
examination is available at page 307 of Exhibit NAB-44. 
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Name  

Abdul Basit, ("AW-13"), 33 River Side Enclave, Korang Road, Bani Gala, Islamabad 

On S.A  

I joined the Foreign Services in October 1982 and retired on I s' August 2017. I am the former 

Ambassador of the Government of Pakistan ("GoP"). 

In 2008, 1 was serving at the High Commission for Islamic Republic of Pakistan, London, first as 

Minister Political then as Deputy High Commissioner from May 2003 till August 2008. 

I received a communication dated 14th  May 2008 (which is at page 210 of Exhibit NAB-23), 

which is addressed to me, and appears to be issued by Mr. Hasan Saqib, Deputy Director, NAB 

Headquarters, Islamabad. This letter encloses a number of documents as Annex A (Settlement 

Agreement), Annexure B (Affidavits of Mr. E. Jerry James and Mr. Tariq Fawad Malik) and 

Annexure C (draft minutes of the meeting). 

In the said communication dated 14' May 2008, I was directed to have the enclosed said 

documents including the Settlement Agreement executed by persons mentioned therein upon 

ascertaining their proper identification through copies of their passports. 

The Settlement Agreement dated 20th  May 2008 was eventually executed by me on behalf of the 

GoP and by "Mr. E. Jerry James", the person identified in the said communication of 14th  May 

2008 as the person executing the said agreement for the other side. 

It is correct that the Settlement Agreement 1 had received through communication dated Nth 

May 2008 contained a lot of blanks. More particularly, as to the complete and aceurate identify 

of the entity with whom such agreement was being entered into i.e Broadsheet LLC. The blanks 

include the origin of its incorporation and the authority of the person (Mr. E Jerry James) who 

was to execute the said agreement. The said document was in fact executed with such blanks. 1 

did not receive any instructions in writing or verbally from Pakistan, neither from NAB nor the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, on how to till the said blanks. I also did not seek any information 

from Pakistan as to how to fill out these blanks. I do not recall having ever signed any document 
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on behalf of the GoP with critical blanks in it, however, I did not believe that the blanks in the 

said agreement were critical. 

As a government servant and a diplomatic representative of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 

whatever, had been transmitted to me from Pakistan was, for me, final and required to be 

executed. It is the responsibility of the office (in the instant case NAB) to ensure that all 

formalities for execution of the said agreement were complete. 

I have never come across any document/agreement on behalf of the GoP with blanks in it. 

I have seen the cheque which was issued and duly acknowledged by receipt by the High 

Commission of Pakistan in London. The said cheque appears on page 202 of Exhibit NAB-23. 

The cheque has been issued from the account of the High Commission for Pakistan in London. 

The cheque has been issued in the name of "Broadsheet LLC (Gibraltor)". I do not remember as 

to how the cheque was issued in the name of Broadsheet LLC (Gibraltar). The cheque was 

prepared by the Accounts Section at the High Commission for Pakistan, London. After delivery 

of the cheque, a receipt was obtained as required and sent back to NAB who did not raise any 

issue as to why the cheque had been issued in the name of "Broadsheet LLC (Gibraltor)". 

When the Settlement Agreement was executed, Mr. E. Jerry James was present, a copy of whose 

passport was taken and placed on record to ascertain his identity and then he was asked to sign 

the Settlement Agreement and other accompanying documents. Today, having seen the same, I 

have noticed that the signatures on some of the documents, namely the Settlement Agreement 

and payment receipt, do not appear to be similar as the signature of Mr E. Jerry James on his 

passport. However, the signature on the Affidavit of Mr E. Jerry James appears to be similar. 

Similarly the purported signatures of Mr. E. Jerry James on the Minutes of the Meeting are 

dissimilar to the signatures on his passport and Affidavit. 

It is correct that in the blank affidavit of Mr Tariq Fawad Malik, there are instructions to fill out 

.the blanks on the verification which state "insert place". 

It is correct that Mr Tariq Fawad Malik was not present when the Settlement Agreement was 

executed in the meeting at the High Commission for Pakistan in London and did not sign the 

Affidavit in my presence. His signed affidavit is at record at page 192 of Exhibit-23. It is 
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purportedly executed in Dubai, U.A.E but it is neither notarised nor bears any stamp of the 

Pakistani Embassy in U.A.E. I was not given any instructions to ensure that such affidavit was 

attested or notarized. 

I may also add that, to my best of recollection, no documents were handed to me in the above 

said meeting at the High Commission for Pakistan in London and that NAB never even asked for 

those documents afterwards. 

In hindsight, I believe it would have been more appropriate to compare the signatures of Mr. E. 

Jerry James on the documents in question with his signature on the passport. 

Usually, instructions in documents of this sort are routed to the Pakistani Missions abroad 

through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs but occasionally other departments directly communicate 

with such Missions. I do not recall that any communication in this behalf was received from the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

The record as to the issuance of the cheque and the entity in whose name such cheque was issued 

would be reflected by the vouchers prepared by the accounts office in the High Commission of 

Pakistan, London for the Foreign Office in Pakistan. I believe the requisite record should be 

available with the High Commission of Pakistan in London and perhaps even with the Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs. 
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Name 

Mr. Nawid Ahsan, ("AW-14"), House No.661, Street 42, Sector E-11/3, Islamabad, Pakistan 

On S.A 

I joined Government Service in October 1968 as a Probationary Officer of Civil Service of 

Pakistan. I eventually retired as Secretary, Finance in April 2004. Post retirement, I continued as 

Secretary, Finance on the orders of the Government of Pakistan ("GoP") and was then 

subsequently appointed as Secretary General, Finance. 

On 6th  July 2007, I was appointed by the President of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan as 

Chairman, National Accountability Bureau ("NAB"), which post I held till 14 June 2010. 

In April 2007, before I took over as Chairman, NAB , Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi, Advocate, and Mr. 

Hasan Saqib, the then Deputy Director (Overseas Wing), NAB, had been nominated by my 

predecessor to carry out negotiations with the two companies, namely Broadsheet LLC (Isle of 

Man) ("Broadsheet") and International Asset Recovery Company Limited ("IAR"), with which 

GoP/NAB had earlier executed Asset Recovery Agreements ("ARAs"), which had subsequently 

been terminated. The purpose of the negotiations was to seek a settlement with them. 

As per the record, prior to my joining there had been a meeting between Broadsheet LLC:  with 

Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi and Mr. Hasan Saqib, and the minutes of such meeting were available in 

the record. The said meeting was held on 17" April 2007 and appears on Page 353 of Exhibit 

NAB-23. 

I may also add that my predecessor took the matter of settlement with the aforesaid asset 

recovery companies to the Prime Minister and an inter-ministerial committee was formed. 

However, no conclusive decision was taken and the matter was returned to NAB. It was at this 

stage that I took over. I recommenced the proceedings relying upon the minutes of the meeting 

of 17th  April 2007 and the actions taken by my predecessor, General (Retd.) Shahid Aziz. 
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Eventually, GoP agreed in principle for a settlement with the companies with whom the ARAs 

had been signed for a determined amount. With regards to one of the companies, International 

Asset Recovery Company Limited ("JAR"), such amount was identified as USD 2.25 million, 

however, settlement through negotiation was USD 2.2 million. With regards to Broadsheet, an 

amount of USD1.5 million was identified for settlement. 

When I took over, there were serious financial constraints on NAB as the budget was drastically 

reduced by the GoP. At the same point of time, all armed forces officials on deputation were 

recalled. Similarly civilian officers from Government Departments on deputation were also 

recalled. This reduced the workforce at NAB. It is correct that at that point of time, there was no 

Prosecutor General Accountability. 

The only principal lawyer handling the matter with Broadsheet was Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi who 

was already engaged dining the tenure of my predecessor for the purpose of negotiation and 

settlement. 

During my tenure as Chairman NAB, a Settlement Agreement was executed with 1AR on 20d  

January 2008. 

A minute sheet was initiated by Mr. Flasan Sactib regarding Broadsheet and settlement therewith 

on which it now appears, after seeing the relevant file at page 3 of Exhibit NAB-23, that I seem 

to have only approved the proposal to obtain relevant documents from Broadsheet LLC. in 

support of its purported claim. 

I do not recall seeing the email of Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi dated 14 February 2008 addressed to 

Ms. Madina M. Khan, Acting Director (Overseas Wing), NAB and copied to Mr. Hasan Saqib 

(as appearing on page 315 of Exhibit NAB-23). There is no mention in the minute sheet or any 

portion of the file thereof which eventually found its way to my office that Broadsheet LLC. (Isle 

of Man) was being wound up or had been wound up. I was never made aware that Broadsheet 

LLC. (Isle of Man) was being wound up or had been wound up. 
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Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi did not inform me that Messrs. Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man) was being 

wound up, neither in writing nor verbally. Furthermore, neither Mr. Hasan Saqib nor Ms. Madina 

M. Khan or any other officer of NAB informed me in writing or verbally that Broadsheet LLC 

(Isle of Man) was being wound or had been wound up. 

I categorically deny that Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi or for that matter Mr. Hasan Saqib or Ms. 

Medina M Khan ever suggested to me verbally or in writing that the status or record of 

liquidation of Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man) in the Isle of Man be searched or the orders of the 

court of Isle of Man in this regard be examined or obtained. 

During the course of the negotiation, apparently to put pressure on NAB, we received two letters 

purportedly from Broadsheet threatening arbitration proceedings. The said letters are dated 16 

April and 21 April 2008 respectively which appear at pages 276 and 269 of Exhibit NAB-23. On 

receipt of the aforesaid notices, as recommended I directed that our lawyers should legally 

respond to the said notices (page 11 of Exhibit NAB-23). 

I was aware that an Asset Recovery Agreement had been executed between GoP/NAB and 

Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man) on 20 June 2000. I was given the impression by my lawyers and 

staff that the notices dated 16 April and 21 April 2008 had been issued by Broadsheet LLC (Isle 

of Man). I now see that perhaps the letter head used on the said notices was of Broadsheet LLC 

(Colorado). This was not pointed out to me by my Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi or my staff 

Had I known or been informed that in fact Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man) had been liquidated at 

that point of time, NAB's reaction and my decision in this behalf would have been totally 

different and would not have taken the two alleged notices very seriously because there was no 

privity of contract with Broadsheet LLC (Colorado) and the said notices had not been issued by a 

liquidator or other court appointed official on behalf of Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man). 

Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi was directed to prepare a Settlement Agreement. The draft Settlement 

Agreement was not put up to me for approval. However, on examining the record shown to me 
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(Page 6 of Exhibit NAB-23), it appears that draft agreement may have been shown to me and 1 

appear to have directed that the clearance of the Ministry of Law should also be obtained in 

addition to vetting by the PGA Wing. 

The signatures on the minute sheet dated 14th  May 2008, by which it seems that the covering 

letter enclosing the final draft Settlement Agreement was approved, are purportedly of an Acting 

Chairman and certainly not my signatures (Page 16 of Exhibit NAB-23). It appears that the final 

draft Settlement Agreement was dispatched to London, United Kingdom without being shown to 

me. 

Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi and Mr. Hasan Saqib were not sent to the United Kingdom due to 

financial constraints. There was also no recommendation from the GoP that the lawyer, Mr 

Ahmer Bilal Soofi, be sent to the United Kingdom. 

Payment to Broadsheet was to be made in two tranches, the first one was to be by cheque and the 

second by wire transfer. I did not give any instructions as to the exact identity of the entity in 

whose favour the cheque was to be issued. These are matters which are handled by Director 

General, Finance, NAB and officers of his Wing/Department. 

To the best of my recollection, I do not recall anyone authorized by me to act in the capacity of 

Acting Chairman but I do recall that at that point of time there was no Deputy Chairman. 
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Name 

Mr. Ghulam Rasool ("AW-I 5"), former Joint Secretary, Ministry of Law/Deputy Legal Advisor, 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, House No.32, Street 47, Sector 0-13/2, Islamabad, 

On S.A 

I joined Government Service on 15 December 1972, as Research and Reference Officer in the 

Supreme Court of Pakistan. From there, I was appointed as Assistant Legal Advisor (BS-18) in 

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and joined on I n  October 1973. In November 1995, I was 

deputed to the Attorney General's Office as Consultant. On 1 st  July 1996, I joined the Ministry of 

Law as Joint Secretary on deputation. 

The letter dated 19" June 2000 bears my signature and is a response to the earlier letter of the 

Chairman NAB dated 17" June 2000, which was addressed to the Secretary, Ministry of Law. It 

is clear from the record as appearing on page 45 of Exhibit 16 and correct that, as directed, I only 

communicated the authority on behalf of the President to execute the Asset Recovery Agreement 

mentioned therein. There was no requirement or request on behalf of the NAB to vet the said 

agreement nor did I do so. 

I have seen the letter dated 15th  April 2008 (appearing on page 280 of Exhibit NAB-23) which is 

addressed to me. At that point of time, when the letter was written, I was neither the Acting 

Secretary of the Ministry of Law nor looking after the work of the Secretary. To the best of my 

recollection, there was a Secretary of the Ministry of Law. 

It is correct that with the said letter dated 15" April 2008, a draft Agreement was enclosed. The 

said Agreement was vetted and returned to the NAB vide letter dated 29 April 2008 (appearing 

on page 246 of Exhibit NAB-23) purportedly signed by Muhammad Kaleem Khan, Section 

Officer, Ministry of Law and is appended therewith. I have seen the vetted draft Agreement. The 

vetting/correction on the draft Agreement has been done by me and is in my hand. 
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I have now noticed that there are blanks on page I of the draft Agreement appended to the said 

letter dated 20 April 2008, which are not merely a matter of address but of the identity of Messrs 

Broadsheet, place of its incorporation and authority of the person to act on its behalf I do not 

recall pointing out to the NAB that these blanks needed to be filled up before the vetting was to 

be finalized. Similarly, I do not recall that a meeting was held between me and officers of the 

NAB in this behalf. Again, I do not recall initiating such meeting to seek clarification, nor was 

any such meeting called by the NAB. I did not ask for any supporting documents which would 

show or explain the true identity of Broadsheet LLC or the authority of the person executing on 

its behalf. I relied uPon the NAB in this behalf which was supposed to do its due diligence. 

The primary mandate of the Ministry of Law was to examine the Clauses concerning Governing 

Law and mode of Settlement of Disputes. However, as and when required, we examined other 

terms also. 

As I recall, there was no document or letter that the draft Agreement was examined by the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs or Ministry of Finance appended with the draft Agreement. Again, as 

far as I recall, I did not reach out to the Ministry of Finance or the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 

this behalf, as it was presumed that the referring agency/department would have done so. 

In the normal course, after vetting, the matter was sent to the Secretary Law for approval before 

being transmitted back to the Ministry or Department concerned. I believe, I must have sent the 

vetted draft Agreement to the Secretary Law. 
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Name  

Khalid Khan Niazi ("AW-4"), Secretary to the Attorney General for 
Pakistan, 3rd  Floor, Supreme Court Building, Islamabad 

On S.A 

Today, I have again brought the available record along-with its certified 
copies as mentioned in my earlier statement dated 17th February 2021. 
No further record could be located. As and when such record is found, it 
shall be presented to the Commission. 
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Name 

Faizan Zafar ("AW-16"), Assistant Private Secretary to the Attorney General's Office, 3111  Floor, 
Supreme Court Building, Islamabad. 

On S.A 

lam the custodian of the record and have been appointed as such vide Office order by the Office 
of the Attorney General of Pakistan dated 12th February, 2021, which I tender in evidence ("AW 
16-1"). 

I have brought the following available record consisting of eight volumes comprising of five 
volumes pertaining to correspondence with regard to Broad Sheet for the years 2015 to 2018, 
one volume of Submission made to the tribunal, one volume of judgments/ orders and two 
volumes of Late Ms. Benazir Bhutto Jewelry Case. 

FILE DESCRIPTION PAGE NUMBERS 
Vol. I 1 	Correspondence relating to Broadsheet 1-85 
Vol. II Correspondence relating to Broadsheet 1-370 
Vol. III Correspondence relating to Broadsheet 1-240 
Vol. IV Correspondence relating to Broadsheet 1-344 
Vol. V Correspondence relating to Broadsheet 1-288 
Vol.VI 
Part-I 

Submission made to Tribunal 

1-179 

Part-II 1-180 
Part-III 1-92 
Part-IV 1-90 
Part-V 1-66 
Part-VI 1-230 
Part-VII 1-309 
Vol. VII Judgments/Orders 1-306 
Vol. VIII 
(Part I) 

Late Benazir Bhutto Jewelry 
. 	Case (Swiss Case) 1-78 

Vol. VII 
(Part II) 

Late Benazir Bhutto Jewelry 
Case (Swiss Case) 1-228 
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I am the custodian of the aforesaid record arid have also brought the certified copies of the said 
record (certified copies have been compared with the original record and the original record has 
been returned). The certified copies are taken on record as: 

Exhibit OAGP-1 

Exhibit OAGP-2 

Exhibit OAGP-3 

Exhibit OAGP-4 

Exhibit OAGP-5 

Exhibit OAGP-6 

Exhibit OAGP-7 

Exhibit OAGP-8 

ROAC 

Correspondence relating to Broadsheet Vol-I comprising of pages 1-85 

Correspondence relating to Broadsheet Vol-II Comprising of pages 1-370 

Correspondence relating to Broadsheet Vol-III Comprising of pages 1-240 

Correspondence relating to Broadsheet Vol-IV Comprising of pages 1-344 

Correspondence relating to Broadsheet Vol-V Comprising of pages 1-288 

Submission made to Tribunal Vol-VI(Parts 	mentioned in table above 

Judgments/Orders Vol-VI] comprising of pages 1-306 

Late Benazir Bhutto Jewelry Case (Swiss Case) Vol-VIII (Parts Ito II) 
mentioned in table above 



Name  

Raja Naeem Akbar ("AW-5"), Secretary, Ministry of Law and Justice, 
Islamabad. 

On S.A 

The files that were missing as mentioned in my earlier statement dated 
17th February 2021, have still not been located. 

However, some files/documents pertaining to SGS/COTECNA case in 
Switzerland have been retrieved and are available today along-with the 
custodian of the record. If any further documents are found, I shall 
present before the Commission. 
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Name  

Asghar All, Section Officer ("AW-17"), Ministry of Law and Justice, Islamabad. 

On S.A 

I have brought the available record pertaining to SGS/COTECNA cases in 
Switzerland. I am the custodian of such record. I have brought certified copies 
thereof, which I tender as Exhibit "AW-17-1" comprising of pages 1 to 37, which are 
detailed as under: 

Sr.No. Date From To Content Reference Page 
1 12,02.1998 Cp. 

Muhammad 
Farooq, 
Attorney 
General for 
Pakistan 

Ms. Carla Del 
Ponte, 
Attorney 
General for 
Switzerland 

Seizure of 
account, 
properties and 
retrieval of 
information 
concerning Asif 
Ali Zardari and 
his associates 
regarding their 
drug related 
activities. (Flag-1) 

Page No. 267 
of File.No. 
3(156-
A)/2007-Sol-II 
Volume-II 

1-6 

2 07.10.2007 Senator 
Farooq H. 
Naik 

Mr. Zahid 
Hamid, 
Minister for 
Law & Justice 

Withdrawal of 
letter of request 
for mutual 
assistance 
against 
Mohtarma 
Benezir Bhutto & 
Mr. Asif Ali Zadari 
(Flag-2) 

Page No. 94- 
95 of File.No. 
3(156)/2007-
Sol-II Volume-
II 

7-8 

3 16.12.2009 Syed Nasir 
Ali Shah, 
Solicitor 
General 

Statement in 
Supreme Court 
of Pakistan in 
CP.No.76/2007 
etc. 

Statement on 
behalf of Syed 
Nasir Ali Shah, 
Solicitor General, 
WO Law & 
Justice. (Flag-3) 

Page No. 89 of 
File.No. 
3(156)/2007-
Sol-II Volume-
II 

9 

4 22.06.2008 Malik 
Muhammad 
Qayyum, 
AGP 

Mr. Daniel 
Zappeili, 
Attorney 
General, 
Switzerland. 

Regarding 
withdrawal of 
request of 
proceedings 
initiated in 
Switzerland.(Flag-
4) 

Page No. 96 of 
File.No. 
3(156)/2007-
Sol-II Volume-
II 

10-11 

12.10.2007 Malik 
Muhammad 

Secretary, Wo 
Law & Justice 

Issuance of 
nomination of Rai 

Page No.6 of 12 



Qayyum, 
AGP 

& Human 
Rights 

Muhammad 
Nawaz Kharal in 
CPs No. 76- 
80/2007 (Annex- 
A)  

File No. 
3(156)/2007, 
Volume —I, 

24.10.2007 Solicitor 
General 
(Mb o Law & 
Justice) 

Secretary to 
AG for 
Pakistan 

Regarding 
settlement of fee 
before issuance 
of nomination of 
Rai Muhammad 
Nawaz Kharal in 
CPs.No.76-
80/2007 (Annex- 
B)  

Page No.5 of 
File No. 
3(156)/2007-
Sol-II, Volume 
—I, 

13 

23.05.2012 Section 
officer, M/o 
Law & 
Justice 

Office of the 
Attorney 
General for 
Pakistan 

Opinion of AGP 
under Article 100 
of the 
Constitution of 
Pakistan in 
inquiry against 
Malik 
Muhammad 
Qayyum, for 
making 
unauthorized 
communication 
with Swiss 
Authorities 
regarding 
withdrawal of 
cases under NRO. 
(Annex-C) 

Page No. 252- 
254 of File No. 
3(156-
A)/2007-Sol-II, 
Volume —I, 
(Main file-
Malik 
Qayyum), 

14-16 

05.11.2012 Secretary 
Law, Justice 
(R) Yasmin 
Abbasey 

Swiss Attorney 
General 

Intimates 
withdrawal of the 
letter dated 
22.05.2008 
written by Justice 
(R) Malik Abdul 
Qayyum the then 
Attorney General 
of Pakistan to the 
Swiss Attorney 
General in 
pursuance to the 
supreme Court 
orders dated 16-
12-2009 (Annex-
D) 

page No.26 of 
File NO. 
3(156)/2007-
Sol-II, Volume 
—X, 

17 



05.11.2012 Secretary 
Law, Justice 
(R) Yasmin 
Abbasey 

Pakistan 
Ambassador to 
Switzerland 

Request from 
Secretary Law to 
Pakistan's 
Ambassador to 
Switzerland to 
deliver the letter 
referred at S No. 
1 above to Swiss 
Attorney 
General. (Annex-
E) 

page No.25 of 
File NO. 
3(156)/07-Sol-
II, Volume —X, 
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10 05.11.2012 Secretary 
Law, Justice 
(R) Yasmin 
Abbasey 

Pakistan 
Ambassador 

Authorizes 
Pakistan's 
Ambassador to 
engage Mr. 
Nicolas Jeandin 
as representative 
of GOP to 
communicate 
and appear 
before the Swiss 
Attorney General 
to do the 
necessary acts 
regarding 
implementation 
of the Supreme 
Court orders. 
(Annex-F) 

page No.18 of 
File No. 
3(156)/07-Sol-
II, Volume —X, 
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11 05.11.2012 Secretary 
Law, Justice 
(R) Yasmin 
Abbasey 

Swiss Attorney 
General 

Power of 
Attorney (POA) 
given by GOP 
(signed by the 
then Secretary 
Law, Justice (R) 
Yasmin Abbasey) 
in respect of Mr. 
Nicolas Jeandin 
to communicate 
and appear 
before the Swiss 
Attorney 
General. 
(Annex-G) 

page No.19 of 
File No. 
3(156)/07-Sol-
II Volume —X, 

20 

21-24 12 22.11.2012 Secretary 
Law, Justice 
(R) Yasmin 
Abbasey 

Mr. Nicolas 
Jeandin Swiss 
Attorney for 
GOP 

Secretary Law 
and Justice 
Division Justice 
(R) Yasmin 

page No.21-24 
of File No. 
3(156)/07-501-
II Volume —X, 



Abbasey wrote to 
Mr. Nicolas 
Jeandin 
explaining, in 
detail the 
background of 
the matter and 
concluding that 
"in view of the 
foregoing 
Government of 
Pakistan would 
understand and 
appreciate to 
receive official 
confirmation 
about the 
inability of the 
Swiss authorities 
to revive 
Government of 
Pakistan's stand 
as civil party, and 
alleged claims." 
(Annex-H) 

13 22.11.201.2 Secretary 
Law, Justice 
(R) Yasmin 
Abbasey 

Pakistan 
Ambassador to 
Switzerland 

A request for 
delivering the 
letter referred at 
S No. 6 above to 
Mr. Nicolas 
Jeandin. 
(Annex-I) 

page No.20 of 
File No. 
3(156)/07-501-
II Volume —X, 

25 

14 27.11.2012 Secretary 
Law and 
Justice 

KK Agha, 
Prosecutor 
General NAB 

NRO 
implementation 
case; Malik 
Muhammad 
Qayyum, former 
Attorney General 
for Pakistan 
(Annex-1) 

Page-293 of 
File No. 3(156-
A)/07-Sol-11 
(Main file, 
Malik Abdul 
Qayyum) 

26 

15 23.04.2012 Section 
Officer, 
Ministry of 
Law and 
Justice 

Dy. Director, 
NAB, 
Islamabad 

Provision of 
information 
under NAB 
Ordinance, 1999, 
inquiry against 
Malik 
Muhammad 
Qayyum, former 

Page-286 of 
File No. 3(156 
A)/07-Sol-II 
(Main file, 
Malik Abdul 
Qayyum) 

27-28 



Attorney General 
for Pakistan 
(Annex-K) 

16 26.04,2012 Section 
Officer, 
Ministry of 
Law and 
Justice 

Dy. Director, 
NAB, 
Islamabad 

Provision of 
information 
under NAB 
Ordinance, 1999, 
inquiry against 
Malik 
Muhammad 
Qayyum, former 
Attorney General 
for Pakistan. 
(Annex-L) 

Page-276 of 
File No. 3(156-
A)/07-Sol-11 
(Main file, 
Malik Abdul 
Qayyum) 

29 

17 13.06.2013 Mr. Nicolas 
Jeandin 
Swiss 
Attorney for 
GOP 

Pakistan 
Ambassador to 
Switzerland 

Regarding 
Implementation 
of Supreme 
Court's 
Judgment. 
(Annex-M) 

Page No. 77 of 
File No. 
3(156)/07-Sol-
II Volume-X, 

30 

18 14.06.2013 Pakistan 
Ambassador 
to 
Switzerland 

Secretary Law, 
Justice (R) 
Raza 
Muhammad 
Khan 

Pakistan 
Ambassador to 
Switzerland 
conveys the 04- 
02-2013 "Order 
on Non Entry into 
the Subject" 
decision of the 
Swiss Authorities 
submitted by the 
Pakistan's 
attorney Mr. 
Nicolas Jeandin in 
Switzerland. 
(Annex-N) 

Page No. 78 of 
File No. 
3(156)/07-Sol-
II Volume-X, 

31 

19 18.06.2013 Pakistan 
Ambassador 
to 
Switzerland 

Secretary Law, 
Justice (R) 
Raza 
Muhammad 
Khan 

Ambassador 
sends back 
compliance of 
various 
instructions and 
also sends back 
copies of letters 
between Mr. 
Nicolas and Swiss 
Attorney 
General. 
(Annex-0) 

Page No. 17 of 
File No. 
3(156)/07-Sol-
II Volume-X, 

32 



20 21.06.2013 Secretary 
Law, Justice 
(R) Raza 
Muhammad 
Khan 

Pakistan 
Ambassador to 
Switzerland 

Engagement of 
Jacques Python 
regarding 
Implementation 
of Supreme 
Court's 
Judgment. 
(Annex-P) 

Page No. 151 
File No. 
3(156)/07-Sol-
II of Volume-
X, 

33 

21 21.06.2013 Secretary to 
the Prime 
Minister 

Secretary 
Ministry of 
Law and 
Justice 

Implementation 
of Supreme Court 
decision- 
correspondence 
Swiss Authorities. 
(Annex-Q) 

Page No. 131 
of File No. 
3(156)/07-501-
II Volume-X, 

34 

22 22.06.2013 Secretary 
Ministry of 
Law and 
Justice 

Secretary to 
the Prime 
Minister for 
Pakistan 

Implementation 
of Supreme Court 
decision- 
correspondence 
Swiss Authorities. 
(Annex-R) 

Page No. 147 
of File No. 
3(156)/07-Sol-
II Volume-X, 

35-36 

23 22.06.2013 Mr. Munir A 
Malik, 
Attorney 
General for 
Pakistan 

Secretary 
Ministry of 
Law and 
Justice 

Regarding 
Implementation 
of Supreme Court 
decision- 
correspondence 
Swiss Authorities. 
(Annex-S) 

Page No. 155 
of File No. 
3(156)/07-Sol-
II Volume-X, 

37 

The afore-said certified copies (Exhibit "AW-17-1") have been compared with the 
original record and the original record has been returned to the witness. 
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Name  

Muhammad Nasim ("AW 18"), Deputy Director, Examiner of Questioned 
Documents, NAB, Forensic Science Laboratory, NAB Headquarters, 
Islamabad. 

On LA 

The Forensic Science Laboratory was created in NAB in 2015 and I have 
been working in the said Forensic Lab since its inception. I am a Masters 
in Computer Sciences and was trained forensically to deal with 
questioned documents in the FIA. I received letter No. 
2(1)/Commission/2021 dated 23rd  February, 2021 (Exhibit "AW 18-1") 
seeking my opinion regarding a signature/initials mentioned therein. I 
present my opinion in a sealed cover as Exhibit "AW 18-2". 

The Sealed Cover containing forensic analysis report has been opened by 
the witness in the presence of the Commission. 

The said report bears my signatures and I present it as Exhibit 
"AW 18-3". 

ROAC 
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Name 

Mr Ahmer Bilal Soofi ("AW-8"), Advocate SC, 12 Embassy Road, G-6/4, Islamabad 

On S.A 

It is correct that as per the Asset Recovery Agreement with Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man) dated 
20 June 2000, rights under the said Agreement could not have been assigned without the written 
consent of the other side. 

I am not aware of any written consent given by the National Accountability Bureau 

("NAB")/Govemment of Pakistan ("GoP") for assignments of rights by Broadsheet LLC (Isle of 
Man) to Steeplechase Financial Services LLC ("Steeplechase"). I have never seen such 
document. 

There are three references to "Broadsheet LLC (Gibraltar)" in the Settlement Agreement 
(appearing on page 175 of Exhibit NAB-23). The first such reference is as party number B in the 
context of it having assigned its rights to Steeplechase. The second mention is at Recital G, and it 
is mentioned that the same is under winding up. The third mention in Article 4(c) as a warranty 

against claims by the Broadsheet LLC (Gibraltar) allegedly under winding up. It is correct that 
there is no such company called Broadsheet LLC (Gibraltar). The reference to the said company 

in the Settlement Agreement is a typographical error. In all three places in the Settlement 
Agreement, the intention was to "Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man)". 

To the best of my understanding, the Assignment dated 4 January 2005 (appearing on page 158 
of Exhibit NAB-40), where it refers to "Broadsheet LLC" means "Broadsheet LLC (Isle of 
Man)", however it is not specifically so mentioned in the Assignment. 

Had the document been filled up and the blanks removed on page 1 of the Settlement 
Agreement, "Broadsheet LLC" would have read as "Broadsheet LLC (Colorado)" subject to 
evaluation of the documents that Mr Jerry James would have brought with him when the said 
Agreement was signed. I say that it could have been "Broadsheet LLC (Colorado)" on the basis 

of the warranty/assignment and the representation by Mr Jerry James that "Broadsheet LLC" had 
been relocated, reconstituted and reincorporated in Colorado. 

I do not recall any official document showing reincorporation of "Broadsheet LLC (Isle of 
Man)" as "Broadsheet LLC (Colorado)". However, I do have a recollection of some mention of 
some document which is not before us today. 

I am not aware of any law under which a company incorporated in one jurisdiction can be 
reincorporated in another jurisdiction. 

1 



The draft Settlement Agreement was only a template which was to be changed on the basis of 
documents to be provided by the other side. 

I did not issue any communication in writing in a letter or email addressed to NAB that the draft 
Settlement Agreement was only a template to be changed upon receipt of examination and 
evaluation of the documents to be made available by Mr. Jerry James at the time of execution. 
Such was my understanding with NAB. No such understanding is available in writing, however, 
it was clearly understood orally and in our various meetings with Ms Medina M. Khan and Mr 
Hasan Saqib and some others officials of NAB. 

Of course, I know the difference between a company under winding up and a company which is 
wound up and dissolved. 

It is correct that I had mentioned in my witness statement in the arbitration proceedings 
Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man) had stood dissolved. It is correct that I discovered this from Mr 
Jerry James and in February 2008, he did indicate that some matters in this regard may be 
pending and that he was sorting the same out. 

In my l st  witness statement in the arbitration proceedings at paragraph 37, I had said that I knew 
or was informed that Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man) had been "dissolved". I did not use the word 

"dissolved" with regards to Broadsheet LLC, rather as my source of information was Mr Jerry 
James, and he was not very clear about it. 

It is correct that when I gave the draft Settlement Agreement to NAB, it was not accompanied by 
any communication as to how the blanks were to be filled up. However there was an 
understanding that the filling up these blanks was to be dependent on the information and 

documents to be provided by Mr. Jerry James at the time of formal execution. However, no such 
understanding is in writing or on the record. 

In my email of 14th  February 2008, I have stated as a fact that Broadsheet LLC (Isle of Man) is 
under winding up, however prior thereto there had been an assignment in favour of Steeplechase. 
The Assignment dated 4th  January 2005 is the document that I have repeatedly referred to in my 
witness statement in the arbitration proceedings. 

I do not recall seeing the said document of Assignment dated 4th  January 2005 before issuing the 
email dated 14th  February 2008. I believe the document came a few days later. 

I do not recollect giving any instructions or information to NAB or the Pakistan High 
Commission in London as to whose name the cheque of the first tranche should be issued. 

The second tranche was paid through a wire transfer. I informed NAB as to details of the account 
as communicated to me by Mr. Jerry James for purposes of the wire transfer. It is correct that 

such details did not include the title of the account as none was communicated to me by Mr. 
Jerry James. 



I am aware there was arbitration proceedings in which I appeared as a witness statement. I gave 
two written witness statements which appear at Page 1 of Exhibit NAB-40 and page 224 Exhibit 
NAB-40 respectively. I was also subjected to cross examination which appears at Page 548 of 
Exhibit NAB-44. 

ROAC 
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Name 

Lt. Col. (Retd.) Shahzad Anwar Bhatti ("AW-19"), House No. 22, Street No. 36, 
Sector- C (Orchard Area) DHA-1, Islamabad/Rawalpindi. 

On S.A  

I joined NAB on 1 Ph  September, 2000. In 2004, I was posted as Director Finance at 
NAB Headquarters, Islamabad. I finally retired from NAB as Director General NAB, 
Rawalpindi on 31' December, 2014. 

As stated above, at the time when the payments were made to M/s Broadsheet, I was 
the Director Finance when the letter dated 19-05-2008 addressed to the High 
Commissioner of Pakistan in London, which was signed by me. The said letter (Page 
205 of Exhibit NAB- 23) refers to the payment to be made to M/s Broadsheet. 

The said letter had also been endorsed to M/s Broadsheet LLC, Gibraltar. I believe 
this endorsement was made by my staff while putting up the letter to me, on the basis 
of the draft agreement, which was made available to us in the Finance wing. I did 
not convey any instructions in writing or otherwise to the Pakistan's High 
Commission in London, UK to issue the cheque in favour of M/s Broadsheet LLC, 
Gibraltar. 

The letter dated 29-09-2008 (Page 156 of Exhibit NAB- 23) was also issued and 
signed by me which pertains to second tranche of payment. Such payment was to be 
made as per the letter to M/s Broadsheet. No instructions in writing or orally were 
given by me to the Pakistan's High Commission in London to make such payment 
to M/s Broadsheet LLC, Gibraltar or Broadsheet LLC, Colorado. This letter too has 
also been endorsed to M/s Broadsheet LLC, Gibraltar. Perhaps, because the earlier 
letter had also been endorsed to M/s Broadsheet LLC, Gibraltar. To the best of my 
recollection and available record shown to me I am unable to give any further 
explanation as to why the two letter referred to above were endorsed to M/s 
Broadsheet LLC, Gibraltar. 
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Name  

Mr. Muhammad Arif Azim ("AW-20"), House No. 14, Street No. 76, 0-
6/4, Islamabad. 

On S.A  

I joined the Civil Service of Pakistan in April 1980 and retired on 1 1 'h  
October, 2016 as Federal Secretary. 

During the period of my service, I worked with the National 
Accountability Bureau, Headquarters, as Director General (Awareness 
and Prevention) / (Finance and Administration), from January, 2008 to 
April, 2009. 

At that point of time, Mr. Nawid Ahsan was the Chairman of NAB. 
During the said period on more than one occasions, I was authorized by 
the Chairman to act as Chairman NAB, during his absence from Pakistan. 
In the normal course of events, the file was put up to me for approval of 
payment to M/s Broadsheet, as already approved by the Prime Minster of 
Pakistan. I approved the proposal for payment on 15'h May, 2008. Para 17 
of the noting portion bears my signatures (Page 33 of Exhibit NAB-17). I 
marked the file to Director (Finance). Had the Chairman been in office, 
he would have sent the file to myself as Director General (Finance). There 
was no discussion as to the details of the entity to whom the payment was 
to be made, except what was on the file i.e. M/s Broadsheet. I do not recall 
reading or purusing the Settlement Agreement under which the payment 
was being made. I must have examined the summary of approval for 
payment by the Prime Minister. In the Summary dated 12th  November, 
2007, para 3 as approved by the Prime Minister on 15-11-2007, the 
recipient of the payment has been described as M/s Broadsheet (pages 62-
K to 62-T of Exhibit NAB-18). I have also now seen a preceding summary 
for the Prime Minister dated 10-05-2007, M/s Broadsheet has been 
described in full as "M/s Broadsheet LLC (BS)" registered in Isle of Man 
(Pages 62-L to 62-P of Exhibit NAB-18). Perhaps some draft letter by 
Hasan Saqib, Desk Officer to be addressed to the High Commission in 



London may have been sent to me, which may have included the - 
Settlement Agreement but I do not recall today seeing or reading this 
Agreement. The DFA of letter dated 19-05-2008 (Page 74 of Exhibit 
NAB-17) was never put up to me for approval. It appears on record that it 
was issued with the approval of the then Director (Finance) (Page 34 of 
Exhibit NAB-17). 
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Name 

Mr. M. Umer Daraz Randhawa, Additional Director (Operations), Room 234, 

National Accountability Bureau, G-5/2, Islamabad ("AW-2") 

On S.A 

I am custodian of the recor6l and have brought the following additional record 

pertaining to the Broadsheet rbitration Case:- 

S.No. File No. Page From Page To 
1 23/1/08-(ICW) (138-B) 1 34 

23/1/08-(ICW) (139-C) 35 47 
23/1/08-(ICW) (143-C) 48 182 
23/1 /08-0W(ICW) (185) 183 378 

2 23/1/08-0W(ICW) (180) 1 153 
23/1/08-0WOCW) (181) 154 240 
23/1/08-0W(ICW) (184) 241 389 

3 23/1/08-(ICW) (201) 1 85 
23/1/08-(ICW) (202) 86 159 
23/1 /08-(ICW) (203) 160 226 
23/1/08-(1CW) (205) 227 298 
23/1/08-(ICW) (212) 299 464 

4 23/1 /08-0W(ICW) Vol -XVI 1 385 
5 23/1/08-0W(ICW) Vol-XVIII 1 329 
6 23/1/08-0W(ICW) Vol-XIX 1 402 
7 23/1/08-ICW / (XX) Vol-1 1 354 
8 23/1/08-ICW / (XX) Vol- II 355 637 
9 23/1 /08-0W(ICW) Vol —XXI 1 542 
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10 23/1/08-0W(ICW) Vol-XXII-1 1 507 

11 23/1/08-0W(ICW) Vol-XXIII 1 202 

12 23/1/08-0W(ICW) Vol-XXIV 1 431 

13 23/1 /08-0W(ICW) 2019 Vol-XXV 1 287 

14 23/1/08-0W(ICW) Vol -XXV 1 272 

15 23/1/08-0W (ICW)/2019 	(Vol- 
XXVI) 

1 226 

16 23/1/08-0W(ICW) Vol -XXVI-B 1 328 

17 First Witness Statement of Mr. Talat 
Ghumman along with enclosure 

1 275 

18 Second Witness Statement of Mr. 
Talat Ghumman along with 
enclosure 

276 1109 

19 Broadsheet Case Documents 1 485 
(Folder-I) 

20 Broadsheet Case Documents 
(Folder-II) 

486 977 

21 Broadsheet Case Documents 
(Folder-III) 

978 1326 

22 Broadsheet Case Documents 
(Folder-IV)• 

1327 1929 

23 Broadsheet Case Documents 
(Folder-V) 

1930 2353 

24 Broadsheet Case Documents 
(Folder-VI) 

2354 2799 

• 25 Broadsheet Case Documents 
(Folder-VII) 

2800 3137 

26.  NAB/PHC London Account 
Statements 

1 	• 130 

27.  Broadsheet Case Documents 1 241 
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28. File no. 23/1/08-IC W(196) 1 163 

File no. 23/1/08-ICW(197) 164 203 

File no. 23/1/08-IC W(198) 204 232 

File no. 23/1/08-IC W(199) 233 249 

I am the custodian of the aforesaid record and have also brought the certified 

copies of the said record (certified copies have been compared with the record and 

the record has been return ed). The certified copies are taken on record as: 

Exhibit NAB-76 

Exhibit NAB-76-A 

Exhibit NAB-76-B 

Exhibit NAB-77 

Exhibit NAB-78 

Exhibit NAB-79 

23/1/08-(ICW) (138-B), comprising of page 1 to 34 & 

23/1/08-(ICW) (139-C), comprising of page 35 to 47 & 

23/1/08-(ICW) (143-C), comprising of page 48 to 182 & 

23/1/08-0W(ICW)(185), comprising of page 183 to 378. 

23/1/08-(ICW) (180), comprising of page 1 to 153 & 

23/1/08-(ICW) (181), comprising of page 154 to 240 & 

23/1/08-(ICW) (184), comprising of page 241 to 389. 

23/1/08-(ICW) (201), comprising of page 1 to 85 & 

23/1/08-(ICW) (202), comprising of page 86 to 159 & 

23/1/08-(ICW) (203), comprising of page 160 to 226 & 

23/1/08-(ICVV) (205), comprising of page 227 to 298 & 

23/1/08-(ICW) (212), comprising of page 299 to 464 

23/1/08-0W(ICW) Vol-(XVI), comprising of page 1 to 
385. 

23/1/08-0W(ICW) Vol-(XVIII), comprising of page 1 to 
329. 

23/1/08-0W(ICW) Vol-(XIX), comprising of page 1 to 
402. 
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Exhibit NAB-80 

Exhibit NAB-81 

Exhibit NAB-82 

Exhibit NAB-83 

Exhibit NAB-84 

Exhibit NAB-85 

Exhibit NAB-86 

Exhibit NAB-87 

Exhibit NAB-88 

Exhibit NAB-89 

Exhibit NAB-90 

Exhibit NAB-91 

Exhibit NAB-92 

Exhibit NAB-93 

Exhibit NAB-94 

23/1/08-0W(ICW) (XX Vol -I), comprising of page 1 to 
354. 

23/1/08-0W(ICW) (XX Vol-II), comprising of page 355 
to 637. 

23/1/08-0W(ICW) Vol-(XXI), comprising of page 1 to 
542. 

23/1/08-0W(ICW)Vol-(XXII-1), comprising of page 1 to 
507. 

23/1/08-0W(1CW) Vol-(XXIII), comprising of page 1 to 
202. 

23/1/08-0W(ICW) Vol-(XXIV), comprising of page 1 to 
431. 

File No. 23/1/08-0W(ICW) 2019 Vol-(XXV), comprising 

of page 1 to 287. 

23/1/08-0W(ICW) Vol-(XXV), comprising of page 1 to 
272. 

23/1/08-0W (ICW)/2019 Vol-(XXVI), comprising of 
page 1 to 226. 

23/1/08-0W(ICW) Vol-(XXVI-B), comprising of page 1 
to 328. 

Witness Statement of Mr. Talat Ghumman, comprising of 
page 1 to 275. 

Second Witness Statement of Mr. Talat Ghumman, 
comprising of page 276 to 1109. 

Broadsheet Case Documents (Folder-I), comprising of 
page 1 to 485. 

Broadsheet Case Documents (Folder-II), comprising of 
•page 486 to 977. 

Broadsheet Case Documents (Folder-III), comprising of 
page 978 to 1326. 



DRAZ RANDHAWA 
ddl. Director 

National ccountability Bureau 
Islamabad 

Exhibit NAB-95 

Exhibit NAB-96 

Exhibit NAB-97 

Exhibit NAB-98 

Exhibit NAB-99 

Exhibit NAB-100 

Exhibit NAB-101 

Broadsheet Case Documents (Folder-IV), comprising of 
page 1327 to 1929. 

Broadsheet Case Documents (Folder-V), comprising of 
page 1930 to 2353. 

Broadsheet Case Documents (Folder-VI), comprising of 
page 2354 to 2799. 

Broadsheet Case Documents (Folder-VH), comprising of 
page 2800 to 3137. 

NAB/PHC London Account Statements, comprising of 
page Ito 130. 

Broadsheet Case Documents, comprising of page 1 to 
241. 

File no. 23/1/08-ICW(196), comprising of page 1 to 163, 
file no. 23/1/08-ICW(197), comprising of page 164 to 
203, file no. 23/1/08-IC W(198), comprising of page 204 
to 232 and file no. 23/1/08-ICW(199) comprising of page 
233 to 249. 

It is submitted that any further record will be provided as and when directed 

by the Hon'ble Commission. 
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Name 

Mr. Shahid Ali Baig ("AW-21"), former Director (Audit & 
Accounts), Pakistan High Commission, London, Flat 18, 
Steinem Court 5 Draymans Way, Isleworth TW7 6SZ. (The 
statement was recorded via a Video-conference arranged by 
NTC, at Islamabad on 4th  March 2021 at 3 p.m PST. For 
purposes of recording his statement, the witness was directed 
to be present at Pakistan's High Commission in London). 

On S.A  

I joined Pakistan's High Commission in London on 31' of 
March 2008, as Director (Audit and Accounts). Before joining 
the High Commission, I was posted in AGPR, Islamabad as 
Assistant Accountant General. I left the High Commission on 
4th October, 2016. The extraordinary length of my service in the 
High Commission in London was perhaps on account of 
disagreement between the Auditor General of Pakistan and the 
Mb o Foreign Affairs regarding posting of a new officer. On 4th 
October, 2016, a new officer was posted in my place. Since, my 
children were studying in UK at that time, therefore I took 
Extra Ordinary Leave (EOL) for two years. Thereafter, I 
returned to Pakistan and was posted as Director (Federal 
Audit). After three months, I took premature retirement in 
December 2019 and came back to England. Since my return to 
England, I have been living with my children and work as a 
freelance interpreter for two languages i.e. Urdu and Punjabi in 
English. I don't own the property, where I live. I live in a rented 
building and my son pays the rent. My son is a lawyer and 
works for Societe Generale. 

I was the Director (Audit &Accounts) when payments were 
made to M/s Broadsheet. The payment were made in two 



tranches. The second tranche was through a wire transfer to M/s 
Broadsheet LLC's Account No 2508796881 at Compass Bank, 
Colorado, ABA. The Routing Number was 107005319. I state 
that the payment was made to the account of M/s Broadsheet 
LLC. on the instructions of NAB. Such instructions were given 
to me by Mr. Shahzad Anwar Bhatti the then Director 
(Finance), NAB Headquarters, Islamabad. The instructions 
were issued through a letter to the then High Commissioner, 
Mr. Wajid Shamsul Hassan on 29t11  September, 2008. There 
was no clear direction that the payment should be made to M/s 
Broadsheet LLC. Colorado in the letter. There is no Routing 
Number or bank mentioned in the letter. The details about the 
Routing Number and the bank were given by Broadsheet in an 
attached letter dated 29-09-2008 (The witness is referring to 
letter dated 29-9-2008, which is on page 94 of Exhibit NAB-
99). Witness referred to another attachment dated 29-9-2008 
which is on record (page 95 of Exhibit NAB-99). The attention 
of the witness has been drawn on the letter at Page 92 of Exhibit 
NAB-99. 

Q: Is it correct that on the left upper corner M/s Broadsheet has 
been typed? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Is it correct thereunder it is scribed by hand "LLC. 
Gibraltar"? 

A: Yes, but this has been written by the Assistant Accounts 
officer. 

Q: Did you read the document? 

A: Yes, I read this document before signing it. 



Q: Where and from what source LLC Gibraltar figured into the 
letter? 

A: I am not sure how the word "LLC. Gibraltar" came to be 
written on the letter 

Q: Did anyone give you instructions to write the word 
Gibraltar? 

A: No one gave me any instructions to write the word 
"Gibraltar" 

Q: Did you give the instruction to your junior to write 
"Gibraltar"? 

A: No, Sir. 

Q: During the entire process of payment of two tranches, did 
you give instructions to make payments to Broadsheet LLC. 
Gibraltar? 

A: No, Sir. 

Q: When was the first payment made? 

A: The first payment was made by cheque dated 20-5-2008 
amounting to Pound Sterling 320,622.55/- drawn on United 
National Bank. (The witness is referring to copy of cheque, 
which is on page 202 of Exhibit NAB- 23) 

Q: Who is the payee in the cheque? 

A: M/s Broadsheet LLC. Gibraltar. 

Q: Who has signed this cheque in favour of M/s Broadsheet 
LLC. Gibraltar? 

A: The cheque is signed by two officers including myself and 
the second officer is my assistant accounts officer. 



Q: Why did you make this payment to M/s Broadsheet LLC. 
Gibraltar. When you told earlier that nobody gave you 
instructions? 

A: Broadsheet gave us information that the cheque should be 
made in the name of Broadsheet LLC Gibraltar. 

Q: How was the information given to you, either in writing 
through letter, email or telephone? 

A: I cannot find any such communication containing 
information for payment to Broadsheet LLC Gibraltar and I do 
not recall how this information was passed on to me. 

Q: The attention of the witness was drawn to another 
document i.e. Bill 53 on page 130 Exhibit NAB- 99, in the said 
document the payee is also identified as Broadsheet LLC. 
Gibraltar, is it correct? 

A: 	This document is in hand of my assistant but I saw and 
signed it. I saw the payment was to be made to Broadsheet 
LLC. Gibraltar. The witness referred to a letter issued by NAB 
dated 19-05-2008 (page 128 of Exhibit NAB-99). The witness 
states that the said letter was issued by Mr. Shahzad Anwar 
Bhatti, Director (Finance), NAB, which has been copied to M/s 
Broadsheet LLC. Gibraltar. 

Q: 	In the body of the NAB' s letter dated 19-05-2008 is there 
any instruction to pay to Broadsheet LLC. Gibraltar? 

A: 	No sir, to the best of my recollection there was only one 
company at that point of time called BS which was BS LLC. 
Gibraltar 

Q: Were you a witness to the Settlement Agreement under 
which the payments were made? 



A: Yes, Sir. 

Q: Is the agreement before you? 

A: Yes, Sir. 

Q: Who were the parties to the agreement? 

A: NAB/GOP and Broadsheet LLC. 

Q: The Agreement does not say Gibraltar and it has been 
signed with blanks. Is it correct that you signed an agreement 
which had financial implications for GOP/NAB but had blanks 
in it? 

A: It is correct that I signed the agreement, which had 
financial implications for GOP/NAB, in blanks 

Q: Did you read the Agreement before signing it? 

A: 	I read the Settlement Agreement before signing it. 

Q: 	The attention of the witness has been drawn to recital of 
the settlement agreement. Is it correct that the Broadsheet LLC. 
of unknown/blank origin was to be referred as to BS in the 
agreement? 

A: It is correct that the Broadsheet LLC. of blank origin was 
to be referred as to BS in the agreement. 

Q: 	The attention of the witness has been drawn to para 8 of 
the settlement agreement regarding Payment Schedule. Is it 
correct that the payments were to be made to Broadsheet LLC. 
of blank origin? 

A: 	It is correct that payments are to be made to Broadsheet 
LLC. of blank origin. It is correct that the settlement agreement 
does not specify or mandate that the payments were to be made 
to Broadsheet LLC. Gibraltar. 



Q: The attention of the witness is drawn to another letter 
dated 29-09-2008, which pertains to payment of second 
tranche. The letter is written by Shahzad Anwar Bhatti, 
Director (Finance), NAB and is also copied to M/s Broadsheet 
LLC. Gibraltar. 

A: 	It is correct that the second tranche payment was not made 
to M/s Broadsheet LLC. Gibraltar. 

Q: 	Do you know that BS LLC. Gibraltar does not exist? 

A: I did not know that Broadsheet LLC. Gibraltar does not 
exist and have come to know of it today. 

Q: Was the cheque in favour of M/s Broadsheet LLC. 
encashed and never returned?. 

A: I have no idea who encashed the cheque in the name of 
M/s Broadsheet LLC. 
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Name  

Kamran All Afzal, ("AW 6"), Finance Secretary, Room 201, Q Block, 
Pakistan Secretariat, Islamabad. 

On S.A  

Besides the Exhibits FD 1 to FD 4, we have searched the record in the 
light of my earlier statement dated 18th  February 2021, but no further 
record could be traced. 

As a standard procedure funds including Foreign Exchange may be 
released by the Ministry of Finance. Such release is to be made to the 
concerned recipient department or institution. It is the responsibility of 
such recipient department or institution to transmit the funds. The 
record reveals that such procedure was followed for the payment for the 
satisfaction of the Award in the Broad Sheet case. 

If any further documents are found, I shall present before the 
Commission. 

two,  AFait) 
pk.ren02_, 
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Name 

Mr. Hasan Saqib ("AW 7"), Chief (Human Resource Management), 
Federal Board of Revenue, Room No. 474, Federal Board of Revenue 
Building, Constitutional Avenue, Islamabad 

On S.A 

It is correct that the basis of my note proceedings thereupon, drafting and 
final execution of the Settlement Agreement as well as the final paythent 
of USD 1.5 million is based upon the approval of the Prime Minister of 
Pakistan. Such approval was granted on the basis of summaries put before 
him. 

Q. 	Is it correct that the approval of the Prime Minister for the payment 
of USD 1.5 million for settlement was to M/s Broadsheet LLC. with 
whom GOP/NAB entered into an Asset Recovery Agreement (ARA) and 
that BS with which Settlement agreement was interpreted as incorporated 
in Isle of Man?. 

A. 	It is correct that the M/s Broadsheet LLC. with whom ARA was 
executed and to which the settlement money was paid was interpreted as 
incorporated in Isle of Man. 

Q. 	PUC 1 (page 315 of Exhibit NAB-23) is an email of Mr. Ahmer 
Bilal Soofi informing that BS LIC. is going into winding up. What is your 
understanding as to what BS was referred to? 

A. 	My understanding is that the M/s Broadsheet was "M/s Broadsheet 
incorporated in Isle of Man". It is correct and I have already stated that 
settlement agreement dated 20-5-2008 was drafted by Mr. Ahmer Bilal 
Soofi who had been retained for such purpose before I took over office as 
desk officer in NAB. 



cg'y 

Q. 	Did you send the settlement agreement to the High Commission? 

A. Yes, it is correct and as I have already stated that settlement 
agreement was sent to Deputy High Commission in Pakistan, UK along 
with other documents, under my signatures. 

Q. Where does it state in the draft settlement agreement dated 20-05-
2008 (eventually executed) that the payment is to be made to the M/s 
Broadsheet Isle of Man? 

A. It is correct that it is not directly and clearly mentioned in the 
settlement agreement that any payment is to be made to M/s Broadsheet 
incorporated in Isle of Man. However, at that point of time for me and for 
other officers in NAB, M/s Broadsheet LLC., the only company. And as 
per advice of Mr Ahmer Bilal Soofi as evident from his email that 
winding up of companies happens all the time. 

Volunteers that in the liability award there is mention of an email sent by 
Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi to late Mr. E. Jerry James asking a host of 
questions regarding winding up of M/s Broadsheet LLC. Isle of Man. 
However, that email is never discussed or copied to NAB. 

Q 	If the payment under the settlement agreement was eventually made 
to the company/entity other than M/s Broadsheet LLC. Isle of Man, then 
such payment would be deemed to be made without the sanction of Prime 
Minister? 

A 	Yes, it is correct. 

Q. 	If the payment has been made and to M/s Broadsheet LLC. Colorado 
apparently such payment has been made without the approval of the Prime 
Minister. Similarly, if any payment has been made to Broadsheet LLC. 
Gibraltar apparently such payment would also be without sanction of the 
Prime Minster. 

A 	Yes, it is correct. 



I am aware that there were arbitration proceedings in London wherein I 
appeared as witness and my witness statement is at page 1 of Exhibit 
NAB-41 and my cross examination is at page 539 of Exhibit NAB-44. 

ROAC 

 



Name 

Mr. Zahir Shah ("AW 3"), Director General (Operations), National Accountability 
Bureau, Islamabad 

On S.A 

In March 2010, I was employed with NAB as Additional Director. I was instructed 
by the Acting Chairman NAB to proceed to London along-with the then Chief of 
Staff NAB, on the instructions of the Supreme Court of Pakistan, to collect 
documents pertaining to the cases of Mr. Asif Ali Zardari in Switzerland which 
apparently have been retrieved from the then lawyer of Government of Pakistan, Mr. 
Jacques PYTHON. The documents consisted of 12 sealed boxes which had been 
moved from Geneva to London and stored at the Pakistan's High Commission 
London, UK. As per certificate issued, the said boxes had been collected by Mr. 
Yvan Jeanneret and handed over to the then Prosecutor General Accountability 
(PGA) NAB, Dr. Danishwar Malik and Mr. Wajid Shamsul Hasan, Pakistan's High 
Commissioner in UK, who had apparently prepared the certificates and signatures 
of the three gentlemen are made thereupon. We collected the 12 boxes which were 
sealed in canvas bags and reportedly contained 87 Folders, which were therein 
transported to Pakistan through diplomatic bags and placed in the record room of 
NAB in sealed condition. The inventory in French is Exhibited as "AW 3-2" and its 
English translation is Exhibited "AW 3-2 A". The handing over and taking over of 
aforementioned record by NAB from Pakistan High Commission in UK is attached 
as Exhibited "AW 3-2 B". 

ROAC 
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Note 

 

   

The Commission along-with Mr. Zahir Shah DG (Operations) NAB, visited the 
record room of NAB at NAB Headquarters on 8th  March, 2021 and inspected the 12 
boxes which were sealed in canvas diplomatic bags and took photographs which are 
appended herewith as Appendix 1&2 respectively. 
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Name 

Mr. Muhammad Jamil ("AW 22"), Assistant Director (Audit), National 
Accountability Bureau, Islamabad 

On S.A  

I am the custodian of the record. I produce certified copies of record as 
follows, pertaining to the transmission of USD 27.227 million by NAB 
through proper channels to the designated account of NAB operated by 
the Pakistan's High Commission in UK, such funds were towards the 
satisfaction of the award in favour of M/s Broadsheet and against 
NAB/GOP. 

Sr. 
No. 

Subject Pages 

1 • 
Finance Division U.0 No. 4(4)/2019-DS(Exp-
NAB)-232 dated 15-05-2020 

1-2 

2.  
Economic Coordination Committee's (ECC) 
decision as conveyed by Cabinet Division vide 
OM No. F. 1/26/2020-Com dated 05-06-2020 

3-6 

3.  
Ratification of the decision of the FCC by the 
Federal Cabinet as conveyed by Cabinet Division 
vide No. 5/1/2018-P-II dated 15-06-2020 

7-10 

4.  
Sanction letter No. F. 1(104)F & A /2049- 
NAB(HQ) dated 17-06-2020 

11-12 

5.  Details of accounts 13 

The certified copies are placed on record as Exhibit "AW 22-1" and 
compared with the original. The original record was returned. 

ROAC 
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Name  

• Mr. Khadim Hussain ("AW 23"), Deputy Director (Finance & 
Coordination), National Accountability Bureau, Islamabad. 

On S.A  

I am the Deputy Director (Finance) at NAB, Headquarters. Umar Zafar 
Sheikh is the Director (Finance), who is currently unwell and is suffering 
from Covid-19. 

There are two accounts in United National Bank London, UK which are 
operated on behalf of NAB by Pakistan's High Commission in London. 
One is USD account, while the other one is GB Pound Sterling account. 
The respective account numbers are 0001-021441-002 (USD account) 
and 0001-021441-001 (GB Pound Sterling account). 

As a normal course, the funds to be utilized for the satisfaction of the 
award handed down against us and in favor of Mis Broadsheet LLC. (Isle 
of Man), were released in the USD Account: 0001-021441-002. 

Before funds were released, the amount was allocated with the decision 
of Economic Coordination Committee (ECC) duly ratified by the Federal 
Cabinet. Before submission of the Summary to the FCC, Finance 
Division's concurrence to release funds was also received. Finance 
Division also authorized foreign exchange before the release of amount 
through the State Bank of Pakistan. 

There was no option available with NAB to officially send money to UK 
except either of the two accounts mentioned above. 
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Name 
Muhammad Nadeem Khan ("AW-24"), Deputy Director (Coord), International 
Cooperation (IC) Wing, NAB Headquarters, Islamabad. 

On S.A 

I am the custodian of the Diary Register of IC Wing (formerly Overseas Wing), 
NAB, Headquarters. I produce certified copies of the Diary Register for two separate 
months i.e. September 2008 and May 2008 comprising of pages from 1 to 24. The 
certified copies have been compared with the original record which has been 
returned. The certified copies have been taken on record as Exhibit ("AW 24-1"). 
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Name 

Lt. Col. (Retd.) Shahzad Anwar Bhatti, ("AW 19"), House No. 22, Street 
No. 36, Sector-C (Orchard Area), DHA-I, Islamabad/Rawalpindi. 

On S.A 

The attention of the witness was drawn to the letter dated 25th November 
2009, (Page 114 of Exhibit NAB-23) addressed by him as DG 
(Operations) NAB to Pakistan's Deputy High Commissioner in London, 
UK. In the said letter, it is apparently written that the payment to M/s 
Broadsheet LLC Gibraltar was authorized by the Government of Pakistan. 

Q. 	The witness is asked to offer any clarification regarding the above 
referred letter? 

A. 	I have no further clarification or explanation to offer except what I 
have already stated in my previous statement. 

ROAC 
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Name 

Mr. Ahmed Irfan Aslam ("AW 25"), Head, International Dispute Unit, 
Office of the Attorney General of Pakistan, Supreme Court Building, 
Constitution Avenue, Islamabad. 

On S.A 

I have been holding my current position since the Pt February 2018, prior 
thereto I was working in the office of the Secretary General, United 
Nations, New York. I also worked as an Arbitration lawyer in the law firm 
M/s Herbert Smith in London for five years. Prior to that, I was the dispute 
resolution lawyer at the World Trade Organization, Geneva, Switzerland. 
I joined the said law firm immediately after completing my education 
including in Law from Cambridge and Oxford universities. 

I got associated with the Broadsheet Arbitration at the stage of the 
Quantum hearing as prior thereto I was not occupying my present 
position. I am aware that the original venue and seat of arbitration as per 
the arbitration clause in the main agreement was Dublin, Ireland. I am also 
aware that the venue and seat of the arbitration, with the consent of 
NAB/GOP, was changed to London, UK. This happened prior to my 
association with the arbitration. I have not come across any decision in 
our record regarding the change of venue and seat of arbitration. Had the 
venue for arbitration been Dublin, Ireland, the challenge to the award 
would have been in the Irish Courts. It is difficult to predict the outcome, 
but there is a general perception that Irish Courts are little more liberal 
while dealing with challenges to arbitration than the English Courts. Thus, 
perhaps there was a possibility that GOP/NAB may have found some 
relief in the Irish Courts. However, I can say that the decision for change 
of venue of arbitration from Dublin to London may not have been properly 
thought through. 

After the liability award, the possibility of challenging the same in the 
same court was considered. However, we were advised by our lawyers 

t3/440 



• 
M/s Allen & Overy not to do so as it may be counter-productive and affect 
the Quantum award to our disadvantage. Such advice was given in 
writing, which I believe is with NAB. 

It is correct that on receipt of notices of arbitration, GOP/NAB did not 
respond with promptitude and in-fact Sir Anthony Evans was appointed 
as arbitrator in default. A more pro-active approach to the selection of the 
arbitrator could have been helpful. 

The arbitration on our behalf was initially conducted by very seasoned 
lawyer Ms. Judith Gill of Allen & Overy. Unfortunately, she left the said 
law firm and another lawyer of Allen & Overy inherited the brief, who 
was perhaps not fully acquainted with the case and my impression was 
that he lacked due preparation. This did not help the matters. 

It is correct that the primary basis of the Quantum award is "Loss of 
Chance" as is evident from the award itself It is correct that bulk of the 
properties as mentioned in the award were in Saudi Arabia and UAE. We 
(GOP/NAB) produced a legal expert on UAE and Saudi law, while the 
other side did not produce any such expert. Thus, we were a little 
disappointed with the Quantum award and challenged the same but in 
view of the rigors of the English law, the opportunity for such challenge 
was very limited and hence success eluded us. 

We (GOP/NAB) did specifically take up the ground before the arbitrator 
with regard to the enforceability under the English law of the judgment of 
the Accountability Court and of the JIT report. However, this was side 
stepped by the arbitrator. Such ground was not taken before the court as 
our lawyer M/s Allen & Overy did not consider it appropriate to do so. 

Q. 	While you were away on official business, the Commission tried to 
contact your office to discover that there was no person there: How much 
staff do you have?. 
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A. 	I only have four consultants working for me, two of them were 
unwell due to Covid, at that time. 

Q. 
	

What is the sanctioned strength of your office?. 

A. 	The sanctioned strength of my office is ten consultants. 

Q. 
	Why have you not recruited them?. 

A. We have made several attempts in this behalf, which have not 
proved successful because of the "procedural delays" by the concerned 
Ministries/Divisions. 

Q. 	Is it correct that a large number of International arbitrations are 
pending or in the pipeline against GOP involving huge sums of money? 

A. 	Yes, it is correct. 
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Name 

Mr. Shakeel Anjum Nagra ("AW 26"), Additional Director (Coord/Ops) NAB Headquarters, 

Islamabad. 

On S.A  

I am custodian of the record and have been appointed as such by the Operations Division, NAB 
Headquarters, Islamabad vide Office Order No. 25/1/2021/NABHQ/ICW/BS-180 dated 10th  March 

2021, which I tender in evidence ("AW 26-1'). 

I have brought the following available record comprising of 14 cases which are as under: 

Sr. Case Title Details Pages No. 
No. 

1 * 
Ref No. 14/2001 
The State Vs Asif All Zardari & Others (Assets Case) 

Exhibit - A 1— 124 
 

2.  
Ref No. 35/2001 
The State Vs Asif Ali Zardari & Others (Cotecna Case) Exhibit - B 1 —70 

3.  
Ref No. 41/2001 
The State Vs Asif Ali Zardari & Others (SGS Case) Exhibit - C 1 —78 

4.- 
Oil for Food Case (Spanish Case) Exhibit - D 1 — 10 

5.  
Mr. Fawzi Ali Kazmi Exhibit — E 1 — 7 

6.  
Ref No. 23/2000 
The State Vs Aslam Hayat Qureshi& others (ARY Gold 
case) 

Exhibit — F 1 —66 

7.  
Ref No. 13/2001 
The State Vs Benazir Bhutto & Others (URUS Tractor 
case) 

Exhibit — G 1 — 82 

8.  
Reference No. 43/2001 
State Vs Admiral (Retd) Mansoor-UI-Haq Ex- Exhibit — H 1 —31 
CNS/Chief of Naval Staff and Amir Lodhi 

9.  

File No. 8-2(4)/L/ICW/NAB HQ/ 2018 
Investigation against Ch. Shujaat Hussain, Ex-Federal 
Minister/MNA and Ch. Pervaiz Elahi, Ex- Deputy 
Speaker/MPA Punjab Assembly & Others. 

Exhibit — I 1 — 44 

I 

10.  1 

File No. 8-2(1)/L/ICW/NAB HQ/ 2018 
Inquiry against Mr. Moonis Elahi Ex- MPA Punjab 
Assembly. 

Exhibit — J 1 —98 
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11.  

L 

Reference No. 18/2017 
The State Vs Mian Muhammad Nawaz Sharif & Others 
(Flagship Case) Exhibit — K 1 —95 

12.  

Reference No. 19/2017 
The State Vs Mian Muhammad Nawaz Sharif & Others 
(Al Azizia & Hill Metal Case) 

Exhibit — L 1 —217 

13-  

Reference No. 20/2017 
The State Vs Mian Muhammad Nawaz Sharif & Others 
(Avenfield Properties Case) 

Exhibit — M 1 —263 

1 4. 

Reference No. 26/2000 
The State Vs Ms. Benazir Bhutto 
(Asset Case) Exhibit — N 1— 15 

I am the custodian of the aforesaid record and have also brought the certified copies of the 

said record (certified copies have been compared with the record and the record has been returned). 

The certified copies are taken on record as: 

Exhibit 26-2-A 	Ref No. 14/2001: The State Vs Asif Ali Zardari & Others (Assets Case), 

comprising of pages 1-124. 

Exhibit 26-2-B 	Ref No. 35/2001: The State Vs Asif Ali Zardari & Others (Cotecna Case), 

comprising of pages 1-70. 

Exhibit 26-2-C 	Ref No. 41/2001: The State Vs Asif Ali Zardari & Others (SOS Case), 

•comprising of pages 1-78. 

Exhibit 26-2-D 	Oil for Food Case (Spanish Case), comprising of pages 1-10. 

Exhibit 26-2-E 	Mr. Fawzi Ali Kazmi, comprising of pages 1-7. 

Exhibit 26-2-F 	Ref No. 23/2000: The State Vs Aslam Hayat Qureshi & others (ARY Gold 

case), comprising of pages 1-66. 

Exhibit 26-2-G 	Ref No. 13/2001: The State Vs Benazir Bhutto & Others (URUS Tractor 
case), comprising of pages 1-82. 

. 	Exhibit 26-2-H 	Reference No. 43/2001: State Vs Admiral (Retd) Mansoor-U1-Haq Ex- 
CNS/Chief of Naval Staff and Amir Lodhi, comprising of pages 1-31. 
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File No. 8-2(4)/LaCW/NAB HQ/ 2018: Investigation against Ch. Shujaat 
Hussain, Ex-Federal Minister/I\4NA and Ch. Pervaiz Elahi, Ex- Deputy 
Speaker/MPA Punjab Assembly & Others, comprising of pages 1-44. 

• Exhibit 26-2-J 	File No. 8-2(1)/L/ICW/NAB HQ/ 2018: Inquiry against Mr. Moonis Elahi 
Ex- MPA Punjab Assembly, comprising of pages 1-98. 

	

Exhibit 26-2-K 	Reference No. 18/2017: The State Vs Mian Muhammad Nawaz Sharif & 
Others (Flagship Case), comprising of pages 1-95. 

	

Exhibit 26-2-L 	Reference No. 19/2017: The State Vs Mian Muhammad Nawaz Sharif & 
Others (Al Azizia & Hill Metal Case), comprising of pages 1-217. 

	

Exhibit 26-2-M 	Reference No. 20/2017: The State Vs Mian Muhammad Nawaz Sharif & 
Others (Avenfield Properties Case), comprising of pages 1-263. 

	

Exhibit 26-2-N 	Reference No. 26/2000: The State Vs Ms. Benazir Bhutto (Asset Case), 
comprising of pages 1-15. 
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***** 
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Confidential/Secret 
By Special Messenger 

GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN 
COMMISSION OF INQUIRY ON BROADSHEET AND OTHER 

INTERNATIONAL CASES 
ISLAMABAD 

*** 

Islamabad, 9 February 2021 

THE COMMISSION'S PROCEEDINGS ON 9 FEBRUARY 2021  

In pursuance of the Notification dated 29 January 2021 issued by the 
Cabinet Division, Cabinet Secretariat, the required administrative and 
logistical support has been made available today; resultantly the 
Commission commenced its proceedings. 

2. 	At the very outset, the Commission took cognizance of the matters 
referred in the Terms of Reference as incorporated in the Cabinet Division's 
aforementioned Notification. In this regard, the Commission ordered for 
immediate summoning of certified copies (certified by the custodian of the 
record) of the below described relevant records/files (including noting and 
correspondence portions, intergovernmental correspondences) with an 
inventory of the same from the National Accountability Bureau, the Ministry 
of Law and Justice, the Ministry of Finance, and the Office of the Attorney 
General for Pakistan: 

(a) The record pertaining to the process of selection and appointment 
of Trouvons LLC, Broadsheet LLC, and International Asset Recovery 
Limited ("TAR"), and execution of agreements in the year 2000 along 
with copies of the executed agreements. 

(b) The record relating to the decisions for cancellation of 
agreements with Broadsheet LLC and TAR in 2003 along with copies 
of notice of such cancellations/terminations. 



Azmat Saeed 
ustice (Retd) 

(c) The record relating to the decisions for settlement and payment 
on behalf of GoP to Broadsheet in 2008, and consequent payment of 
USD1.5million along with copies of the settlement agreements. 

(d) The record relating to the arbitration proceedings including 
evidence recorded before the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators and 
subsequent appeal before the High Court of Justice in London 
regarding Broadsheet LLC along with copies of the 
Awards/Judgments. 

(e) The record relating to recovery efforts and legal proceedings 
pursued by the GoP since the year 1990 in foreign jurisdictions for 

recovery of unlawfully removed money or illegally acquired assets but 
were closed, abandoned or withdrawn. 

(f) Any other related or ancillary record related to the above. 

3. 	Accordingly, the Registrar of the Commission shall hereby issue 
appropriate notices in relation to the summoning of the above said records. 



Proceedings of the Commission 

Date 

. 12.02.2021 
at 1530 hours 

Proceedings 

Syed Shahid Raza Zaidi, Deputy Secretary 
(External Finance), Finance Division, "AW 1" 
produced record containing 4 office files 
related to foreign exchange releases to NAB 
during FY 2015-16 to FY 2019-2020 by 
Finance Division. The certified copies (noting 
and correspondence portions) have been 
compared with the original record. Certified 
copies were taken on record as Exhibits FD-1 
to 4 and original files were returned. 

Sheik Azmat Saeed 
ustice (Retd.) 
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Darie Proceedings 

15.02.2021 	Mr. Umer Draz Randhawa, Additional 
at 1600 hours Director 	(Operations), 	National 

Accountability Bureau (NAB) HQs, "AW 2" 
appeared before the Commission and 
produced 25 folders containing 165 files 
(correspondence and note pyrtions) of NAB 
pertaining to the years 1999 to 2008. Certified 
copies have been compared with the original 
record. Certified copies were taken on record 
as Exhibits NAB-1 to 25 and original files 
were returned. 

Shet Azmat Saeed 
ustice (Retd.) 
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Date 	 Proceedings 

16.02.2021 Mr. Zahir Shah, Director General 
at 1530 hours (Operations) NAB, "AW 3" recorded his 

statement before the Commission. Certified 
copies of 22 e-mails pertaining to the period 
from 1st April 2007 till 28th  February, 2008 
(comprising of pages 1 to 85) forwarded to 
him by Mr. Tariq Fawad Malik and others 
were compared with the emails record brought 
by the witness. Certified copies of emails 
were taken on record as Exhibit "AW 3-1" and 
record brought by the witness was returned. 

Sheik Azmat Saeed 
Justice (Retd.) 
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17.02.2021 
at 1700 hours 

Mr Umer Draz 
Director (Operation 
once again appeare 
and produced miscel 
to the Broadsheet Ar 
have been compare 
Certified copies w 
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Date 

17.02.2021 
at 1100 hours 

17.02.2021 
at 1200 hours 

Proceedings 

Mr. Khalid Khan Niazi, Secretary to the 
Attorney General for Pakistan "AW 4" 
appeared before the Commission and recorded 
his statement. 

Mr. Umer Draz Randhawa, Additional 
Director (Operations), NAB HQs, "AW 2" 
appeared before the Commission and 
produced miscellan ous record pertaining to 
the Broadsheet LL 
Defence, 	claima 
statements. •Certifi 
compared with the 
copies were taken o 
26 to 48 and origina 

s Particulars of Claims, 
ts and respondents 
d copies have been 
riginal record. Certified 
record as Exhibits NAB- 
files were returned. 

17.02.2021 
at 1500 hours 

Raja Naeem Akba Secretary, Ministry of 
Law & Justice "A -5" appeared before the 
Commission and recorded his statement. 

• 

Randhawa, Additional 
), NAB HQs, "AW 2" 
before the Commission 

aneous record pertaining 
itration. Certified copies 
with the original record. 
re taken on record as 



Exhibits NAB-49 to 75 and original record 
was returned. 

Sheikh • r mat aced 
ice (Reid.) 
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18.02.2021 
at 1500 hours 

Mr. Hassan Saqib, Chief (HRM Customs) 
FBR, former Deputy Director (Overseas 
Wing) NAB HQs, "AW-7" appeared before 
the Commission and recorded his statement. 

Sheikh zmat Saeed 
stice (Retd.) 

Date 
18 .-02. 2021 
at 1100 hours 

Proceedings 
Mr. Kamran Ali Afzal, Finance Secretary, 
"AW 6" appeared before the Commission and 
recorded his statement. 



Date 

19.02.2021 
at 1100 hours 

Proceedings 

Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi, Advocate Supreme 
Court, former Legal Consultant NAB "AW-8" 
appeared before the Commission and recorded 
his statement. 

heikh zmat Saeed 
ustice (Retd.) 

• 
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Date 
	

Proceedings 	 a 

20.02. 2021 
at 1130 hours 

Mr. Muhammad Kaleem Khan, Judge Special 
Anti-Terrorism Court, Sahiwal Division 
"AW-9" appeared before the Commission and 
recorded his statement. 

20.02.2021 	Lt. Gen. (Retd) Munir Hafiez, former 
at 1500 hours Chairman NAB "AW-10", appeared before 

the Commission and recorded his statement. 

LA 
Sheikh zmat Saeed 

stice (Retd.) 
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heik Azmat Saeed 
ustice (Retd.) 

Date 	 Proceedings 

	

21.02.2021 	Lt. Gen (Retd) Khalid Maqbool, former 
at 1100 hours Chairman NAB "AW-11" appeared before the 

Commission and recorded his statement. 

	

21.02.2021 	Lt. Gen (Retd) Syed Muhammad Amjad, 
at 1600 hours former Chairman NAB "AW-12" appeared 

before the Commission and recorded his 
statement. 
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Date 	 Proceedings, 

	

22.02.2021 	Mr. Abdul Basit, former Deputy High 
at 1100 hours Commissioner, Pakistan's High Commission 

in London "AW-13" appeared before the 
Commission and recorded his statement. 

	

22.02.2021 	Mr. Umer Zafar Sheikh, Director (Finance) 
at 1600 hours NAB, Headquarters appeared before the 

Commission. However, his statement could 
not be recorded because he did not bring the 
relevant record. 

Sheikh zmat Saeed 
stice (Retd. 
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zm 4t Saeed 
J :tice (Retd.) 

Date 	 Proceedings 

23.02.2021 	Mr. Nawid Ahsan, former Chairman NAB, 
at 1100 hours "AW-14" appeared before the Commission 

and recorded his statement. 

23.02.2021 
at 1530 hours 

Mr. Ghulam Rasool, former Joint Secretary, 
Mb o Law and Justice / Deputy Legal Advisor 
Mb o Foreign Affairs "AW-15" appeared 
before the Commission and recorded his 
statement. 
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Date 	 Proceedings  
24.02.2021 	Mr. Khalid Khan Niazi, Secretary to the 
at 1100 hours Attorney General for Pakistan "AW-4" 

appeared before the Commission and 
recorded his supplementary statement. 

24.02.2021 	Mr. Faizan Zafar, Assistant Private 
at 1130 hours 	Secretary to the Attorney General's Office 

"AW-16" appeared before the 
Commission and produced relevant record 
comprising of five volumes containing 
correspondence relating to Broadsheet, 
one 	volume 	each 	containing 
correspondence relating to Submission 
made to the tribunal and judgments/orders 
and one volume of correspondence 
relating to late Ms. Benazir Bhutto 
Jewelry case. Certified copies have been 
compared with the original record. 
Certified copies were taken on record as 
Exhibits OAGP-1 to 8 and original files 
were returned. 

24.02.2021 
at 1500 hours 

Raja Naeem Akbar, Secretary, Ministry of 
Law and Justice "AW -5" appeared before 
the Commission and recorded his 
supplementary statement. 
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24.02.2021 	Mr. Asghar Ali, Section Officer, Ministry 
at 1600 hours of Law & Justice "AW-17" appeared 

before the Commission and produced 
original 	record 	pertaining 	to 
SGS/COTECNA cases. Certified copies 
have been compared with the original 
record. Certified copies were taken on 
record as Exhibit AW 17-1 and original 
files were returned. 

	

24.02.2021 	Mr. Muhammad Nasim, Deputy Director, 
at 1700 hours Examiner of Questioned Documents, 

NAB Forensic Science Laboratory, NAB 
HQs "AW-18" produced in sealed cover 
forensic analysis report, in pursuance of 
Commission's letter dated 23rd  February, 
2021, Exhibit "AW 18-1". The sealed 
cover Exhibit "AW 18-2" was opened by 
the witness before the Commission. The 
said forensic analysis report was taken on 
record as Exhibit "AW 18-3". 

Azm at Saeed 
tice (Retd.) 
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Date 	 Proceedings 

25.02.2021 	Mr. Kamran Ali Afzal, Secretary Finance 
At 1100 hours could not appear and requested through a 

letter for rescheduling his appearance before 
the Commission as he had been summoned to 
appear personally before the Peshawar High 
Court, Peshawar on the same day. 

25.02.2021 
at 1500 hours 

Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi, Advocate Supreme 
Court, former Legal Consultant, NAB "AW- 
8" appeared before the Commission and 
recorded his supplementary statement. 

hetich AzinfrfSaeed 
ustice (Retd.) 



Pate 

01.03.2021 
at 1500 hours 

01.03.2021 
at 1200 hours 

Proceedings 

Col. Shahzad Anwar Bhatti (Retd), former 
Director (Finance) and Director General 
(Operations), NAB HQs, "AW-19" appeared 
before the Commission and recorded his 
statement. 

Mr. Umer Zafar Sheikh, Director (Finance) 
NAB, Headquarters, Islamabad could not 
appear before the Commission and informed 
through telephone that he has been diagnosed 
with COVID-19 and requested to reschedule 
the hearing or alternatively his Deputy 
Director (Finance) could be summoned by the 
Commission for recording the Statement of 
the Finance Wing, NAB, on his behalf 

hei 	Azmat Saeed 
stice (Retd.) 
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Date 

03.03.2021 
at 1500 hours 

03.03.2021 
at 1700 hours 

Proceedings 

Mr. Arif Azim, former Federal Secretary and 
Acting Chairman NAB, "AW-20" appeared 
before the Commission and recorded his 
statement. 

Mr Umer Draz Randhawa, Additional 
Director (Operations), NAB HQs, "AW 2" 
once again appeared before the Commission 
and produced miscellaneous record pertaining 
to Broadsheet & Arbitration. Certified copies 
have been compared with the original record. 
The certified copies were taken on record as 
Exhibits NAB-76 to 101 and original record 
was returned. 

SheiltKAzniat Saeed 
ice (Retd.) 
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She' Azmat Saeed 
ustice (Retd.) 

Date 

04.03.2021 
at 1500 hours 

Proceedings 

Mr. Shahid Ali Baig, former Director (Audit 
& Accounts) Pakistan's High Commission, 
London, UK, "AW-21" recorded his 
statement to the Commission through Video 
Conference arranged by NTC. The witness 
was summoned at Pakistan's High 
Commission, London for recording his 
statement through video conference. 

Note: Mr. Hasan Ali Zaigham, Head of 
Chancery, Pakistan's High Commission in 
London during the video conference stated 
that the noting portion of the file record is 
missing. 
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Date Proceedings 

  

 

05.03.2021 
at 1100 hours 

05.03.2021 
at 1500 hours 

Ms. Madina M. Khan, fanner Director 
Overseas Wing NAB HQs, Islamabad did not 
attend the hearing as the summon addressed to 
her through Special Diary messenger was 
returned back by her relative to Diary 
Messenger stating that she is out of Country. 

The personal appearance of Mr. Hassan Saqib, 
Chief (HRM Customs) FBR, former Deputy 
Director (Overseas Wing), NAB HQs, 
Islamabad for recording his second witness 
statement was re-scheduled due to sudden ill- 
health of the Chairman of the Commission. 

  

   

 

     



Date Proceedings 

08.03.2021 at Mr. Kamran Ali Afzal, Finance Secretary, 
1100 hours 	"AW 6" appeared before the Commission and 

recorded his supplementary witness 
statement. 

08.03.2021 	Mr. Khadim Hussain, Deputy Director 
at 1430 hours (Finance & Coordination), NAB HQs, 

Islamabad requested to reschedule the hearing 
for 09.03.2021 in order to have time to trace 
the relevant record. 

08.03.2021 at Mr. Hassan Saqib, Chief (HRM Customs) 
1500 hours 	FBR, former Deputy Director Oversees Wing, 

NAB HQs "AW-7" appeared• before the 
Commission and recorded his supplementary 
witness statement. 
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08.03.2021 Mr. Zahir Shah, Director General 
at 1630 hours (Operations) NAB HQs, "AW 3" appeared 

before the Commission and produced certified 
copies of inventory of record of cases related 
to Mr. Asif Ali Zardari in Switzerland and 
handing over & taking over of record of afore- 
mentioned record by NAB from Pakistan's 
High Commission in London. In his witness 
statement, DG(Ops) NAB informed that the 
cited record is contained in 12 sealed boxes, 
which were moved from Geneva to London 
and stored at Pakistan's High Commission, 
London. The 12 sealed boxes reportedly 
containing 87 folders were received by the 
former Prosecutor General NAB from 
Pakistan's High Commission in London. The 
certified copies of the inventory in French and 
its English translation were compared with the 
original record and certified copies have been 
taken on record as Exhibits "AW 3-2"and 
"AW 3-2 A". The certified copy of handing 
over & taking over of record by NAB from 
Pakistan's High Commission London has 
been compared with the original record and 
the Certified copy was taken on record as 
Exhibit "AW 3-2 B" and the original was 
returned. 

Note: The Commission along-with Mr. Zahir 
Shah, DG (Ops) NAB visited the record room 
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of NAB HQs on 8th  March, 2021 and 
inspected the 12 boxes which were sealed in 
canvas diplomatic bags and took photographs 
of the same. 

She' Azmat Saeed 
ustice (Retd.) 
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Date 	 Proceedings 
09.03.2.21 	Mr. Muhammad Jamil, Assistant Director 
at 1100 hours (Audit), NAB HQs, Islamabad "AW-22" 

appeared before the Commission and 
produced record pertaining to transmission of 
USD 27.227 million by NAB to NAB account 
operated by Pakistan's High Commission, 
London. Certified copies have been compared 
with the original record. Certified copies of 
the documents were placed on record as 
Exhibit "AW 22-1" and original record was 
returned. 

09.03.2.21 	Mr. Khadim Hussain, Deputy Director 
at 1130 hours (Finance and Coordination), NAB HQs, 

Islamabad "AW-23" appeared before the 
Commission and recorded his statement. 

09.03.2021 	Mr. Muhammad Nadeem Khan, Deputy 
at 1200 hours Director (Coord), International Cooperation 

(IC) Wing, NAB HQs "AW-24" appeared 
before the Commission and produced 
Diary/Section register of the IC/formerly 
Overseas Wing, NAB for the months of May 
2008 and September, 2008. Certified copies 
have been compared with the original record. 
Certified copies were taken on record as 
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Exhibit "AW 24-1" and original record was 
returned. 

09.03.2021 	Col. Shahzad Anwar Bhatti (Retd), former 
at 1500 hours Director (Finance) and Director General 

(Operations), NAB I-IQs, "AW 19" appeared 
before the Commission and recorded his 
supplementary statement. 

She di Azmat Saeed 
Justice (Retd.) 
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Date 

10.03.2021 
at 1015 hours 

10.03.2021 
at 1630 hours 

a 

Proceedings 

Mr. Ahmed Irfan Aslam, Head, International 
Disputes Unit, Office of the Attorney General 
for Pakistan "AW 25" appeared before the 
Commission and recorded his statement. 

Mr. Shakeel Anjum Nagra, Additional 
Director (Coord/Ops), NAB HQs, "AW 26" 
appeared before the Commission and 
produced relevant record comprising of 14 
cases. Certified copies have been compared 
with the original record. Certified copies were 
taken on record as Exhibits AW 26-2-A to 
AW 26-2-N and original files were returyed. 

k  - 
h•I' Azmat Sae d 

ustice (Rea.) 
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